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Indiana Michigan
Power Company
500 Circle Drive
Buchanan, Ml 491071395
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October 21, 1997 AEP:NRC:0900M
10 CFR 50.90

Docket Nos. 50-315
50-316

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 3/4.6.5 AND
TECHNICAL SPECIFZCATION BASIS 3/4.5.5

PROPOSED CHANGES

Reference: AEP:NRC:0900K, Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant
Units 1 and 2, Request for Exigent Technical
Specification Amendment, Technical Specification
3/4.6.5, Ice Weight and Surveillance Requirement
and Technical Specification 3/4.5.5 Basis,
Refueling Water Storage Tank Change, dated
October 8, 1997.

This letter transmits data supporting our proposed technical
specification change to increase the minimum ice mass required in
the ice condenser during operation (referenced letter). The total
minimum ice mass listed in the request has been analyzed by Fauske
and Associates, using the MAAP4 computer code, and a presentation
was made to your staff on October 9, 1997, providing the results of
the analyses.

During the meeting, we were asked to provide a copy of the code
input parameters, and a non-proprietary version of the material
that was presented at the meeting. Attachment 1 to this letter
contains the code input parameters. Attachment 2 contains a non-
proprietary version of Fauske and Associates'resentation.
Sincerely,

pC
Vice President

vlb
Attachments

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME

THIS ~/ DAY OF ~ , 1997

Notary Public

My Commission Expires J- .A4'0/

97i0240236 97i02i l,
PDR ADQCK 050003i5
P PORE

iIIIiIiiIIiIiiiiiiiiiIiIiIiiiiIiliiit

UNDAL BOELCKE

Notary Public, Berrien County, Ml

My Commission Expires january 21, 200A@1
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Attachment 1 to AEP:NRC:0900M

MAAP4 INPUT PARAMETERS USED FOR
DONALD C. COOK NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 ANALYSES





D. C. COOK UNIT I: DRAFT PARAMETER FILE FOR MAAP 4
PREPARED FOR

THE AMERICANELECTRIC POWER SERVICE COMPANY
BY

FAUSKE &ASSOCIATES, BURR RIDGE, IL.

**IMPORTANTNOTES ON THIS SPECIFIC PARAMETER FILE:

** 1. This parameter file was created by taking the current COOK IPE
MAAP 3.0B parameter file and using the information in thc D.C.
Cook Containment Data Collection Notebook.
Unless otherwisc marked, values are specifically for D C COOK.
Single values taken from from ZION plant data arc identified in
in thc appropriate calculation sheets.

**THISDECK IS IN BR UNITS (FT-LBM-HOUR-DEGF-GPM)

*BR

*CONCRETE AND CONTAINMENTSHELL (PARAMETER GROUP 8 I)

** UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. CONCRETE PROPERTIES ARE FOR "PURE"

** NOTE: CONSTITUENT MASS FRACTION (NOS. 05 - 15) SHOULD SUM TO l.

** D.C. CONTAINMENTEMPLOYS LIMESTONE/COMMONSAND

CPCNO 0.341 AVERAGE SPECIFIC HEAT OF CONCRETE
TCNMP 2546.6 MELTINGTEMPERATURE OF CONCRETE
LHDEC 401.88 ENERGY ABSORBED IN ENDOTHERMIC CHEMICALREACTIONS

DURING CONCRETE DECOMPOSITION
LHCN 274. LATENTHEAT OF MELTING

**ALLTHE CONCRETE MASS FRACS SHOULD ADD UP TO ROUGHLY 1.;

MFCN(1) 0.2576 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETETHAT IS SIO2
MFCN(") 0.2733 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THAT IS CAO
MFCN(3) 0.0144 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THAT IS AL203
MFCN(4) 0.0016 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THATIS K20
MFCN(5) 0.0005 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THAT IS NA20
MFCN(6) 0.1201 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THAT IS MGO,KINO,ORTIO2
MFCN(7) 0.0062 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETETHAT IS FE203
MFCN(8) 0.0 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THAT IS FE
MFCN(9) 0.0 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THAT IS CR203
MFCN(10) 0.053 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THAT IS H20
MFCN(11) 0.2687 MASS FRACTION OF CONCRETE THAT IS CO2
DCSRCN 4.088 REBAR DENSITY (MASS OF REBAR PER UNITVOLUMEOF

REINFORCED CONCRETE)
TLIQCN 2546. LIMESTONE/COMMONSAND CONCRETE LIQUIDUS - 1670 K



TSOLCN 2096. LIMESTONE/COMMONSAND CONCRETE SOLIDUS - 1420 K

**DEFAULTVALUESTAKENFROM ZION SAMPLE PARAMETER FILE

FCNSOL 0.1 CN SOLID FRACTION FOR SOLIDUS PLATEAU
FLCNSO 0.1 LIQUIDFRACTION AT FCNSOL (0 IS IDEAL)
FLCNSL 0.1 LIQUIDFRACTION FOR PURE CN+SO SOLID
FLCNLQ 0.9 LIQUIDFRACTIONFORPURECN+SOLIQUID
FCNSOI 0.49 FIRST CN COMPOSITION TO DECIDE UZR-CN LIQUIDUS

FOR LIMESTONE/COMMONSAND CONCRETE
FCNSO2 0.5 SECOND CN COMPOSITION TO DECIDE UZR-CN LIQUIDUS

FOR LIMESTONE/COMMONSAND CONCRETE
FCNSO3 0.51 THIRD CN COMPOSITION TO DECIDE UZR-CN LIQUIDUS

TCNLII 3716. LIMESTONE/COMMONSAND CN LIQUIDUS CORRESPONING TO FCNSOI
TCNLI2 3680. LIMESTONE/COMMONSAND CN LIQUIDUS CORRESPONING TO FCNSO2
TCNLI3 3644. LIMESTONE/COMMONSAND CN LIQUIDUS CORRESPONING TO FCNSO3

NIWALD -I WALLORIENTATIONFOR DOWNWARD WALLIN CONTACT CORIUM
POOL
NIWALS I WALLORIENTATIONFOR SIDEWALLiVALLIN CONTACT CORIUM POOL
XWCNS 9.0 THICKNESS OF SIDEWARD WALLIN CONTACT WITH CORIUM POOL
XWCND 10.0 THICKNESS OF DOWNWARD WALLIN CONTACT WITH CORIUM POOL
FGMCCI I GEOMETERY FLAG: I = ROUND; 2 = ROUND NO SIDE EROSION

3 = SQUARE NO SIDE EROSION

**FOLLOWINGQUANTITIES ARE USED IN THE DETAILEDCONTAINMENTFAILURE
** MODEL. THESE VALUES NEED NOT BE SUPPLIED IF THE "SIMPLE" MODEL IS
** USED. (SEE *DETAILEDCONTAINMENTFAILURESECTION BELOW FOR OTHER
** VALUES REQUIRED FOR THIS MODEL AND FOR DEFINITIONOF THE "SIMPLE"
** CONTAINMENTFAILURE MODEL).

*~ NOTE: FOR FREE-STANDING STEEL CONTAINMENTS. SUPPLY ONLYREBAR
** PROPERTIES AND STEEL ("LINER") THICKNESS

**D.C. COOK IS NOT USING THE DETAILEDCONTAINMENTFAILUREMODEL

PETEN 0.0 ELASTIC YOUNGS MODULUS FORTENDONS
PEREB 0.0 ELASTICYOUNGS MODULUS FOR REBAR
PEPTEN 0.0 PLASTIC YOUNGS MODULUS FOR TENDONS
PEPREB 0.0 PLASTIC YOUNGS MODULUS FOR REBAR
PSSPI I 0.0 PRESTRESS ON HOOP TENDONS
PSSPZ 0.0 PRESTRESS ON AXIALTENDONS
PSSYHT 0.0 TENDON YIELDSTRESS
PSSYHR 0.0 REBAR YIELDSTRESS
PSSFHT 0.0 TENDON ULTIMATESTRESS
PSSFHR 0.0 REBAR ULTIMATESTRESS
PEL 0.0 ELASTICYOUNGS MODULUSFORLINER
PEPL 0.0 PLASTIC YOUNGS MODULUS FOR LINER
PSSYHL 0.0 LINERYIELDSTRESS
PSSFHL 0.0 LINER FAILURESTRESS



*ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS

XDACUM 0.729 ACCRvHJLATOR PIPE DIAMETER
PLPIO 614.7 PRESSURE SETPOINT FOR RHR
PHPIO 1764.7 PRESSURE SETPOINT FOR SI
PACUMO 636.2 INITIALPRESSURE OF ACCUMULATORS
TRWST 100. TEMPERATURE OF REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK(RWST)-IE

THE TANKFROM WHICHTHE CHARGING, SI, RHR, AND SPRAYS
DRAWTHEIR WATER DURING THE INJECTION PHASE

TACUM 150. TEMPERATURE OF ACCUMULATORS
MRWSTO 2900856. INITIALMASS IN RWST (Basis=350000 gal)
MACUMO 57895. INITIALMASS PERCOLD LEG ACCUMULATOR
ARWST 1809.56 AREA OF BASE OF RWST
XLACUM 81.32 LENGTH OF AN ACCUMULATORPIPE
PSPO 17.6 PRESSURE SETPOINTOF BLDG SPRAYS
PFANO 17.6 PRESSURE SETPOINT OF BLDG FANS
NFN 2 NUMBEROFOPERATING FANS, I OF2
WVFNO 304810. VOLUMETRICFLOW THROUGH ONE FAN

MAX/MIN=41800CFM.=39000 AIR RECIRC., 2800 SKIMMER/39700.=
37040 AIR RECIR., 2660 SKIMMER

XDSP 2.297D-3 NOMINALDIAhfETEROF CONTAINMENTSPRAY DROPLETS AS THEY
LEAVETHE SPRAY HEADER

VACUM 1350. VOLUMEOF ONE COLD LEG ACCUMULATOR
NACUM 4 NUMBEROF OPERATIONALCOLD LEG ACCUMULATORS
NHPI 2 NUMBEROF OPERATIONAL Sl PUMPS I OF 2
NLPI 2 NUMBEROF OPERATIONAL RHR PUMPS I OF 2
NHPIPT 5 NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN SI PUMP-HD CURVE TABLE(5 MAX)
ZHDHPI(1) 3277. HIGHEST HEAD IN TABLE(UNITS ARE FEET)
ZHDHPI(2) 3073. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN SI PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDHPI(3) 2966. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN SI PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDHPI(4) 2304. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN Sl PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDHPI(5) 1382. LOWEST HEAD IN Sl PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
WVHPI(1) 0.0 VOLUMETRICFLOWRATE CORESPONDING TO FIRST ENTRY IN

THE PRESSURE TABLE
WVHPI(2) 148. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVHPI(3) 242. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVHPI(4) 454. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVHPI(5) 650. EXT VOL. FLOWRATE
NLPIPT 5 NUMBEROF ENTRIES IN RHR PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABL'E
ZHDLPI(1) 410. HIGHEST HEAD IN RHR PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDLPI(2) 390. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN RHR PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDLPI(3) 370. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN RHR PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDLPI(4) 335. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN RHR PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDLPI(5) 305. LOWEST HEAD IN RHR PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
WVLPI(1) 0.0 VOLUMETRICFLOWRATE CORRESPONDING TO FIRST ENTRY IN

THE RHR PUMP-HEAD TABLE
WVLPI(2) 2000. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVLPI(3) 3000. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVLPI(4) 4000. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVLPI(5) 4500. HIGHEST VOL. FLOWRATE IN RHR PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
PCHPO 2754.7 CHARGING PUMP PRESSURE SETPOINT; CHARGING PRvIPS ARE ASSUMED

TO BE OPERATING UNLESS MANUALLYLOCKED OFF
NCHP 2 NUMBEROF WORKING CHARGING PUMPS, I OF 2



NCHPPT 5 NUIvEROF ENTRIES INCHARGINGPUMP HEAD CURVETABLE
ZHDCHP(1) 5880. HIGHEST HEAD IN CHARGING PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDCHP(2) 5570. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN CHARGING PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDCHP(3) 5040. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN CHARGING PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDCHP(4) 3005. NEXT HIGHEST HEAD IN CHARGING PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ZHDCHP(5) 1431. LOWEST HEAD IN CHARGING PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
WVCHP(1) 0.0 VOLUMETRICFLOWRATE CORRLSPONDING TO FIRST ENTRY IN

THE CHARGING PUMP-HEAD TABLE
WVCHP(2) 192. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVCHP(3) 257. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVCHP(4) 450. NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
WVCHP(5) 550. HIGHEST VOL. FLOWRATE IN CHARGING PUMP-HEAD CURVE TABLE
ACS 189. AREAOF BASE OF CONTMT RECIRC SUMP (10.5 x 18.0)

SD-DCC-PM108 Rev 6. pg 4
ZCS 6.0 DEPTH OF CONTMT RECIRC SUMP, SD-DCC-PM108 Rev 6. pg 4
**NOTE, IF DESIRED YOU CAN SUPPLY ONE NUMBER-IFDO SO GIVE IT A LARGE
**HEAD.THEN A CONSTANT FLOW MODEL WILLBE USED
NSPPT 5 NUMBER OF USED ENTRIES IN SPRAY PUMP HEAD CURVES (5 MAX)

PUMP DESIGN PRESSURE IS > THE CONTAINMENTDESIGN PRESSURE
SPRAY PUMPS MAYBEREPRESENTED BY A SINGLE SET OF POINTS

ZHDSP(1) 560. FIRST ENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP HEAD TABLE
ZHDSP(2) 535. NEXTENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP HEAD TABLE
ZHDSP(3) 515. NEXTENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP HEAD TABLE
ZHDSP(4) 480. NEXT ENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP HEAD TABLE
ZHDSP(5) 425. LAST ENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP HEAD TABLE
WVSP(1) 0.0 FIRST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP TABLE
WVSP(2) 300. NEXT VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP TABLE
WVSP(3) 400. NEXT VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP TABLE
WVSP(4) 500. NEXT VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP TABLE
WVSP(5) 600. LAST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN SPRAY PUMP TABLE
**FOR NPSH TABLES, THE SAME FLOWS AS WERE GIVEN FOR HEAD CURVES ARE
**ASSUMED TO CORRESPOND TO THE NPSH HEADS GIVEN
ZHDRCH(1) 9.0 NPSH (UNITS OF LENGTH) REQ'D FOR CHARGING PUMP

AT FIRST FLOW IN TABLE
ZHDRCH(2) 11.5 NEXT NPSH ENTRY FOR CHARGING PUMPS
ZHDRCH(3) 13.5 NEXT NPSH ENTRY FOR CHARGING PUMPS
ZHDRCH(4) 19.0 NEXT NPSH ENTRY FOR CHARGING PUMPS
ZHDRCH(5) 22.5 NEXT NPSH ENTRY FOR CHARGING PUMPS
ZHDRLP(1) 9.0 FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR RHR
ZHDRLP(2) 9.0 NEXTENTRY FOR RHR
ZHDRLP(3) 11.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR RHR
ZHDRLP(4) 16.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR RHR
ZHDRLP(5) 19.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR RHR
ZHDRHP(1) 9.0 FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR Sl
ZHDRHP(2) 9.0 NEXTENTRY FOR Sl
ZHDRHP(3) 9.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR SI
ZHDRHP(4) 15.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR SI
ZHDRHP(5) 22.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR SI
ZHDRSP(1) 5.0 FIRST NPSH ENTRY FORSPRAY PUMPS
ZHDRSP(1) 7.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR SPRAY PUMPS
ZHDRSP(1) 9.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR SPRAY PUMPS
ZHDRSP(1) 11.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR SPRAY PUMPS
ZHDRSP(1) 15.0 NEXT ENTRY FOR SPRAY PUMPS
NSPA I NUMBEROF OPERATING SPRAY PUMPS FOR UPPER COMPARTMENT



NUMBEROF PUMPS = 5 REPRESENTS 5/8 OF I SPRAY TRAIN
NSPB I NUMBEROF OPERATING SPRAY PUMPS FORLOWERCOMPARTMENT

NUMBEROF PUMPS = 3 REPRESENTS 3/8 OF I SPRAY TRAIN
**THE FOLLOWING3 PARAMETERS WILLDETERMINENPSH REQUIRED
ZESPRW 34.25 HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF RWST ABOVETHE ENG SAFE PUMPS
ZESPCS 20.5 HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF CONTAIN SUMP ABOVETHE ENG SAFE PUMPS
ZESPSI 39. HEIGHT OF THE RV INJECTION NOZZLES ABOVETHE Sl PUMPS
WSPNZO 1.5913D6 MASS FLOW THROUGH I SPRAY PUMP WHEN PSPNZO IS MEASURED
PSPNZO 80. DIFFERENTIALPRESSURE ACROSS THE SPRAY NOZZLES

80 PSID ACROSS UPPER CONTAINMENTSPRAY
40 PSID ACROSS LOWER CONTAINMENTSPRAY

WRWSTX 0.0 MASS FLOWRATE OF EXTERNALRWST REPLACEMENT WATER, IF ANY

TDHPI 0.0003139 TIMEDELAYFOR SI (IE TIMEBETWEEN THE ACTUATIONAND WHEN
ACTUALOPERATION BEGINS)

TDLPI 0.0001955 TIMEDELAYFOR RHR PUMPS
TDCHP 0.0003167 TIME DELAYFOR CHARGING PUMPS
TDSPA 0.0125 TIMEDELAYFOR UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAYS

MAX/MIN=45/25SEC
TDSPB 0.0125 TIMEDELAYFOR LOWER COMPARTMENT SPRAYS

MAX/MIN=45/25SEC
TDFAN 0.1667 TIMEDELAYFOR FAN COOLERS

MAX/MIN=600/480 SEC
**Input Paramctcrs 102 thru 112 and 114 not applicable to D C Cook
**parameters arc used to model fan ( svith heat czchangers) cooler
**not recirculation fans
NTFC 0 NUMBER OF TUBES IN A FAN COOLER
ATFC 1.0D-IO OUTSIDE AREA OF ALLTUBES IN A FAN COOLER
AFINFC 1.0D-10 AREA OF ALLFINS IN A FAN COOLER
FFINFC 1.0D-10 FAN COOLER FIN EFFICIENCY
RGFLHX 1.0D-10 FAN COOLER INSIDE FOULING FACTOR
XDFNFC 1.0D-IO FAN COOLER FIN DIAMETER
XTTFC 1.0D-IO FAN COOLER TUBE THICKNESS
KTFC 1.0D-10 FAN COOLERTUBETHERMALCONDUCTIVITY
AFLMNF 1.0D-IO MINIMUMFLOW AREATHROUGH FAN COOLER
XIDTFC 1,0D-IO FAN COOLER TUBE ID
NREGFC 0 NUMBEROF NODES USED TO MODEL FAN COOLER (5 MAX)
TCWHX 100. INLETCOOLING WATERTEMP TO FAN COOLER—NOTE THIS IS

ALSO USED AS THE COOLING WATERTEMP FOR ALLOTHER
SAFEGUARDS HEAT EXCHANGERS —range 100max/70min
(Attaclnncnts to NSTD-SI-598/88)

WCWFC 1.0D-10 INLETCOOLING WATER FLOW TO A FAN COOLER
NLPSPO 2 NUMBEROF RHR PUMPS USED FOR RHR SPRAYS WHEN VALVEOPEN

**ESF HX'S
*~CALCULATIONSCONTROLLED BY HEAT EXCHANGERTYPE
**HEATEXCHANGER TYPE:

-I SET OUTLETTEMP OF HXTO RWST TEMPERATURE
0 IS NO HX—OUTLETTEMP IS CONTMT SUMP TEMP
I STRAIGHTTUBE HX
2 U-TUBE HX

**IMPORTANTNOTE:
*~FOR HXTYPES I AND 2 EITHER SUPPLY ALLGEOMETRIC PARAMETERS



**ORTHE NTU (NUMBER OF TRANSFER UNITS) PER HX-ALLKNOWN USERS DO
**THELATTER-NTUS ARE AVAILABLEBY CONSULTING NAMEPLATEDATAAND
**USINGGRAPHS IN, FOR EXAMPLE, HOLMAN,HEAT TRANSFER
**ALLPARAMETERS ARE ON A PER HX BASIS

**CONTAINMENTSPRAY HEATEXCHANGERS
FHXSP 2 TYPE OF HX FOR SPRAY
NTSP 1150. NUMBEROF TUBES IN SPRAY HXS

, NBSP 15 NUMBER OF SHELL SIDE BAFFLES IN SPRAY HXS
assunted to be at approxintatcly 2 A intervals

XIDTSP 0.0462 SPRAY HXTUBE ID
XTTSP 0.00294 SPRAY HXTUBE THICKNESS
XTCSP 0.06771 TUBE TO TUBE SEPARATION IN SPRAY HX
XSSP 29.5833 SHELL LENGTH IN SPRAY HX
KTSP 375. THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF SPRAY HXTUBES
XBCRH 2.5 LARGEST PERP DISTANCE FROM SHELL TO BAFFLE ("BAFFLE CUT")
XSTSP 0.0475 SHELL TO TUBE CLEARANCE AT OUTSIDE OF SPRAY HXTUBE BDL
WCWSP 1650000. SPRAY HX COOLING WATER MASS FLOWRATE
ZWPZMU I.D10 PRESSURIZER LEVELSETPOINT FOR MAKEUP CONTROL SYSTEM, OR

A LARGE NO. IF YOU DON'7 WANTTO CONTROL MAKEUP AND/OR
CHARGING PUMP FLOW ON PRESSURIZER LEVEL

**RHR. HEAT EXCHANGERS
FHXRH 2 TYPEOFHXFORRHR
NTRH 727. NUMBER OF TUBES IN RHR HXS
NBRH 29. NUMBEROF BAFFLES INRHRHXS
XIDTRH 0.03576 TUBE ID IN RHR HXS
XTTRH 0.00816 TUBE THICKNESS IN RHR HXS
XTCRH 0.07292 TUBE TO TUBE SEPERATION IN RHR HXS
XSRH 58. SHELL LENGTH IN RHR HXS
KTRH 341. TUBE THERMALCONDUCTIVITYIN RHR HXS
XBCRH 1.5833 BAFFLE CUT DISTANCE IN RHR HXS (SEE 125)
XSTRH 0.0242 SHELL TO TUBE CLEARANCE AT OUTSIDE OF RHR HXTUBE BUNDLE

used to calculate a by-pass area between thc sheel and tubes
WCWRH 2477835. RHR HX COOLING WATER MASS FLOWRATE
NTUSP 0.0 SPRAY HX NTU
NTURH 0.0 RHR HX NTU
XIDSSP 5.0 SHELL ID OFSPRAYRECIRCHX
XIDSRH 3.1667 SHELL ID OF RHRRECIRCHX
**ENTERZERO VOLUMEFOR ITEM 148 IF NO UHI SYSTEM
**144 INITIALMASS IN THE UHI WATER ACCUMULATOR
**145 LENGTH OF THE UHI PIPE TO THE RV
**146 DIAMETEROF THE UHI PIPE
**147 INTIALPRESSURE OF THE UHI ACCUMULATOR
VUHI O.DO TOTAL(WATER+ GAS) VOLUMEIN THE UHI ACCUMULATORS
**149 FAILUREDIFFERENTIALPRESSURE OF THE UHI PIPE RUPTURE DISK
**THE"CAVITYINJECTION SYSTEM" IS (RARELY)USED TO SIMULATEA
**PROPOSED DEDICATED ESF WHICH MERELYDUMPS WATER INTO THE CAVITY
MWCITO O.DO TOTALMASS IN THE CAVITYINJECTION SYSTEM TANK
WWCIO O.DO MASS FLOWRATE OF THE CAV INJ SYSTEM WHEN ACTIVATED

USER HAS THE OPTION TO THROTTLE ESF SYSTEMS ATLESS THAN
THEIR FULLFLOW GIVEN THE CONDITIONS EXISTING—.TODO THIS,
ENTER FOR THE APPROPRIATE SYSTEM (AND FOR THE AFW IN THE STM
GENERATOR SECTION) A TOTALFLOWRATE DESIRED; THE CODE WILLUSE
THE MINIMUMOF THIS FLOW AND THATCALCULATEDFROM THE HEAD CURVES



AND THE NO. OF OPERATIONAL PUMPS;IF OPERATOR ISN'T THROTTLING,
ENTER A LARGE NO.;IF HE CHANGES THE DEGREE OF THROTTLING, ENTER
PARAMETER CHANGES USING INTERVENTIONNO. 1000 IN CONTROL CARDS
D C COOK UNIT I - Nu THROTTLED FLOW

WLPIX I.D10 THROTTLED FLOW FOR RHR SYSTEM (TOTAL)
WHPIX I.D10 SAME FOR SI
WCHPX I.D10 SAME FOR CHARGING PUMPS
WSPAX I.D10 SAME FOR UPPER COMPT NORMALSPRAYS
WLPSPX I.D10 SAME FOR UPPER COMPT RHR SPRAYS (WHEN ACTIVATED)
WSPBX I.D10 SAME FOR LOWER COMPT SPRAYS
** AFW PUMP HEAD CURVES (IMDAFWPUMP)
NAFWPT 5 NO. OF POINTS USED IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE (5 MAX)
WVAFW(1) 0.0 FIRST VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
WVAFW(2) 150. NEXTVOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
WVAFW(3) 300. NEXT VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
WVAFW(4) 450. NEXT VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
WVAFW(5) 600. LAST VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
ZHDAFW(1) 3300. FIRST HEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE
ZHDAFW(2) 3250. NEXT HEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE
ZHDAFW(3) 3100. NEXT HEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE
ZHDAFW(4) 2800. NEXTHEAD INAFWPUMP-HEADCURVE
ZHDAFW(5) 2300. LAST HEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE
** AFW PUMP HEAD CURVES (ITDAFWPUMP)
**158 5 NO. OF POINTS USED IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE (5 MAX)
**159 0.0 FIRST VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**160 250. NEXT VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**161 500. NEXT VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**162 750. NEXT VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**163 1000. LAST VOL FLOW IN PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**164 3550. FIRST HEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**165 3550. NEXT HEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVI.
**166 3400. NEXTHEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**167 3000. NEXT HEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**168 2500. LAST HEAD IN AFW PUMP-HEAD CURVE
**NPSH REQUIREMENTS ARE MUCH HIGHER FOR TDAFWTHEN FOR THE MDAFW-CHECK
ACST 2123.72 AREA OF BASE OF CST
ZCSTAF 14.98 HEIGHTTHATCST IS ABOVE AFW PUhIPS
ZSGAFW 19.8 HEIGHT THATS/G IS ABOVE AFW PUMPS

TDLP2 0.0 TIMEDELAYFOR LPI TRAIN2
TDSPC 0.0 TIMEDELAYFOR CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMPS TRAINC
WSPCX I.E10 TOTALCONT SPRAY TRAINC THROTTLED FLOW
WLP2X I.E10 TOTALLPPI TRAIN2 THROTTLED FLOW

ZSPA 2.125 HEIGHT OF UPPER COMPT SPRAYS ABOVE BOTTOM OF JNUCS COMPT
ZSPA2 2.125 HEIGHT OF CNTMTSPRAY HEAD 2 ABOVE BOTTOM OF JNUCS COMPT
ZSPB 50.9687 HEIGHT OF CNTMTSPRAY HEAD ABOVE BOTTOM OF JNLCS COMPT

**NOTE: THESE ARE USED FOR SPRAY FALLHEIGHT k FOR HEAD FROM PUMP** DISCHARGE TO SPRAY HEADER IN AUXESF Ec SETPMP.

MWBAGO 0.0 THEMASSOFWATERINNEUTRONBAGS

FBAACU 0.0 H3BO3 MASS FRACTION IN THE ACCUMULATORWATER



FBARWS 0.0 H3BO3 MASS FRACTION IN THE RWST

MICEO 2.37D6 INITIALMASS OF ICE
TWICE 15. INITIALTEMPERATURE OF ICE
VWICE 1.75D-2 SPECIFIC VOLUMEOF ICE
AICEO 1.D-10 INITIALSURFACE AREA OF ICE (unneeded ifFHTICE > 1)
FHTICE 2 TYPE OF HEATTRANSFER CALC'S TO DO

= 0, MECHANISTICHT CALCS (still to be implemented)
1, INPUT NOMINIALHT COEFF.
2, INPUT NOMINIALEXITTEMP, (MAAP3.0B METHOD)

HTICEO I.D-10 NOMINALHT COEFFICIENT OF ICE (unneeded ifFHTICE > 1)

DC COOK MAAP4 PARAMETER FILE

Q )fc 10 NODE CONTAINMENTMODEL

**THISDECK IS IN BR UNITS (FT-LBKI-HOUR-DEGF-GPM)
*BR

*AUXILIARYBUILDING (PARAMETER GROUP ¹19)

** COMPARTMENTS ARE CURRENTLY SET UP AS:

1) CAVITY
2) LOWER COMPARTMENT
3) ANNULAR-DEADEND COMPARTMENT
4) ICE CONDENSER COMPARTMENT
5) ICE CONDENSER UPPER PLENUM
6) UPPER COMPARTMENT CYLINDRICALSECTION
7) UPPER COMPARTMENTLOWER DOME I'EGION
8) UPPER COMPARTMENTUPPER DOME REGION
9) PRESSURIZER ENCLOSURE
10) STEAM GENERATOR ENCLOSURE
11) ENVIRONMENT( =COMPT INODRB+1)

VOLRB(1) 16339. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT I [3.0B: VCO]
VOLRB(2) 306800. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 2 [3.0B: VBO]
VOLRB(3) 61702. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 3 [3.0B: VDO]
VOLRB(4) 126878. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 4 [3.0B: VIO]
VOLRB(5) 54988. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 5 [3.0B: VU]
VOLRB(6) 347732. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 6
VOLRB(7) 334285. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 7



VOLRB(8) 63879. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 8

VOLRB(9) 2700. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 9
VOLRB(10) 31000. TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 10

ZFRB(1) -31.8 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IN COMPT I
ZFRB(2) 0.0 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IN COMPT 2
ZFRB(3) -0.481 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IN COMPT 3

ZFRB(4) 42.9 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IN COMPT 4
ZFRB(5) 99.84 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVELIN COMPT 5
ZFRB(6) 22.2 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IN COMPT 6
ZFRB(7) 116,8 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVELIN COMPT 7
ZFRB(8) 149.2 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IN COMPT 8
ZFRB(9) 53.8 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVELIN COMPT 9
ZFRB(10) 53.8 ELEV. OF FLOOR ABOVE GROUND LEVELIN COMPT 10

AGKEY(l) 284.33 LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT I
AGKEY(2) 3728. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 2
AGKEY(3) 3297. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 3

'GKEY(4) 2937. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 4
AGKEY(5) 1326. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 5
AGKEY(6) 6239. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 6
AGKEY(7) 10387. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 7
AGKEY(8) 5969. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 8
AGKEY(9) 100. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 9
AGKEY(10) 1256. LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 10

XDGKEY(1) 16.9 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT I
IF ZERO, IT IS COMPUTED ASSUMING CIRCULARCROSS-SECTION

XDGKEY(2) 0.0 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 2
XDGKEY(3) 41.6 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 3
XDGKEY(4) 43.1 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 4
XDGKEY(5) 19.5 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 5
XDGKEY(6) 0.0 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 6
XDGKEY(7) 0.0 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 7
XDGKEY(8) 0.0 HYDRAULICDIAMETFRASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 8
XDGKEY(9) 0.0 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 9
XDGKEY(10) 0.0 HYDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEY IN COMPT 10

ASEDRB(1) 729.9 AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 1 [3.0B: ASEDC]
ASEDRB(2) 3728. AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 2 [3.0B: ASEDB]
ASEDRB(3) 6596. AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 3 [3.0B: ASEDD]
ASEDRB(4) 2995. AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 4 [3.0B: ASEDI]
ASEDRB(5) 1468.5 AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 5 [3.0B: ASEDU]
ASEDRB(6) 10387. AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 6
ASEDRB(7) 6132. AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 7
ASEDRB(8) 0. AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 8
ASEDRB(9) 46. AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 9
ASEDRB(10) 680. AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 10

AIMPRB(1) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT 1

AIMPRB(2) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT 2
AIMPRB(3) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT 3
**impaction is not modelled in the ammlar compartment because there is**no gas flow from annular compartment into upper compartment.



**Fans take suction front upper regions &disclntrge into annular region.
AIMPRB(4) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREAINCOMPT4
**an impaction area in the ice condenser >villbe created once
**the ice melts (see *USEREVT section)
AIMPRB(5) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT 5

AIMPRB(6) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT6
AIMPRB(7) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT7
AIMPRB(8) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT 8

AIMPRB(9) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT 9
AIMPRB(10) 0.0 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT 10

XDIMRB(1) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETER.FOR COMPT I [3.0B: XDIMP]
XDIMRB(2) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 2 [3.0B: XDIMP]
XDIMRB(3) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 3 [3.0B: XDIMP]
XDIMRB(4) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 4 [3.0B: XDIMP]
XDIMRB(5) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 5 [3.0B: XDIMP]
XDIMRB(6) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 6
XDIMRB(7) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 7
XDIMRB(8) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 8
XDIMRB(9) 0.0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 9

XDIMRB(10) 0,0208 IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 10

AGRARB(1) 0.0 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATING THRU COMPT I
AGRARB(2) 0.0 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATING THRU COMPT 2
AGRARB(3) 2995. FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATINGTHRU COMPT 3

AGRARB(4) 2937. FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATING THRU COMPT 4
AGRARB(5) 0.0 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATINGTHRU COMPT 5
AGRARB(6) 0.0 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATING THRU COMPT 6
AGRARB(7) 0.0 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATING THRU COMPT 7
AGRARB(8) 0.0 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATINGTHRU COMPT 8
AGRARB(9) 0.0 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATING THRU COMPT 9
AGRARB(10) 0.0 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATING THRU COMPT 10

WSPRB(1) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT I
WSPRB(2) 0.0 'ON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 2
WSPRB(3) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 3

WSPRB(4) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 4
WSPRB(5) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 5
WSPRB(6) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 6
WSPRB(7) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 7
WSPRB(8) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 8
WSPRB(9) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 9
WSPRB(10) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 10

XHSPRB(1) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT I
XHSPRB(2) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 2
XHSPRB(3) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 3
XHSPRB(4) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 4
XHSPRB(5) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 5
XHSPRB(6) 94.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 6
XHSPRB(7) 32.4 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 7

,
XHSPRB(8) 2.125 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 8
XHSPRB(9) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 9
XHSPRB(10) 0.0 NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 10



FIDRRB(1) 0 IF POSITIVE INSTANTLYDRAINALLWATER
TO COMPARTMENT IV;

IF 0, DRAINWATERNORMALLYTHROUGH COMPT I OPENINGS
(GAS/WATER FLOW PATHS)

FIDRRB(2) 0 WATERDRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 2
FIDRRB(3) 0 WATERDRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 3

FIDRRB(4) 0 WATERDRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 4
FIDRRB(5) 0 WATERDRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 5

FIDRRB(6) 0 WATERDRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 6
FIDRRB(7) 0 WATER DRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 7
FIDRRB(8) 0 WATER DRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 8
FIDRRB(9) 0 WATER DRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 9
FIDRRB(10) 0 WATER DRAINAGEMODELLEDAS FLOW JUNCTION IN COMPT 10

**PARAMETERS FOR SPRAY FALLINGTHROUGH COMPARTMENTJUNCTIONS BELOW
SPRAY

HEADER'*

SPRAY HEADER IS IN COMPARTMENT 8 BUT CAN ALSO FALLFROM 8 TO 7 AND FROhI 7** TO6
NSPS(1) 8 SOURCE COMPARTMENT FOR SPRAY FLOW
NSPR(1) 7 RECEIVER COMPARTMENTFOR SPRAY FLOW
FSPR(1) 1.0 FRACTION OF SPRAY FLOW ENTERING RECEIVER COMPARTMENT
NSPS(2) 7 SOURCE COMPARTMENTFOR SPRAY FLOW
NSPR(2) 6 RECEIVER COMPARTMENT FOR SPRAY FLOW
FSPR(2) 1.0 FRACTION OF SPRAY FLOW ENTERING RECEIVER COMPARTMENT

WC2RB(1) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT I
WC2RB(2) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 2
WC2RB(3) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 3
WC2RB(4) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 4
WC2RB(5) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 5
WC2RB(6) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 6
WC2RB(7) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 7
WC2RB(8) '.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 8
WC2RB(9) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 9
WC2RB(10) 0.0 CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 10

TGRBO(1) 120. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT I (= TGBO)
TGRBO(2) 120. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT 2 (= TGBO)
TGRBO(3) 120. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT 3 (= TGBO)
TGRBO(4) 15. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT 4 (= TGIO)
TGRBO(5) 15. INITIALGASTEMPERATURE IN COMPT5 (= TGIO)
TGRBO(6) 100. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT 6 (= TGAO)
TGRBO(7) 100. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT 7 (= TGAO)
TGRBO(8) 100. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT 8 (= TGAO)
TGRBO(9) 120. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT 9 (= TGBO)
TGRBO(10) 120. INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT 10(= TGBO)

PRBO(l) 14.7 INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT 1

PRBO(2) 14.7 INITIALPRESSUREINCOMPT2
PRBO(3) 14.7 INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT3
PRBO(4) 13.85 INITIALPRESSUREINCOMPT4
PRBO(5) 13.85 „ INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT 5
PRBO(6) 14.7 INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT6



PRBO(7) 14.7 INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT 7
PRBO(8) 14.7 INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT 8
PRBO(9) 14.7 INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT 9
PRBO(10) 14.7 INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT 10

FRHBO(1) 0.7 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT I
FRHBO(2) 0.7 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT 2
FRHBO(3) 0.7 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT 3

FRHBO(4) 0.2 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT 4

FRHBO(5) 0.2 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT 5

FRHBO(6) 0.7 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT 6
FRHBO(7) 0.7 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYINCQMPT7
FRHBO(8) 0.7 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYINCOMPT8
FRHBO(9) 0.7 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT 9
FRHBO(10) 0.7 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT 10

NIGRB(1) 0.0 NUMBEROF IGNITERS IN COMPT I [3.0B: NIGC]
NIGRB(2) 7.0 NUMBEROF IGNITERS INCOMPT2 [3.0B: NIGB]
NIGRB(3) 5.0 NUMBEROF IGNITERS IN COMPT 3 [3.0B: NIGD]
NIGRB(4) 0.0 NUMBEROF IGNITERS IN COMPT 4
NIGRB(5) 7.0 NUMBEROFIGNITERSINCOMPT5 [3.0B: NIGU]
NIGRB(6) 9.0 NUMBEROF IGNITERS IN COMPT 6
NIGRB(7) 0.0 NUMBEROF IGNITERS IN COMPT 7
NIGRB(8) 6.0 NUMBER OF IGNITERS IN COMPT 8
NIGRB(9) 1.0 NUMBEROF IGNITERS IN COMPT 9
NIGRB(10) O.O NUMBER OF IGNITERS IN COMPT 10

XIGRB(1) I.E-10 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT I [3.0B: XIGC]
XIGRB(2) 49.2 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 2 [3.0B: XIGB]
XIGRB(3) 21.6 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 3 [3.0B: XIGD]
XIGRB(4) I.E-10 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 4
XIGRB(5) 10.4 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 5 [3.0B: XIGU]
XIGRB(6) 9.4 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 6
XIGRB(7) I.E-10 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 7
XIGRB(8) I.E-10 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR. OF COMPT 8
XIGRB(9) 33.4 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 9
XIGRB(10) I.E-10 AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 10

**EVEN IF A COMPARTMENTMAYHAVENO IGNITERS, INPUTS TO XRBRRB AND** XHBRRB ARE STILLREQUIRED, SINCE GLOBALBURN MAYOCCUR AND BURN** MODELNEEDS THESE PARAMETERS.

XRBRRB(1) 6.0 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT I [3.0B'RBRC]
XRBRRB(2) 21.5 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 2 [3.0B: XRBRB]
XRBRRB(3) 11.0 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 3 [3.0B: XRBRD]
XRBRRB(4) 5.5 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 4
XRBRRB(5) 13.0 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 5 [3.0B: XRBRU]
XRBRRB(6) 44.5 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 6
XRBRRB(7) 41.5 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 7
XRBRRB(8) 43.6 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 8
XRBRRB(9) 5.5 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT9
XRBRRB(10) 10.5 EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 10

XHBRRB(1) 16.67 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT I [3.0B: XHBRC]



XHBRRB(2) 50.97 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 2 [3.0B: XHBRB]
XHBRRB(3) 45.17 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 3 [3.0B: XHBRD]
XHBRRB(4) 56.94 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 4
XHBRRB(5) 17.0 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 5 [3.0B: XHBRU]
XHBRRB(6) 94.6 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 6
XHBRRB(7) 32.4 EFFECTIVEBURNHEIGHTINCOMPT7
XHBRRB(8) 20.0 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 8
XHBRRB(9) 37.4 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 9
XHBRRB(10) 37.4 EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 10

XWRBO(1) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 1

XWRBO(2) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 2
XWRBO(3) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 3
XWRBO(4) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHTOF WATERINCOMPT4
XWRBO(5) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 5
XWRBO(6) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 6
XWRBO(7) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 7
XWRBO(8) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 8
XWRBO(9) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 9
XWRBO(10) 0.0 INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 10

TWRBO(1) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT I
TWRBO(2) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 2
TWRBO(3) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 3
TWRBO(4) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 4
TWRBO(5) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 5
TWRBO(6) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 6
TWRBO(7) '70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 7
TWRBO(8) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 8
TWRBO(9) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 9
TWRBO(10) 70.0 INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 10

** XRBLK(I,IV)=ITH HEIGHT LOOKUP ENTRY FOR IV'THCOMPT** VRBLK(I,IV)=ITH VOLUMELOOKUP ENTRY FOR IV'THCOMPT

** MAXOF 10 LOOKUP ENTRIES ARE ALLOWED
*¹ IF ONLYTWO ENTRIES ARE USED, IT IS EQUIVALENTTO CONSTANT AREA
ASSUMPTION
** IN3B MODEL

**CAVITYCOMPT
¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹

XRBLK(1,1) 0.0 (ELEV. 566'-l l 3/4")
VRBLK(1,1) 0.0
XRBLK(2,1) 17.4 (ELEV. 584'-3 1/2")
VRBLK(2,1) 11546.3
XRBLK(3,1) 26.98 (ELEV. 593'-10 15/32")
VRBLK(3,1) 13586.7
XRBLK(4,1) 29.90 (ELEV. 596'-9 3/4")



VRBLK(4,1) 14282.0
XRBLK(5,1) 54.0 (ELEV. 621'-0")

VRBLK(5,1) 16336.9

**LOWER COMPT

XRBLK(1,2) 0.0 (ELEV. 598'-9 3/8")
VRBLK(1,2) 0.0
XRBLK(2,2) 15.0

VRBLK(2,2) 55905.
XRBLK(3,2) 50.9 (BOTI'OMOF OPERATING DECK)
VRBLK(3,2) 306800.

4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 0 4 '4 0 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 4 4 4 '4 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

**ANNULARCOMPT
4 4 Q 4 4 + Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q g Q Q Q Q Q $ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q $ Q + Q Q + Q Q Q Q Q )jc Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q $ Q 4 4

XRBLK(1.3) 0.0 (FLOOR OF ANNULARCOMPARTMENT)
VRBLK(1,3) 0.0
XRBLK(2,3) 15.0

VRBLK(2,3) 49455.
XRBLK(3,3) 39.8 (ELEV. 638' 2" - TOP OF ANNULARCOMPT)
VRBLK(3,3) 61702.

**ICE COND COMPT
+ + Q Q Q + Q + Q Q Q + + Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q + Q + Q ++ Q + Q + Q Q ++ Q Q ++ jj;lac Q Q Q Q + + + + + Q Q + Q + Q + Q Q + Q Q Q Q 4 ++4 4

XRBLK(1,4) 0.0 (BOTTOM OF ICE BOX - ELEV. 641' 8-l/4")
VRBLK(1,4) 0.0
XRBLK(2.4) 56.94 (TOP OF ICE BOX - ELEV 698' 7-l/2")
VRBLK(2,4) 126878.

0 8 4 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 '4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

**ICE CONDENSER UPPER PLENUM
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 0 4 4 4 '4 4

XRBLK(1,5) 0.0 (BOY'OMOF UPPER PLENUM IC - ELEV, 698' 7-1/2")
VRBLK(1,5) 0.0
XRBLK(2,5) 17.0 (TOP OF UPPER PLENUM IC - ELEV. 715' 7 I/2")
VRBLK(2,5) 61098.

**UPPER COMPARTMENT CYLINDRICALSECTION, NODE 6
444444444044444+444S4 4WWe4W04eW4W444404444880444e4W4444W44444W44444W4444

XRBLK(1,6) 0.0 (BOTTOM OF REFUELING POOL ELEV. 621' I I/2")
VRBLK(1,6) 0.0
XRBLK(2,6) 31.5 (OPERATING DECK ELEV. 652' 7 I/2")
VRBLK(2,6) 24919.
XRBLK(3,6) 68.90 (TOP OF SG CUBICLES ELEV. 690' 0")
VRBLK(3,6) 204068.





INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE I
INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 2
INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 3
INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 4

XRBLK(4,6) 94.0 (TOP OF ICE BOX VENT DOORS ELEV. 715' I I/2")
VRBLK(4,6) 380523.

~* UPPER COMPARTMENTLOWER DOME REGION, NODE 7
4444440444'44444440'444444484'44444444444444444444444'444444444W0W044'444444W

XRBLK(1,7) 0.0
. VRBLK(1,7) 0.0

XRBLK(2,7) 32.4
VRBLK(2,7) 301494.

4 4 4 4 0 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 0 0 0 4 4 4

~'PPER COMPARTMENTUPPER DOME REGION, NODE 8

XRBLK(1,8) 0.0
VRBLK(1,8) 0.0
XRBLK(2,8) 20.0
VRBLK(2,8) 63879.

Q Q + Q Q + Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q )fc Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q + + Q + Q + Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q + $ Q Q Q + Q

**PRESSURIZER ENCLOSURE, NODE 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 >C 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 '4 t4 '4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 0 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

XRBLK(1,9) 0.0
VRBLK(1,9) 0.0
XRBLK(2,9) 37.4
VRBLK(2,9) 2700.

4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
~~ STREAM GENERATOR ENCLOSURE, NODE 10
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4'4 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 0 $ 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4

XRBLK(1,10) 0.0
VRBLK(1,10) 0.0
XRBLK(2,10) 37.4
VRBLK(2,10) 31000.

**INITIALCONDITIONDATAAND OTHER DATAWHICH APPLY TO ALLCOMPTS

MSPRBO 0.0 INITIALMASS OF WATER AVAILABLEFOR. FIRE SPRAY
MC2RBO 0.0 INITIALMASS OF CO2 IN FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
TWSPRB 70 AUXBLDG SPRAY WATERTEMPERATURE
XDSPRB 3.D-3 AUXBLDG SPRAYDROP DIAMETER(1 mm)
TFDAMP I.D10 FIRE DAMPERACTIVATIONTEMP
TSPRB I.D10 FIRE SPRAY ACTIVATIONTEMP
TC2RB I.D10 CO2 INJECTION ACTIVATIONTEMP

WNAOH(1) 0.0
WNAOH(2) 0.0
WNAOH(3) 0.0
WNAOH(4) 0.0



WNAOH(5) 0.0 INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 5

WNAOH(6) 0.0 INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 6

WNAOH(7) 0.0 INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 7

WNAOH(8) 0.0 INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 8

WNAOH(9) 0.0 INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 9

WNAOH(10) 0.0 INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 10

** WACID(I)- EQUIVALENTHNO3 OF any acid MASS FLOW INTO THE CONTAINMENT
NODE I (KG/SEC)
FOR EXAMPLE,TO INJECT 0.1 K-MOLE/SEC OF HCL INTO NODE I
WACID(1)=0.I*Mhno3/Mhclkg/sec,

WACID(1) 0.0 'Q. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT I
WACID(2) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 2
WACID(3) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 3

WACID(4) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 4
WACID(5) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 5
WACID(6) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 6
WACID(7) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW!. 'TO COMPT 7
WACID(8) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 8
WACID(9) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 9
WACID(10) 0.0 EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 10

**SGTS FILTER MODEL INPUT PER JUNCTION, J=1 THRU 120

MAERFF(1) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(2) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(3) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(4) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(5) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(6) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(7) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(8) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(9) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
MAERFF(10) I.D10 MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL

FDFFIL(l) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(2) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(3) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(4) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(5) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(6) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFEC a'HEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(7) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(8) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(9) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT
FDFFIL(10) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT

JSGTS(1) I FLAG FOR FILTERING CONTROL;
Q ljf =0 OPERATIVE, = I FAILED/INOPERATIVE

BY DEFAULT, JSTGS IS = I, SET IT TO 0 TO TURN ON FILTER
JSGTS IS SET = I WHEN MAERFF > MAERF (MASS COLLECTED)

JSGTS(2) I FLAG FOR FILTERING CONTROL;
JSGTS(3) I FLAG FOR FILTERING CONTROL;



JSGTS(4) I
JSGTS(5) I
JSGTS(6) 1

JSGTS(7) . I
JSGTS(8) 1

JSGTS(9) I
JSGTS(10) I

**HEIGHTS OF INTERFACES BETWEEN PS &CONTAINMENTOR AUXILIARYBUILDING

ZNRV 6.78 HEIGHT OF SRV PIPE EXITABOVE FLOOR OF QT OR COMPT
RECEIVING SRV EFFLUENT

** assumes that the SRVs discharge at approximately the PRT
** centerline

ZNBB 12.87 HEIGHT OF PS BL BREAK ABOVE FLOOR OF RECEIVING COMPT
ZNUB 12.87 HEIGHT OF PS UL BREAK ABOVE FLOOR OF RECEIVING COMPT
ZNVP 18.4761 HEIGHT OF RPV FAILURE ABOVE FLOOR OF RECEIVING COMPT

[3.0B: ZBVj
ZNMSLB 81.1 HEIGHT OF SG BREAKABOVE FLOOR OF RECEIVING COMPT
** thc above break elevation is an estimate for the height of thc
** stcam line above thc floor of the lotver compartment

ZNGO(1) 0.0 HEIGHT OF GEN. OPENING 1 ABOVE FLOOR OF REC. COMPT
ZNGO(2) 0.0 HEIGHT OF GEN. OPENING 2 ABOVE FLOOR OF REC. COMPT
ZNGO(3) 0.0 HEIGHT OF GEN. OPENING 3 ABOVE FLOOR OF REC. COMPT

**,~a.(a QaM4.0 KYS 8/10/93 ADDED PARAMETER GROUP POINTERS

**THESE POINTERS IDENTIFYCONTAINMENTLOCATIONS OF PS COMPTS,
**SPECIALIZED CONTAINMENTCOMPT ID NOS, ID NOS OF CONTAINMENT
**COMPTS THATCAN CONTAINCORIUM, AND ID NOS OF CONTAINMENT
**FLOW PATHS ON WHICH CORIUM MAYFLOW

**PRIMARYSYSTEM LOCATIONS IN CONTAINMENT

JNPS(i) 2 ID NO OF CTMT COMPT CONTAININGCORE REGION
JNPS(2) 2 ID NO OF CTMT COMPT CONTAININGUPPER PLENUM
JNPS(3) 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGBROKEN HOT LEG
JNPS(4) 2 ID NO OF CNTMTCOMPT CONTAININGBROKEN HOT LEG TUBES
JNPS(5) 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGBROKEN COLD LEG TUBES
JNPS(6) 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGBROKEN INTERMEDIATELEG
JNPS(7) 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGBROKEN COLD LEG
JNPS(8) I ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGDOWNCOMER
JNPS(9) 2 ID NO OF CNTMTCOMPT CONTAININGUNBROKEN HOT LEG
JNPS(10) 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGUNBROKEN HOT LEG TUBES
JNPS(11) 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGUNBROKEN COLD LEG TUBES
JNPS(12) 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGUNBROKEN INTERMEDIATELEG
JNPS(13) 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGUNBROKEN COLD LEG



JNPS(14) 6 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGREACTOR DOME
JNPZ 9 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGPZR
JNSR 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGSURGE LINE
M3SG 10 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGBROKEN SG
JNUSG 10 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGUNBROKEN SG

**SPECIAL COMPTS IN CONTAINMENT
r

JNRV 2 ID NO OF CNTMTCOMPT RECEIVING SRV EFFLUENT (IQT=O)
OR ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGQT (IQT=I)

JNMSLB 2 ID NO OF CNTMT/AUXCOMPT RECEIVING SG EFFLUENT
JNBB 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT RECEIVING BL BREAK EFFLUENT
JNUB 2 ID NO OF CNTMTCOMPT RECEIVING UL BREAK EFFLUENT
JNICE 4 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGICE CONDENSER
JNCSMP 2 ID NO OF CNTMTCOMPT CONTAININGCNTMTSUMP
JNASMP 0 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGANNULARCOMPT SUMP
JNUCS 8 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGUPPER COMPT SPRAYS
JNLCS 2 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGLOWER COMPT SPRAYS
JNFCS 6 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGFAN COOLER SUCTION
JNFCD 3 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGFAN COOLER DISCH
JNCHS 0 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGCHILLERSUCTION
JNCHD 0 ID NO OF CNTMTCOMPT CONTAININGCHILLERS DISCH
JNVP I ID NO OF CNTMTCOMPT RECEIVING RPV EFFLUENT
JNCIN 0 ID NO OF CNTMT COMPT CONTAININGCNTMT INSTRUMENTS

**THE FOLLOWINGARE FOR GENERALIZED ENGSAF FOR FAN COOLERS TO IDENTIFY**COMPARTMENTS. THESE ARE USED IN ROUTINE ENGSAF ONLY

IQT I I - S/RVS DISCHARGE TO QUENCH TANK(CONTAINED IN
COMPT¹ JNRV: 0 - S/RVs DISCHARGE TO COMPT¹ JNRV

ICMAX 10 LARGEST ID NO FOR COMPTS IN CONTMT (ID NOS. GREATER
THANTHIS ARE ASSUMED TO BE IN THE AUXBUILDING)

**COMPTS IN CONTAINMENTTHATMAYCONTAINCORIUM (MAX10)

JNCM(1) I ID NO OF FIRST CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVE CORIUM
JNCM(2) 2 ID NO OF SECOND CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVECORIUM
JNCM(3) 0 ID NO OF THIRD CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVE CORIUM
JNCM(4) 0 ID NO OF FOURTH CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVECORIUM
JNCM(5) 0 ID NO OF FIFTH CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVE CORIUM
JNCM(6) 0 ID NO OF SIXTH CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVECORIUM
JNCM(7) 0 ID NO OF SEVENTH CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVECORIUM
JNCM(8) 0 ID NO OF EIGHTH CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVECORIUM
JNCM(9) 0 ID NO OF NINTHCNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVECORIUM
JNCM(10) 0 ID NO OF LAST CNTMT COMPT THATMAYHAVE CORIUM

**FLOW PATHS IN CONTAINMENTTHATMAYHAVECORIUM TRANSPORT (MAX20)

JCMW(1) I ID NO OF IST JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(2) 0 ID NO OF 2ND JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(3) 0 ID NO OF 3RD JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(4) 0 ID NO OF 4TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(5) 0 ID NO OF 5TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(6) 0 ID NO OF 6TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW



JCMW(7) 0 ID NO OF 7TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(8) 0 ID NO OF 8TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(9) 0 ID NO OF 9TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(10) 0 ID NO OF IOTH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUMMAYFLOW
JCMW(11) 0 ID NO OF I ITH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(12) 0 ID NO OF 12TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(13) 0 ID NO OF 13TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(14) 0 ID NO OF 14TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(15) 0 ID NO OF 15TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(16) 0 ID NO OF 16TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(17) 0 ID NO OF 17TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(18) 0 ID NO OF 18TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(19) 0 ID NO OF 19TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JCMW(20) 0 ID NO OF 20TH JUNCTION WHERE CORIUM MAYFLOW
JENTR 1 ID NO OF CNTMTFLOW PATH WHICH CAN HAVE ENTRAINMENT

OF CORIUM OR WATER = 1 (CAVITY)

**FLOW PATHS FOR DETAILEDCONTAINMENTFAILURE MODEL (MAX4)

JDCF(1) 0 ID NO OF IST JUNCTION USED BY DETAILEDCF MODEL
JDCF(2) 0 ID NO OF 2ND JUNCTION USED BY DETAILEDCF MODEL
JDCF(3) 0 ID NO OF 3RD JUNCTION USED BY DETAILEDCF MODEL
JDCF(4) 0 ID NO OF 4TH JUNCTION USED BY DETAILEDCF MODEL

**GENERALIZED OPENING FOR THE PRIMARYSYSTEM
**POINTER /PSCPTR/INGO(): PRIMARYSYSTEM COMPT ¹ FOR THE OPENING

JNGO(): CONTAINMENTCOMPT ¹ FOR THE OPENING
**INGO(1)= 6
**INGO(2)= 6
+* INGO(3)= 6
**JNGO(1)= 2
**JNGO(2)= 2
**JNGO(3)= 2

**JNERT(IV)= IV'THCOMPT INITIALGAS STATE
=0, AIR (DEFAULT)
=I, INERT
=2, STEAM

**THIS SECTION DEFINES THE WAYS THATTHE VARIOUS AUXILIARYBUILDING** COMPTS ARE CONNECTED TOGETHER.

**THERE ARE TWO CARDS REQUIRED FOR ENTERING DATAFOR EACH JUNCTION** THATARE DESCRIBED NEXT; THE LAST CARD IN THIS SECTION MUST BE "END"

**THE FIRST CARD, DEFINE THE JUNCTION TYPE:

1. "JUNCTION" CARDS, THIS IS DEFINED BY A CARD WITH A "J" IN
COLUMN I, IFRB(J)= I



2. "FAILURE"JUNCTION CARDS, THIS IS DEFINED BY A CARD WITH AN "F"
COLUMN I, IFRB(J)= 0

3. "VACUUMBREAKER/CHECK VALVE"JUNCTION CARDS, THIS IS DEFINED
BY A CARD WITHAN "V"OR "C" IN COLUMN I, IFRB(J)= -2

4. "LOOP SEAL" JUNCTION CARDS, THIS IS DEFINED BY A CARD WITH AN
"L"IN COLUMN I, IFRB(J)= -3

NOTE: IMAXJ=MAX(J,IMAXJ)ALWAYS

**THE SECOND CARD, DEFINE THE JUNCTION CHARACTERISTICS:

A. IVOL(J, I), COMPT NO. OF THE VOLUMEON THE UPSTREAM SIDE OF JUNCTION;
B. IVOL(J,2), COMPT NO. OF DOWNSTREAM VOLUME;
C. IHRB(J), I IF JUNCTION IS IN A HORIZONTALWALL(IE, FLOW IS VERTICAL)

USE 0 IF JUNCTION IS IN A VERTICALWALL;
D. ZJUNC(J, I), ELEVATIONOF THE BOTTOM OF THE JUNCTION ABOVETHE FLOOR

OF THE UPSTREAM COMPT;
E. XWJUNC(J), FACING THE HOLE, THE WIDTHOF JUNCION;
F. XHJUNC(J), FACING THE HOLE, THE HEIGHT OF JUNCTION;
G. XLJUNC(J). LENGTH OF JUNCTION;
H. AJUNCO(J), AREA OF JUNCTION
I. XOJUNC(J), WATER HEIGHT ABOVE WHICH JUNCTION IS CONSIDERED SHUT FOR

GAS FLOW; FOR JUNCTIONS IN VERTICALWALLS, THIS IS
OVERWRITTEN WITHTHE VALUEIN ITEM F

**IF THE JUNCTION IS A FAILURETYPE, ADD THE NEXTTWO ITEMS

J. DIFFERENTIALPRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAILOR OPEN THE JUNCTION
IF THE UPSTREAM COMPT HAS THE HIGHEST PRESSURE

K. DIFFERENTIALPRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAILOR OPEN THE JUNCTION
IF THE DOWNSTREAM COMPT HAS THE HIGHEST PRESSURE

**IF THE JUNCTION IS A VACCUMBREAKER/CHECK VALVETYPE, ADD THE NEXT
TWO ITEMS

J. DIFFERENTIALPRESSURE REQUIRED TO OPEN THE VACUUMBREAKERS
JUNCTION GIVEN THATTHE UPSTREAM COMPT HAS THE HIGHER PRESSURE

K. DIFFERENTIALPRESSURE REQUIRED TO CLOSE THE VACUUMBREAKERS ONCE
OPENED.

** NOTE: THE FLOWS ARE ONE DIRECTIONALFROM UPSTREAM COMPT TO
DOWNSTREAM COMPT.

**IF THE JUNCTION IS A LOOP SEAL TYPE, ADD THE NEXTTWO ITEMS

J. DIFFERENTIALPRESSURE REQUIRED TO CLEAROR OPEN THE JUNCTION
IF THE UPSTREAM COMPT HAS THE HIGHEST PRESSURE

K. DIFFERENTIALPRESSURE REQUIRED TO CLEAR OR OPEN THE JUNCTION
IF THE DOWNSTREAM COMPT HAS THE HIGHEST PRESSURE

** GENERAL NOTE: IF WIDTH=HEIGHT,THE JUNCTION IS ASSUMED CIRCULAR,
OTHERWISE JUNCTION IS ASSUMED RECTANGULAR(USE WIDTHSLIGHTLY
DIFFERENT THAN HEIGHT FOR SQUARE). EVEN IF THE JUNCTION IS





RECTANGULAR, THE AREA CAN BE DIFFERENT THANTHE PRODUCT OF
LENGTH AND WIDTHIF THE JUNCTION REPRESENTS THE SUM OF SEVERAL
HOLES WHICH HAVETHE SAME ELEVATION,ETC.

JUNCTIONS CURRENTLY DEFINED AREA:

I) CAVITY- LOWER COMPARTMENTVIAINSTRUMENTTUNNEL
2) CAVITY- LOWER COMPARTMENTVIAANNULARGAP
3) LOWER COMPARTMENT - UPPER COMPARTMENTVIAREFUEL CAVITYDRAINS
4) LOWER COMPARTMENT - ICE CONDENSER
5) LOWER COMPARTMENT - ANNULARCOMPARTMENT
6) ICE CONDENSER - ICE CONDENSER UPPER PLENUM
7) ANNULARTO UPPER LEAKAGE
8) UPPER TO ANNULAR- AIR RECIRC HEADER
9) ICE CONDENSER UPPER PLENUM - UPPER COMPARTMENTLOWER DOME REGION** 10) NORMALCONTAINMENTLEAKAGEFROM ANNULARTO ENVIRONMENT** 11) CONTAINMENTFAILURE IN ANNULARNEAR BASEMATCYLINDERJUNCTION** 12) LOWER TO PZR ENCLOSURE

** 13) LOWER TO SG ENCLOSURE
** 14) LOWER DOME TO UPPER DOME REGION
** 15) LOWER DOMWTO UPPER COMPT CYLINDRICALSECTION
** 16) H2 SKIMMERFORCED FLOW FROM PZR ENCLOSURE TO ANNULAR
** 17) H2 SKIMMERFORCED FLOW FROM SG ENCLOSURE TO ANNULAR
** 18) H2 SKIMMERFORCED FLOW FROM TOP OF DOME TO ANNULAR

JUNCTION ¹ I CONNECTING COMPTS 1-2: CAVITYTHRU TUNNEL - LOWER COMPT
I 2 I 16.67 16.0 10.526i.3 168.0 1.0

JUNCTION ¹2 CONNECTING COMPTS 1-2; CAVITYTHRU BYPASS - LOWER COMPT
I 2 I 18.50.300.6028.515.851.0

JUNCTION ¹3 CONNECTING COMPTS 2-6; LOWER- UPPERCOMPARTMENT
2 6 I 6.0 1.0 1.0 17.5 2.22 I.E-3

~* MODEL ICE CONDENSER DOORS AS NORMALLYCLOSED FAILUREJUNCTION AND**CONTROL JUNCTION OPENING THROUGH USER DEFINED FUNCTION IN INCLUDEFILE
FAILURE¹4 CONNECTING COMPTS 2A; LOWER COMPT - ICE CONDENSER
2 4 0 45.3 6.8 7.5 3.0 1000 7.5 0.001 I.EIO

JUNCTION ¹5 CONNECTING COMPTS 2-3; LOWER- ANNULARCOMPARTMENT
2 3 0 2.0 15.1 20.0 3.0 302.1 20.0

JUNCTION ¹6 CONNECTING COMPTS 4-5; ICE COND, - ICE COND. UPPER PLENUM
~*SMD4 5 I 56.94 267.0 11.0 0.1 2937.0 10.0
4 5 I 57.04 267.0 11.0 0.1 2937.0 10.0

JUNCTION ¹7 CONNECTING COMPTS 3-6; ANNULARTO UPPER LEAKAGE
3 6 1 39.6 0.340.34 0.0.36 0.34

**RECIRC FAN OPERATION CONTROLLED THROUGH INPUT DECK



FAILURE ¹8 UPPER TO ANNULARFORCED AIR FLOW
6 3 0 8. 3. 4. 4.5 I.E-3 2.8 I.E10 I.E10

**MODEL ICE CONDENSER DOORS AS NORMALLYCLOSED FAILUREJUNCTION AND
**CONTROL JUNCTION OPENING THROUGH USER DEFINED FUNCTION IN INCLUDE FILE
FAILURE ¹9 CONNECTING COMPTS 5-7; ICE UPPER PLENUM - UPPER COMPT LOWER DOME
5 7 I 17.0 8.0 2.0 0.0 1326.0 7.0 0.01 I.E10

JUNCTION ¹10 CONNECTING COMPTS 3-11; NORMALCONTAINMENTLEAKAGE
3 110 20. 5.19E-3 5.19E-3 3.5 2.1156E-5 5.19E-3

FAILURE ¹11 CONNECTING COMPTS 3-11; CONTAINMENTFAILURE - ENVIRONMENT
3 11 0 0.5 1.7 0.1 3.5 0.17 0.1 36.0 I.E10

JUNCTION ¹12 CONNECTING 2-9; LOWER COMPT TO PZR ENCLOSURE
2 9 I 50.9 3.7 3.65 2.93 54.3 2.93

JUNCTION ¹13 CONNECTING 2-10; LOWER COMPT TO SG ENCLOSURE
2 10 I 50.9 5.2 5.28 2.93 576. 2.93

JUNCTION ¹14 CONNECTING 7 8; LOUVER DOME TO UPPER DOME
7 8 I 32.4 43.6 43.6 0. 5969. 1.0

JUNCTION ¹15 CONNECTING 7-6', LOWER DOME TO UPPER COMPT CYLINDRICALSECTION
7 6 I 0. 57.5 57.5 0. 10387. 1.0

FAILURE ¹16 CONNECTING 9-3; H2 SKIMMERFROM PZR ENCLOSURE TO ANNULARCOMPT
9 3 0 37.3 3. 4. 56.5 I.E-3 1.0 I.E10 I.E10

FAILURE¹17 CONNECTING 10-3: H2 SKIMMERFROM SG ENCLOSURE TO ANNULARCOMPT
10 3 0 37.3 3. 4. 56.5 I.E-3 1,0 I.E10 I.EIO

FAILURE ¹18 CONNECTING 8-3; H2 SKIMMERFROM TOP OF DOME TO ANNULARCOMPT
8 3 0 20. 3. 4. 134.5 I.E-3 1.0 I.EIO I.E10

END
**ENTER FORCED FLOW RATES HERE, GPM
PFAN(8) 291720. JUNCTION 8 - UPPER TO ANNULAR
PFAN(16) 3740. JUNCTION 16 - H2 SKIMMERFROM PZR
PFAN(17) 7480. JUNCTION 17 - H2 SKIMMERFROM SG
PFAN(18) 7480. JUNCTION 18 - H2 SKIMMERFROM TOP OF DOME

*MATERIALTYPE DEFINITIONS FOR HEAT SINKS (PARAMETER GROUP ¹9)

**INPUT MATERIALPROPERTIES (DENSITY, SPECIFIC HEAT, &THERMAL
** CONDUCTIVITY)FOR DISTRIBUTED HEAT SINKS TYPE I THRU 5, AND
** INPUT EQUIPMENT PROPERTIES (SPECIFIC HEAT) FOR LUMPED MASS
** HEAT SINKS TYPE I THRU 5.

**HEAT SINK DENSITY
DHSM(1) 149.78 DENSITY OF MATERIALI (CONCRETE)
**DHSM(2) DENSITY OF MATERIAL2 (BRICK) (= 1373.6 kg/m3 from Zion)
~*DHSM(3) DENSITY OF MATERIAL3 (STEEL) (= 7840 kg/m3 from Zion)



*~DHSM(4) DENSITY OF MATERIAL4

**DHSM(5) DENSITY OF MATERIAL5

**HEAT SINK THERMALCONDUCTIVITY
KHSM(1) 0.8 THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOFMATERIALI (CONCRETE)
**KHSM(2) THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF MATERIAL2 (BRICK) (= 0.6 W/mK)
**KHSM(3) THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF MATERIAL3 (STEEL) (= 50 W/mK)
**KHSM(4) THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF MATERIAL4
*~KHSM(5) THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF MATERIAL5

**HEAT SINK SPECIFIC HEAT
CPHSM(1) 0.151 SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL1 (CONCRETE)
**CPHSM(2) SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL4
**CPHSM(3) SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL4
**CPHSM(4) SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL4
**CPHSM(5) SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL5

**EQUIPMENT (LUMPED MASS) SPECIFIC HEAT
CPEQM(1) 0.110 SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL1 (STEEL) (= 460.5 J/kg/K)
**CPEQM(2) SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL2 (ALUMINUM)(= 896 J/k~)
**CPEQM(3) SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL3 (COPPER) (= 383.1 J/kg/K)
**CPEQM(4) SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL4 (LEAD) (= 130 J/k~i)
**CPEQM(5) SPECIFIC HEAT OF MATERIAL5 (STEEL) (= 500 J/kg/K)

**QaQaQaM4.0 KYS 8/10/93 ADDED PARAMETER GROUP DISTRIBUTED HEAT SINKS

*DISTRIBUTEDHEAT SINKS IN CONTAINMENT (PARAivIETER GROUP ¹8)

1

~* UP TO 200 DISTRIBUTED HEAT SINKS ARE ALLOWED

** I) CAVITYFLOOR
*~ 2) CAVITYOUTER WALL
** 3) BIOLOGICALSHIELD WALLBELOW THE BOTTOM OF THE REFUELING POOL AT

THE 621'-1.5" EL.
** 4) BIOLOGICALSHIELD WALLABOVETHE 621'-1.5" EL.
** 5) PRESSURIZER DOGHOUSE ABOVETHE OPERATING DECK (EL. 652'-7.5")
** 6) STEAM GENERATOR CUBICLES ABOVETHE OPERATING DECK
** 7) LOWER COMPARTMENTFLOOR
** 8) CRANE WALL(INTERFACE BETWEEN LOWER AND ANNULARCOMPARTMENTS)
** 9) ANNULARCOMPARTMENTFLOOR
**10) ANNULARCOMPARTMENTOUTER WALLS
** 11) ICE UPPER PLENUM INNER WALLS (INTERFACE WITH UPPER COMPARTMENT)**12) ICE UPPER PLENUM OUTER WALLS
** 13) UPPER COMPARTMENTOPERATING DECK AND MISSILE SHIELD
** 14) UPPER COMPARTMENTOUTER WALLSAND DOME ABOVETHE 715'L.
** 15) UPPER COMPARTMENTOUTER WALLS AND DOME ABOVETHE 748'L.

HSTYP(1) I HS I MATERIALTYPE DEFINED IN *MATERIAL
HSTYP(2) 1

HSTYP(3) I
HSTYP(4) 1

HSTYP(5) 1

HSTYP(6) 1



MEANS HORIZONTALWALL)

FACES UPWARDS IF NIWALLIS

NIWALL(I) -I ORIENTATIONDESIGNATOR FOR HS I
NIWALL(2) I
NIWALL(3) 2
NIWALL(4) 2

NIWALL(5) 2
NIWALL(6) 2
NIWALL(7) -I
NIWALL(8) 2
NlWALL(9) - I

NIWALL(IO) I

NIWALL(ll)2

NIWALL(12) 1

NIWALL(13) -2

NIWALL(14) I
NIWALL(15) I

AHSRB(l) 664. ONE-SIDED WALLAREA OF HS I
AHSRB(2) 1939.
AHSRB(3) 2748.
AHSRB(4) 3513.
AHSRB(5) 1501.
AHSRB(6) 8722.
AHSRB(7) 3728.
AHSRB(8) 12280.
AHSRB(9) 3298.
AHSRB(10) 12757.
AHSRB(11) 3694.
AHSRB(12) 4568.
AHSRB(13) 6239.
AHSRB(14) 17341.
AHSRB(15) 7226.

XTHSRB(1) 12.5 THICKNESS OF HS I
XTHSRB(2) 12.5
XTHSRB(3) 11.

HSTYP(7) I
HSTYP(8) I
HSTYP(9) I
HSTYP(10) I,
HSTYP(11) I
HSTYP(12) 1

HSTYP(13) I
HSTYP(14) I
HSTYP(15) I

** NIWALL=FLAG INDICATINGWALLTYPE;
= I OR -1; ONE FACE WALL(OUTER FACE BURIED IN INFINITESLAB

OR ON OUTSIDE OF CONTAINMENT)
=2OR-2; TWOFACED WALL

** (POSITIVE MEANS VERTICALWALL,NEGATIVE

44 NOTE THATFACE I BY CONVENTIONALWAYS
HORIZONTAL,EG., FLOOR OR DECK



XTHSRB(4) 5.6
XTHSRB(5) 2.
XTHSRB(6) 2.
XTHSRB(7) 12.5
XTHSRB(8) 3.0
XTHSRB(9) 12.5

XTHSRB(10) 3.5
XTHSRB(11) 3.0
XTHSRB(12) 3.5
XTHSRB(13) 2.875
XTHSRB(14) 3.0
XTHSRB(15) 3.0

XHSRB(1) 0.0 XHSRB(I) AVERAGE HEIGHT OF HS I OR O.EO IF MODELED
AS FLOOR OR UPWARD FACING SURFACE (EG, DECK)

XHSRB(2) 15.

XHSRB(3) 11.

XHSRB(4) 16.

XHSRB(5) 7.7
XHSRB(6) 7.7
XHSRB(7) 0.0
XHSRB(8) 27.
XHSRB(9) 0.0
XHSRB(10) 27.0
XHSRB(11) 8.5
XHSRB(12) 8.5
XHSRB(13) 0.0
XHSRB(14) 16.2

XHSRB(15) 10.

ZHSRB(1) -31.8 ZHSRB(l) ELEV. OF I'TH HEAT SINK RELATIVE
ZHSRB(2) -31.8 TO GROUND LEVEL
ZHSRB(3) 0.0
ZHSRB(4) 22.3
ZHSRB(5) 53.3
ZHSRB(6) 53.3
ZHSRB(7) 0.0
ZHSRB(8) 0.0
ZHSRB(9) -0.481
ZHSRB(10) -0.481
ZHSRB(11) 99.84
ZHSRP(12) 99.84
ZHSRB(13) 53.3
ZHSRB(14) 116.8
ZHSRB(15) 149.2

NIHSRB(1) I ID NO. OF COMPT FACING SIDE I OF HS I
NlHSRB(2) I
NIHSRB(3) I
N IHSRB(4) 6
NIHSRB(5) 9

N IHSRB(6) 10

N IHSRB(7) 2
N IHSRB(8) 2





N IHSRB(9) 3

NIHSRB(10) 3

NIHSRB(11) 6

NIHSRB(12) 5

NIHSRB(13) 6
NIHSRB(14) 7
NIHSRB(15) 8

**NOTE FOR WALLORIENTATIONDESIGNATOR (NIWALL)OF I OR -I,
N2HSRB= ENVIRONMENTCOMPT 8

N2HSRB(1) 11 ID NO. OF COMPT FACING SIDE 2 OF HS I
N2HSRB(2) 11

N2HSRB(3) 2

N2HSRB(4) 2

N2HSRB(5) 6

N2HSRB(6) 6
N2HSRB(7) I I
N2HSRB(8) 3

N2HSRB(9) 11

N2HSRB(10) 11

N2HSRB(11) 5

N2HSRB(12) 11

N2HSRB(13) 2

N2HSRB(14) I I

N2HSRB(15) 11

XLN1(l) 0. LINERTHICKNESS ON SIDE I FOR HS I
XLNI (2) 0.
XLN I (3) '.
XLNI(4) 0.
XLNI(5) 0.
XLN1(6) 0.
XLNI (7) 0.
XLNI(8) 0.
XLNI(9) 0.
XLNI(10) .03125
XLN I (11) 0.
XLN1(12) .03125
XLN I (13) 0.
XLNI(14) .03125
XLN1(15) .03125

XLN2(1) 0. LINERTHICKNESS ON SIDE 2 FORHS I
XLN2(2) 0.
XLN2(3) 0.
XLN2(4) 0.
XLN2(5) 0.

XLN2(6) 0.

XLN2(7) 0.
XLN2(8) 0.

XLN2(9) 0.

XLN2(10) 0.

XLN2(11) 0.



XLN2(12) 0.

XLN2(13) 0.
XLN2(14) 0.
XLN2(15) 0.

RGI(1) 0. SURFACE-TO-LINE RESISTANCE GAP FOR HS I FACE I
RGI(2) 0.
RGI(3) 0.

RGI(4) 0.

RGI(5) 0.
RGI(6) 0.
RGI(7) 0.

RGI(8) 0.
RGI(9) 0.
RG I (10) 0.054
RGI(11) 0.
RG 1(12) 0.054
RGI (13) 0.
RG 1(14) 0.054
RG 1(15) 0.054

RG2(1) 0." SURFACE-TO-LINE RESISTANCE GAP FOR HS I FACE 2
RG2(2) 0.

RG2(3) 0,
RG2(4) 0.

RG2(5) 0.

RG2(6) 0.

RG2(7) 0.

RG2(8) 0.

RG2(9) 0.

RG2(10) 0.
RG2(11) 0.
RG2(12) 0.
RG2(13) 0.
RG2(14) 0.
RG2(15) 0.

**WWSP I - SPRAY FLOW RATE TO SIDE ONE OF HEAT SINK

WWSP 1(1) 0.0
WWSP 1(2) 0.0
WWSP 1(3) 0.0
WWSP 1(4) 0.0
WWSP 1(5) 0.0
WWSP 1(6) 0.0
WWSP I(7) 0.0
WWSP 1(8) 0.0
WWSP I(9) 0.0
WWSP I(10) 0.0
WWSP 1(11) 0.0
WWSP I(12) 0.0
WWSP 1(13) 0.0
WWSP I(14) 0.0
WWSP I(15) 0.0



ERATURE OF SPRAY FLOW TO SIDE ONE OF HEAT SINK**TWSPI - TEMP

TWSP I(1) 70.0
TWSP I(2) 70.0
TWSP1(3) 70.0
TWSP1(4) 70.0
TWSP I(5) 70.0
TWSP I(6) 70.0
TWSP 1(7) 70.0
TWSP1(8) 70.0
TWSP1(9) 70.0
TWSP1(10) 70.0
TWSP 1(1 1) 70.0
TWSP I(12) 70.0
TWSP1(13) 70.0
TWSP 1(14) 70,0
TWSP 1(15) 70.0

**WWSP2 - SPRA

WWSP2(I) 0.0
WWSP2(2) 0.0
WWSP2(3) 0.0
WWSP2(4) 0.0
WWSP2(5) 0.0
WWSP2(6) 0.0
WWSP2(7) 0.0
WWSP2(8) 0.0 ~

WWSP2(9) 0.0
WWSP2(10) 0.0
WWSP2(11) 0.0
WWSP2(12) 0.0
WWSP2(13) 0.0
WWSP2(14) 0.0
WWSP2(15) 0.0

~* TWSP2 - TEMP

Y FLOW RATE TO SIDE TWO OF HEAT SINK

ERATURE OF SPRAY FLOW TO SIDE TWO OF HEAT SINK

TWSP2(1) 70.0
TWSP2(2) 70.0
TWSP2(3) 70.0
TWSP2(4) 70.0
TWSP2(5) 70.0
TWSP2(6) 70.0
TWSP2(7) 70.0
TWSP2(8) 70.0
TWSP2(9) 70.0
TWSP2(10) 70.0
TWSP2(11) 70.0
TWSP2(12) 70.0
TWSP2(13) 70.0
TWSP2(14) 70.0
TWSP2(15) 70.0



**XPERHS - PERIMERTER OF HEAT SINK, USED FOR FILMFLOW ACROSS IT

XPERHS(1) 0.

XPERHS(2) 0.

XPERHS(3) 0.
XPERHS(4) 0.
XPERHS(5) 0.
XPERHS(6) 0.
XPERHS(7) 0.
XPERHS(8) 0.
XPERHS(9) 0.
XPERHS(10) 0.
XPERHS(11) 0.
XPERHS(12) 0.
XPERHS(13) 0.
XPERHS(14) 0.
XPERHS(15) 0.

NOTE FOR PCCS MODEL:

INPUT:

IN ORDER TO ACTIVATETHE PCCS MODEL. FLAG "NIWALL"SHOULD BE SET
EQUALTO ZERO FOR THE HEAT SINKS ON THE CONTAINMENTWALL.THE
ORDER OF THE HEAT SINKS ON THE CONTAINMENTWALLSHOULD BE ARRANGED
ACCORDING TO THE DIRECTION OF FILMFLOW. WHEN NIWALL=O,THE
WALLIS TREATED AS VERTICALHEAT SINK.

THE SPRAY FLOW RATE AND TEMPERATURE CAN BE SPECIFIED WITH
WWSP I, TWSP I FOR IH'TH HEAT SINK FACE ¹I Ec WWSP2, TWSP2
FOR IH'TH HEAT SINK FACE ¹2

OUTPUT:

THE FILM,FLOW RATE AND THE ENERGY CARIuED BYTHE FILMTHATLEAVES
HEAT SINK I ARE STORED IN WWFI(l)AND QWFI(I) FOR HS FACE ¹I,
WWF2(l) AND QWF2(I) FOR HEAT SINK FACE ¹2.

HTEXT 10.0 HTC TO BE USED ON FACE 2 WHEN IWALLI IS
SPECIFIED. HTEXT IS ASSUMED O.EO FOR IWALL=-I.
TYPICALLY,IWALL=-IIS SPECIFIED FOR "INFINITELY"
THICKFLOORS, AND IWALL=I SPECIFIED FOR WALLS
INTERFACINGTHE ENVIRONMENTCOMPT, WITH FACE ¹2
FACING THE ENVIRONMENT.

4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4'4 4 '4 0

*LUMPEDHEAT SINKS IN CONTAINMENT

**UP TO 200 LUMPED HEAT SINKS ARE ALLOWED



**USE I LUMPED HEAT SINK FOR EACH CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENTCONTAINING
**METALEQUIPMENT

ID DESCRIPTION
I METALEQUIPMENT IN COMPARTMENT2 (LOWER)
2 METALEQUIPMENT IN COMPARTMENT6 (UPPER CYLINDRICALSECTION)
3 METALEQUIPMENT IN COMPARTMENT7 (UPPER LOWER DOME REGION)

EQTYP(1) I HS I MATERIALTYPE
EQTYP(2) I
EQTYP(3) I

MEQRB(1) 4.3215E6 EQUIP MASS
MEQRB(2) 108819.

MEQRB(3) 108819.

AEQRB(1) 656 IC). EQUIP HEAT TRANSFER AREA
AEQRB(2) 19217.
AEQRB(3) 19217.

ZEQRB(1) 0. ELEVATIONOF BOTTOM OF EQUIP. WRT FLOOR
ZEQRB(2) 0.
ZEQRB(3) 0.

XHEQRB(1) 10. HEIGHT OF EQUIPMENT I
XHEQRB(2) 10.

XHEQRB(3) 10.

NEQRB(1) 2 ID NO. OF COMPT CONTAININGHS I
NEQRB(2) 6

NEQRB(3) 7



D. C. COOK UNIT I MAAP4.0.3 PARAMETER FILE
REV. I

PREPARED FOR
THE AMERICANELECTRIC POWER SERVICE COMPANY

BY Q 5jC

TOM ELICSON, 10-13-97
FAUSKE &ASSOCIATES, BURR RIDGE, IL.

** MODEL INCLUDES LICENSING CODE ASSUMPTIONS, UPGRADES FOR 4.0.3
** COMPATIBILITYAND GENERALIZED ESF

**THIS MODEL IS IN BRITISH UNITS (FT-LBM-HR-BTU-PSIA-GPM)
~BR

**—CHANGES TO JUNCTION DEFINITIONS

JUNCTIONS CURRENTLY DEFINED AREA:

1) CAVITY- LOWER COMPARTMENTVIAINSTRUMENTTUNNEL
2) CAVITY- LOWER COMPARTMENTVIAANNULARGAP
3) LOWER COMPARTMENT - UPPER COMPARTMENT VIAREFUEL CAVITYDRAINS
4) LOWER COMPARTMENT - ICE CONDENSER
5) LOWER COMPARTMENT - ANNULARCOMPARTMENT
6) ICE CONDENSER- ICE CONDENSER UPPER PLENUM
7) ANNULARTO UPPER LEAKAGE
8) UPPER TO ANNULAR- AIRRECIRC HEADER
9) ICE CONDENSER UPPER PLENUM - UPPER COMPARTMENTLOWER.DOME REGION

** 10) NORMALCONTAINMENTLEAKAGEFROM ANNULARTO ENVIRONMENT
** 11) CONTAINMENTFAILURE IN ANNULARNEAR BASEMATCYLINDERJUNCTION
** 12) LOWER TO PZR ENCLOSURE
** 13) LOWER TO SG ENCLOSURE
** 14) LOWER DOME TO UPPER DOME REGION
** 15) LOWER DOMWTO UPPER COMPT CYLINDRICALSECTION
** 16) H2 SKIMMERFORCED FLOW FROM PZR ENCLOSURE TO ANNULAR
** 17) H2 SKIMMERFORCED FLOW FROM SG ENCLOSURE TO ANNULAR
** 18) H2 SKIMMERFORCED FLOW FROM TOP OF DOME TO ANNULAR
** 19) ICE CONDENSER DRAINS TO LOWER COMPT
**ADJUST JUNCTION 2 TO REPRESENT FLOW PATH AROUND RCS PIPING PENETRATIONS
**IN BIOLOGICALSHIELD WALL

IHRB(2) 0 FLOW IS HORIZONTAL
ZJUNC(2, I) 44.9 FT ELEVATIONATBOTTOM OF JUNC = ZNOZ-XTHL+XTRV+ZNVP

APPROX HEIGHT OF PIPING PENETRATION THROUGH
BIOLOGICALSHEILD WALLABOVELOWER COMPARTMENT
FLOOR AT 598'-9 3/8"

XLJUNC(2) 3.5 FT JUNCTION LENGTH: APPROXTHICKNESS OF BIO SHIELD
WALL

**REFINE PAIMMI'.TERS FOR JUNCTION REPRESENTING REFUELING CAVITYDRAINS
ZJUNC(3,1) 6.0 FT HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF THE DRAINS RELATIVETO

THE LOWER COMPARTMENTFLOOR. THIS VALUEWAS
REFINED BASED UPON VISUALINSPECTION DURING



FAI WALKDOWNOF UNIT l.
AJUNCO(3) 2.2 FT**2 FLOW AREATHROUGH REFUELING CAVITYDRAINS.

FAI WALKDOWNCONFIRMED TWO 12" (NOM.) DRAINS AND
ONE 10" (NOM.) DRAIN.

XOJUNC(3) 1.5 FT REFUEL CAVITYDRAINFLOOD HEIGHTTO BLOCK GAS
TRANSPORT. ADJUST REFUEL CAVITYDRAINFLOOD
HEIGHT WHICH STOPS GAS TRANSPORT: USE
1.5 z DIAMETER

XLJUNC(3) 17.690 FT
**ADJUST REFUEL CAVITYJUNCTION LENGTH (JUNCTION 3) TO ENSURE 9500 GAL
**RETAINED IN REFUEL CAVITYPRIOR TO SPILL OVER INTO DRAINLINE

REFUEL CAV(COMPT 6) FLOOR AREA IS
VRBLK(2,6)/XRBLK(2,6)= 24919/31.5 = 791. FT~2

REQUIRED WEIR HEIGHT IS 9500/7.48/791 = 1.606 FT
DEDUCT APPROX. 1.5 IN (0.12 FT) = 1.49 FT
TO ACCOUNT FOR STATIC HEAD DRIVING
WEIR FLOW.
JUNCTION LENGTH IS THEREFORE,

XLJUNC(3) = [ZFRB(6) - ZFRB(2)] - ZJUNC(3,1) + 1.49
= [22.2 - 0] - 6.0 + 1.49 = 17.690 FT

**REFINE PARAMETERS FOR SPILLWAYJUNCTION BETWEEN DEAD-ENDED AND LOWER
**COMPARTMENTS
ZJUNC(5,1) 13.2 FT JUNCTION HEIGHT RELATIVETO FLOOR OF THE

ANNULARCOMPARTMENT. FOR CONSISTENCY, THIS
MUST BE THE SAME AS XRBLK(2,3)

XWJUNC(5) 15.1 FT WIDTHOF THE SPILLWAYWEIR BETWEEN THE LOWER
COMPARTMENTAND THE ANNULUARCOMPARTMENT.

AJUNCO(5) 302.1 FT**2 TOTALFLOW AREA OF THE TWO KEYWAYSTHATSERVE
AS THE SPILLWAYBETWEEN THE LOWER
COMPARTMENT AND THE ANNULUARCOMPARTMENT.

XLJUNC(5) 1.OFT HORIZONTALFLOWLENGTHOVERTHESPILLWAYWEIR

**FAI WALKDOWNCONFIRMED THATTHERE IS A TECH. SPEC. MAXIMUMOF 5 FT**2
**BYPASS AROUND ICE CONDENSER BETWEEN UPPER AND LOWER VOLUMES.**AJUNC0(3) ACCOUNTS FOR THE REFUELING CAVITYDRAINS, AND AJUNCO(7)**ACCOUNTS FOR THE BALANCE.
AJUNCO(7) 2.8 FT**2 FLOW PATH 7 AREA ACCOUNTINGFOR BALANCEOF

TOTAL ICE CONDENSER BYPASS AREA.

**ADJUST DISCHARGE LOCATIONS FOR JUNCTIONS COMMUNICATINGWITH
ENVIRONMENT
**ENVIRONMENTIS NOW LOCATION 12
**—JUNCTION 10 CONNECTING COMPT 3 TO ENVIRONMENT:NORMALLEAKAGE
IVOL(10,2) 12 DISCHARGE TO ENVIRONMENT

**—FAILUREJUNCTION 11 CONNECTING COMPT 3 TO ENVIRONMENT:OVER PRESS.
FAILURE
IVOL(11,2) 12 DISCHARGE TO ENVIRONMENT

**ADD AN ICE CONDENSER DRAINJUNCTION. THIS REPRESENTS THE 21 12" DRAINS.**FLAPPER VALVESREQUIRE 18" HEAD TO OPEN.
IMAXJ 19 TOTALNUMBEROF JUNCTION IS NOW 19
IFRB(19) -2 DEFINE JUNCTION AS CHECK VALVE



IVOL(19,1) 4 JUNCTION UPSTREAM COMPARTMENT IS ICE CONDENSER
IVOL(19,2) 2 JUNCTION DOWNSTREAM COMPARTMENT IS LOWER COMPT
IHRB(19) 0 DRAINDISCHARGE IS HORIZONTAL
ZJUNC(19,1) 0.01 FT ELEVATIONOF THE BOTTOM OF THE JUNCTION ABOVETHE FLOOR

OF THE UPSTREAM COMPT
XWJUNC(19) 1.0 FT FACING THE HOLE, THE WIDTHOF JUNCION;
XHJUNC(19) 1.0 FT FACING THE HOLE, THE HEIGHT OF JUNCTION;
XLmNC(19) 1.0 FT LENGTH OF JUNCTION;
AJUNCO(19) 13. FT**2 AREA OF JUNCTION: COMBINED AREA FOR 21 DRAINS
XOJUNC(19) 1.0 FT WATERHEIGHT ABOVE WHICHJUNCTION IS CONSIDERED SHUT

FOR GAS FLOW
PFFJ(19) 0.65 PSI CHECK VALVE OPENS WITH 18" STATIC HEAD
PFBJ(19) 0.60 PSI BACKPRESSURE TO CLOSE VALVE

**IN EACH 12" DRAINLINE, THERE IS A 1.5" DRAINLINE IN THE BOTTOM
~* OF THE DRAINPIPE IMEDIATELYUPSTREAM OF THE FLAPPER VAVLE.THIS
~* DRAINS RISIDUALWATER IN THE DRAINLINE INTO THE ACTIVESUMP.
IMAXJ 20 TOTALNUMBEROF JUNCTION IS NOW 20
IFRB(20) I DEFINE AS OPEN JUNCTION
IVOL(20,1) 4 JUNCTION UPSTREAM COMPARTMENT IS ICE CONDENSER
IVOL(20,2) 2 JUNCTION DOWNSTREAM COMPARTMENT IS LOWER COMPT
IHRB(20) 1 DRAINDISCHARGE IS VERTICAL
ZJUNC(20,1) 0.01 FT ELEVATIONOF THE BOTTOM OF THE JUNCTION ABOVETHE FLOOR

OF THE UPSTREAM COMPT
XWJUNC(20) 0.125 FT FACINGTHE HOLE, THE WIDTHOFJUNCION
XHJUNC(20) 0.125 FT FACING THE HOLE, THE HEIGHT OF JUNCTION
XLJUNC(20) 1.0 FT LENGTH OF JUNCTION (APPROXIMATE)
AJUNCO(20) 2.06 FT**2 AREA OF JUNCTION: COMBINED AREA FOR 21 DRAINS
XOJUNC(20) 0.125 FT WATER HEIGHT ABOVE WHICH JUNCTION IS CONSIDERED SHUT

FOR GAS FLOW

**DEFINE ICE CONDENSER FLOOR AS BOTTOM OF DRAINPIPE
ZFRB(4) 38.8 FT ICE CONDENSER BOTTOM
**ADJUST JUNCTION ELEVATIONTO ICE UPPER PLENUM TO ACCOUNT FOR 4.1 CHANGE« IN FLOOR EL.
ZJUNC(6,1) 61.14 FT

**INCREASE ICE CONDENSER TOTALCOLUMETO INCLUDEPIPE VOLUME:**PIPE VOL IS 54 FT~3
VOLRB(4) 108779 FT**2 TOTALVOLUMEOF ICE CONDENSER

**MODIFYICE CONDENSER VOLUMEVS HEIGHTTO ACCOUNT FOR WATERHOLD UP IN
**20 12" DRAINPIPES
XRBLK(1,4) 0. FT HEIGHT ATBOTTOM OF DRAINPIPE
VRBLK(1,4) 0.0 FT**3 ZERO HEIGHT IS ZERO VOLUME
XRBLK(2,4) 1. FT HEIGHT ATTOP OF DRAINPIPE
VRBLK(2,4) 62.8 FT*~3 VOLUMETO FILLAPPROX. 4 FT

HORIZONTALRUN TO FLAPPER VALVE.
XRBLK(3,4) 5.7 FT HEIGHT UP TO ICE CONDENSERFLOOR

(AS TAKENFROM AEP, 5.2 FT FROM FLAPPER
VALVECENTERLINE TO I.C. FLOOR. ALSO,
ADD 0.5 FT PIPE RADIUS FROM CENTERLINE



TO BOTTOM OF PIPE, WHICH IS REF. ZERO.)
VRBLK(3,4) 181. FT**3 VOLUMETOFILLDRAINPIPES TO I.C. FLOOR
XRBLK(4,4) 61.14 FT HEIGHT UP TO TOP OF ICE CONDENSER
VRBLK(4,4) 108779 FT**3 TOTAL ICE CONDENSER VOLUME

**MODIFYFORCED FAN JUNCTION AREAS. CODE MOD PREVENTS CCF IN FAN JUNCTIONS
**SO REALISTICAREA CAN BE USED
AJUNCO(8) 1.0

FT**2'JUNCO(16)

0.1 FT**2
AJUNCO(17) 0.1 FT**2
AJUNCO(18) 0.1 FT**2

**—CHANGES TO COMPARTMENT DRAINMODEL. INSTANTLYDRAINTHOSE
COMPARMENTS
**—WITHOUTFLOORS. COMPARTMENTS DRAINTO COMPARTMENTBELOW.

FIDRRB(7) 6 MID DOME DRAINS TO CYLINDRICALSECTION
FIDRRB(8) 7 UPPER DOME DRAINS TO MIDDOME
FIDRRB(9) 2 PZR ENCLOSURE DRAINS TO LOWER
FIDRRB(10) 2 SG ENCLOSURES DRAINTO LOWER

**—CHANGES TO CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENT GEOMETRY DEFINITIONS

**—ADJUST CONTAINMENTVOLUMES TO MATCHWCAP-14286, APPENDIX A, TABLE3.5-1
**—AND WCAP-14488, APPENDIX A, TABLE3.5-1
**UPPER: 734829 FT"3
**LOWER: 304269 FT"3
**DEAD-ENDED: 61340 FT~3
*~ ICE BOX: 163713 FT"3

**COMPARTMENTS ARE CURRENTLY SET UP AS:

1) CAVITY
2) LOWER COMPARTMENT
3) ANNULAR-DEADEND COMPARTMENT
4) ICE CONDENSER COMPARTMENT
5) ICE CONDENSER UPPER PLENUM
6) UPPER COMPARTMENT CYLINDRICALSECTION
7) UPPER COMPARTMENTLOWER DOME REGION
8) UPPER COMPARTMENTUPPER DOME REGION
9) PRESSURIZER ENCLOSURE
10) STEAM GENERATOR ENCLOSURE
11) SPRAY HEADER LEADINGTO LOWER AND DEAD-ENDED COMPARTMENTS
12) ENVIRONMENT( =COMPT INODRB+1)

**—SPRAY HEADER DEFINITION
+ Q Q Q Q IfC Q + Q Q Q + Q Q Q Q Q Q Q + Q + + Q Q Q $ + Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q )JC Q Q Q Q + Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q + + Q + Q Q Q Q Q )fC Q lft+ Q Q + Q + Q + Q Q + Q Q

** SPRAY HEADER LEADINGTO LOWER AND DEAD-ENDED COMPARTMENTS** DEFINE DUMMYVOLUMETO ACCEPT WATERFROM A SINGLE PUMP AND
REDISTRIBUTE
** THE FLOW TO TWO SEPARATE LOCATIONS (LOWER COMPARTMENTAND DE-AD-
ENDED



** COMPARTMENTRING HEADERS). SINCE THE HEADER VOLUMEDOES NOT
PARTICIPATE IN
** THERMODYNAMICCALCULATIONS,ALLNOMINALVALUES CAN BE USED FOR
COMPARTMENT
** PARAMETERS.

VOLRB(11) 100. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF HEADER: NOMINALVALUE
ZFRB(11) 50.0 FT ELEV. OF HEADER ABOVE GROUND LEVEL: ASSUME ATTOP OF

LOWER COMPT
AGKEY(11) 1.0 FT**2 LARGEST CROSS-SECTIONAL GAS FLOW AREA IN COMPT 11

XDGKEY(11) 0.0 Fl'YDRAULICDIAMETERASSOCIATED W/ AGKEYIN COMPT 11

IF ZERO, IT IS COMPUTED ASSUMING CIRCULARGEOMETRY
ASEDRB(11) 1.0 FT**2 AEROSOL SEDIMENTATIONAREA IN COMPT 11

AIMPRB(11) 0.0 FT**2 IMPACTIONAREA IN COMPT 11

XDIMRB(11) 0.0 FT IMPACTIONDIAMETERFOR COMPT 11

AGRARB(1 I) 0.0 FT**2 FLOW AREA AT ELEVATIONOF GRATINGTHRU COMPT 11

WSPRB(11) 0,0 LB/HR NON-SAFETY SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE FOR COMPT 11

XHSPRB(11) 0.0 FT NON-SAFETY SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR COMPT 11

FIDRRB(11) 0 IF POSITIVE INSTANTLYDRAINALLWATER
TO COMPARTMENT IV;
IF 0, DRAIN WATERNORMALLYTHROUGH COMPT 11 OPENINGS
(GAS/WATER FLOW PATHS)

WC2RB(11) 0.0 LB/HR CO2 MASS FLOW FROM FIRE SUPP SYSTEM INTO COMPT 11

TGRBO(11) 105. F INITIALGAS TEMPERATURE IN COMPT I I; NOMINAL

PRBO(11) 14.7 PSI INITIALPRESSURE IN COMPT 11

FRHBO(11) 1.0 INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITYIN COMPT 11

NIGRB(11) 0.0 NUMBEROFIGNITERSINCOMPT11

XIGRB(11) 1.E-10 FT AVG. EL. OF IGNITERS OFF FLOOR OF COMPT 11

XRBRRB(11) 1.0 FT EFFECTIVE BURN RADIUS IN COMPT 11

XHBRRB(11) 1.0 FT EFFECTIVE BURN HEIGHT IN COMPT 11

XWRBO(11) 0.0 FT INITIALHEIGHT OF WATER IN COMPT 11

TWRBO(11) 105. F INITIALTEMPERATURE OF WATER IN COMPT 11

**VOLUMEVS HEIGHT FOR HEADER COMPARTMENT: NOMINALVAULES
XRBLK(1,11) 0.0 FT HEADEREMPTY HEIGHT AND VOLUME
VRBLK(1,11) 0.0 FT*~3
XRBLK(2,11) 1.0 FT HEADER FULLHEIGHT AND VOLUME
VRBLK(2,11) 100.0 FT**3

WNAOH(11) 0.0 LB/HR. INJECTION NAOH MASS FLOW RATE TO COMPT NODE 1

WACID(11) 0.0 LB/HR EQ. HNO3 OF ANYACID MASS FLOW INTO COMPT 11
MAERFF(11) I.D10 LB MASS OF AEROSOL WHICH CAUSES SGTS FILTERS TO FAIL
FDFFIL(11) 1.0 DF USED FILTERING EFFECT WHEN THEY ARE INTACT





JSGTS(11) I

INODRB 11

MODELED
ICMAX 11

FLAG FOR FILTERING CONTROL;
=0 OPERATIVE, =1 FAILED/INOPERATIVE
BY DEFAULT, JSTGS IS = 1, SET ITTO 0 TO TURN ON FILTER
JSGTS IS SET = I WHEN MAERFF > MAERF (MASS COLLECTED)

TOTALNUMBEROF CONTAINMENT+AUXCOMPARTMENTS

HIGHEST COMPARTMENTNUMBERTHATIS IN CONTAINMENT

*~ —LOWER COMPARTMENTVOLUMES:
**LEAVEMAAPVOLUMES FOR SG ENCLOSURE, PZ ENCLOSURE, AND RX CAVAS THEY
ARE
**AND ADJUST LOWER COMPT VOL: VOLRB(2) = 304269 - VOLRB(1+9+10)

VOLRB(1) 15748. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT I

VOLRB(2) 254821. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 2

VOLRB(9) 2700. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 9
VOLRB(10) 31000. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 10

TOTALLOWER: 304269. FT"3

**DEAD-ENDED VOLUME
VOLRB(3) 61340. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 3

**—ICE BOX: LEAVEICE UPPER PLENUM VOLAS IS AND ADJUST FREE VOL IN ICE BED
VOLRB(4) = 163713 VOLRB(5) = 163713 54988 = 108725 FTn3
VOLRB(4) 108725. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 4
VOLRB(5) 54988. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 5

**TOTALICE: 163713. FT"3

**—UPPER: VOLRB(6)+VOLRB(7)+VOLRB(8)= 734829 FT"3
**REDUCE VOLRB(6) TO ACCOUNT FOR VOLUMEOCCUPIED BY EQUIP:
**VOLRB(6) = 734829 - VOLRB(7) - VOLRB(8)

VOLRB(6) 336665. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 6
VOLRB(7) 334285. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 7
VOLRB(8) 63879. FT**3 TOTALFREE VOLUMEOF COMPT 8

**TOTALUPPER: 734829. FTn3

**—ADJUST VOLUMEVS HEIGHT LOOKUP TABLES

**—LOWER COMPARTMENT:
**MODIFYLOWER COMPT VOLVS HEIGHTTO ACCOUNT FOR RECIRC SUMP AND
~~ NET FREE VOL. ESTIMATEBASED ON PLANT WALKDOWNIS THATATLEAST 1% OF**ACTIVESUMP BELOW 602'-10" IS OCCUPIED BY EQUIPMENT. 1% OF 117,320 GAL IS
** 1173.2 GAL (157 FT**3). ADJUST ALLVOLUMES ACCORDINGLY

XRBLK(1,2) -7.7 FT 7.7 ft deep sump = ZCS
VRBLK(1,2) 0.'J FT~*3

XRBLK(2,2) 0.0 FT (ELEV. 598'-9 3/8")
VRBLK(2,2) 954. FT**3 WATER VOLTO FILLSUMP IS 7136 GAL OUT TO FIRST

ISOLATIONVALVE(AEP)



XRBLK(3,2)

VRBLK(3,2)

4.05 FT DEFINED AS THE MINIMUMSAFE WATERLEVEL
FOR SUFFICIENT NPSH IN THE ACTIVESUMP
(ELEV. 602'-10")

15527. FT**3 CUMULATIVEVOLUMEIN THE LOWER COMPARTMENT
ATELEV. 602'-10". ESTIMATE 1% OF VOLUMEBELOW
602'-10" OCCUPIED BY EQUIPMENT, THEREFORE
NET FREE VOLUMEIS 0.99*15684 = 15527 FT**3

XRBLK(4,2)

VRBLK(4,2)

XRBLK(5,2)

VRBLK(5,2)

XRBLK(6,2)
VRBLK(6,2)

11.19 FT HEIGHT OF SPILLWAYWEIR BETWEEN LOWER
COMPARTMENTAND CAVITYINSTRUMENTTUNNEL.
(ELEV. 610'4")

40532 FT**3 CUMULATIVEVOLUMEIN THE LOWER COMPARTMENT
ATELEV. 610'-0". 40689 - 157 = 40532 FT**3

13.2 FT HEIGHT OF SPILLWAYWEIR BETWEEN LOWER
COMPARTMENT AND ANNULARCOMPARTMENT
(ELEV. 612'-0").

48577 FT**3 CUMULATIVEVOLUMEIN THE LOWER COMPARTMENT
ATELEV. 612'-0". 48734 - 157 = 48577 FT**3

50.9 FT BOY'OMOF OPERATING DECK
254821. FT**3 TOTALCOMPARTMENTVOLUME:THIS NUMBER ALREADY

INCLUDES EQUIP VOL REDUCTION

**—CAVITY:

**REFINE VALUES BASED UPON AEP SPECIFIED VALUES FOR CAVITYVOLUME
**UP TO ELEV. 612'-0". THE BALANCEOF THE CAVITYVOLUMEIS SIMPLYTHE
**ANNULARREGION BETWEEN THE BIO. SHIELD WALLAND THE VESSEL FROM THE
**612'-0" ELEV. TO THE VESSEL FLANGE ATTHE 621'-1.5" ELEV.

XRBLK(1,1) 0.0 FT FLOOR OF CAVITY
VRBLK(1,1) 0.0 FT**3 CUMULATIVEVOLUME

XRBLK(2,1) 43.0 FT HEIGHT OF SPILLWAYBETWEEN CAVITYAND LOWER
COMPARTMENT. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ELEV.

610'ND

ELEV. 566'-11.75".
VRBLK(2,1) 15748. FT**3 CUMULATIVEVOLUMEIN THE CAVITYAT 610'-0" ELEV.

XRBLK(3,1) 45.0 FT HEIGHT OF THE CAVITYANNULARREGION AROUND
THE VESSEL UP TO ELEV. 612'-0".

VRBLK(3,1) 16797. FT**3 CUMULATIVEVOLUMEIN THE CAVITYAT612'-0" ELEV.

XRBLK(4,1)

VRBLK(4,1)
XRBLK(5,1)
VRBLK(5,1)

54.0 FT HEIGHT OF THE CAVITYANNULARREGION AROUND
THE VESSEL UP TO THE VESSEL FLANGE AT
ELEV. 621'-1.5".

20019. FT**3 CUMULATIVEVOLUMEIN THE CAVITYAT621'-1.5" ELEV.
54.001 FT
20019.5 FT**3 DUMMYLAST ENTRY TO SIMPLYOVERWRITE THE

CORRESPONDING ENTRY IN THE BASE PARAMI.TERFILE.

**—DEAD-ENDED COMPARTMENT:
XRBLK(2,3) 13.2 FT HEIGHT UP TO BOTTOM OF SPILLWAY

FOR CONSISTENCY, THIS MUST BE



THE SAME AS ZJUNC(5,1).
VRBLK(2,3) 42669. FT**3 VOLUMEUP TO BOTTOM OF SPILLWAY

(95% OF 44915 FT**3EMPTY VOLUMETO ACCOUNT
FOR 5% EQUIPMENT VOLUME.)

VRBLK(3,3) 61702. FT**3 DEAD-ENDED COMPT TOTALVOL.: NO ADJSUTMENT FOR EQUIP
VOL.

**—UPPER COMPARTMENT:
VRBLK(4,6) 336665. FT**3 UPPER COMPT CYLINDRICALSECTION

**—CHANGES TO CONTAINMENTINITIALCONDITIONS

FRHBO(1) 0.0 COMPARTMENT INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY
FRHBO(2) 0.0 COMPARTMENTINITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY
FRHBO(3) 0.0 COMPARTMENT INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY
FRHBO(6) 0.0 COMPARTMENT INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY
FRHBO(7) 0.0 COMPARTMENTINITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY
FRHBO(8) 0.0 COMPARTMENT INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY
FRHBO(9) 0.0 COMPARTMENTINITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY
FRHBO(10) 0.0 COMPARTMENT INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY
FRHBO(11) 0.0 COMPARTMENT INITIALRELATIVEHUMIDITY

*~ —CHANGES TO MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS

QCRO 1.10884D10 BTU/HR FULL REACTOR POWER, (3250 MWt)
TRWST 105. F TEMPERATURE OF RWST: LOTIC
TACUM 120. F INITIALACCUMULATORTEMPERATURE. VALUEIS

TECH. SPEC. MINIMUM.
TCWHX 87.5 F COOLING WATERTEMPERATURE; MAXLAKETEMP.
MACUMO 56957. LB INITIALMASS PER COLD LEG ACCUMULATOR

ACCUMULATORMASS IS BASED UPON 921 FT**3
AT 120 F PER TECH. SPEC. MINIMUM.

PACUMO 600 PSI INITIALACCUMULATORPRESSURE. VALUEIS
TECH. SPEC. MINIMUM.

MICEO 2.43D6LB INITIALMASSOFICE
TWPSNM 556.0 F NOMINALFULL POWER PRIMARYSYSTEM WATERTEMPERATURE
TWPSO 556.0 F INITIALPRIMARYSYSTEM WATERTEMPERATURE
PPSO 2250. PSI INITIALPRIMARYSYSTEM PRESSURE (UNIT2)
PLPIO 1764.7 PSI PRESSURE SETPOINT FOR RHR (SET SAME AS SI SIGNAL)
PCHPO 1764 5 PSI CHARGING PUMP PRESSURE SETPOINT SAME AS SI

MU20 213387 LB TOTALUO2 MASS
MZROC 52303 LB TOTALMASS OF ZIRCALLOYIN CLAD
XDPIN 0.0300 FT FUEL PINOUTERDIAMETER
XRPEL 0.01314 FT FUEL PELLET RADIUS
XTZR 0.001860 FT CLADTHICKNESS
NPIN 50952 NUMBEROF FUEL PINS
MRWSTO 2.897E06 LB INITIALMASS IN RWST. THIS CORRESPONDS TO

THE TECH. SPEC. MINIMUM350,000 GAL. AT A
TEMPERATURE OF 105 F.
FOR INSTRUMENTERROR





~* NOTE, THE CONTAINMENTSPRAY FLOW DISTRIBUTIONBETWEEN THE UPPER
**AND LOWER SPRAYS IS BASED UPON AEP RECOMMENDATIONAND IT WAS
**CONFIRMED DURING FAI WALKDOWNOF UNIT 1. THIS INCLUDES AN
**ADJUSTMENT FOR 139 GPM OF REDIRECTED FLOW TO THE ANNULARCOMPT.
*~ DUE TO SPRAY FLOW FALLINGTHROUGH TWO STAIR WELLS ATTHE REFUELING
**FLOOR AND DRAININGINTO THE ANNULARCOMPT.

**MAXIMIZESPRAY FLOW TO GET MINIMUMTIMETO LOW SUMP LEVEL, AND
**HENCE MINIMUMTIMEFOR OPERATOR ACTIONS. DBAMAXSPRAY FLOW IS 3600 GPM
**WITH63.45% GOING TO UPPER SPRAY HEADER. ALSO ACCOUNT FOR 45 GPM
**LEAKAGEFROM UPPER TO ANNULUS VIASTAIRWELL:
**TOTALUPPER SPRAY FLOW: 3600*.6345 - 45 = 2239.2 GPM = 1.1196E6 LB/HR
**LOWER+ ANNULUS IS THEN: 3600 - 2239.2 = 1360.8 GPM = 680,400 LB/HR
WSPAX 1.1196E6 LB/HR // 3600*.6345 - 45 GPM TO UPPER
WSPBX 680400. LB/HR // 3600 - 2239.2 GPM TO LOWER AND ANNULUS

**NOTE, THE SPLIT FRACTIONS FOR THE LOWER VOLUMESPRAYS BETWEEN THE
**LOWER COMPARTMENTAND THE FAN/ACCUMULATORROOM IN THE ANNULAR
**COMPARTMENT IS BASED UPON AEP RECOMMENDATIONAND IT WAS
**CONFIRMED DURING FAI WALKDOWNOF UNIT 1. SINCE ALLLOWER VOLUME
**SPRAY FLOW STEMS FROM ONE RING HEADER (PER TRAIN), THE SPLIT
**IS DETERMINED BY THE FRACTION OF NOZZLES IN THE RESPECTIVE
~* COMPARTMENTS.

**SPLIT THE TOTALLOWER+ANNULUSFLOW:
TOTALANNULUSFLOW IS 3600*.0609+ 45 = 264.24 GPM
TOTALLOWER+ ANNULUS= WSPBX = 1360.8 GPM
ANNULUS SPLIT FRACTION = 264.24/1360.8 = 0.1942
LOWER COMPT SPLIT FRACT = 1-.1942 = 0.8058

NSPS(3) 11 SOURCE COMPT FOR SPLIT I: HEADER COMPARTMENT
NSPR(3) 2 RECEIVER COMPT FOR SPLIT 1: LOWER COMPT
FSPR(3) 0.8058 SPLIT FRACTION FOR SPLIT I
NSPS(4) 11 „SOURCE COMPT FOR SPLIT 2: HEADER COMPARTMENT
NSPR(4) 3 RECEIVER COMPT FOR SPLIT 2: FAN/ACCUM.ROOM

IN ANNULARCOMPT.
FSPR(4) 0.1942 SPLIT FRACTION FOR SPLIT 2
ZSPB 1.0 SPRAY HEADER HEIGHT IN HEADER COMPARTMENT
JNLCS 11 SPB DISCHARGE TO HEADER COMPARTMENT

C REFINE SPRAY FALLHEIGHTS FOR UPPER VOLUMENODES 6,7, AND 8.
C NO~, ZSPA+XHSPRB(7)+XHSPRB(6) = 80.2 FT, WHICH IS THE TAKENFROM
C THE AEP VALUEFOR SPRAY FALLHEIGHT IN THE UPPER VOLUME.

ZSPA 2.125 FT SPRAY FALLHEIGHT IN NODE 8, WHICH IS
ASSUMED TO BE THE SOURCE FOR ALLUPPER
VOLUMESPRAY.

XHSPRB(7) 32.4 FT SPRAY FALLHEIGHT IN NODE 7, WHICH IS
ASSUMED TO RECEIVE SPRAY FROM NODE 8.

XHSPRB(6) 45.7 FT SPRAY FALLHEIGHT IN NODE 6, WHICH IS
ASSUMED TO RECEIVE SPRAY FROM NODE 7.

C —DEFINE SPRAY HEADER TO ALLOWFLOW SPLIT TO LOWER (COMPT 2) AND
C —DEAD-ENDED (COMPT 3): 900 GPM LOWER, 275 GPM DEAD-ENDED





XHSPRB(2) 50.9 FT SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR THE LOWER COMPT.
THE FALLHEIGHT CORRESPONDS TO THE FULL
HEIGHT OF THE COMPARTMENT.

XHSPRB(3) 36.75 FT ~ SPRAY FALLHEIGHT FOR THE FAN/ACCUMULATOR
ROOM, WHICH IS PART OF THE ANNULAR
COMPARTMENT.

**CHANGES TO MODELPARAMETERS FOR 4.0.3 COMPATIBILITY

*SI
**—MODELPARAMETERS IN Sl UNITS
FCDBRK 1.00 DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT FOR PRIMARYSYSTEM BREAK(S)
STOX 0.1 SURFACE TENSION OF OXIDICDEBRIS
STML 0.1 SURFACE TENSION OF METALLAYER
XGAPPB 1000.E4 RESISTANCE GAP BETWEEN METALAND PARTICULATEBED
ICRBAL 1 ENERGY BALANCEOUTPUT OPTION
FCRDR 0.1
*BR

D. C. COOK UN1T 1: GENERALIZED ESF MODEL
PREPARED FOR

THE AMERICANELECTRIC POWER SERVICE COMPANY
BY

TOM ELICSON, 10-13-97
FAUSKE &ASSOCIATES, BURR RIDGE, IL.

** MODEL ALLOWS INDEPENDENT SWITCH TO RECIRCULATIONFOR EACH OF TWO

** ESF TRAINS. TRAIN I SWITCHES AT LOW LEVEL, TRAIN2 SWITCHES AT
** LOW LOW LEVEL. USE DCC GENESF.INC IN CONJUNCTION WITHTHIS GENESF
** PARAMETER FILE TO OBTAINESF CONTROL LOGIC. ALSO, IN INPUT DECK,
** MUST SPECIFY "NUMBEROF ESF TRAINS IS 2" TO ACTIVATEGENESF MODELS

**THIS MODEL IS IN BRITISH UNITS
*BR

*GENERALIZEDENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS (PARAlvKTERGROUP ¹21)

444444444444444444444444444444444444444W44444444444444 4444444444W44444444444
**NOTETO ~/BWRUSERS-GPM IS USED IN MAAP/PWR INSTEAD OF FT**3/HR

**INTHE FOLLOWING,"FANS"REFER TO FAN COOLERS-(AIR RETURN FANS IN
**CONDENSERPLANTS)

**FORBETTER ACCURACY, YOU MAYELECT TO INPUT "SYSTEM" PUMP HEAD CURVES
WHICH
**INCLUDETHE EFFECTS OF FRICTION IN THE INLETAND OUTLET PIPING (WHICH IS
**IGNOREDIN MAAP); IF YOU DO SO, BE SURE THE ASSUMPTIONS ON STATIC HEAD



I NORSPA: UPPER COMPT CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR NORMALLINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN ~PUMP ¹1-40

COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
= 1: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹ I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER ¹2

3 RSSPA: WATER SOURCE UNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR UPPER
COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: RWST

**WHICHARE USED IN THEIR CALCULATIONARE CONSISTENT WITHTHE PUMP
ELEVATIONS
**ETC.WHICH ARE INPUT BELOW-THIS IS GENERALLYAFACTOR ONLY IN CRITICAL
**APPLICATIONSSUCH AS FEED AND BLEED WHERE THE CHARGING PUMP FLOW IS
**BARELY(OR NOT) ADEQUATETO MATCHDECAYHEAT

**THISPARAMETER FILE SECTION IS REQUIRED ONLY IF NEW ESF MODELS ARE DESIRED

NESF 0 NESF: ESF MODEL SELECTION
= 0 FOR OLD ESF MODELONLY
= I FOR GENERALIZED ESF MODELONLY

44444444444444444444444444'444444'4444444444444444'44444¹4444444444444

UPPER COMPARTMENT CONTAINMENTSPRAY SYSTEM

NSPAG 8 NSPAG: NUMBEROF OPERATIONALUPPER COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
REPRESENTED BYTHIS SYSTEM

NORSPA

NSSPA 3 NSSPA: WATER SOURCE UNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR UPPER
COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= 1: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
=3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENT SUMP

NDSPA 4 NDSPA: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR
UPPER

RECSPA 1 RECSPA: UPPER COMPT CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR RECIRC LINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹1-40

RSSPA



= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENT SUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP

RDSPA 4 RDSPA: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR UPPER
COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
= 1: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER ¹I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER ¹2

SNPSPA SNPSPA: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW SOURCE FOR SPA
= 0: NO ENHANCEMENTFLOW
= 1: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW;

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWN FROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HX OUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

= 2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM SPA OUTLET
= 3: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM EXTERNALWATER STORAGE

TANK

WESPA O.EO WESPA: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW RATE;
SET = 0 IF NO NPSH ENHANCEMENTIN LINEUP

TDNSPA

DEGSPA

ZSPARW

ZSPACS

ZSPASI

10.EO TDNSPA: TIMETO UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY PUMP FAILURE
ONCE HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH. PUMPS WILLCONTINUE TO
OPERATE WITHDEGRADED PERFORMANCE (SEE *GENERALIZED¹12)
UNTILTIMEELAPSED SINCE LOSS OF SUFFICIENT NPSH EXCEEDS
TINSPA. IF TINSPA EXCEEDED BEFORE RE-ACQUIRING SUFFICIENT
NPSH, THEN PUMP WILLBE LOST FOR DURATIONOF SEQUENCE.
IF RE-ACQUIRE SUFFICIENT NPSH THEN TIMECOUNTER RESET.

I DEGSPA: UPPER COMPT CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR DEGRADED PERFORMANCE;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹140.
THIS SET OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS IS AUTOMATICALLY
SELECTED WHEN HAVE INSUFFICIENTNPSH.
THIS CHARACTERISTIC SET CAN BE THE
SAME AS THATSPECIFIED FOR NORMALLINEUP (SEE
*GENERALIZED04) IF NO DEGRADED PERFORMANCE WILLBE
CONSIDERED. ALSO, CAN SPECIFY AN "ALTERNATIVE"PUMP
RATHERTHANA "DEGRADED" PUMP.

34.25 ZSPARW: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF RWST ABOVETHE SPA PUMPS

20.5 ZSPACS: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF CONTAINMENTSUMP ABOVETHE
SPAPUMPS.

190. ZSPASI: ELEVATIONOF THE RV INJECTION NOZZLES ABOVETHE



= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
=3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENT SUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENT SUMP

I RECSPB: LOWER COMPT CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR RECIRC LINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹241-280

RDSPB.'DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR LOWER
COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹2

LOWER COMPARTMENT CONTAINMENTSPRAY SYSTEM

NSPBG 4 NSPBG: NUMBEROF OPERATIONALLOWER COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
REPRESENTED BYTHIS SYSTEM

NORSPB I NORSPB: LOWER COMPT CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR NORMALLINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VAIuOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹241-280

NSSPB 3 NSSPB: WATER SOURCE UNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR LOWER
COMPT SPRAY PUMPS

NDSPB 5 NDSPB: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR
LOWER

COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹2

RECSPB

RSSPB 3 RSSPB: WATER SOURCE UNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR LOWER.
COMPT SPRAY PUMPS
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOT LEG
=2: COLD LEG
= 3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENT SUMP

RDSPB 5



SNPSPB 0 SNPSPB: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW SOURCE FOR SPB
= 0: NO ENHANCEMENTFLOW
= I: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW;

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWN FROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HXOUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

= 2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM SPA OUTLET
= 3: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM EXTERNALWATERSTORAGE

TANK

WESPB O.EO WESPB: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW RATE;
SET = 0 IF NO NPSH ENHANCEMENTIN LINEUP

TDNSPB

DEGSPB

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWN FROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HX OUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

10.EO TDNSPB: TIMETO LOWER COMPARTMENTSPRAY PUMP FAILURE
ONCE HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH. PUMPS WILLCONTINUE TO
OPERATE WITHDEGRADED PERFORMANCE (SEE *GENERALIZED¹26)
UNTILTIMEELAPSED SINCE LOSS OF SUFFICIENT NPSH EXCEEDS
TINSPB. IF TINSPB EXCEEDED BEFORE RE-ACQUIRING SUFFICIENT
NPSH, THEN PUMP WILLBE LOST FOR DURATIONOF SEQUENCE.
IF RE-ACQUIRE SUFFICIENT NPSH THEN TIME COUNTER RESET.

1 DEGSPB: LOWER COMPT CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR DEGRADED PERFORMANCE;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN GENESF ¹241-280.
THIS SET OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS IS AUTOMATICALLY
SELECTED WHEN HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH.
THIS CHARACTERISTIC SET CAN BE THE
SAME AS THATSPECIFIED FOR NORMALLINEUP (SEE
*GENERALIZED 17) IF NO DEGRADED PERFORMANCE WILLBE
CONSIDERED. ALSO, CAN SPECIFY AN "ALTERNATIVE"PUMP
RATHER THAN A "DEGRADED" PUMP

ZSPBRW

ZSPBCS

ZSPBSI

34.25 ZSPBRW: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF RWST ABOVETHE SPB PUMPS.

20.5 ZSPBCS: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF CONTAINMENTSUMP ABOVETHE
SPB PUMPS.

190 ZSPBSI: ELEVATIONOF THE RV INJECTION NOZZLES ABOVETHE
SPB PUMPS. (SAME AS ZSPASI)

NLP IG

NORLP1

2 NLP1G: NUMBER OF OPERATIONALLPI I PUMPS
REPRESENTED BY THIS SYSTEM

2 NORLP1: LPI1 PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR NORMALLINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹41-80





NSLPI NSLP I: WATER SOURCE UNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR LPI1 PUMPS
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
=3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP
=6:LPI I
=7: LPI2

NDLPI NDLPI: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR LPII
PUMPS
= 1: HOTLEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER ¹I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹2

RECLP I 2 RECLP I: LPI1 PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR RECIRC LINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹41-80

RSLPI RSLP I: WATER SOURCE UNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR LPI I PUMP
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= 1: HOTLEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENT SUMP
=6: LPI I
=7: LPI2

RDLPI RDLP I: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR
LPII PUMP
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹ I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER ¹2

SNPLP I 0 SNPLP I: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW SOURCE FOR LP I
= 0: NO ENHANCEMENTFLOW
= I: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW;

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWNFROM



DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HX OUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATEDTO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

= 2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM SPA OUTLET
= 3: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM EXTERNALWATER STORAGE

TANK

WELP I 0.EO WELP I: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW RATE;
SET = 0 IF NO NPSH ENHANCEMENTIN LINEUP

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWN FROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HXOUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

TDNLP1 IO.EO TDNLP1: TIMETO LPI1 PUMP FAILURE
ONCE HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH, PUMPS WILLCONTINUE TO
OPERATE WITHDEGRADED PERFORMANCE (SEE *GENERALIZED

¹40)'NTIL

TIMEELAPSED SINCE LOSS OF SUFFICIENT NPSH EXCEEDS
TINLPI. IF TINLPI EXCEEDED BEFORE RE-ACQUIRING SUFFICIENT
NPSH, THEN PUMP WILLBE LOST FOR DUP '.TION OF SEQUENCE.
IF RE-ACQUIRE SUFFICIENT NPSH THEN TIMECOUNTER RESET.

DEGLP1 2 DEGLP I: LPI I PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR DEGRADED PERFORMANCE;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN GENESF ¹201-240.
THIS SET OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS IS AUTOMATICALLY
SELECTED WHEN HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH.
THIS CHARACTERISTIC SET CAN BE THE
SAME AS THATSPECIFIED FOR NORMALLINEUP (SEE
*GENERALIZED31) IF NO DEGRADED PERFORMANCE WILLBE
CONSIDERED. ALSO, CAN SPECIFY AN "ALTERNATIVE"PUMP
RATHER THAN A "DEGRADED" PUMP

ZLP IRW 34.25 ZLP1RW: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF RWST ABOVETHE LP1 PUMPS.

ZLP ICS 20.5 ZLP ICS: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF CONTAINMENTSUMP ABOVETHE
LP I PUMPS.

ZLP ISI 39.0 ZLP1SI: ELEVATIONOF THE RV INJECTION NOZZLES ABOVETHE
LP1 PUMPS.
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LOW PRESSURE INJECTION (TRAIN2) SYSTEM

NLP2G 1 NLP2G: NUMBEROF OPERATIONALLPI2 PUMPS
REPRESENTED BYTHIS SYSTEM

NORLP2 5 NORLP2: LP12 PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR NORMALLINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VAtuOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹41-80

NSLP2 0 NSLP2: WATERSOURCE UNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR LPI2 PUMPS
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOTLEG



= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENT SUMP,
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENT SUMP
=6: LPI I
=7: LPI2

NDLP2 2 NDLP2: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR LPI2
PUMPS
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER ¹ I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹2

RECLP2 5 RECLP2: LPI2 PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR RECIRC LINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹41-80

RSLP2 4 RSLP2: WATER SOURCE UNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR LPI2 PUMP
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOTLEG
= 2: COLD LEG
=3: RWST
= 4: LOWER. COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP
=6:LPI I
=7: LPI2

RDLP2 RDLP2: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR
LPI2 PUMP
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹ I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER ¹2

SNPLP2 0 SNPLP2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW SOURCE FOR LP2
= 0: NO ENHANCEMENTFLOW
= I: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW;

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWN FROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HX OUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATEDTO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

= 2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM SPA OUTLET
= 3: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM EXTERNALWATER STORAGE



TANK

WELP2

TDNLP2

DEGLP2

O.EO WELP2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW RATE;
SET = 0 IF NO NPSH ENHANCEMENT IN LINEUP

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWNFROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HX OUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

10.EO TDNLP2: TIMETO LPI2 PUMP FAILURE
ONCE HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH. PUMPS WILLCONTINUETO
OPERATE WITHDEGRADED PERFORMANCE (SEE *GENERALIZED¹54)
UNTILTIMEELAPSED SINCE LOSS OF SUFFICIENT NPSH EXCEEDS
TINLP2. IF TINLP2 EXCEEDED BEFORE RE-ACQUIRING SUFFICIENT
NPSH, THEN PUMP WILLBE LOST FOR DURATIONOF SEQUENCE.
IF RE-ACQUIRE SUFFICIENT NPSH THEN TIME COUNTER RESET.

5 DEGLP2: LPI2 PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR DEGRADED PERFORMANCE;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN GENESF ¹41-80.
THIS SET OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS IS AUTOMATICALLY
SELECTED WHEN HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH.
THIS CHARACTERISTIC SET CAN BE THE
SAME AS THATSPECIFIED FOR NORMALLINEUP (SEE
*GENERALIZED45) IF NO DEGRADED PERFORMANCE WILLBE
CONSIDERED. ALSO, CAN SPECIFY AN "ALTERNATIVE"PUMP
RATHER THAN A "DEGRADED" PUMP

ZLP2RW 34.25 ZLP2RW: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF RWST ABOVETHE LP2 PUMPS.

ZLP2CS

ZLP2SI

20.5 ZLP2CS: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF CONTAINMENTSUMP ABOVETHE
LP2 PUMPS.

39.0 ZLP2SI: ELEVATIONOF THE RV INJECTION NOZZLES ABOVETHE
LP2 PUMPS.

NHPIG

NORHPI

2 NHPIG: NUMBEROF OPERATIONALHPI PUMPS
REPRESENTED BYTHIS SYSTEM

3 NORHPI: HPI PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR NORMALLINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹S1-120

NSHPI 3 NSHPI: WATER SOURCE UNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR HPI PUMPS
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
=3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP



=6: LPI 1

=7: LPI2

NDHPI

RECHPI

NDHPI: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR HPI
PUMPS
= I: HOTLEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER 01
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADERP2

3 RECHPI: HPI PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR RECIRC LINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VAIUOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP 081-120

RSHPI RSHPI: WATER SOURCE UNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR HPI PUMP
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= 1: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
=3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP
=6: LPI I
=7:LP12

'RDHPI RDHPI: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER RECIRC PUMP, LINEUP FOR
HPI PUMP
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER O'I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER P2

SNPHPI 0 SNPHPI: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW SOURCE FOR,HPI
= 0: NO ENHANCEMENTFLOW
= 1: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW;

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWNFROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HXOUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

= 2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM SPA OUTLET
= 3: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM EXTERNALWATER STORAGE

TANK

O.EO WEHPI: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW RATE;
SET = 0 IF NO NPSH ENHANCEMENTIN LINEUP



TDNHPI

DEGHPI

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWN FROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HX OUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

IO.EO TDNHPI: TIMETO HPI PUMP FAILURE
ONCE HAVE INSUFFICIENTNPSH. PUMPS WILLCONTINUE TO
OPERATE WITHDEGRADED PERFORMANCE (SEE *GENERALIZED¹68)
UNTILTIMEELAPSED SINCE LOSS OF SUFFICIENT NPSH EXCEEDS
TINHPI. IF TINHPI EXCEEDED BEFORE RE-ACQUIRING SUFFICIENT
NPSH, THEN PUMP WILLBE LOST FOR DURATIONOF SEQUENCE.
IF RE-ACQUIRE SUFFICIENT NPSH THEN TIMECOUNTER RESET.

DEGHPI: HPI PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR DEGRADED PERFORMANCE;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹81-120.
THIS SET OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS IS AUTOMATICALLY
SELECTED WHEN HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH.
THIS CHARACTERISTIC SET CAN BE THE
SAME AS THATSPECIFIED FOR NORMALLINEUP (SEE
*GENERALIZED58) IF NO DEGRADED PERFORMANCE WILLBE
CONSIDERED. ALSO, CAN SPECIFY AN "ALTERNATIVE"PUMP
RATHER THAN A "DEGRADED" PUMP

ZHPIRW

ZHPICS

ZHPISI

34.25 ZHPIRW: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF RWST ABOVETHE HPI PUMPS.

20.5 ZHPICS: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF CONTAINMENTSUMP ABOVETHE
HPI PUMPS.

39. ZHPISI: ELEVATIONOF THE RV INJECTION NOZZLES ABOVETHE
HPI PUMPS.

NCHPG

NORCHP

NSCHP
PUMPS

CHARGING PUMP SYSTEM

2 NCHPG: NUMBEROF OPERATIONALCHARGING PUMPS
REPRESENTED BY THIS SYSTEM

4 NORCHP: CHARGING PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR NORMALLINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹121-160

3 NSCHP: WATERSOURCE UNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR CHARGING

= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOT LEG
=2: COLD LEG
= 3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENT SUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENT SUMP
=6: LPI I
= 7: LPI 2





NDCHP 2
CHARGING

NDCHP: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR

PUMPS
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER ¹1
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= S: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹2

RECCHP 4 RECCHP: CHARGING PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR RECIRC LINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VAIuOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹121-160

RSCHP
PUMP

3 RSCHP: WATER SOURCE UNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR CHARGING

= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= 1: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
=3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP
=6: LPI I
=7: LPI 2

RDCHP: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR
CHARGING PUMP
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER
= 6: INLETOF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹2

SNPCHP 0 SNPCHP: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW SOURCE FOR CHP
= 0: NO ENHANCEMENTFLOW
= 1: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW;

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWNFROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HXOUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

= 2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM SPA OUTLET
= 3: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM EXTERNALWATERSTORAGE

TANK

O.EO WECHP: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW RATE;,
SET = 0 IF NO NPSH ENHANCEMENTIN LINEUP



TDNCHP

DEGCHP

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWNFROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HXOUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATEDTO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

10.EO TDNCHP: TIMETO CHARGING PUMP FAILURE
ONCE HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH. PUMPS WILLCONTINUE TO

'PERATE WITHDEGRADED PERFORMANCE (SEE *GENERALIZED¹82)
UNTILTIMEELAPSED SINCE LOSS OF SUFFICIENT NPSH EXCEEDS
TINCHP. IF TINCHP EXCEEDED BEFORE RE-ACQUIRING SUFFICIENT
NPSH, THEN PUMP WILLBE LOST FOR DURATIONOF SEQUENCE.
IF RE-ACQUIRE SUFFICIENT NPSH THEN TIMECOUNTER RESET.

4 DEGCHP: CHARGING PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR DEGRADED PEIHORMANCE;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹121-160.
THIS SET OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS IS AUTOMATICALLY
SELECTED WHEN HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH.
THIS CHARACTERISTICSET CAN BE THE
SAME AS THATSPECIFIED FOR NORMALLINEUP (SEE
*GENERALIZED73) IF NO DEGRADED PERFORMANCE WILLBE
CONSIDERED. ALSO, CAN SPECIFY AN "ALTERNATIVE"PUMP
RATHER THANA "DEGRADED" PUMP

ZCHPRW
PUMPS.

34.25 ZCHPRW: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF RWST ABOVETHE CHARGING

ZCHPCS

ZCHPSI

20.5 ZCHPCS: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF CONTAINMENTSUMP ABOVETHE
CHARGING PUMPS.

39. ZCHPSI: ELEVATIONOF THE RV INJECTION NOZZLES ABOVETHE
CHARGING PUMPS.
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NSPCG 6 NSPCG: NUMBEROF OPERATIONALTRAINC SPRAY PUMPS
REPRESENTED BYTHIS SYSTEM

NORSPC I NORSPC: TRAINC CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR NORMALLINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹140

NSSPC 0 NSSPC: WATER SOURCE UNDER NORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR TRAINC
SPRAY PUMPS
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= I: HOT LEG
=:2: COLD LEG
= 3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENT SUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENT SUMP
=6: LPI I



=7: LPI2

NDSPC 5 NDSPC: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDERNORMALPUMP LINEUP FOR
TRAIN C

SPRAY PUMPS
= I: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹1
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER
= 6'INLET OF HPI PUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹2

RECSPC 6 RECSPC: TRAINC CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR RECIRC LINEUP;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VARIOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹1-40

RSSPC 4 RSSPC: WATER SOURCE UNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR TRAINC
SPRAY PUMPS
= 0: NO SOURCE (I.E., SYSTEM NOT FUNCTIONAL)
= 1: HOT LEG
= 2: COLD LEG
=3: RWST
= 4: LOWER COMPARTMENTSUMP
= 5: ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP
=6: LPI I
= 7: LPI 2

RDSPC
C

5 RDSPC: DISCHARGE LOCATIONUNDER RECIRC PUMP LINEUP FOR TRAIN

SPRAY PUMPS
= I: HOTLEG
= 2: COLD LEG
= 3: DOWNCOMER
= 4: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹ I
= 5: LOWER COMPARTMENT SPRAY HEADER
=6: INLETOF HPIPUMP
= 7: INLETOF CHARGING PUMP
= 8: DISCHARGE TO BOTH HPI AND CHARGING PUMP INLET
= 9: UPPER COMPARTMENTSPRAY HEADER ¹2

SNPSPC 0 SNPSPC: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW SOURCE FOR SPC
= 0: NO ENHANCEMENTFLOW
= I: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW;

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWN FROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HX OUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATED TO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

= 2: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM SPA OUTLET
= 3: NPSH ENHANCEMENTFLOW FROM EXTERNALWATERSTORAGE

TANK



WESPC O.EO WESPC: NPSH ENHANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW RATE;
SET = 0 IF NO NPSH ENHANCEMENTIN LINEUP

TDNSPC

DEGSPC

NPSH ENHCANCEMENTRECIRCULATIONFLOW IS DRAWN FROM
DISCHARGE SIDE PUMP DOWNSTREAM OF HXOUTLET (IF HX
EXISTS), AND RECIRCULATEDTO INLETSIDE OF PUMP

10.EO TDNSPC: TIMETO TRAINC CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP FAILURE
ONCE HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH. PUMPS WILLCONTINUE TO
OPERATE WITHDEGRADED PERFORMANCE (SEE *GENERALIZED¹96)
UNTILTIMEELAPSED SINCE LOSS OF SUFFICIENT NPSH EXCEEDS
TINSPC. IF TINSPC EXCEEDED BEFORE RE-ACQUIRING SUFFICIENT
NPSH, THEN PUMP WILLBE LOST FOR DURATIONOF SEQUENCE.

, IF RE-ACQUIRE SUFFICIENT NPSH THEN TIMECOUNTER RESET.

I DEGSPC: TRAINC CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SELECTION FOR DEGRADED PERFORMANCE;
THIS CORRESPONDS TO ID NUMBEROF VAtuOUS PUMP
CHARACTERISTICS SETS DEFINED IN *PUMP ¹1-40.
THIS SET OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS IS AUTOMATICALLY
SELECTED WHEN HAVE INSUFFICIENT NPSH.
THIS CHARACTERISTIC SET CAN BE THE
SAME AS THATSPECIFIED FOR NORMALLINEUP (SEE
*GENERALIZED87) IF NO DEGRADED PERFORMANCE WILLBE
CONSIDERED. ALSO, CAN SPECIFY AN "ALTERNATIVE"PUlvfP
RATHER THANA "DEGRADED" PUMP.

ZSPCRW 34.25 ZSPCRW: HEIGHT OF BOT1'OM OF RWST ABOVETHE SPC PUMPS.

ZSPCCS

ZSPCSI

20.5 ZSPCCS: HEIGHT OF BOTTOM OF CONTAINMENTSUMP ABOVETHE
SPC PUMPS.

190 ZSPCSI: ELEVATIONOF THE RV INJECTION NOZZLES ABOVETHE
SPC PUMPS. (SAME AS ZSPASI)

ANNULARCOMPARTMENT SUMP
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**ACSD O.EO ACSD: AREA OF BASE OF ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP
= 0 IF NO SUMP AVAILABLE

**ZCSD O.EO ZCSD: DEPTH OF ANNULARCOMPARTMENTSUMP

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

EXTERNALNPSH ENHANCEMENTWATER STORAGE TANK
444444444444444444444W44¹44444444444444444W444444444'444444444444444

TWEXT O.EO TWEXT: WATERTEMPERATURE IN EXTERNALSTORAGE TANK

MWEXTO O.EO MWEXTO: INITIALWATER MASS IN EXTERNALSTORAGE TANK

'44444>C4W4W44444444444444444444444440444444444W4404444W4444444444444

CONTAINMENTCHILLERS

NCHILL 0 NCHILL:NUMBEROF OPERATING CONTAINMENTCHILLERS
TCWCH 310. TCWCH: INLETCOOLING WATERTEMP TO CHILLER-NOTETHIS IS



ALSO USED AS THE COOLING WATERTEMP FOR ALLOTHER
SAFEGUARDS HEAT EXCHANGERS

*PUMP CHARACTERISITCS: (PARAMETER GROUP 822)

***THIS SECTION ONLYAPPLIES IF GENERALIZED ESF SECTION IS USED

***PUMP CHARACTERISTICS REFER TO:

*** I) THE PUMPING CAPACITYOF A PUMP IN A PARTICULAR
LINE-UP (FLOW VS HEAD); THIS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM
SYSTEM CURVES

***2) NPSH REQUIREMENTS

***3) HEAT EXCHANGER ATTRIBUTES IF A HEAT EXCHANGER EXITS
DOWNSTREAM OF THE PUMP

***NOTE THATPUMP DATAARE ENTERED IN GROUPS OF FORTY, IE.,

1-40 DEFINES PUMP CHARACTERISTIC I,
***41-80 DEFINES PUMP CHARACTERISTIC 2,
***81-120 DEFINES PUKIP CHARACTERISTIC 3, ETC..

***THE GROUP OF FORTY PARAMETERS NEEDED TO DEFINE THE
***PUMP CHARACTERISTICS (DEFINED BELOW) ARE:

***NPOINT, ZHDPMP(5), WVPMP(5), ZHDREQ(5).
***FHXPMP, NTPMP, NBPMP, XIDT,XTT, XTC, XS, RGFLHX, KT, XBC, XIDS,

XSTR,'**

NWCW, TIWCW(5), WCWPMP(5), NTU

***THE CURRENT SCHEME HAS SIX SETS OF PUMP CHARACTERISTICS DEFINED AS:

***PUMP I, CT SPRAY INJECTION: A, B
*** PUMP 2, LPI INJECTION
***PUMP 3, NORMALHPI INJECTION
***PUMP 4, NORMALCHP INJECTION
***PL~re', ECCS RECIRC EQUIVALENTCURVF WITHRHR HX
****PUMP 6, SPRAY RECIRC WITHSPRAY HX

***MAXIMUMOF 21 PUMP CHARACTERISTICS CAN BE DEFINED

PUMP I 0'44444444t4444444>F44'4444
~********************SPRAY INJECTION ONLY ~*****************~~*

~* DEFINE PUMP FLOW CHARACTERISITCS ANDNPSH REQUIREMENTS

**NOTE, IF DESIRED YOU CAN SUPPLY ONE NUMBER-IFDO SO GIVE IT A LARGE



**HEAD,THEN A CONSTANT FLOW MODEL WILLBE USED
COMPMP(1) 5 NPOINT: NUMBEROF ENTRIES IN PUMP I HEAD CURVES (5 MAX)

—— HEADS

COMPMP(2) 560. ZHDPMP(1): FIRST ENTRY IN PUMP I HEAD TABLE
COMPMP(3) 535.
COMPMP(4) 515.
COMP MP(5) 480.
COMPMP(6) 425.

**=============== VOLUMETRICFLOWS ————————

COMPMP(7) 0.0 WVPMP(1): FIRST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN PUMP I TABLE
COMPMP(8) 300.
COMP MP(9) 400.
COMP MP(10) 500.
COMPMP(11) 600
**VOLUMETIuCFLOW VALUES 08-11 NOT USED IN THIS SCHEME

— REQUIRED NPSH

~* FOR NPSH TABLES, THE SAME FLOWS AS WERE GIVEN FOR HEAD CURVES ARE
**ASSUMED TO CORRESPOND TO THE NPSH HEADS GIVEN
COMPMP(12) 9.0 ZHDREQ(1): FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR PUMP I
COMPMP(13) 11.5 ZHDREQ(2): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP I
COMPMP(14) 13.5 ZHDREQ(3): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP I
COMPMP(15) 19.0 ZHDREQ(4): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP1
COMPMP(16) 22.5 ZHDREQ(5): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP1

**=============== HEAT EXCHANGER SPECIFICATIONS (IF ONE EXISTS) =======

**CALCULATIONSCONTROLLED BY HEAT EXCHANGERTYPE
**HEATEXCHANGERTYPE:

-I SET OUTLET TEMP OF HXTO RWST TEMPERATURE
0 IS NO HX—OUTLET TEMP IS CONTMT SUMP TEMP
1 STRAIGHTTUBE HX
2 U-TUBE HX

*~IMPORTANTNOTE:
~~FOR HXTYPES I AND 2 EITHER SUPPLY ALLGEOMETRIC PAIMMETERS
**ORTHE NTU (NUMBEROF TRANSFER UNITS) PER HX—ALLKNOWN USERS DO
**THELAlTER-NTUSARE AVAILABLEBY CONSULTING NAMEPLATEDATAAND
**USINGGRAPHS IN, FOR EXAMPLE, HOLMAN,HEATTRANSFER
**ALLPARAMETERS ARE ON A PER HXBASIS

COMPMP(17) 0 FHXPMP: TYPE OF HXFOR PUMP I
COMPMP(18) 1150 NTPMP: NUMBEROF TUBES IN PUMP I HXS
COMPMP(19) 15 NBPMP: NUMBEROF SHELL SIDE BAFFLES IN PUMP I HXS
COMPMP(20) .0462 XIDT:PUMP I HXTUBE ID
COMPMP(21) .00294 XTT: PUMP1 HXTUBE THICKNESS
COMPMP(22) .06771 XTC: TUBE TO TUBE PITCH IN PUMP1 HX
COMPMP(23) 29.5833 XS: SHELL LENGTH IN PUMP I HX
**24 RGFLHX:





COMPMP(25) 375 KT: THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF PUMP1 HXTUBES
COMPMP(26) 2.5 XBC: LARGEST PERP DISTANCE FROM SHELL TO BAFFLE
("BAFFLECUT")
**27 XIDS:
COMPMP(28) .0475 XSTR: SHELL TO TUBE CLEARANCE AT OUTSIDE OF PUMP I HXTUBE
BDL
COMPMP(29) 1 NWCW: NUMBEROF POINTS IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMPMP(30) O.EO TIWCW(1): FIRST TIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE; COOLING
WATER

FLOW CAN BE SPECIFIED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, OR IT
CAN BE CONSTANT. FOR A CONDSTANT COOLING WATERFLOW
RATE, USE A 1 PINT CURVE WITHTHE FIRST TIMEPOINT
= 0 AND THE FIRST FLOW POINT EQUALTO THE DESIRED
FLOW

**31 O.EO TIWCW(2): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**32 O.EO TIWCW(3): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**33 O.EO TIWCW(4): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
4434 O.EO TIWCW(5): LASTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
COMPMP(35) 1.65E6 WCWPMP(I): FIRST MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW
CURVE
**36 O.EO WCWPMP(2): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**37 O.EO WCWPMP(3): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**38 O.EO WCWPMP(4): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**39 O.EO WCWPMP(5): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMPMP(40) 0.0 NTU: PUMP I HXNTU

PUMP 2 04w444444444444444444

LPI I [NJECTION FI OW

*~ DEFINE PUMP FLOW CHARACTERISITCS AND NPSH REQUIREMENTS

**NOTE,IF DESIRED YOU CAN SUPPLY ONE NUMBER-IFDO SO GIVE IT A LARGE
**HEAD,THEN A CONSTANT FLOW MODEL WILLBE USED
COMPMP(41) 5 NPOINT: NUMBEROF ENTRIES IN PUMP2 HEAD CURVES (5 MAX)

*———————— HEADS —-====————
COMPMP(42) 410.0 ZHDPMP(1): FIRST ENTRY IN PUMP2 HEAD TABLE
COMPMP(43) 390.0 ZHDPMP(2): NEXTHEAD
COMPMP(44) 370.0 ZHDPMP(3): NEXTHEAD
COMPMP(45) 335.0 ZHDPMP(4): NEXT HEAD
COMPMP(46) 305.0 ZHDPMP(5): NEXT HEAD

**=============== VOLUMETtuCFLOWS ===============

COMPMP(47) 0.0 WVPMP(l): FIRST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN PUMP2 TABLE
COMPMP(48) 2000. WVPMP(2): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(49) 3000. QVPMP(3): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(50) 4000. WVPMP(4): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(51) 4500. WVPMP(5): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE

REQUIRED NPSH ===—— = =====-



**FOR NPSH TABLES, THE SAME FLOWS AS WERE GIVEN FOR HEAD CURVES ARE
**ASSUMED TO CORRESPOND TO THE NPSH HEADS GIVEN
COMPMP(52) 9.0 ZHDREQ(l): FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR PUMP2
COMPMP(53) 9.0 ZHDREQ(2): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP2
COMPMP(54) 11.0 ZHDREQ(3): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP2
COMPMP(55) 16.0 ZHDREQ(4): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP2
COMPMP(56) 19.0 ZHDREQ(5): NEXTENTRY FOR PUMP2

HEATEXCHANGER SPECIFICATIONS (IF ONE EXISTS) ========

**CALCULATIONSCONTROLLED BY HEAT EXCHANGER TYPE
**HEATEXCHANGERTYPE:

-1 SET OUTLET TEMP OF HXTO RWST TEMPERATURE
0 IS NO HX-OUTLETTEMP IS CONTMT SUMP TEMP
1 STRAIGHTTUBE HX
2 U-TUBE HX

**IMPORTANTNOTE:
**FORHXTYPES I AND 2 EITHER SUPPLY ALLGEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
**ORTHE NTU (NUMBEROF TRANSFER UNITS) PER HX-ALLKNOWN USERS DO
*«THE LATTER-NTUS ARE AVAILABLEBY CONSULTING NAMEPLATEDATAAND
**USINGGRAPHS IN, FOR EXAMPLE, HOLMAN,HEATTRANSFER
**ALLPARAMETERS ARE ON A PER HX BASIS

COMPMP(57) O.EO FHXPMP: TYPE OF HX FOR PUMP2
COMPMP(58) O.EO NTPMP: NUMBEROF TUBES IN PUMP2 HXS
COMPMP(59) O.EO NBPMP: NUMBER OF SHELL SIDE BAFFLES IN PUMP2 HXS
COMPMP(60) O.EO XIDT: PUMP2 HXTUBE ID
COMPMP(61) O.EO XTT: PUMP2 HXTUBE THICKNESS
COMPMP(62) O.EO XTC: TUBE TO TUBE PITCH IN PUMP2 HX
COMPMP(63) O.EO XS: SHELL LENGTH IN PUMP2 HX
**64 RGFLHX:
COMPMP(65) O.EO KT: THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF PUMP2 HXTUBES
COMPMP(66) O.EO XBC: LARGEST PERP DISTANCE FROM SHELL TO BAFFLE
("BAFFLECUT")
**67 XIDS:
COMPMP(68) O.EO XSTR: SHELL TO TUBE CLEARANCE AT OUTSIDE OF PUMP2 HXTUBE
BDL
COMPMP(69) I NWCW: NUMBEROF POINTS IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMPMP(70) O.EO TIWCW(1): FIRST TIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE; COOLING
WATER

FLOW CAN BE SPECIFIED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, OR IT
CAN BE CONSTANT. FOR A CONDSTANT COOLING WATERFLOW
RATE, USE A I PINT CURVE WITHTHE FIRST TIMEPOINT
= 0 AND THE FIRST FLOW POINT EQUALTO THE DESIRED
FLOW I

**71 O.EO TIWCW(2): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**72 O.EO TIWCW(3): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**73 O.EO TIWCW(4): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**74 O.EO TIWCW(5): LAST TIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMPMP(75) 311.9 WCWPMP(1): FIRST MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW
CURVE
**76 O.EO WCWPMP(2): NEXTMASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**77 O.EO WCWPMP(3): NEXTMASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE





**78 O.EO WCWPMP(4): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**79 0.EO WCWPMP(5): NEXTMASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
COMPMP(80) 0.989 NTU: PUMP2 HX NTU

PUMP 3

HPI INJECTION FLOW

**DEFINE PUMP FLOW CHARACTERISITCS ANDNPSH REQUIREMENTS

**NOTE,IF DESIRED YOU CAN SUPPLY ONE NUMBER-IFDO SO GIVE IT A LARGE
*~HEAD,THEN A CONSTANT FLOW MODEL WILLBE USED
COMPMP(81) 5 NPOINT: NUMBEROF ENTRIES IN PUMP3 HEAD CURVES (5 MAX)

HEADS-

COMPMP(82) 3277. ZHDPMP(1): FIRST ENTRY IN PUMP3 HEAD TABLE
COMPMP(83) 3073. ZHDPMP(2): NEXTHEAD
COMPMP(84) 2966. ZHDPMP(3): NEXT HEAD
COMPMP(85) 2304. ZHDPMP(4): NEXT HEAD
COMPMP(86) 1382. ZHDPMP(5): NEXT HEAD

— ———— VOLUMETRICFLOWS =——=====——=

COMPMP(87) 0.0 WVPMP(1): FIRST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN PUMP3 TABLE
COMPMP(88) 148. WVPMP(2): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(89) 242. WVPMP(3): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(90) 454. WVPMP(4): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(91) 650. WVPMP(5): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE

**=============== REQUIRED NPSH

*~ FOR NPSH TABLES, THE SAME FLOWS AS WERE GIVEN FOR HEAD CURVES ARE
**ASSUMED TO CORRESPOND TO THE NPSH HEADS GIVEN
COMPMP(92) 9.0 ZHDREQ(1): FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR PUMP3
COMPMP(93) 9.0 ZHDREQ(2): NEXTENTRY FOR PUMP3
COMPMP(94) 9.0 ZHDREQ(3): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP3
COMPMP(95) 15.0 ZHDREQ(4): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP3
COMPMP(96) 22.0 ZHDREQ(5): NEXTENTRY FOR PUMP3

**=============== HEAT EXCHANGER SPECIFICATIONS (IF ONE EXISTS) ========

**CALCULATIONSCONTROLLED BYHEATEXCHANGERTYPE
**HEATEXCHANGERTYPE:

-I SET OUTLETTEMP OF HXTO RWST TEMPERATURE
0 IS NO HX-OUTLETTEMP IS CONTMT SUMP TEMP
I STRAIGHT TUBE HX
2 U-TUBE HX

*~IMPORTANTNOTE:
**FORHXTYPES I AND 2 EITHER SUPPLY ALLGEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
**ORTHE NTU (NUMBEROF TRANSFER UNITS) PER HX—ALLKNOWN USERS DO
**THELATTER-NTUSARE AVAILABLEBY CONSULTING NAMEPLATEDATAAND
**USINGGRAPHS IN, FOR EXAMPLE, HOE,MAN, HEAT TRANSFER



¹¹ALLPARAMETERS ARE ON A PER HX BASIS

COMPMP(97) O.EO FHXPMP: TYPE OF HXFOR PUMP3
COMPMP(98) O.EO NTPMP: NUMBEROF I'UBES IN PUMP3 HXS
COMPMP(99) O.EO NBPMP: NUMBEROF SHELL SIDE BAFFLES IN PUMP3 HXS
COMPMP(100) O.EO XIDT: PUMP3 HXTUBE ID
COMPMP(101) O.EO XTT: PUMP3 HXTUBE THICKNESS
COMPMP(102) O.EO XTC: TUBE TO TUBE PITCH IN PUMP3 HX
COMPMP(103) O.EO XS: SHELL LENGTH IN PUMP3 HX
**104 RGFLHX:
COMPMP(105) O.EO KT: THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF PUMP3 HXTUBES
COMPMP(106) O.EO XBC: LARGEST PERP DISTANCE FROM SHELL TO BAFFLE
("BAFFLECUT")
**107 XIDS:
COMPMP(108) O.EO XSTR: SHELL TO TUBE CLEARANCEAT OUTSIDE OF PUMP3 HXTUBE
BDL
COMPMP(109) I NWCW: NUMBEROF POINTS IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
COMPMP(110) O.EO TIWCW(1): FIRST TIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE; COOLING
WATER

FLOW CAN BE SPECIFIED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, OR IT
CAN BE CONSTANT. FOR A CONDSTANT COOLING WATERFLOW
RATE, USE A I PINT CURVE WITHTHE FIRST TIMEPOINT
= 0 AND THE FIRST FLOW POINT EQUALTO THE DESIRED
FLOW

**111 O.EO TIWCW(2): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**112 O.EO TIWCW(3): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**113 O.EO TIWCW(4): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**114 O.EO TIWCW(5): LAST TIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
COMPMP(115) 311.9 WCWPMP(l): FIRST MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW
CURVE
**116 O.EO WCWPMP(2): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**117 O.EO WCWPMP(3): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**118 O.EO WCWPMP(4): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**119 O.EO WCWPMP(5): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
COMPMP(120) O.EO NTU: PUMP3 HX NTU

PUMP 4
NORMALCHP FLOW¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹ CHP INJECTION FLOW ¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹

**DEFINE PUMP FLOW CHARACTERISITCS AND NPSH REQUIREMENTS

¹*NOTE, IF DESIRED YOU CAN SUPPLY ONE NUMBER-IFDO SO GIVE IT A LARGE
**HEAD,THEN A CONSTANT FLOW MODELWILLBE USED
COMPMP(121) 5 NPOINT: NUMBEROF ENTRIES IN PUMP4 HEAD CURVES (5 MAX)

HEADS

COMPMP(122) 1620.0 ZHDPMP(1): FIRST ENTRY IN PUMP4 HEAD TABLE
COMPMP(122) 5580. ZHDPMP(1): FIRST ENTRY IN PUMP4 HEAD TABLE
COMPMP(123) 5570. ZHDPMP(2): NEXT HEAD
COMPMP(124) 5040. ZHDPMP(3): NEXT HEAD
COMPMP(125) 3005. ZHDPMP(4): NEXT HEAD
COMPMP(126) 1431. ZHDPMP(5): NEXT HEAD



**=============== VOLUMETRICFLOWS

COMPMP(127) 0.0 WVPMP(1): FIRST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN PUMP4 TABLE
COMPMP(128) 4.60E-3 WVPMP(2): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(128) 192. WVPMP(2): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(129) 257. WVPMP(3): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(130) 450. WVPMP(4): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
COMPMP(131) 550. WVPMP(5): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE

REQUIRED NPSH

**FOR NPSH TABLES, THE SAME FLOWS AS WERE GIVEN FOR HEAD CURVES ARE
**ASSUMED TO CORRESPOND TO THE NPSH HEADS GIVEN
COMPMP(132) 3.05 ZHDREQ(1): FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR PUMP4
COivPPMP(132) 9.0 ZHDREQ(1): FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR PUMP4
COMPMP(133) 11.5 ZHDREQ(2): NEXTENTRY FOR PUMP4
COMPMP(134) 13.5 ZHDREQ(3): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP 1

COMPMP(135) 19.0 ZHDREQ(4): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP4
COMPMP(136) 22.5 ZHDREQ(5): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP4

— —————HEAT EXCHANGER SPECIFICATIONS (IF ONE EXISTS) ——====

**CALCULATIONSCONTROLLED BY HEAT EXCHANGER TYPE
**HEATEXCHANGERTYPE:

-I SET OUTLET TEMP OF HXTO RWST TEMPERATURE
0 IS NO HX-OUTLETTEMP IS CONTMT SUMP TEMP
1 STRAIGHT TUBE HX
2 U-TUBE HX

¹¹IMPORTANTNOTE:
**FORHXTYPES 1 AND 2 EITHER SUPPLY ALLGEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
**ORTHE NTU (NUMBEROF TRANSFER UNITS) PER HX-ALLKNOWNUSERS DO
**THELATTER-NTUS ARE AVAILABLEBY CONSULTING NAMEPLATEDATAAND
**USINGGRAPHS IN, FOR EXAMPLE, HOLMAN,HEAT TRANSFER
*¹ALLPARAMETERS ARE ON A PER HX BASIS

COMPMP(137) O.EO FHXPMP: TYPE OF HX FOR PUMP4
COMPMP(138) O.EO NTPMP: NUMBEROF TUBES IN PUMP4 HXS
COMPMP(139) O.EO NBPMP: NUMBEROF SHELL SIDE BAFFLES IN PUMP4 HXS
COMPMP(140) O.EO XIDT:PUMP4 HXTUBE ID
COMPMP(141) O.EO XTT: PUMP4 HXTUBE THICKNESS
COMPMP(142) O.EO XTC: TUBE TO TUBE PITCH IN PUMP4 HX
COMPMP(143) O.EO XS: SHELL LENGTH IN PUMP4

HX'*144

RGFLHX:
COMPMP(145) O.EO KT: THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF PUMP4 HXTUBES
COMPMP(146) O.EO XBC: LARGEST PERP DISTANCE FROM SHELL TO BAFFLE
("BAFFLECUT")
**147 XIDS:
COMPMP(148) O.EO XSTR: SHELL TO TUBE CLEARANCE AT OUTSIDE OF PUMP4 HXTUBE
BDL
COMPMP(149) 1 NWCW: NUMBEROF POINTS IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMPMP(150) O.EO TIWCW(1): FIRST TIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE; COOLING
WATER

FLOW CAN BE SPECIFIED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, OR IT
CAN BE CONSTANT. FOR A CONDSTANT COOLING WATER FLOW
RATE, USE A 1 PINT CURVE WITHTHE FIRST TIMEPOINT



= 0 AND THE FIRST FLOW POINT EQUALTO THE DESIRED
FLOW

**151 O.EO TIWCW(2): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**152 0.EO TIWCW(3): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**153 O.EO TIWCW(4): NEXTTIMEIN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**154 O.EO TIWCW(5): LAST TIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMPMP(155) 311.9 WCWPMP(I): FIRST MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW
CURVE
**156 O.EO WCWPMP(2): NEXTMASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**157 O.EO WCWPMP(3): NEXTMASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**158 O.EO WCWPMP(4): NEXTMASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**159 O.EO WCWPMP(5): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
COMPMP(160) O.EO NTU: PUMP4 HXNTU

¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹ PUMP 5 ¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹
¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹ ECCS RECIRC EQUIVALENTCURVE **********¹**********

**DEFINE PUMP FLOW CHARACTERISITCS AND NPSH REQUIREMENTS

**NOTE, IF DESIRED YOU CAN SUPPLY ONE NUMBER-IFDO SO GIVE IT A LARGE
**HEAD,THEN A CONSTANT FLOW MODEL WILLBE USED
COMPMP(161) I NPOINT: NUMBEROF ENTRIES IN PUMP5 HEAD CURVES (5 MAX)
COMPMP(161) 5 NPOINT: NUMBEROF ENTRIES IN PUMP5 HEAD CURVES (5 MAX)

HEADS ————————

COMPMP(162) 1000 ZHDPMP(1): FIRST ENTRY IN PUMPS HEAD TABLE
COMPMP(162) 6290. ZHDPMP(1): FIRST ENTRY IN PUMPS HEAD TABLE
COMPMP(163) 3683.
COMPMP(164) 3369.
COMPMP(165) 2705.
COMPMP(166) 1780.
**=============== VOLUMETRICFLOWS ===============

COMPMP(167) 1.65D-l WVPMP(1): FIRST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN PUMPS TABLE
COMPMP(167) 0 WVPMP(1): FIRST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN PUMPS TABLE
COMPMP(168) 424.
COMPMP(169) 694.
COMPMP(170) 948.
COMPMP(171) 1200.
**168 6.86D-2 WVPMP(2): NEXT VOL. FLOWRATE
**169 1.14D-I WVPMP(3): NEXTVOL. FLOWRATE
**170 2.06D-1 WVPMP(4): NEXT VOL. FLOWRA E
**171 2.74D-1 WVPMP(5): NEXTVOL. FLOWRATE

REQUIRED NPSH-
**=============== REQUIRED NPSH: USE LPI SINCE IT GOES TO SUMP =========
**FOR NPSH TABLES, THE SAME FLOWS AS WERE GIVEN FOR HEAD CURVES ARE**ASSUMED TO CORRESPOND TO THE NPSH HEADS GIVEN
COMPMP(172) 3.05 ZHDREQ(1): FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR PUMPS
COMPMP(172) 19.0 . ZHDREQ(1): FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR PUMPS
COMPMP(173) 19.0 ZHDREQ(2): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP5
COMPMP(174) 19.0 ZHDREQ(3): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP5
COMPMP(175) 19.0 ZHDREQ(4): NEXTENTRY FOR PUMPS
COMPMP(176) 19.0 ZHDREQ(5): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP5





**=============== HEAT EXCHANGER SPECIFICATIONS (IF ONE EXISTS) ========

*~CALCULATIONSCONTROLLED BY HEAT EXCHANGERTYPE
**HEATEXCHANGERTYPE:

-I SET OUTLETTEMP OF HXTO RWST TEMPERATURE
0 IS NO HX-OUTLETTEMP IS CONTMTSUMP TEMP
I STRAIGHT TUBE HX
2 U-TUBE HX

*~IMPORTANTNOTE:
**FORHXTYPES 1 AND 2 EITHER SUPPLY ALLGEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
**ORTHE NTU (NUMBEROF TRANSFER UNITS) PER HX-ALLKNOWN USERS DO
*~THE LATTER-NTUS ARE AVAILABLEBY CONSULTING NAMEPLATEDATAAND
*~USING GRAPHS IN, FOR EXAMPLE, HOLMAN,HEAT TRANSFER
**ALLPARAMETERS ARE ON A PER HX BASIS

COMPMP(177) 2.EO FHXPMP: TYPE OF HX FOR PUMPS
COMPMP(178) 727. NTPMP: NUMBEROF TUBES IN PUMPS HXS
COMPMP(179) 29. NBPMP: NUMBEROF SHELL SIDE BAFFLES IN PUMPS HXS
COMPMP(180) .03576 XIDT: PUMPS HXTUBE ID
COMPMP(181) .00816 XTT: PUMPS HXTUBE THICKNESS
COMPMP(182) .07279 XTC:,TUBE TO TUBE PITCH IN PUMP5 HX
COMPMP(183) 58. XS: SHELL LENGTH IN PUMPS HX
COMPMP(184) 0.00 RGFLHX: FOULING FACTOR
COMPMP(185) 341. KT: THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF PUMPS HXTUBES
COMPMP(186) 1.5833 XBC: LARGEST PERP DISTANCE FROM SHELL TO BAFFLE
("BAFFLECUT")
COMPMP(187) 3.1667 XIDS: HX SHELL ID
COMPMP(188) 0.0242 XSTR: SHELL TO TUBE CLEARANCE ATOUTSIDE OF PUMPS HXTUBE
BDL
COMPMP(190) O.EO TIWCW(1): FIRST TIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE; COOLING
WATER

FLOW CAN BE SPECIFIED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, OR IT
CAN BE CONSTANT. FOR A CONDSTANT COOLING WATER FLOW
RATE, USE A I PINT CURVE WITHTHE FIRST TIMEPOINT
= 0 AND THE FIRST FLOW POINT EQUAL TO THE DESIRED
FLOW

**191 O.EO TIWCW(2): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**192 O.EO TIWCW(3): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**193 O.EO TIWCW(4): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**194 O.EO TIWCW(5): LAST TIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMP%V(195) 311.9 WCWPMP(1): FIRST MASS LOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW
CURVE
COMPMP(195) 2477835. WCWPMP(1): FIRST MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW
CURVE
**197 O.EO WCWPMP(3): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**198 O.EO WCWPMP(4): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**159 O.EO WCWPMP(5): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMPMP(200) 0.0 NTU: PUMP5 HXNTU

44444444444444 4444444 PUMP 6 4444444444444eeee4444

SPRAY RECIRC + HX



**DEFINE PUMP FLOW CHARACTERISITCS AND NPSH REQUIREMENTS

**NOTE, IF DESIRED YOU CAN SUPPLY ONE NUMBER-IFDO SO GIVE IT A LARGE
**HEAD,THEN A CONSTANT FLOW MODELWILLBE USED
COMPMP(201) 5 NPOINT: NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN PUMP I HEAD CURVES (5 MAX)

* =========———HEADS ————————

COMPMP(202) 560. ZHDPMP(1): FIRST ENTRY IN PUMP I HEAD TABLE
COMP MP(203) 535.
COMPMP(204) 515.
COMPMP(205) 480.
COMP MP(206) 425.

VOLUMETRICFLOWS ===—————

COMPMP(207) 0.0 WVPMP(1): FIRST VOLUMETRICFLOW ENTRY IN PUMP I TABLE
COMP MP(208) 300.
COMPMP(209) 400.
COMPMP(210) 500.
COMPMP(211) 600
**VOLUMETRICFLOW VALUES 08-11 NOT USED IN THIS SCHEME

REQUIRED NPSH ——-==————

**FOR NPSH TABLES, THE SAME FLOWS AS WERE GIVEN FOR HEAD CURVES ARE
**ASSUMED TO CORRESPOND TO THE NPSH HEADS GIVEN
COMPMP(212) 9.0 ZHDREQ(1): FIRST NPSH ENTRY FOR PUMP I
COMPMP(213) 11.5 ZHDREQ(2): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP I
COMPMP(214) 13.5 ZHDREQ(3): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP I
COMPMP(215) 19.0 ZHDREQ(4): NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP I
COMPMP(216) 22.5 ZHDREQ(5); NEXT ENTRY FOR PUMP I

HEAT EXCHANGER SPECIFICATIONS (IF ONE EXISTS) ========

**CALCULATIONSCONTROLLED BY HEAT EXCHANGER TYPE
*~HEATEXCHANGERTYPE:

-I SET OUTLET TEMP OF HXTO RWST TEMPERATURE
0 IS NO HX-OUTLETTEMP IS CONTMT SUMP TEMP
I STRAIGHT TUBE HX
2 U-TUBE HX

**IMPORTANTNOTE:
**FORHXTYPES I AND 2 EITHER SUPPLY ALLGEOMETRIC PAIMMETERS
*~OR THE NTU (NUMBEROF TRANSFER UNITS) PER HX—ALLKNOWNUSERS DO
**THELATTER-NTUS ARE AVAILABLEBY CONSULTING NAMEPLATEDATAAND
**USINGGRAPHS IN, FOR EXAMPLE, HOLMAN,HEATTRANSFER
**ALLPARAMETERS ARE ON A PER HX BASIS

COMPMP(217) 2 FHXPMP: TYPE OF HX FOR PUMP I
COMPMP(218) 1150 NTPMP: NUMBEROF TUBES IN PUMP I HXS
COMPMP(219) 15 NBPMP: NUMBEROF SHELL SIDE BAFFLES IN PUMP I HXS
COMPMP(220) .0462 XIDT: PUMP I HXTUBE ID
COMPMP(221) .00294 XVI".PUMP I HXTUBE THICKNESS



COMPMP(222) .06771 XTC: TUBE TO TUBE PITCH IN PUMP I HX
COMPMP(223) 29.5833 XS: SHELL LENGTH IN PUMP I HX
COMPMP(224) 0.00 RGFLHX: FOULING FACTOR
COMPMP(225) 375 KT: THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF PUMP I HXTUBES
COMPMP(226) 2.5 XBC: LARGEST PERP DISTANCE FROM SHELL TO BAFFLE
("BAFFLECUT")
COMPMP(227) 5.0 XIDS: HX SHELL ID
COMPMP(228) .0475 XSTR: SHELL TO TUBE CLEARANCEAT OUTSIDE OF PUMP I HXTUBE
BDL
COMPMP(229) I NWCW: NUMBEROF POINTS IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
COMPMP(230) O.EO TIWCW(1): FIRST TIME IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE; COOLING
WATER

FLOW CAN BE SPECIFIED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, OR IT
CAN BE CONSTANT. FOR A CONDSTANT COOLING WATERFLOW
RATE, USE A I PINT CURVE WITHTHE FIRST TIMEPOINT
= 0 AND THE FIRST FLOW POINT EQUALTO THE DESIRED
FLOW

*~231 O.EO TIWCW(2): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**232 O.EO TIWCW(3): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**233 O.EO TIWCW(4): NEXTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**234 O.EO TIWCW(5): LASTTIME IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
COMPMP(235) 1.65E6 WCWPMP(1): FIRST MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW
CURVE
**236 O.EO WCWPMP(2): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
**237 O.EO WCWPMP(3): NEXTMASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**238 O.EO WCWPMP(4): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATER FLOW CURVE
**239 O.EO WCWPMP(5): NEXT MASS FLOW RATE IN COOLING WATERFLOW CURVE
COMPMP(240) 0.0 NTU: PUMP I HXNTU

***PUMP ¹281-840 ARE NOT USED HERE, BUT ARE AVAILABLETO
**DEFINE CHARACTERISITCS FOR ADDITIONALPUMPS

STEAM DRIVEN AUXILIARYFEEDWATER SYSTEM

NIPTS 5 NUMBEROF POINTS IN TURBINE DRIVENAUXFEED SYSTEM
FLOW CURVE (5 MAX)

PSG(1) 1215 1 ST PRESSURE
PSG(2) 915 4TH PRESSURE
PSG(3) 615 7TH PRESSURE
PSG(4) 265 8TH PRESSURE
PSG(5) 264.9 9TH PRESSURE

WSTSGT(1) 0.0 STEAM FLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE CORRESPONDING
TO THE FIRST STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE

WSTSGT(2) 0.0 STEAM FLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE CORRESPONDING
TO THE SECOND STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE

WSTSGT(3) 0.0 STEAM FLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE CORRESPONDING
TO THE THIRD STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE

WSTSGT(4) 0.0 STEAM FLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE CORRESPONDING
TO THE FOURTH STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE

WSTSGT(5) 0.0 STEAM FLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE CORRESPONDING
TO THE FIFTH STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE





WWTDFW(1)

WWTDFW(2)

WWTDFW(3)

WWTDFW(4)

WWTDFW(5)

*BR

ISS.E3 WATERFLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE DRIVEN AUX
FEEDWATER PUMP CORRRESPONDING TO THE FIRST

STEAM FLOW RATE
325.E3 WATERFLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE DRIVENAUX

FEEDWATER PUMP CORRRESPONDING TO THE FOURTH
STEAM FLOW RATE

425.ES WATER FLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE DRIVENAUX
FEEDWATER PUMP CORRRESPONDING TO THE SEVENTH
STEAM FLOW RATE

425.E5 WATERFLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE DRIVENAUX
FEEDWATER PUMP CORRRESPONDING TO THE EIGHTH
STEAM FLOW RATE

0.0 WATERFLOW RATE THROUGH TURBINE DRIVEN AUX
FEEDWATER PUMP CORRRESPONDING TO THE NINETH
STEAM FLOW RATE



Westinghouse PWR/Ice Condenser - Like Pammetcr File

MAAP4.0.3 Parameter File

¹¹ ¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹

**This parameter file is thc MAAP4 Parameter File/User's Guide and
**contains thc names, descriptions, and typical values ofall the MAAP
**input panmeter filevariables (parametcrS. This file should be used
**as the reference for constructing a ncw plant parameter file. The MAAP4
**User's Mamial is an additional resource document. for the models and
**corresponding input parameters.

**Thc gcncral layout of thc Pamn>ctcr File/User's Guide is shown in the
**General Order of thc Paramctcr Sections discussion below. Starting with
**MAAP 4.0.3, there is no distinction betwccn thc Parameter File/User's
**Guide, i.e., the parameter file is thc user's guide and contains the
**complctc descriptions of thc parameters.

**Note, this pammctcr file does not explain how to use or how to sct up**the input file. Consult Section 3 ofVolume I of thc MAAP4 User's
**Manual for information on the input file setup and usage.

**In MAAP4 the usc of the MAAP4 variable naming convention is required.
**The naming niles and thc correct associated units labels arc decribcd in
**thc Naming Rules section below.

**A sample include file to activate MAAP4-GRAAPH is shown in the How to**Activate and Use MAAP4-GRAAPHsection below.

**Thc strict ordering of thc parameter variables by common block variable
**location required for MAAP3.0B is no longer required for MAAP4. As a**result, many input parameter variables werc reorganized by functional**descriptions, e.g., all related input parameters for a specific
**enginecrcd safcguards systems or for the gcncralizcd openings between**the primary system and thc containment were grouped together. Thc
**reorganized groupings of related pammetcrs should make it easier to**understand the input requircrnents of the corresponding MAAP model.

**The units for parameter inputs arc specified by cithcr a ¹SI (metric) or**¹BR (British) units line. Allparameters following such a line in thc**parameter file arc assumed to have these units until thc next units line*¹ is read. Every parameter section now has a units label specification
**right aIIer the parameter section hcadcr - a line having either ¹SI or**¹BR. However, note that ¹SI or ¹BR cannot bc placed in the following**parameter sections: ¹Intcgration, ¹Uscrevt and ¹Evtmcs. This is bccausc**all the values in both the ¹Intcgration and *Uscrevt parameter sections**must be in Sl units and the *Evtmcs parameter section is used only to**define thc MAAPevent code messages. The default for thc pararnetcr file**is SI units. SI units (M-KG-SEC-DEGK) willbe used unless a ¹BR linc is





**inserted; British Units (FT-LB-HR-DEGF) must then follow. The last
*~ units line in a parameter file controls the units ofother inputs in the
**input file unless the input statement BRITISH or METRIC is used in the
**input file. The last read units line deterrnincs the units of thc output
**files.

**Note that thc explicit use ofvalid unit labels supersedes the units
**specific by *Sl or *BR lines. Scc the Naming Rules section bclorv for
**the exact metric and British unit labels to be used.

**Thc user should specify all thc input values they need for their plant
**and systcrn configurations and should not rely on default block data
**values. Ifa specific system is not used or needed then thc user should
**set the corresponding mass, nmnber or pointers to appropriate values so
**that the system in question willnot be used (and not activated by**default). It is recommended that all values be specified whether they
++ arc used or not to override the default values. This parameter file has
**the complctc specification ofall thc input parameter.

**The MAAP 3.0B recommendation to reprcscnt a free standing stccl
**containmcnt with a shield building by treating thc shield building as
**the wall and the contaimnent pressure boundary as a "liner" no longer
**applies. Thc MAAP4 recommendation is to represent thc frcc standing
**steel containment wall and thc shield building wall as tivo distinct
**svalls with the gap between them modeled as a compartment. Be sure to
**set up thc radiation links bctwccn the walls as discussed in th"
***Distributed Heat Sink parameter section.

**Containment failure by ovcrprcssurc is sct up by using junction failure
**statcmcnts as discussed in the *Topology parameter section. Containment
**failure by the stress/strain ineclurnistie nrodel can be sct up as discussed
**in the *Containment Stress/Strain parameter section.

**In the past, users lravc oAcn neglected to adjust. *Model parameters
*~ likelybased on the assumption tlurt none of these are rclatcd to
**plant-specific features. On the contrary, a fcw of them are elfcctivcly
**plant-specific in the sense that, some of the physics depends on plant**geometry, though not yct in ways that can ahvays be precisely related to**nurncrical inputs. Conscqucntly, the *Model pammetcr section should bc
**reviewed by the users.

**Ifthere are any questions or comments about the MAAP4 Parameter File/
**User's Guide, please contact:

Barbara Schlengcr-Faber at FAI
Phone: 708/887-5238 or 708/323-8750
Fax: 708/986-5481
E-Mail:faixnet.corn

**Gcneml Order of the Parameter Sections

**The parameter sections are grouped under the followingmajor categories.**The section names begin with a single asterisk.



I) COI1trol Paran1etcrs

2) Reactor Core Pararnctcrs
3) Primary System / Safety System Paramctcrs
4) Contaimnent / AuxiliaryBuilding Parameters

5) Specific Plant Feature Parameters
6) Event Code Pammetcrs

** I) Control Parameters **************i*********~*************************

~Control - Input parameters for model selection and program
control.

*Model - Input paMmctcrs for key phcnomenlogical models.

*Concrete - Input parameters for defining the thcrtnophysical
properties ofconcrete.

*Timing- Input parameters for timing control.

*Integration - Input parameters for integmtion control.

*Pltinap - Input paramctcrs for selection ofvariables to bc written
to data files for plotting.

~Prtlis - Input parameters for selection ofvariables to bc written
to thc tabular and/or log files.

~Pltdos - Input parameters that activate the generation ofdata
files for the MAAP4-DOSE program.

2) Reactor Core Pqrgtnctcrs

*Core - Input, parameters for reactor core setup

*Fission - Input pammeters for fission products

**3) Primary System / Safety System Parameters *********~~**~**~**********

*Initial- Input parameters for initialconditions

*Priruary System - Input parameters for the reactor pressure vessel
geometry and setup.

*Pressurizer - Input parameters for pressurizer geometry and setup

*Steam Generator - Input parameters for stcam generator geometry
and setup

*Enginecrcd Safeguards - Input parameters for the cngincered
safeguards wfcty systems

*Gencralizcd Engineered Safeguards - Input parameters for the
generalized engineered safcguards safety systems



*Pump Cluiractcristics - Input pammcters for the generalized
engineered safcguards safety system pump properties

**4) Containment / AuxiliaryBuilding Parameters ****************«****«~*

*Pointers - Input parameters to assign the compartment indices.

*Interface - Input pammcters to assign the elevations for primary
system - containmcnt interfaces

*Auxiliary- Input pararncters to set up the containment/auxiliary
building compartment geometry

*Topology - Input parameters to sct up thc containment/auxiliary
building flow paths between compartments

*Debris - Input parameters for thc corium debris pools in thc
Colltailllllell't

*Material - Input pammeters for heat sink thermal properties
used for distributed and lumped heat sinks

*Distributed - Input pammetcrs for distributed heat sinks such as

walls alld floors

*Lumped - Input parameters for lumped heat sinks such as

structural niaterials

*Colltailllllcllt- Input parameters for modeling thc containment outer
wall stress/strain

**5) Specifi Plant Features Parameters *******************~**~******«****

~Quench - Input pammetcrs to model the quench tank

*Ice - Input parameters to model thc ice box in thc containment

*Ap600 - Input paranicters for AP600-specific systems

*Spain - Input pararncters for Spanish-specific systems, except for
the spent fuel pool which can bc used by any PWR plants

**6) Event Code Panmeters **~~~~~~****************~**************»****~*

*Evtmcs - Input parameters defining thc cvcnt code messages

*Userevt - Input parameters defining the user-defined cvcnt codes

«Paramctcr Variable Naming Rules and Corresponding Units Labels

**The MAAP4 hash table generator uses the following naming convention list





**to determine the units conversion factors for the MAAP input and output
**common block variables. This is a general list - there are a number of
**exceptions tliat arc handled in the conversion code. Thc expected units
**for each input parameter are listed next to its name in the parainetcr
**file. The user can explicitlyspecify the units of any panunetcr by
**using the unit label, typed excatly as listed here afler the pararnctcr's
**value. The explicit use ofvalid units labels supersedes the units
**specific by *Sl or *BR lines. Ifthe units label is British, thc code
**willconvert thc corresponding value to equivalent Metric value for use
**within the code. Likewise, ifthe units label is Metric, the code
**willnot convert thc corresponding value but usc itas is.

Pararnetcr Names
starting with Quantity SI Units BR Units
the letters Label Label

A Area M++2 FT++2
CV, CP Specific Heat J/KG-C BTU/LB-F
D Dcllsity KGB*3 LB/FT**3
(I) Djmensionlcss

Enthalpy J/KG BTU/LB
HT Heat Transfer Coef. W/M**2-C BTU/FT**2-HR-F

Thcrnuil Conductivity W/M-C BTU/FT-HR-F
M Mass KG LB
p Pressure PA PSI

Q Power W BTU/HR
Ellcfgy J BTU

lT, TD, TI Time S HR
T Tempcra hire K F

Volume M**3 FT**3
W Flow KG/S LB/HR
X,Z Length M FT
RG Thermal Resistance M**2-C/W FT**2-HR-F/BTU
(2) Specific Power W/KG BTU/HR-LB
VW, VG, VST Specific Volume M**3/KG FT**3/LB
WV Volumetric Flow M**3/S GPM
LH, UST Specific Energy J/KG BTU/LB
(2) Velocity M/S FT/HR
TDIF Differential Temperature DEG-K DEG-F
WV Volumetric Flow M**3/S FT**3/HR
VSC Viscosity KG/M-S LB/FT-S

**Note that valid units labels for the volumetric flow rates are GPM,
**FT**3/HR,and M**3/Sin either the BWR or PWR MAAP4 codes. When using**British units, CFM can be converted to GPM using the multiplication
**factor of7.4805.

**(1) Dimensionlcss names begin with MF (mass fraction), VF (void
**fraction), DF (decontamination factor) and generally any names not
**conforining to thc naming nilcs above. Oflen, thc names ofdimensionless
**terms such as nniltiplication factors begin with F. Note that names
**begining with MFP arc mass (flssion product niasses).

**(2) Currently there arc no specific power or velocity input parameters.





**How to Activate and Use MAAP4-GRAAPH

**This section shoivs hoiv to sct up and activate MAAP4-GRAAPH. MAAP4-
**GRAAPH is available only for VAX/VMS,PC-DOS, and HP-Unix operating
**systems. The input file should include the MAAP4-GRAAPHinclude file
**supplied with the MAAP4 code distribution set. Thc content of the
**include file is shown below. Thc include file instructs the MAAP4 code
**to run in either thc MAAP4-GRAAPHor PLAYBACKmode, sets the display
**update frequency, makes sornc necessary local parameter changes, and
**opens necdcd files.

**The contciit of the example MAAP4-GRAAPHinclude files:

**c include file for icc maap4-graaph

** maap4graaph
**c for playback mode, comment above line and uncommcnt next linc
'i*// playback

**c sct refresh interval

** display every I minute

**c sct niovic write interval

** initial
tdrnvic= 300 s
imvunt= 27

*~ inigpic= 2
ixpic= 640
iypic= 480
imgdly= 0

** end

// movie playback write interval
// movie playback file unit

// select ice picture
// sct thc horizontal picture size
// sct the vertical picture size
// delay counter

~* c open needed files

~* file io
62 wicc.pic
63 wice.txt
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*Control Parameters

*BR

**The *Control pammctcrs are used to spccily the plant type and general
**configuration information, to select integration and model options, and
**to direct input and output.

**PLANTTYPE AND CONFIGURATIONPARAMETERS



IBW 0 // Dirnensionless

**IBW specifies the type of steam generator.

= I: steam gcncrator is a once-through type.
= 0: stcam generator is a U-tube type.

ISPAIN 0 // Dinlcnsionless

**ISPAIN indicates ifthe Spanish-specific coding is to be used. This
**coding was added in MAAP4.0.1.

= 0: not a Spanish plant.
** = I: parameter file is for a Spanish plant, Spanish-specific coding

willbe used.

**Ifthc hardhvired ESF model is selected by setting parameter NESF to 0,**then IRECIR and IDISCH are used by subroutine ENGSAF to determine the
**ESF lineup. These two parameters are not used with the Generalized ESF
~* model, i.c., when parameter NESF is sct to l.

IRECIR 2 // Dimensionlcss

**IRECIR specifics thc ESF pump lineup in the recirculation mode. Scc
~* the description ofsubroutine ENGSAF in the MAAP4 User's Marnial for
~* fiirthcr information about these recirculation lineups.

= I: Zion-like plant - no containment spray heat exchangcrs.
= 2: Scquoyah-like plant - all pumped systems liavc heat exchangcrs.
= 3: Calvert Cliffs-likeplant - only thc containmcnt spray has a

heat exchanger.

IDISCH 1 // Dimensionless

**IDISCH specifies the ESF pump discharge alignment.

= 1: all ESF systems, except accumulators, discharge to the cold leg.
This is the normal case for plants like Zion, Sequoyah, and
Calvert Cliffs.

= 2: all ESF systems, except accumulators, discharge to the hot leg.
This is an altcrnativc to designs for plants like Zion and
Scquoyah.

= 3: all ESF systems, except accumulators, discharge to thc downcomer
before fillingup the cold leg. This is for plants like Oconce.

*~ Accumulators always discharge to the downcomcr, both for the hardwircd**and the generalized ESF models.





ISSCL 0 // Dimensionless

'i~ ISSCL specifies the type ofcladding.

= 1: cladding is stainless steel.
= 0: cladding is Zr.

IBCCR 0 // Dimensionlcss

**IBCCR specifies the type ofcontrol material.

= I: control material is B4C.
= 0: control material is Ag-In-Cd.

INODRB 9 // Dimensionlcss

**INODRB specifics thc total number ofcompartments (nodes) in the
~+ colltainment and auxiliary/reactor building. A maxlntunl of 29
**compartments may bc used. The INODRB+1 node is thc environment. Ifa
**value of0 is used, only the primary system willbe analyzed. Thc
**specifications ofeach compartment are included in the *Auxiliary
**Building section of the paraincter file. Thc specifications of the
**flowpaths betwccn compartments are included in'hc *Topology section of**the pammcter file.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 CYP 8/15/96 - Added JNUTUB and JNBTUB as part of thc hot Icg

+~ natural circulation ellllallcelllcllts.

**JNUTUB and JNBTUB arc the stcam generator tube node numbers for tube**rupture calculations in the unbroken and broken steam generators,
**respectively. These parameters allow the model to usc thc appropriate**tcmpenturcs in thc crccp rupture calculations. The nodes arc discussed
**in the PSHS-P subroutine description in the User's Manual.

*~ For U-tube steam generators the values can bc 1 through 20, with the
**recommended value being I, i.e., the lowest and hence hottest node on**the hot-side "out," flow tubes.

**For once-through steam generators (IBM= I) thc values can be 1 through 5,**with the recommended value being 5, i.e., the highest and hence hottest
*~ node.

**Ifno values arc specified thc code willuse thc rccommendcd values**depending on the value of IBW.

**Sec thc associated *Model parameters FERSGT and FBVSGT for specification**of thc tube thickness for tlie crccp calculations.

JNUTUB I // Dimensionless

JNBTUB 1 // Dimensionlcss





IBCHX 0 // Dimcnsionless

**
Qa@Qn 4.0.3 SMD 8/2/96 - Add new parameter IBCHX

**IBCHX is a control parameter for the benchmark capability ofMAAP4.

**MAAP4 dynamic benchrnarks can be divided into thc following categories:

I) Plant experience benchniarks,
2) Large-scale integral experiment benchiuarks, and
3) Separate effects benchmarks

**For plant cxpericncc benchmarks, the entire MAAP4 code is exercised.
**However, for thc latter two benchmark types, only selected
**phcnomenological models arc used, as dictated by the specific benchmark.

'*

In such cases, generic subroutine BENCH uses control paramctcr IBCHXto
**dictate the specific bcnchniark subroutine to be called. For example, in**thc CRUST scparatc effects benchmark, IBCHX is set to 101, which results
**in subroutine BENCH calling subroutine BCRUST, thc specific benchmark
**subroutine. BCRUST then calls selected subroutines to pcrforin thc
**benchmark.

*~ Thus, for plant experience bcnchmarks, IBCHX=O, and for all other
**benchmarks, each lias a unique non-zero IBCHXvalue, as dcfincd in the**individual benclunark subroutine descriptions in the User's Manual.
**Values of IBCHXwhich arc less titan 100 willbe used for the large-scale**integral experiment benchniarks. Values of IBCHXwhich are greater than**or equal to 100 willbc used for separate effects benchniarks. Thc current**values are:

IBCHX=0: Do not run a dyiiarnic benchmark (default value in thc code).
IBCHX= I: Run the HDR E11.2 bcnclunark (Must also set additional

parameters as defined in the BENCH I subroutine description
in Volume II of the User's Manual and use proprietary
parameter file).

IBCHX=2: Run the CORA benclunark (Must also set additional pararnctcrs
as defined in tire BENCH I subroutine description in Volume
IIof the User's Manual).

IBCHX=3: Run the HDR T31.5 benclunark (Must also sct additional
parameters as defined in thc BCHDRT subroutine description
in Volume II of the User's Manual and use proprietary
parameter file).

IBCHX=101: Run thc CRUST benchmark - sec subroutine BCRUST in the manual.
IBCHX=102: Run thc ORNL VI fission product bcnchinark - scc subroutine

BCHFPV in thc mamial.
IBCHX=103: Run thc hot leg creep rupture benchmark - scc subroutine

BCREEP in thc manual.
IBCHX=104: Run the Westinghouse SF6 hot Icg natural circulation

benchniark - see subroutine BCHLNC in thc manual.





**The results of thc dynamic benclunarks available in the code arc described
**in the followingvolumes of the MAAP4 User's Manual:

Volume III-A: Key bcnchmarks, such as HDR, CORA, and TMI-2
Volume III-B: Plant experience bcnchmarks
Volume III-C: Large-scale integral expcrimcnt benchrnarks
Volume III-D: Separate effects benclmiarks

**The actual bcnchmarking subroutines are included in Volume IIof the
**manual.

**As the benchmarking capability is expanded descriptions of the specific
**bcnchmarks willbe added or updated in these volumes.

**INTEGRATIONPARAMETERS

IRUNG I // Dimcnsionless

**IRUNG specifies the type ofRunge-Kutta integration method to be used.
**A value of 1 selects thc first-order integration, i.c., the Euler
*~ method. The second-order integration method origiiiallyavailable in
**MAAP3B was used for the purpose of nurncrical performance is not fiilly
*~ functional in MAAP4 and is not recommended.

JNTGRT I // Dimcnsionlcss

**JNTGRT indicates ifconsistent tirncsteps are to be used for thc
**calculation of the rates-of-change of the state variables (the ICALL= 3
**calculations) and the integration of thcsc variables. The use of
**consistent.timesteps gcncrally involves iteration on the rates-of-
**change calculations. These ICALL= 3 calculations are initiated in
**subroutines DIFFUN and DIFFP, and thc corresponding integration**calculations arc done in subroutines INTGRTand INTGFP.

= I Use consistent timesteps for the calculations.
= 0 Use the srnallcr of thc timestcp used for thc rates-of-change

calculations and the limiting timcstcp for the integntion of
thc state variables.

ISORT 0 // Dimensionless

**ISORT indicates ifthe integration diagnostic figures-of-merit for the**thermal-hydraulic state variables arc to be sorted in terms of their
**avenge fractional clianges and the frequency ofsign changes of their
**rates. This information is written to the log file at the cnd ofeach**print interval.

= I: sort out integration diagnostic figures-of-merit.
=0: no sorting.



**MODEL CONTROL PARAMETERS

**CORE HEATUP AND MELTPROGRESSION OPTIONS

**Scc the description ofsubroutine HEATUP in the MAAP4 User's Manual for
**an overview of the heatup and melt progression models.

ISIDRL 0 // Dimcnsionless

**ISIDRL is used to enable/disable sideward relocation within the core.
**The option to bypass sideward relocation was added to thc code to
**evaluate the impact of this mode of relocation on the code's numerical
**performance. It is reconuncndcd tltat sideward relocation aiwavs be
**considered.

= 0: do sideward relocation.
= 1: bypass this calculation.

ICANDL 0 // Dimensionless

**ICANDLis used to enable/disable thc mechanistic melt candling tnodel
**(subroutine CANDLE). Ifthe model is bypassed the MAAP38 ruodcl for
**relocating molten material to thc next lower node willbc used. The
**option to bypass thc model was added to the code to evaluate thc intpact
**of thc model on numerical performance. It is rccommendcd tltat thc
**candling model always be used.

= 0: use the mechanistic model.
= 1: bypass this model.

IDISSV
'

//Dimcnsionlcss

~* IDISSV is used to enable/disable the fuelwladding dissolution
**calculations (subroutine FDISS). The option to bypass thc calculations
**was added to the code to study the sensitivity ofoverall core heatup to
**dissolution. Bypassing these calculations essentially bypasses material
**intcractiotts between fuel and cladding. Hence, it is recommended that
**thc dissolution calculations always bc used.

= 0: do the dissolution calculations.
= 1: bypass thc calculations.

IDISSB 0 // Dimensionless

**IDISSB is used to enable/disable the fuel can - control blade
**dissolution calculations. Thc option to bypass the calculations was



**added to the code to study thc sensitivity ofcore hcatup to the
**material interactions between fiiel cans and control blades. It is
**reconunended that the calculations always bc used.

=0: do the dissolution calculations.
= I: do not do thc calculations.

**@Qa 4.0.3 BJS 11/28/95 - Added missing parameter IDISSB to the PWR
**parameter files.

// Dimensionless

**IEUTEC is used to enable/disable the U-Zr-0 eutectic model for
**calculating the melting temperature, melt fraction, and cnthalpy of thc
**core niatcrial. Ifthc model is not used, thc eutectic tcrnperature is
**set to 2500 K with a corresponding enthalpy and melt fraction, as is
**done in MAAP3B.

= 0: use thc eutectic model.
= I: use 2500K for thc eutectic tcmpcraturc.

IMIX I // Diniensionlcss

**IMIXis used to enable/disable inter-cliaiuiel mixing of the gas flow in
**thc core. Iffuel cans arc modeled and inter-channel mixing is enabled,
**the mixing willnot occur until the channel's fuel can has failed
**(ruptured). The calculations are done in subroutine REMIX.

= 1: allow inter-channel mixing.
= 0: do «ot allow intcrwhanncl mixing.

IMPOOL 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**IMPOOL is used to enable/disable in~ore molten pool calculations. Thc
~* option to bypass the calculations was added to thc code to evaluate the
~~ impact of the calculations on numerical perlormance. It is rccomrncnded
**that the calculations always be used.

= 0: do the inolten pool calculations.
= 1: bypass thc calculations.

IOXIDE 0 // Dimensionless

**IOXIDEis used to sclcct the Zr oxidiation model: the MATPRO oxidation
**model, or the IDCOR oxidation model. The default is to usc thc IDCOR
**oxidation model. Thc option to usc the MATPRO model was added during
**the CORA bcnclunarking effor to evaluate the impact of the different
~* models on the timing of hydrogen generation. The MATPRO model did not
**provide a bcttcr prediction. See the description ofsubroutine COVER in
**thc MAAP4 User's Manual for morc information.



= 0: use the IDCOR oxidation model
= 1: usc the MATPRO oxidation model.

**QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 10/11/95 - Added missing paramctcr IOXIDE to PWR parameter
**files.

IAOXP // Dimensionless

**IAOXP is used to enable/disable the enlranced Zr oxidation during
**reflood. Itwas added to the code during the CORA benchmarking effort
**to determine how much hydrogen was generated prior to rcflooding. It
**should only be used to deterrninc this type of information, not to
**control the oxidation during an actual sequence. In order for enhanced
**oxidation to be calculated *Model paramctcr FPEEL should be set to a
**non-zero value when reflooding occurs.

** = 1: bypass the enhanced oxidation calculations.
** = 0: calculate enchanccd oxidations.

**IQae 4.0.3 BJS 10/11/95 - Added missing pararncter IAOXP to the PWR
**parameter files.

IBALON 0 // Dimensionless

**IBALONis used to enable/disable the clad ballooning and rupture model.
**Ifthis model is disabled, fission products are rcleascd only aAcr thc
**collapse ofa core node.

= 0: do the ballooning and nipture calculations.
= 1: bypass the calculations.

**ee 4.0.3 BJS 10/11/95 - Added missing parameter IBALONto the PWR
**pammetcr files.

**LOWER PLENUM DEBRIS BEHAVIOROPTIONS

**Sce the descriptions of subroutines LPDEB and DBBED in the MAAP4 User's
**Manual for information on thc lower plenum models.

IUSETD I // Dirnensionless

**IUSETD is used to specify ifthe material properties of the debris in
**the lower head arc to be calculated from user input or from phase
**diagrams. The calculations using user input arc done in subroutine
**TMATRL,while those using phase diagrams are done in subroutine TDEBRL
**The choice willhave a slight impact on vessel failure timing. It
**should be noted that thcrc arc uncertainties associated with both
**methods ofcalculation..Sce the material property parameters in thc
***Model parameter section for more information.



= 0: usc user input (TMATRL).
= 1: use pliasc diagrams (TDEBRI).

**Qa 4.0.3 BJS 9/28/95 - Changed IUSETD to 1 to be consistent with the
**BWR parameter files (Trouble Report 397G).

IDBLVL 0 // Dimensionless

**IDBLVLis used to indicate ifthe debris level in thc lower plcmim is
**to be calculated without taking into account structures in the lower
**plenum. Iftlie volmne occupied by structures is not considered, thc
**calculations are done assmning an open hemisphere. Ifthe volume of
**structures is considcrcd, the calculations use a lookup table ofvolume
**vs. height. Thc input table paramctcrs, XZLLPS, XZLLPI,ctc., are in
*~ the *Primary System section of thc pararnetcr file. Thc level
**calculations arc done in subroutine DBLVL.

= 0: the debris levels arc calculated without structure.
= I: lookup tables are used.

**The use of lookup tables for the lower plemim debris clevations is not
**recommended for the PWR code until further testing is done.

IQDPB 1 // Dimensionless

**IQDPB is used to specify which model is to bc used for heat transfer
**from debris bed particulates to the water in the loivcr plenum. The
**models arc used to calculate quenching of the debris in subroutine
**DBBED. They are discussed in the LPDEB subroutine description.

= I: use the Lipinski model.
= 2: use thc Henry model.

IHGRAD 2 // Dimensionlcss

**IHGRAD is used to control radiation heat transfer from thc upper crust
*~ of the debris in thc lower plenum to the vessel wall and internal heat
**sinks. The calculations arc done in subroutine DBBED. Thc option to
*~ bypass the calculations was added to the code to facilitate debugging.**It is recommended that the calculations always bc done.

= 0: always bypass the calculation of radiation heat transfer from thc
crust to the RPV.

** = 1: calculate thc radiation heat transfer aAcr RPV failure.
** = 2: calculate the radiation heat transfer all the time.

IXPSE I // Dimcnsionlcss

**IXPSE is used to indicate ifthc boundary condition for the embedded
**crust in thc lower plemim debris is to be based on gap conductance



**between the crust and the lower plenum internal structures or directly
**on the temperature of the structures. The cmbcdded crust is thc crust
**that forms on structures within the lower plenum. Ifthe boundary
**condition is based on the gap conductance then the boiling ofwater in
**the gap is taken into account in the heat transfer calculations. Ifthe
**temperature of the structures is used then the crust is assumed to be in
**direct contact with the structures. The boundary condition is used in
**subroutine DBBED.

= 1: gap conductance boundary condition.
= 0: structure temperature boundary condition.

IGCHF 1 // Dimensionlcss

**IGCHF is used to enable/disable thc critical heat flugap boiling
**model for in-vessel debris cooling. Using this ntodel willcool both
**the crust and thc vcsscl wall by water CHF boiling in the gap. The gap
**is created by initial contact ofdebris on the wall and subsequent
**growth duc to wall strain. The related *Model parameters arc XGAPLH,
**FHTGAP, FQUEN and ECREPF. Sce thc *Model parameters section and the
**description ofsubroutine DBBED in the MAAP4 User's lvfanual for further
**information.

= 1: use CHF gap boiling model.
= 0: disable CHF gap boiling model.

// DimcnsionlcssIEXVSL 0

**IEXVSL is used to enable/disable thc cv-vessel cooling model. Because
**ex-vessel cooling is a physically observed phenomena, the rccommcnded
**value for this parameter is 0. However, ifthe reactor support skirt
**in the cavity/pcdcstal can trap gases (air and steam) such that water
**cannot reach thc vessel bottom wall, then the model should be turned off
**by using a value of 1.

= 0: cx-vessel cooling enabled.
= 1: cx-vessel cooling disabled.

IOPTVF 1 // Dimensionless

**IOPTVF is used to select thc vessel failure mechanisms to bc
**considered.

= 0: consider lower head crccp rupture only.
= 1: consider all the failure mecltanisms in subroutine RVFLMK.

0 // DimensionlessIXPSL

~* IXPSL is used to indicate ifthc lower crust, drains with the rest of
**the debris aflcr RPV failure or ifit sticks on the wall.





= 0: the lower crust dnins with the rest of the debris.
= I: the lower crust sticks to the wall.

I // DimensionlessIDPQNC

**IDPQNC is used to indicate ifthe particle temperature willbe
**calculated mechanistically during entrainment or ifitwillbe at the
**water saturation temperature aAcr quenching. This applies to particles
**formed from a corium debris jet that falls through a water pool either
**in the vessel or in the containrncnt. The calculations arc done in
**subroutine DBJET.

= 1: usc incchanistic calculation for particle temperature
during entminmcnt.

= 0: assume water saturation temperature aAer quenching.

**CONTAINMENTMODELOPTIONS

ISBNOD 0 // Dimensionlcss

**QaQae 4.0.3 BJS 12/22/95 - Added ISBNOD to the parameter files. Prior to
**Rcv. 4.0.3 thc del'ault value of0 was used for this paramctcr. This
**model has not been extensively tested with differen containmcnt
**nodalization scheines. Difliculties in the application of the model
**willbe cvidcnt by nuincrous AUXFLOnonwonvergencc diagnostics.

**IQae 4.0.3 BJS 4/5/96 - Changed thc value of ISBNOD for icc condenser
**plants because the subnodal physics model requires further modifications
**for the icc condenser.

**ISBNOD is used to enable/disable the containmcnt subnodal physics model
**rclatcd to stratification. This model accounts for the non-homogeneity
**ofgas properties in a containment node. This inodel was developed as
**part of the HDR bcnchmarking effor. It Iias the largest impact for
**liighlycompartmcntalizcd containments where there is no forced
~* circulation and where lighter gases are released into the containment
~* at a relatively high elevation. See the discussion in Section 3.1.7 of
**thc AUXFLOsubroutine description in the MAAP4 User's Manual for further
**iitformation about this model.

= 1: enable the containment stratification subnodal physics model.
= 0: disable the containment stratification subnodal physics model.

**Note that this model is independent of the subnodal physics plume model,**which was also added to the code for thc HDR benchniark. Scc the
*~ *Pointers section of the parameter file for inputs related to thc plume**model.



IHTGPL // Dimcnsionless

**IHTGPL is used to enable/disable thc subroutine HTGPL model, which
**calculates mass and energy transfer between gases and pools in the
**containment. It is recornmendcd that the model always be used. The
**option to turn offthe model was added for HDR benchniarking sensitivity
**analyses.

= I: enable HTGPL.
= 0: bypass HTGPL.

IPSPR I // Dimensionless

**IPSPR is used to specily the version of thc steam tables tliat is to be
**used for priniary systein calculations.

= 0: usc "fast", approximate steam tables in subroutine SWATRI when
thc partial pressure ofstcam is less than the critical prcssure.

= 1: usc thc normal, morc exact, steam tables in subroutine SWATEB

ICPR 1 // Dinicnsionlcss

**ICPR is used to specify the version of the stcam tables that is to be
**used for containment calculations.

= 0: usc "fast", approximate stcam tables in subroutine SWATRI when
the partial pressure of steam is less than thc critical pressure.

= I: usc the normal, morc exact, steain tables in subroutine SWATER.

**INPUT AND OUTPUT FILE PARAMETERS

IUXOLD 0 // Dirnensionlcss

**IUXOLDspecifies the processing order for user-defined event codes.

= 0: cvalute in thc order they are read in.
** = I: evaluate in numerical order, as is done in MAAP3B.

**@ 4.0.3 BJS 10/3/95 - Added missing parameter IUXOLDto the BW and ICE**parameter files.

IRSTW 29 // Dimensionless

**IRSTW is the Fortran unit number to which the restart file is to be**written. The restart file is the file tluit contains periodic**"snapshots" of the values of thc state variables. The frequency at**which these snapshots arc written is specified in the input file. The**corresponding MAAPvariable is TTPRNT.



IDBGWF 89 // Dimensionlcss

**IDBGWF is thc Fortran unit mirnber to which thc debug restart file is to
**bc written. The debug restart file is thc file tluit contains a single
**"snap-shot" of the values of thc state variables. It is over-written
**at a frequency specified with parameter IDBGTD.

IDBGTD 50 // Dimeiisionless

**IDBGTD is the number ofMAAP timestcps between thc writing of state
**variables "snapshots" to the debug restart file. Generally, thc
**frequency at which snapshots are written to thc debug restart file is
**rclativcly high so that it can be used to debug scqucnccs just bet'ore
**thc calculations stop due to numerical problems.

IRSBAD 1 // Dimensionless

**IRSBAD is used to specify the restart file write option when the
~* calculated rates being monitored by subroutine XCHK "go bad". XCHK
**checks sclcctcd state variables just prior to integration to dctcrmine
**ifany rates will result in non-physical integrated variable values. If
**there are bad values, the diagnostic information is printed in thc log
**file to facilitate debugging. A "snap-shot" can also be written to the
**restart file.

= 0: don't write to restart file on errors.
= I: write to restart file ifthere are morc titan 3 occasions ofbad

rates in the same routine but continue execution.
= 2: write to restart file ifthere are morc than 3 occasions ofbad

rates in the same routine and stop execution.

ISUM 39 // Dimcnsionless

**ISUM is the Fortran unit number to which the summary file is to be
**written. The summary file lists the times that select event codes
**change status, i'.e., from true to false or vice versa. Control over
**which event codes can be written to the summary file is handled in the
~* event message section of the paramctcr file.

IPOUT 09 // Dimensionless

**IPOUT is thc Fortran unit number to which miscellaneous tabular output**is written. Thc major blocks of tabular output are written to thc**Fortran unit numbers specified in array IPSETI. Note that ICOUT, the
**Fortran unit number for the containment output, is obsolete as of 4.00.

**Name: IPSETI(1:40) Units: [Dinicnsionless]





**These parameters are the Fortran unit mmibers to which blocks of tabular
~* output are written. Using the same number for morc than onc block will
**result in appended output.

IfIPSET1(l) = 0 -> Suppress block I outpilt, olid
IfIPSET1(l) > 0 -> Unit number to receive output.

Examples:

—IPSETI(6)=40 -> Block ¹6 sent to unit 40 (tabular output file)
—IPSET1(17)=30-> Block ¹17 sent to unit 30
—IPSETI(12)=6 —> Block ¹12 sent to unit 6 (log file)
—IPSET1(8)=0 -> Block ¹8 not included in any output

**The output blocks can be sent to any legal Fortran unit. Note that
**opening of the corresponding output files is machine-specific and
**should bc liandled like any other output files. The unit mmibcr should
**never be negative.

**—IPSET1(1) - IPSETl(5) - not used, rcscrvcd for first time output only

**—IPSET1(6) - primary system/pressurizer conditions
**—IPSETI(7) - primary loop details
**—IPSETI(8) - steam generators
**—IPSETI (9) - primary system fission product mass
**—IPSET1(10) - reserved (not used)

** CORE MAPS

**—IPSET1(11) - core node tcmpcmturcs, TNOD(IJ)
**—IPSETI(12) - fuel tcmpcraturcs, TU2N(IJ)
**—IPSETI(13) - clad temperatures, TCLN(IJ)
**—IPSETI(14) - control/water rod temperatures, TCRN(U)
**—IPSET1(15) - fiiclcan tempemturcs, TCAN(IJ)
**—IPSETI(16) - control blade tcmpcraturcs, TCBN(IJ)
**—IPSET1(17) - core node fuel mass, MU2N(IJ)
**—IPSET1(18) - unreacted Zr mass, MZRC(IJ) + MZRK(IJ)+ MZRR(IJ)**—IPSETI(19) - oxidized Zr mass, MZOC(IJ) + MZOK(IJ)+ MZOR(IJ)**—IPSETI(20) - U-Zr-0 mass, MUZC(IJ,I) "U" + MUZC(IJ,2) "Zr"+

MUZC(IJ,3) "0"
**—IPSET1(21) - control rod mass, MAGR(IJ)
**—IPSETI(22) - control blade mass, MBCB(IJ)
**—IPSET1(23) - steel niass, MSSC(IJ) + MSSB(IJ)
**—IPSETI(24) - steel oxide mass, MSOC(IJ) 4 MSOB(IJ)**—IPSETI(25) - molten core mass, MDU2N(IJ) + MDCLN(lJ) + MDCRN(IJ)**—IPSETl(26) - core node mass, MNOD(IJ)
**—IPSET1(27) - core node porosity, EPS(IJ)**—IPSETI(28) - core node gcomctry, IGTYP(IJ)

& lowest collapsed row, ICOLAP(J)
& lowest crust node, ICRUST(J)

**—IPSETI(29) - cladding strains, FECL(IJ)
**—IPSETI(30) - total fission product mass in core

& total structural material mass in core



& release rate ofmaterial from core

CONTAINMENT/AUXILIARYCOMPARTMENTS

**—IPSETI(31) - compartment conditions
**—IPSET1(32) - fission product mass release to environment
**—IPSETI(33) - event codes status
**—IPSETI(34) - figures ofmerit
**—IPSET1(35) - detailed containment response (not used)
*~ —IPSETI(36) - louver plenum conditions
**-- IPSETI(37) - IPSETI(40) - reserved (not used)

IPSETI(1) 0
IPSET I (2) '

IPSET1(3) 0
IPSET I (4) 0
IPSET 1(5) 0
IPSET I (6) 9

IPSET I (7) 9
IP SET 1(8) 9
IPSET I(9) 9
IPSET1(10) 0
IPSETI(11) 9
IPSET 1(12) 9

IPSET I (13) 9
IPSET1(14) 9
IFSET I (15) 9
IPSET 1(16) 9
IP SET I (17) 9

IPSET1(18) 9
IPSET I(19) 9

IPSET I (20) 9
IPSET I (21) 9
IPSET I(22) 9

IP SET I (23) 9

IPSET I (24) 9

IPSET 1(25) 9
IP SET 1(26) 9

IPSET I(27) 9
IPSET1(28) 9
IPSETI(29) 9
IPSET1(30) 9

IP SET I (31) 9
IPSET1(32) 9
IP SET I(33) 9

IPSET I (34) 9
IPSET I (35) 0
IPSET1(36) 9
IPSETI(37) 0
IPSETI (38) 0
IP SET I(39) 0
IP SET I(40) 0



// DimensionlcssIPLT1

**IPLT1 specifies thc format of the plot file output. The output
**consists of the variable count, the variable names and the values of
**thc variables. The paranictcr is used in subroutine PLTMAP.

= 0: uses 12, AS, IPE12.3 forniat; like prc-MAAP3B Rev. 7/17 versions
= 1: uses 13, A8, IPE12.3 format
= 2: uses I3, A15, IPE12.3 format
=3: uses 13, A8, free format
= 4: uses 13, A15, free format

**IfIPLT1=2 or 4 the count ofvariables willbc negative.
**IfIPLT1=3 or 4 plot data is written in free format, which is as

accumtc as thc niachine representation of the number, i.e., no
truncation or roundoff ifthc output number is large.

**The options for IPLT1 of0, 3 and 4 werc added for Rev. 4.0.1.

**Plot Data Storage

**The next three variables control thc plot point storage frcqucncy. Two
**options are availablc for plot data storage: 1) Store a user-spcciTicd
**total number ofpoints pcr variable at equally spaced time intervals or,
**2) Invoke an automatic point spacing option. For thc latter option, the
**program logic automatically varies the time interval between plot
**points as ncccssaiy to resolve rapidly fluctuating plicnomcna, such as
**steam spikes, with a miniiuum number of stored points. Thc cqiial spacing
**option is invoked by setting IPTSPK to 0 and IPTSAV to thc desired num-
**bcr of points. MAAP then uses a spacing between points of
**(TILAST-TIMO)/IPTSAV;thc run time divided by the mmiber ofpoints.
**IPTSMX nuist be equal to or greater than IPTSAV. To invoke the
**automatic spacing option a non-zero IPTSPK should be specifie. This
**variable is related to the number ofplot points stored to trace a
**mpid full range rise ofa criterion variable. Thc criterion variables
**are those used to determine the plot spacing. They are discussed in
**the PLTMAP section of the parameter file. Using a large IPTSPK value is
~~ necessary to resolve small amplitude spikes, whereas a sniall value
**filters out small amplitude fluctuations, which is for "noisy"
**variables. For fiirthcr inforination about plot files scc section 3.2.19
**in Volume I of the MAAP4 User's Manual.

IPTSAV 150 // Dimcnsionlcss

**IPTSAV is thc non-spike number ofpoints (avenge behavior) stored in a
**plot file.

IPTSPK 10 // Dimensionless

**IPTSPK is the maximum number ofplot points traced for a full scale





**spike. IPTSPK is used to balance the objective ofsaving a sufficient
**number of data points for plotting such tliat peak quantities and
**fluctuations are recorded while keeping the size of the plot files
**within practical limits. Increasing IPTSPK affects the plot frequency
**algoritlun for all frequency criterion variables. Reducing the criteria
**ofparticular variables of interest is an alternative way to increase
**the resolution of spikes.

IPTSMX 500 // Dimcnsionless

**IPTSMX is the maximutn number ofplotted points saved. This number can
¹¹ be increased for better resolution. However, this will increase the
**size of the plot files.

IEMBAL 09 // Dimcnsionlcss

**IEMBALindicates ifpriniary system and containmcnt cncrgy and water mass
**balances arc to be calculated. Thc output is then written to Fortmn
**unit number IEMBAL.

¹*
QaQaQa 4.0.3 BIS 10/10/95 - Added missing parameter IEMBALto the PWR

**pammeter files.

**@ 4.0.3 BJS 5/9/96 - IEMBALIias been changed from 0 to the Fortmll
**unit number for the tabular output so that the mass and energy balances
**willbc calculated for all thc sample problems. This willprovide
**additional information for the asscssmcnt ofcode perfonnance.

ICRBAL 1 // Dimensionlcss

¹* ICRBAL indicates ifthe core channel cncrgy balance is to bc calculated
**and printed in a tabular output file.

= I: calculate and print the balance.
= 0: do not calculate thc balance.

**Note that the option to calculate and print out HEATUP diagnostic
¹* information, set with ICRBAL=3, is for devclopmcnt usc only.

ILPBAL 1 // Dimensionless

**ILPBALindicates ifthc lower plemmi mass and cncrgy balances arc to be
**calculated. The calculations are done in subroutine LPBAL. Thc
¹¹ output from the routine can be written to an output file for subscqucnt
¹* plotting or printing.

= I: calculate and print the balances.
= 0: do not calculate thc balances,



IMVUNT 0 // Dimensionless

**IMVUNTis thc Fortran unit number to which the MAAP4-GRAAPHmovie is to
**be written.

**OBSOLETE PARAMETERS (as ofMAAP4.00)

**@ 4.0.3 BJS 9/21/95:

**The following *Control parameters luid bccn included in the sample
**parameter files tliat were released with earlier versions ofMAAP4.
**They were input in pre-rclcascd versions ofMAAP4.00, but arc now
**either not used or are set in the code.

** IAUXR
** IAUXW
** ICOUT

IDBGRF
** IFLOOD

IFREEZ
** IHUW

INCIRC
IRADIA

** ISUMM
ITDLIM

**INPGRP, thc number of fission product groups, is still used but should
**not bc changed by the user, so it is no longer included in the sample**parameter files.

**JSAVE is for development usc only, so it is no longer included in the
**sample parameter files.
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~* INTRODUCTION

**In severe accident analysis there are uncertainties in the physical**phcnomeim. There arc also uncertainties in the MAAP models. Users have
~* control over the uncertainties via thc *Model parameters. They arc**either used as an input to a given physical model or to select between**different physical models.

**Where appropriate, thc subroutines in which the *Model parameters are





**used are noted. Users can find more information about thc parameters
**in the applicable subroutine descriptions in the MAAP4 User's Manual.

**Allthe values in this section are in SI units. This includes thc
**nomiiuil values and thc minimum and nuiximum values. Thc minimum and
**maximum values are included in subroutine MAAPC to determine ifthe
**input values are within reasonable ranges. They arc listed in this
**section just for iriforrnation.

**@@@4.0.3 BJS 5/9/96 - The value ofeach model parameter is checked
**to sce ifit is within its allowable range. Ifthe sensitivity
**option is not selected in the input file, the code willwrite a
**message to the log file and then stop ifany of thc model parameter
**values arc outside of their range. Ifthc sensitivity option is
**selected, thc values can be outside their range. This code feature
**is intended to protect against inadvertant usc of non-physical values
**of the model parameters pcr thc IDCOR/NRC review ofMAAP.

**It is rccommcndcd tluit all thc values in the parameter file be within
**range, and those values tlrat are out of range bc included via local
**parameter changes in thc input file. This is because thc code will
**process the parameter file prior to processing the input deck when the**pararnetcr file is specified on thc command line when running the code.
**Ifany values in thc parameter file are out of range the code willstop**because it has not yct processed thc sensitivity option in the input.**file. Note that this is not a problem ifthc parameter file is only**specified in thc input file and not on the command line, In that case,**it is read in afler thc sensitivity option is sclccted, and thc code
**willallow values that are out of range.

*~ @@4.0.3 BJS 5/9/96 - The minimmn and inaxinuim values ofeach of the**model parameters were reviewed, and MAAPCwas updated to be consistent
~* with the User's Guides. As part of this effort, several minimum and**maxinnnn values listed herc werc updated.

**PRIMARYSYSTEM PARAMETERS

VFSEP 0.6 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = 0.01 Max = 0.65

**VFSEP is the void fraction in the primary system above which the**two-phase mixture characteristics no longer lead to thc carrying of**water over the highest point in the reactor coolant system. Typically**this is the top of the steam generators for the inverted U-tube designs**and thc top of the hot legs for thc B&Wdesigns. As a result, the phases**separate to a large degree. Two-phase natural circulation can still**continue but in a different inanncr, c.g., countercurrent reflux cooling**between the stcam generators and the core. This parameter influcnccs



**the time at which the core is uncovered. It also affect the void
**fraction of the break flow for primary system LOCA scqucnccs. In
**addition, the heat transfer to thc secondary side is soincwliat influence
**by this parameter. Values between 0.4 and 0.6 arc typical of the
**Flccht-Seasct tests.

**Data Sources: 1) EPRI Report NP-3497 - Flecht-Scasct experiment.
**2) Detailed RETRAN or RELAP calculation results.

**Used in subroutine EVENTS.
**Usc in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

VFCIRC 0.4 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = 0.01 Max =, 0.6

**VFCIRC is thc printary systeni coolant void fraction below which thc
**two-phase mixture characteristics enable water to bc "pumped" to the
**highest point in the reactor coolant system such that it spills over to
**complctc the circulation loop. At this point, MAAPassumes that thc
**mixture transitions into a homogeneous two-phase cliaracter which
**circulatcs through thc primary system. VFCIRC provides a deadband for
**switching between the homogeneous and separated pliase configurations.
**Ifthc subcooling is grcatcr titan 10 degrees C, the code uses a
**hardwircd value of0.01 for VFCIRC.

**Used in subroutine EVENTS.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

FACT 0.3 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = 0.1 Max = 1.0

**FACT is a rnultiplicr to rcducc the hydrmilic diameter and flow area when
**an intact fuel node collapses.

**Used in subroutine GNODE.
**New for MAAP4.

EPSCUT 0.1
~*Min=0.0 Max=0.25

**EPSCUT is the cutoffporosity below which thc flow area and the
**hydrmilic diameter ofa core node are zero, i.e., the node is fully
~* blocked. It is used to transition between a thickened fuel pin**(IGTYP=3) and criist (IGTYP=4) configumtion in the node. Thc porosity**is defined as the ratio of the free volume to thc total volume of the
**node. Once the core node becomes a crust (blocked) node, thc heat
**transfer area is set to zero so tliat there is no heat transfer to gas**or water. The smaller thc value of EPSCUT, thc more material
**relocation is necessary for a core node to bccomc a criist node,
**generally resulting in longer times for oxidation and heat transfer.



**Used in subroutines HEATUP, COVER, GNODE.
**New for MAAP4,

EPSCU2 0.2
**Min=0.0 Max=0.35

// Dimensionlcss

**Qaee 4.0.3 BJS 10/1/95 - Changed value from 0.1 to 0.2 for consistency with
**the other parameter files.

**EPSCU2 is the cutoffporosity below which the flowarea and the
**hydraulic diameter ofa collapsed core node (geometry configuration
**:GTYP=2)arc zero, i.e., thc node is fullyblocked. The value should be
**less than *Model Pammetcr VFCRCO, the porosity ofa collapsed core
**region.

**Used in subroutines HEATUP, COVER, GNODE.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

FFRICR 0.1 // Dimcnsionlcss
**Min = -1.0 Max = 1.0

**FFRICR is the friction cocAicicnt for axial gas flowbetween the core
**and the upper plenum. Ifnegative, the in-vessel natural circulation
**model —core to upper plenum and back down —willbc turned off.
**FFRICR is also used to determine a fictitious hydraulic diameter for
*"core nodes that are nearly empty (geometry configuration IGTYP=O).
*~ Note tliat for cores with fiiel cans natural circulation is calculated
*~ only afler at least one of the cans has ruptured (dissolved).

**Thc value ofFFRICR can bc estimated for nornial opcmtion with all
**reactor coolant pumps on by

FFRICR = 2.*(DP~RHO/WG *2)*D/L

**where DP = core prcssure drop
RHO = density of thc primary system coolant.
WG = core average mass flowpcr unit area (be sure to make

appropriate units conversions to make FFRICR dimcnsionless)
D/L = equivalent diamctcr to length ratio

**ee 4.0.3 BJS 10/1/95 - Corrected equation for estimation to include D/L.
**Also, comment in thc original parameter file to use a value'greater than
**100 to artificiallystop the flow is not a valid option.

**Used in subroutines CIRCUP, GNODE, HEATUP and ROW.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B P WR.

FFRICX 0.25 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = 0.0 Max = 1.0

**FFRICX is thc gas cross-flow friction cocAicicnt in the core for the





**in-vessel natural circulation model. Nominal values arc generally
**between .25 and .45.

**@@@4.0.3 BJS I I/15/95 - Comments in previous parameter files about two
**model options based on thc sign ofFFRICX are obsolete. There is only
**one model, and it uses the absolute value ofFFRICX. Negative nominal
**values were changed to positive values.

**Data source: Thompson, "Tecluiology ofNuclear Reactor Safety," Volume 2,
**Chapter 15.

**Used in subroutine CIRCUP.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3BPWR.

FNCBP 0.0 // Dimcnsionlcss
**Min = 0 Max = I

**FNCBP is the reactor vcsscl natural circulation path selection flag.
**Specify a value of0 ifthc in-vessel natural circulation flow return is
**in thc outer fuel assemblies or I ifreturn is down the outer bypass
**region, i.c., between thc fuel cans and thc shroud wall in a BWR or
**between thc baffle and the core barrel in a PWR. The latter would be
**expected only ifthere is a large area in the bypass region. Ifthc
«return is in the bypass region then *Core parameter AGBF must bc
**non-zero. FNCBP is only used ifthc natural circulation model is
**invoked via a positive value ofpammcter FFRICR.

**Data Source: Reactor vessel asscrnbly or internals drawings.

**Used in subroutines HEATUP and CIRCUP.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B PWR.

NSAMP 10.0
**Min = I Max = 20

// Dimcnsionlcss

**NSAMP is the number ofMAAP time steps over which select gas pammctcrs
**arc averaged to stabilize the core - upper plenum natural circulation
~* model.

**Used in subroutine CIRCUP.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B PWR.

FWHL 0.115 // Dimensionless
**Min = 0.05 Max = 0.2

**FWHL is thc hot leg natural circulation flow ntc correlation
**cocflicicnt. This parameter is used to attenuate the natural
**circulation induced hot Icg counter-current flow rate calculated in
~~ subroutine HLNCvia an experimental correlation. Applying this
**correlation to thc experimental data revcalcd that the flow rates
**calculated with it had to be adjusted linearly, i.c., by a coefficien,



**in order to provide good agreement. A value of0.115 yields overall
**agreen>ent between thc model and experimental results. No plant- or
**sequence-specific reasons to cliangc this value have been identified.

**Used in subroutine HLNC.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FCDDC 1.0
**Min=0 Max= I

// Dimcnsionless

**@4.0.3 BJS 9/29/95 - Changed values for WLD and WICE plants from 0.0
**to 1.0 to be consistent with revised definition of FCDDC. This
**definition was revised as part of the thermal-hydraulic upgrades in
**MAAP4.0.1.

**FCDDC is thc maxinnmi fraction ofperfect condensation alloivcd for stcam
**condensation on the free surface ofwater in the horizontal portion of
**the cold lcg. Ifa value of0 is cntcrcd no condensation is modeled.
**This is what was assumed in earlier versions ofMAAP. Ifa value of I
**is entered, which is thc best-estimate value, the amount ofcondensation
**willbe the snialler of that computed by a simple Reynold's arialogy model
**and tliat which would saturate the filmofwater flowing through this
**portion of the cold leg. FCDDC values between 0 and I will liniitthe
**condensation to that which will increase thc cnthalpy by a fraction
**FCDDC of the total subcooling. Depending on thc injection flow rate,
**this paranieter can affect thc deprcssurization rate of the priniary
**system. Users may want to use a value less than I when hydrogen is
*~ being generated because,this reduces the potential for condensation.

**Used in subroutine DCCOND.
**Use in MA'AP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

FHTPRI 1.0
**Min=0Max=2

// Diruensionlcss

**FHTPRI is thc inultiplicrfor the primary side condensation heat tnnsfer
**coefficient during reflu cooling.

~~ Used in subroutine HTCNV.
**Use in MAAP4 similar to usc in MAAP3B PWR.

// DimensionlessFROUPZ 0.4
**Min=03 Max=0.8

«Qa@@4.0.3 BJS 11/15/95 - Changed values for WICE plants from 0.2 to 0.4.
**The maximum value for sensitivity has been increased to bc consistent**with pressurizer drainage experiments.

**FROUPZ is the Froude imrnbcr used for countercurrent draining of thc**pressurizer through the surge linc when no loop seal exists. A sniall
**value is to be used for sharp-edged configurations and a large value is



**to bc used for smooth inlet configurations.

**Used in subroutine DRAIN.
**Usc in MAAP4= usc in MAAP3B.

FHLCRE 0.0
**Min=0.0 Max= 2.0

*~ @@@ 4.0.3 CYP 8/15/96 - Added FHLCRE for new hot leg creep rupture
**rnodcl options.

**FHLCRE is the flag that selects the model for the hot leg crccp rupture
**calculations. Options I and 2 are intended for sensitivity analyses. Also,
«sec the *Primary System parameter ICRPHL for tlic hot lcg material
**specification. (Note that it is not necessary to sct ICRPHL to I to
**specify that thc hot leg is stainless stccl in order to use options I
**and 2.)

= 0 Use original model tliat uses the avcragc hot leg tempcraturc,
and docs not czplicitely assess the potential for the nozzle to

rupture.

= I Usc the subnodal physics model. This model calculates creep in
the carbon steel nozzle and in the stainless stccl hot lcg.

It is assumed that thc axial tcniperature gradient in thc hot
leg itself is similar to the terupcraturc gradient in the gas
flowing through thc hot lcg. The tempcraturcs of thc carbon
steel nozzle and the stainless stccl hot lcg tliat are used in
thc creep calculations are as follows:

T = T +DELTAT
nozzle avg.

T = T + 0.75*DELTAT
hot lcg avg.

where

T = avcragc hot leg tcmpcraturc
avg.

DELTAT= (gas tcruperaturc drop calculated by subroutine
HLNC) /2.0

= 2 Use the subnodal physics model, but only calculate creep in the
the stainless steel hot Icg.

**Used in subroutine PRISYS.





**CORE PARAMETERS

~* The parameters TEU and TEUBS are used when the eutectic model is
«disabled by setting *Control paraineter IEUTEC to 1. Otherwisc, the code
**uses values in block data for the melting temperatures ofeach core
**constituent to calculate the eutectic properties. Disabling the
**eutectic model and using TEU and TEUBS means t)iat the representation of
**thc core eutectic is roughly the same as in MAAP3B. The core melt
**calculations are part of thc HEATUP model.

TEU 2500.0 K // Units: [K,F]
**Min = 2100 Max = 2800

**TEU is the core node cutcctic melting tempemturc.

**Data Source: IDCOR Report T85.2 - "Tcchnical Support for Issue
**Resolution," 7/85.

TEUBS 1500.0 K // Units: [K,F)
**Min = 300.0 Max = 2500.0

~* TEUBS is the melting temperature for control blades and fuel cans.

// DimensionlcssFZRKB 0.5
**Min=0Max= I

*~ IQae 4.0.3 BJS 11/28/95 - Added FZRKB to the PKVR parainetcr files bccausc
**the core model is gcncralizcd.

**FZRKB is thc fraction of the fuel cans that can be dissolved by control
**blades. The value of0.5 is based on the fact that half ofciich fuel
**can is adjacent to a control blade.

**Used in subroutine HEATUP.
*~ Ncw for MAAP4.

FDISSO 1.0
**Min = I Max = 10

// Dimensionless

**FDISSO is thc multiplier for thc contact area between UO2 fuel and Zr
*~ cladding during dissolution to form a eutectic mixture. Values greater**than I can be used to account for the incrcasc in thc fuel surface area**due to cracking of the fuel as it is heated. This results in morc
**dissolution, and hence more oxygen in the cutcctic. Thc leads to a**higher melting temperature for the eutectic, which delays the onset of**fuel relocation.



**Becatise there was a rclativcly large amount ol'dissolution in the PWR
~* CORA experiments, a value ofFDISSO of5 was used for the benchmarking
**of thc code with these experiments. Thc impact of the larger value was
**not significant. This is also true for station blackout sequences:
**there is no significant difference in the primary system behavior for
**values ofFDISSO equal to 0, 1.0 and 10.

**(FDISSO is not used ifthe cladding is stainless steel.)

**Used in subroutine HEATUP.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

FAOX 1.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min=1.0 Max=20

**FAOX is the nmltiplicrfor the cladding outside surface area. It is
**used in oxidation calculations to account for stcam ingression aflcr
**cladding rupture. Oxidation is calculated once thc core is uncovcrcd.
**Thc usc of FAOX is controlled by thc value ofTDOOXI. This is
**discussed below.

**@Qa 4.0.3 BJS 11/16/95 - Previous parameter files indicated that the
~* value must be between I and 2. Values greater than 2 arc allowed. They
**may be used for sensitivity calculations to represent significant
**cracking during rcflooding, as was done in thc TMI-2benchmark when the
**value was increased from 2 to 5. FAI plans to redo the TMI-2 benchmark
**with Rcv. 4.0.4. The impact and best-cstimatc value ofFAOX willbe
**evaluated as part of that effort.

**Used in subroutines HEATUP R, ROW.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B PWR.

TDOOXI 0.0 K // Units: [K,Fj
**Min = -3000 Max = 3000

**@@4.0.2 CYP 9/8/95 - Added TDOOXI to the code and the paramctcr files.

~* TDOOXI selects the option for how the cladding oxidation surface area
**will increase.

=0: Thc oxidation area willbe increased by FAOX after the cladding
has ruptured (IRUPCL(IJ)=I) or afler the core node has collapsed.

>0: Thc oxidation area willbe increased by FAOX only aAer the core
node temperature exceeds TDOOXI.

<0: The oxidation area willbc increased by FAOXonly after any core
node temperature for a given channel exceeds ABS(TDOOXI). This
option is siinilar to the model in MAAP3B.

**Used in subroutine HEATUP.
**Ncw for MAAP4.



FEMBRT 0.75
**Min = 0 Max = I

**@ 4.0.3 BJS 12/4/95 - Cliangcd thc value from 0.1 to 0.75 pcr the TMI-2
**benchmark.

*~ FEMBRT is the fraction of thc total zircalloy (cladding, guide
**tubes/water rods, and fuel cans) tliat Iias oxidized tliat is sufficien to
**cause core collapse on reflood. This condition is used along with
**conditions regarding a minimum core water level and heat transfer from
**thc core to thc water. Ifall three conditions are met the core will
**collapse on reflood, and a smaller Kutateladze nurnbcr willbe used to
~* deterinine ifwater can bc entrained by gas. That is, *Model parameter
**FCRHY willbe used mthcr titan FFLOOD. These Kutateladze mimbcrs arc
**discussed below. FEMBRT does not apply ifthere is stainless stccl
**cladding.

**Used in subroutine GENEVT (BWR) and EVENTS (PWR)
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B PWR.

// DimensionlessFXEGAP 0.05
**Min=0Max=0.25

**FXEGAP is the fraction of thc xenon inventory in thc pellet-cladding gap**due to long-term operation. Oflcn called thc "gap release", FXEGAP is
**used to calculate thc pressure inside thc fuel pin for ballooning
**calculations and for prompt release of fission products when thc
**cladding ruptures.

**Used in subroutines HEATFP, STRETH.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B PWR.

FPEEL 0.0 // Dimcnsionlcss
**Min=0.0 Max=1.0

*~ @@4.0.3 BJS 9/19/95 - Added FPEEL to the PWR parameter files.

**FPEEL is the fraction of thc Zr02 layer peeled offduring rcflooding.
**Steam generated during relooding niay mechanically knock offportions of
~* the oxidized Zr, exposing unoxidized material which can subsequently
**oxidize. This paraineter should be set to 0 at the beginning ofa
**scqucnce, and then changed to the desired value via a local parameter
**change when rcflooding occurs. Note that. for additioiutl oxidation to**be calculated *Control paramctcr IAOXP nuist bc set to 0. IF IAOXP is
**not 0 the calculation willbe bypassed.

**Used in subroutine HEATUP.
**Ncw for MAAP4.





FVISC 1.0 // Dimensionless
**Min = 0.1 Max = 1000.0

**FVISC is thc multiplier for material viscosity used in the candling
**calculations.

**Used in subroutine MOVECR.
**New for MAAP4.

// Units: [K,F]TCLMAX 2500.0 K
**Min = 100 Max = 3000

¹¹ @Qa@4.0.1 CYP —A time-at-temperature dcpendcnce was added to thc
**cladding rupture calculations to eliminate sudden threshold switches due
**to a single teinperature criterion for rupture.

**TCLMAXis used to calculate when the cladding ruptures. A Larson-Miller-
**like approach (material creep model) is used to calculate cladding rupture.
**TCLMAXis thc teniperaturc that will lead to nipture ifthe cladding is at» this temperature for 36 seconds (0.01 hr). A Larson-Miller parameter is
**calculated from TCLMAX. This Larson-Miller parameter is then used to
**calculate a cumulative damage fraction.

**Ifthe cladding is Zr it will rupture when the cuimilativc damage
**fnction exceeds I provided tliat the oxide fraction is less titan a value
**deterniincd by *Model parameter FZORUP. Sce thc description ofFZORUP.
¹¹ Ifthe cladding is stainless steel thc only criterion for nipture is that
**the cunuilative damage fraction exceed I. Rupture is calculated on an
**individual core node basis. Once the cladding has ruptured ihe melt can
**flow outside of the cladding and fission products can be rcleascd.

**Used in subroutines HEATUP, MOVECR, RLOCCL and RLOCU2.
**Usc has changed since MAAP3B.

FZORUP 0.675
**Min=0.0 Max= 1.0

**@@@ 4.0.1 CYP —The use ofFZORUP was inodified in Rcv. 4.0.1. The
**fmction ofZr that nuist be oxidized to prevent the cladding from
**rupturing is now a function of tcmpcraturc. Ifthc cladding in a node
**is at TCLMAXthc fraction is FZORUP, as before. As thc tcmpcraturc
**increases to TZOMP, thc melting point, the required fraction increases
**to 100%

¹* FZORUP is the minimum fraction ofZr tliat must bc oxidized to keep the
**cladding intact ifthe cladding is at TCLMAX. Thc minimum fraction
**increases to 100% as the cladding temperature increases to TZOMP, the
**melting point. The increase in the fraction represents the fact that
**the oxide layer strength decreases as its temperature increases. Thc
**Zr02 mass has to be less titan the original Zr mass times the fraction
**derived from thc tcmpcmturc and FZROUP. Thc value of0.675 rcprcsents
**50% ofZr oxidation (0.5 *(92+32)/92).



*"The cladding willrupture ifthe fraction ofZr tliat Iias oxidized is
**less than tliat calculated with FZORUP and TCLMAXand ifthe cunnilative
**damage fraction is greater titan 1. See the description ofTCLMAX.

**Avalue ofFZORUP of0.3 was used in the TMI-2bcnchmarking runs with
**MAAP4.0 and 4.0.2 to keep the core intact longer. FAI plans to redo the
~* TMI-2benchmark. The impact and bestwstiniate value willbe evaluated as
**part of that cIfort.

**FZROUP is not used for stainless steel cladding.

**Used in subroutines HEATUP, RLOCCL and RLOCU2.
**New for MAAP4.

TCLRUP 1000.0 K // Units: [K,F]**Min= 1000.0 Max = 2300.0

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 BJS 12/4/95 - Changed thc noiniiial value from 1200 K to 1000 K

**based on TMI-2benchmark.

**TCLRUP is the tempcmturc at which cladding fails ifit liasn't already
~* ruptured. This halts further ballooning and allows fission product
*~ release. In thc PHEBUS FPTO experiment it was obscrvcd that fission
**product release started when the cladding temperature reached about
**1000 K.

**Used in subroutines STRETH and FOMS.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

**Larson-Miller Paramctcrs for Core Node Collapse Criteria

**Model parameters are used in a Larson-Miller-like approach (material
**creep model) to calculate core node collapse. When a node "collapses"
**its geometry type changes from IGTYP=1 to IGTYP=2. Thc model accounts
**for the time-at-temperature dependence of node collapse. This reduces
**thc impact of thrcsholds on thc calculations, thereby improving thc
**code's numerical pcrforinance. The code calculates damage fractions
**using the followingLarson-Miller parameters. Avalue of 50 for a
**Larson-Miller parameter means tliat fuel rods at 2500K would collapse 1

**hour aAer being at this temperature. The larger thc value of the
**parameter the longer it will take for thc rod to collapse at a given
**temperature. Similarly, thc larger the value of the pammcter the
**higher thc tempemture the rod can be at without collapsing within a
**given time. Hence, larger values of the parameter lead to potentially
**grcatcr oxidation because the rods keep their original geometry longer.**Due to the logarithmic term in thc model, there is a substantial
**variation in rupture time for a small variation in temperature for a
**fixed value of the paramctcr. Thc dependence of the failure time and
**temperature on the parameter is shown in the following table:





t(sec) if T(K)
LMCOL T=2500K ift= 1 hr

46. 90. 2300.
48. 571. 2400.
50. 3600. 2500.
52. 22714. 2600.
54. 143319. 2700.

**t - time to fuel rod collapse.
**T - temperature which willcause failure.

**For a further discussion ofcore collapse scc the descriptions of
**subroutines HEATUP and MOVECR in the MAAP4 User's Manual. These
**parameters are ncw for MAAP4.

LMCOLO 50.0 // Dimcnsionlcss
**Min=48.0 Max=54.0

**LMCOLO is the collapse criteria parameter for a Larson-Miller-like
**functional depcndcnce when no core node surrounding the particular core
**node has collapsed.

LMCOL1 50.0 // Dimensionlcss
**Min= 48.0 Max = 54.0

**LMCOLI is thc collapse criteria pamtnetcr 1'or a Larson-Miller-like
**functional depcndcnce for a core node below a collapsed core node.

LMCOL2 50.0 // Dintcnsionlcss
**Min=48.0 Max=54.0

**LMCOL2 is thc collapse criteria paramctcr for a Larson-Miller-like
**functional dependence for a core node next, to an etnpty core node.

LMCOL3 50.0 // Dimensionless
**Min=48.0 Max=54.0

**LMCOL3 is the collapse criteria parameter for a Larson-Miller-like**functional dcpcndence for a core node surrounded by empty core nodes.

VFCRCO 0.35
**Min=.05 Max=.5

// Dimcnsionless

**VFCRCO is thc porosity ofa collapsed core region.

**Qa 4.0.1 CYP 1 1/30/94 - Thc previous value of0.25 was too small.**Thc value was increased to be consistent with the value used in the TMI**bcnchtnark.



**Used in subroutines HEATUP and the relocation subroutines (RLOC**).
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

**The calculation of in-core molten pool crust failure uses an integral
**failure criterion based on a Larson-Miller-like functional dependence to
**represent thc strength of the crust. The rupture criterion Larson-
**Millerparameter, L-M, for bending of the crust is a function ofLMU2A
**and LMU2B:

L-Mparatneter = (LMU2A- ln(A))/LMU2B,where A is thc bending stress.

**The calculations are done in subroutine MOVECR. See the discussion above
**regarding the Larson-Miller-like approach.

LMU2A 19.80 // Dimensionless
**Min = 15.0 Max = 25.0

**LMU2Ais used to calculate thc L-Mparamctcr. Thc nominal value of
** 19.80 was determined based on the tensile strength and rupture strength
**ofUO2 at, room temperature and observations from TMI-2 data. It is
**suggested that this value bc kept constant.

LMU2B 0.083 // Dimensionlcss
**Min= 0.04 Max = 0.16

**LMU2B is used to calculate thc L-Mparantetcr, Large values ofLMU2B
**make the L-Mparameter small for a given stress lcvcl, which leads to
**lower rupture thues and tempcraturcs.

FSGBEN 0.75 // Dimensionless
**Min= 1.0E-2 Max= 10

**
Qa@Qa 4.0.3 SMD I/24/96 —FSGBEN was added to the code and the parameter**files.

**FSGBEN is thc multiplier used in thc sideward crust bending stress
**calculation. This bending stress is then used in evaluating the
**failure of thc side crust. Larger values of FSGBEN willgive a larger
**bending stress and an earlier failure of thc side crust.

**Used in subroutine MOVECR.

**The followingparamctcrs are used in the calculations ofdebris crust**dynamics in thc RPV lower head. They arc the mininmtn and maximum
**allowable thicknesses that the crusts may grow to. They arc prinrarily**used to set a reasonable crust thickness for the assumed parabolic**temperature profile and heat transfer calculations. A maximum of 10 ctn
**is recommended cxccpt when thc growth would be limited by geometry



**constraints such as the gap between CRD housings in BWR loiver heads. A
**value of 1/2 the gap should then be used.

**The parameters are used in subroutine DBXST. XXPSMN is also used in
**subroutines DBPEB and LPDEB. They are new for MAAP4.

**I 4.0.3 BJS 2/29/95 - Added the XXPSM*parameters to the parameter
**files.

XXPSMN 0.001 M // Units: [M,FT]
**Min= 0.001 Max= 0.005

**XXPSMN is the minimum lower crust thickness.

XXPSML 0.1 M // Units: [M,FT]
**Min=0.01 Max=0.5

**XXPSML is thc maximum lower criist thickness.

XXPSMU 0.1 M // Units: [M,FT]
**Min = 0.01 Max = 0.5

**XXPSMU is thc maximum upper crust thickness.

XXPSME 0.03421 M // Units: [M,FT]
**Min = 0.01 Max = 0.5

**XXPSME is thc maximum cmbeddcd cnist thickness.

XLFALS 0.03 M
**Min=0.01 Max= 10.0

// Units: [M,FT]

**lee 4.0.3 BJS 12/22/95 - Corrected definition ofXLFALS. It is the
**width, not the perimeter of the opening.

**XLAFLS is the width of the failure opening when the in-core molten pool
**side crust has failed such that sideward relocation to the lower head« is possible.

**Used in the relocation subroutines (RLOC**).
**New for MAAP4.

FMOVE 1.0
**Min=I Max=5

// Dimcnsionlcss

**ee 4.0.2 CDW 7/12/95 - FMOVE was slightly redefined.

**FMOVE controls the relocation of solid U-Zr-0 material cmbcdded in



**liquid U-Zr-O. It afccts the composition of moltcii pools and the
~* debris in thc lower head. IfFMOVE is sct to 1.0 no solid material
**is embedded. IfFMOVE is greater titan 1.0 (FMOVE-1.0) kg of solid
**material is embedded in every kg of liquid material.

**Used in subroutine TCLAD.
**New for MAAP4.

TSPFAL 1650.0 K // Units: [K,F]
**Min = 1000.0 Max = 3113.0

**TSPFAL is the core support plate failure tempenturc. This temperature
**is used to calculate the Larson-Miller (L-M)parameter for failure. Thc
**value of the L-Mparameter is calculated in the code such that thc
**support plate willfail at the tcmpcraturc TSPFAL in 0.01 hr.

**Used in subroutine HEATUP.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

ASPFAL 0.1 M**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]
**Min=0.01 Max= 1.0

**ASPFAL is thc cross-sectional area used to calculate drainage of corium
**when the support plate fails. The area is per radial ring (channel).

**Used in the relocation subroutines (RLOC**).
**New for MAAP4.

XDJETO 0.1 M // Units: [M,FT]
**Min=0.01 Max= 1.0

**XDJETO is the initial diamctcr of a coriuin jct when it hits the water
**surface in thc vessel lower plenum. It affects jct breakup,
**particulation and quenching.

**Used in subroutine DBJET.
~* New for MAAP4.

ENTO 0.05 // Dimensionless
**Min= 0.01 Max = 0.14

**@Qa 4.0.3 BJS 12/4/95 - Changed thc nominal values for BWR and PWR
**parameter files from 0.09. See the followingdiscussion.

**ENTO is the jet entrainrncnt coefficient for the Ricou-Spalding correla-
**tion. It is used to calculate thc particulation ofa corium jct
**entering a water pool in both the RPV lower plenum and the containmcnt.
**ENTO is used to deterininc how large a fraction of thc molten jct from
**thc core willbe entrained and become particulated as it pours through
**the water pool in thc lower plenum. Thc state of the debris bed in thc



**lower head —mostly particulated or mostly molten (continuous bed)—
**willdetermine whether thc debris bcd is quencltable or not.

**Because of CRD guide tubes in the BWR lower plenum not as nntch
**cntraimnent would be cxpectcd as in a PWR. The debris would enter the
**lower plenum in the region bctwccn the guide tubes. With the limited
**area available between the guide tubes, the potential for interaction of
**the molten stream with water would be limited. Hence, thc nominal
**values for ENTO for BWRs is now set to 0.01 to reflect the reduced
**potential for cntrainmcnt.

**The value of 0.05 was found to give the best tentperature response in the
**MAAP4.0.2 TMI-2benchmark. Experiments give a range of0.03 to 0.14.
**Users may want to vary ENTO to determine the impact of this parameter
**in terms ofuncertainty.

**Used in subroutine DBJET.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

FDDP 1.0 // Dimcnsionlcss
*¹ Min = l.c-3 Max = 1.0

**FDDP is the nnfltiplicrfor thc calculated diameter ofparticulated
¹* debris from jets entering water pools. The surface area calculated
**from the diameter affects quenching and oxidation.

**Used in subroutine DBJET.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

FOXBJ 1.0 // Dimensionless
**Min = 0.0. Max = 1.0

**FOXBJ is the multiplier for thc particulatcd debris oxidation reaction
¹¹ fmction. This fraction is calculated using a correlation for the
**Baker-Just model for debris oxidation. Particulate oxidation is
**calculated for debris jets tlutt brcN up in water pools in both the
**vessel and the containment. Avalue ofFOXBJ less titan one reduces the
**amount ofdebris that is oxidized.

**Used in subroutine DBJET.
¹* Ncw for MAAP4.

VFENT 0.25 // Dimensionless
*¹ Min=0.0 Max= 1.0

**VFENT is the void fraction of steam in the debris jct entrainntent
**interaction zone. Increasing VFENT increases thc nct steam generation
**during quenching.

**Used in subroutine DBJET.
**New for MAAP4.



EPSPB 0.4, // Dimensionless
**Min= 0.26 Max = 0.53

**EPSPB is the assumed porosity of the particulate debris bcd in the vcsscl
**lower head.

**Used in subroutines LPBED, DBBED, DBPEB and MOVECR.
**New for MAAP4.

*~ CORE SPRAY AND UPPER HEAD INJECTION

FOVER 0.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = 0.0 Max = 1.0
**Typical BWR range is 0-0.6

**FOVER is thc fraction of the core spray (BWR) or upper head injection
**(PWR) tltat goes into the core bypass flowarea and consequently into thc
**lower plenum. The spray/injection that bypasses the core is potentially
**available for bottom-up quenching, while tltat spraycd/injcctcd into the
**core does top-down quenching. The fraction is a lunction of the core
**design.

IfFOVER=O then all spray/injection is to the core.
IfFOVER= I then all spmy/injection is to the bypass region.

**Used in subroutine HEATUP.
**Replaces PWR cvcnt code 201 in MAAP3B (now can have a fractional split**for UHI).

**LOWER HEAD AND VESSEL FAILUREPARAMETERS

FOPTLH 0.0
**Min = 0 Max = 2

// Dimensionless

**@Qa 4.0.2 CYP 5/15/95 - FOPTLH is ncw in the code and the parameter
**fllcs.

**FOPTLH is thc flag for the lower head debris bcd model option:

= 0 - model continuous bed + metal layer+ particle bcd.

= I - model continuous bed+ particle bcd only (no steel layer - stccl





is part of the continous bcd).

= 2 - model one mixed pool (continuous bed only, with no metal

layer and no particle bcd). This is the same as the MAAP3B

approach.

**The selected option willhave a small impact on the vessel failure time.
**The parameter was added to allow users to study the uncertainties
**associated with thc debris bed configuration.

**Used in subroutines BWRVSL (BWR) and PRISYS (P WR).
**Net for MAAP4.

**@QaQa 4.0.2 CDW 5/17/95 - Added XROFO/XROFI to the pammeter files. They
**arc used in subroutine RVFLMK,thc vessel failure model, and are ncw for
**MAAP4.

XROFO 0.01 M // Units: [M,FT[
**Min = 0.005 Max = 0.250

**XROFO is the initial radius of the primary vessel 1'ailurc opening. Thc
**priinary failure opening can be in any of the five nodes of thc lower
**head. The location, i.e., which of thc five nodes, is determined by
**the code as part of thc failure calculations. Failure is usually due to
**attack ofstainless steel or niatcrial creep.

XROF1 0.1 M // Units: [M,FT]
**Min=0.05 max =0.5

**XROF1 is thc initial radius of'he secondary vessel failure opening. If
**the primary failure is not in thc lowest node of the lower head, node I,
**the code willdetermine ifand when thc lowest node does fail as it
**contimics to be heated by debris that remains in the lower head. Note:
**ifthc primary failure is in node 1 the time ofprimary and secondary
**failure in the figures-of-rncrit, included in the log and tabular output
**files, willbc the same.

FDAMLH 0.4
**Min=0 Max= I

// Dimcnsionlcss

**FDAMLHis the lower head node damage fmction for failure. Ifa vessel
**lower head node other than the bottom node fails due to crccp, the
*~ damage fractions for nodes below the failed node are exainined. Ifthe
**integrated damage fraction exceeds FDAMLHthose lower nodes also fail.
**This comparison is made only at the time when the initial node fails.
**This feature was added in Rev. 4.0.1 to improve numerical pcrfoiinancc.

~* Used in subroutine FDAMLH.
**New for MAAP4.





NVP 1.0
**Min = 1 Max = 10

// Dimcnsionlcss

*~ NVP is the number of reactor vessel penetrations that initiallyfail duc
**to corium attack, and hence are thc number ofcorium jets tliat inipact
**thc contaimncnt floor. In general, specifying a value of 1.0 for this
**parameter is adequate given tliat continuing vessel wall ablation expands
**thc initial penetration failure radius, eventually rcprcsenting more
**than one penetration. However, a value of 1.0 may not be conservative
**for all accident sequences or vessel internal geometries. For sequences
**where this is a concern, the value may be adjusted via a local parameter
«change in the input flilc.

**Used in subroutine JET.
**Usc in MAAP4 = use ofNVP in MAAP3B PWR.

FCRDR 0.1
**Min=0 Max= 1

// Dimensionlcss

**FCRDR is the fraction of the original core mass below which the remaining
**core is dumped into tlic lower head plenum. The core melt progression**modeling tends to result in a small fnction of the core being held
**indcflnitely in the original core boundaries, with heat being removed
**convectively and radiatively to the rest of thc prinntry system. This is
**reasonable. Howcvcr, thc model's ability to correctly compute heat
**transfer and gas flow areas is liinited under these conditions. Users will
**find it advantageous to dump out the remaining core at this point, iffor
**no other reason tluin to cxpcditc MAAPcalculations.

**For sequences in which a part of the core inatcrial remains in the original**core boundary long aflcr vessel failure, it is suggested that this value
**be increased to determine thc sensitivity to long term fission product**rcvaporization.

~* Used in subroutine HEATUP.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B (parameter called FMAXCP in BWR 3B).

*~ IN-VESSEL COOLING

**MAAPmodels the potential for core debris to be cooled within thc**reactor vessel lower head ifthc debris is submerged in water.**Experiments and evidence from TMI-2 indicate that when molten debris**falls into the lower head it docs not adhere to the wall. Instead, a**gap is formed. Water in thc gap can serve to transfer heat from both**the vessel wall and the debris, with the principal bcneflit being thc**cooling of thc lower head wall. The description ofsubroutine DBBED in**the MAAP4 User's Manual contains a discussion of this cooling mcchanisrn.

**The model parameters that affec in-vessel cooling arc XGAPLH, FHTGAP,**FQUEN and ECREPF. These parameters werc investigated as part of thc



**NUPEC/FAI uncertainty study, and the results are sumnrarized in thc
**individual parameter descriptions. The model is activated when *Control
~* parameter IGCHF is set to 1. Allof these parameters are used in
**subroutine DBBED, and arc new for MAAP4.

**eel 4.0.3 CEH 2/14/96 - XGAPO is a nerv model parameter.
**Model parameter XGAPO is similar in usage to XGAPLH. In the same nurnner
**tlrat XGAPLHpertains to heat transfer betwccn rclocatcd core debris and
**the lower head wall, so XGAPO pertains to heat transfer bctwccn
**relocated core debris and the inner wall ofpcnetrations into the lower
**head, such as instrument tubes, control rod drive assemblies (BWR), and
**primary system piping (BWR drain lines). This model parameter is used
**in subroutine CRUST.

XGAPLH 10.c-6 M // Units: tM,FT]
**Min = l.c-6 Max = 300.e-6

**QaQa 4.0.3 8 JS 11/17/95 - The nominal value ofXGAPLH was clranged from
** 100 rnicrons to 10 microns based on the TMI-2 bcnchnrarking results.

**XGAPLH is the initial size of the gap between thc debris and the lower
**head steel wall. This gap is expected to open up as thc lower head
**wall is heated and limited material creep occurs. Once the gap is
**created, ivater can ing~ress and energy can bc removed duc to boiling in
~* thc gap.

**An initial gap size on the order of 100 microns is supported by**cxpcriinent. Generally, this size gap is sufflcicnt to prevent thc wall
**from over-heating, and a safe stable state is reached. Initial gaps on
**the order of 10 microns or less arc not suAicicnt. However, as the
**wall overhcats it expands, increasing the gap to the point where it is
**sufIicient. Thc size of the gap needed to provide cflective cooling is
**very small cornparcd to thc vessel strain required to fail thc lower
**head. The initial gap size docs not significantly influenc conditions
*~ in the vessel.

FHTGAP 1.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = 0.0 Max = 1.0

*~ eQa 4.0.2 SMD 7/3 I/95 —FHTGAP was added to thc code and the parameter**files.

**FHTGAP is thc heat transfer clfectivencss in the crust/lower head wall
**gap. This parameter multiplies the heat flux from the debris to thc gap**calculated with thc Monde critical heat flux correlation. It is used to**reduce the efficiency ofcooling in the gap.

*~ With reduced heat transfer a sorncrvhat larger RPV strain is calculated,**but the wall is eventually cooled and a safe stable state develops. Thc
**eQiciency of thc cooling process docs not have a significant influence**on the overall conditions in the vcsscl.





FQUEN 0.2
**Min=0Max=1

**@@@4.0.3 BJS 12/22/95 - Clianged the value ofFQUEN from 0 or 1 to a
**realistic nominal value of0.2. This is an interinediate value between
**the experimentally-determined lower limitand values tliat would likely
**lead to fiillquenching.

**Ga@ 4,0.3 SMD 4/3/96 —FQUEN description was revised to reflec cluinges
**in subroutine DBBED which replaced the model parameter FCHF with a static
**value of 0.1. This removes the influcnce ofFCHF on conditions in-vessel
**while still allowing the user to investigate in-vessel debris heat transfer
**uncertainties using FQUEN.

**FQUEN is the multiplier to the flat plate critical heat flux for
**lower head debris bed quenching by overlying water. A value ",f0 rncans
**tliat thc metal layer is impermeable to water. In this case, heat is only
**transferred to the water by convection or conduction at thc metal
**surface. A value of 1 means that water can ingress into the metal layer
**and quench it at a mte controlled by the critical heat flux. This is in
**addition to the convection/conduction heat transfer at the surface.
**Adjusting the value ofFQUEN can bc used to investigate thc uncertainty
**associated with the ingression ofwater into the debris.

**With values ofFQUEN on thc order of 0.036 (an experimentally-dctermincd
**lower limit) thc core debris (at typical decay heat lcvcls) would not bc
**fullyquenched by an overlying water pool. For values on thc order of
**0.36 and higher, it would likelybe fiillyqucnchcd. Ifthc debris is
**not qiicnchcd by water ingression and ifgap cooling is neglected vessel
**failure will likely occur. On the other hand, gap cooling is an
~* effective mechanism rcgardlcss of the amount ofcooling due to water
**ingression.

**Used in subroutines LPDEB and DBBED.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

ECREPF 0.2 // Dimensionless
*~ Min = 0.0 Max = 1.0

**ECREPF is the at stnin failure for vessel ductile material. There is a
*~ substantial uncertainty associated with the stmin. However, as
*~ dctcrrnined by the uncertainty analysis, increasing or decreasing ECREPF
*~ by a factor of ten does not liavc a significant influenc on thc overall
*~ lower head wall cooling process. This is duc to thc stabilizing
**feedback between the creep rate and the wall teruperature. Specifically,
*~ ifthe creep rate is not large enough to provide a cooling path the wall
**becomes hotter, which increases the groivth mte until there is
**suflicicnt cooling ifwater is available in the lower plenum. Ifwater
**is not available, the vessel willstrain and fail regardless of the
**value ofECREPF.



**Lower head failure modes werc also investigated in the uncertainty
**analysis. Itwas observed tliat failure due to creep riipture is more
**likely than failure ofpenetration welds. The value of ECREPF did not
**significantly change thc conditions in the primary system or the time
**ofvessel failure.

// Units: [M,FT]XGAPPB 0.001 M
**Min=0.001 Max = 0.05

**@N 4.0.3 8JS 12/22/95 - Cliangcd thc value ofXGAPPB from 0.0002 to
**0.001, which is a more realistic lower limit.

**XGAPPB is thc minimum allowable thermal gap betwccn the particle bed and
**its surroundings: upper crust, metal layer, lower head and lower plcnuru
**structures. Without this constraining parameter, the calculated heat
**flux could be unrealistically high.

**Used in subroutine DBPED, DBBED
**Ncw for MAAP4.

XGAPO 100.c-6 M // Units: [M,FT]
**Min = l.e-6 Max = 300.e-6

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 CEH 2/14/96 - XGAPO is a new model paramctcr.

**XGAPO is the initial size of the gap betwccn thc debris and thc inner
**surface ofpenctrations in the lower head. Experinicnts performed at FAI
**(see Reference [I]below) have shown that. ifwater is present within the
**penetration at thc time of debris relocation into the penetration, thc
**noted gap willbc formed by vaporization ofwater embedded in
**niicro-scale cavities on the inner surface of the penetration wall. The
**presumption ofprcwxisting water is justified by the fact that water
**should reside in these penetrations (even in the case of a so-called
**"dry" lower head) unless thc pcnctration itself is thc site ofa priniary
**system break, which would render this issue moot.

**The experiments support a nomiiial initial gap of 100 microns with a
**nomiiial range of 1-300 microns. Ifthe initial gap itself is not
**suP.'cnt to prcvcnt wall overheating, the wall wilt strain due to
**creep (at elevated pressure) as its temperature increases, thus
**increasing the gap size and mitigating the heat transfer contributing to
**the overheat. Consult subroutine CRUST and its associated description
~* in thc MAAP4 User's Manual for details.

**PWR pcnetrations include instrument guide tubes. Consult the *PRIMARY
**SYSTEM parameter section for parametric details regarding penetration
**specifications.

~* Rcfcrcnces:

» 1. "Experiments to Address Lower Plenum Response Under Severe Accident
Conditions", Volume 1: Technical Report, EPRI TR-103389-VI,



Project 3130-02, Final Report, April 1,994.

FEMISD 0.80c0 // Dirnensionless
**Min=O.EO Max= 1.EO

**@@5 4.0.3 SMD 8/7/96 - FEMISD is a new model parameter.

**FEMISD is the emissivity for debris that is within RPV lower head
**penctrations. It is used in models such as subroutine CRUST, which
**predicts the pentration's therinal response to the introduction of molten
**debris and its subsequent potential for creep rupture. Specifically,
**CRUST uses FEMISD in the calculation of radiation heat fluxbetween the
**debris crust and thc penetration wall.

FEMISP 0.79e0 // Dimensionless
**Min = O.EO Max = 1.EO

**N 4.0.3 SMD 8/7/96 - FEMISP is a new model parameter.

**FEMISP is the emissivity for the RPV lower head penetntions. It is
**used in models such as subroutine CRUST, which predicts the pentration's
**thcrnial response to thc introduction of molten debris and its subscqucnt
**potential for creep rupture. Specifically, CRUST uses FEMISP in the
**calculation of radiation heat fluxbetween the debris crust and the
**penetration wali. FEMISP is also used in the radiation heat flux
*~ between the penetration wall and thc surrounding containmcnt atmosphere.

**Currently, CRUST uses FEMISP for all PWR pcnctration types. PWR
**penctmtions include instrument guide tubes. Consult the *PRIMARY
**SYSTEM paramctcr section for parametric details regarding pcnctration
*~ specifications.

FRCOEF 0.005 // Dimcnsionless
**Min=0.001 Max=0.1

**FRCOEF is the corium friction cocfflicient used to calculate the
**convective heat transfer coeflicient. The heat transfer cocfIicient is
**used to calculate the ablation rate of the reactor vcsscl wall. The
**heat transfer coefiicicnt, H, is based on the Colburn-Reynolds aiialogy
**for a Prandtl number close to unity:

**H = (FRCOEF * RHOC * C * U ) / 2

**Where: RHOC = corium density
C = corium specific heat
U = corium velocity through penetration

**Used in subroutine VFAIL.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.



TDSTX 0.1 S // Units: [S,HR]
**Min=0.0 Max=0.5

**TDSTX is the time delay afler corium contacts thc pedestal or cavity
**floor before a stcam explosion is triggered.

**Used in subroutine EXVIN.
**Usc in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

**STEAM GENERATOR PARAMETERS

FAOUT 0.3 // Dimensionlcss
**Min = 0.1 Max = 0.5

**QaQa@4.0.3 BJS 12/22/95 - Cltanged FAOUT from 0.2 to 0.3 to be consistent
**with other parameter fllcs and MAAP 3B.

**FAOUT is the fraction of S/G tubes carrying "out" flow in thc hot leg
**natural circulation model. Scc the description ofsubroutine HLNC in
*~ thc MAAP4 User's Manual for more information about this model.
**Specifying a value ofzero for FAOUT forces thc flowoff. This requires
~* using the sensitivity analysis option for *Model parameter checking in
**the input fllc. Thc nutgnitudc of'this parameter does not afl'cet BKW
**calculations unless it is set to zero to force thc flowoff.

**Used in subroutine HLNC.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

**Qa 4.0.3 CYP 8/15/96 - Sce thc ncw *Control paramctcrs JNUTUB and**JNBTUB which specify thc tube nodes for the crccp rupture calculations.

FERSGT 1 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = 0 Max =

1

~'ERSGT is the ratio of thc current steam generator hot tube thickness to
~* its original thickness. The decrease would bc due to erosion. This
**

parameter is used for hot tube creep rupture calculations.

**Used in subroutine PRISYS.
**New for MAAP4.

FBVSGT 0.0 // Dimensionless
**Min = 0.0 Max = 100.0

**@@ 4.0.3 CYP 8/15/96 - Added FERSGT for the ncw hot lcg creep rupture
~* model enhancement.



*~ FBVSGT is the bobbin voltage for the faulted tube. Ifthis value is
**greater titan 0 it is used to calculate thc faulted tube thickness instead
**ofparameter FERSGT. The tube thickness is corrclatcd to the burst
*~ pressure and bobbin voltage as follows:

Burst pressure: PBUKSI = -1.37EO*LOG(FBVSGT)-'.7.85EO
Tube thickness: XTHT= XTSG * PBUKSVI I.EO

where STSG is the input parameter for the tube wall thickness

**See also *Control parameters JNUTUB and JNBTUB which specify the tube
**nodes for the crccp rupture calculations.

**Used in subroutine PRISYS.

**FISSION PRODUCTS AND AEROSOL PROPERTIES

FP RAT -2.0 // Diniensionless
**Min=-6.0 Max=6.0

**QnQa@ 4.0.3 CYP 7/I/96 - Added options 3, 4, 5, and 6. Sec thc HEATFP
«and FPRELC subroutine descriptions for a discussion of the different
**models.

**FPRAT is the fission product release correlation and control paramctcr.
**The value is used to select the set of release correlations for fission
**products from the core:

+I or -I: NUREG-0772 model for the volatile fission products, Kelly's
correlation for the non-volatilcs.

+2 or -2: IDCOR/EPRI stcam oxidation model (Cubiccioti inodcl) for the
volatile fission products, Kelly's correlation for the
non-volatiles.

+3 or -3 CORSOR-M model

+4 or -4 CORSOR-0 model.

+5 or -5 ORNL-BOOTH model.

+6 or -6 CORSOR-M model for noble gases and Csl and CsOH; CORSOR-0
model for the rest of the fission product groups.

**The sign is used to select thc release limitations:

+ sign: release rates defined by correlations.

- sign: releases further limited by saturation vapor pressure for the



non-volatile fission products and structural materials.

**In MAAP the fission products are distributed into 12 groups. See the
***Fission Product section of this file.

** The following groups arc considered to be the volatile fission products.
1) Nobles
2) Csl+ Rbl
3) Tc02
6) CsOH+ RbOH
11) Tc2

Thc fission products in thc reniaining groups arc less volatile and arc
considered to be the non-volatilcs.

4) SrO
5) Mo02
7) BaO
8) La203+ Pr203+ Nd203+ Sm203+ Y203
9) Ce02
10) Sb

12) U02+ Np02+ Pu02

**Note that Te is assumed to be rclcascd as Te2, which can then be oxidized
**to Te02. Hence, the release rate for group 3 is zero for all the
**correlations. In addition, Te can bond with unoxidizcd Zr, which limits its
**rclcasc. This is accounted for in rclcase options 1 and 3 with the *Model
**paraincter FTENUR, in option 2 with the ~Model parameter FTENUR and in
**options 4, 5 and 6 with the multiplicrs in the *Fission Product section
**(see below).

**MAAPdoes not calculate relcascs for thc group 12 fission products.

**The CORSOR-M, CORSOR-0 and ORNL-BOOTH correlations require additioiral
**input, which is contained in the *Fission Product section of this file.

**Data sources: Scc FPRELC subroutine description for refcrcnces.

**Used in subroutines HEATFP, FPRELC and ROWFP.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

**@@@ 4.0.3 CYP 7/1/96 - Added net model parameters FPVMP and FPNVMP for
*~ fission product release inside ofa molten pool in thc core. Prior to**4.0.3 fission products could be released from all core nodes, including**those that coruprisc a molten pool cvcn though the pool is surrounded
**by enist nodes.

i'~ FPVMP and FPNVMP arc the fission product release flags for volatile and**non-volatile fission products, respectively, that control whether thc
~* fission products are rcleascd inside ofa molten pool in thc core. A.**molten pool is defined as the sct of nodes with molten material tliat arc
*~ surrounded by crust nodes. The parameters are used in subroutine ROWFP.



FPVMP 1

**Min = 0 Max = 1

// Dimcnsionless

= 0 - no volatile fission product release in molten pool nodes

= 1 - allow volatile fission product release in molten pool nodes
(as was always the case in prior revisions)

FPNVMP 0
**Min=0Max= 1

// Dimensionlcss

= 0 - no non-volatile fission product release in molten pool nodes

= 1 - allow non-volatile fission product release in molten pool nodes
(as was always the case in prior revisions)

FTEREL 0 // Dimensionless
**Min=0Max= 1

**FTEREL is the tellurium release flag. Specify a value of 1 iftellurium
**is released in-vessel, or 0 ifit is assumed to be totally bound up with
**Zircalloy. 0 is thc best-cstimatc value. FTEREL applies only to the
**releases calculated with thc Cubicciotti correlation (*Model parameter
**FPRAT= +2 or -2). Experimental evidence has shown tliat a significant
**amount of released Te tends to bind with unoxidized Zr. This paranlctcf
**should not be confused with inodcl parainctcr FTENUR.

**Used in subroutine HEATFP.
**Usc in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FTENUR
**Min=0

0.9
Max= 1

// Dimensionlcss

**FTENUR is the oxidized mass fnction limit to bind Te with unoxidized
**Zr. Ifthc calculated oxidized Zr nodal mass fraction is less than
**this limit, the Te rcleasc rate is limited; otherwise the Te release
**rate is not, as recommended in NUREG-0956. Experimental cvidcncc has
~~ shown that a significant amount of relcascd Te tends to bind with
**unoxidized Zr. This parameter applies only to the releases calculated
**with the NUREG-0772 correlation (*Model parameter FPRAT= +1 or -1).
~* This parameter should not bc confused with model parameter FTEREL.

**Used in subroutine HEATFP.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B PWR(inverse ofuse in 3B BWR).

FFPREL 1.0 // Dimcnsionlcss
**Min = 0.01 Max = 1.0



~* FFPREL is the multiplier for inshore fission product. and inert aerosol
**release rates. Itprovides a means for testing thc sensitivity of the
**results to release rates.

**Used in subroutines HEATFP and ROWFP.
**Usc in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B PWR (inverse ofSCALFP in MAAP3B BWR).

FCSIVP 1.0 // Dimensionless
**Min= -100.0 Max = 100.0

**The absolute value ofFCSIVP is a multiplier to the vapor pressures of
**Csl and CsOH for vapor/aerosol equilibrium. Absolute values less titan
**1.0 correspond to reactions tliat would cause a decrease in the vapor
**pressures (e.g., increased condensation into aerosols). Absolute. values
**greater than 1 are not physically meaningful for Csl and CsOH. Hoivcvcr,
**they allow users to indirectly simulate other iodine species tliat arc
**morc volatile.

**The sign ofFCSIVP is used to select onc of two CsOH vapor prcssure
**correlations. IfFCSIVP is positive, a correlation developed by Sandia
**is used. IfFCSIVP is negative a correlation developed by ANLfrom the
**JANAF tables is used.

**Long terat fission product release/rctcntion in the primary system can ~**be investigated by reducing FCSIVP to 0.1 and varying thc vapor prcssure
**nniltiplier for revaporization, FVPREV.

**Used in subroutine GROSSE.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

FVPREV 1.0 // Dimensionless'*Min = .01 Max = 2.0

**FVPREV is thc multiplier to the vapor prcssurcs ofCsl and CsOH for
~* rcvaporization calculations. It controls thc vapor/surface equilibrium.
**Avalue less than 1.0 enliances condensation froni thc vapor state, and
**hence can be used to simulate chemical reactions betwccn Csl and CsOH
**and structural materials. Avalue greater than 1.0 enhances
**rcvaporization. It is applicable in both thc primary system and
**contaimnent.

~* Used in subroutine GROSSE.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

XRSEED 0.3e-6 M // Units: [M,FTj
**Min = O. Ie-6 Max.=0.1e-5

**XRSEED is thc initial seed radius for thc hygroscopic aerosol growth**calculation.

*~ Data Source: IDCOR Report T85.2 - "Technical Support for Issue





"'* Resolution," 7/85.

**Used in subroutines FPTRAN, HYGRO and VAPRDF.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FAERDC 8.0 // Dimensionless
**Min=1 Max=100

**Qa@ 4.0.3 8JS 9/1/95 - Updated value ofFAERDC from 3 to 8 to be
**consistent with FAI scoping calculations.

**FAERDC is the ratio of the existing airborne aerosol nrass to the aerosol
**mass tltat would result in steady-state conditions (deposition rate ='*

source rate). This ratio is used to control the selection of thc decay
**or steady-state aerosol deposition correlations. Thc followingexample
**illustrates the use ofFAERDC.

a) From time = 0 to A: A compartment's aerosol environment is in
steady-state, i.e., thc rate at which aerosol mass enters thc
region equals thc rate at which it falls out. The steady-state
aerosol correlations are used.

b) At time = A: Thc aerosol source strength is reduced, but not
tcrminatcd.

c) From time= A to B: The aerosol mass in the region is much
larger titan the equilibrium (steady-state) mass at thc reduced
source strength (M*). Thc decay aerosol correlations arc then
used.

d) At time = B: The decaying aerosols begin to "feel the presence"
of the rcduccd source strength. At this time, a combination of
steady-state and decay correlations (transition) arc utilized
until thc equilibrium nrass is reached. This shiA. front the
decay to transition correlations is determined by FAERDC, i.e.,
when the airborne mass is smaller than the cquilbrium tnass (M*)
times FAERDC, the transition correlations are used.

**See the MAAP4 User's Manual subroutine FPTRAN description for further
**discussions of the aerosol correlations.

**Used in subroutines FPTRAN, FPTRRB and GROUP.
~* Usc in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

GSHAPE 2.5 // Dimensionlcss
**Min = 1.0 Max = 10

**GSHAPE is the gamma shape factor to account for non-spherical sltapes in
**thc aerosol coagulation calculations.

**Data Source: M. Epstein, P. Ellison, R. Henry, "Correlation of Aerosol
*~ Sedimentation", Journal ofColloid and Interface Science, 10/86.



~* Used in subroutines LAMIN,LAMG,ADJUST and AMDIST.
**Usc in MAAP4 = use in IvfAAP3B.

CSHAPE 1.0 // Dimcnsionless
*~ Min= 1.0 Max = 15.0

**CSHAPE is thc chi slrape factor to account for non-spherical slutpes of
**the aerosols in Stokes'aw for gravitational settling.

**Data Source: M. Epstein, P. Ellison, R. Henry, "Correlation of Aerosol
**Sedimentation", Journal ofColloid and Interface Science, 10/86.

**Used in subroutines LAMIN,LAMGand LAMTH.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

FEO 0.33 // Dimensionlcss
**Min = .33 Max = 1.0

**FEO is the aerosol collision eAicicncy. This variable multiplies thc**gravitational coagulation term in the kinetic equation ofaerosol
**coagulation and deposition. It is used in MAAP's inertial impaction and**gravitational sedimentation aerosol removal rate functions. A value of
**.33 represents thc Prupacher-Klctt ntodcl, which is the currently favored**model. At the other extrcme, a value of I for this variable rcprcscnts**the Fuchs model, which tnay be preferred for certain aerosol-rclatcd
**sensitivity studies.

**Data Sources: 1) H.R. Prupachcr &J.D. Klctt, "Microphysics of Clouds**and Precipitation," Rcidel, Dordrccht, Holland (1980). 2) N.A. Fuchs,**"The Meclranics ofAerosols," Permgamon, Oxford (1964).

**Used in functions LAMINand LAMG.
**Usc in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FEFFDR 0.02 // Dimensionless
**Min = 0.01 Max = 0.05

~* FEFFDR is the aerosol capture efficiency ofcontainrncnt sprays. This is**thc fraction of the total volume swept by the falling drops which is**cleansed ofaerosols.

**Used in subroutines FPTRAN, FPTRNP and FPTRRB**Usc in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

XRDB 0.01e-6 M // Units: [M,FTJ**Min= 0.01e-6 Max = 1.0e-6

**XRDB is thc radius ofaerosol particles rclcascd from debris beds into**overlying water pools. Adjusting this parameter allows users some
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**control over thc decontamination factor (DF) tltat is used to determine
**how ntueh of the aerosol ntatcrial released fronx the debris is captured in
**the water covering the debris beds. In general, the DF decreases as the
**particle radius is increased up to about 0.1 microns. Beyond that
**value, the DF increases with increasing particle size.

DF = ntass entering pool/tnass leaving pool

**Used in subroutine AERODF,
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FDFDB 1.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min=I.e-4 Max= 100

**FDFDB is a nutltiplicr to the calculated aerosol decontamination factors
**(DFs) for debris bcd releases into water pools. It was added in Rev.
**4.0.1 as part of the MAAP3B 19.01 upgrades. Note that the output pool
**DFs for the ic'th debris pool are DFADB(ic) 1'or aerosols and DFVDB(ic)
**forvapors.

**Used in subroutine AUXFP.
**Analagous to the DF multipliers in MAAP 38.

FDFJJ 1.0 // Dhncnsionless
**Min = I.e-4 Max = 100

**FDFJJ is a nmltiplier to the calculated aerosol decontamination factors
**(DFs) for containment junction rclcascs into water pools. It was added
**in Rcv. 4.0.1 as part of the MAAP3B 19.01 upgrades. Note that thc
**output pool DFs for thc j'th junction flow arc DFAJt'j) for aerosols and
**DFVJ(j) for vapors.

**Used in subroutine AUXFP.
*~ Analagous to thc DF multiplicrs in MAAP3B.

FDFBS 1.0 // Dimensionlcss
**Min= I.e< Max = 100

**FDFBS is a multiplier to the calculated aerosol decontantination factor
~* (DF) for stcam genentor tube rupture rclcascs into thc water pool
**should the brcak be covered. Itwas added in Rcv. 4.0.1 as part of thc
**MAAP 38 19.01 upgrades.

**Used in subroutine AUXFP.
**Analagous to thc DF multiplicrs in MAAP3B.

**KUTATELADZENUMBERS FOR CRITICALVELOCITYCALCULATIONS



**Kutateladze numbers are coefficients used in the calculations of the
**velocities necessary for thc entrainment (fluidization) ofa liquid by a
**gas. These critical velocities are calculated as follows:

**UCRIT = K * ((G * SIGMA * (DLIQ- DGAS))/DGAS"2)~.25

**where K = Applicable Kutateladze munber
G = Acceleration ofgravity
SIGMA = Surface tension of the liquid
DLIQ = Liquid density
DGAS = Gas density

**Thc actual velocities are compared with the critical velocities. Ifthe
**actual velocity exceeds thc critical velocity then there is cntraimnent.
**The values of the Kutateladze numbers are dependent. on thc flow regime,**as discussed below. The higher thc value, thc morc difflcultit is to
**entrain the liquid. The calculation of the critical velocities is done
**in function UCRDR. Sec the description of this function in the MAAP4
**User's Manual for further infortnation.

FCHF 0.1 // Dirnensionless
**Min=0.0036 Max=0.3

¹¹
Qa@Qa 4.0.3 BJS 12/22/95 - Changed the value ofFCHF from 0.14 to the**best-estimate value of0.1.

**8 4.0.3 SMD 4/3/96 —FCHF description was rcviscd to reflec clutnges**in subroutine DBBED which replaced the model pammetcr FCHF with a static**value of0.1.

**FCHF is the flat plate critical heat flux (CHF) Kutatcladze number.**This number applies to the case ofpool levitation ofdroplets from a**heated surface in contact with an overlying water pool. The critical**velocity marks the transition from a churn-turbulent pool to a fluidize**bed ofdroplets. It is used for ex-vessel debris heat transl'er only.**Model pammcter FQUEN is used to influenc in-vessel debris heat transfer.

» Thc NUPEC/FAI uncertainty analysis addrcsscs thc influenc ofFCHF on**ex-vessel debris coolability. Large values (on the order of0.1)**represent cflicient water ingression, resulting in eoolable debris.
**Small values (on the order of0.036 to 0.0036) rcprcsent impermeable**debris. The uncoolable debris transfers energy to concrctc, resulting**in concrete erosion and subsequent pressurization of the containmcnt.**Hence, the value ofFCHF has a strong influenc on containmcnt failure.

**Some experiments suggest a value of0.14 for FCHF. Bcnchmarking results**of the SWISS metal-water-concrete experiment give 0.1 as thc**best-estimate value. Other cxperimcnts with more prototypic materials**show lower heat transfer rates. To evaluate the sensitivity of reduced**heat transfer betwccn a debris bed and an overlying water pool, reduce**FCHF to 0.02. This willgreatly dccrcase the heat flux into the water**pool, and as a result, greatly increase the heat flux into the vessel or
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**concrete.

**Note that since FCHF no longer applies to debris in the vessel lower head,
**the user cari reduce the value ofFCHF to model non-eoolable debris in the
**contaimncnt without influencing conditions in-vessel.

**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FCRHY 0.3 // Dimensionlcss
~*Min=0.1 Max= 1.0

**FCRHY is the core hydrodynamic limitKutatcladze number. This number
**applies to the case where liquid droplets would be entrained in the gas
*~ stream and kept from coming in contact with the core rnatcrial. FCRHY
**is used in the core when thc core lias lost its rod-like geomctiy.
**(Parameter FFLOOD is used when the core geometry is intact.)

**Usc in MAAP4 = use in MAAP38 PWR.

FFLOOD 3.0
**Min=2.0 M;w.=4.0

// Dimensionlcss

**FFLOOD is the flooding Kutateladze nuiubcr. This number is used to
**calculate the critical velocity for the case of flooding of liquid
**films. This flooding niarks the transition froin slug to anmilar flow,
**which is caused by the instability of waves on the surface of the
**liquid. Such a case could occur when gases passing through thc cavity
**in a PWR containmcnt are capable ofpushing thc nioltcn core debris into
**the lower compartment. Note that the critical velocity is multiplied by**parameter FENTR for corium and ivatcr entrainment from thc cavity or
*~ pedestal.

*~ Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FDROP 3.7
**Min = 3.0 Max = 5.0

// Dimcnsionlcss

**FDROP is the dispersed droplet floivKutatcladze mmiber. It is used to
**calculate thc critical velocity for the transition from annular to
**dispersed droplet flow.

**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FENTR 100.0
**Min = 0.2 Max = 100

// Dimensionlcss

**FENTR multiplies the critical velocity to rcprcscnt thc difficulty
**(> 1.0) or ease (< 1.0) for debris and water to bc entrained out of the
**cavity or pcdcstal. It applies to thc critical velocity calculated with
**either FFLOOD or with a hardwired value of3.0.
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**Thc gas velocity following reactor vessel failure is compared to the
**modified critical velocity to determine ifthc gas velocity is
**suflicient to entrain debris or water out of the cavity or pedestal. A
**large value (100.0) is used ifthe user wishes to prevent dispersal.

**The main factors tliat influence the actual velocity in the flowpath
**through and out of the cavity or pedestal arc the differential pressure
**between the reactor vessel and the cavity or pedestal and the area and
**resistance of thc flow path. The differential pressure is largely a
**function of the accident scenario, while thc flowarea and resistance
**are primarily a function ofplant-specific geometry. In general,
**entrainment is more likely for high prcssure vessel failure sequences
**in plants with a small flowarea and little resistance in the flowpath
**than it is for low prcssure vessel failure sequences in plants with a
**large flow area and considerable path resistance. Setting FENTR to 1.0
**cmpliasizcs the dependence on accident sequence characteristics, i.e.,
**high or low vcsscl failure pressure, and minimizes the influence of
**plant geometry. Entrainment will then take place in virtuallyall high
**prcssure vessel failure cases, but mrely ifever in low vessel
**pressure failure cases.

**Data source: IDCOR P4VR IPE Source Term Assessment Methodology
**(FAI Rcport 85-58)

**Used in subroutine AUXEVT.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

FCHTUR 1.53
**Min = 1.0 Max = 5.0

// Dimensionlcss

**FCHTUR is the cluirn-turbulent critical velocity coefficient. It is used
**for calculating the critical superficial gas driflvelocity for a
**churn-turbulent bubbly flow rcgimc, UCRCT:

UCRCT = FCHTUR * (G * SIGMA * (DLIQ - DGAS))/ DLIQ"2)".25

**where G = Acceleration ofgravity
SIGMA = Surface tension of liquid
DLIQ = Liquid density
DGAS = Gas density

**DATASOURCE(S): Y.Y. Hsu and R.W. Graham, "Transport Processes in Boiling
**and Two-phase Systems", McGraw-Hill,New York, 1976

**Used in function UCRCT.
**Usc in MAAP4= use in MAAP3B.

**VOID FRACTIONS



FSPAR 1.35
**Min=0Max=5

// Dimensionless

**FSPAR is the sparged pool void fraction coefficien. It is used in the
**drift flux model to calculate the void fraction for bottom-spargcd steam
**injection into a water pool. FSPAR is an empirical correlation factor
**for the one-dimensional flow theory which accounts for the fact that the
**void distribution and velocity profile across the pool are non-uniform.

ALPHA= LAMBDA/ (I + (FSPAR * LAMBDA))

**where ALPHA = Void fraction
LAMBDA= Ratio of superficial gas velocity to driftvelocity

**Used in subroutine VFSPAR.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

FVOL 2.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min=1.0 Max=2.5

**FVOL is the volumetric stcam gcncration void fmction coefficien. It
**is used in thc drift flux model to calculate thc average void fraction
**for a water pool with a volumetric stcam source:

ALPHA= LAMBDA/(2 + (FVOL * LAMBDA))

**where ALPHA = Average void fraction
LAMBDA= Ratio ofsuperficial gas velocity to drift velocity

**Used in subroutines VFVOL, AVVOIDand VSLFLO (BWR only).
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B for VFVOL (other routines arc new for MAAP4).

**FLOW COEFFICIENTS

FCDBRK 0.75 // Diinensionlcss
**Min = 0.1 Max = 1.0

**@Qa 4.0.3 BJS I I/17/95 - The value has been changed froin 0.7 to 0.75 for
**consistency with thc other parameter files.

**FCDBRK is thc discharge cocfficicnt for flows through prinuiry system**breaks except steam generator tube ruptures. It is also used for BWR
**generalized openings and BWR vessel failure. Thc calculated flows
**determine the primary systeni dcprcssurization rate and thc rate of





«energy deposition to thc containmcnt. The flow is determined as
**folloivs:

WLOCA= ABRK* G * FCDBRK

**where ABRK = LOCA break area (parameter ABB or AUB for PWRs, ALOCA
for BWRs)

G = Mass flux (a fiinction ofvoid fmction)
FCDBRK = ((F * L/D) + K)"-.5
F = Friction factor
L/D = Pipe equivalent length to diameter ratio
K = Sudden expansion loss coefficien

**Note: The discharge cocfflcients for floiv through PWR gcncralpad
**openings and vcsscl failure are input paramctcrs FCDGO(I) and FCDVF,
**respectively. The discharge coeflicicnt for steain genentor tube
**ruptures is 1.

**Data Sources: Plant FSAR - LOCA analyses section

*"Used in subroutines WFLOW and KRESIS.
**Usc in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FCDVF 0.75
**Min = 0.1 Max = 1.0

// Dimcnsionless

**Thc absolute value ofFCDVF is thc primaiy system discliargc coefIicicnt
**for vessel failure. IfFCDVF is sct to a ncgativc value watc. is not**alloived to come back into thc priniary system.

**Used in subroutine PRISYS.
**New for MAAP4.

**HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER PARAMETERS

HTCONC 5.c3 W/M~*2-C // Units: [W/M*~2-C,BTU/FT**2-HR-Fj
**Min= O. le-5 Max = O. le+7

**@QnQa 4.0.3 BJS 8/29/95 - Added HTCONC to PWR parameter files.

**HTCONC is the conduction heat transfer coefflcient between fiicland**cladding for covered fuel nodes. When thc fuel expands it can come into**contact with the cladding, and heat can bc conducted across thc contact**points. The total heat transfer coefIicient between the fuel and the**cladding is the sum of this conduction coeflicient and the radiation
~* coeflicient. HTCONR is the comparable conduction term for uncovered**fuel nodes.
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**Used in subroutine COVER.
¹¹ Ncw for MAAP4.

HTCONR 750.0 XV/M¹¹2-C // Units: [W/M**2-C,BTU/FT**2-HR-F]
**Min= O. le-5 Mai = O. le+7

**@@@4.0.3 BJS 8/29/95 - Added HTCONR to PWR parameter files.

**HTCONR is the conduction heat transfer cocfficicnt between fuel and
**cladding for uncovered fiiel nodes. When the fuel expands it can come
**into contact with the cladding, and heat can bc conducted across the
**contact points. Thc total heat transfer coefiicicnt bctwccn the fuel
**and thc cladding is thc sum of this conduction coefficient and thc
**radiation coefiicicnt.

**Used in subroutine ROW.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

HTFB 300.0 W/M¹¹2-C // Units: [W/M¹¹2-C,BTU/FT¹¹2-HR-F]
**Min=100.0 Max=400.0

**HTFB is thc cocfiicient for filmboiling heat transfer froin corium to an
**overlying pool.

**Used in routines dealing with heat transfer I'rom corium.
**Usc in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

CDCMLP 2.75 // Dimensionlcss
¹*Min= 1.0 Max=100.0

**Qa@4.0.3 BJS 8/30/95 Added CDCMLP to PWR paramctcr files.

**CDCMLP is thc exponent for the two-phase debris pool heat transfer
**coefficient correction factor. It is used for debris in the lower
**plenum in the same way that *Model parameter CDU is used for debris in
**the containmcnt.

**Used in subroutine DBBED.
**New for MAAP4.

HTCMCR 3500.0 W/M**2-C // Units: [W/M¹¹2-C,BTU/FT¹¹2-HR-F]
**Min = 500.0 Mm 10000.0

**HTCMCR is the nominal dowmvard heat transfer cocfiicient for convective¹* heat transfer from molten corium to the lower crust for corium-concrete
**interaction calculations. It is used to calculate the actual heat
**transfer coefiicient, HTD, via thc expression

HTD=HTCMCR¹(1-FSOL)**CDU



**where FSOL is the corium solid fraction, and CDU is another *Model
**pammeter.

**HTCMCS is the equivalent heat transfer cocfficient for sideward heat
**transfer. They may or may not be the same value. Based on the BETA
**experiment the downward heat transfer coefficient should be larger
**than the sideward coeflicient.

**Used in subroutine DECOMP.
**Neiv for MAAP4 (HTCMCR in MAAP3B has a differen definition).

HTCMCS 3000.0 W/M**2-C // Units: [W/M**2-C,BTU/FT**2-HR-F]
*~ Min = 500.0 Max = 10000.0

**HTCMCS is the nominal sideward heat transfer coefficient I'or convective
*"'eat transfer from molten corium to thc side crust for corium-concrete
**interaction calculations. It is used to calculate thc actual heat
**transfer coefficient, HTS, via the expression

HTS=HTCMCS*(1-FSOL)**CDU

**where FSOL is thc corium solid I'raction, and CDU is another *Model
**parameter.

~* HTCMCR is the equivalelit. heat transfer coefficient for dowmvard heat
**transfer. Scc above.

**Used in subroutine DECOMP.
**Ncw for MAAP4.

CDU 2.75 // Dimensionless
**Min = 1.0 Max = 3

**CDU is thc exponent used to calculate thc dowmvard and sideward heat**transfer cocfficicnts for convcctivc heat transfer from molten corium to
**the lower and side crusts, rcspcctively, for corimn-concrete
**interaction calculations. See the descriptions ofHTCMCR and HTCMCS
'44 abc n

**Used in subroutine DECOMP.
**New for MAAP4.

FGCRXS 1.0 // Dirncnsionless
**Min = 0.0 Max = 1.0

**@@ 4.0.3 BJS 8/30/95 Added FGCRXS to all parameter files.

**FGCRXS is thc fraction ofoff-gas from sideward corium-concrete
**interactions that cntcrs the molten corium pool. Thc rcmaindcr bypasses**the pool. Gas entering the molten pool significantly affects the



**chemical reactions. In particular, thc addition of the gas Increases
**the Zr oxidation and subsequently thc concrete erosion. Benchntarking of
**the DECOMP model with cxperimcnts such as the BETA tests has shown
**bcttcr agreement when the off-gas is assumed to enter the pool. In
**MAAP3B, only ofi'-gas from lower (floor) interactions is assumed to enter
**thc pool. This is modeled in MAAP4 by setting FGCRXS to 0.

**Used in subroutine DECOMP.
~* New for MAAP4.

HTSTAG S50.0 W/M**2-C // Units: [W/M**2-C,BTU/FT**2-HR-F]
**Min = 10.0 Max = 5000.0

**HTSTAG is the natural circulation (reactor coolant pumps ofi) steam
**generator prinrary side heat transfer cocfiicient when single- or
**two-plrase natuml circulation is occurring in tile coolant loops. Note
**that the coolant velocity and void fmction distribution arc not
**computed under these conditions.

**Used in subroutines HXFRSG and QSGCV
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

HTBLAD 0.0 W/M**2-C // Units: [W/M**2-C,BTU/FT**2-HR-F]
**Min = 0.0 Max = 500.0

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 BJS 12/22/95 - Added HTBLADto the PWR parameter fllcs.

**HTBLAD is thc heat transfer cocfiicicnt that is added to the core node
**to water heat tnnsfcr cocfflcicnt to correct for thc fact tlrat there is
**relatively greater heat transfer from thc control blades to the cooler
**bypass flow. Thc heat transfer between the control blades and thc
**bypass flow is not explicitely modclcd. Instead, the core node to
**water heat translcr is increased via HTBLAD.

**Used in subroutines COVER and ROW.
**Use in MAAP4 changed compared to use in MAAP3B.

SCALH 1.0
**Min = 0.5 Max = 10

// Dimensionless

**SCALH is thc scale factor for heat transfer cocfflcicnts for heat
**transfer to passive heat sinks.

**Used in various heat tmnsfcr routines.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

**FUPOOL, FDPOOL amd FSPOOL arc used in subroutine HEATUP to multiply thc**convective heat transfer coefiicients for heat transfer between two
**crust core nodes (IGTYP=4), between two molten pool core nodes (IGTYP=5)
**and between a crustand a molten pool node. They are for upward,





**dowmvard and sideward heat transfer, respcctivcly. These paramctcrs
**allows users to evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the highly
**uncertain molten pool natural circulation phenomena. The heat. transfer
**calculations are discussed in Section 3.6 of the HEATUP subroutine
**description in thc MAAP4 User's Manual. These parameters are new for
**MAAP4.

**ee 4.0.3 BJS 8/30/95 - Added *POOL panmeters to the PWR parameter
**files.

FUPOOL 1.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = 0.01 Max = 2.0

FDPOOL 1.0
**Min= 0.01 Max = 2.0

// Dimensionless

FSPOOL 1.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min=0.01 Max=2.0

FNUDRP 18.0 // Dirnensionlcss
**Min=2 Max=30

**FNUDRP is the Nusselt nuinber to govern heat conduction into droplets,**c.g., from containment sprays. Availablc data suggests that this
**variable is independent ofdroplet,diameter. The rccommcndcd value of
** 18 is consistent with both cxpcrimcntal evidence and theoretical
**derivations that consider thc effects ofcirculatory flow patterns
**within a droplet.

**Data Sources: 1) A. Lckic, "Thc Rate ofGrowth of Drops During Condcn-
**sation," M.A.Sc. Thesis, University of Waterloo (1970). 2) R. Kronig
~* &J.C. Brirtk, "On the Theory ofExtraction from Falling Droplets,"
*~ Appl. Sci. Res. (1950), Vol. A2. 3) E. Kulic, "An Experimental and**Theoretical Study of Simultaneous Heat and Mass Transfer Applied to
**Steam Dousing," Phd. Thesis, University ofWaterloo (1976).

**Used in subroutine SPRAY
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FXOCD 1.0 // Dimensionless
**Min = 1 Max = 1.0e4

**eel 4.0.3 BJS 8/29/95 - Added FXOCD to WICE and WLD parameter files.

**FXOCD dcflncs the water level, as a the fraction ofXOJUNC, which is**nccded to cause complete condensation of steam by pools submerging**containmentjunctions. XOJUNC(J) is specified in the topology section**for each junction J. It is the water height above which the junction**is considered shut for gas flow. XOJUNC is sct to the height of the the**junction for vertical junctions, i.e., junctions in walls. FXOCD
**applies to both vertical and horizontal junctions.



**Used in subroutines AUXCFLand AUXFLO.
**New for MAAP4.

**EMISSIVITIES

**The emissivities arc used in various radiation heat transfer
**calculations. Their usc in MAAP4 is the same as in MAAP3B. The only
**exception is EGAS, which is a new parameter for MAAP4. It is used in
**subroutine ROW. Data sources for cmissivitics are heat transfer texts
**or tables.

EW .9 // Dimensionlcss
**Min=0.8 Max= 1.0

**EW is the cmissivity of water.

EWL 0.85 // Dimensionless
**Min=0.7 Max=1.0

**EWL is thc emissivity of walls.

EEQ 0.85 // Dimensionlcss
**Min = 0.7 Max = 1.0

"'*EEQ is the emissivity ofcquipmcnt.

ECM 0.85 // Dimensionless
**Min = 0.7 Max = 1.0

**ECM is thc cmissivity of corium surfaces.

EG 0.6 // Dimensionlcss
**Min = 0.5 Max = 1.0

**EG is the emissivity ofgas. It is csscntially the emissivity ofstcam
**because the cmissivity of the other gases are generally small.

EGAS 0.1 // Dimensionless
**Min = 0.001 Max = 1.0

**EGAS is the cmissivity of steam.



**DIRECT CONTAINMENTHEATING (DCH)

**There are two models in the code I'rDCH, thc MAAP3B scoping model,
**subroutine DCH, and a more mcclianistic model, subroutine DCH1, which is
**new for MAAP4. To use the DCH model set the value ofparameter FCMDCH
*~ to a positive value. To use the DCHI model set. the value ofparameter
**FENTRC to a positive value. Do not sct them both to positive values
**because these models arc mutually exclusive. Additional *Model
**parameters used in the DCHI model are FDENTR, FWEBER and FPDIF. All
**five of these parameters are discussed below.

**Thc DCHI model applies to cavities where debris can be relatively easily
~* dispersed into the containment, i.c., through open instnimcnt tunnels.
**Itdoes not apply to containmcnts in whicii the entrained flow would pass
**through thc vessel support skirt or tight instrument passages. For
**these configurations any DCH modeling should be done with thc older
**model.

**Functionally, both DCH inodels can be used in thc BWRand PWRcodcs.
**However, they have not been tcstcd in the BWR code, and their usc for
**BWRs is currently not rccornmendcd. Gcnenlly, the geometry ofa BWR
**containmcnt preeludcs substantial debris dispersal and pressurization by
**DCH. Sce thc discussion in "Approximate Source Tcrrn Methodology I'or
**Boiling Water Reactors," FAI/86-1.

FCMDCH 0.0
**Min = 0.0 Max = 0.5

// Dimcnsionless

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 BJS 10/I/95 - In order to avoid conflict in thc code with the

**DCH1 ruodel, thc value of FCMDCH has been set to 0.0 in all of thc sample
**pammeter files. A value of0.5 is recommcndcd when the DCH inodcl is to
**be invoked. This value is considered by FAI to bc an upper bound, as
**discussed below.

**FCMDCH is the fraction of the entrained corium mass which is assurncd to
**be finely fragmented and to interact completely (scnsiblc heat and
**oxidation) with the gas of the contaimnent compartment to which it is
**entmined. A value of0.0 would be used to rnodcl wavelike displacement
**ofcorium between two compartments. Avalue of 1.0 would represent the
**maximum possible breakup ofdebris and thc maximum potential for high
**containmcnt pressure. This parameter can bc viewed as an cflicicncy
**factor tliat allows the cflective heat transfer and hydrogen production
**to bc controlled between two physical bounds. Note that hydrogen
**combustion during DCH can be caiised by flying hot particles, and this
~* can be simulated by a parameter change to turn on a fictitious igniter
**in thc region that is receiving debris.

**Calculations documented in IDCOR Report 85/2 and the PWR IPE Source Tenn
**Assessment Methodology (FAI Report 85-58) indicate that a value for
**FCMDCH should typically be less than approximately 0.1. Avalue of0.5
**is recommended as an upper bound. This value is based on a comparison



**of containment pressure and tempemture predictions calculated by MAAP3B
**with those from the SNL/IET-5 experiment. Note that unlike the nominal
**values of the other model parameters, this value ofFCMDCH is a maximum
**value because the IET-5 experiment does not take into account the
**mitigating effects of:

1. Co-dispersal ofoverlying RPV water with the corium. As
demonstrated by the integral clfects test (IET-2) in thc Surtscy
facility, this would bc an additional heat sink that would serve to
suppress DCH peak pressures and, in particular, thc tcmpemturcs in
the containment.

2. Steam-filled RPV used for blowdown in thc experiments. In
contrast, the actual system would have a substantial mass fmction
of hydrogen that could limitthe extent of hydrogen generation due
to stcam-metal oxidation within the entmined debris.

3. Debris surrogate with a relatively high metal content in the
expcrimcnts. The surrogate was not prototypic ofcorium composition.
It generally contained chromium and aluminum along with large amounts
of iron, which might have yicldcd a non-prototypic amount ofhydrogen
from oxidation. For example, the debris found in the TMI-2 lower
plenum is essentially all oxidic. Also, vapor phase burning of
aluminum may have contributed to non-prototypic hydrogen gencmtion.

4. Experiments and MAAP3.0B both postulate worst-case RPV failure at
the bottom of thc vessel. MAAP4 allows for failures at the top of
thc lower plcnmn hemisphere surge linc, and hot leg, etc. These
failure locations could prcvcnt or mitigate thc DCH contaimncnt
loading.

5. The experiment simulated 30 tonncs of debris in the lower plenum.
MAAPcan have upwards of 100 Tonnes at vessel failure. Entrainment
mte limitations call into question thc validityofdirect scaling
of FCMDCH equal to 0.5 from 30 to 100 tonncs.

**The above is indicative of thc complex nature of this phe'nomcnon,
~* requiring the noted conscrvatisms within the cxpcriment design. In view
**of this, ifFCMDCH=0.5 results in unacceptable containmcnt pressures, it
**is rcconunended that this value be used as thc upper bound in a
~* sensitivity study. This approach is especially relevant in view of
**geometry-specific contaimncnt considerations which arc not addressed by**the noted test series.

**The calculated entrainment rate during a DCH event is also depcndcnt**upon *Model paramctcr TTENTR, which is the cntrainmcnt time constant.
~* Increasing TI'ENTReffectively decreases thc cntminment rate by**extending the entrainment over a longer time period. Like pammeter**FCMDCH, the uncertainty in the nontinal value ofTTENTR should be
**considered in a DCH sensitivity study.

**Used in subroutine DCH.
**Usc in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.



TTENTR 0.5 S // Units: [S,HR]
**Min = 0.1 Max = 10.0

**TTENTR is the corium debris entraimnent time constant for the DCH model,
**and the water entrainment time constant for both thc DCH and DCHI
**models. The time constant is the effective time that it willtake to
**empty the pedestal or cavity of entrained corium and water. The models
**in MAAPassume tlrat thc discharge nutss flowrate is thc current total
*~ mass divided by TTENTR. Scc the discussion for FCMDCH for comments
**about TTENTR.

**Used in subroutines AUXREG, DEBRIS and ENTRAN
**Usc in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

FCMA 0.0 // Dimensionlcss
**Min=0 Mar= I

**FCMA is the fraction ofcorium, water and gas that is displaced/
**entrained duc to reactor vessel blowdown that goes to thc second
**receiving contpartmcnt. The capability to simultaneously displace/**cntmin from the cavity to the upper and lower compartmcttts was added in**Rev. 4.0.1 as part of the MAAP3B 19.01 upgrades. Simultaneous**entrainment only applies to the scoping DCH model, subroutine DCH. The**junctions used for displacement/entrainment are identified bv *Pointers
**parameters JENTR and JENTRA.

**Used in subroutine DEBRIS.
**Usc in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B.

**The following four paramctcrs are used for thc DCHI model. These**parameters had been in thc *Debris section of the parameter file. They**were moved to the *Model parantetcr common block for Rcv. 4.0.1, and arc**now listed in the *Model pammctcr section.

FENTRC 0.0
**Min = 0.0 Max = 1.0

// Dimensionlcss

**FENTRC is thc multiplier for thc entrainment efficiency for the DCHI**model. This parameter is provided to allow the user to control the**amount ofentrained material for DCH sensitivity analvscs. Ifit, is sct**to 0 the mechanistic DCH model is not used.

FWEBER 10.0
**Min=0.0 Max= 100.0

// Dimensionlcss

**FWEBER is the Weber munbcr used in thc calculation of the diameter of**the debris particles that arc created during the entrainment process for**the DCHI model. Increasing the Weber nun)bcr means that it is morc**difficultfor particles to form.



**Reference: "Fundamentals of the Hydrodynamic Meclianism of Splitting in
**Dispersion Processes," J. O. Hinze, et. al., A.I.Ch.E. Journal, Vol. 1,
**No. 3, 1955.

FPDIF l.e-8 M*~2/S // Units: [M**2/S]
**Min = O.le-l I Max = O.le-07

**FPDIF is the diffusivityof fission products migrating through the
«molten material for the DCH1 model. It is used to calculate thc fission
**product release from the particulated debris.

**NOTE: The units ofdiffusivityare not converted in thc code. Hence,
**thc value for FPDIF should be in SI units (m**2/s) even for a pararnctcr
**file tliat is in British units. (1 m**2/s = 3.875c4 ft**2/hr)

**Rcfcrcnce: W. Jost, "Diffusion in Solids, Liquids. Gases," Academic
**Press, NY, 1960.

FDENTR -1.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min=-1.0 Max=1.0

**FDENTR is the dc-cntrainnient efficiency to account for entrained mass
*~ that would be lost due to impaction on structures for the DCHI model.
**Ifa positive value is specified it is the actual de-entrainment
**efficiency. Ifa value of -1 is specified thc code calculates a
**de-cntrainmcnt eAiciency according to thc SNL Walker model. Only the
**remaining cntraincd mass is used for thc DCH (heat transfer and
**oxidation) calculations, while thc total (original) entrained inass is
**used for the fission product release calculations.

**ACTIVITYCOEFFICIENTS

**Activitycoeflicients arc used in thc METOXAchemical equilibrium model
**for debris pool and fission product rcleasc calculations. They adjust**the cxtcnt of thc reactions to take info account non-ideal behavior as
**determined by cxpcrimcnts. A value of 1.0 means tliat the ideal
**reactions are used. The cocflicicnts are used in subroutine CHRX in the
**same way tlnit they arc used in MAAP3B. FAC lias been added for MAAP4.

FASI 0.01 // Dirnensionless
**Min = .0001 Max = 1.0

**FASI is the activity coefficient for Si02.

FASR 0.05 // Dimcnsionless





**Min = 0.001 Max = 1.0

**FASR is the activity coeAicient for SrO.

FABA 0.05 // Dimensionlcss
**Min = 0.001 Max = 1.0

**FABA is the activity coefficient for BaO.

FAKO 1.0e-8 // Dimensionlcss
**Min= O. le-9 Max = O. Ie-5

**FAKO is the activity coeflicient for K20.

FAC 100.0 // Dintcnsionlcss
*~ Min = 0.0001 Max = 1000.0

» Qa@4.0.3 BJS 8/29/95 - Added FAC to thc WICE parameter file.

**FAC is the activity cocliicicnt for carbon. A value greater than onc
**prevents the complete reduction ofcarbon, i.e., CO and not C willbc
**produced.

**COMBUSTION

**Combustion of H2 and CO is calculated in subroutine FLAMMand its
**descendant routines. The *Model paranteters tltat control combustion arc
**listed below.

**To completely disable contbustion for sensitivity studies sct TJBRN equal**to 3000 K, TAUTO equal to 3000 K, and DXHIGequal to l.

TJBRN 1060. K // Units: [K,FJ
**Mi»=900 Max=1900

**TJBRN is the temperature ofa H2 jet entering a non-inerted compartment
**which is sufficient to cause a local burn. Ifhot, hydrogen-rich and/or
**carbon monoxide-rich gases are transported into cooler, oxygen-rich
**regions, ignition is possible without an ignition source forjct,
**tcmpemturcs grcatcr tlran or equal to TJBURN (typically 1060 K). A
**sensitivity case with TJBRN set to 3000K willdisable jct burning, and
**demonstnte containment performance for larger global burns simply
*~ because more H2/CO willbc available for global burns.

**Data source: HEDL-TME78-80.

**Used in subroutine CBURN.





**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

TAUTO 983. K, // Units: [K,F]
**Min=750 Max=1200

**TAUTO is the auto-ignition temperature for hydrogen and carbon monoxide
**burns. A global burn willoccur in a region ifthc gas temperature
**cxcceds TAUTO rcgardlcss of the fuel concentrations in the region., As
**with TJBRN, increasing TAUTO to 3000K willallow H2/CO to build up so
**that containment performance for larger global burns can be
**demonstrated.

**Used in subroutine FLAMM.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

XSTIA '.75 // Dimensionlcss
**Min=0.55 Max=0.75

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 BJS 9/l/95 - Changed thc.value ofXSTIAfront 0.55 to 0.75 I'or

**consistency with thc other parameter files.

**XSTIA is the steam mole fmction required to inert an H2-Air-H20 mixture
**at incipient auto-ignition. At region gas tetnperaturcs just below
**auto-ignition, this steatn ntole fmction willprevent a burn.
**Flantmability limits for high incrtant concentration and high tempcraturc
~* arc sensitive to thc value ofXSTIA.

**Used in subroutine FLAMM.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

DXHIG 0.0 // Dimcnsionless
**Min = -0.04 Max = I

**DXHIG is the offset H2 and CO mole fraction for ignition of a flammable
**mixture when there is no obvious source of ignition, c.g., during a
~* station blackout sequence. DXHIG is added, or subtracted ifnegative,
**to thc dowmvard flammability limit. Ignition (global burns) willoccur
**ifthc H2 or CO mole fraction exceeds thc limitplus the offset.
**Blackout scquencc results are sensitive to this variable ifa
**sufficiently high H2 concentration exists and DXHIGis set to a large,
**positive value, e.g., 0.9.

~* Used in subroutine FLAMM.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

FLPHI 2.0 // Dimensionless
«*Min=OMax= 10

**FLHPI is the flame flux multiplier. This is the coefficient in the
*"continuity equation ofMAAP's cotnbustion model tltat takes into account





**uncertainties in area, flame speed and density. The nominal value of
**2.0 yields good agreemcnt with experimental data. Avalue of 10 is
**recommended iffans, purges or sprays are working. FLHPI influence the
**burn time, and subscqucntly the pc% compartment pressures and
**tcmpcraturcs.

**Used in subroutine IGBURN.
**Use in MAAP4 = use in MAAP3B.

**MATERIALPROPERTIES

**The following paramctcrs, TOXMP through STML, werc moved to thc *Model
~* pammcter section in Rev. 4.0.1. They are user-speciflcd material
**properties for debris, and are used in subroutine TMATRL. This
**subroutine is used when *Control parameter IUSETD is set to 0. (When**IUSETD is sct to 1, subroutine TDEBRI is used.) TMATRLgives the
**properties ofa n>ixturc ol'metal and oxidic debris. Iron, nickel and
**chromium and their oxides are grouped as metals. The remaining
**components of the debris are grouped as oxides. TMATRLis used for
*~ properties of debris in thc RPV and in debris jets from thc RPV to thc
**containment. TDEBRI can also bc used for thcsc applications. TDEBRI is
**ahvays used for debris in the containment; TMATRLis not applicable in
**the contaimncnt.

**In TDEBRI the material properties are based on a uniform cotnposition and
**an equilibrium state in the debris. There is considemblc uncertainty
**regarding thc distribution and the thermal and chemical states of thc
**constituent materials. TMATRLprovides thc means for investigating thc
**impact of thc unccrtaintics in the resulting nuttcrial properties on such
**things as RPV failure time.

**NOTE: The nominaVdcfault values of thc TMATRLinput parameters werc
**determined from hand calculations. They are based on PWR compositions,**and do not take into account BWR fuel cans and control blades.

TOXMP 2500.0 K // Units: [K,F]**Min = 1000.0 Max = 5000.0

**TOXMP is thc melting point ofoxidic debris.

LHOX 1.5e5 J/KG // Units: [J/KG,BTU/LB]
**Min = 1.0e4 Max = 1.0e7

*~ LHOX is thc latent heat ofoxidic debris.



UOXMP 12.65c5 J/KG // Units: [J/KG,BTU/LB]
**Min = 1.0e4 Max = 1.0e7

**UOXMP is the specific energy of solid oxidic debris at its melting point.

CPOX 514.0 J/KG-C // Units: [J/KG-C,BTU/LB-F]
**Min = 100 Max = 1500

**CPOX is the specific heat ofoxidic debris.

KOX 3.0 W/M-C // Units: [W/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]
**Min=1.0 Max= 100.0

**KOX is the thermal conductivity ofoxidic debris.

DOX 9100.0 KG/M**3 // Units: [KG/M**3,LB/FT'i*3]
**Min=5000.0 Max= 1.0e4

**DOX is the density ofoxidic debris.

VSCOX 6.c-3 KG/M-S // Units: [KG/M-S,LB/FT-S]
.**Min = I.c-4 Max = I.c-2

**VSCOX is thc viscosity ofoxidic debris. Note that the units of
**viscosity ivcre not converted properly prior to Rev, 4.0.2. A factor of
**0.0283 was used to convert from British to SI units. As of Rev. 4.0.2,
**the correct factor of 1.49 is used.

STOX 1.0 KG/SEC**2 // Units: [KG/SEC**2]
~* Min = 0.1 Max = 10.0

**STOX is the surface tension ofoxidic debris.

**NOTE: the units of surface tension are not converted in the code. Hence,
**the value for STOX should be in SI units (kg/sec**2) cvcn for a
**parameter file that is in British units. (1.0 kg/sec**2 = 0.069 Ibf/II)

TMLMP 1700.0 K // Units: [K,F]
**Min = 1000.0 Max = 5000.0

**TMLMP is thc melting point of thc metal.

LHML 2.8c5 J/KG // Units: [J/KG,BTU/LB]
**Min= 1.0e4 Max= 1.0c7

**LHMLis the latent heat of the metal.



UMLMP 7.376e5 J/KG // Units: [J/KG,BTU/LB]
**Min= 1.0c4 Max = 1.0e7

**UMLMP is the specific energy of the solid metal at the melting point.

CPML 558.0 J/KG-C // Units: [J/KG-C,BTU/LB-F]
**Min = 100.EO Max = 1500.EO

**CPML is the specific heat of the metal.

KML 35.0 W/M-C // Units: [W/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]
**Min=I Max=100

**KMLis the thermal conductivity of the metal.

DML 7370.0 KG/M*~3 // Units: [KG/M**3,LB/FT~*3]
**Min = 5000.0 Max = 1.0c4

**DML is thc density ol'the inetal.

VSCML 6.c-3 KG/M-S // Units: [KG/M-S,LB/FT-S]

**VSCML is the viscosity of thc metal. Note that the units ofviscosity
**werc not converted propcrlv prior to Rcv. 4.0.2. A factor ol'0.0283 was
**used to convert from British to Sl units. As of Rcv. 4.0.2, thc correct
**factor of 1.49 is used.

**Min = I.e-4 Max = l.c-2

STML 1.0 KG/SEC**2 // Units: [KG/SEC**2]
**Min=0.1 Max= 10.0

**STML is thc surface tension of the metal.

**NOTE: thc units of surface tension are not converted in the code.
**Hence, the values for STOX and STML should be in SI units (kg/sec**2)
**even for a parameter file tliat is in British units. (1.0 kg/sec**2 =
**0.069 Ibf/ft)

**The following solidus and liquidus parameters are used with the phase-
**diagram model for niatcrial properties. This model is in subroutine
**TDEBRI, and is selected by setting *Control parameter IUSETD to 1. See**the above discussion regarding thc application of the TMATRLand TDEBRI**models. These parameters are new for MAAP4.



TSOLSO 1650.0 K // Units: [K,F]
**Min = 1400 Max = 2000

**TSOLSO is thc steel oxide solidus.

TLIQSO 1800.0 K // Units: [K,FJ
**Min = 1500. Max = 2100.

**TLIQSO is the steel oxide liquidus.

TSCS 1700.0 K // Units: [K,FJ
**Min=1500. Max= 1900.

**TSCS is the steel solidus.

TLCS 1740.0 K // Units: [K,F]
**Min=1550. Max=2000.

**TLCS is the steel liquidus.

**The following parameters arc used in functions PMSOL and PMLIQ, which
++ calculate the solidus and liquidus of iron plus a mixture ofother*"metals. The functions arc used in subroutine TDEBRI, thc phase-diagratn
~* tuodel. These pammetcrs arc new for MAAP4.

TFE2ML 1918.0 K // Units: [K,F]**Min= 1500.0 Max = 2200.0

**TFE2ML is the Fe2M ntelting point, whcrc M represents thc mixture of**other metals.

TMMS 2100.0 K // Units: [K,FJ

**TMMS is the solidus ofother metals.

**Min= 1400.0 Max = 2300.0

TMML 2200.0 K // Units: [K,F]

**TMMLis the liquidus ofother metals.

**Min = 1500.0 Max = 2400.0

FNEI 0.2 // Dimensionlcss
**Min = 0.05 Max = 0.3





**FNEI is the Fe mole fraction at the Fc-rich eutectic point.

FNE2 0,7 // Dimcnsionless
**Min=0.35 Max=0.95

**FNE2 is the Fe mole fraction at the Fe-lean cutcctic point.

TEI 1575.0 K // Units: [K,F]
**Min= 1000.0 Max = 1650.0

**TEI is thc Fe-rich eutectic temperature.

TE2 1200.0 K // Units: [K,F]
**Min = 1000.0 Max = 1750.0

**TE2 is the >nctal-rich eutectic tctnpcraturc.

FGCSSR 0.666666 // Dimcnsionless
**Min= 0.5 Max = 0.75

**FGCSSR is the critical H2 mole fraction below which thcrc is no
**Fe-steam reaction.

**Used in subroutines SSRACT.
**Use in MAAP4 = usc in MAAP3B PWR.

FFEOX 1.0 // Dimensionless
**Min = 0.75 Max = 1.333

**FFEOX is thc'parameter that adjusts the stoichiomctry of iron oxide from**FeO to Fc304. Decreasing FFEOX decreases the Fe304/FcO ratio.

**Used in subroutines SSRACT and BWRVSL (BWR) and PRISYS (PWR).**Use in MAAP4 changed from usc in MAAP3B PWR.

**CHEMISTRY

**The followingare used to calculate the pH ofcontainmcnt water pools.**The calculation, which is done in subroutine AUXFP, is ncw for MAAP4.

CKABA 8.73e-10 KG-MOLE/M**3// Units: [KG-MOLE/M**3]
**Min = I.c-13 Max = l.c-7

**CKABAis the disassociation coeIIicient of H3BO3 in water (in units of





**kg-mole/m3).

CHNO3 7.048e-13 // Dimensionlcss
**Min = I.c-16 Max = I.e-10

**CHNO3 is the coefficient for HNO3 radiolytic generation.

'**@ 4.0.3 BJS 8/29/95: OBSOLETE *MODELPARAMETERS:

**The following *Model pararncters are not used. They were obsolete as of
~* MAAP4.0. They were in pre-released versions of the code, and remained
**in thc sample parameter files.

**SCALU: scale factor for burn'elocity.

**LHEU: latent heat of fusion ofU-ZR-ZRO2 cutcctic

**TSB4C, TLB4C, TSBCS, TLBCS: B4C and B-C-Zr-S eutectic solidus and
**liquidus

*Concrete
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**This parameter section defines thc inputs for defining thc
**thermo-physical propcrtics of the concrete fioors and walls in
**contact with a corium debris pool.

**Gcnenl Guidance Concerning Concrete Data Acquisition:

** l. Unless otherwise stated, concrete properties arc for "pure" (i.c.,
unreinforccd) concrete.

**2. With rare cxccption, the concrete used in most nuclear plants falls
into three gcneml categories from a chemical/tlu rnial standpoint,
which are in turn described by their prcdorninant geological makeup;
I) Basaltic, 2) Limestone/Common Sand, and 3) Limestone.

**3. Dctcrmining which category applies to a particular plant is actually
morc important to MA'AP core-concrete interaction calculations titan
thc detailed concrete property data itself. Ifthc applicable cate-
gory can be ascertained, diffcrenccs in MAAP results betwccn gcncric
data for thc category and plant-specific concrctc data arc usually
small, and far less distinguishable than comparable differences
between generic data sets for the three concrctc catcgorics. Expcr-
iencc I}as shown that ifcomprehensive plant-specific concrete che-
mistry data cannot be readily acquired, there arc at least two good
alternatives for dctcrmining a plant's concrete category, and subse-



quently justifying the use of generic concrete data for MAAP:

a. Gcogmphy/Geology Relationship - Amongst the concrete's three
basic components (cement, sand, and aggregate), the aggregate
lias the largest influenc on which concrete category applies.
It is common (and economical) to obtain concrete materials from
sources in the same general area as thc plant site, and this is
especially tnie for aggregate. The plant concrete's geological
makeup, and therefore its chemical/thermal category, can almost
always be discovered by geographically pinpointing the aggre-
gate's source (i.c., quarry). Ifit is not already at hand,
obtaining data about thc overall geology ofa given geographical
area is relatively easy.

b. Limited Plant-Specific Data - Any plant-specific data
tliat is sufficien to at least loosely quantify onc or two kcy
mass fraction variables in this group is an adequate basis for

, identifying the concrete category. Thc key variables are CaO
niass fraction MFCN(2) and CO2 inass fraction, MFCN(2). Relatively
small values (below approxiinately 0.15 for CaO and 0.05 for CO2)
typifyBasaltic concrete. Relatively high values (above approx.
0.35 for CaO and 0.30 for CO2) are typical for Limcstonc concrctc.
Limestone/Common Sand values are generally within a range of0.25
to 0.35 for CaO and 0.15 to 0.25 for CO2.

**Possible data sources 1'or these paminctcrs arc:

1) Handbook ofChemistry 8'c Physics

2) JANAF Thcrrnochemical Tables

3) Thc Oxide Handbook

4) Thermodynamic propcrtics ofelements and oxides

5) Striictural concrete specification data

6) CORCON Manual

") Spectrographic analysis ofplant stnichiral cnncrcte sample

8) Plant structural concrete and/or steel (irnbcdmcnts) drawings

CPCNO 0.2131 BTU/LB-F // Units: [J/KG-C,BTU/LB-F)

**This parameter is thc average specific heat ofconcrete mass-avcragcd
**over the temperature range from 300 K to thc melting point;

CPCNO = Smn of ([CP(Tav)i * MFi]}

**Where: CP(Tav)i = Specific heat ofcompound "i",evaluated at Tav,



i = Compounds listed in MFCN(i), i.e., Si02, CaO, etc.,

MFi = Mass fraction of compound "i",MFCN(i)

Tav = Average concrete temperature,
= (Tinitial+ Tmelt) / 2

Where: Tinitial= Initial concrete tenlperaturc, and,
Tmelt = Concrete melting telnpcrature, TCNMP.

TCNMP 2336.0 F // Units: [K,F]

**This parameter is the melting temperature ofconcrete. The value should¹¹ be bet>veen the temperature lvhere the concrete begins melting, commonly
**referred to as the "Solidus", and the temperature lvhere it becomes
**complctcly liquid, refcrrcd to as the "Liquidus". These input
**parameters were best cstimatcd values used in the DECOMP MCCI
**benchmarks.

LHDEC 430.02 BTU/LB // Units: [J/KG,BTU/LB]

**This paralnetcr is the energy absorbed in endothermic chemical reactions
**during concrete decompositions.

LHCN 344.02 BTU/LB // Units: [J/KG,BTV/LB]

**This parameter is the concrete latent heat of melting.

**Name: MFCN(12) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**Parameter MFCN(i) is thc mass fnction of the i'th component of the¹¹ concrete, lvhcfc thc I th conlponcnt Is:

1) Si02
2) CaO
3) A1203
4) K20
5) Na20
6) MgO, MnO, or Ti02
7) Fc203
8) Fe

9) Cr203
10) H20
11) C02
12) 02

**The constituent mass fmctions should add up to 1. Do not sct the
**mass fraction of C02 to zero, even ifit is very small.

**Thc CaO mass fraction, MFCN(2), is one of thc key variables tlult



**distinguishes the plant's ovemll concrete category; i.e., Basaltic,
**Limestone/Common Sand, or Limestone.

**For the Fe mass fraction, MFCN(8), a value of0.0 should always bc
**specified, as MAAPactually accounts for thc niass ofmetallic iron
*~ through the rebar density variable, DCSRCN.

**Thc H20 mass fraction, MFCN(10), should be thc sum of free and chemically**bound H20.

**Thc CO2 mass fraction, MFCN(11), is one of the kcy variables that
**distinguishes the plant's overall concrete category; i.e., Basaltic,
**Limestone/Common Sand, or Limestone. Compared to the other concrete mass
**fraction input variables, it also lias a relatively strong iiifluencc on
**the gas generation rates produced by MAAP's corium-concrete interaction
++ calculations.

~* For the 02 mass fraction, MFCN(12), a value of 0.0 should always bc
**specified, as this particular mass fraction is actually used only for
**internal purposes by MAAP.

MFCN(1)
MFCN(2)
MFCN(3)
MFCN(4)
MFCN(5)
MFCN(6)
MFCN(7)
MFCN(8)
MFCN(9)
MFCN(10)
MFCN(11)
MFCN(12)

0.54
0.17

8.69c-2
2.59c-3
1.05c-2
4.82c-2
1.18c-2
3.20c-2

0.0
8.00e-2
1.00e-7

0.0

DCSRCN 5.41 LB/FT**3 // Units: [KG/M**3,LB/FT**3]

**This parameter is the rcbar density, the mass of rcbar per unit volume**of rcinforccd concrete. This value should be rcprescntative of the
**concrete floor and/or sidewall in contact with the corium debris pool.

**Specifying the Liquidus and Solidus Curves for the Core-Concrete Mixture.

**@@Qa 4.0.3 MAM11/20/95 The descriptions of the following ncw MAAP4**parameters were clarified.

**The liquidus and solidus curves must be dcflncd for the molten core-**concrete, UZO-CN, mixture. Given that thc y-axis is the temperature and**the x-axis is the mixture concrete fraction, the data points required to**define the curves are:

Liquidus Curve Solidus Curve
Tcmperaturc . Coinposition Temperature Composition



TLUZO
TCNLII
TCNLI2
TCNLI3
TLIQCN

0.0 TSUZO 0.0
FCNSOI TSOLCN FCNSOL
FCNS02 TSOLCN 1.0
FCNSO3

1.0

**These parameters arc inputs to subroutine UUZOSL to define the shape of
**the phase diagram. Thc shape of thc phase diagram should correspond to
**onc of the three plrase diagratn shapes as shown in Figurc I of the UUZOSL
**subroutine writeup of the MAAP4 User's Manual. Thc shape of the phase
**diagram depends on thc type of the concrete. Allparameters except TLUZO
*~ and TSUZO are described next. Paramctcrs TLUZO and TSUZO are calculated
**by functions PLIQ and PSOL given the fuel mixture composition. Note tlrat
**the last two points of thc solidus curve forms a plateau. Scc subroutine
**UUZOSL writeup for further details.

TLIQCN 2600.0 F // Units: [K,FJ

~* This parameter is the concrete liquidus tentpcraturc.

TSOLCN 2150.0 F // Units: [K,F]

**This pammetcr is the concrete solidus temperature.

FLCNSL 0.1 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the liquid fraction for pure CN+SO solid at TSOLCN,
**and it is used to model the congruent melting/freezing at TSOLCN.

FLCNLQ 0.9 // Dimcnsionlcss

**This parameter is the liquid fraction for pure CN+SO liquid at TLIQCN,**and it is used to model the congruent melting/freezing at TLIQCN.

FCNSOL 0.1 // Dimenstonlcss

**This parameter is the fraction of concrete composition point for thc
**start of the UZO-CN solidus curve plateau.

FLCNSO 0.1 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the liquid fraction for UZO-CN solid at FCNSOL, and
**it is used to model the congruent melting/freezing at FCNSOL.

TCNLI1 3716.3 F // Units: [K,F]



**@Qa 4.0.3 MAM This parameter was missing from ICE-like and TMIB&W-like
**pivr parameter files.

**This parameter is the first temperature point for the UZO-CN liquidus
**curve corresponding to FCNSOI.

TCNLI2 3680.3 F // Units: [K,FJ

**@QaQa 4.0.3 MAM This parameter was missing from ICE-like and TMI B&W-like
**paramctcr files.

**This parameter is the second temperature point for thc UZO-CN liquidu=
**curve corresponding to FCNSO2.

TCNLI3 3644.3 F // Units: [K,FJ

**QaQa 4.0.3 MAM This parameter was inissing from ICE-like and TMI B&W-like
**parameter files.

**This parameter is the third temperature point for the UZO-CN liquidus
**curve corresponding to FCNSO3.

FCNSO I 0.49 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is thc first concrctc fraction composition point for
**the UZO-CN liquidus curve corresponding to TCNLII.

FCNS02 0.5 // Diniensionless

**This parameter is the second concrete fraction composition point for
**thc UZO-CN liquidus curve corresponding to TCNLI2.

FCNSO3 0.51 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is the third concrete fraction composition point for
~* the UZO-CN liquidus curve corresponding to TCNLI3.

NIWALD -1 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is thc wall orientation for downward wall in contact
**with the corium pool. It is always set to -1.

NIWALS I // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is thc wall orientation for sidewall wall in contact
++ with tile cofluillpool. It is;ll'lv'lysset to 1.



**e@e 4.0.3 BJS 9/28/95 - Expanded definitions ofXWCNS and XWCND to
**indicate how thc paramctcrs arc used in the code (TR 3971).

**XWCNS is the thickness of thc sidewall and XWCND is the thickness of
**the floor in contact with a corium pool through which there willbe a
*~ temperature gradient. The waII or floor is divided into 10 coarse nodes
**plus 10 fine nodes, where the thickness of thc 10 fine nodes equals the
**thickness of 1 coarse node. The grid moves as the wall or floor ablatcs
**due to concrete attack. Temperature profiles arc calculated using this
**nodalization. Specifying a larger thickness willproduce coarser
**nodalization, and specifying a smaller thickness willproduce finer
**nodalization. Specifying a value larger titan 1.0 m is not recommended
**and was obscrvcd to give poor agreement in MCCI bcnchmarks with
**experimental data. These paramctcrs should bc set to the smaltt'.r value
**ofeither 1.0 m or thc actual thickness ol'the concrete because a,
**significant tcmperaturc gradient occurs only within 1.0 m. Users may
**want to reduce the values of these parameters to refine thc
**calculations, e.q., produce a smoother tempeniturc gradient, but thc
**impact is expected to be sniall.

XWCNS 3.28 FT // Units: [M,FT)

XWCND 3.28 FT // Units: [M FT)

FGMCCI

**This parameter is a benchmarking flag defining the geometry type:

= 1, Round
= 2, Round, no side erosion
= 3, Squyre, no side erosion

**It is always set to onc, and is clianged only for MCCI specific
**benchmarks.

TGOS 80.33 F // Units: [K,F]

** 4.0.3 MAM11/17/95 This parameter was missing from all parameter
**files.

**Parameter TGOS is for MCCI DECOMP benchmarking only. It is used only
**when thc wall is a DECOMP sidewall and the parameter HTEXT is non-zero.
**When HTEXT is non-zero thc DECOMP sidewall outer surface losses heat at
**thc rate specified by HTEXT * (Tsurf - TGOS).

**eel 4.0.3 BJS 3/20/96 - Corrected units. Value was 300 F when it should
**have been 300 K = 80.33 F.

**Ice 4.0.3 MAM11/17/95 Allthe Young's modulus and stress loads werc moved



++ to Contaimncnt Stress - Strain Failure paramctn section where it belongs.

*Timing
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**Parameter section Timing falls into two categories: I) it defines
**several timing interval inputs, and 2) it defines several limiting rate
~* ofcliange quantities for code hardwired critical quantities.

**The list ofTiming variables was expanded from thc sample parameter
**files to include parameter variables that arc norinally sct in the input**file which can be clianged during MAAP scqucncc, and to include output**parameter variables of interest. tliat are in common block timing. These
~* arc listed aAer all input parameters.

*~ The units label for this paraincter section was corrected from british
**to metric. Variables TDFQMN, TDFQMX, and MDFPMN were affected. @4.0.3

TDMAX 20.0 S // Units: [S]

**This parameter is the maximum MAAP tinie step. TDMAXmust be specified**in seconds regardless ol'the units selected (SI or British).

**Warning: TDMAXis used at the beginning of a nui to sct up heat sink
*~ nodalization based on the Courant limit. Users can cliangc TDMAXduring a**run, but they should not change it to a value greater than that used at**thc beginning. Changing it to a higher value will result in nuincrical**problems.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 BJS 3/8/96 Note that for a steady-state sequence it is**recommended that TDMAXbe reduced to values on the order of I second for

*~ BWRs and 10 seconds for PWRs for stability.

TDMIN 0.005 S // Units: [S]

**This parameter is thc mininium MAAP time step. TDMINmust be speciTicd**in seconds regardless of thc units selected (SI or British).

TDFQMN 1.0 S . // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is thc minimum plot interval frequency at which data**willbe written out to thc plot files. The plot intervals willnot**be smaller than TDFQMN for all plot files. Sec AUTODTand PLTMAP**subroutine write-ups in the MAAP4 Users Maruial for additional**infornration about how the plotting freqiicncy is set.

TDFQMX 300.0 S // Units: [S,HR]



**This parameter is the maximum plot interval frequency at which data
**willbe written out to the plot files. The plot intervals willnot
**be larger than TFDQMXfor all plot files. Sec AUTODTand PLTMAP
**subroutine write-ups in the MAAP4 Users Manual for additional
**information about how the plotting frequency is set.

TDMVIE 200. S // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the time interval at which the MAAP4-GRAAPHmovie
**playback data file is written.

**Since nmning time is at a premium, it is essential for MAAP to have an
**efficient mechanism for thc selection of time step size. Thc selection
**method is implemented in tivo routines, INTGRT and INTGFP, which each
**select a time step size based on a sct of selected state and rate
**variables. These two time steps arc used to integrate all the variables
**in both the thermal-hydrmilic and fission product MAAP inodcls over to
++ the current time step to the next onc. Selection algorithms arc explained
**in the INTGRT and INTGFP subroutine descriptions in thc MAAP4 Users Mamial,**Volume 2.

**Thc set of state variables used in determining the maximum usable tilile
**step size are those specified by thc user using the parainetcr file
**section *Integration, and those hardwircd in MAAP, typically in routines
**INTGRT and INTGFP. The followingTiining paramctcr variable definitions
**for thc maxinuim allowable change fractions for time step size selection
**apply only to the hardwircd set of state variables. Each change
**fraction description identifies what state process variable is used.
**After the time step sizes liavc bccn computed for all thc sclectcd state
**variables, the mininmm tiinc step size ofall process is then selected.

**In general, significantly relaxing thc typical values shown below for**these variables is not rccornruended, as slow MAAPoperation times are
**virtuallyalways attributable to other causes.

MDFPMN 0.05 KG // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is the ininimum inter-node fission product nuiss change**considered when sclccting time step in fission product models. It is
**used with parameter variable MFCHFP.

MFCHFP 0.025 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the maxinuim allowed fission product mass cliangc**fraction per MAAP timcstep. It is used in sclccting the timcstep size**based on the rate of fission product mass (greater than MDFPMN) transfer**between cornpartmcnts and between compartment and reactor vessel.



MFCHMX 0.025 // Dimcnsionlcss

**This pammeter is the maxinuun allowed water mass change fraction per
**MAAP timestep. It is used in selecting the timestep size based on water
~* mass change in the primary system or in the broken steatn generator when
**either system is about to go solid.

FTGCHX 0.02 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the maximum allowed primary system pressure cltangc
**fraction per MAAP timestep. It is used in selecting the timestep size
**based on primary system pressure rate ofchange.

FPPSHL 0.01 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is thc maximum allowed primary system pressure cltange
**fraction during half'-loop opcmtion pcr MAAP timestep. It is used in
**selecting the largest allowed timestep size based on primary system
**prcssure rate of change. This panmctcr supersedes parameter FTGCHX
**during half-loop operation.

FMCHX 0.025 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the maximum allowed ntass cltange fraction pcr MAAP
**timestcp. Currently it is not used.

FUCHX 0.02 // Dirnensionlcss

**This parameter is thc maximum allowed energy change fraction per MAAP
**timestcp. It is used in selecting the timestep size based on the rate
**ofenergy changes of fuel, cladding, control rods, control blades, and
**water rods materials during core hcatup.

0.02 // Dimensionless

**This paratneter is the maximum allowed gas tcmpcraturc change fraction**per MAAP timestcp. It is used in selecting the timestcp size based on
*~ all cotnpartment's (containment and auxiliary building) gas temperature
**rate of'change.

**OO@4.0.3 12/14/95 MAM Added note about combustible gas burning
+~ excessively controllhlg the tllnestcp.

**The value of this parameter may be relaxed from 2 to 10 percent**especially for MAAP scqucnccs where excessive combustible gas burning**occured which in turn significantly reduced the overall MAAP run time due**to spiking gas temperature without cltanging thc ovcnll MAAP results.



FWCHX 0.50 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is the maximum allowed water mass cliange fraction pcr
**MAAP timestcp. It is used in sclccting the timcstcp size, based on all
**compartment's water mass rate ofcliangc.

FVCHX 0.05 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the maximmn allowed water volume change fraction per
**MAAP timestcp. Currently it is not used.

FPCHX 0.05 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the maximum allowed pressure change fraction pcr
**MAAP timestcp. It is used in selecting the tirncstep size based on all
**compartment's gas pressure rate ofchange.

**A list of timing input parameter variables normally set in thc input
**file is presented next, some which may be of intcrcst.

**TTPRNT Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the tabular output and restart file print interval.
**It defines the interval at which the tabular output and restart file are
**written. It is normally set in the input lile using PRINT INTERVALIS
**statement. It can bc cliangcd during a MAAP run using opcratcr action or
**local parameter change for finer or coarser print intervals.

**TILAST Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the sequence cnd time. It defines the time at which
**the MAAP sequence is to end. Normally it is set in the input file using
**the END TIME IS statement. It can bc set equal to the current problem
**time variable TIMduring a MAAP run using opcntor action to terminate
*~ thc scqucnce iminediatcly.

**TTSTAT Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the MAAPGRAAPHdisplay interval. It defines the
*~ time interval at which the MAAPGRAAPHgraphical display is refreshed.
**This is normally sct in the input file using the DISPLAY INTERVALIS
**statement. It is also set via a pulldown memi in the MAAPGRAAPH
**gmphical picture.

**A list of timing output paranicter variables is presented next, some
**which may be of interest.

**TIOP Units: [S,HR]

**This paramctcr is the operator intcrvcntion time.





Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is th" current MAAPaccident time.

Units: (S,HR]

«This parameter is thc current MAAPaccident timestcp.

**NCRTEQ Units: [Dimcnsionlcss]

**This parameter is the index of the state variable controlling the timestcp.

**TDOLD Units: [S,HR]

**This pammctcr is thc previous MAAPaccident timestcp. This is the
**actual time step used in integrating MAAP state variables, before the
**current timestep.

**TIMRAT Units: [S,HR]

**This parmneter is the ratio ofMAAP tiincstcp to hardware CPU tiniestep.
~* It is used as a ineasurc ofcontinuous numerical perlormance, and it is
**platform specific.

**TDNEW Units: [S,HR]

**This paiarnctcr is the current initial guess for the MAAP timestep before
**the ICALL=3 iteration.

**TIUX Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the user dcfincd event code intervention time.

**TDHUCL Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the largest allowed timcstep size which is limited by
~* the rate ofenergy change in the cladding.

**TDHUCR Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the largest allowed timestcp size which is limited by**thc rate of energy change in the controlhvatcr rods.

**TDHUU2 Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the largest allowed timestcp size which is limited by
**the rate ofenergy change in the fuel.

Units: [S,HR]**TDHU

**This parameter is the largest allowed timcstep size for subroutine
**HEATUP as determined from the mininuun ofall individual component
**largest allowed time step sizes.



**TDAUXM Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is thc largest allowed time step size due to compartment.
**gas ntass fraction rate ofchange. The allowed gas mass fraction change
**fraction per MAAP timcstep is hardheaded at 50 percent.

**TIPRNT Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the tabular and restart output time.

**TDINV Units: [I/S, I/HR]

**This parameter is thc inverse ofMAAP timcstep TD.

**TISCRM Units: [S,HR]

*~ This parameter is the reactor scram time.

**TIVF Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the reactor vcsscl failure tiine.

**TDPXU Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is thc largest allowed time step size due to debris pool
*~ upper cnist energy rate ofchange. The allowed crust energy change
**fraction per MAAP timcstcp is hard-coded at 2.5 percent.

**TDPXE Units: [S,HR]

**This pararnetcr is thc largest allowed time step size due to debris pool
**embedded criist energy rate ofchange. Tlie allowed cnist energy
**change fraction per MAAP tiniestcp is hard-coded at 2.5 percent.

*~ TDPXL(5) Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the largest allowed time step size duc to debris pool**lower crust energy rate ofchange, The allowed crust energy change
**fraction per MAAP timcstcp is hard-coded at 2.5 percent.

**TDAVG(25) Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the plot file timcstcp size between plotting interval
**for the i'th plot file.

**TDPZR Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the largest allowed timcstep size for pressurizer
**rates ofchange, dctermincd by subroutine PZR via a call to FLOEXP.

**TIDENT Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the time at which DCHI entrainment ends.
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*Integration Control
¹¹¹¹4¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹

**This parameter section is for user-defined integration control in
**selecting which parameters niay be used to control the MAAP time step
**size. This parameter section is used in addition to the hardkvircd
**time step control paramctcrs defined in the ¹Timing parameter section.

**Since running time is at a prcniium, it is essential for MAAP to Iiave an
**eQicient mechanism for the selection of time step size. Thc selection
**method is implemented in tkvo routines, INTGRT and INTGFP, kvhich ea=h
**select a time step size based on a set of selected state and nte
**variables. These two time steps are used to integrate all thc variables
**in both the thermal-hydrmilic and fission product MAAPmodels over to
**the current time step to thc next one. Selection algorithnis are explained
**in the INTGRT and INTGFP subroutine descriptions in thc MAAP4 Users Mallllal,
**Volume 2.

**Thc set of state variables used in dctcrtnining the maximum usable time
**step size are those specified by the user using the parameter file
**section *Integration, and those liardwircd in MAAP, typically in routines
**INTGRT and INTGFP. The follokvingTiining paramctcr variable definitions
**for thc maxinuim allokvable change fractions for tirnc step size selection
**apply only to the liardwired set ofstate variables. Each change
**fmction description identifies what state process variable is used.
**AAcr thc time step sizes have been computed for all thc selected state
**variables, thc ininiinum time step size ofall process is then selected.

**There arc thrcc methods ofcontrolling the MAAP time step in this
**paramctcr section. These are:

l. fractional change limitation,
2. threshold specified explicitly, and
3. threshold spccificd by rcfcrcncc to paramctcr input.

**Each of these methods is explained next. Note that only SI units are
**allowed.

** 1. Fractional cliangc limitation:

**This method calculates the time step size as the absolute of:

maxinnint allowed fractional change * current value / current rate

**kvhcrc the value and the rate arc tlie state variable and corresponding
**state rate ofcliangc variable, respcctivcly. Note tliat this is the same
*¹ method used in subroutine INTGRT for thc luirdwircd sct ol'state and rate
**variables.

**The input syntax for this method is:



**INDEX R X-NAMEF-NAMEF-CHANGE X-MIN X-IviAXTRUE ¹I FALSE ¹2

**where: INDEX = index of limitingvariable
R = a fractional change (i.e., a rate) limitation
X-NAME = state or auxilary variable name
F-NAME = rate of change variable name
F-CHANGE = maximum allowed fractional clutnge
X-MIN = mininntm value ofX-NAMEfor limitation
X-MAX = maximum value ofX-NAMEfor limitation
TRUE ¹I = used when cvcnt ¹1 is true
FALSE ¹2 = used when event ¹2 is false

**Thc INDEXdoes not have to be sequential. The "TRUE ¹I" and "FALSE
**application to situations where specific MAAPevent flags or codes are
**true or false. When TRUE ¹I is true the time step control is on, When
**FALSE ¹2 is false the time step control is on. Either "TRUE" or "FALSE"
**or both "TRUE" and "FALSE" conditions can be used.

**Example:

**1 R MSTPS FMSTPS 0.05 I.EI I.E10 TRUE 25

**The time step limitingvariable ¹1 is MSTPS and the corresponding rate of
**change variable is FMSTPS. The maxinn>m allowed fractional change is 5%
~* during a time step. IfMSTPS <10 kg it is not used to limit thc
**time step. IfMSTPS > I.e10 kg it is not used to lintit the tinte step.
**It is used only when event code 25 is true, i.c., the primary system
**is using the noncquilibriutn thcrmodynan>ic tnodcl.

**2. Threshold Value ExplicitlySpeciTicd:

**This method (and the third third method calculates the time step size as
**the absolute of:

(current value - threshold value) /current rate

**where the value and the rate arc the state variable and corresponding
*~ state rate of change variable, respectively. It is provided as a means
**ofcontrolling the rate ofchange about some abrupt change in conditions
**such as opeing reliefvalves, ctc. Thc calculated time step size will
~~ be relatively large until the current value approaches thc threshold
**value.

**The input syntax for this method is:

~* INDEX T X-NAME F-NAME THRESH
**INDEX T+ X-NAME F-NAME THRESH
**INDEX T- X-NAME F-NAME THRESH

**where: T = a threshold limitation both ascending and descending
T+ = an ascending threshold limitation
T- = an descending threshold limitation





THRESH = the threshold value

**Example:

**2 T+ PPS FPPS 17.5E6

**The time step limitingvariable ¹2 is PPS and the corresponding rate of
**change variable is FPPS. The time step ivillbe limited only ifthe FPPS
**rate term is positive, e.g., ascending and about the threshold boundary.

**3. Tlueshold Variable Specified by Reference:

**This method is identical to thc second method discussed above except
**that instead of a explict threshold number, a threshold parameter
**variable can be specified instead.

++ Tile input syntax for tliis nlctliod is:

**INDEX T X-NAME F-NAME T-NAIVE

**ivhcre: T-NAME= the variable name for thc threshold

**Example:

**3 T+ PPS FPPS PPZSVL

**The time step limitingvariable ¹3 is PPS and the corresponding rate of
**change variable is FPPS. The time step >vill bc limited only ifthe FPPS
**rate term is positive, c.g., ascending and about the threshold boundary**dcfinc by paramctcr variable PPZSVL.

**For all User Defined Event Codes sec the *USEREVT parameter section

**Primary System Gas Mass ******************~**************************

I R MSTPS FMSTPS 0.025 I.E1 I.E10 FALSE 685
2 R MH2PS FMH2PS 0.025 I.E I 1.BIO
5 R MSTBS FMSTBS 0.025 I.E1 I.EIO FALSE 158
6 R MSTUS FMSTUS 0.025 I.EI 1.E10 FALSE 167

44 Priniaiy Systeiii Water Mass 444444444444444o44'44'44444444444444444444484

7 R MWBI FMWBI 0.025 I.E2 1.EIO FALSE 10
8 R MWUI FMWUI 0.025 I.E2 I.EIO FALSE 10
9 R MACUM FMACUM 0.025 1.E2 I.EIO
10 R MWCR FMWCR 0.025 I.E2 I.EIO TRUE 686
11 R MWDC FMWDC 0.025 I.E2 I.EIO
12 R MUHI FMUHI 0.025 I.E2 I.BIO
13 R MWBS FMWBS 0.025 1.E2 1.E10 FALSE 158
14 R MWUS FMWUS 0.025 I.E2 1.EIO FALSE 167





**Priniary Systein Gas Temperature ************~~************************

15 R TGPS FTGPS 0.02 I.E2 I.E4 TRUE 25

**Reactor Pressure Vessel Failure *************************************

16 R XRVP FXRVP 0.02 I.E-3 I.EIO TRUE 3

**Lower Plenum Debris **~**********************************************

**@Qa 4.0.3 MAM12/8/95 Increased the low limitfrom I.c4 to 2.e6
I7 R UCMPS FUCMPS 0.5 2.E6 1.EIO TRUE 3

**Compartment Mass and Energy ************~**********~******~**~*******

18 R MSTRB(9) FMSTRB(9) 0.05 I.EO I.EIO FALSE 132
19 R UGRB(9) FUGRB(9) 0.05 I.EO I.EIO FALSE 132

END
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General Notes

**In addition to the following notes citing general forniat and structure
**of this pammeter file section, it is recommended that the user consult
**the following refcrenccs in thc MAAP4 User's Manual:

i) the PLTMAP subroutine description in Volume 2, and
ii) the PLOTFIL section within the Gcncral Input Decks description

in Section 3 Volume 1.

**These references, which contain csscntially the same information,
**provide dctailcd inlormation that is the basis for the abridged notes
**here. The foriner and latter rcfcrcnccs describe plot file definitions
**in the *PLTMAPsection of thc parameter file and in the PLOTFIL section
**of thc input deck, respectively.

** I) This parameter file section enables user-definition of the number
and content ofplot file outputs from the code as well as the plot
point frequency; tliat is, thc time spacing between plotted data
points. This section allows a maximum'of 25 plot files and 99
variables per plot file.

**2) Plot file definitions can be made in the input deck using the same
format as that discussed for the *PLTMAPsection. As noted above,
consult the PLOTFIL section in Section 3 Volume I of the User's



Manual.

**3) Variables in nearly all MAAPcommon blocks can be designated within
a plot file. Exceptions arc variables in conunon blocks that contain
both real and integer variables and variables in some utilitycommon
blocks, To simplify the distinction between eligible and ineligible
cornrnon blocks, a list ofeligible common blocks is available upon
request from the MAAPMaintenance Group.

**4) UNITS CONVERSION WARNING:

A corrcspondcnce betw'ecn thc MAAP naming convention and physical
quantity units exists. For instance, variable names beginning with
"TD"arc assumed to be time variables with units of seconds (SI) or
hours (BR).

Virtuallyall input paramctcrs conform to this convention, which
facilitates correct units conversion for British input parameters.
However, since potential plotted output variable encompass a much
larger group, spanning all eligible common blocks, it cannot be
categorically assured tliat all output variables willconform to thc
naming and units convention.

For example, array SIGW(x,y) is thc stress in the nodes of the RPV
lower head. However, it does not conform to the naming convcntlon.
String "SIGW" is not aAliatcd with any units in thc convention.
Therefore, it is assumed dimcnsionless and has no British conversion
factoi;

In a worst.case scenario, a nonconforming variable may become
afIiliated with thc wrong units. For example, the name ofa
non-conforming flow rate may be such that it is erroneously assumed
to have prcssure units pcr thc convcntlon. In this c;lsc, thc lvfong
conversion factor would be affiliated with the variable.

Therefore, while most variables do conform to thc convention, if
there is a doubt regarding conformity, the variable in question
should bc plotted in SI units. This willeliminate a potentially
erroneous conversion to BR units.

**5) Plot file frequency format within *PLTMAPparameter section:

The frequency ofdata acquistion for all plot. files is defined by
the following linc within the *PLTMAPsection:

FREQ <minimum plot period> <maximum plot period>

The bounding plot frcqucncics arc expressed in terms ofa minimum
and maximunl tirnc period between data points. For instance, the
specification:

FREQ 1.0 300.0



sets thc minimum and maxium time periods at 1 and 300 seconds,
respectively.

Note, when using this format, the bounding tinic periods should
ALWAYSbe expressed in terins of seconds, regardless of thc
prevailing units dcsigriation within this parameter file section.

Tlie FREQ statement can also be specified in the PLOTFIL section of
the input file. Consult thc PLOTFIL description withiiiSection 3

Volume I of the MAAP4 User's Manual.

~* 6) Plot file frequency format within *TIMINGparameter section:

An equivalent method of establishing the bounding time periods for
plotting is thc specification ofparameters TDFQMN (miniirumiplot
period) and TDFQMX (niaximum plot period) in the *TIMINGsection.
This method allows for units specification other titan SI (seconds).

These parameters can also be defined within the input file via a
local parameter change or operator action.

**7) Plot file definition Iormat:

A plot file definition begins with the PLOTFIL definition statement:

PLOTFIL <file spec> // <comment>

where <file spec> = a filellalllcof 'i FORTRAN lllli'tllillnbcr
<comnicnt> = a comment string, such as a description of thc

plot lile contents

The definition ends with either a PLOTFIL dclinition statement for
another plot file or the END statcmcnt. Also, the character strings
" / " or " // "

(spaces included) can be used to indicate the start
ofa dcscriptivc comment string, (Thc use of" // ", instead of
" / ", is rccomrnendcd.)

The variable names to be included in the plot file are then
specified between these markers, Allnames specified on a given
linc should bc separated by comnias or a space. As ninny names as
desired can be placed on a line within a liniitof80 columns. There
is no limiton the number of lines containing variable names,
provided thc total mimber ofvariables for the file docs not cxcecd
99. Individual comment lines, beginning with "~*",arc also allowed
in the variable specification block within the plot file definition.

In addition to the basic specification ofa variable within the plot
file definition, some more advanced attributes can be added to the
variable specification by using thc AVERAGEand CRITERION
statements. Consult thc PLTMAP subroutine description in Volume 2
of the User's Manual for details regarding their usage.

Other advanced features discussed within this rcfercncc arc the





TIMOFF and TIME statements.

**9) The format of numerical values in thc plot file output is specified
by parameter IPLT1. Consult the IPLT1 description in the *CONTROL
section of the parameter file for details regarding format options.

**10) When designating FORTRAN unit numbers in thc PLOTFIL definition
statement, remember to avoid conflict with unit numbers that are
already assigned to other MAAP input and output files, such as thc
input deck, pammetcr file, log flilcand tabular output file(s).
The default (or user-selcctable) unit numbers for such tiles are
documented in Section 2 Volume I of the MAAP4 User's Manual.

In view of the potential conflicts, the best approach is to utilize
a continuous series ofunit numbers that resides outside the range
ofprc-assigned mimbers. For instance, thc sample plot flilcs
provided in this paramctcr file section arc conventionally assigned
sequential unit mirnbers in thc range 31 - 38.

Ifa unit, number, as opposed to a fllename, is specified in the
PLOTFIL definition statement, thc dcfmilt flilcname for the plot file
uses thc input deck root filename as its root filename. The file
type is then a concatenation ofstring "D" and thc unit number. For
instance, ifthc input deck is TMLB.INP, then the filename for plot
file 831 willbe TMLB.D31.

** 11) Individual plot files specified in this section can be deactivated
by simplv commenting out ("**")thc corresponding block of lines.

Plot File Dcflnitions

**@@Qa 4.0.3 CEH 12/6/95
**Note: Maximum plotting period lias been changed to bc

consistent with paranietcr TDFQMX.

FREQ 1.0 300.0

¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ '¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¹
PLOTFIL 31 / PRIMARYSYSTEM, PZR, STEAM GENERATOR &ESF

**CORE &PRIMARYPRESSURE BOUNDARY

MCR / total mass ofcore inaterial remaining in core
criterion MH2CR 500 KG / intcgratcd mass ofH2 generated in core
MWCR / mass ofwater in core
average QWCR / heat transfer from core to water
TWCR / temperature ofwater in core
ZWV / boiled-up water level measured from bottom ofRPV
WGUPCR / natural circ flownte between upper plenum &core
MH2CBT / integrated nuiss of H2 generated from CCI in containment
criterion PPS 22.c6 pa / prcssure in primary system



TCMPS / temperature of total debris bed in lower plenum
TWUI / temperature ofwater in unbroken intcrmediatc lcg
criterion TGPS 1200 k / temperature of gas in primary system
ZWCPS / collapsed water level in primary system (from bottom ofRPV)
WWUL / one loop pumped flow rate ofwater in unbroken loop
MWPS / mass ofwater in primary system excluding pressurizer
MH2PSI / mass ofH2 in primary systen>
MDWTOT / global balance ofwater in primary system &containmcnt
MCMTPS / nutss of total debris+ metal layer in lower plenunt
MLTCR / mass of total molten core nutterial in core
ZWBC / water level in broken cold leg (from bottom ofRPV)
ZWUC / water level in unbrkn cold leg (from bottom ofRPV)
TWBI / temperature ofwater in unbroken intermediate Icg
TCRHOT / maximum core tcmperaturc
WHLBL / nat circ betwccn upper plenum &S/G in broken loop
WSGBL / nat circ between S/G inlet &outlet plena in broken loop
TSGBHP / tcmpemturc of gas in S/G inlet plenum in broken loop
WSTCMP / total steaming rate from debris bed &jct in lower plcnmn
average QWLP / heat transfer rate from debris to water in louver plcnutn
FSTQNJ / ratio of heat loss as steam to heat source in lower plcrmm

**PRESSURIZER

criterion TGPZ 1200 k / temperature of gas in prcssurizcr
TWPZ / temperature ofwater in pressurizer
criterion PPZ 22.e6 pa / pressure in pressurizer
ZWPZ / collapsed water Icvcl in pressurizer
MH2PZI / mass of H2 in pressurizer
TSRI / temperature of surge linc metal

ZWBH / water Icvcl in broken loop hot leg
ZWUH / water level in unbroken loop hot Icg
WHLUL / countercurrent flow rate ofgas in unbroken hot leg
WSGUL / countercurrent. flow rate of gas in unbroken S/G tubes
TGUP / temperature of gas in upper plenum

~* STEAM GENERATORS

ZWBS / collapsed water level in broken S/G downcomer
PBS / prcssure in broken S/G
criterion TGBS 1200 k / temperature ofgas in broken S/G
ZWUS / collapsed water level in unbroken S/G downcorncr
PUS / pressure in unbroken S/G
criterion TGUS 1200 k / tcmpcraturc ofgas in unbroken S/G
TWBS / tcmpcrature ofwater in broken S/G
TWUS / temperature ofwater in unbroken S/G
avemgc QSGTOT/ total heat transfer from pri. sys. water to secondary
WCDHBS / flow rate ofcondensate on hot side ofbroken S/G

**ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS

PACUM / pressure in accunutiator
ZWRWST / water level in refueling water storage tank
WESFDC / flow rate of ESF water to downcomcr nodes



WESFCL / flow rate of ESF water to cold leg nodes
PQT / pressure in quench tank
TWQT / temperature of water in quench tank
MH2QTI / mass ofH2 in quench tank

*~ PRIMARYSYSTEM / CONTAINMENTINTERFACE FLOWS

average WWBB / flow rate ofwater out ofbroken loop brcak
avcragc WGBB / flow rate ofgas out ofbroken loop break
avcragc WWUB / flow rate ofwater out ofunbroken loop brcak
average WGUB / flow rate of gas out ofunbroken loop brcak
average WWVP / flow rate ofwater out ofRPV failure
average WGVP / flow rate ofgas out ofRPV failure
avcragc WWRV / flow rate ofwater out ofprcssurizcr reliefvalve
avcragc WGRV / flow rate ofgas out ofprcssurizcr reliefvalve
avcragc WWBST / flow mtc of water out ofbroken S/G rclicfvalve
average WGBST / flow rate ofgas out ofbroken S/G rclicfvalve
avenge WSTUSB / flow rate of steam out of main steam linc brcak
average WWRD / flow rate of ivater out ofquench tank rupture disk
avcragc WSTRD / flow rate ofstcatn out ofquench tank rupture disk

**TIME STEP CONTROL

TDOLD / previous time step size
TDINV / inverse ofprevious time step size
NCRTEQ / ID no. ofMAAPglobal time step controlling variable
TIMRAT / accident-to-CPU time ratio

**CORE ENERGY BALANCE

UDECT / decay energy>v

URATT / oxidation energy
URADT / energy loss by radiation
UHTNT / energy loss by core flow
UMLNT / energy loss by melt flow
UNODT / cncrgy gain in core nodes
UPROD / total energy produced = UDECT+ URATT
ULOSS / total energy tracked = URADT+ UHTNT+UMLNT+UNODT
UCMCR / energy out ofcore carried by melt
URADBF / radiation energy rcccived by core shroud
MH2CRI / integrated H2 generation front core
MH2CR2 / integrated H2-steam balance = 0, ifbalanced
MH2SCR / integrated H2 generation from core barrel surface
MH2SDC / integrated H2 gcncration from downcomcr surface
MH2SUP / integrated H2 generation from UPI surface
MH2S / total H2 generation from surface = MH2SCR+MH2SDC+MH2SUP
VFPS / AVERAGE VOID FRACTION IN PRIMARYSYSTEM

PLOTFIL 32 / CONTAINMENTJUNCTION INFO.

**JUNCTIONS:

I) CAVITYTHRU BYPASS - LOWER COMPT



2) CAVITYTHRU TUNNEL - LOWER COMPT
3) LOWER COMPT - ANNULARCOMPT
4) LOWER COMPT - UPPER CYLINDER
5) LOWER COMPT - ICE COND COMPT
6) UPPER DOME - ENVIRONMENT(FAILUREJUNCTION)
7) UPPER CYLINDER- UPPER DOME
8) UPPER DOME - UPPER SPRAY
9) ICE COND COMPT - ICE UPPER COMPT
10) ICE UPPER COMPT - UPPER DOME

**GAS FLOW

WPJ3(1) / gas flow rate through junction I
WRB(2) / gas flow rate through junction 2
WRB(3) / gas flow rate through junction 3

WRB(4) / gas flow rate through junction 4

WRB(5) / gas flow rate through junction 5

WRB(6) / gas flow rate through junction 6
WRB(7) / gas flow rate through junction 7

WRB(8) / gas flow rate through junction 8
WRB(9) / gas flow rate through junction 9
WRB(10) / gas flow mtc through junction 10

**COUNTER-CURRENT GAS FLOW

WCCRB(1) / counter-current gas flow mtc through junction l
WCCRB(2) / counter-current gas flow rate through junction 2,
WCCRB(3) / counter-current gas flow rate through junction 3

WCCRB(4) / counter-current gas flow mte through junction 4
WCCRB(5) / counter-current gas flow mtc through junction 5

WCCRB(6) / counter-current gas flow mte through junction 6
WCCRB(7) / counter-current gas flow rate through junction 7
WCCRB(8) / counter-current gas flow rate through junction 8
WCCRB(9) / countercurrent gas floiv rate through junction 9
WCCRB(10) / counter-current gas flow mtc through junction 10

**WATER.FLOW

WWRB(l) / water flow rate through junction I
WWRB(2) / water flow mte through junction 2
WWRB(3) / water flow rate through junction 3

WWRB(4) / water flow rate through junction 4
WWRB(5) / water flow rate through junction 5

WWRB(6) / water flow rate through junction 6
WWRB(7) / water flow rate through junction 7
WWRB(8) / water flow rate through junction 8
WWRB(9) / water flow rate through junction 9
WWRB(10) / water flow rate through junction 10

**COUNTER-CURRENT WATER FLOW

WWCCRB(1) / counter-current water flow rate through junction I
WWCCRB(2) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 2
WWCCRB(3) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 3





WWCCRB(4) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 4
WWCCRB(5) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 5
WWCCRB(6) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 6
WWCCRB(7) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 7
WWCCRB(8) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 8
WWCCRB(9) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 9
WWCCRB(10) / counter-current water flow rate through junction 10

PLOTFIL 33 / CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENTS (I to 4) INFO.

**COMPARTMENTS: 1. CAVITYCOMPARTMENT
2. LOWER COMPARTMENT
3. UPPER CYLINDERCOMPARTMENT
4. ANNULARCOMPARTMENT

**Note that PRB(i) is thc pressure in compartment i provided that the
**compartment is not solid (filled with water). PEXO(i) is the prcssure
**in the compartment ifit is solid or not. PRB(i) = PEXO(i) only if
**thc compartment is not solid. PEXO(i) can bc plotted just like PRB(i).
**Ifit is anticipated tltat a compartment willbecome solid, PEXO(i)
**should bc plotted instead.

**CAVITY

PRB(1) / pressure in compt I
TGRB(1) / tcmpcpilture of gas in conlpt I
PPSTRB(1) / partial prcssure of steam in cotnpt I
MWRB(1) / mass of water in compt 1

TWRB(1) / tempcraturc ofwater in compt I
ZWRB(1) / collapsed water level (from bottom of floor) in cotnpt I
MGRB(1) / mass ofgas in compt I
MSTRB(1) / ntass ofstcanl in conlpt 1

NFSTRB(1) / mole fraction of stcam in compt I
NFH2RB(1) / mole fmction of H2 in compt 1

NFO2RB(1) / mole fraction of02 in compt I
NFN2RB(1) / ntolc fmction of N2 in compt I
NFC2RB(1) / mole fraction of C2 in compt I
NFCORB(1) / mole fraction of CO in compt I
MCMTB(1) / mass of total corium pool in compt I
TCMB(1) / average temperature ofcorium pool in compt I
TCMIB(1) / temperature ofcorium pool surface facing gas in compt I
TCNDI(1) / downward corium-concrete interface temperature in compt 1

TCNSI(1) / sideward corium-concrctc intcrfacc temperature in compt I
ZCMB(1) / height ofcorium pool in compt I
XCNDB(1) / thickness ofdowmvard facing crust in corium in compt I
XCNSB(l) / thickness of sideward facing crust in corium in compt I
TCMMPB(1) / melting temperature ofcorium pool in compt I
FXCNDB(1) / rate ofchange ofXCNDB(1) in cotnpt 1

FXCNSB(1) / rate ofchange ofXCNSB(1) in compt I

**LOWER COMPT

PRB(2) / pressure in compt 2





TGRB(2) / temperature ofgas in compt 2
PPSTRB(2) / partial pressure ofstcam in compt 2
MWRB(2) / mass ofwater in compt 2
TWRB(2) / tcmpcrature ofwater in compt 2
ZWRB(2) / collapsed water level (from bottom of floor) in compt. 2
MGRB(2) / mass ofgas in compt 2
MSTRB(2) / mass of steam in compt 2
NFSTRB(2) / mole fraction of steam in compt 2
NFH2RB(2) / mole fmction ofH2 in compt 2
NFO2RB(2) / mole fraction of02 in compt 2
NFN2RB(2) / mole fraction ofN2 in compt 2
NFC2RB(2) / mole fraction of C2 in compt 2
NFCORB(2) / mole fraction of CO in compt 2

MCMTB(2) / mass of total corium pool in compt 2
TCMB(2) / average temperature ofcorium pool in compt 2
TCMIB(2) / temperature of corium pool surface facing gas in compt 2
TCNDI(2) / dowrnvard corium-concrete interface temperature in compt 2
TCNSI(2) / sideward corium-concrete intcrl'acc temperature in compt 2
ZCMB(2) / height ofcbrium pool in compt 2
XCNDB(2) / thickness ofdownward facing crust in corium in compt 2
XCNSB(2) / thickness ofsideward facing crust in corium in compt 2
TCMMPB(2) / melting temperature ofcorium pool in compt 2
FXCNDB(2) / rate ofcltangc ofXCNDB(2) in compt 2
FXCNSB(2) / rate ofchange ofXCNSB(2) in compt 2

**UPPER CYLINDER

PRB(3) / pressure in cotupt 3

TGRB(3) / temperature of gas in compt.3
PPSTRB(3) / partial prcssure ofstcam in cotupt 3

MWRB(3) / mass ofwater in compt 3

TWRB(3) / temperature ofwater in compt 3

ZWRB(3) / collapsed water level (from bottom of floor) in compt 3
MGRB(3) / mass of'gas in compt 3

MSTRB(3) / nrass ofstcam in compt 3
NFSTRB(3) / mole fraction ofsteam incompt 3

NFH2RB(3) / mole I'raction of H2 in compt 3

NFO2RB(3) / mole fraction of02 in compt 3

NFN2RB(3) / mole fraction ofN2 in compt 3

NFC2RB(3) / mole fraction ofC2 in compt 3

NFCQRB(3) / mole fraction of CO in compt 3

**ANNULARCOMPT

PRB(4) / prcssure in compt 4
TGRB(4) / tcmpcrature ofgas in compt 4
PPSTRB(4) / partial prcssure ofstcam in compt 4
MWRB(4) / mass ofwater in compt 4
TWRB(4) / temperature ofwater in compt 4
ZWRB(4) / collapsed water level (from bottom of floor) in compt 4
MGRB(4) / mass of gas in compt 4
MSTRB(4) / mass ofstcanl in compt 4

NFSTRB(4) / mole fraction of steam in compt 4
NFH2RB(4) / mole fraction ofH2 in compt 4



NFO2RB(4) / mole fraction of02 in compt 4
NFN2RB(4) / mole fraction ofN2 in compt 4
NFC2RB(4) / mole fmction of C2 in compt 4
NFCORB(4) / mole fraction ofCO in compt 4

PLOTFIL 64 / CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENTS (5 to 9) INFO.

**COMPARTMENTS: 5. UPPER DOME COMPARTMENT
6. UPPER SPRAY COMPARTMENT
7. STEEL SHELL COMPARTMENT
8. ICE CONDENSER UPPER COMPARTMENT
9. ICE CONDENSER COMPARTMENT

**UPPER DOME

PRB(5) / pressure in compt 5

TGRB(5) / temperature ofgas in compt 5
PPSTRB(5) / partial pressure of stcatn in compt 5

MWRB(5) / nutss ofwater in compt 5

TWRB(5) / temperature ofwater in compt 5
ZWRB(5) / collapsed water level (from bottotu of floor) in compt 5
MGRB(5) / mass ofgas in compt 5

MSTRB(5) / mass ofstcam in compt 5

NFSTRB(5) / mole fraction ofsteanl tn conlpt 5
NFH2RB(5) / mole fraction of H2 in compt 5
NFO2RB(5) / mole fraction of02 in compt 5
NFN2RB(5) / mole fraction ofN2 in compt 5
NFC2RB(5) / mole fraction of C2 in compt 5
NFCORB(5) / mole fmction of CO in compt 5

~* UPPER SPRAY

PRB(6) / prcssure in cotnpt 6

TGRB(6) / tcmpcrature ofgas in compt 6
PPSTRB(6) / partial pressure of steam in compt 6
MWRB(6) / mass ofwater in compt 6
TWRB(6) / temperature of water in compt 6
ZWRB(6) / collapsed water level (from bottom ofHoor) in compt 6
MGRB(6) / mass ofgas in compt 6
MSTRB(6) / mass of steam ih compt 6
NFSTRB(6) / mole fraction of steam in compt 6
NFH2RB(6) / mole fraction ofH2 in compt 6
NFO2RB(6) / mole fraction of02 in compt 6
NFN2RB(6) / mole fraction ofN2 in compt 6
NFC2RB(6) / mole fmction of C2 in compt. 6
NFCORB(6) / mole fraction of CO in compt, 6

**STEEL SHELL

PRB(7) / prcssure in compt 7
TGRB(7) / temperature ofgas in compt 7
PPSTRB(7) / partial prcssure ofstcam in compt 7
MWRB(7) / mass ofwater in compt 7





TWRB(7) / temperature ofwater in compt 7
ZWRB(7) / collapsed water level (from bottom of floor) in compt 7
MGRB(7) / mass ofgas in compt 7
MSTRB(7) / mass of stcam in compt 7
NFSTRB(7) / mole fraction ofstcam in compt 7
NFH2RB(7) / mole fraction of H2 in compt 7
NFO2RB(7) / mole fraction of02 in compt 7
NFN2RB(7) / mole fraction ofN2 in compt 7
NFC2RB(7) / mole fraction of C2 in compt 7
NFCORB(7) / mole fraction of CO in compt 7

**ICE CONDENSER U COMPT

PRB(8) / prcssure in compt 8

TGRB(8) / temperature ofgas in contpt 8
PPSTRB(8) / partial pressure ofstcam in compt 8

MWRB(8) / mass ofwater in compt 8
TWRB(8) / tcmpcrature ofwater in compt 8
ZWRB(8) / collapsed water level (from bottom of floor) in compt 8

MGRB(8) / mass of gas in con>pt 8

MSTRB(8) / mass ofstcant in cotnpt 8

NFSTRB(8) / mole fraction of steam in compt 8

NFH2RB(8) / mole fraction of H2 in compt 8
NFO2RB(8) / mole fraction of02 in compt 8

NFN2RB(8) / mole fr<action ofN2 in compt 8
NFC2RB(8) / mole fraction ofC2 in compt 8
NFCORB(8) / mole fraction of CO in compt 8

*~ ICE CONDENSER COMPT

PRB(9) / pressure in compt 9

TGRB(9) / temperature ofgas in compt 9

PPSTRB(9) / partial prcssure ofstcam in compt 9

MWRB(9) / mass ofwater in compt 9
TWRB(9) / tcmpcraturc of water in compt 9

ZWRB(9) / collapsed water lcvcl (from bottom of floor) in compt 9
MGRB(9) / mass ofgas in compt 9

MSTRB(9) / mass of steam in compt 9
NFSTRB(9) / mole fraction ofstcam in cotnpt 9

NFH2RB(9) / mole fraction of H2 in compt 9

NFO2RB(9) / mole fraction of02 in compt 9
NFN2RB(9) / mole fraction ofN2 in compt 9
NFC2RB(9) / mole fraction of C2 in compt 9
NFCORB(9) / mole fraction of CO in compt 9
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PLOTFIL 65 / ICE CONDENSER SPECIFIC INFO.

MICE / mass of ice
AICE / rctnaining icc surface area
QGICE / energy rate from gas to ice
WMLICE / ice melting rate
WCDICE / condensation rate on ice
QWICE / water energy rate from condcnsatc & ice melting





WCPI / sum ofWG*CP inflow
QGNCI / sum of non-condcnsiable gas energy inflow
TWSTI / avcragc inflow steam saturation tempemturc
TGI / average inflowgas tcmepmture
HSTI / average inflow steam cntlutply
WGSIC / sum of total inflowWG to icc compt
WGIIC(1) / flow rate of stcam into icc compt
WGIIC(2) / flow rate ofH2 into ice compt
WGIIC(3) / flow rate of02 into icc compt
WGIIC(4) / flow rate ofN2 into icc compt
WGIIC(5) / flow rate of CO into ice compt
WGIIC(6) / flow rate of CO2 into ice compt
WGOIC(1) / flow mtc of steam from ice compt
WGOIC(2) / flow mtc ofH2 from ice compt
WGOIC(3) / flow rate of02 from ice compt
WGOIC(4) / flow rate ofN2 from icc compt
WGOIC(5) / flow mte of CO from ice compt
WGOIC(6) / flow rate of CO2 from icc compt
WGFNA / fan flow rate
QGFN / I'an gas power cxcltangc
TOUTI / ice compt exit temperature
TEXOI / actual icc compt exit temperature

PLOTFIL 34 / DETAILEDPRIMARYSYSTEM THERMALHYDRAULICINFO.

**GAS TEMPERATURE

TGCR / temperature ofgas in core
TGUP / temperature ofgas in upper plenum
TGBH / tcmpcraturc ofgas in broken hot leg
TGBHT / temperature ofgas in broken hot tube
TGBCT / temperature ofgas in broken cold tube
TGBIL / tcmperaturc ofgas in broken intcrmcdiatc leg
TGBC / tcmperaturc ofgas in broken cold leg
TGDC / temperature of gas in downcomer and lower head
TGUH / temperature ofgas in unbroken hot leg
TGUHT / temperature ofgas in unbroken hot tube
TGUCT / tcmpemture ofgas in unbroken cold tube
TGUIL / temperature ofgas in unbroken intermediate lcg
TGUC / temperature ofgas in unbroken cold Icg
TGDM / tcmperaturc ofgas in upper head and dome

**HEAT SINKTEMPERATURE

TPHSF(1) / surface temperature ofcore side lower core barrel
TPHSF(2) / surface temperature ofUPI
TPHSF(3) / surface temperature of UP side ofupper core barrel
TPHSF(4) / surface temperature of UP side ofdome plate
TBH(2,1) / surface temperature ofbroken hot lcg pipes
TPHSF(6) / surface temperature ofbroken hot tubes
TPHSF(7) / surface tctnperature ofbroken cold tubes
TPHSF(8) / surface temperature ofbroken intcrntcdiate lcg pipes
TPHSF(9) / surface temperature ofbroken cold Icg pipes





TPHSF(10) / surface temperature ofRPV shell below flange
TPHSF(11) / surface temperature ofDC side of lower core barrel
TPHSF(12) / surface tempenturc ofDC side ofupper core barrel
TUH(2,1) / surface tcmperaturc ofunbroken hot leg pipes
TPHSF(14) / surface temperature ofunbroken hot tubes
TPHSF(15) / surface temperature ofunbroken cold tubes
TPHSF(16) / surface temperature ofunbroken intermediate leg pipes
TPHSF(17) / surface temperature ofunbroken cold leg pipes
TPHSF(18) / surface temperature ofupper head side of up. plen. plate
TPHSF(19) / surface temperature of inside ofRPV dome

**CIRCULATIONFLOW

WVUL / volume flow rate from upper plenum to one unbroken loop
WVBL / volume flow rate from upper plenum to one broken loop
FLOSS / heat loss from PS B'c S/G to containmcnt divided by decay heat
W(8) / flow rate from downcomcr to core
W(1) / flow rate from core to upper plenum
W(2) / flow mte from upper plenum to broken hot lcg
W(3) / flow rate from broken hot Icg to hot leg tubes
W(4) / flow rate from broken hot lcg tubes to cold leg tubes
W(5) / flow rate from broken cold leg tubes to intcrmcdiatc Icg
W(6) / flow rate from broken intermediate leg to cold lcg
W(7) / flow rate from broken cold lcg to downcomcr
W(9) / flow rate from unbroken hot Icg to hot Icg tubes
W(10) / flow rate from unbroken hot leg tubes to cold Icg tubes
W(11) / flow rate from unbroken cold lcg tubes to intcrmcdiatc Icg
W(12) / flow rate from unbroken intermediate lcg to cold Icg
W(13) / flow rate from unbroken cold Icg to downcotncr
W(14) / flow rate from RPV dome to upper plenum
W(15) „/ flow rate from RPV failure to cavity
W(16) / flow rate from RPV failure to lower comparttnent
W(17) / flow rate through broken loop break
W(18) / flow rate through unbroken loop brcak
WGSR / flow rate of gas throttgh PZR surge line pcr FLOEXP routine
WGSB / flow rate ofgas through PZR surge line pcr SURGE routine
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PLOTFIL 35 / FISSION PRODUCT INFO.

**FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE FROM CONTAINMENT

FREL(1) / mass fraction of inert aerosol released to environment
FREL(2) / nmss fraction of Csl released to environment
FREL(3) / mass fraction ofTc02 released to environtncnt
FREL(4) / mass fraction of SrO released to environment
FREL(5) / mass fraction ofMo02 released to environment
FREL(6) / mass fraction of CsOH released to environment
FREL(7) / mass fraction of BaO relcascd to environment
FREL(8) / mass fraction ofLa203, ctc. rclcased to cnvironmcnt
FREL(9) / mass fraction of Ce02 released to cnviromncnt
FREL(10) / mass fraction of Sb released to environment
FREL(11) / ntass fraction ofTe2 relcascd to cnvironmcnt
FREL(12) / mass fmction ofU02, ctc. released to environment



/ temperature ofwater in downcorncr & lower head
/ temperature of total debris bed in lower plenurn-

MAIRPS / airborne mass ofgas (w/o noble)/aerosol in pri. sys.
MAIRC / airborne mass of gas (w/o noble)/aerosol in containmcnt
MFCSIP / mass fraction of CsI in primary systctn
MFCSIC / mass fraction ofCsl in containment

QFPHSF(1) / deposited FP heating on core side of lower core barrel
QFPHSF(2) / deposited FP heating on UPI
QFPHSF(3) / deposited FP heating on UP side ofupper core barrel
QFPHSF(4) / deposited FP heating on UP side ofdome plate
QFPHSF(5) / dcpositcd FP heating on broken hot leg pipes
QFPHSF(6) / dcpositcd FP heating on broken hot tubes
QFPHSF(7) / deposited FP heating on broken cold tubes
QFPHSF(8) / deposited FP heating on broken intermediate leg pipes
QFPHSF(9) / deposited FP heating on broken cold lcg pipes
QFPHSF(10) / deposited FP heating on RPV shell below flange
QFPHSF(11) / dcpositcd FP heating on DC side of lower core barrel
QFPHSF(12) / deposited FP heating on DC side ofupper core barrel
QFPHSF(13) / dcpositcd FP heating on unbroken hot Icg pipes
QFPHSF(14) / deposited FP heating on unbroken hot tube
QFPHSF(15) / dcpositcd FP heating on unbroken cold tubes
QFPHSF(16) / deposited FP heating on unbroken intermediate leg pipes
QFPHSF(17) / dcpositcd FP heating on unbroken cold lcg pipes
QFPHSF(18) / dcpositcd FP heating on upper head side ofup.plcn. plate
QFPHSF(19) / dcpositcd FP heating on inside ofRPV dome
QGFPPS(1) / suspended FP heating in core
QGFPPS(2) / suspcndcd FP heating in upper plenum
QGFPPS(3) / suspended FP heating in broken hot lcg
QGFPPS(4) / suspended FP heating in broken hot tube
QGFPPS(5) / suspended FP heating in broken cold tube
QGFPPS(6) / suspended FP heating in broken intermediate leg
QGFPPS(7) / suspcndcd FP heating in broken cold leg
QGFPPS(8) / suspended FP heating in downcomcr and lower head
QGFPPS(9) / suspended FP heating in unbroken hot lcg
QGFPPS(10) / suspended FP heating in unbroken hot tube
QGFPPS(11) / suspended FP heating in unbroken cold tube
QGFPPS(12) / suspended FP heating in unbroken intermediate lcg
QGFPPS(13) / suspcndcd FP heating in unbroken cold leg
QGFPPS(14) / suspended FP heating in upper head and doute
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PLOTFIL 36 / LOWER PLENUM DEBRIS BED BEHAVIOR

MWDC / mass ofwater in downcomer & lower head
MCMTPS / mass of total debris bed in RPV lower plenum
MPBPS / mass ofparticulate bcd in lower plenum
MSSPS / mass of metal layer
MCRUMT / ntass ofoxide central pool

, MXPSU / mass ofoxide upper crust
MXPSLT / mass of total oxide lower crusts
MEQPS(1) / mass of equipment in lower plenum

TWDC
TCMPS



i



TPBPS
TSSPS
TCRUMT
TXPSU
TXPSL(1)
TXPSL(2)
TXPSL(3)
TXPSL(4)
TXPSL(5)
TCMMPP
TPBPMP
TSSPMP
TCMBMP
TPSHS
TEQPS(1)

ZCMLP
ZCRIUM
XPBPS
XSSPS
XXPSU
XXPSL(1)
XXPSL(2)
XXPSL(3)
XXPSL(4)
XXPSL(5)
XDPBPS

WSTCMP
WSTLP
WH2PVA
WSTPVA
WCMTJ
WCMENT
WMLPB

QCMCR
QCMDEC
QCMHS
QCMLP
QVSLT
QQUEN
QGCHFT
QEXRVW

PLOTFIL 3

**UPPER

/ tcmpcrature of particulate bcd
/ temperature of nietal layer

/ temperature of oxide debris pool
/ ternpcrature of oxide upper crust
/ temperature of oxide lower crust 1

/ temperature of oxide lower crust 2
/ temperature ofoxide lower crust 3

/ tempcraturc ofoxide lower crust 4

/ temperature ofoxide lower crust 5

/ melting tcmpcraturc of total debris
/ melting temperature ofparticulate debris
/ melting temperature of metal layer
/ melting temperature ofoxide debris

/ temperature of heat sink facing debris
/ temperature ofequipmcnt in lower plenum

/ elevation of total debris bed from RPV bottom
/ elevation ofoxide debris bcd from RPV bottom

/ thickness ofparticulate debris
/ thickness of metal layer
/ thickness ofupper crust
/ thickness of lower crust I
/ thickness of lower crust 2
/ thickness of lower crust 3

/ thickness of louver crust.4
/ thickness of lower crust 5
/ average diameter ofparticles in particulate bcd

/ total steatning rate front debris bed &jct in lower plcmnn
/ steaming rate from debris jct quenching in lower plenum
/ H2 gcnemtion rate upon debris particle oxidation
/ water consumption rate upon debris particle oxidation

/ debris jet total flow ntc
/ debris jct entrainment flow mtc

/ melting rate ofparticulate debris to contimtum debris

/ debris energy flow rate out ofcore
/ total decay power in the lower plenum debris

/ total upward heat transfer from debris to heat sink
/ actual heat removal from debris by water
/ total downward heat transfer from debris to RPV wall
/ heat transfer from debris pool by water ingression
/ total critical heat fluxduring boiling in the gap
/ heat trans from RPV wall to cavity water

7 / CORE BARREL &UPPER PLENUM INFO.

PLENUM

TPHSF(2) / surface temperature of UPI
MUPINT / current mass ofUPI
QCMHS2 / radiation heat transfer from debris to UPI



IS



**CORE BARREL

**NODALIZATIONOF BARREL TEMPERATURE (J,l):

J: AXIAL;I = BOTTOM, 13 = TOP
(AXIALNODALIZATIONIS CONSISTENT W/ CORE)

I: RADIAL; 1 = INNER, 5 = OUTER LAMINA

TCBL(1,I) / ternperaturc ofcore barrel node (1,1)
TCBL(2,1) / temperature ofcore barrel node (2,1)
TCBL(3,1) / temperature ofcore barrel node (3,1)
TCBL(4,I) / tcmpcrature of core barrel node (4,1)
TCBL(5,1) / temperature ofcore barrel node (5, I)
TCBL(6,1) / temperature ofcore barrel node (6,1)
TCBL(7,1) / temperature of core barrel node (7,1)
TCBL(8,1) / tcmpcraturc ofcore barrel node (8,1)
TCBL(9,1) / temperature ofcore barrel node (9,1)
TCBL(10,1) / temperature ofcore barrel node (10, l)
TCBL(11,1) / tcmpemturc of core barrel node (11,1)
TCBL(12,1) / tempcraturc ofcore barrel node (12,1)
TCBL(13,1) / tempcraturc ofcore barrel node (13,1)

MCBLNJ(1) / mass of core barrel nodes (1,1) thru (1,5)
MCBLNJ(2) / mass ofcore barrel nodes (2,1) thru (2,5)
MCBLNJ(3) / mass ofcore barrel nodes (3,1) thru (3,5)
MCBLNJ(4) / nutss ofcore barrel nodes (4,1) thru (4,5)
MCBLNJ(5) / mass of core barrel nodes (5,1) thru (5,5)
MCBLNJ(6) / mass ofcore barrel nodes (6,1) thru (6,5)
MCBLNJ(7) / mass ofcore barrel nodes (7.1) thru (7,5)
MCBLNJ(8) / nrass ofcore barrel nodes (8,1) thru (8,5)
MCBLNJ(9) / ntass ofcore barrel nodes (9,1) thru (9,5)
MCBLNJ(10) / mass of core barrel nodes (10,1) thru (10,5)
MCBLNJ(11) / ntass of core barrel nodes (11,1) thru (11,5)
MCBLNJ(12) / nrass ofcore barrel nodes (12,1) thru (12,5)
MCBLNJ(13) / mass ofcore barrel nodes (13. 1) thru (13,5)

PLOTFIL 38 / LOWER HEAD FAILUREMECHANISMS

QP IDEC / decay heat ofcorium plugging a penetration tube
QP1RAD / heat removal rate from a plugged penetration tube
QPIAVL / excess sensible heat in corium plugging penetration tube
QP1MEL / energy nccdcd to melt a penetration tube wall
FLDPTI(1) / force to push out a penetration tube in lower head node I
FLDPTI(2) / force to push out a penetration tube in lower head node 2
FLDPTI(3) / force to push out a penetration tube in lower head node 3

FLDPTI(4) / force to push out a penetration tube in lower head node 4
FLDPTI(5) / force to push out a penetration tube in lower head node 5
FWDPTI(1) / shear load the penetration tube weld can carry in node I
FWDPTI(2) / shear load the penetration tube weld can carry in node 2
FWDPTI(3) / shear load the penetration tube weld can carry in node 3
FWDPTI(4) / shear load the penetration tube weld can carry in node 4
FWDPTI(5) / shear load the penetration tube weld can carry in node 5
FSSPT1(1) / shear load thc bound penetration tube can carry in node I



FSSPT1(2) / shear load the bound penetration tube can carry in node 2

FSSPTI(3) / shear load the bound penetration tube can carry in node 3

FSSPT1(4) / shear load the bound penetration tube can carry in node 4

FSSPTI(5) / shear load the bound. penetration tube can carry in node 5

FCREP(l) / damaged fraction in lower head node I
FCREP(2) / damaged fraction in lower head node 2

FCREP(3) / damaged fraction in lower head node 3

FCREP(4) / damaged fraction in lower head node 4
FCREP(5) / damaged fraction in lower head node 5

FCRPUH / danmged fnction in unbroken hot leg
FCRPBH / damaged fraction in broken hot leg
FCRBHT / damaged fraction in broken hot tube
FCRUHT / damaged fraction in unbroken hot tube
FCRPSR / danutged fraction in pressurizer surge linc

UJET / velocity ofcorium jet entering lower plenum water
XDJETO / initial diantetcr ofcorium jet
XDJET / diameter ofcorium jet reaching lower head
UMELT / lower head erosion velocity duc to corium jet
XERODE / erosion distance of lower head

average QSL / heat fluz from the metal layer to thc vessel wall
average QTSL / total heat transfer rate from metal layer to vessel wall
PSSHP / hoop stress load on RPV lower head
PSSYLD / yield stress load on RPV lower head

XRVP / RPV failure opening radius

QCMVP / energy discltarge rate of total debris
WCMVP / discharge flow of total debris thru RPV failure
WPBVP / discharge flowofparticulate debris thru RPV failure
WSSVP / discharge flow of metallic debris thru RPV failure
WOXVP / discharge flowofoxidic debris thru RPV failure

PLOTFIL 60 / CORE MOLTENPOOL INFO.

ICOLAP(l) / row no. for core collapse in channel I
ICOLAP(2) / row no. for core collapse in channel 2
ICOLP P(3) / row no. for core collapse in channel 3

ICOLAP(4) / row no. for core collapse in channel 4
ICRUST(1) / row no. for bottom crust in channel I
ICRUST(2) / row no. for bottom crust in channel 2
ICRUST(3) / row no. for bottom crust in channel 3

ICRUST(4) / row no. for bottom crust in eltanncl 4
ITOPCR(1) / row no. for top crust in channel I
ITOPCR(2) / row no. for top crust in channel 2
ITOPCR(3) / row no. for top crust in channel 3

ITOPCR(4) / row no. for top crust in channel 4
ILOWMX / highest row no. for low flow region in nat. circ.
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PLOTFIL 78 / DETAILEDRPV LOWER HEAD THERMALRESPONSE



RATURES

**Notes:

** 1) Lower head nodalization kcy for indices (I,J):

I: Axial node; 1 = Bottom ofRPV lower head
5 = Interface between RPV head and cylinder
6 = Bottom ofRPV cylinder
10= Top of RPV cylinder

J: Radial node; I = Inner most radial node
x = Outcr most radial node (where x is the

max. dimension, nominally 5.)

**RPV lower head node tcmpcraturcs

TRV(1,1),TRV(1,2),TRV(1,3),TRV(1,4),TRV(1,5)
TRV(2,1),TRV(2,2),TRV(2,3),TRV(2,4),TRV(2,5)
TRV(3,1),TRV(3,2),TRV(3,3),TRV(3,4),TRV(3,5)
TRV(4,1),TRV(4,2),TRV(4,3),TRV(4,4),TRV(4,5)
TRV(5,1),TRV(5,2),TRV(5,3),TRV(5,4),TRV(5,5)

**RPV cylinder node temperatures

TRV(6, 1),TRV(6,2),TRV(6,3),TRV(6,4),TRV(6,5)
TRV(7,1),TRV(7,2),TRV(7,3),TRV(7,4),TRV(7,5)
TRV(8,1),TRV(8,2),TRV(8,3),TRV(8,4),TRV(8,5)
TRV(9,1),TRV(9,2),TRV(9,3),TRV(9,4),TRV(9,5)
TRV(10,1),TRV(10,2),TRV(10,3),TRV(10.4).TRV(10,5)

**RPV louver head wall thickness (indcxcd by eircumfercncc nodes)

XTRVII(1),XTRVII(2),XTRVII(3),XTRVII(4),XTRVII(5)

**RPV lower head node strcsscs

**(Sce note at the top ol'the *PLTMAPsection regarding thc units
** conversion warning.)

SIGW(1,1),SIGW(1,2),SIGW(1,3),SIGW(1,4),SIGW(1,5)
SIGW(2,1),SIGW(2,2),SIGW(2,3),SIGW(2,4),SIGW(2,5)
SIGW(3,1),SIGW(3,2),SIGW(3,3),SIGW(3,4),SIGW(3,5)
SIGW(4,1),SIGW(4,2),SIGW(4,3),SIGW(4,4),SIGW(4,5)
SIGW(5,1),SIGW(5,2),SIGW(5,3),SIGW(5,4),SIGW(5,5)
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PLOTFIL 85 / DETAILEDSTEAM GENERATOR TUBE TEMPE

**Notes:

** 1) S/G tube nodalization kcy for indices (I,J):

I: Axial nodes; I = Bottom axial node in the tube wall
x = Top axial node in the tube wall

(where x is the max. dimension)





J: Radial nodes; I = Inner inost radial node in the tube wall
y = Outer most radial node in the tube wall

(where y is the max. dimension)

**2) Consult the BSTGEN/USTGEN subroutine description in Volume 2 of
the MAAP4 User's Manual for a dctailcd discussion of the refined
S/G tube subdivision into subregions: hot outflow, cold outflow,
cold backflow, and hot backfloiv.

**Average hot tube node temperatures in the broken ahd unbroken
**loops. Note, these average temperatures stern from the old
*~ methodology, in which the hot and cold tube regions are NOT
**subdivided into outflow and backflow subrcgions.

TBHT(1, I),TBHT(2,1),TBHT(3, I),TBHT(4, I),TBHT(5,1)
TUHT(1,1),TUHT(2,1),TUHT(3,1),TUHT(4,1),TUHT(5,1)

**Hot hibc node tcmpciaturcs for the outflow subregion in thc broken
**and unbroken loops. Note, these tcmperaturcs and those for the,
**backflow subregion stem from the ncw methodology, in which thc
**hot and cold tube regions ARE subdivided into outflow and backflow
**subrcgions.

TBHTO(1,1),TBHTO(2,1),TBHTO(3,1),TBHTO(4,1),TBHTO(5,1)
TUHTO(1,1),TUHTO(2,1),TUHTO(3,1),TUHTO(4,1),TUHTO(5,1)
TBHTO(6,1),TBHTO(7,1),TBHTO(8,1),TBHTO(9,1),TBHTO(10,1)
TUHTO(6,1),TUHTO(7,1),TUHTO(8,1),TUHTO(9, I),TUHTO(10,1)
TBHTO(11,1),TBHTO(12,1),TBHTO(13,1),TBHTO(14,1),TBHTO(15,1)
TUHTO(11, I),TUHTO(12,1),TUHTO(13, I),TUHTO(14,1),TUHTO(15,1)
TBHTO(16,1),TBHTO(17,1),TBHTO(18,1),TBHTO(19,1),TBHTO(20,1)
TUHTO(16,1),TUHTO(17,1),TUHTO(18,1),TUHTO(19,1),TUHTO(20,1)

*"Hot tube node tempemturcs for thc backflow region in thc broken
~* and unbroken loops.

TBHTB(1,1),TBHTB(2,1),TBHTB(3,1),TBHTB(4,1),TBHTB(5,1)
TUHTB(1,1),TUHTB(2,I),TUHTB(3, I),TUHTB(4,1),TUHTB(5,I)

*Prtlis

*BR

General Notes

** I) Thc PRINT LIST conunand offers the capability to send a list of thc
iiames and current values of selected variables, along with the
current MAAP time, to a sclccted or default output file.

Q ji«





**2) This feature canbe used to:

i) augnient existing tabular output for process variables of
interest for specific users or sequcnccs,

ii) allow sclcctcd process data to be written to the log file or
special files that may be morc easily edited or manipulated
to understand or summary a run, and

iii)allow specific parameters to be printed at specific event times
for sequence diagnosis. For example, the corium ccmposition
within the RPV at thc time ofvessel failure.

**3) The *PRTLIS section is the location for the PRINT LIST definitions.
The general format rules arc:

a) PRINT LIST definition statements begin with the key word "LIST",
which is always the first word on a new linc. (See thc format
for the PRINT LIST definition statement below.)

b) In thc lines that follow the PRINT LIST definition statcmcnt, I
to 99 variable names to be included in the list can bc spccificd.
The variable names should be separated by onc or morc spaces or a
comma. The allowed variables arc those in comnion blocks,
including the XPLTXuser utilitycommon block. (Exceptions are
those variables in comnion blocks containing both real and integer
variables.)

c) Up to 25 print list's can be dcfincd.
d) The key word "END" must appear as the last line (not a

*¹ comincnt) in the *PRTLIS section.

**4) The format for the PRINT LIST definition statement is:

LIST <¹><PL-NUMBER> TO UNIT<¹><UNIT>

whcrc <¹> = optiorial pound sign
<PL-NUMBLR> = an integer print list number between I and 25
TO UNIT = optioiial keywords
<UNIT> = an integer FORTRAN output unit nurnbcr

**5) The PRINT LIST command can be activated by including "PRINT LIST ¹",
where ¹ is the number of the predefined print list, in an action
block. (Consult the USEREVT section within Section 2 Volume I of
the MAAP4 User's Manual for details regarding user-defined event
codes and action blocks.)

In addition to activation within action blocks, print lists can
also be activated by setting event code 322 true. This willforce a
default printing ofall print lists to thc their associated file
llllits.

*~ 6) The format for thc PRINT LISTcommand is:

PRINT LIST <¹><PL-NUMBER>

where <¹> = optional pound sign
<PL-NUMBER> = an integer print list number between I and 25





7) Consult thc PRTLIS subroutine description in Volume 2 of the MAAP4
User's Manual for additional information.

**8) The followingcavcats are notable:

a) Currently, PRINT LIST definition statements can only be made in
thc *PRTLIS section of the parameter file. They cannot bc
defined via the input deck. This is different from MAAP3.0B,
where lists could be defined in both files.

b) IfFORTRAN file opening is performed by thc operating system
via JCL commands (i.e., ifIFILOP=O in the MAAP main program),
then a file name must be assigned to the FORTRAN unit number
specified in a PRINT LIST definition. For cxainple,
FOR030.DAT could be assigned to unit ¹30.

c) IfFORTRAN file opening is performed by MAAP itself (i.c., if
IFILOP>0 in the MAAP main program), then a FORTRAN unit number
specified in a PRINT LIST definition should be one tlutt is
opened by dcfimlt in MAAP.

Example output files include the log file or the tabular output
file(s). Section 2 Volume I of the MAAP4 User's Manual shows
that thc default unit mimber for thc log file is 6, and the
unit number(s) for thc tabular output file(s) arc sct by input
paramctcr array IPSETI(). (Consult the *CONTROLsection of the
parameter lile for a discussion of thc IPSET1() array.)

Assignmcnt ofa print list to a file unit, mimber tliat is not.
opcncd by default in MAAPcould result in the loss ofdata for
the print list.

) The noted caveats illustmtc that the REPORT TEMPLATEcapability
within the input deck is a superior alternative to thc PRINT LIST
command when sclectcd variable tabular output data is desired.
Consult the REPORT TEMPLATE section of Section 2 Volume 1 of thc
MAAP4 User's Manual for details regarding its use.

**10) Thc followingsample *PRTLIS entry is a print list definition for
thc PWR code. The data for variables in LIST ¹I willbe sent to the
log file (default unit 6) when printing of thc list is activated by
cxccution of the PRINT LIST command within action block ¹3
associated with user-defined event code shown for the sarnplc input
deck entry.

Sample *PRTLIS entry:

LIST ¹I TO UNIT6
PPS,TCMPS, TWPS,MCMTPS,MWPS,MFH2PS,MH2PS,MH2CRI
MSTPS,MFZRPS,MFU2PS,MFZOPS,MCR
END

Input deck entry:



USEREVT
401 TIM> 3600 S

401 ACTION ¹3

ACTION ¹3
PRINT LIST ¹1

END
END

END
0 0 4 '4 4 0 t4 4 0 4 4 4 4 0 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 4 4 0 0 0 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 0 0 0 4 4 ¹ 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

**Pltdos

*BR

General Notes

MAAP4-DOSE is a FORTRAN computer code that estiinates radiation dose
rates inside and outside a nuclear power plant in response to a
severe accident. EPRI members arc automatically licensed users of
MAAP4-DOSE. Non-EPRI mcmbcrs can obtain a MAAP4-DOSE user license
by contacting EPRI or FAI.

gg 2) MAAP4-DOSE bases its results upon fission product data
(time-dependent fission product masses within selected containment
nodes and fission product release rates to the cnvironmcnt) rcccivcd
from prior execution of the MAAP4 computer code.

Thc noted input data for MAAP4-DOSE can be obtained froin MAAP4 by
specifying values for parmctcrs in the *PLTDOS parameter section.
These paraincters specify thc content and organization ol'thc data
files generated by MAAP4. The parameters and their corresponding
data files arc categorized into thrcc groups below: in-plant fission
product data, ex-plant fission product data, and time-invariant
fission product data.

**3) FORTRAN file unit assignments, file opening and data acquistion
during MAAP4 cxccution are enabled only ifthe *PLTDOS parincters are
specified explicitly. Therefore, writing to the noted data files
can be disabled by commenting out thc *PLTDOS parameter
specifications. Since data generation for MAAP4-DOSE is not the
default convention for MAAP4, the sample paramctcr values below are
generally disabled.

**4) For additional infornuttion regarding the input paramctcrs and output
data, consult the PLTDOS subroutine description in Volume 2 of the
MAAP4 User's Manual, and the MAAP4-DOSE User's Mamial within Volume
4 of the MAAP4 User's Manual. Thc MAAP4-DOSE User's Manual is
provided to only licensed users, as noted above.

**5) The in-plant data files all have the sante group ofoutput data
variables. Similarly, ex-plant data files all have thc same.group



of output data variables tliat are distinct from those within the
in-plant data files.

In-Plant MAAP4-DOSE Output Control Parameter Specifications

0.1667 HR // Units: [S,HR]TDIN

**TDIN is the time interval at which in-plant fission product data is to
**be generated by MAAP4 for MAAP4-DOSE.

IMAXIN 4 // Dimcnsionlcss

**IMAXINis the total ruimbcr ofcontainmcnt compahments from which data
**for in-plant dose calculations arc to be extracted. Thc current maiinuini
**value is 29.

**Name: JNIN(1:29) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**Element JNIN(i) within the JNIN onc-diniensional array is tlie MAAP4 index
**for the i'th containment compartment providing data for MAAP4-DOSE. Thc
**compartments are defined in the *AUXILIARYBUILDINGparameter file
*~ section.

JNIN(1)
JNIN(2)
JNIN(3)
JNIN(4)

I
2
3

**Name: ILUIN(1:29) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**Element ILUIN(i)within the ILUINone-dimensional array is the FORTRAN
**logical unit number for output data from the i'th compartment.

ILUIN(1) 71

ILUIN(2) 72
ILUIN(3) 73
ILUIN(4) 74

IBIN // Dimcnsionless

**IBINis the control flag for output file format. Enter 1 for binary
**output files. Enter 2 for ASCII output files.



Ez-Plant MAAP4-DOSE Output Control Parameter Spccilications

TDEX 0.1667 HR // Units: [S,HR]

*~ TDEX is the time interval at which cx-plant fission product data is to
**bc generated by MAAP4 for MAAP4-DOSE.

IMAXEX I // Dinlcnsioniess

**IMAXEXis the total number ofcx-plant release points from thc
**containment to the environment. The current maximum value is 5 release
**points. Parameters JNEX(i) and JJEX(i) then specify the MAAP4 donor
**compartment and junction, respectively, for thc i-th release point.

**Name: JNEX(1:5) Units: [Dimcnsionless]

**Element JNEX(i) within the JNEX onc-dimensional array is the MAAP4 index
**for the containmcnt compartment that is the donor for the i'th rcleasc
**point. The compartments are defined in thc *AUXILIARYBUILDING
**parameter file section.

JNEX(1)
JNEX(2)

**Narnc: JJEX(1:5) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**Element JJEX(i) within thc JJEX one-dimensional array is the MAAP4 index
**for the junction tlnit is providing tlie i'th rclcasc point patlnvay. Thc
**junctions arc defined in the *TOPOLOGY parameter file section.

JJEX(1)
JJEX(2)

6

0

Units: [Dimensionless]**Name: ILUEX(1:5)

**Element ILUEX(i)within the ILUEXone-dimensiorial array is the FORTRAN
**logical unit number for output data from thc i'th release point.

ILUEX(1)
ILUEX(2)

75
0

2 // DimcnsionlessIBEX

~* IBEX is the control flag for output file forinat. Enter I for binary
~* output files. Enter 2 for ASCII output files.



IMAXSG 0 // Dirnensionlcss

**IMAXSGprovides an option to gencratc data for MAAP4-DOSE during a stcam
**generator tube rupture event in which fission product flow from

thc'*

rupture bypasses the containinent and enters the environment. The stcam
**generator secondary side SV/RV's serve as the release point.

**Possible values are I (enable option) and 0 (disable option).
**Efl'ectively, this option designates the steam generator as a compartment
**for ex-plant release tliat is in addition to tlie number ofcompartments
**stated by IMAXEX. Therefore, ILUEX(IMAXEX+I)is the FORTRAN unit number
*~ for output data from this release point.

**@@ 4.0.3 CEH 12/12/95
**This is an existing parameter that was not included in the previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sample parameter files. Its value rcnrains
**unclianged froin its default value (in block data) in the previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the code.

**Name: ZNSGRV Units: [M.FT]

**ZNSGRV is thc elevation at which thc stcam generator secondary side
**SV/RV's discharge to thc environnicnt compartment. Thc reference point
*~ for this elevation is thc same as that used to establish elevations for
**containmcnt compartment floors. It is applicable only when paraineter
**IMAXSG is set to I, which means tliat the stcam generator is being
**modeled as an additional compartment for ex-plant rcleasc. Consult thc
**IMAXSGparameter description.

**@QaQa 4.0.3 CEH 12/12/95
**Note: This is an existing paramctcr that was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sample parameter files.

Time-invariant MAAP4-DOSE Output Control Parameter Specifications

ILUTM 76 // Dimensionless

**ILUTMis thc FORTRAN logical unit number for output of time-invariant
++ data.

IBTM 2 // Dimensionless



**IBTMis the control flag for output file format. Enter 1 for binary
**output files. Enter 2 for ASCII output files.

*Core

*BR

**This parainetcr section defines the inputs for thc reactor core.

**MAAP's core nodalization perinits up to 175 nodes with limits of: 1) 25
**or less axial rows and 2) 7 or less radial rings (or channels). The
**number of nodes to be used is set by the values given to Hcatup/Core
**parameter variables NCHANand NAXNOD. Although no single nodalization
**scheme is "correct" for all cases, experience indicates that finer axial
**nodalization is more appropriate than finer mdial nodalization. A
**minirmim of 10 axial nodes is suggested, as axial gndicnts strongly
**influence zircalloy oxidation and melt progression. There are no strong
**radial gradients due to fluid mixing and/or radiation heat transfer, and
**thcreforc coarser nodalization for inner rings is acccptablc. Outer
**mdial rings do exhibit some gmdients, due to heat losses to the core
**shroud, and in general due to low peaking factors. Overall, however,
**scvcn radial rings arc likely to be morc than sufiicient for radial
**nodalization.

**In general, reducing the total nmnber ofcore nodes yields a corresponding
~* decrease in MAAP run time. Consequently, modeling the core with less than
** 175 nodes is dcsircable. For example, using 15 axial nodes and flivc
**radial rings for a total of 75 nodes (large, but still well within the
**limitof'175) puts einphasis on axial rather than radial nodalization. An
**arrangement of this sort could be a good coinpromise for thc niajority of**core collflgllratlolls.

**Certain MAAPapplications could also warrant core nodalization sensitivity**studies. Such an approach may be appropriate for cases in which thc**extent ofdebris entrainment, direct containment heating, core-concrete**attack, cx-vessel debris coolability, and/or thc timing of the onset of
~~ melt are important.

**The core may bc divided into thrcc distinct regions as I) upper non-active**core region deflincd by thc number ofaxial rows using parameter NNFT, 2)**active core region, and 3) lower non-active core region defined by the**number ofaxial rows using parameter NNFB. Thc total number ofaxial rows
*~ is thc sum of the three regions as defined by parameter NAXNOD. The**distinction ofactive versus non-active core regions is simply due to the**prcsencc or absence of UO2 material. Typically, the upper non-active core**region is used to reprcscnt the upper tie plate and core structure. Thc**lower non-active core region is used to represent the lower tie plate and**the core support plate.

*~ In all the saruplc parameter files, one axial row is used to represent thc**upper tie plate in thc upper non-active core region and two axial rows are**used to rcprcsent tlie lower tie plate (row 2) and thc core support plate
*~ (row I) in thc lower non-active core region. The mass parameters MSSNFT,



**MSSNFB, MZRNFT, and MZRNFB are used to define thc amounts of stainless
**steel and zircalloy in the non-fuel regions.

**The physical boundary ofactive and non-active core regions arc defined by**Heatup/Core parameters ZCRU, ZCRL, XDZNFT, and XDZNFB. ZCRU and ZCRL are
**the clcvations of the top and bottom of active fuel with respect to the
**inside bottom of the reactore prcssure vessel. XDZNFTand XDZNFB are thc
**heights of thc non-active upper and lower core regions.

**The core consists ofNASS fuel assemblies ivitheach assembly consisting
**ofNPIN fuel pins plus NCROD guide tubes or water rods. The PWR core
**setup treats the whole core as one big assembly. Therefore PIVR users
**must set NASS to I, and NPIN and NCROD should bc the total for thc
**whole core. The core may also have NBLADcontrol blades.

**The total mass of core computed by the MAAP4 code is:

MCRO = MU20 + MZROC+ MZROK+MBCO + MSSO+ MAGO + MSSOCL+
MSSNFT *MSSNFB

**where MU20 = niass ofUO2 in the active core region,

MZROC = niass ol'Zr in the cladding and water/control rods in the
active and non-active (upper and lower) core regions,

MZROK = niass ofZr in the fuel bundle can in the active and upper
non-active core region,

MBCO = mass ofB4C in thc control blades in the active core region,

MSSO = mass of stainless steel in thc control blades in thc
active and non-active (upper and lower) core regions,

MAGO = sum ol'MSMO(1), MSMO(2), MSMO(3) the control/structural
material in thc active core region,

MSSOCL = 111'iss of stainless steel in the cladding and the water/
control rods in the active core region only,

MSSNFT = mass of stainless stccl in the cladding and the water/
control rods in thc upper non-active core region. and

MSSNFB = mass ol'stainless stccl in the cladding and the water/
control rods in tlie lower non-active core region.

**It is important to note whether the material is for thc active core region**only or for both thc active and non-active core regions. Sec the specific**parameter inputs for additional details.

**The Control parameter variable ISSCL selects the material type to bc used**for the fuel rod cladding. Setting ISSCL = 0 uses Zr material type for**thc fiiclrod cladding. Setting ISSCL = 1 uses stainless steel material
*~ type for thc fiicl rod cladding. Note that the Hcatup/Core parameter
*~ variables MSSOCL and MZROC are nuihially exclusive, that is, onc or the



**other can only bc used in accordance to the value of parameter ISSCL.

**The Control parameter variable IBCCR selects the material type ofpwr-like
**control rods. Setting IBCCR = 0 uses the AG-IN-CDcontrol material type
**whose masses arc defined by parameters MSMO(1), MSMO(2), and MSMO(3).
**Setting IBCCR = I uses thc B4C-SS control material type whose masses arc
**defined by parameters MSMO(1) and MSMO(2). Sec *Fission parameter section
**for additional discussions about thc parameter variable MSMO.

**Possible data sources for the ntajority of input parmeters can bc obtained
++ frolil:

I) Plant FSAR - Core section
2) Operator Training Maruial - Fuel section
3) Core reload analysis
4) Fuel specification data
5) Fuel nuiterial certification documentation
6) Plant FSAR - Reactor Vcsscl section
7) Operator Training Manual - Reactor Vessel section
8) Reactor vessel assembly drawing
9) Reactor internals component drawings

QCRO 1.16c10 BTU/HR // Units: [KV,BTU/HR]

**This parameter is thc initial core full power, noininal 100% rated thcrnial
**power.

MU20 204200.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This pammetcr is the total mass of UO2 in the active core region. Ifa
**documented value for this variable is not readily available. it can bc
**approximated as follows;

MU20 = PI * XRPEL**2* XLFUEL* NPIN ~ RHOUO2

**Where: XRPEL = Fuel pellet radius
XLFUEL= Active fuel length, = ZCRU - ZCRL
NPIN = Number of fuel pins
RHOUO2 = UO2 density,

= .95 * UO2 Theoretical density (Typical)

MZROC 45352.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is thc total initial mass ofzircalloy (Zr) in thc
**cladding including the fuel and water/control rods in both the active**and non-active core regions. This parameter is used when the cladding**material type variable ISSCL is set to 0 and the MSSOCL parameter should**bc sct to 0. Note tliat MZROC includes MZRNFT and MZRNFB zircalloy nuisses**in the non-active core region. Thus, the actual mass ofZr in the fuel
**rod cladding in the active core region would be MZROC-MZRNFT-MZRNFB.



**Ifa docmncnted value for this variable is not readily available, it can
**be approximated as follows;

MZRO = (PI/O) * (2*XDPIN*XTZR- XTZR**2)* RHOZR * XLFUEL* NPIN

**Where: XDPIN = Fuel pin outside diameter
XTZR = Fuel cladding thickness
RHOZR = Zircalloy density
XLFUEL= Fuel active length = ZCRU - ZCRL, or

= actual fuel rod length (sec discussion)
NPIN = Number of fuel pins

**Note tltat this equation yields only the amount ofzircalloy mass in thc
**fuel rod cladding in the active core region. Additional zircalloy found
**in the active core region but not in the cladding can be added to this
**term. Also note that the pammetcr MZROC should also include all
**zircalloy masses in the non-active core region, which are actually
**represented by parameters MZRNFT and MZRNFB. Hence, the suggestion to
**use tlte actual fuel rod length would result in a bcttcr approximation of
**the initialzircalloy mass. However, thc additional zircalloy found in
**the non-active core region but not in thc cladding can bc added to this
**term and to MZRNFT and MZRNFB terms.

**Ifthe additional amount ofzircalloy is considerable (relative to thc
**mass ofcladding) users should consider performing a sensitivity study
**with masses varying bctwccn the mass ofcladding and the total zircalloy
**mass. In addition consider varying the tnodel paramctcr FAOX which
**multiplies thc availiable zircalloy surface area available for oxidation.
**Corresponding PWR MAAP3.0B parameter is MZRO.

MSSOCL 0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is the total inital mass ol'stainless steel (SS) in thc
**cladding including thc fuel and water/control rods in active core region
**only. This parameter is used when the cladding material type variable
**ISSCL is set to I and the MZROC parameter should be sct to 0. The mass
**of stainless stccl can bc approxintatcd by the same method prcscntcd for
**the MZROC parameter but using thc active fuel length only - not the
**actual fuel length.

~* The stainless steel masses in the non-active core regions arc represented
**by parameters MSSNFT and MSSNFB independent ofcladding material type and
~* MSSOCL.

MZROK 0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This pammetcr is the total initial mass ofzircaloy (Zr) for all fuel
**assembly cans/cltannels from thc bottom of thc active core region to thc
**top of the,upper non-active core region. Thus, thc channel length
**includes the active core and the upper non-active core region. Do not
**include thc fuel can zircally mass from thc non-active region below the
*~ active core region but, instead add the ntass to parameter MZRNFB. Note





**that this parameter refers only to thc cans and does not include the
**cladding on the fuel rods. Either of the following approaches ntay be
**used to approximate the inital zircalloy mass in the cans:

**Method 1:

**MZROK= (No. of fuel assys.) * (zircaloy nrass/can)

**Method 2:

**MZROK= [W**2- (W - 2*T)**2]*L~N*RHOZR

~* Where: W = Outside width of fuel channel
T = Channel wall thickness
L = Length ofcltannel
N = Number of fuel assctnblics
RHOZR = Density ofZircaloy

0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]MBCO

**This parameter is the total initial ntass ofB4C in all control blades in
**thc active core region. The initial mass ofboron carbide (B4C) in core
**may be estimated as follows:

MBCO = NBLAD* ACRD * XLCRD * RHOB4C

**Where: NBLAD = numbcrofcontrolblades
ACRD = cross-sectional area of one control blade
XLCRD = length of one control blade
RHOB4C = density of B4C

= approximately 0.7 * Theoretical density density of B4C,
typically 2500 Kg/rn"3 pcr CRC Handbook ofChemistry 8'c

Physics, 53rd Ed., pg. B-74

MSSO 0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is the total initial nntss of stainless steel in all
**control blades in the active and non-active core regions.

MTUO 0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**Qa@@4.0.3 MAM8/29/95 Parameter MTUO was missing from all paramctcr
**files.

**This parameter is thc total initial mass of tungsten in the active core
**region. This parameter is only used for CORA core heatup bcnchnutrks and
*~ should be set to zero otherwise.

XDPIN 0.030 FT // Units: [M,FT]



**This parameter is thc fuel pin outside diameter.

XRPEL 0.0129 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is thc fuel pellet radius.

XTZR 0.00188 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the fuel cladding thickness. Ifthe core includes more
**morc than onc rod design, resulting in morc than one clad thickness in
**the core being represented, the value for this variable should be a
**weighted average thickness based on the fractions of the total number of
**fuel rods for each of the rod designs involved.

ZCRL 10.11 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is the vertical distance between the bottom of the active
*~ fuel and the lowest point of thc inside of thc reactor vessel lower
**head. This defines the boundary between the active core region and the
~+ lower (bottonl) iloil-ac'tive core fcgloll.

ZCRU 22.11 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is thc vertical distance bctwccn thc top ofactive fuel
**and thc lowest point of the inside of the reactor vessel lower head.
**This defines the boundary betwccn the active core region and thc upper
**(top) non-active core region.

XTCAN 0.0 FT .// Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the fuel can/cliannel wall thickness.

XTBLAD 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This pammetcr is thc thickness ofcontrol blade.

NASS // Dimcnsionlcss

**This parameter is the number of fiiclassemblies. The PWR core is
**represented in thc code as one fuel assembly. Therefore, for PWRs NASS
**must be sct to 1.

NPIN 50952 // Dimcnsionlcss

**This parameter is thc number of fuel pins per fuel assembly. It is used
**in the calculation of the inass ofmaterial in thc core.





NCROD 3028 // Dimensionless

*¹ This parameter is the number ofcontrol rods per fuel assembly. It is
**used in the calculation of thc mass ofmaterial in the core.

NBLAD 0 // Dirnensionless

**This parameter is thc number ofcontrol blades.

NROWS

**This paramctcr is the number of rows per fuel assembly (15x15 for PWR's
*¹ and 8x8 for BWR's). It is used in subroutine GNODE for core node liow
**area calculations.

**For PWRs thc number ofassemblies, NASS, is set to I and thc number of
**fuel pins and control rods, NPIN and NCROD, rcspcctively, arc the total
**number for thc whole core because they are used to calculate thc mass
**ofcore material. On thc other hand, NROWS is used to calculate an area
**for natural circulation. Thcreforc, it should be the number of rows pcr¹¹ actual fuel assembly.

NCHAN // Dimcnsionless

**This paramctcr is the number of mdial rings that divide thc core radially.

NAXNOD 19 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the number ofaxial rows that divide the core axially.
**Note that NAXNOD includes NNFT and NNFB. Tints, thc m»nber of rows for
**the active core region is NAXNOD-NNFT-NNFB.

1 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is thc nmnber ofnon-fuel rows above the active core
*¹ region (maximum of 5). These rows are used to rcprcscnt the upper
**non-active core region which typically includes the upper gas plenum,
**upper tie plate, and upper core structure.

NNFB

**This pammeter is the number of non-fuel rows below th active core
**region (maximum of 5). These rows are used to rcprcscnt the lower
**non-active core region which typically includes thc core support plate,
**lower tie plate, lower gas plenunt, and lower core structure.



**Parameter NNBT is the mimber ofcontrol blade rows above thc active core
**region (maximum of 5). User must. enter the same value used in pammeter
**NNFT or optionally zero ifparameter MBCO is zero.

** 4.0.3 MAM8/29/95 Starting with MAAP4.0.2, parameter NNBT is 110
**longer a user input pammctcr.

**Parameter NNBB is the number ofcontrol blade rows below the active core
**region (maximum of5). User nuist enter the same value used in parameter
**NNFB or optionally zero ifparameter MBCO is zero.

**@@@ 4.0.3 MAM8/29/95 Starting with MAAP4.0.2, parameter NNBB is no
**longer a user input parameter.

FXOXO l.e-4 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the initial fraction ofZr02 to Zr mass ratio. This
**parameter is used to obtain the zircaloy oxide mass in the Zr fuel/water
**rod and guide tube cladding, fuel can channels, and non-active core
**masses (MZRNFTand MZRNFB). This saruc ratio is also used to specify the
*~ stainless steel oxide mass in the stainless steel components (cladding if**ISSCL = l and control blade).

**The next three stainless stccl composition parameters MFFESS, MFCRSS, and**MFNISS define the composition ofall stainless stccl niasses rcprescntcd
**in the core including non-fuel regions above and below the active core,**steel masses in thc control blades and rods, and the l'uel rod cladding if "

**the stainless steel cladding option was selected. These compositions are**also applied to lumped equipment masses in the reactor vessel lower head.**See Prinuiry System parameter section for additional details about. lumped**equipment mass structures in the lower head.

**Thc purpose of thcsc composition parameters are to partition the steel**mass into iron, chromium, and nickel masses when the steel melts. Note**tliat the chromium oxidizes differently than the iron and this fact is**taken into account by direct containment heating and core-concrctc
*~ interactions models.

**Do not confuse these stainless steel composition parameters with carbon**steel composition parameters MFFECS, MFCRCS, MFNICS, and MFCACS which**arc defined in the Priniary System parameter section and are used for all**reactor vessel wall heat sinks.

MFFESS 0.72 // Diincnsionless

**This parameter is thc mass fraction of iron (Fe) in thc stainless steel.



MFCRSS 0.19 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the mass fraction ofchromium (Cr) in the stainless
**steel.

MFNISS 0.09 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the mass fraction ofnickle (Ni) in thc stainless
**steel;-

**Fuel Cladding Ballooning Variables

**Parameters XTZR, VOLGPN, PFILL, FVLGP, and FVUGP are used in MAAP's fuel
**cladding ballooning calculations.

VOLGPN 4.90c I FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is the gas volume per fuel pin. The gas volume can be**estimated as:

VOLGPN = VI + V2+ V3 + V4

**Whcrc: Vl = Gas volume in upper plenum
V2 = Gas volume in lower plenum
V3 = Gas volume in annular gap
V4 = Gas volmne in axial gap betwccn pellets

PFILL 464.7 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This pammetcr is the as-built room tcmpcmture fuel pin ltllgas**prcssure.

FVLGP 0.01 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the fraction of the total fuel pin gas volume which is
~* contained in the fuel pin lower gas plenum. This parameter can bc**estimated as:

FVLGP = V2/ VOLGPN

**Where: V2 = Lower plenum gas volume
VOLGPN = Gas volume pcr fuel pin

FVUGP 0.373 // Dimcnsionlcss

~* This parameter is the fraction of the total fuel pin gas volume which is**contained in the fuel pin upper gas plenum. This parameter can be**estintatcd as:



FVUGP = Vl / VOLGPN

**Where: Vl = Upper plenum gas volume
VOL'GPN = Gas volume per fiielpin

6.74 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the radius ofcore shroud. Note tluit the MAAP3.0B
**definition is incorrect.

NPKNOD 0 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is an option flag to specify how the core power peaking
**factors willbc assigned.

=0, power peaking factors arc assigned using the product of
1-D parameters FPAQ and FPRQ

44

=1, two dimensional nodal power peaking factors arc assigned
using 2-D paramctcr FPKNODQ

**Two examples ofobtaining the necdcd core peaking factors arc explained
**in the discussion ofparameters FPKNODQ, FPRQ, and FPAQ. Note tliat
**peaking factors for axial rows in thc non-active core region must have a
**value ofzero.

**Name: FPKNOD(l:175) Units: [Dimcnsionlcss]

**This pararnctcr is thc two dimensional core nodal power peaking factors
**from the bottom axial row at the inside mdial ring to the top axial row
**(NAXNOD)at the outcr radial ring (NCHAN), Thc basic core node indexlllg
**forinula is:

IJ = NAXNOD* (IR - 1) + IA

**where: IJ = the core node index,
IR = thc ir'th radial ring index, and
IA= thc ia'th axial row index.

**For example, the corresponding core node index located at the third axial
**row in the second radial ring is:

IJ = NAXNOD* (2 - 1) + 3

**Pararnetcr FPKNODQ is oinitted since parameters FPAQ and FPRQ is used
**instead. Sec parameter NPKNOD.

~* Recommended values ofpeaking factors for each core node can bc calculated
**as follows:





** l. Obtain core peaking factor maps for beginning of life (BOL), middle
ofcycle, and cnd of life (EOL). The radial factors are typically
provided as a one-quarter map of.thc core at a mimbcr ofcore elcva-
tions ivhilc thc axial factors are typically provided at a nwnber of
radial locations in thc core.

The core peaking factors that should be selected from the above data
set are thc axial factors for the core centerline and the radial
factors for the core mid-plane elevation at the time ofcycle that
the peaking factors exhibit the largest gradients (i.e., have their
"Pcakiest" values). Ifthe radial factors arc only provided for
clevations above and beloiv the core mid-plane then thc appropriate
values to bc used in thc paramctcr file should be obtained by linear
interpolation bet>veen thc data tliat niost closely bmckcts the
mid-plane.

**3. The peaking factor data in Itcrn 2 must be transfortned to values
appropriate for thc MAAPcore representation by performing thc
following ciilculations:

A. Transformation ofdata from I axial nodes (in the original core
peaking factor niaps) to thc J axial nodes required for the MAAP
core rcprcscntation.

i) Calculate the niid-plane elevation ofeach axial node in thc
original core representation [ORIG AX EL(l)]by:

- Dividing the length ofactive fiicl (XZFUEL= ZCRU - ZCRL)) by
the original nmnbcr of axial nodes(ORIG NO AX NODES) from the
data obtained from Itcin 2 above,

- Then calculating the distance from thc fiiel clement bottom to
the center (midplane clcvation) ofeach node (ORIG AX EL(I) )...

NODE HT ORIG = XZFUEL/ORIG NO AX NODES

ORIG AX EL(I) = {(.5) * NODE HT ORIG) + ((I-I)* NODE HT ORIG}

ii) Calculate the mid-plane elevation of each axial node in thc MAAP
core rcprcsentation [MAAP AX EL(J)] by:

- Dividing thc length of the active fiiel (XZFUEL)by the number
ofMAAPactivecorcaxial nodes(MAAP NO AX NODES=NAXNOD-
NNFT - NNFB),

- Then calculating the distance from the fuel clement bottom to
tfie center (midplane elevation) ofeach node (MAAP AX EL(J))...

NODE HT MAAP= XZFUEL/MAAPNO AX NODES

MAAP AX EL(J) = ((.5) * NODE HT MAAP}+((J-I) *NODE HT MAAP}





iii)The core peaking factor used for each axial node elevation in the
MAAPcore (AX PK MAAP(J)) is obtained by linearly interpolating
between the axial peaking factor values at elevations in the
original core representation above and below each MAAPnode ele-
vation. Let thc J'th MAAPnodal elevation occur betwccn the I
and I+I original nodal elcvations. The calculation is then;

AX PK MAAP(J) = AX PK ORIG(l) + [AX PK ORIG(1+1) - AX PK ORIG(I)]
* ([MAAP AX EL(J) -ORIG AX EL(t)]
/ [ORIG AX EL(l+I)-ORIG AX EL(I)])

B. Transformation ofdata from the X*Ybundles (frorii thc original or
revised (per Item 2) radial core peaking factor maps) to the N
radial rings of the MAAPcore representation.

i) Calculate thc equivalent radius ofeach radial ring in thc MAAP
core representation [EQ RING RAD(N)].

RING AREA(N)= Pl * XRBF**2* FA(N)

EQ RING RAD(1) = (RING AREA(l)/Pl)**.5

EQ RING RAD(N) = ([RING AREA(N)+PI*EQ RING RAD(N-1)**2]/PI)**.5
(FOR N> 1)

ii) Calculate thc distance between thc core centerline and the center-
line ofeach fiiel assembly [DIST(X,Y)] by using thc distance
betweenadjacentassemblies(DIST BETW ADJ ASSY)

DIST(X,Y)= {[DIST BETW ADJ ASSY*(X-.5)]**2
+ [DIST BETW ADJ ASSY *(Y-.5)]**2)**,5

iii)Obtain the core peaking tactor for each radial ring in the
MAAPcore rcprcscntation [md~k maap(n)] by averaging thc radial
peaking factors for all the bundles in each ring. For cxamplc,
the peaking factors tliat would be sununcd for the inncrinost ring
would be all those whose fuel assembly satisfies the condition;

DIST(X,Y)< EQ RING RAD(1);

The overall sum would then be divided by the number ofbundles
satisfying the above condition to obtain RAD PK MAAP(1). For
the Nth inner ring, thc peaking factors tliat would bc summed
would bc all those whose fuel assembly satisfies the condition;

EQ RING RAD(N-1) <DIST(X,Y)<EQ RING RAD(N) (for N > I}

The resulting sum is then divided by the mirnber ofbundles in
thc ring to obtain RAD PK MAAP(N).

C. Combination of thc axial and radial peaking factors into MAAP
active core node peaking factors. The peaking factors resulting
from thc calculations described in Items A and B above represent
the axial and radial factors in terms of the desired MAAPcore



nodalization. To obtain a single peaking factor to describe each
node for parameter FPEAK(N,J), these numbers would be multiplied
together as follows;

FPEAK(N,J) = RAD PK MAAP(N)* AX PK MAAP(J)

Transform FPEAK(N,J) to the input parameter FPKNOD(IJ) as shown
in the followingexample for the case where thc lower two axial
rows and one top axial rows are modeled as non-active core regions
with NAXNOD= 13;

FPKNOD(1) = 0. (non-active axial row 1, ring 1)
FPKNOD(2) = 0. (non-active axial row 2, ring 1)
FPKNOD(3) = FPEAK(1,1) (bottom active axial row, ring I)
FPKNOD(4) = FPEAK(1,2) (second active axial row, ring 1)

FPKNOD(12) = FPEAK(1,10) (top active axial row, ring I)
FPKNOD(13) = 0. (non-active axial row 13, ring I)

FPKNOD(14) = 0. (non-active axial row 1, ring 2)
FPKNOD(15) = 0. (non-active axial row 2, ring 2)
FPKNOD(16) = FPEAK(2,1) (bottom active axial row, ring 2)
FPKNOD(17) = FPEAK(2,2) (second active axial row, ring 2)

FPKNOD(25) = FPEAK(2,10) (top active axial row, ring 2)
FPKNOD(26) = 0. (non-active axial row 13, ring 2)

FPKNOD(27) = 0. (non-active axial row I, ring 3)
FPKNOD(28) = 0. (non-active axial row 2, ring 3)
FPKNOD(29) = FPEAK(3,1) (bottom active axial row, ring 3)

**Name: FPA(1:25) Units: [Din>ensionlcss]

**Parameter FPA(i) is the peaking factor for thc i'th axial row,
**from bottom axial row 1 to top axial row NAXNOD.

**Axial power distribution (shape) data is generally supplied as either 20
**to 30 tabular data points from the bottom to top of the active fuel length
**or as a power shape curve ofnormalized power factor versus distance from
**bottom to top of active fuel length. To accomodatc the tabular form the
**number of active core axial nodes (NAXNOD-NNFT-NNFB)for MAAPshould be
**selected ifat all possible such that these data points can bc evenly
**grouped and an average value can bc produced for each group.

**Given a power shape curve begin by splitting thc curve into (NAXNOD-
**NNFT - NNFB) equal segments (nodes). Next, sum the corresponding power
**factors at the beginning and end ofeach segment and divide each by two.
**These simple averages then become the first, FPA(2), through the next to
**last, FPA(NAXNOD-2), MAAPaxial peaking factors. In this instance, users



**need not normalize thc peaking factor data as this is done internally by**MAAP. As't was for the tabular example, the peaking factor for thc
**first and last two uppcrrnost axial nodes nnist be sct to 0.0.

FPA(1) 0.00
FPA(2) 0.00
FPA(3) 0.55
FPA(4) 0.90
FPA(5) 1.18
FPA(6) 1.25

FPA(7) 1.31

FPA(8) 1.33
FPA(9) 1.33
FPA(10) 1.30
FPA(11) 1.25

FPA(12) 1.19
FPA(13) 1. 17

FPA(14) 1.03

FPA(15) 0.94
FPA(16) 0.83
FPA(17) 0.70
FPA(18) 0.54
FPA(19) 0.00

.** Name: FPR(1:7) Units: [Dimcnsionlessj

**Paramctcr FPR(i) is thc peaking factor for the i'th radial ring starting
~* from the center (ring 1) and moving to thc peripheral ring (NCHAN).

**Radial poiver factor data is usually supplied in the forin ofa 1/4 core map**with average (bottom to top) peaking factors for each fuel assembly which
**virtually always assumes that the other 3/4s of the core rcplicatc the
**first. To generate MAAP radial peaking factors the individual asscinbly
**peaking factors must first be grouped in roughly concentric layers**starting at thc core center. Although rcfcrred to as radial rings, the
**layers need not be precisely circular. They need not have equal areas.
**Area fractions, also regarded as volume fractions, are specified using**parameter variable FAQ. However, the layers should be synimetrical**around thc core ccntcr, c.g. separations between the layers should bc**at equivalent points on the X and Y axes. After establishing which
**assemblies fall into each ring the assembly peaking factors for each ring**are summed. Each total is then divided by the nmnber ofassemblies in the
**corresponding ring to obtain the MAAP radial peaking factor values. Thc**result is the average power of the assemblics in each radial node divided
**by thc average power of the assemblies in the whole core with the latter**being the total power/total number ofassemblics.

FPR(1) 2.0S
FPR(2) 1.05
FPR(3) 0.57
FPR(4) 0.30



**Name: FA(1:7) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

~* FA(i) is thc area or volume fmction of i'th radial ring starting from the
**center (1) and moving to the peripheral (NCHAN). Each radial area
**fraction is the number of fuel assemblies (or pins) in each radial ring
**divided by the total number of fuel assemblies (or pins) in the core.

FA(1) 0.25
FA(2) 0.25
FA(3) 0.25

FA(4) 0.25

**Name: NSPCR(1:25) Units: [Dimensionless]

*~ This parameter is the grid spaccr index moving from bottom to top.
**NSPCR(i) should bc sct to I to indicate thc prcsencc ofa grid spaccr at
**thc bottom of the i'th axial row. Thc presence ofgrid spaccrs willhave
**an impact on downward molten core relocation.

NSPCR(1)
NSPCR(2)
NSPCR(3)
NSPCR(4)
NSPCR(5)
NSPCR(6)
NSPCR(7)
NSPCR(8)
NSPCR(9)
NSPCR(10)
NSPCR(1 I )
NSPCR(12)
NSPCR(13)
NSPCR(14)
NSPCR(15)
NSPCR(16)
NSPCR(17)
NSPCR(18)
NSP CR(19)

0

1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0

0
1

**The followingparamctcrs are used to define the non-active core regions
**above and below the active core region. Recall tltat parameters NNFT and
**NNFB are'used to define how ntany axial rows exists in the non-active
**region above and below the active core, respectively.

*~ Name: XDZNFT(1:5)

**XDZNFT(i) is the height of the i'th axial row in the upper non-active
**core region above thc active core starting from thc bottom (1) and moving
**to the top (NNFT). apically, the top axial row NAXNOD represents the
**upper tie plate.



XDZNFT(1)
XDZNFT(2)
XDZNFT(3)
XDZNFT(4)
XDZNFT(5)

0.492 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT

**Name: XDZNFB(1:5) Units: [M,FT]

**XDZNFB(i)is thc height of thc i'th axial row in the lower non-active
**core region below the active core moving from the bottom (1) to the top**(NNFB). Typically, the bottont axial row 1 represents thc core plate, and
**bottom axial row 2 represents the lower tic plate.

XDZNFB(1)
XDZNFB(2)
XDZNFB(3)
XDZNFB(4)
XDZNFB(5)

0.492 FT
1.614 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT

**Name: MSSNFT(1:5) Units: [KG,LB]

**MSSNFT(i) is thc i'th axial row mass of stainless stccl in the upper**non-active core region above the active core moving 1'rom the bottom (1)**to the top (NNFT). Typically, thc top axial row NAXNOD rcprcscnts the**upper tie plate.

MSSNFT(1)
MSSNFT(2)
MSSNFT(3)
MSSNFT(4)
MSSNFT(5)

0.0 LB
0.0 LB
0.0 LB
0.0 LB
0.0 LB

**Name: MSSNFB(1:5) Units: [KG,LB]

**MSSNFB(i) is the i'th axial row mass of stainless steel in thc lower**non-active core region above the active core moving from the bottom (1)**to the top (NNFB). Typically, the bottom axial row 1 represents thc core
~* plate, and bottom axial row 2 represents the lower tie plate.**PWR MAAP3.0B corresponding parmacter is MC~PO.

MSSNFB(1) 6400.0 LB
MSSNFB(2) 13186.0 LB
MSSNFB(3) 0.0 LB
MSSNFB(4) 0.0 LB
MSSNFB(5) 0.0 LB

**Name: MZRNFT(1:5) Units: [KG,LB]

**MZRNFT(i) is the i'th axial row mass ofzircalloy (Zr) in the upper**non-active core region above the active core moving from the bottom (1)



**to the top (NNFT). Note tliat this mass is also a part of the total
**zircalloy cladding mass in the whole core reprcscnted by pammeter MZROC.
*~ An approximated value of the mass can be obtained as:

MZRNFT(i)= MZROC * XDZNFT(i)/
(ZCRU - ZCRL+ sum ofXDZNFT+suin ofXDZNFB)

**
@@Qa 4.0.3 MAM8/29/95 Do not include MZROKmass in the calculation

**above as was suggested in previous sample parameter file descriptions.

MZRNFT(1)
MZRNFT(2)
MZRNFT(3)
MZRNFT(4)
MZRNFT(5)

1528.5 LB
0.0 LB
0.0 LB
0.0 LB
0.0 LB

**Name: MZRNFB(1:5) Units: [KG,LB]

**MZRNFB(i) is the i'th axial row mass ofzircalloy (Zr) in the lower
**non-active core region below the active core moving from the bottom (1)**to the top (NNFB). Note that this niass is also a part of the total
*~ zircally mass in the whole core rcprescntcd by parameter MZROC. An
**approximated value of thc mass can bc obtained as:

MZRNFB(i)= MZROC * XDZNFB(i)/
(ZCRU - ZCRL+ sum ofXDZNFT+sum ofXDZNFB)

**@PaQa 4.0.3 MAM8/29/95 Do not, include MZROK niass in the calculation above
**as was suggested in previous sample parameter file descriptions.

MZRNFB(1)
MZRNFB(2)
MZRNFB(3)
MZRNFB(4)
MZRNFB(5)

00 LB
1528.5 LB

0.0 LB
0.0 LB
0.0 LB

NGASU 19 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is thc index of the axial row having thc fuel rod upper**gas plenum. NGASU should be sct to NAXNOD+iifno upper gas plemnn is
**modclcd.

NGASL 2 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is the index of thc axial row having thc fuel rod lower
**gas plenum. NGASL should be set to 0 ifno lower gas plenum is modeled.

NPLAT 1 // Dimcnsionlcss

**This pammctcr is the index of the axial row liaving the core support



**plate. NPLAT should be set to 0 ifno core support plate is modeled.
**This parameter can be sct thc same as NGASL ifmodeling thc lower gas
**plenum or not with the core support plate on the same axial row.

20.68 FT**2 // Units: [M*~2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the bypass cross-sectional area for the region between
**the core baffle and the core barrel. Make sure that the value spccificd
*~ herc is consistent with tlie core/core bypass area specified in Primary
*"System paramctcr ACR.

AGCRFP 0.210 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the effectiv flowarea through each core former plate
**in the axial direction. Thc former plates are in the baffle - core
**barrel annulus. This represents flow through thc holes in the horizontal
**surfaces of the core former plates in TMI-type core geometries and is
**not likely to apply to Westinghouse plants or to BWR core geomctrics.
**Ifit docs not apply sct thc panmetcr to zero.

**AGCRFP is used in the manometric balance. Ifnatural circulation is
**allowed and the return flow is through the bafllc - core barrel annulus
~* for PWRs or the outer bypass region for BWRs then AGCRFP is also used
**for the return flow for those rows that have former plates. AGBF is
**used for those rows that do not have former plates. Thc code detcnnincs
**which rows have former plates using the assumption that thc plates are
**uniformly distributed along the core. Sce the description for AGBF for
**inorc information about thc natural circulation pammctcrs.

NCRFP 8 // Dimensionlcss

**This paramctcr is the number ofcore fonncr plates in the baffl - core
**barrel annulus. It is used with paramctcr AGCRFP in TMI-type core
**geometries only and is not likely to apply to Westinghouse plants or to
**BWR core gcomctrics. Ifit does not apply sct thc parameter to zero.

AGBF 0.0 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**I@ 4.0.3 MAM12/15/95 Updated description for AGBF for all parameter
**files.

**Parainctcr AGBF is used only ifthc in-vessel natural circulation return
**path is in the baffle - core barrel annulus for PWR's or the outcr
**bypass region for BWR's, i.c., when the *Model parameter FNCBP is sct to**one and in-vessel natural circulation is allowed, i.e.; when *Model
**parameter FFtuCR is positive. For plants with such a configuration
**(likely to bc BkW and BWR core geometries), this pararneicr must bc**non-zero.

**This parameter is the "effectiv flowarea pcr row" and rcprcsents thc



**approximate cffcctive flow area available through the core baffle when
**the natural circulation flow is assumed to go down the core baflle-
**core barrel annulus. This parameter is ignored for most cases where it
**can be safely assumed that natural circulation occurs totally within the
**core itself. The users can enter the total effective flow area divided
**by the number of rows used in the core nodalization scheme:

AGBF = (NBFH * ABFH) / NAXNOD

**Where: NBFH = nurnbcr of holes in core baffl
ABFH = effective area ofone core baffle hole
NAXNOD= number ofaxial rows in core nodalization

**In any cvcnt, a signiTicant degree ofuncertainty applies to the flow
*~ pattern for cores with large effective flowareas through the core
**peripheral since no detailed solutions are known to exist.

ABPINC 0.0 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This panmeter is thc inshore bypass cross-sectioiial area for thc region
**between the fuel cans and the control blades. Do not include the area
**from the outside fuel cans to the core shroud wall. This paramctcr is a
*~ subset of the parameter ABP and make sure that. the value specified here
~* is consistent with the core/core bypass area spcciflicd in thc Primary
**System parameter AFLCOR. This parameter is set to 0 for PWR's.

An example for more comprehensive non-I'iiel region input sct

2 top non-fuel roivs, 9 active fuel rows, 3 bottom non-I'uel rows

*** NAXNOD 14 number of rows

*** NNFT

*** INNFB

*** FPA(l)
*** FPA(2)
*** FPA(3)
*** FPA(4)
*** FPA(5)
*** FPA(6)
*** FPA(7)
*** FPA(8)
*** FPA(9)

2 number of non-fuel nodes above active I'iicl, <=5
upper gas plenum (1st),
upper tie plate (2nd)

3 number ofnon-fiicl nodes below active fuel, <=5
model support plate (1st),
tie plate or lower fitting (2nd),
lower gas plcmmi (3rd)

= 0. axial peaking factor bottom, support plate
= 0. axial peaking factor, tie plate or loivcr end fitting
= 0. axial peaking factor, lower gas plenum
= 0.695 axial peaking factor
= 1.09 axial peaking factor
= 1.195 axial peaking factor
= 1.2 axial peaking factor
= 1.185 axial peaking factor
= 1.16 axial peaking factor



*** FPA(10) = 1.1 axial peaking factor
*** FPA(11) = 1.035 axial peaking factor
*** FPA(12) = 0.88 axial peaking factor
*** FPA(13) = 0. axial peking factor, upper gas plenum
*** FPA(14) = 0. axial peaking factor top, upper tie plate

***XDZNFT(1) = 0.1780 lengths ofupper non-fuel nodes, gas plcnurn
*** XDZNFT(2) = 0.0762 lengths ofupper non-fuel nodes, tie plate
*** XDZNFT(3) = 0.0 not used
*** XDZNFT(4) = 0.0 not used
*** XDZNFT(5) = 0.0 not used

***XDZNFB(1)= 0.3560 length ofbottom non-fuel nodes, support plate
**~ XDZNFB(2) = 0.0762 length ofbottom non-fuel nodes, tic plate
***XDZNFB(3) = 0.1780 length ofbottom non-fuel nodes, lower gas plenum
*** XDZNFB(4) = 0.0 not used
*** XDZNFB(5) = 0.0 not used

*** MSSNFT(l) = 0.0 SS mass ofupper non-fuel nodes, gas plenum
*** MSSNFT(2) = 907.0 SS mass ofupper non-fuel nodes, tie plate
*** MSSNFT(3) = 0.0 not used
*** MSSNFT(4) = 0.0 not used
*** MSSNFT(5) = 0.0 not used

*** MSSNFB(1) = 22501.0 SS niass ofbottoin non-fuel nodes, support plate
*** MSSNFB(2) = 1500.0 SS mass ofbottoin non-fuel nodes, tic plate
*** MSSNFB(3) = 0.0 SS niass ofbottom non-fuel nodes, lower gas plcnuin
*** MSSNFB(4) = 0.0 not used
*** MSSNFB(5) = 0.0 not used

~* * MZRNFT(l)= 900.6
*** MZRNFT(2) = 0.0
*** MZRNFT(3) = 0.0
**~ MZRNFT(4) = 0.0
*** MZRNFT(5) = 0.0

Zr mass ofupper non-fuel nodes, upper gas plcnuin
Zr mass ofupper non-fuel nodes, tie plate
iiot used
not used
llot ilscd

*** MZRNFB(1) = 0.0
*** MZRNFB(2) = 0.0
*** MZRNFB(3) = 900.6
*** MZRNFB(4) = 0.0
*** MZRNFB(5) = 0.0

Zr mass ofbottom non-fuel nodes, support plate
Zr mass ofbottom non-fiiel nodes, tie plate
Zr mass ofbottom non-fiiel nodes, lower gas plenum

not used
not used

*Fission Product

*SI

**This parameter section is used for setting up the core lission product
**masses and fractional decay power and core structuml material masses.

**Name: MFPIN(1:25) Units: [KG,LB)

**Parameter MFPIN(i) dciines the ith initial core fission mass as:



I) Mass ofXE AS XE-131

2) Mass ofKRAS KR-84

3) Mass of I AS 1-131

4) Mass ofRB AS RB-86

5) Mass of CS AS CS-133

6) MassofSRAS SR-88

7) Mass ofBAAS BA-138
8) MassofYAS Y-89
9) Mass ofLAAS LA-139
10) Mass ofZRAS ZR-91
11) Mass ofNB AS NB-109
12) Mass ofMO AS MO-96
13) Mass ofTC AS TC-99
14) Mass ofRU AS RU-101
15) Mass of SB AS SB-122

16) Mass ofTE AS TE-128
17) Mass of CE AS CE-140
18) Mass of PR AS PR-141

19) Mass ofND AS ND-144
20) Mass of SM AS SM-150
21) Mass ofNP AS NP-237
22) Mass of PU AS PU-239
23) Rcscrvcd for future usc
24) Reserved for future usc

25) Rcscrvcd for fiiturc use

**Fission product niasses dclincd in parameter array MFPIN() arc trcatcd
**separately when in the core or the debris. The masses arc then lumped
**into thc following MAAP lission product groups rvhcn rcleascd:

GROUP 1 VAPOR (V): Nobles (Xe+ Kr)
GROUP I AEROSOL (A): Allnon-radioactive inert aerosols
GROUP 2 V &A: Csl+ Rbl
GROUP 3 V &A: Tc02
GROUP 4 V&A: SrO
GROUP 5 V&A: Mo02
GROUP 6 V&A: CsOH+ RbOH
GROUP7 V&A: BaO
GROUP 8 V&A: I a203 + Pr203 + Nd203 + Sm203 + Y203
GROUP 9 V&A: Ce02
GROUP 10 V&A: Sb

GROUP 11 V &A: Te2
GROUP 12 V&A: U02 + Np02 + Pu02

**Thc initial masses of specific fission products rcrlucstcd for parameters
**MFPIN(1) through MFPIN(25) are used to calculate the total number of molcs
**for the particular clcments involved.

**The initial mass of thc fission products can bc obtained by performing
**ORIGEN calculations for the various fuel cycles (based on burnup).

MFPIN(1) 320.0 KG
MFPIN(2) 16.5 KG



MFPIN(3)
MFPIN(4)
MFPIN(5)
MFPIN(6)
MFPIN(7)
MFPIN(8)
MFPIN(9)
MFPIN(10)
MFPIN(11)
MFPIN(12)
MFPIN(13)
MFPIN(14)
MFPIN(15)
MFPIN(16)
MFPIN(17)
MFPIN(18)
MFPIN(19)
MFPIN(20)
MFPIN(21)
MFPIN(22)
MFPIN(23)
MFPIN(24)
MFPIN(25)

++ Users nray s

14.8 KG
18.1 KG

161.0 KG
59.1 KG
75.4 KG
28.2 KG
76,8 KG
220.0 KG

3.4 KG
191.0 KG
45.8 KG
128.0 KG

1.0 KG
30.8 KG
162.0 KG
62.6 KG

210.0 KG
41.9 KG
32.0 KG

578.0 KG
0.0 KG
0.0 KG
0.0 KG

calc the supplied parameter vahtes by the core popover as:

MFPIN(i)[Myplant] = QCRO[My plant] / QCRO[UG] * MFPIN(i)[UG]

**Where: QCRO[My plant] = initial/nominal core popover for this plant
(*Core paratnetcr QCRO)

QCRO[UG] = MAAP Users Guide core popover

MFPIN(i)[UG] = MAAP Users Guide i'th initial fission product mass

I) CD B4C
2) IN SS

3) AG
4) SN SN
5) MN MN

**Name: MSMO(1:5) Units: [KG,LB]

**Parameter MSMO(i) dcfincs the ith initial structural nratcrial mass. The
**types of structural material mass requested is dependent on *Control
**parameter IBCCR flag and are:

IBCCR=O IBCCR= I

MSMO(1) 303.0 KG
MSMO(2) 909.0 KG
MSMO(3) 4848.6 KG
MSMO(4) 347.0 KG





MSMO(5) 196.0 KG

**The mass ofcore structural material parameters includes both thc core
**structure and thc control rods. It should not include the control
**blade boron carbide mass. That mass is input in parameter section
***Core as parameter MCBO. Note that the order ofstructural
**materials is diAcrent for MAAP3B and MAAP4.

**Two types ofcontrol rods may be modeled. The user may only select one
**type. The control rods may bc modeled containing CD-IN-AG mass or
**containing B4C and SS mass. The *Control paranteter IBCCR is used to
**sclcct the control rod type. Setting parameter IBBCR to 0 selects the
**CD-IN-AGcontrol rod type and setting parameter IBBCR to I selects B4C-SS

type

**The structural nraterials n>ay bc rclcascd from thc core as aerosols and
**are lumped togcthcr with the concrete aerosols in MAAP fission product
**group 1.

**For CD-AG-INcontrol rods thc initial masses of Cd. It>, and Ag can be
**calculated as follows using typical mass fmctions: Cd = .05. In = .15,
**and Ag =.8.

MSMO(1) = VCRT * DEQ *.05
MSMO(2) = VCRT * DEQ *.15
MSMO(3) = VCRT * DEQ *.8

**Where: VCRT = Total control rod voluntc,
= .25 * PI * XDCR**2* XLCR * NCR * NASS

**Where: XDCR = Control rod diameter
XLCR= Control rod length
NCR = Number ofcontrol rods per assembly
NASS = Number ofassemblies

DEQ = Equivalent density,
= (.05 * DCd) + (.15 * Din) + (.8 * DAg)

**Where: DCd = Cd density
Din = In density
DAg = Ag density

**and thc density data can bc obtained from thc CRC Handbook ofChemistry**and Physics.

**Similar calculations can bc done ifthe control rods arc B4C.

**The initial mass of Sn (tin) in core can bc dctcrmined from the total
**amount ofzircalloy as:

MSMO(4) = (MZROC+ MZROK) * FWZR

**Where: MZROC = Initial zircalloy mass in cladding
(*Core parameter MZRO)





MZROK= Initial zircalloy mass in fuel cans
(*Core parameter MZROK)

FWZR = Weight percent of tin in Zircalloy, typically 0.0145
per ASTM-B-353; See following table

]AlloyingElements in Zircalloy-2 and -4]
[ASTM-B-353 Noininal Values]

I
------------I

I Percent by weight ]

I ---------I
] Elcinent Zr-2 Zr-4 ]

I --I
] Tin 1.45 1.45 ]

] Iron 0.14 0.21 ]

] Chromium 0.10 0.10
]

] Nickel 0.05 Ncg. ]

] Zirconium Balance Bal. ]

*~ The initial mass ofMn is typically 2% of the ainount ofstainless stccl
**and 5% of the Inconcl. Include the niass ofMn from MSSO, MSSOCL, MSSNFTQ,
**MSSNFB(), and MSMO(2) when IBCCR=1 and any core components froin thc bottom
**ofactive fiicl to the top of the Iuel assemblies tliat would be expected
**to become a part of thc core melt.

**Name: FQP(1:12) Units: [Diinensionless]

**This parameter is the fraction ofdecay poiver in each MAAP fission
*~ product group. The sum ofall fission product groups, FQP(1-12), docs
**not add up to onc because thc balance of the fmction ofdecay power is
**held by the non-volatilcs. Note tliat UO2 contribution to group 12 should
**not include the nonvolatile species. The twelve fission product groups
**used in MAAPare:

1) NOBLES
2) CSI + RBI
3) TEO2
4) SRO

5) MOO2
6) CSOH+ RBOH
7) BAO
8) LA203 + PR203 + ND203 + SM203 + Y203
9) CEO2
10) SB
11) TE2 (USE SAME VALUEAS FQP(3))
12) UO2+ NPO2+ PU02

FQP(1) 0.03
FQP(2) 0.17

FQP(3) 0.02



FQP(4) 0.04
FQP(5) 0.02
FQP(6) 0.01
FQP(7) 0.02
FQP(8) 0.27
FQP(9) 0.03
FQP(10) 0.006
FQP(11) 0.02
FQP(12) 0. 16

**Thc FQP array is defined to be the fraction of thc decay power that. is
**generated by thc constituents ofeach of thc twelve "fission product
**groups". The remainder of thc decay power is genentcd by all the other
**fission products that arc in the fiicl.

**In MAAP, all fission products except those in the twelve groups are
**assumed to always remain in the tuel. Those in thc twelve groups may
**be released from the fuel (as a function of the fiicl tcrnpemture) and
**move indepcndcntly of it. Thc fiicl in MAAP is rcprcscnted by UO2. Note
**tliat a portion of the UO2 itself can be released as a vapor and move
**indcpendcntly of the bulk of thc fuel and the reniaining fission products
**(hence group 12).

**MAAP tracks the masses ofeach fission product group in the different
**regions of the primary system and containment. MAAP then assigns a
**portion of thc total decay heat to thc i'th fission product group in each
**location using: 1) the fractions spccificd in the FQP array and 2) thc
**fr<action of thc initial mass of each group that is in that location.
**Similarly, MAAP tmcks the inass of fuel in each location and calculates
**the decay heat due to thc fission products tliat arc assumed to always
**remain in thc fuel by using: I) a corresponding FQP value tliat is equal
**to I mimis the sum of thc FQP fractions and 2) thc fmction ol'thc
**initial fuel mass that is in each location.

**The FQP fractions can bc determined from the results ofcore inventory
**and power calculations using such codes as ORIGEN2. These codes generate
**thc mass and thc decay power of the fission products as a function of time.
**The input to these codes includes the mass and cnrichmcnt of thc uranium
**fuel, the thermal power of the reactor and its opcmting time. Therefore,
**the values for the FQP array are plant-specific and vary ivith time.

**Usc.~ should be aware of the folloivingpoints related to the creation,
**usage and impact of the FQP array.

**- The components of the array tliat have the most inipact on thc
**djstribution of thc decay power arc those that corrcspond to the
**fission products tliat are most readily released (the volatile ones).

**- In general, the FQP array is not a strong function of thc plant type,**power level or time ofoperation ifthe reactor has been operated for
**more than about a year.

**- The array is a fiinction of the time since slmt-down. The values
**corrcspond to approxiniatcly 5 hours aAer slnit-doivn. The code was



**written to use only a single set ofvalues, which is considered
**suflicicnt because thc array would not cliangc substantially aflcr the
**initial slant-down period. Ifusers want to account for the time-
**dependent nature of the array, the values can be modified during the
**sequence via local parameter changes. However, the fraction of the
**decay power associated with tlie remainder of the fuel is only
**calculated at the beginning of thc sequence. Cliangcs to the array
**such that the sum of the values changes willresult in an "imbalance"
**in the distribution of the decay heat. Presunrably this clfect is
**small but FAI has not tested the code with time-depcndcnt values.

**- The impact ofdifferen values of the FQP array was evaluated for the
**station blackout sample problems with MAAP3.0B BWR Rcv. 8 and PWR Rev.
** 18 of the code. The two versions werc run using values corresponding to
**.5, 5 and 15 hours after shutdown, and a linear average ofvalues over a
**considerably longer period of time. The figures-of-merit from thcsc
**different cases were compared. The impact on thc results is noticeable
**but the progression of the sequences does not substantially change.

**Those who arc using the default values ol'the army for their plant-
**specific calculations should evaluate the sensitivity of their results to
**these values, particularly for cases involving substantial revaporintion.
**Users who liave questions regarding the calculation ofplant-speciTic values
**may contact FAI for further inforination.

**Qa 4.0.3 GYP 3/16/96 - The followingparameters werc added for the
**CORSOR-M, CORSOR-0 and ORNL-BOOTH fission product release correlations.
**The correlation option is sct via *Model paramctcr FPRAT. Sec thc
**description ofsubroutine FPRELC in the User's Mamial for morc information
**about thc correlations and the user input.

FCORSM I.c0 // Dimensionless

**FCORSM is thc multiplier for the CORSOR-M fission product release rates for
**all fission product groups.

**The CORSOR-0 and ORNL-BOOTH models both require two input pammeters
**for each fission product group. Thc first one is for thc initial fuel
**(steam-rich) condition and the second one is for the reduced fuel
**(H2-rich) condition. They are used to calculate thc rcleasc rate
~* coefficient, which is a function of the mole fraction ofhydrogen in thc
**gas flow for thc fuel node. The calculation uses a linear interpolation
**bctivecn the two input values. For some fission products the values of the
**two input parameters arc the same.

**When doing sensitivity studies on fission product releases with the
**CORSOR-0 and ORNL-BOOTH models both values for each fission product group**should bc adjusted.

**Thc fission product groups are





1) Nobles
2) Csl+ Rbl
3) Te02
4) SrO
5) Mo02
6) CsOH+ RbOH
7) BaO
8) La203+ Pr203+ Nd203+ Sm203+ Y203
9) Ce02
10) Sb

11) Tc2
12) UO2+ Np02+ Pu02

**Sce Table 5.1 in NUREG/CR-6261 for the CORSOR-0 and ORNL-BOOTH
**correlations.

**Name: FCORO 1(1:12) Units: [Dimcnsionless]

**FCOROI(l) is thc CORSOR-0 relative multiplier for thc initial fiicl
**(steam-rich) condition for fission product group I.

FCORO1(I) 1,0
FCORO 1(2) 0.8
F CORO 1(3) 0.0
FCORO I(4) 0.01
FCORO I(5) 0.25
FCORO1(6) 1.0
FCORO 1(7) 0.02
F CORO I (8) 0.0002
FCORO I(9) 0.0002
FCORO 1(10) 0.5
FCOROI(11) 0.8
FCORO I(12) 0.0

**Name: FCORO2(1:12) Units: [Dirncnsionless]

**FCORO2(I) is the CORSOR-0 relative multiplier for the rcduccd fuel
**(H2-rich) condition for fission product group I.

FCORO2(1) 1.0
FCORO2(2) 0.8
FCORO2(3) 0.0
FCORO2(4) 0.1
FCORO2(5) 0.01
FCORO2(6) 1.0
FCORO2(7) 0.2
FCORO2(8) 0.0002
FCORO2(9) 0.002
FCORO2(10) 0.02
FCORO2(11) 0.02
FCORO2(12) 0.0



**Note tliat for groups 5, 10 and 11 the ORNL recommended values for initial
**fuel and reduced fiiel are the same, while those for oxidized fuel are
**much higher. The larger values are used here for FCOROI.

**Name: FORNLI(1:12) Units: [Dirnensionlcss]

**FORNLI(l) is tlie ORNL-BOOTH relative nniltiplierfor the initial fuel
**(steam-rich) condition for fission product group I.

FORNLI(1) 1.0
FORNL I (2) 0.64
FORNL 1(3) 0.0
FORNL I(4) 0.0001
FORNL 1(5) 0.0625
FORNL I(6) 1.0
FORNL I(7) 0.0004
FORNL 1(8) 4.0e-8
FORNLI(9) 4.0e-8
FORNL 1(10) 0.25
FORNL I (11) 0.64
FORNL 1(12) 0.0

**Name: FORNL2(1:12) Units: [Dimensionless]

**FORNL2(l) is the ORNL-BOOTH relative nmltiplier for the reduced fuel
**(H2-rich) condition for fission product group I.

FORNL2(1) I.O
FORNL2(2) 0.64
FORNL2(3) 0.0
FORNL2(4) 0.01
FORNL2(5) 0.0001
FORNL2(6) 1.0

FORNL2(7) 0.04
FORNL2(8) 4.0e-8
FORNL2(9) 4.0e-6
FORNL2(10) 4.0e-4
FORNL2(11) 4.0e-4
FORNL2(12) 0.0

XGRAIN 6.e-6 M // Units: [M,FT]

**XGRAINis the nicasured initial grain radius in the fuel. It is used in**the ORNL-BOOTH correlation.

*InitialConditions

*BR





**This parameter section defines thc inputs for initial conditions.
**Possible data sources for the majority of thc parameters can be obtained
**from:

I) Plant FSAR - Primary system, Steam generator,
Containment, and ECCS sections

2) Operator Training Manual - Prinmry system,
Pressurizer, Steam generator, and ECCS sections

3) Plant operating surveillance data
4) Contaimnent and/or Containment HVACsizing design calculations
5) Plant Tech Specs

TWPSNM 590.8 F // Units: [K,F]

**This parameter is the nominal fullpower primary system avcmgc water**tempcraturc.

PPSNOM 2249.G7 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the nominal fullpower primary system pressure.

TWPSO 590.8 F // Units: [K,F]

**This parameter is thc initial printary system average water temperature**for a given scqucncc.

**Ifit is not a half-loop sequence this value willbc same as TWPSNM.**For a half-loop sequcncc input thc right tcmpcraturc.

PPSO 2249.67 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is thc initial primary system pressure for a given**sequence.

**Ifit is not a half-loop sequence this value willbe sante as PPSNOM.**For a half-loop scquencc input the right containmcnt prcssure or**primary system pressure ifscaled.

ZWPZO 27.93 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This paramctcr is thc initial pressurizer water Icvcl.

MWSGO 89300.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is the initial mass ofwater on the secondary side of**one steam generator (S/G).





PSGO 1000.0 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the initial pressure on thc secondary side of each of
**the S/Gs.

MBAPSO

**@6 4.0.3 MAM11/14/95 This paramctcr was missing from all pwr parameter
**files.

**This pammeter is the initial total mass ofboric acid in thc primary
**system water. Thc mass ofboric acid is tracked in thc reactor vessel as
~* MBAPS and in the containment as MFPWB(13,iv) for the iv'th comparmcnt
**water pool. In the containmcnt or auxilary building comparttuents thc
**ntass ofH3BO3 in the water pool is used to determine thc pH value of the
~* water pool and can bc plotted as FPHVAL(iv)for thc iv'th comparmcnt
**water pool. Presently the pH of the reactor vessel water is not
**computed. Sec subroutine AUXFP writeup of thc MAAP4 User Manual for
**additional details ofhow the pH value is calculated.

**The followingpanmcters TSGOHL, MWSGHL, PSGOHL, ZWPSHL, and MWPSHL only**apply for half-loop operation.

TSGOHL 0.0 F // Units: [K,F]

**This psratuctcr is the initial temperature of water and gas in the stcam
**gcncrator for half-loop opcmtion.

MWSGHL 0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This pammcter is the initial water mass in the S/G for half-loop
**operation.

PSGOHL 0.0 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the initial pressure in thc S/G for half-loop
**operation.

ZWPSHL 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the initial water level above the top of the core for**half-loop operation.

MWPSHL 0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is thc initial primary system water mass. Ifthis mass**is larger than the mass rcquircd to cover the core then this mass will



**bc used instead of the mass calculated using thc above input water lcvcl
**(ZWPSHL). IfMWPSHL ( MWMIN,the minimum water mass rcquircd to cover
**the core, then the water level (ZWPSHL) is used to calculate the total
**primary system water ntass. Tltc mininntnt water nutss is defined as:

MWMIN= (VHD+VLOWCR+ADC*(ZCRU-ZRVCYL)+ACR*(ZCRU-ZCRL))/VWPS

TCNO 98.75 F // Units: [K,F]

**This parameter is the initial tcmperaturc of the concrete floor used in
**MCCI. Containment walls and floors arc initializcd to the compartment
**gas temperature they face.

80.3 F // Units: [K,F]

**This pammcter is the environment, c.g., compartment INODRB+I, temperature.

PAMB 14.7 PSI // Units: [PA.PSI]

**This parameter is the environment, e.g., cotnpartmcnt INODRB+I, pressure.

*Primary System
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**Unless otherwise noted the reference point for all elevation variables
**in this section is the lowest point of thc inside of thc reactor
**pressurized vcsscl (RPV) head. When a variable such as thc volume
**of thc downcomer (VDC) is called for the actual downcotner volume
**should be used even though thc MAAP nodalization lutnps other volumes
**with the dosvncotncr volume (tltc lumping is done internally in MAAP).

NCL 4 // Dimcnsionless

**number ofcold legs

2.42 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This paramctcr is thc inner diamctcr of one hot leg pipe. Ifthe hot lcg**diameter is not uniform, then use a volume average diamctcr such that:

XDHL= 2 * (VHL/(PI* XLHL))**.5

**Whcrc: VHL = Total hot lcg volume
XLHL= Length ofhot Icg

XTHL 0.304 FT // Units: [M,FT]



**This parameter is the minimum thickness of the hot leg and it is
~* used in the hot leg creep rupture calculation.

XRRV 7.21 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the inside radius ofcylindrical part of the reactor
**vessel. Ifthe radius is not uniform from top to bottom then use a
**volume averaged radius.

**@@ 4.0.3 BJS 3/21/96 - Corrcctcd the value ofXRRV. It had been
**mistyped as 7.72 in the drafl User's Guide.

VLOWCR 231.47 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT*~3]

**This parameter is thc fluidvolume which is inside the core barrel and
**lies between the bottom of thc core and thc line which denotes the top**of thc reactor vessel lower head (the last is thc sa'ne as the bou~tn
**of the reactor vessel cylindrical section). Do not include volumes
**occupied by structures like the flowdistribution plate, support columns,
**instrumentation tubes, butt type colutnns, ctc.

ACR 74.92 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the effective flowarea of the core plus core bypass**area.

VCLI 80.97 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is thc volume of horizontal run of pipe in onc cold Icg**from thc reactor vcsscl out to the main coolant pump. Do not include the
**reactor vessel and RCP nozzles'luid volumes. VCLI should be based on the**cold lcg pipe inner diameter. Even ifthc plant has two cold legs for cacll
**hot leg only the volume ofone cold leg should be included in VCLI.

XRVPO 0.0625 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parmncter is the radius ofvessel penetration. Ifthere is no
**vessel penetration in the lower head (c.g. some CE plants) then use the**assumed initial radius of failure when the RPV lower head fails due to
~* corium attack. Supply one (I) for thc number of failed penetmtions in**the model parameter section. This radius is the outer radius and it**should be grcatcr than the tube thickness XTPTI. Ifsevcml different
**radii exist use the radius associated with thc sntallest attachment, weld
**thickness.

QCPO 1.67e7 BTU/HR // Units: [W,BTU/HR]

**This parameter is the energy input from one primary systctn main coolant



~~ pump (wllen it Is running).

WWMUO 0.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This parameter is thc total makeup fiow rate to the primary system.
**During normal operation thc makeup flow rate should equal the letdown
**flow rate. This variable is used mainly in the TMI scenario and most
**users willinput zero. This water mass is not subtracted from thc RWST
*~ inventory and continues (ifpower is available) until it is manually
**shut off.

TWMU 557.8 F // Units: [K,F]

**This parameter is thc temperature of makeup water.

XDCL - 2.29 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This pammeter is the inner,diameter of'a cold leg pipe. Ifthe cold Icg**diamctcr is not uniform then use a weighted average diamctcr such that:

XDCL= 2 * ((VCL - VRCP) / (PI * XLCL))**.5

**Where: VCL = Total cold Icg volume
VRCP = Fluid volume ofone reactor (tnain) coolant pump
XLCL= Length ofcold leg

ZSR 28.57 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is thc center elevation of the nozzle which connects the
**surge linc to thc hot Icg. The elevation of thc surge line nozzle
**nutst bc higher than the elevation of'thc bottom of thc coolant nozzles.

FBB // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the broken loop break location kcy (primary system**node number):
3-uroken hot Icg node
4-broken hot leg "tube" node (B&Wonly)
6-broken intermediate leg node (between pump and cold side of S/G)
7-broken cold leg node (horizontal part ofcold leg)
8-downcomcr node (i.c. downcomcr plus lo;vcr head)

**NOTE: You can only specify FBB and ZBB either in the pammetcr fllcor**in initial local parameter change but not in subsequent local parameter**changes.

ABB 0.0 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]
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**This parameter is the break area of thc broken loop. Enter a value of
**zero il'here is no brcak.

ZBB 26.3 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the broken loop break elevation. The vertical distance
**is measured ."rom thc elevation of the center of the break to the
**elevation of the inside bottom of the RPV lower head. NOTE: You can
**only specify FBB and ZBB either in thc paramaeter file or in initial
**local parameter change but not in subscqucnt local parameter changes.

MSGPHD 1.14e5 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is the mass of the S/G head and tubcsheet per steam
**gcncrator (both upper/lower heads and tubeshccts for OTSGS). In thc
~* code one ltalfof this mass is added to MSHEL to create the total mass
**of thc S/G external heat sink. The other hall'of this mass is added to
**thc mass of thc intermediate leg which is calculated using MCLTOT (sec
++ below).

VBLKCL 50.55 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is the maxinmm volume ofwater in one cold leg which will**still allow gas to flowpast the lowest part of thc cold lcg.**This concerns the lowest part of the cold leg spool piece between the RCP**inlet and thc vertical piping section downstream of S/G outlet (thc entire
**piping section between the RCP and S/G is morc commonly referred to as the**intermediate lcg). VBLKCLshould include the complete volume ol'any
**existing horizontal segn>cnt of this spool piece, as well as thc portions**of the two elbows that would be occupied by water when the horizontal
**section is water filled.

VCL 317.52 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT~*3]

**This parameter is the total volume ofonc cold lcg. It includes
**thc volume ofboth the cold and intermediate legs and the volume of the**pump tlutt is in contact with thc fluid (the pump casing).

93.98 FT*~3 // Units: [M**3,FT*~3]

**This parameter is thc total volume ofonc hot Icg. The entire piping fluid**volume between thc RPV outlet and the S/G inlet excluding thc prcssurizcr**and the pressurizer surge linc fluidvolumes. It should not include the**volume occupied by metal masses within the hot Icg. The volumes in**the RPV nozzle (up to thc core barrel) and thc connection to thc stcam**generator should be included.

VRV 4404.4 FT~*3 // Units: [M~*3,FT**3]
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~* This parameter is the total fluid volume of thc reactor vessel (i.c. thc
**nct volume not including the core itselfor the internal structures).

VDC 844.8 F7**3 // Units: Pvf**3,FT*~3]

~* This parameter is thc total volume of the downcomcr. The downcomer is
**modelled as ending at the elevation where the lower head of the RPV meets
**the cylindrical section.
**Note: the core barrel is also assumed to stop at this point. For users
**who must. determine a value for VDC from vessel construction/assembly
**drawings the followingapproach provides a rough but adequate
**approximation:

**VDC = VBVAI+ VBVA2- VHLN- VTS + VCLN

**Where: VBVAI= Annular volmnc between the core barrel outside
diameter (OD) and thc RPV wall inside diameter (ID)
fron> thc upper core support plate elevation down to
the thermal shield bottom elevation,

= (PI*((XDURV**2-XDCB**2)*XHURV+(XDLRV**2-XDCB**2)*XHLRV)/4

**Where: XDURV= Upper (above thc thermal shield) RPV wall ID
XDCB = Core barrel OD
XHURV= Upper (above the thermal shield) RPV wall vertical height.
XDLRV= Lower (top to bottom of thcrntal shield) RPV wall ID
XHLRV= Lower (top to bottom of thcrntal shield) RPV wall

vertical height
VBVA2= Annular volume between the core barrel OD and the RPV wall

ID from the top of thc RPV lower head to the core barrel
bottom elevation, or

VBVA2=RPV lower head volume above the core barrel bottom
elevation, minus thc core barrel volutuc below thc top
of thc lower head

VHLN = Total volume occupied by the hot lcg nozzles in the RPV
minus core barrel annulus,

= NHL * AHL* XGAP

**Where: NHL = Number of hot legs
AHL = Cross-sectional area ofone hot leg nozzle
XGAP = Gap between the RPV wall and the core barrel

VTS = Volume occupied by the thermal shield,

= (PI/4) * (XDTSO**2- XDTSI**2)* XHTS

**Where: XDTSO = Thermal shield OD
XDTSI = Thermal shield ID
XHTS = Thcrtnal shield vertical height



VCLN = Total fluid volume within thc cold leg nozzles,

= NCL *ACL*XLCLN

**Where: NCL = Number ofcold legs
ACL = Cross-sectional area ofone cold Icg nozzle
XLCLN= Centerline length ofone cold leg nozzle from the

RPV wall ID to the cold Icg piping weld attachment

VLOWDC 647.8 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is the portion ofdowncomer volume which is below the
**elevation of the bottom of the cold Icg nozzlcs. For users who must
**dctcrminc a value for VLOWDCfrom vessel construction/assembly drawings
**the following provides a rough but adequate approximation:

VLOWDC= VDCTS + VBVA2+ VCLTS - VTS

**Where: VDCTS = Annular voluntc between the core barrel OD and the RPV wall
ID from thc top to the bottom of thc thcrntal shield,

= PI * (XRRV**2- (.5 * XDCB)**2)* XHTS

**Where: XRRV= RPV wall inside radius
XDCB = Core barrel OD
XHTS = Thermal shield vertical height
VBVA2= Annular volume between thc core barrel OD and the RPV wall

ID I'rom the top of the RPV lower head to thc core barrel
bottom elevation (same as for VDC)

VCLTS = Annular volume betwccn the core barrel OD and thc RPV wall
ID from the top of the thcrntal shield to the bottom
clcvation of the cold lcg nozzlcs,

VTS = Volume occupied by thc thermal shield (same as for VDC)

FSR 3.0 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the primary system node number where the surge line is**connected. For U-tube S/6 geometry plants cntcr a 3 for the
**pressirizcr to bc in the broken loop, enter a 9 for the pressurizer in the**unbroken loop. Usc 4 and 10, respectively, for B&Wplants.

4.0 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is thc number ofhot legs

VFCPMX 0.5 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the void fraction limitfor reactor coolant pump (RCP)



**trip. IfMAAPcalculates a RCP inlet water void fmction greater than
**the value specified here then the forced flow through thc RCPs willbc
**set to zero (without pump coastdown).

PPSL 1952.67 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the low pressurizer pressure trip point.
**Ifa given scram set point (trip) docs not exist then input a value
**which the code willnever cxcced.

PPSH 2413.67 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the high prcssurizcr prcssure trip point.
**Ifa given scram sct point (trip) does not exist then input a value which
**the code willnever exceed.

200.0 DEG-F // Units: [DEG-K,DEG-'F]TDIFPS

**This parameter is the high loop delta-T scram sctpoint
**MAAPwillscram the reactor ifthe temperature difference between the
**cold and hot leg exceeds the value specified for this variable. This
**parameter is a temperature diffcrcntial.
**Ifa given scram sct point (trip) does not exist, input a value which
**the code willnever exceed.

ZWPZL -100.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the low pressurizer water level trip referenced to
**the bottom of pressurizer.
**Ifa given scram sct point (trip) does not exist, input a value which
**the code willnever cxcecd.

ZWPZH 41.58 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This paramctcr is the high pressurizer water lcvcl trip rcfercnccd to
**the bottom of the pressurizer.
**Ifa given scram set point (trip) does not exist, input a value which
**thc code willnever excccd.

TDSCRM 5.56e-4 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the reactor trip delay time. TDSCRAM is the time
**differential between receipt of a scram signal and the time when all of**the control rods arc completely inserted into the core.

TDPOWR 0.0 HR // Units: [S,HR]



**Qa 4.0.3 CEH 2/21/96:
*"'hisparameter is new. Previously, it was used in only the BWR code.
**Now, it is generic to both codes.

**The nominal time period for thc transition from fullcore power to decay
**power. The period starts at reactor scram initiation, which is defined
**to occur only aAer the scram delay time (parameter TDSCRM) has expired.
**During this period, the core power fraction is assumed to decrease
**linearly from a value of 1 to the value of the decay power fraction at
**time TDPOWR after scram initiation.

**It is intended to approximate the contingency ofa core power ramp-dow«
**during control rod insertion. The normal core power transient at scram
**is sufficiently rapid that it can generally be considered an irnmediatc
**transition between power levels, which is modeled by a default value of
**TDPOWR = 0 seconds. For a slower post-scram core power tmnsient, use a
'i*non-trivial value for period TDPOWR.

ZWSGL 33.69 FT // Units: [M,FTj

**This parainctcr is the steam genentor water level set point for low-low
**lcvcl reactor trip. Ifthe S/G water level falls below the value
**specified for this variable, MAAPwillscram the reactor provided that
**thc value is positive. Thc refercncc elevation for ZWSGL is the stcam
*i'encmtor tube shcct. A ncgativc value prevents the low S/G lcvcl
**reactor trip. Thc actual plant value for this sct point is not
**appropriate for MAAP's single region S/G model. In this model MAAP4
**assumes that the collapsed tube bundle and downcomer water levels are
**the same. A reasonable initial value for ZWSGL can be determined as
**follows:

**ZWSGL = (.9 * VSGS) / (AFLWSG + ASGDC)

**Where: VSGS = S/G secondary side water volume (downcoiner+ tube bundle),
= MWSGS * VWSGS

**Where: MWSGS = S/G secondary side water mass (downcomer+ tube bundle)
VWSGS = S/G secondary side water specific volume

AFLWSG = S/G tube bundle cross-sectional area
ASGDC = S/G downcomer cross-sectional area

**Thc cocIIicient, .9, is a scaling factor for cstiniating thc S/G water
**mass when the downconicr level is at thc scram set point. Thc water mass
**at this point is roughly 90% of'thc initial (normal) niass.

NWPST 5 // Dimcnsionless



**This paramctcr is thc immbcr of points in the main coolant pump coast-down
**curve (5 nial)

**Name: WPST(1:5) Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This parameter is the mass flowrate pcr pump in the main coolant pump**coast-down curve.
~* Note: The first.flow rate entry nnist be thc pump flowunder nominal power
**conditions

**@@ 4.0.3 CEH 7/I/96 - If, near thc end of thc main coolant pump
~* coast-down, the hot-side RCS water temperature (variable TWHPS) becomes
**erroneously high with respect to the average RCS water temperature
**(variable TWPS), it is due to the relatively snuill flow rate given to the
*~ pmnp flow (variable WWUL (per pump) for multi-loop plants ot WWBL (per**pump) for I-loop plants) by the coast-down curve.

**Generally, this difficultcan be addressed by using a non-trivial flow
**rate for the last entry in thc coast-down curve. Since the fundaincntal
**assumption is that power is being removed from thc core by sensible heat
**transfer to the water circulating through thc primary systeni, this floiv
**rate must be consistent with the power transfcrrcd (variable QWCR),

WPST(I) 3.56c7 LB/HR
WPST(2) 3.16e7 LB/HR
WPST(3) 2.38c7 LB/HR
WPST(4) 1.83e7 LB/HR
WPST(5) 3.96e5 LB/HR

**Name: TIWPST(1:5) Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the time point corresponding to each flow mte entry**(WPST) ill lllalllcoolant pump co<ist-down curve.
**Note: Thc first cntiy nnist be 0.0

TIWPST(1)
TIWPST(2)
TIWPST(3)
TIWPST(4)
TIWPST(5)

0.0 HR
3.19c-4 HR
1.43e-3 HR
2.68e-3 HR
1.94e-2 HR

ZSGTS 37.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the clcvation of the top of the S/G tubesheet mcasurcd**from the clcvation of thc bottom of RPV.

XTRV 0.45 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is thc thickness ofRPV lower head.

ZNOZ 26.18 FT '// Units: [M,FT]



~* This parameter is the elevation of the base of thc coolant loop nozzles.
**It is the vertical distance between the bottom of nozzles and thc inside
**bottom of RPV lower head.

ZLOWNZ 10.31 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the vertical distance from lowest elevation ofa cold
**Icg to the elevation of the base of the cold leg nozzle on thc RPV.

76.15 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is the volume of the horizontal run ofa hot leg pipe.
**Ifthere is morc than one horizontal piping section per hot leg VHL1
**should be the total volume for all horizontal sections. VHL1 should
**include the volume of the RPV hot lcg nozzle up to the core barrel.
**Note: Parameter VHLI should be less than or equal to VHL. ~'HLI is used
**along with VHL to calculate primary system water levels, volumes, heat
**transfer areas, sedimentation areas, etc.

WWLETO 0.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This paramctcr is the total letdown flow rate. See note for ntakeup flow,
**WWMUO, above.

PDCRO 1000. PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This paramctcr is thc prcssure drop across thc RCPs during normal full
**power operation. Note: This parameter is only used to compute a friction
**coefficient that is used during two-phase natural circulation,
**especially in B&Wplants. As such, limited bcnchmarking studies
**indicate that whereas a value of 120 psid or so would seem applicablc
**from the definition, a value ofabout. 1000 psid results in a more
**accurate friction coefficient. While not completely understood, part of
**this diffcrencc is thought to be due to thc added resistance provided by**the stopped RCP impellers. In any event, code results should be
**gcncrally insensitive to the value entered, except in critical
**applications in B&Wplants involving a long period'f two-phase natural
**circulation with paramctcr VFPS, PS void fraction, grcatcr than VFSEP,
**thc phase separation void fraction.

**@@ 4.0.3 BJS 4/8/96 - Updated WLD and ice condenser value to be
~* consistent with 1000 psi value from MAAP3B thermal-hydraulic bcnciunarks.

FUB

**This parameter is the location kcy for the unbroken loop break, ifany

** 9 -unbroken hot leg node



** 10-unbroken hot leg "tube" node (B&Wonly)
** 12-unbroken intcrmcdiatc leg node

**Note: An unbroken loop brcak in the unbroken loop's cold lcg or downcorncr
~* node is not allowed. To specify breaks in the downcomer usc the
**appropriate broken loop break key.
*~ Most users willuse the "unbroken" loop brcak only for pump seal LOCAS
**in TMLBsequences. It can also bc used for special purposes (c.g. LOFT FP/2
*+ sunulatton).
**Downcomer brcak along with the broken loop break is controlled by**event code 209. One can turn the breaks on and offseparately by using a
**local parameter change intcrvcntion or a IF condition/action block as
**shown in section 3 of Vol I of tlte MAAP4 user's manual.

0.0 FT**2 // Units: [M~*2,FT**2]

**This parameter is thc area of the unbroken Icg brcak. Enter a value of
**zero ifthcrc is no brcak.

26.3 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the elevation of the unbroken loop brcak. See notes
**pertaining to broken loop break elevation above.

ZDMP 30.07 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the elevation of the RPV dotnc plate. The "dome" refers
**to the region above thc upper plcmnn. The "dome plate" is the perforated**plate that divides the upper plenunt from thc dotne. Sce drawings in the
**PRISYS section of thc MAAP4 User's Manual.

ZDM 41.11 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the elevation of the inside of the top of thc RPV closure**head.

ZFLA".'6 33.57 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the elevation of the RPV flange (closure studs).**Note: This clcvation is taken to bc thc top of the core barrel.

ADMWX 353.43 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the outside area of the dome exterior wall.
*~ It can bc adequately approximated as follows:

ADMWX= ASDOME+ ASFH+ ASFV



**Where: ASDOME = Surface area of upper head spher section,
= 2 * PI * XRDOME * XHDOME

¹* Where: XHDOME= Vertical height of the upper head spherical section
XRDOME = Outside radius of the upper head spherical section

ASFH = Surface area of the horizontal portion of the upper
head flange section,

= Pl * (XRFHO**2- XRFHI¹*2)

¹* Where: XRFHO = Outside radius of the horizontal portion of the upper head

flange section
XRFHI = Inside radius of the horizontal portion of the upper head

¹¹ flange section

ASFV = Surface area of the vertical portion of the upper head

flange section,
= 2 * PI * XRFHO * XHFV

¹¹ Where: XHFV= Height of the vertical portion of thc upper head
flang section

MCBL 1.04e5 LB // Units: [KG,LB)

**This parameter is the mass of the core barrel below thc elevation of thc
**top of thc core and is called the "lower core barrel". This tnass should
**also include the baffl, thermal shields, and former plates. It can be
**adequately estimated as follows:

**MCBL= MBTC+MBAF+ MTS + MCFP

¹* Where: MBTC= Mass of core barrel below top of core,
= PI * (XRCBO**2- XRCBI**2)* XHCBL* DCB

**Where: XRCBO = Core barrel outcr radius
XRCBI = Core barrel inner radius
XHCBL= Vertical distance from top ofcore to bottont ofcore barrel
DCB = Core barrel nuttcrial density

MBAF = Mass ofcore baffle,
= XLBAF* XHBAF* XTBAF* DBAF

MTS = Mass of thermal shield,
= XHTS * PI * (XRTSO**2- XRTSI**2)* DTS

**Where: XLBAF= Average core baffle circundcrcntial length
XHBAF= Core baffl height ( same as core height)
XTBAF= Core baflle thickness
DBAF = Core baffle material density

**Where: XHTS = Thermal shield height
XRTSO = Thermal shield outcr radius
XRTSI = Thermal shield inner radius



DTS = Thermal shield material density

MCFP = Mass ofcore forincr plates,
= NFP * XTFP * DFP * PI * (XRFPO**2 - ((.5 *XLBAF)/ Pl)**2)

~~ Where: NFP =Numbcrofformerplatcs
XTFP = Thickness ofone former plate
DFP = Former plate material density
XRFPO = Foriner plate outcr radius

MCBH 4.48e4 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is the mass of the core barrel above the elevation of the
**top of the core. In MAAP this mass is rcfcrrcd to as the "upper core
**barrel". It can be adcquatcly cstimatcd as follows:

**MCBH = PI * (XRCBO**2- XRCBI*~2)* XHCBU * DCB

**Whcrc: XRCBO = Core barrel outer radius
XRCBI = Core barrel inner radius
XHCBU = Vertical distance from top of core to top ofcore barrel
DCB = Core barrel material density

**Ifthc plant has a ring that is concentric with the core barrel the ring
**should be included with the upper core barrel ifthe ring has a
**significant temperature gradient. across it. That is, the outside of
**the ring would sce cooler gases than the inside. However, ifthe ring
~~ would essentially be surrounded by thc hot upper plemmi gases then it
**should bc included ivith the upper plcnuin internals.

MUPI 2,13e4 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This pararncter is the nutss of the upper plenum internals. Ifthe plant
**has a ring that is concentric witltthe core barrel thc ring should bc
*~ included with thc upper core barrel ifthe ring Iias a significant
**temperature gradient across it. Tliat is the outside of thc ring would
**sec cooler gases titan the inside. However, ifthe ring would
*~ csscntially be surrounded by the hot upper plcnurn gases then it should
**be included with thc upper plcnmn internals.

MDMP 7.84c4 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is thc niass of the RPV upper core support plate,
**i.e. thc "dome" plate.

2.58e5 LB // Units: [KG,LB]MDMW

**This paramctcr is the mass of the wall forming the exterior of the RPV
**dome. This is thc mass of the upper portion of the RPV itself. It
**includes thc RPV closure head spherical section, thc flange section of



**the head, and thc flangc ntating section of the vessel. It can be
**adequately approxintatcd as follows:

MWDW= MRVUH+ (DRV * VRVF)

**Where: MRVUH= Mass ofRV upper head
DRV = Density ofRPV material
VRVF = Volume of RPV flangc section (do not. deduct for flange

closure studs and nuts),
= Pl * (XRRVFO**2- XRRVFI**2)* XHRVF

**Where: XRRVFO = RPV outside radius (at RPV upper I.ead flange)
XRRVFI = RPV inside radius (at RPV upper head flange)
XHRVF = Height ofRPV wall flange section

MHLTOT 1.33e4 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is the total mass of one hot Icg. This does not include
**the mass of the stcam gencmtor outlet portion of thc lower head or the
**upper head, or thc ntass ofany portion of the tubcshect(s). These masses
**arc included in MSGPHD in the S/G section.
**this parameter can be adequately approximated as follows:

MHLTOT= .25 ~ PI * (XDHLO**2- XDHL**2)* XLHL* DHL

**Where: XDHLO= Hot Icg piping outside diameter
XDHL = Hot leg piping inside diameter
XLHL = Hot Icg piping length from RPV nozzle to SG nozzle
DHL = Hot leg piping material density

MCLTOT 9.15c4 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This paramctcr is the total ntass ofonc cold leg. This term includes thc
*~ mass of the intermediate lcg and that portion ol'thc pump that is in
**contact with thc fluid (thc pump casing). This pammcter should not
~~ include thc mass of thc outlet plenum of tubesheet which is included in
**MSGPHD in the S/G section. Note: The code calculates thc total mass of**thc cold legs for each S/G by multiplying MCLTOTby the number ofcold**legs pcr S/G and by the ratio of thc horizontal volume to total volume.
**It then calculates the total mass of thc intermediate legs for each S/G
**by multiplying MCLTOT by the number ofcold legs per S/G, subtracting**the mass of thc cold legs (the horizontal nms) and then adding one
**ltalfof MSGPHD.

MRV 5.44c5 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is thc mass of the RPV wall below the upper head flange.**This is the mass of the lower portion of the RPV itself. Thc sum ofMRV**and MWDWshould represent the complete RPV mass (less internals). MRV**includes thc masses of the RPV cylindrical section (below the upper head
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**flange n>ating section), the inlet (cold leg) and outlet (hot Icg)
**nozzles, and the lower head. Commonly used data sources provide thc
**entire vessel nutss including the upper head nutting flangc section. If
**the mass of this section has been determined (i.e., in the course of
**determining a value for MWDW)subtracting it from the overall vcsscl
**mass willprovide a proper value for MRV. It can also be adequately
**approximated as follows:

MRV= MRVCYL+MRVLH+MCLNT+MHLNT- MNOZO

~* Where: MRVCYL= Mass ofRPV cylindrical section,
= PI * (XRRVO**2- XRRV**2)* XHCYL* DRV

**Where: XRRVO = RPV cylinder section outer radius
XRRV = RPV cylinder section inner radius
XHCYL= RPV cylinder section height
DRV = RPV material density

MRVLH = Mass ofRPV lower head (assumes tltat lower head is a
hemisphere),

= (2/3) * PI * (XRLHO**3- XRLHI**3)* DRV

**Where: XRLHO = RPV lower head outcr radius
XRLHI= RPV lower head inner ndius

MCLNT = Total mass ofcold lcg nozzles,
= PI * (XLCLN* (XRCLOP**2+ (XRCLOP * XRCLOV)+
XRCLOV**2-XRCLIP**2-(XRCLIP*XRCLIV)-XRCLIV**2)*DRV*NCL

**Where: XLCLN = Cold leg nozzle length from RPV wall outcr surface to
cold leg piping weld attachment

XRCLOP = Cold lcg nozzle outcr radius at piping weld attachment
XRCLOV= Cold lcg nozzle outcr radius at RPV wall outcr surface
XRCLIP = Cold leg nozzle inner radius at piping weld attachment
XRCLIV= Cold leg nozzle inner radius at RPV wall outer surface
NCL = Number of cold legs

MHLNT = Total mass ofhot Icg nozzlcs,
= PI*(XLHLN*(XRHLOP**2+(XRHLOP*XRHLOV)+XRHLOV**2-

$ lfC XRHLIP**2-(XRHLIP*XRHLIV)-XRHLIV*~2))*DRV*NHL

**Where: XLHLN = Hot leg nozzle length from RPV wall outer surface to hot
Icg piping weld attachment

XRHLOP = Hot leg nozzle outer radius at piping weld attacluucnt
XRHLOV= Hot leg nozzle outcr radius at RPV wall outcr surface
XRHLIP= Hot leg nozzle inner radius at piping weld attachment
XRHLIV= Hot leg nozzle inner radius at. RPV wall outcr surface
NHL = Number of hot legs

MNOZO = Total mass of RPV cylinder section removed for hot/cold
Icg nozzle openings,

= DRV*PI*((NCL*XRCLIV*>2)+(NHL*XRHLIV**2))*(XRRVO-XRRV)



AGUP 81.03 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the flowarea in the upper plcnmn thc region above
**the core and below the dome plate.
**Note: Thc product of this and the difference in clevations between the top
**of the core and the dome plate defines tlie upper plcmim volume.
**AGUP can be adequately approximated as follows:

**AGUP = PI * (XRUCP**2 - (NGT *XRGT**2))- (NSC * ASC)
i

**Where: XRUCP = Upper core plate radius
NGT = Number ofcontrol rod guide tubes
XRGT = Outside radius ofonc control rod guide tube
NSC = Number ofsupport columns
ASC = Cross-sectional area ofone support coluinn

XDHUP 0.942 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is thc hydmulic dianietcr in the upper plenum.
**It can be adequately approxiniated as follows:

**XDHUP = (4 * AGUP) / XWPUP

**Where: AGUP = RPV upper plenum water line flowarea
XWPUP = Upper plenum wetted perimeter,

= 2 * Pl * (XRRV+ (NGT * XRGT) + (NSC * (ASC / PI)**.5))

**Where: XRRV = RPV cylinder section inner mdius
NGT = Number of control rod giiidc tubes
XRGT = Outside radius of one control rod guide tube
NSC = Number ofsupport columns
ASC = Cross-sectional area ofonc support column

AUPI 1693.06 FT*"'3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is the total heat tmnsfer area of the upper plcnmn
*~ internals. Itcan be adequately approxiniated as follows:

**AUPI = 2 * PI *XHUP*((NGT~ XRGT)+(NSC*(ASC/PI)**.5))

**Where: XHUP = Vertical distance from top ofupper core plate to bottom of
upper support plate

NGT = Number ofcontrol rod guide tubes
XRGT = Outside mdius ofone control rod guide tube
NSC = Number ofsupport columns
ASC = Cross-sectional area ofone support colunui

**Ifthe plant has a ring that is concentric with the core barrel, thc
**ring should bc included with the upper core barrel ifthc ring has a
**significant temperature gradient across it. Tliat is the outside of the
**ring would sec cooler gases than thc inside. However, ifthe ring
**would essentially be surrounded by thc hot upper plenum gases then it





*~ should be included with the upper plenum internals. Thc affected
**parameters arc MCBH and ACBH or MUPI and AUPI.

QCO 8.53c6 BTU/HR // Units: [W,BTU/HR]

**This parameter is the convective (non-radiative) heat losses under
**nominal conditions from the steam generators, pressurizer, and rest of

prhnary systenl to the contahuncnt.

**Note: Detailed calculations indicate tlutt under normal operation, the
**primary system heat loss is duc virtuallyentirely to uninsulated parts
**of the system and heat loss through insulation is typically negligible.
**Thus this number should be approximately the total nominal primary**system heat loss (sce IDCOR rcport 85-2 for discussion). This heat load
**can be estimated by dctcrntining the amount of heat removed by,the
**containment cooling system under norntal operating conditions. Thc plant**should be able to provide data on thc amount of heat extracted from thc
**containmcnt by the normal tnode ofcontainntent cooling. Containmcnt heat
**rctnoval records can be obtained from start-up test records.

FINPS 12.0 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is thc number ofplates in primary systcnt rcflcctive
**insulation. For plants with other type of insulation enter 0 for calcium**silicate bulk insulation or enter -I for rock wool insulation.
**CAUTION: Ifthe plant's primary system insulation material is different**than three materials then consideration should be given to modify**function THCBUL which supplies thc thcrnutl conductivity

XTINS 0.296 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This paramctcr is thc total thickness of thc insulation. A non-zero
**value should only be used ifit is bulk insulation and a zero value**should be used ifit is reflective insulation.

ZRVCYL 7.32 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the elevation of the base of thc cylindrical
**part of the RPV above thc inside bottom of the lower head.

399.58 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is thc fluid volume of the lower head of thc RPV. Do not**include volumes occupied by structures within the lower head such as**instrument tubes, ctc..

ACBL 2692.97 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT~*2]



**This parameter is the total heat transfer area of lower core barrel
**/thermal shields/baffle etc. (i.c. that portion below thc top of the
**core). Include both sides of these structures as they are ivetted on
**both sides.

ACBH 841.28 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2J

**This parameter is the total heat transfer area of the upper core barrel
**Ifthe plant has a ring that is concentric with the core barrel the ring
**should be included with the upper core barrel ifthe ring has a
**significant temperature gradient across it. Tlrat is the outside of the
**ring would sec cooler gases than the inside. However, ifthe ring
**would essentially bc surrounded by the hot upper plenum gases then it,
**should be included with the upper plenum internals. The affected
**parameters are MCBH and ACBH or MUPI and AUPI.

XLGAP I. 13c-2 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is the clearance between fuel rods. It is thc rod pitch
**minus the outside diameter of'uel rod.

HALFLP 0 // Dintcnsionlcss

**This parameter is a flag to run half-loop operation
= 0 normal operation
= I half-loop operation

**Half-loop operation is an opemtion ntode after normal reactor slutt down in
*~ which the primary system water level is decreased to about the hot leg**midplane. Decay heat is removed by the RHR with suction from the hot leg**and discharge to the cold Icg. When there is a loss ofRHR, it can lead to
**core uncovcry and a severe accident.

WRHRHI 0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HRJ

**This parameter is thc RHR pump flow injection into cold Icg during**half-loop operation. Users can also use thc ncw (generalized) ESF model**to arrange for different suction and discharge locations and calculate
**the flow rates based on the RHR pump head curve Lt which case WISH&I**should be set to 0 also.

WRHRHO 0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HRJ

**This parameter is the RHR pump suction flow from the hot Icg during**lutlf-loop operation. For the steady state situation WIQIRHI=WRHRHOis**true. Thc user can also usc new ESF models to arrange different suction
**and discltargc locations and calculate flow rates based on RHR pump head
*~ curve.



TIHALF 0 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the time elapsed from reactor scram at the beginning of
**half-loop runs.
**Note: Data for the Westinghouse large dry plant shown herc is for
**demonstration only because HALFLP = 0

FQINHF 0.0 // Dirncnsionless

**This parameter is the flag tliat indicates how the reactor power willbe
**used in the code:

0: decay heat calculated by MAAPbased on ANSI decay curve and TIHALF
1: fraction ofdecay heat from input

NFQHF 0.0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**This panmeter is the number of the entries in the decay heat table as
++ a fraction of full power as a function of time. The niazinnini number is
**30. Note: Data for the Westinghouse large plant shown herc is for
**demonstration only becmise HALFLP = 0

**Name: TIFQHF(1:30) Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is thc time for the power versus time table (time is
**incasurcd from the time of reactor scram)

TIFQHF(1) 0.0 HR
TIFQHF(2) 0.0 HR.

**Name: FQHF(1:30) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**This parameter is the decay power for thc power versus tinic table
«(fraction of full power).

FQHF(1) 0.0
FQHF(2) 0.0

**Ca@4.0.3 cdw 12/20/95 Allgeneralized opening input paramctcrs have been**moved to the *pointer parameter section

NEQPS 1.0 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is the number ofcomponents (lumped niatcrial) in thc**primary system lower head (maximun 5).

~~ QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 3/21/96 - Added back thc lumped niaterial in the lower**head for thc ice condenser using 4.0.2 pammeter filevalues.

**Name: MEQPSO(1:5) Units: [KG,LB]





**This parameter is the mass of luinped material.

MEQPSO(1) 8818.0 LB

**Name: AEQPSO(1:5) Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the surface area of lumped ntaterial.

AEQPSO(1) 215.0 FT**2

**Name: ZEQPS(1:5) Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the top elevation of lumped components as measured
**from the bottom of the reactor vessel.

ZEQPS(1) 10.830 FT

**Name: XHEQPO(1:5) Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the height of thc lumped component. in the lower head. „

XHEQPO(1) '.64 FT

TIRRAD 7680.0 HR // Units: [S,HR]

This parameter is thc avcragc cAective time of irradiation for the
entire core (used in ANSI decay power calculation). The decay power
calculated by MAAP is a function of thc following eight pammetcrs:
TIRRAD, EXPO, FALPHA, ENRCH, FCR, and FQFISS(1:3). Information
regarding their revised definitions are provided below. Also, the
sensitivity of the decay power to these paranieters is discussed.

1. Thc definitions ofFALPHAand FCR arc arc consistant with the ANSI
standard. However, thc product ofFCR * (1+ FALPHA) is what the
code uses and this product is essentially the same with the old and
ncw definition's as discussed below. FALPHA is now defined as thc
ratio of the total macroscopic capture cross-section averaged over
space and energy to thc total macroscopic fission cross-section
avenged over space and energy.

New definition: FALPHA= XCTOTAL/XFTOTAL

whcrc: XCTOTAL= total macroscopic capture cross-section averaged
over space and energy, and

XFTOTAL= total macroscopic fission cross-section (sum of
cross-sections for U-235, U-238, PU-239 and PU-241)
averaged over space and energy.

Old definition: FALPHA= XCFUEL/ XFFUEL

where: XCFUEL = sum of macroscopic thermal capture cross-sections
for U-235, PU-239, and PU-241, and

XFFUEL = sum of macroscopic fission cross-sections for U-235,



U-239, and PU-241.
Note: Limiting the capture cross-sections to thc thernutl range for

XCFUEL was not correct but the error is small because of
few fast neutrons. Also, "U-239" in XFFUEL should have
bccn "PU-239."

FCR is now defined as the ratio of thc macroscopic capture cross-
scction ofU-238 averaged over space and energy to the total macro-
scopic absorption cross-section avcragcd over space and energy.

New definition: FCR = XCU238/XATOTAL

where: XCU238 = macroscopic capture cross-section of U-238 averaged
over space and energy, and

XATOTAL= total macroscopic absorption cross-section averaged
over space and energy.

Old definition: FCR = XTCU238/XAFUEL

where: XTCU238 = macroscopic thermal capture cross-section for U-238
XAFUEL= sum ofmacroscopic thernial absorption

cross-sections for fissiles U-235, U-238, U-239,
and PU-241 in fuel.

Note: Limiting thc capture cross-sections to thc thermal range for
XTCU238 and XAFUELwas not correct but the error is small
bccausc of few fast neutrons. Also, "U-239" in XAFUELshould
have bccn "PU-239."

Changes to the definitions FALPHAand FCR have led to ncw nominal
values. Ifthc value for one of these parameters is changed the
other should be changed as well. Users that have confidence in their
old values may retain them since FCR*(1+FALPHA), thc value that MAAP
uses, is approximately the same with thc old and new definitions.
To demonstrate this, the following uses first the old definitions then
thc ncw definitions to arrive at thc same result.

Using the old definitions,
FCR * (I+FALPHA)= XTCV238/XAFUEL* (I + XCFUEL/XFFUEL)

= XTCU238/XAFUEL* (XFFUEL + XCFUEL)/XFFUEL (¹ I).

Thc fission cross-section plus thc capture cross-section equals the
absorption cross-section. That is XFFUEL+ XCFUEL = XAFUEL.
Substituting XAFUELinto ¹I yields

FCR * (I+FALPHA)= XTCU238/XAFUEL* XAFUEL/XFFUEL
= XTCU238/XFFUEL (¹2).

XTCU238 is approxintately equal to XCU238, and XFFUEL is approximately
equal to XFTOTAL. Thercforc,

FCR * (I+FALPHA)-XCU238/XFTOTAL (¹3),

Now, using the new definitions,
FCR * (I+FALPHA)= XCV238/XATOTAL* (I + XCTOTAL/XFTOTAL) (¹4).
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Again thc fission cross-section plus the capture cross-section
equals the absorption cross-section, XFTOTAL+ XCTOTAL= XATOTAL.
So, substituting XATOTALinto ¹4 yields

FCR * (1+FALPHA) = XCU238/XATOTAL* XATOTAL/XFTOTAL
= XCU238/XFTOTAL (¹5).

Q.E.D.

Ncw values for all these parameters werc compiled froni a data base
which was obtained by running a code similar to MITBRICC with
different burnups and core conditions. (MITBRICC is comparable
to LEOPARD.)

**REFERENCE: "Define and Quantify the Parameter Entries for ANSI
Decay Heat Calculation," MAAPFAI Internal Memorandum,
C. D. Wu, Jan. 22, 1991.

» 3. For the eight parameters noted above, thc decay power is most
sensitive to variations in TIRRAD and relatively insensitive to the
others. Thercforc, cxtensivc calculations to determine the
values of thc latter are probably not warranted.

EXPO 2.604c4 TON // Units: [MWD/METRIC,TON]

**This parameter is the Average fiiel exposure (or burnup) at time of reactor
**sluitdown. This pammcter is always specified in MWDfl'onne regardless of
**the units (Sl or British) used clsewhcrc in the Parameter File.
**NOTE: This is fuel exposure in MWD per nietric ton ofuranium n>ctal (U)**not UO2.

FALPHA 1.3 // Dimcnsionless

**This pararnetcr is thc ratio of total capture rate to total fission rate.
**The capture (or fission) rate is calculated by integrating cross section
**times neutron flux over energy and space. (Thc capture rate had been
**defined as just the capture by the fissile constituents. It is now the
**capture rate by all constituents.)
**The choice ofbeginning, middle or end-of-cycle values is up to the user.
**Users should be consistent in their selection ofall relevant pamrnctcrs.

**@Qa 4.0.3 CDW 11/15/95 Changed Wcstinghousc large and Icc condcnsor
**plant's values to 1.3 from 0.3 and 0.38 respectively, to reflect the ncw
**definition.

ENRCH 0.0336 // Dimcnsionless

**This paramctcr is the initial enrichment of fiiel in atoni fraction. If
**several enrichmcnts exist in a given core reload which is tnie more
**often titan not, a weighted average value is adequate.





FCR 0.323 // Dimensionless

~* This parameter is the ratio of total capture rate of U-238 to total
**absorption rate. The capture (or absorption) rate is calculated by**integrating cross section times neutron flux over energy and space.
**(The absorption rate liad been defined as just the absorption by the
**fissile constituents. It is now thc absorption by all constituents.)
**The choice ofbeginning, middle or cnd-of-cycle values is up to the
**user. Users should be consistent in their selection ofall relevant
**parameters.

**@Qa 4.0.3 CDW 11/15/95 Cliangcd Westinghouse large and Icc
**condensor plant's values to 0.323 from 0.6 and 0.32, respectively, to
**rcflcct the ncw dcflnition.

**Name: FQFISS(l:3) Units: [Dimensionless]

**This paramctcr supplies the fission power fraction for a sct of isotopes.

**FQFISS(1): fission poivcr fraction ofU-235 &PU-241
**FQFISS(2): fission power fraction of PU-239
**FQFISS(3): fission power fraction of U-238

**These fmction are used in the ANSI decay power calculation.

FQFISS(1) 0.5475
FQFISS(2) 0.3868
FQFISS(3) 0.0657

ZSINOZ 1.15 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the height of thc safety injection nozzle above the
**elevation of the bottom of the cold Icg nozzle at the RPV (ZNOZ).**Set to thc same value as ZOFFCL ifa B&Wplant, and sct to XDCL/2
**ifnot a B&Wplant (XDCL is defined above).

ZOFFCL 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the thc difference in elevations of the bottom of the**cold Icg measured at the reactor coolant pump discharge and at the RPV
**nozzle.

MFFECS 0.72 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is thc mass fraction of Fe in RPV internal structures.**MFFECS and the related parameters MFCRCS, MFNICS and MFCACS arc used**when the internal stnictures have melted to calculate the corium pool**material mass lractions.
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MFCRCS 0.19 // Dirnensionless

**This parameter is thc mass fraction ofCr in RPV internal structures.

MFNICS 0.09 // Dimensionless

**This pararncter is thc mass fraction ofNi in RPV internal structures.

MFCACS, 0.0 // Dimcnsionless

¹¹ This parameter is the mass fraction of Ca in RPV internal structures.

**Material Type for Creep Rupture Analysis

**Qa 4.0.3 MAM12/21/95 Parameters ICRPHL, ICRPSR, and ICRPHT werc
**missing from all PWR pammcter files.

**The next three paramctcrs (ICRPHL, ICRPSR, and ICRPHT) defines thc wall**material type to be used in creep airalysis. These parameters are sct**to one of thc following values:

=1, 304 Stainless Steel
=2, Carbon Stccl
=3, INCONEL
=4, Alloy690

**See subroutine CREEP writeup of the MAAP4 Users Manual for futher
**details.

ICRPHL 2 // Dimcnsionless

**QaQa 4.0.3 CYP 8/15/96 - Added model for indcpcndently assessing crccp**rupture in the carbon steel nozzle and in the stainless steel hot
**lcg. Sce *Model parameter FHLCRE

**Parameter ICRPHL is thc material type index for the hot leg. Note that**although Westinghouse plants all have stainless steel hot legs, users
**with such plants may still find it appropriate to enter a value of2
**(instead of 1). Thc reason for this is that this parameter is only used
**to select the material properties used for creep rupture evaluations,
**and many analysts believe that thc cnd of the hot leg/RPV nozzle, which**is made ofcarbon steel, willrupture first.

I

ICRPSR 2 // Dimcnsionless

**Paramctcr ICRPSR is the material type index for the prcssurizcr surge**line.



ICRPHT 3 // Dirnensionless

**Parameter ICRPHT is the material type ind x for the steam generator
**tubes.

**Name: NPT1(1:5) Units: [Dimcnsionlessj

**Parameter NPTI(i) is the number of penctrations in i'th lower head node.
*~ There are 5 radial nodes through the lower head. NPTI(i) is used to
**indicate ifa certain radial node Iras a penetration. The actual number
**is not used in calculation. Thc variable is used for lower head failure
**determination.

NPTI (I) 58
NPTI(2) 0
NPTI(3) 0
NPTI(4) 0
NPTI(5) 0

XPTIWU 0.0328 FT // Units: [M,FTj

**This parameter is thc penetration iveld height measured from inner surface**of lower head.

XPTIWD 0.0328 FT // Units: [M.FTJ

**This parameter is the penetration ivcld depth measured fron'nner surface**of lower head.

XPTIGP 2.62e-4 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is tlte gap distance bchvccn the penetration and the bore**on the louver head.

XPTISH 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT)

**This paramctcr is the depth of the penetration shoulder ifthere is onc.

XTPTI 4.72e-2 FT // Units: [M,FTj

**This parameter is the thickness of thc penetration wall outside the vcsscl.

FIPTI 2. // Dimensionlcss



**This parameter is the penetration wall material t pe:
=1.0> lnconel

** =2.0, stainless steel
** =3.0, carbon steel

XLPT1 6.56e10 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the length of thc penetration line outside the vcsscl.
**Ifthe melt travels beyond this distance, the vessel is considered breached

**Name: NPSPR Units: [Dimcnsionless]

**This parameter is a flag used in thc prinlaly system region routine
**(subroutine PRISYS) to print out the primary system geornctry information
**ifthc value is greater than zero. This can be used as a check to ensure
**tllat the input data are consistent and correct. The default value ln the
**code is6.

**The following parameters: VLLPPSO, ZXLPPS(), VLLPPI(), and XZLPP1()**are used only when the *Control variable IDBLVLis sct to 1. These
**parameters arc the volurue vs height lookup tables for the lower plcnunl.**IfIDBLVLis set to 0 (default), thc MAAPcode willcalculate thc water
++ lcvcl given thc water volunlc;lssunllng a hcnllsphcrical lower plclnlni
+~ gconlctly.

**These volume versus height tables werc developed I'or usc in the
**subroutine DBLVLto calculate the water and corium levels in thc RPV**lower head. Allcurrent PWR parameter files for thc MAAP4 do not use**these volume vs height lookup tables. Instead, thc assumption ol'lower
**plenum hemispherical shape to calculate the water level or volume is**used.

**It is not rccomniendcd to use these volume vs height lookup tables in the**PWR MAAP4 parmnetcr files because thc use of the volume versus height**table in the lower plenum in the primary system thcrnull hydrmilics has**not been evaluated.

**Name: VLLPPS(1:10) Units: [M*"'3,FT**3]

**This parameter is the volume entry of the RPV lower head volume versus**height table before the lower head structure fails.

**Name: XZLPPS(1:10) Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is thc height entry of thc RPV lower head volume versus**height table before the lower head structure fails.



**Name: VLLPP1(1:10) Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is thc volume entry of the RPV lower head volutnc versus
**height table aAer the lower head structure fails.

**Name: XZLPP1(1:10) Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the height entry of the RPV lower head volume versus
**height table after the lower head structure fails.

*Pressurizer
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~* This parameter section defines thc inputs for the pressurizer. Possible
**data sources for the majority of thc input parameters can bc obtained
**from:

I) Opcmtor Training Manual: Pressurizer, Reactor, Pritnary
system instrumentation sections,

2) Plant FSAR: Pressurizer, Reactor instrumentation, Pritnary
system sections,

3) Pressurizer construction and/or assembly drawings,

4) Pressurizer heater, spray system, spray nozzle specification data,

5) Pressurizer heater, spray systcnl prc-op, startup, or
surveillance test data,

6) Safety valve, PORV manufacturer's specification data,

7) Plant ovcrpressurc protection report (ASME Boiler and Pres-
sure Vessel Code compliance documentation,

8) Printary system piping specification data,

") Primary system piping layout drawings.

**Unless otherwise noted all elcvations in this Pressurizer parameter
**section, including thc scram set points, should bc refcrenccd to the**bottom of the pressurizer. Many variable values for this section may**be obtained from existing input files for detailed primary system codes**like RETRAN, RELAP, TRAC, MMS, etc.

VPZ 1800.0 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**Parameter VPZ is the total prcssurizcr free volume and includes thc



**water and stcam (gas) volumes.

APZ 38.14 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**Parameter APZ is the pressurizer cross-sectional area and should bc
**based on the pressurizer inner diameter.

MPZ 196000.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**Parameter MPZ is the empty mass ofpressurizer shell and heaters.

PPZHTO 2224.67 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**Parameter PPZHTO is the pressurizer hcatcr's prcssure setpoint. If
**thc primary system prcssure falls below the value specified for this
**variable and as long as thc pressurizer water level is above the low
**water level set point specified by parameter ZPZHT, thc heaters are
**actuated to incrcasc thc pressurizer stcam quantity and thcrcby raise
*~ the pressure. MAAPdocs not presently model heater banks and as a
**result,all of thc heaters arc actuated at one specific setpoint.

ZPZHT 9.11 FT // Units: [M,FT]

*~ Paramctcr ZPZHT is the pressurizer heater low water level trip point,**and is refcrenccd to inside bottom of the pressurizer.

QPZHTO 5.04e6 BTU/HR // Units: PV.BTU/HR]

**Pammetcr QPZHTO is the prcssurizcr heater total energy output rate
**(power). This should include the noriuai operation and standby
**(emergency) heater power input to the pressurizer. MAAPdocs not
**presently model heater banks and consequently the cntirc power value
*~ specified for this variable is used when the heaters are actuated. Thc
**total power available is considcrcd to be a good default value, however,
**should the need arise in specific accident sequence calculations, QPZHTO
**can bc attenuated to the appropriate extent. Note that this variable
**may be defined as a function or as'a lookup table to vary QPZHTO as a**function of some independent variable. Sce MAAPUser Manual Volume I,**Section 3 for inforination on how to setup functions or a lookup table.

PPZSPO 2275.0 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**Parameter PPZSPO is the pressurizer spray prcssure setpoint. Ifthe
**priniary system pressure reaches or exceeds thc value specified for this**variable, the pressurizer sprays willbe actuated to decrease the
**pressurizer steam quantity (condensation) and thereby reduce the**prcssure.



WPZSPO 3.27e5 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WPZSPO is the pressurizer spray niass flow rate. These sprays
**arc only available when the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are in
**operation.

**QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 5/10/96 - Auxiliarypressurizer sprays that do not require
**the coolant pumps to be on werc added in Rcv. 4.0.3. Sec pararnetcr WVEBS.

ZPZSP 45.92 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter ZPZSP is the elevation of the spray hcadcr above thc bottom of**prcssurizcr.

i

XDPZSP 0.0213 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XD1IZSP is thc diameter ofnominal pressurizer spray droplet.

WVEBS 0.0 GPM // Units: [M**3/S,GPM]

**@QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 5/10/96 - The capability to model auxiliary prcssurizcr**sprays has been included I'or non-Spanish plants, i.c.. for paraincter**files with ISPAIN not equal to l.
(

**Pararncter WVEBS is thc volumetric flow rate ofwater from thc RWST to
+* auxiliary pressurizer sprays. The sprays are activated by setting**WVEBS to a value greater titan zero. The calculated flow to the sprays
*~ is WWEBSP.

**WVEBS is included here as well as in thc Spanish section of thc parameter**lile. Note tliat thc last value of WVEBS in the paramctcr file is thc onc
**that the code willuse. Therefore, ifit is used for non-Spanish plants**it should not be included in thc Spanish section. (This multiple use of**WVEBS vs. the creation ofan independent paraructcr was done to minimize**the effort for including this capability.) Also, the definition of**WVEBS is different for Spanish and non-Spanish plants: for Spanish plants**it is the total flow from the RWST to the cold leg and to thc auxiliary**sprays, while for non-Spanish plants it is just the flow from the RWST**to thc auxiliary sprays.

XDSR 0.93 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XDSR is the inside diameter of the pressurizer surge (inlet)*"linc.

// Units: [M,FT]XLSR 53.41 FT

**Parameter XLSR is the pressurizer surge (inlet) line length from the hot



**leg nozzle to thc pressurizer inlet nozzle.

MPZSR 9512.23 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**Parameter MPZSR is thc mass of the pressurizer surge (inlet) line. It
**includes the piping mass from thc hot leg nozzle to the pressurizer
**inlet nozzle.

XTSR 0.0943 FT II Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XTSR is the surge line wall thickness.

XWSL 12.165 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**@@@4.0.3 MAM11/15/95 Parameter XWSL was missing front all pwr
**parameter fllcs.

**Qa@O 4.0.3 BJS 3/2 1/96 - Replaced the zero value ofXWSL with 3.708 m,
**the value in block data tltat Itad bccn used in prior versions.

.
**Parameter XWSL is the vertical distance bctwccn the hot leg and the
**bottom of thc pressurizer. This parantetcr is used to account for thc
**water gravity head in the surge linc.

FLSEAL 0.0 // Din>cnsionlcss

**Pammeter FLSEAL is the pressurizer surge linc loop seal designation
~* flag. Enter 0 ifno surge line loop seal exists. Enter 1 ifthc surge
**line does have a loop seal, a bend or slope in the linc, such that fluid
**must go down and then up to travel from the primary system (hot lcg) to
**thc pressurizer. The loop seal prevents counter-current draining of
**pressurizer water through thc surge line when thc primary coolant loop
**side is voided. Sec the description in subroutine DRAIN in thc MAAP
**User's Manual, Volume 2 for lurthcr information.

XDDPZ 0.0313 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XDDPZ is the diantcter of the holes in the screen at the top of
**thc pressurizer surge line.

NDPZ 4701 // Dimcnsionless

~* Paramctcr NDPZ is the number ofholes in the screen at thc top of the
**pressurizer surge line.

ASEDPZ 38.14 FT*~2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]



**Parameter ASEDPZ is the sedimentation area for aerosol fission product
**settling in thc pressurizer. It is thc total horizontal surface area on
**which aerosols can settle which can be on several planes or clevations.

**@@4.0.3 MAM11/15/95 Parameters NPZCT, ZWPZCL, and ZWPZCH werc
**missing from all pwr parameter files.

*~ Paraineters NPZCT, ZWPZCL, and ZWPZCH are only used when the Generalized
**Enginecrcd Safeguard model is enabled, c.g., when pa'rameter NESF is set
**to 1.

// Dirnensionless

**Parameter NPZCT is an option flag used for prcssurizcr water level
**control. IfNPZCT is sct tb 1, thc HPI system is used to control the
**pressurizer water level. IfNPZCT is set to 2, the cliarging pumps arc
**used to control the pressurizer water level. When the pressurizer water
**level control is enabled (c.g., NPZCT > 0) and the pressurizer water
**level is between thc two controlling sct points, ZWPZCL and ZWPZCH, the
**injection flow rate is calculated as:

(1.0 - (ZWPZ-ZWPZCL)/(ZWPZCH-ZWPZCL)) * Wntax

.**where ZWPZ is the pressurizer water level and Wmax is thc inaximum*"injection rate based on the appropriate pump curve. The injection flow
**rate is constrained between 0 and Wmax.

ZWPZCL 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter ZWPZCL is the low cnd sctpoint. Pressurizer water level**control is activated when thc water level lialls bcloiv this elevation.

ZWPZCH 0.0 FT ~ // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter ZWPZCH is thc high end sctpoint. Pressurizer water lcvcl**control is terminated when the water level reaches this elevation.

~* The modeling ofpower operated reliefvalves (PORV) and safety valves**for the prcssurizcr in MAAP4 has changed from MAAP3.0B.

**First, thc user must, spccily thc total number ofvalves, the type of the
**valves (PORV or safety), and how the PORVs are powered using pammcters**NPZRV, NIPORV(i), and FPPORV.

**Next, the user lias thc option, using pararncter AINPUT, ofeither**defining thc individual valve flow areas or defining thc valve's nominal**fiow rate from which thc code willcalculate thc flowarea as was done
*~ in MAAP3.0B. The sct of input parameters required arc different
**depending on thc value ofAINPUTas explained later.



**Finally, the user must specify thc valve's opening prcssure and dcadband
**using parameters PSETRV(i), PDRV(i), PSETSV(i) and PDSV(i). Note that
**with individual valves, independent control of each valve is availablc
**which, ofcourse, can be an important factor in accident nmnagemcnt.

**By default, each valve operates in automatic mode, e.g., the valve
**reliefand/or safety mode opening and closing occurs according to the
**input prcssure set points. Thc ith valve may be manually operated using
**thc following flags.

ISTUCK(i) - Flag to stick open the valve as a mechanical I'ailure.

IFAILC(i)- Flag to stick closed the valve as a mecltanical failure.

ILOCK(i) - Flag to inhibit the automatic relief tnodc opening. Note
tlutt this docs not prevent thc safety mode actuation of
the valve and tltat a stuck open valve cannot bc closed
by this flag.

IMANON(i)- Flag to manually open thc valve in the relief mode.
Note that power is required and tlntt a stuck closed
valve cannot be opened by this flag.

++ Sonic useful outputs afc:

IOPEN(i) - Valve current status flag; =0 closed, =I open.

NCYCLE(i) - Count of thc number of times the valve cycled. A complete
cycle is valve opening and closing once, e.g., opening
counts as 0.5 and closing counts as 0.5.

PHIGRV - High set point closest to current pressure.

PLOWRV - Low sct point closest to current prcssure.

ARVPZ - Total open flowarea ofpressurizer valves.

NPZRV 5 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Parameter NPZRV is the total mnnbcr of PORVs and safety valves modeled in**pressurizer. The maxinuun nun>ber allowed is 10.

**Name: NIPORV(10) Units: [Dimcnsionlcss)

~* Parameter NIPORV(i) is a flag for indicating whether the i'th valve is a
~* power operated reliefvalve (PORV) or a safety valve:

= 0, the i'th valve is a safety valve
= I, the i'th valve is a PORV

NIPORV(1) 1

NIPORV(2) 1



NIPORV(3) 0
NIPORV(4) 0

NIPORV(5) 0

FPPORV 0 // Dimensionlcss

**Parameter FPPORV is a flag indicating how the power operated relief
**valves (PORVs) arc powered:

FPPORV = 0, AC powered
= I, DC powcrcd
= 2, AC and/or DC powcrcd

AINPUT 100 // Dimensionlcss

*~ Parameter AINPUT is a flag to indicate how thc PORV and safety valves
**flow areas arc calculated. IfAINPUT is =0, then thc flowarea of the
*~ PORV and safety valve is calculated by the code based on thc reference
**nominal flow rate. In this case, the parameters PPORVL, WPORVO, PPZSVL
**and WPZSVO arc used to calculate thc flowarea of the PORV and safety**valves. IfAINPUT is >I, then the flowareas of the PORV and safety**valves are user input using parameter ASRVQ.

*~ The next four parameters, WPORVO, PPORVL, WPZSVO, and PPZSVO arc**rcquircd only ifAINPUT=0, othcnvise they are not needed. Thc code
**willcalculate the nomiiial flowarea, APORV and APZSV, based on tlie
**input flow rates, WPORVO and WPZSVO, for thc PORV and safety valve,**respectively, and assign it to pammetcr ASRVQ.

WPORVO 210000.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WPORVO is thc rated (nameplate) mass flowrate for one
**pressurizer PORV at its sctpoint at PPORVL. Use an average ifall of**the PORVs do not have thc same flowratc. Note tliat the code computed**flow area willbe assigned to all PORVs dcfincd by parameter NIPORVQ.

PPORVL 2349.67 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**Panmeter PPORVL is the refcrencc opening pressure ofa prcssurizcr**power operated rclicfvalve at the flow rate WPORVO. Note that this**definition of the parameter has been changed from MAAP3.0B.

WPZSVO 435000.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WPZSVO is the rated (nameplate) mass flowrate for one**pressurizer safety valve at its sctpoint at PPZSVL. Use an avcragc if**all of the safety valves do not have thc same flowrate. Note tliat thc**code computed flow area willbe assigned to all safety valves dcfincd**by paraineter NIPORVQ.



PPZSVL 2499.67 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**Paramctcr PPZSVL is the reference opening prcssure ofa pressurizer
**safety valve at the flow rate WPZSVO. Note that this definition of
*~ the parameter lias been changed from MAAP3.0B.

**Individual PORVs/Safety Valve Setup Notes

**In MAAP4, individual PORVs and/or safety valves are modeled, not groups
**ofvalves as was done for MAAP3B. Up to ten individual valves can bc
**specified. Each valve can operate as a single function safety valve or
**as a single function power operated reliefvalve. The reliefmode
**requires AC and/or DC power to opcratc depending on the parameter
**FPPORV, whereas the safety mode is passive and docs not require power.
**In the following discussions, rel'erenccs to the reliefvalve arc power
**opcratcd rclicfvalve, and references to safety valve arc thc passive
**safety valve. The physical characteristics of each valve is specified
**as following:

ASRV(i) - The flowarea of the ith valve.

PSETRV(i) - Relief mode prcssure set point for thc ith valve.

PDRV(i) - Relief mode dead band for thc ith valve.

PSETSV(i) - Safety mode prcssure set point for the ith valve.

PDSV(i) - Safety mode dead band for the ith valve.

FCDPRV - Discharge cocfflcicnt for all PORVs.

*~ The opcmting mode of thc valve is defined by it's value of the safety
**and relief pressure sct point. Setting either safety or relief valve's
**pressure set point to an extremely large, unattainable value, typically
**-l.e10,willdisable thc corresponding mode ofoperation. By default,
**all the pressure sct points are set to extremely large value, I.e10,
**thus users willhave to spccily a realistic value for the desired mode
**ofoperation for all valves speciflicd. The dead band is used to
**det" rmine the valve closing pressure as PSET - PD for either relief or
**suety mode.

**Name: ASRV(10) Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**Effective flow area for ith S/RVs. Thc flowarea can be calculated for
**each S/RV by either of the following methods:

** 1) Via The ASME B&PVCode capacity rating equation, rearranged to extract
**the effective flowarea, based on thc S/RV nameplate capacity;

In SI Units: ASRV = (781.96 * WSRV) / PSET



**ht British Units: ASRV = (1.538e-4 * WSRV) / PSET

*~ Where:

WSRV = S/RV nameplate capacity, Kg/sec or Lbm/Hr, and,

PSET = Nominal S/RV nameplate sct pressure, Pa or Psia

*~ 2) Via MAAPsubroutine GFLOW critical gas flow model as described in the
**GFLOW subroutine writeup in the MAAP4 Users Manual, Vol. 2 based on S/RV
**diffcrcntial pressure, nameplate capacity, and typically assumed
**isentropic flowcocflicicnt. (GAMMA)of 1.3.

ASRV = WSRV/.665 / ((PAC / Vstm)*.5 )

**Where:

PAC = Upstream (RPV) prcssure [Pa];
Thc proper value for this purpose is thc S/RV "Accumulation"
pressure, which as defined by thc ASME B&PVCode is 103% of
the "Guage" (i.e., in psig) S/RV set pressure. For a set
prcssure given in absolute terms, and in SI units, PAC is;

= 1.03 * (PSET - 2951.33)

WSRV = S/RV nan>plate capacity, Kgscc or Lbnt/Hr, and,

PSET = Nominal S/RV nameplate set pressure, Pa or Psia

Vstm = Saturated steam specific volume at PAC.

**First 2 arc PORVs, and the last 3 arc safety valves.

ASRV(1)
ASRV(2)
ASRV(3)
ASRV(4)
ASRV(5)

9.865c-3 FT**2
9.865c-3 FT**2
1.809e-2 FT**2
1.809c-2 FT**2
1.809e-2 FT~*2

**Name: PSETRV(10) Units: [PA,PSI]

**Parameter PSETRV(i) is thc opening set pressure for i'th S/RVs relief
**mode. Thc valve willclose when the RPV prcssure becomes less than thc
**opening prcssure minus the corresponding dcadband PDRVQ. In general,**it is not unusual for all of the S/RVs in a given plant to have the same**flowarea, and bc in groups ofanywhere from 2 - 4 S/RVs with the same**nominal sct prcssure. In such commonly encountered situations, the best**approach is to arnnge thc MAAP S/RV valves in identical nominal opening**prcssure sets.

**The set pressures ol'individual valves could be varied to account for**the degree of sct pressure drik allotvcd by cithcr the ASME B&PVCode



**requirements, the involved plant's Tech Specs, or whatever standards the
**plant uses to control and/or test S/RV set pressures. Ordinarily, the
**allowable drift range is 99-101% of the nominal sct pressure (gauge
**value), however in a few isolated instances it ntay be as wide as 97-103%
**ofnominal. Note that although these ranges are generally associated
**with thc setpoints for safety valves, they are also typically
*~ applicable to the settings for PORVs as well.

**Finally, either omitting an input value, or setting the parameter to an
**extremely large value, typically I.e10, willdisable the S/RV relief
**mode function.

PSETRV(1) 2349.67 PSI
PSETRV(2) 2349.67 PSI
PSETRV(3) I.e10 PSI
PSETRV(4) 1,c10 PSI
PSETRV(5) I.c10 PSI

**Name: PDRV(10) Units: [PA,PSI]

**Paramctcr PDRV(i) is the dcadband associated with the relief mode set
**pressures for ith S/RVs. This deadband is commonly rcfcrrcd to as an
**S/RVs "Blowdown" value. This is thc delta-p between the valve opening
**and reclosing pressures, i.c., the closing pressure is computed as
**PSETRV(i) - PDRV(i). For relief valves operation, coincidental nominal
**opening and reclosing prcssurcs arc not urntsual. This is not acccptablc
**I'rMAAP, as blowdown values sct to zero willproduce severe and
**unrealistic S/RV cycling effects, i.e., cxcessivc "chattering" that may**drastically impede code opcmtion. Under such circumstances, it may bc
**necessary to assume minimum default deadband values ofapproximately
**2.4 le5 Pa (35 psid) to overcon>e this sensitivity. Operating cxpcrience
**indicates that this is a reasonable value with respect to typical S/RV
**pcrlormance fluctuations.

**In regards to single function safety valves operation appropriate
**values should be at least 5% of the nominal valve sct pressures as
**specifled by the ASME BEcPV Code Section III. However, because virtually
**no facilities or requirements exist for full scale/full flowblowdown
~* testing, adjustment processes used by S/RV manufacturers and later in
**plant S/RV maintenance practices tend to yield blowdown values from
**5-10% ofnominal set pressures. A somewhat conservative middle ground
**would bc setting PDRVQ to values corresponding to 5% to 10% ofeach
**S/RV PSRVQ set pressures. With rare cxccption, all thc deadbands will
**fall within the 5-10% range mentioned above by using this approach.

PDRV(1) 20.0 PSI
PDRV(2) 20.0 PSI

**Nhme: PSETSV(10) Units: [PA,PSI]

~* Parameter PSETSV(i) is thc opening sct pressure for S/RVs safety mode.
~* The valve willclose when the RPV pressure becomes less tlran the opening



**pressure minus thc corresponding deadband PDSVQ. Either omitting an
**input value or setting the parameter to an cztreniely large value,
**typically I.e10, willdisable the S/RV safety mode. The discussion
**for the relief mode set pressure, paramctcr PSETRVQ, also applies to
**PSETSVQ.

PSETSV(1) l.c10 PSI
PSETSV(2) I.c10 PSI
PSETSV(3) 2499.67 PSI
PSETSV(4) 2499.67 PS I
PSETSV(5) 2499.67 PSI

**Name: PDSV(10) Units: [PA,PSI]

**Parameter PDSV(i) is the safety inode dcadband for the ith valve. The
**valve closing pressure is computed as PSETSV(i) - PDSV(i). See PDRVQ**discussion which also applies to PDSVQ.

PDSV(1)
PDSV(2)
PDSV(3)
PDSV(4)
PDSV(5)

0.0 PSI
0.0 PSI

124.0 PSI
124.0 PSI
124.0 PSI

FCDPRV 0.75 // Dimcnsionless

¹* Parameter FCDPRV is thc discharge loss cocfficicnt for thc PORVs and**safety valves.

¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹
*Steam Gcncrator
¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹
¹BR

Gcneml Notes

** I) The following input parameters refer to thc geometric and therinal
hydmulic initial/boundary conditions required for MAAP thermal
hydraulic and fission product modelling of the stcam gencmtor
secondary side.

**2) Possible data sources for these parameters arc:

a) Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
b) Operator Training Manual
c) Plant or component specific Technical Specifications
d) Stcam generator contruction and asscinbly drawings
e) Plant Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP's)
I) AFW Pre-Op, startup, or in-service pcrformancc test records



g) AFW pump specification data (Mamifacturer's performance
test documentation)

**3) Parameter values refer to a single stcam generator unit.

**4) Unless otherwised noted, all elevation variables in this section
should be referenced to the top of thc steam generator tubeshcct.

**5) A pressure loss coefficient is conventionally symbolized by "K"and
defined as:

K = (2*DP)/(RHO*V**2)

where DP = prcssure loss,
RHO = fluid density, and
V = thc fluid velocity.

**6) Two-region steam generator model notes:

Consult the BSG2R/USG2R subroutine description in the User's Manual,
which arc the B-loop and U-loop regional routines, for details
regarding implementation, usage, and methodology for this model.

Control flag ISG2R controls the type ol'steaiu generator niodel used:

ISG2R Steam generator model selected

0 One-region model
Two-region model

Either model is adequate for most sequences. Hoivcver, when morc
rcfincd secondary side therinal hydraulic pcrlormance is required,
the two-region model should be sclectcd.

**7) Two-region stcam generator iuodel region boundary and junction
definitions:

(Consult the BSG2R/USG2R subroutine description, which arc the B-
and U-loop regional routines, for detailed figures citing the
region boundaries.)

Region I: Defined as thc portion of thc secondary side steam
generator fluid volume bounded on the outside by the the tube
bundle shroud, risers and swirl vane separators (prinuiry
separators). It is bounded on the inside by the wall ofeach
tube within the bundle.

Region 2: Defined as the remaining secondary side stcam
generator fluidvolume outside region I.

Lower (In) junction between regions: Defined as the entrance to
the bottom of thc tube bundle from the bottom of the downcomcr.



W,



Upper (Out) junction between regions; Defined as the crit from the
swirl vane separators.

Junction with the primary side: Defined as thc steam generator
tube rupture in region I, ifimplemented. (This junction is thc
same as that in the one-region model.)

Junctions with balance-of-plant: Defined as thc feedwatcr spray
hcadcrs and thc MSIVs, SVs, and PORV's. (These junctions are the
same as those in the one-region model.)

Parameter Specifications

VSG 5869.3 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This pamrnctcr is tlie sccondaiy side total Iluid volume. This includes
**the portion of thc inain steam line volume between the S/G shell and thc**main steam isolation valves (MSIV's).

**Paraineter VOLP is a subset ofpamnieter VSG. Consult the VOLP
**pammcter description for further details regarding its use.

ASGDC 32.292 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the secondary side downcotncr cross sectional flow
*~ area. This is the annular flowarea bctwecn thc outside of thc tube**bundle shroud (tube bundle wmppcr) and the inside of thc stcam**gcncmtor shell.

AFLWSG 43.056 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This pararncter is thc secondary side tube bundle cross sectional flow**area. This includes both thc flow area through the tube bundle itself**and any bypass liowarea between thc perimeter of the tube bundle and**thc inside of thc tube bundle shroud.

** 4.0.3 CYP 8/15/96 - Added XLHLTS,MDPSG, MSWSG and ASWSG for the**hot Icg iuitural circulation model cnluinccmcnts for plants with U-tube**steam generators (IBW= 0).

XLHLTS 3.806 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**XLHLTS is the vertical height between the bottom of the tube sheet and
*~ thc centerline of the hot Icg at the steani gcnemtor plenum.**It is used for the plume calcualation in subroutine HLNC.



2591. LB // Units: [KG,LB]MDPSG

**MDPSG is the mass of the divider plate in the stcam generator plenum (per
**stcam generator).

MSWSG 14994. LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**MSWSG is the mass of the hot Icg side of the steam generator wall below
**thc tube sheet in the inlet plenum. (Do not include the cold lcg side.)

183. FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]AHWSG

**ASWSG is thc heat tmnsfcr area of thc hot leg side of the steam generator
*~ wall below the tube sheet in the inlet plenum. (Do not inlcude the cold
**leg side.)

**Name: ZAFW Units: [M,FT]

**This parmetcr is applicablc to only OTSG designs.

» It is thc elevation ofauxiliary fecdhvatcr (AFW) spray header relative
**to the top of the lower tubeshcet. ZAFW is applicable to only OTSG
**designs, which possess an AFW spray header at the top of th" tube bundle
**that spmys directly on the outer pcrimcter of thc tube bundle.

**This clcvation is primarily intended to determine ifthc spray header is
**exposed (not submerged). Ifit is exposed, then a sufficien amount of
**steam willcondense on thc spny droplets to misc thc tetnpcrature of
**thc incotning AFW flow to saturation. To completely disable condensation
**on OTSG AFW sprays, sct ZAFW to zero.

ZMFW 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the elevation of the main fccdwater (MFW) spray hcadcr
«relative to thc top of the tubesheet (lower tubeshcct for OTSG designs).
**This spray header directly feeds the downcomcr, not thc tube bundle.

**ZMFW is primarily intended to dctcrmine ifthe MFW spray header is
**exposed. Ifit is exposed, then a sufficient amount of steam will
**condense on the spray droplets to raise the tcmpemturc of the incoming
**MFW flow to saturation. To completely disable condensation on this
**spray, set ZMFW to zero.

**For inverted U-tube designs, this is also thc AFWspray header. This
**spray header is subtnerged during nortnal full-power operation.
**Therefore, a nontrivial, reprcsentativc value for ZMFW should bc less**than the nominal full-power water level in the stcam gcncrator**downcomer, thus preventing condensation. Ifa user docs not intend to
**accomodate the contingency of steam condensation on cithcr MFW or AFW



**sprays, then ZMFW should be set to zero, as noted above.

**Note: For inverted U-tube designs, steam condensation on feedwatcr is
currently enabled only in the two-region stcam generator inodel,
not the onc-region stcam generator model.

ZWSGO 49.213 FT // Units: [M,FT]

*~ This parameter is the initial secondary side two-pliase water level in
**the tube bundle relative to the top of the tubesheet.

**One-region stcam gcnertor model application:

This pammetcr, along with thc one-pluise (collapsed) water level
determined from the initial water mass parameter MWSGO, determines
the initial average void fraction within the tube bundle. Comparison
of this reference void fraction against a calculated void fraction,
based upon the fiill-powersteain generation rate, yields a correction
factor for the void fraction. This correction factor compensates for
the abscnse ofa meclianistic momentum model for two-phase flow
through the tube bundle. It insures tliat two-phase boilup prior to
reactor scram rcrnains consistent ivith the rcfercnce value ofZWSGO.

**Two-region stean> genertor inodel application:

Unlike the one-region model, the two-region model possesses a
mechanistic momentum model for two-phase flow through the tube
bundle. Thcreforc, the correction liactor noted above is not
required. However, ZWSGO is still a required input parameter for
OTSG designs.

For U-tube designs:
It is not a required input parainetcr. In this case, the
rcfcrcncc value for full-power boiled-up level is thc elevation
of the primary separators, ZSEP. Consult the ZSEP parameter
description for fiirther details.

The one exceptional case in which thc U-tube designs utilize ZWSGO
(two-phase level at fullpower) as an input parameter is a half-
loop sequence with saturated secondary side water. It is suggested
that the user input ZSEP as ZWSGO for a Iralf-'oop scqucncc.

TFW 440.0 F // Units: [K,F]

**This parameter is the main fecdwater (MFW) inlet temperature to thc
**stcam genemtor. MAAP is not equipped with a fcedwatcr heater model.
**Consequently, the temperature of the water downstream of thc fccdwater**heaters should be specified for this parameter.

PSGSVL 1189.67 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]



**This parameter is the lowest opening (or set) prcssure for the secondary
**side main steam safety valves. Sct prcssurcs for these valves are
**generally spread over a nominal range where the lowest set prcssure is
**apprc:;imatcly 4.E5 Pa - 7.E5 Pa (60 psid - 100 psid) below the highest
**set pressure. Specifying the lowest notninal set pressure is adequate
**for this parameter.

**The lowest nominal set pressure can also be reduced slightly to envelope
**the low end of thc allowable set pressure tolerance range (typically
++ 99%-101% of the nominal guage set prcssure per ASME B&PVCode).
*~ However, the overall affect of this refinemcnt on MAAPcalculations is
**likely to be trivial.

PSGSVH 1244.67 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This paramctcr is the highest opening (or sct) pressure for the
**secondary side main steam safety valves. Sct prcssurcs for these valves
**are generally spread over a nominal mnge where the lowest sct pressure
**is approximately 4.E5 Pa - 7.E5 Pa (60 psid - 100 psid) below the
**highest sct prcssure. Specifying thc highest. nominal set pressure is
**adequate for this parameter.

**Thc highest nominal sct prcssure can also be increased slightly to
**envelope the high cnd of the allowable sct pressure tolerance range**(typically 99%-101% of thc nontinal guage set prcssure pcr ASME B&PV
**Code). However, the o~ erall affect of this rcfinemcnt on MAAP
**calculations is likely to be trivial.

NSGSV 5 // Dhnensionlcss

**This parameter is the number of ntain stcam safety valves per steam
**generator.

IVSGSVO 6.74e5 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This parameter is the rated (nameplate) mass flowrate for one main stcam**safety valve. Use an average value ifall of thc safety valves do not
**have the same rated flowrate.

PSGRV 1107.0 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the opening (or sct) prcssure of the secondary side
**main steam power operated reliefvalve(s) (PORV). MAAPassumes that all**main steam PORVs have the same sct prcssure. Ifthe actual set
**pressures vary, a simple average is adequate for this parameter. This**sct prcssure is generally less tlutn thc lowest sct prcssure for thc main
**stcam safety valves. However, MAAPdoes not rcquirc that the PORV**settings be lower than the SV settings.

**In contmst to the main stcam safety valves, the main steam PORV's can



**be manually actuated through the appropriate operator action.

NSGRV 1.0 // Dirnensionless

**This parameter is the number ofsecondary side main steam power operated
**reliefvalve(s) (PORV) per steam generator. Ifthere are no main steam
**PORV's, set this parameter to zero. A setting ofzero willdisable both
**actuation on set prcssure and manual actuation.

WSGRVO 3.97c5 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This parameter is the rated (nameplate) mass flowrate for onc main steam
**power operated reliefvalve (PORV). Use an average value ifall of the**PORV's do not have the same rated flowratc.

WFWMX 5.25e6 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This panmcter is thc maximum main feedwatcr (MFW) mass flowratc per**stcam generator. The MAAP stcam gcncrator water level controller**ultimately determines the actual MFW mass flowrate injected into each**steam generator.

VSGPHD 317.83 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is the total composite fluid volurnc for the primary side**inlet and outlet plenums (heads) within one stcam generator. This**volume should also include thc portion of thc total steam generator tube**volume that resides within the tubcshcet(s).

**For invehcd U-tube designs, thc inlet and outlet plcnuins arc contained*"within a single lower head below thc tubcshect. A partition separates
~* thc inlet and outlet halves of the plenum.

TDAFW 2.78c-3 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the time delay for auxiliary fcedwater (AFW)**actuation. MAAPassumes that MSIVclosure, MFW termination, and AFW**actuation are all initiated at reactor scram, unless their status is**altered by operator actions stated in the input and/or parameter files.**MAAPmodels the start of thc AFW system as a step fimction. After the**reactor scram, MAAPwaits for expiration of the delay time specified by~* TDAFW, afler which AFW flow is cnablcd.

**TDAFWapplies to both turbine-driven and motor-driven AFW systems.

TDMSIV 1.39e-3 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the time period for MSIVclosure. MAAPassumes that .



0



**MSIVclosure, MFA termination, and AFlVactuation are all initiated at
**reactor scram, unless their status is altered by operator actions stated
**in the input and/or parameter files. After MSIVclosure initiation at
**scram, MAAPassumes that the flow area through the MSIV's decreases
**linearly to zero during the time period specified by TDMSIV.

VSGPRI 1101.83 FT~*3 // Units: [M**3,FT~*3]

**This pararncter is the total primary side fluid volume within one steam
**generator. This includes the total fluidvolmne within the inlet and
**outlet plenums, which is specified by parameter VSGPHD, and the total
**fluidvolume within all stcam generator tubes.

**VSGPHD already includes the portion of the total tube volunie that
**resides within thc tubesheet(s). So, do not account for this portion of
**the tube volmne when dctcrmining the total fluid volume within all
**tubes.

**MAAPuses the difference betwccii volume parameters VSGPM and VSGPHD to
**ultimately determine the total tube surface area available for heat
~* transfer between thc prinuiry and secondary side fluids.

XTSGTS 1.64 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the thickness of the steani gcncrator tubcsheet.

TAFFY 134.0 F < // Units: [K,F]

**This parameter is thc auxiliary fccdw<uter (AFW) inlet tcmpcmturc to thc
**stcam generator. MAAP is not cquipp'cd with a I'ecdwatcr heater model.
**Consequently, thc tcmpemture of the water doivnstream of thc fecdwatcr
**heaters should be spccificd for this parameter.

NTSG 3388.0 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the number of tubes in onc steam generator.

XTSG 4.17c-3 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This pammeter is thc wall thickness ofa stcam generator tube.

XIDSG 6.46c-2 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the inner diameter of a stcam gcncrator tube.



KTSG 10.63 BTU/FT-HR-F // Units: [W/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]

**This parameter is thc thermal conductivity of the steam generator tube
**material.

WAFWXU 1.0c9 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/IIR]

**This parameter is the throttled motor-driven auxiliary fcedwater (AFW)**mass flowratc per steam generator in the unbroken loop (U-loop). Users
**ltavc thc option ofplacing an upper lintiton the motor-driven AFW
**flowratc calculated from the associated pump head curve. MAAPwilluse
**thc minimum ofWAFWXUor the flowrate from the pump head curve.

**In gencml, throttling of motor-driven AFW is not a default operator
**action. Therefore, throttling can bc disabled by specifying an
**excessively large value for WAFWXU(typically I.e10 in either sct of
**units).

FARVBX 1.0 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is the scaling fraction used to limit the flowarea for**steam dump valves in the broken loop (B-loop). MAAP models stean> dump
~* valves by using the main steam PORV's. The size of the steam dump**valves arc modelled by multiplying FARVBXwith the B-loop main stcam**PORV's total flowarea. MAAP makes no distinction between steam dump**valves and ntain stcam PORV's. Their size and usage arc identical.

**MAAPderives the PORV total flow area frotn the number of steant**generators in the B-loop (I), thc number ofPORVs pcr generator**(pammeter NSGRV), their sct prcssure (parameter'PSGRV) as the upstream**stagnation pressure, and their nominal flowrate (pammcter WSGRVO).**FARVBXvalues less than one are intended to restrict the B-loop
**dcpressurization rate to less than thc full rate availablc through the**PORVs.

FARVUX 1.0 // Dinlcnslonless

~* This parameter is the scaling fraction used to limitthe flowarea for**steam dump valves in thc unbroken loop (U-loop). MAAPmodels stcam dump
*~ valves by using the main stcam PORVs. The size of thc steam dump**valves arc modelled by multiplying FARVUXwith the U-loop main steam**PORVs total flowarea. MAAPmakes no distinction between stcam dump**valves and main stcam PORVs. Their size and usage arc identical.

**MAAPderives the PORV total flowarea from thc number of steam**generators in the U-loop (parameter NHL- I), thc number of PORV's pcr**generator (parameter NSGRV), their set prcssure (parameter PSGRV) as the**upstream stagnation prcssure, and their nominal flowratc (parmneter**WSGRVO). FARVUXvalues less than one are intcndcd to restrict the**U-loop depressurization mtc to less than the full rate available**through the PORV's.



ZWCTLB 24.606 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is thc desired collapsed water level in thc steam
**generator downcomer of the broken loop (B-loop). The MAAPsteam
**geilcrator water level coiltrol iuodcl uses tliis parameter as the target
**level.

**For circumstances that require level control targeted for the
**nominal full-power level, such as a steady state sequence, simply sct
**ZKVCTLBto any negative value, like -1.

**The following information regarding associated MAAPmodeling is provided
**as guidance for the selection ofa parametric value. This will
**facilitate thc sequence-speciflc fecdwater system pcrforinance tliat is
**desired by the user.

**MAAPassumes that MSIVclosure, MFA termination, and AFW actuation are
*~ all initiated at reactor scram, unless their status is altered by**operator actions stated in the input and/or parameter files.
**(Simulation ofcontinued MFW availability aflcr scram, which is a**possible contingency in a plant, would be enabled through the noted
**operator actions.) After an established delay time (scc parameter
**TDAFW), relatively cold AFW injection could decrease thc secondary side
**fluid pressure and temperature, which would enhance primaiy-to-secondary
**side heat transfer and would subsequently decrease primary system
*~ pressure.

**Therefore, to simulate hot shutdown (primary and secondary pressures**rennin relatively high) sct ZWCTLB to a value that. is equal to or less
**titan the nominal full-power downcoincr water level, which is dictated by**several initial conditions such as the initial water mass (parameter**MWSGO). This will lessen the AFW flow rcquircments for post-scram level**maintenance.

**Aside from these special considerations, plant data should generally be
**used to set ZWCTLB.

ZWCTLU 24.606 FT // Units: [M,FT)

**This parameter is thc desired collapsed water level in the stcam**gcncrator downcorner of the unbroken loop (U-loop). The MAAP steam**generator water level control model uses this pararnctcr as the target**level.

**For circumstances tliat require level control targctcd for thc**nominal full-power level, such as a steady state scquencc, simply set**ZWCTLU to any negative value, like -1.

~* Thc following iiiforination regarding associated MAAPmodeling is provided**as guidance for the selection ofa parametric value. This will
~~ facilitate the sequcncc-specific fcedwatcr system performance that is



**desired by the user.

**MAAPassumes that MSIVclosure, MFW termination, and AFW actuation arc
**all initiated at reactor scram, unless their status is altered by**operator actions stated in the input and/or parameter files.
**(Simulation ofcontinued MFW availability aAer scram, which is a
**possible contingency in a plant, would bc enabled through thc noted
**operator actions.) Afleran established delay time (sec parameter
**TDAFW), relatively cold AFW injection could decrease the secondary side
**fluid prcssure and temperature, which would enlrancc priniary-to-secondary
**side heat tmnsfcr and would subsequently decrease prinrary system
**prcssure.

**Thcrcfore, to sinnilate hot slnitdown (primary and secondary pressures
**remain relatively high) sct ZWCTLU to a value that is equal to or less
**than the nominal fiill-powerdowncomcr water Icvcl, which is dictated by**several initial conditions such as the initial water mass (parameter
**MWSGO). This will lessen the AFW flow requirements for post-scram level
+* nial ntcnancc.

**Aside from these special considerations, plant data should generally bc
**used to sct ZWCTLU.

XDSGTS 9.8425 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is thc diamctcr of thc stcain generator tubcshect.

ZDEADB 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This paramctcr is the deadband for the "bang-bang" mode ofstcam
**gcncrator water level control in thc broken loop (B-loop). A non-zero
**value for ZDEADB autoinatically enables this mode. It is nrainly intcndcd**for B&WOTSG designs, particularly for MAAPsiniulation of thc TMI-2
*~ accident sequcncc.

h

**The soealled "bang-bang" mode is a non-standard mode in which**the fcedwater fiowrate is controlled as a discrete step function of
**water level. This is contrast to the standard mode in which the
*~ flowrate is controlled as a continuous, exponential function ofwater**level.

**The step function in "bang-bang" mode is based upon the deadband ZDEADB**around thc target level, parmctcr ZWCTLB. Ifthc water level is below**ZWCTLB-ZDEADB/2,then the maxiimmt fecdwatcr flowrate is injected**into the B-loop. Ifthe water level is above ZWCTLB+ZDEADB/2,then,**the minimum fecdwatcr flowrate is injected. Finally, ifthe water level**is above ZWCTLB+ZDEADB,the fcedwater flowratc is zero.

**For the MFW system, the maximum fccdhvater flowrate is based upon**parameter WFWMX,and the minimum fecdwatcr flow rate is hardwired to**zero.



**For thc AFW system, the maximum feedwatcr flowrate is based upon its
**parametric pump head curve (and parmcter WAFWXB ifthrottling of
**motor-driven AFW is enabled), and the minimum fccdwater flow rate is
*~ based upon parameter WBATMN.

ZDEADU 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the deadband for the "bang-bang" mode of steam
**generator water level control in the unbroken loop (U-loop). A non-zero
**value for ZDEADUautoniatically enables this mode. It is mainly intended
**for B&WOTSG designs, particularly for MAAPsiruulation of thc TMI-2
**accident sequence.

**The so-called "bang-bang" mode is a non-standard mode in which
**thc fccdwatcr flowmte is controlled as a discrctc step I'unction of
**water level. This is contrast to thc standard mode in which the
**flowrate is controlled as a continuous, exponential flinction ofwater
**lovel.

**Thc step fimction in "bang-bang" mode is based upon the deadband ZDEADU
**around thc target lcvcl, parmeter ZWCTLU. Ifthe water level is below
**ZWCTLU-ZDEADU/2,tllcllthc maxinumi Iccdwatcr flowratc is injected
**into thc U-loop. Ifthe water level is above ZWCTLU+ZDEADU/2,then
**the minimum fccdivater flowrate is injected. Finally, ifthc water level
**is above ZWCTLU+ZDEADU,the fcedwater floivratc is zero.

**For the MFW systcni, the maximum fcedivater floivritcis based upon
**parameter WFWMX,and the minimum fcedwatcr floiv rate is liardivircd to
**zero.

**For thc AFW system, thc maxinumi feedwatcr floivratc is based upon its
**parametric pump head curve (and parmetcr WAFWXUifthrottling of
**motor-driven AFW is enabled), and the minimum fecdwatcr flow rate is
**based upon parameter WBATMN.

WBATMN 0.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This parameter is the mininuim auxiliary fcedwater (AFW) niass flowrate
*~ per steam generator when the water level controller is in the
**"bang-bang" mode. See the descriptions for associated parameters ZDEADB
**and ZDEADUfor details regarding the "bang-bang" mode.

FMSLB 0.0 // Dimcnsionless

**This parameter is the identification flag for a main steam line break
**configuration. It is used to:

i) initiate a main steam linc brcak and
ii) specify the type ofbreak conflguration.



**The followingvalues are pcrmissiblc for FMSLB:

FMSLB Main stcam linc brcak status and conflgumtion

0 No brcak
Brc& in broken loop (B-loop)
Break common to both B-loop and U-loop (all S/G's)

**In the case ofa brcak, all steam disclrarge is directed to the containment
**node speciflcd by parameter JNMSLB. (See *POINTERS section of thc
**parameter file for details.)

XLSHEL 59.055 FT // Units: [M,FTj

**This parameter is the total vertical height between the top of the stcam
**generator tubcshcet and thc top of the stcam generator shell.

**XLSHELestablishes thc height of thc secondary side heat sink**(two-dimensional) posed by the stcam gcncrator shell tnass within the**bounds ofXLSHELand associated internal structural heat sinks niasses**that comprise parameter MSHEL.

MSHEL 6.614c5 LB // Units: [KG,LB)

**@Qa 4.0.3 CEH I I/27/95 The parameter value has been modified.

**This parameter is thc total mass of steam generator shell and associated**secondary side heat sinks speciflcd below. Note, thc mass of reflective**insulation can be included in MSHEL, although this addition is small**relative to the shell mass itself.

~* For the two-region stcant generator tnodcl:

(Scc Gcncral Notes at thc top of the *STEAMGENERATOR section
regarding regional boundary definitions for Regions I and 2.)

MSHEL includes thc portion of thc shell bounded by the shell length
as stated in the description ofpammcter XLSHEL. It also includes
any internal structures within Region 2 of thc model, particularly
the steam dryers (secondary moisture separator~). However, it
docs not include internal structures such as the tube bundle
shroud, risers, and swirl vane separators (printary moisture
separators). These are included in the tube bundle shroud mass

parameter MSHD.

Other structual ntasscs that are NOT INCLUDEDwithin MSHEL are
the masses of thc tubes, the tubcshcet(s) and thc primary side
steam generator head(s). The masses of the thbcshect(s) and the
primary side head(s) arc included in parameter MSGPHD. MAAP
combines MSHEL with half ofMSGPHD when pcrfortning shell heat sink
calculations. The other half ofMSGPHD is associated with primary
side heat sinks.



*~ For the onc-region steam generator model:

MSHEL includes the portion of the shell bounded by thc shell length
as stated in the description ofparameter XLSHEL. However, since
this model uses a single control volume, it is not feasible to
accurately model heat tmnsfer to any internal structures. In this
case, MAAP assumes that the mass of intenial components is small
relative to the iuass of thc shell. Users can make an adequate
first approximation by adding internal component masses to MSHEL.
However, the rcflined structural heat sink modeling provided by the
two-region model is a superior alternative to thc onc-region model
assumption that the shroud heat sink is small rclativc to the
shell.

External structual masses tliat are not included within MSHEL arc
the masses of the tubeshect(s) and thc primary side steam
generator head(s). These are included in parameter MSGPHD. MAAP
combines MSHEL with IialfofMSGPHD when performing shell heat sink
calculations. Thc other half ofMSGPHD is associated with primary
side heat sinks.

FINSG 12.0 // Diinensionlcss

**This parameter is the iramber ofplates in the reflectiv insulation
**around the steam generator shell. Thc iuaxinuim alloivablc value is 16.**MAAPalso siipports the calcium silicate bulk (FINSG = 0) and inineml
++ wool (FINSG = -I) insulation types. No other types arc currently
**supported..

NSB 4.0 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is the priniary side loss ofcoolant accident (LOCA) break**location key for a stcam gcncmtor tube rupture (SGTR) event. One of**the values show below must be specified, even ifno SGTR is to be
~* simulated. Neglecting to do this can cause a fatal error in MAAP.

NSB Brcak location

4 Hot tube side of the tube bundle
5 Cold tube side of thc tube bundle

**For inverted U-tube designs, the hot tubes extend from the
**top of'thc tubcsheet on hot Icg side to the top of the "U". Thc cold
~* tubes extend from the top of thc "U" to the top of the tubcshcet on thc**interinediate Icg side.

ASB 0.0 FT~*2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the primary side loss ofcoolant accident (LOCA) brcak





**area I'r a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event. This is an
**"effective" area, which means that thc discharge or loss coefficient
**associated with thc brcak imist be embedded within ASB.

**For example, in the case of a double-ended (double guillotine) rupture
**ofa single tube, ASB should not be assigned the available flowarea,
**which is twice the tube cross sectional area for this type of rupture.
**Rather, thc product ofa discharge coefficient, which reflects the
**two-phase frictional impedance posed by tube length on each side of
**the rupture, and the tube flow area should be assigned to ASB.

**SGTR initiation requires both a non-zero value for ASB and an event code
**status change citing that a brcak in the primary system Iias occurred.

ZSB 3.2808 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the primary side loss ofcoolant accident (LOCA) break
**elevation for a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event.

**The break elevation is relative to thc top of the tubcshcct.

ASEDSG 53.82 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT~*2]

**This parameter is the scdiincntation area for aerosol fission product
~* settling on the secondary side one stcam gcncrator. This is thc total
**horizontal surface area on which aerosols can scttlc, which can be
**planes at several clcvations.

**The suggested minimum value is thc available surface area on the top of
**the tubeshcct.

**Sedimentation area is thc total upward-facing area on which fission
**products can settle. This is should include (where appropriate) floors,**equipincnt, etc. Iftwo upward-facing arms arc stacked vchically, then
**both should bc included, since the upper area does not, mask the lower
**area. Howcvcr, it can potentially initigatc thc deposition on the lower
**surface. Therefore, the appropriate interpretation is tliat ASEDSG
**exists within a range between the area of thc upper surface alone and**the summation of the upper and lower surface areas.

WAFWXB 1.0e9 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This parameter is the throttled motor-driven auxiliary fecdwater (AFW)**mass flowratc pcr steam generator in thc broken loop (B-loop). Users**have the option ofplacing an upper limiton the motor-driven AFW**flowratc calculated from thc associated pump head curve. MAAPwillusc**the mininuirn ofWAFWXBor the flowrate from thc pump head curve.

**In general, throttling ofmotor-driven AFW is not a default operator**action. Therefore, throttling can be disabled by specifying an
~* cxcessivcly large value for WAFWXB(typically I.e10 in cithcr sct of





AMSLB 0.0 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is thc flow area for a main steam line brcak. MAAPuses
**a disclulrge loss coefiicient of 1. Therefore, to include a morc
**realistic coefiicient, treat AMSLB as an effectiv area by embedding the
++ loss cocfiicicnt lvlthln its v;lhlc.

**A main steam line brcak is initiated by assigning non-zero values to both
**AMSLBand FMSLB, which arc the main steam linc break status and
**configuration flag.

**Name: TDIFBW Units: [DEG-K,DEG-F]

**This pannetcr is applicablc to only OTSG designs.

**This pararnetcr is thc the amount ofsuperheat for stcam exiting the tube
**bundle. In OTSG designs, stean> generated I'ronl the water pool in lower
**portion of tube bundle acquires superheat from the exposed
**(non-submerged) upper portion of the tube bundle.

**During the thermal hydraulic initialization in MAAP, TDIFBW is a
**temperature diffcrencc that is added to thc initial saturation
**temperature to determine the initial freeboard gas ternperaturc on the
~* secondary side.

**Name: VOFZSG(1:10) Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This parameter is the cumulative secondary side fluid volume. Each
**clement in thc VOFZSG array corresponds to an element in thc ZOFSG
**array, which is a cumulative secondary side height. These arrays forln a
**volume vs. height table froln which water volume or collapsed level can
**bc intcrpolatcd.

**For the two-region steam generator model:

This table is not used to compute collapsed water levels since
water volume and levels are tracked locally within each region as
opposed to globally throughout the secondary side. Instead, to
account for flowarea change, each region is divided into three
subsections, and each subsection has a constant flowarea.

However, this table is used for other applications within thc
model.

**For the onc-region stcam generator model:

This table was primarily intcndcd for inverted U-tube designs since
thc flowarea can vary substantially with height. The table can bc
used with OTSG designs, although this may bc superfluou since flow



afc,'ls;llc csscntlally constflnt throughout thc stcanl gcncmtof.

Consult the description ofparameter NZPTS for instructions
regarding enabling/disabling this lookup table.

VOFZSG(1) 0.0 FT*~3
VOFZSG(2) 2966.4 FT**3
VOFZSG(3) 5869.3 FT**3

**Name: ZOFSG(1:10) Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the cunullative secondary side height. Each clement in
*~ thc ZOFSG array corresponds to an clcmcnt in the VOFZSG array, which is
**a cumulative secondary side fluid volume. Together, these arrays fortn a
*~ volume vs. height table from which water volmne or collapsed level can
**be interpolated.

**For the two-region stcaln generator model:

This table is not used to compute collapsed water levels, since
water volume and Icvcls are tracked locally within each region as
opposed to globally throughout the secondary side. Instead, to
account for flow area change, each region is divided into three
subsections, and each subsection has a constant. flowarea.

However, this table is used for other applications within the
model.

*~ For thc one-region steam gcncrator model:

This table was prinulrily intended for invcrtcd U-tube designs since
the flowarea can vary substantially with height. The table can be
used with OTSG designs. although this may bc superfluous since flow
areas are essentially constant throughout the stcam generator.

Consult the description ofparamctcr NZPTS for instructions
regarding enabling/disabling this lookup table.

ZOFSG(1)
ZOFSG(2)
ZOFSG(3)

0.000 FT
39.370 FT
59.055 FT

NZPTS 3.0 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is thc munber ofpoints in the volume vs. height
**table formed by parameter arrays VOFZSG and ZOFSG. Thc maximum number**is dictated by thc dimension of these arrays. IfNZPTS is less than 2,**then the table cannot be formed and is therefore disabled. Instead,
**constant downcomer and tube bundle flowareas, ASGDC and AFLWSG
**respcctivcly, are assumed to apply through thc steam generator height.



**The table can be used with OTSG designs. However, thc general
**convention is to disable it since flowareas are essentially constant
**throughout.

3.2808 FT // Units: Pvl,FT]DMSL

**This parameter is the main steam linc inner diameter. This pammetcr is
**not used to dcterminc a main steam line area for use in flow
**calculations. Rather, it is used in conjunction with parameter VOLP to
¹* determine ifthe secondary side water level has reached the main stcam
**line elevation, enabling two-phase flow through the steam line. (A
¹¹ collapsed lcvcl is used in the one-region model. A tlvo-pllasc level is
**used in the two-region model.) Iftwo-phase flow is possible, then DMSL
**is used to detcrlninc an approximate stagnation void fraction, which is
**required to determine the respective flolvmtcs of thc gas and water
¹¹ constltucnts.

**Consult the VOLP parameter description and thc BSTGEN/USTGEN subroutine
**description in the MAAP4 User's Manual for further details regarding the
**usage ofVOLP and DMSL.

VOLP 706.29 FT**3 // Units: [M¹¹3,FT¹¹3]

**This pammeter is thc the approximate composite volume of:

**i) the nlain steam linc from thc steam gcncrator to thc location where
it turns to pcnctfatc thc contalnnlcnt wall, and

**ii) the portion of the fluid volume within the stcam genemtor tllat is¹¹ located above the main stcam line penetration.

**VOLP is a subset of VSG. It is intcndcd to reprcscnt the comprcssiblc
**gas volurnc that rcnlains in an over-flilled stcam gcncnltor. Essentially,
**this gas volume resides above thc secondary side MSIV's, PORVs, and
**SVs. Only low-quality tlvo-pilose flow (very little gas) is expelled
**during venting, tints mitigating or even preventing the
**depletion of this gas volume.

*¹ Consequently, it is diflicultto obtain a so-called
**"solid" steam generator in MAAP, provided parameter VOLP is given a
**suflicicnt value (nominally 10% ofparameter VSG). Such a nominal value
**is recommended to avoid potential diflicultics associated with "solid"
**stealn generator behavior, particularly for the two-region stcam
**generator model. Consult the BSTGEN/USTGEN subroutine description in the
**MAAP4 User's Manual for further details regarding thc usage of VOLP.

**For standard inverted U-tube designs, VOLP would probably include the
**portion of the main stcam line noted above but no portion of the steam
**generator fluid volume. Since the main steam linc exits thc top of thc
**generator, the entire fluid volume resides below thc stcam line.

*¹ However, while it is generally recommended tllat VOLP reflect the stcam
**line elevation in thc standard design, the user may choose for numeric
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**reasons to increase thc elevation within VOLP the portion of the stcam
**generator fluidvolume residing above the steam line.

FVSGSL 0.99 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the fraction ofa fluidvolunie that nuist be occupied
**by water for thc volume to be considcrcd "solid".

**For the one-region steam genemtor model:

The noted fluid volume applies to entire secondary side fluid volmne.

**For the two-region stcam gcncrator niodcl:

The noted fluid volume applies to thc individual fluid volumes of
region 1 or region 2. (Scc Gcneml Notes regarding thc boundary
definitions of regions 1 and 2.) Tliercfore, a "solid" designation
could apply separately to regions 1 or 2. Howcvcr, by dcflnition,
ifregion 2 is "solid", then thc entire stcani generator is "solid".

**Solid conditions within a stcam gcncrator have the potential for
**yielding difIicultics in secondary side thermal hydraulic behavior. It
**is recommcndcd that parameter VOLP be given a sufficient value to
**inhibit thc onset of solid conditions. Consult the VOLP pammctcr
**description for guidance.

*¹
QaQaQa 4.0.3 CEH I I/27/95

¹¹ Note: This is an existing pammetcr that was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sample pamnictcr files. Its value rcinains
**unchanged from the previous revision.

ISG2R 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**This panmctcr is the stcam gcncrator model control parameter, which
**actuates one of the two availablc steam gcncrator models. The following
**values are permissible for ISG2R:

ISG2R Steam generator model selected

0 Onc-region
1 Two-region

**Either model is adequate for most sequences. However, when more refined
**secondary side thermal hydmulic pcrformancc is required, the two-region
**model should bc selcctcd. Consult thc General Notes at thc top of thc
***STEAMGENERATOR section for information regarding the two-region model.

ZSEP 45.932 FT // Units: [M,FT]

¹* This parameter is required only for an inverted U-tube design when





**the two-region steam gencmtor model is being implemented.

**It is the elevation of the swirl vane separators (priniary
**moisture separators) at the top of the risers (standpipes), which arc
**located at the top of the tube bundle shroud. The upper junction
**bctwccn regions 1 and 2 is located at this elevation, which is
**referenced to the top of the tubesheet.

ZRISER 39.37 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is required only for an inverted U-tube design when
**the two-region steam generator model is being implemented.

**It is the elevation of the bottom of the risers (standpipes), which
**contain the swirl vane separators (primary moisture separators), It is
**referenced to the top of thc tubeshcct.

**ZRISER and ZSEP define the bottom and top of thc standpipe subsection
**within region 1 of thc two-region model.

ARISER 37.67 FT**2 // Units: [M~~2,FT**2]

**This parameter is rcquircd only for an inverted U-tube design when
~* thc two-region steam generator model is being implemented.

**It is thc total composite flowarea through thc inside ofall risers
**(standpipcs), which reside above thc tube bundle shroud (ivrappcr), in**one steam generator.

MUSER 19.0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**This parameter is required only for an inverted U-tube design when
~* the two-region stcam generator model is being implcincntcd.

**It is thc mirnber of risers (standpipes), which reside above the tube**bundle shroud (wrapper), in onc steam generator.

AUPDC 105.5 FT**2 // Units.'[M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is required only for an inverted U-tube design when**the two-region steam generator model is being implemcntcd.

**It is the flow area in the upper downcomcr, which constitutes the region**2 flowarea that surrounds the outside of the risers.

**The lower doivncomcr in region 2 constitutes the annulus between the**outside of thc tube bundle shroud and thc inside of the shell wall.**Its floivarea is specified by parameter ASGDC.

**ln MAAP, parameters AUPDC and ARISER are combined to yield an



**approziniate flowarea in the steam dome, which resides in region 2 above
**thc primary separator elevation, pammeter ZSEt'. The steam dome
**contains the stcam drycrs (secondary moishire separators).

MSHD 1.10e5 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is required for the two-region steam generator model
**only.

**It is the total composite mass of the tube bundle shroud, risers
**(standpipcs), and swirl vane separators (primary moisture sepantors).

**Basically, this is any structural mass the defines the boundary betwccn
**region I (tube bundle) and region 2. See thc MSHEL parameter
**description for a detailed discussion of thc division of secondary side
**structual heat sinks among para<meters MSHEL, MSHD, and MSGPHD.

ZDCOPN 0.98425 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is required for thc two-region stcam generator model
**only.

**It is the height of the lower junction bctivcen regions 1 and 2. It is a
*~ vertically-oriented junction that is located betivecn thc bottom of thc
**lower downcomcr in region 2 and thc bottom of the hibe bundle in region
** 1. The elevation of this junction relative to the tubcsheet is zero.

**This height is used to detcrine ifgas transport across tlie loiver
**junction is possible. Ifthe water level in both regions 1 and 2 is
**less then this height, then gas transport can occur across thc junction.
**Othenvisc, thejunction is considered water-covcrcd.

FCDSEP 11.97 // Dimensionless

**This paramctcr is required for thc two-region stcam generator model
++ only.

**It is thc loss coefflicicnt associated with thc pressure drop across the
**upper junction between regions 1 and 2. (See Gen",ml Notes at the top**of thc *STEAMGENERATOR section for the forinal definition of loss**coefflcient.)

**FCDSEP, along with loss cocfIicicnt parameter FCDSDC and the
**dcrivcd frictional losss through tlie lower downcomcr and hibe bundle,**comprise the total frictional pressure loss that nuist bc overcome by the**net density difference tliat is driving thc natural circulation between» regions.

**For inverted U-tube designs, FCDSEP corresponds to the prcssure drop**incurred as secondary side fluid is transported across the swirl vane**separators (primary moisture) separators. This is an empirical value



**tltat is a function of the separator gcomctry and the two-pltasc flow
**quality. Thc recommended value is based upon nonllnal full power
**operation with an exit flowquality specified by parameter FXOUTO.

FCDSDC 1.5 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is required for the two-region stcam generator model
**only.

**It is the loss coeflicient associated with the total prcssure drop at:

**i) the entrance to the lower downcomer at the lower-upper downcomer
transition, and

**ii) the exit from the lower downcomcr at lower junction between
regions 1 and 2.

**(Sce General Notes at the top of the *STEAMGENERATOR section for the
**fornntl dcflnition of loss coeflicicnt.)

**A rcprcsentativc value can be obtained by modeling the entrance and exit
**as a sudden contmction and a sudden expansion at the ends ofan
**oriTicc. The frictional pressure drop within thc downcomcr itself is
**modeled separately.

FXOUTO 0.4 // Ditncnsionless

**This parameter is required only for an inverted U-tube design when
**thc two-region stcant generator ntodcl is being implcmcnted.

**It is the vapor quality for thc two-phase flowexiting the swirl vane
**separators (primary moisture separators) during nominal. full-power
**operation.

**FXOUTO establishes thc magnitude of the two-phase recirculation flow
**betwccn regions 1 and 2. Ultimately, this dctermincs thc empirical
**value of the prcssure loss coefficient across thc tube bundle.

CO 1.2 // Dimensionless

**This pammeter is rcquircd for thc two-region steam generator model
**only.

**It is the the lateral void distribution parameter, which is an empirical
**value within the two-phase drik flux model, for two-phase flow in
**region l. I

**In MAAP the driflflux model is used to deterntine the local void
**fraction within a two-pltase flow, given thc flow reghne
**(churn-turbulent) and thc superficial velocities of gas and liquid
**constituents. Consult descriptions for subroutines VFAVBT,VFTAVG,and
**VFZ in the ~4 User's Manual for details regarding the usage ofCO



**within the driA flux model.

**For churn-turbulent flow CO has an approxinutte empirical range from
**1.0 to 1.5 with 1.2 being a nominal value.

**@ 4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95
**Note: This is an existing parameter that was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sample paramctcr files. Its value remains
**unclutnged from the previous revision.

COR2 1.2 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is required for the two-region steam gcncrator model
++ only.

**It is the lateral void distribution parameter, which is an empirical
**value within the two-phase drift flux model, for two-pltase flow in
**region 2. See the description for parameter CO for details.

**QaQa@ 4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95
**Note: This is an existing parameter tltat was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sample parantctcr files. Its value remains
**unchanged from the previous revision.

FRTDSG 1.0 // Dimensionless

**This paramctcr is required l'or thc two-region stcam gencmtor model
**only.

**It is the fmctional growth of the time step used for local intcgmtion
++ with tile two-fcgton model.

**For thc purpose ofnumerical stability, as with the MAAPglobal time
**step, this local thnc step should bc inhibited from growing too rapidly
**between consecutive time steps. A nominal value of 100% is reconuncnded.
**This allows the local time step to double between consecutive steps.

**Qa 4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95
**Note: This is an existing paramctcr tltat was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of thc sample parameter fllcs. Its value rctnains
**unchanged from the previous revision.

FRACSG 0.025 // Dimensionless

**This paramctcr is required for the two-region stcam generator model
**only.

**It is thc maxinutnt fractional change over a single integration for
**thermal hydraulic variables that arc integrated as part of the steam
*~ generator local integration. FRACSG is applicable to non-steady state
**operation, while parameter FRACSS is applicable to steady state



**operation.

0.005 // DimcnsionlessFRACSS

**This parameter is required for the two-region steam generator model
**only.

**It is the maxinturn fractional change over a single integration I'r
**thermal hydraulic variables that are intcgratcd as part of the stcam
**generator local integmtion. FRACSG is applicable to non-steady state
**operation while parameter FRACSS is applicable to steady state
**operation.

F IFRAC 3.0 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is rcquircd for thc tivo-region stcam generator niodel
**only.

**Pammetcrs F I FRAC and F2FRAC arc shaping factors, which dictate thc
**shape of thc exponential function that governs the sclcction of thc
++ nlaxllnuln allowable loc'll stcillilgcllcfator time step ivithin the range**between paramctcrs TDMAXand TDMXSS. Consult the description of
*~ paraincter TDMXSS for full details.

**OQaQa 4.0.3 CEH I I/27/95
**Note: This is an existing parameter that was not included in previous**revision (4.0.2) of the sample parameter files. Its value remains
**unchanged froin the previous revision.

F2FRAC 0.5 // Diniensionless

**This parameter is rcquircd for the two-region stcani generator niodel
+~ Olllv.

**Parameters F IFRAC and F2FRAC arc sliaping factors, which dictate thc
~* sliape of thc exponential function that governs the selection of thc**maxinuint allowable local stcam gcncrator time step within the range**between parameters TDMAXand TDMXSS. Consult the description of
~~ parameter TDMXSS for fulldetails.

**QnQa 4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95
**Note: This is an existing parameter that was not included in previous**revision (4.0.2) of the sample pammetcr files. Its value remains**unchanged from thc previous revision.

*~ OOQa 4.0.3 BJS 3/21/96 - Corrected the value of F2FRAC. It. divas**mistyped as 5.0 in the draft User's Guide.

TDMXSS 2.778e-4 HR // Units: [S,HRj



**This parameter is required for the two-region stean> gcncrator model
+~ onlv.

**It is the upper bound for the ntazinntm time step for stcam gcncrator
*~ local integration.

**The ntazimum time step is detcrmincd prior to each local integration. It
**ranges from TDMXSS to the MAAPglobal time step, specified by parameter
**TDMAX,and it is a smooth exponential function of the
**primary-to-secondary side power transferred across the tubes. At steady
**state, the maximum time step is TDMXSS, and, as power dccrcases after
**scratn, it smoothly approaches TDMAX.

**TDMXSS should be assigned a value tlrat is less than or equal to TDMAX.
**This will restrict the local titne steps to be small relative to TDMAX
**when the power transfer is high. AAcrscram, this restriction is
~* relaxed as the power transfer dhninishcs.

*SI

TSUBMN 2.0 K // Units: [K,F)

*"This parameter is required for thc two-region steatn generator model
**only.

**It is the subcooling threshold above which a water pool is considered
**saturated. It is expressed as a tempcraturc differenc below the
**satuntion tcmpcraturc. Ifthe pool subcooling is less than the
**subcooling specified by TSUBMN, then thc pool is considered saturated.

**This parantctcr works in conjunction with paranteter TSUBMX to provide**some hysteresis in thc transition of a pool from "saturated" to
**"subcooled" or vise versa.

**
QnQaQa 4.0.3 CEH I I/27/95

**Note: This is an existing paratnetcr that was not included in previous**revision (4.0.2) of the sample paramctcr files. Its value remains*"unchanged from thc previous revision.

**QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 3/21/96 - The values ofTSUBMN and TSUBMXwere cltanged**from 5.6 F and 18.0 F. They are tcmpcraturc differential, not absolute**tcmperaturcs, but the units conversion routine intcrpretcd them as**absolute tempemtures, resulting in incorrect values. Thc conversion**routine lras subsequently been updated to interpret these variables as**temperature differentials.

TSUBMX 10.0 K // Units: [K,F)

**This parameter is rcquircd for thc two-region steam generator model**only.

**It is thc subcooling threshold below which a water pool is considered





**subcooled. Like TSUBMN, it is expressed as a temperature difference
**below thc saturation temperature. Ifthe pool subcooling is greater
**than the subcooling specified by TSUBMN, then the pool is considered
**subcooled.

**This paranictcr works in conjunction with paraineter TSUBMN to provide
**some hysteresis in thc transition of a pool from "saturated" to
**"subcoolcd" or vise versa.

**@Qa@ 4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95
**Note: This is an existing parameter tliat was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sample parameter files. Its value remains
**uncliangcd from the previous revision.

FRPDEL 0.01 // Dimensionless

**This parainctcr is rcquircd for the two-region stcam generator inodcl
**only.

**It is the fraction which, when nmltiplicd by the pressure in region I
**or region 2, yields a prcssure differentia that is small relative to
**thc region prcssure. This small pressure differential is used to**deterniine approxiniations for therinodynaiuic dcrivativcs (dP/dv I'or
**instance) at the region pressure.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95

**Note: This is an existing parainctcr that was not included in previous
*~ revision (4.0.2) of thc sample panimetcr files. Its value remains
**unchanged front the previous revision.

KVSGOHL 0.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This parameter is rcquircd for the two-region steam generator model**only.

**It is thc initial secondary side stcam generation rate during a
**half-loop scquencc.

**Generally, this rate is trivial since the reactor is in cold shutdown
**mode and residual heat removal systems may bc enabled to rcmove

'*

decay power.

**@ 4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95
**Note: This is an existing parameter tliat was not included in previous**revision (4.0.2) of the sample parameter files. Its value rcniains**unchanged from the previous revision.

FVLEQH 0.92 // Dimensionless



**This pammcter is required for thc two-region steam gcnemtor model
**only.

**It is a threshold fraction of the region I fluidvolume. Ifmore titan
**this fraction of tlic region I fluid volume is occupied by water, then
*~ region I is nearly fulland is approaching a "solid" conditions. This
**indicates to MAAP tliat a minimum gas volume must bc niaintained in region
** 1. This is similar to the use ofparameter VOLP to niaintain a minimum
**gas vohime in region 2. Failure to maintain a gas volume in region I
**and thc subsequent initiation of solid conditions will result in
**perfonnance difficultiefor the two-region model.

**FVLEQH works in conjunction with FVLEQL to add some hysteresis to thc
**criterion that decides ifregion I is nearly full.

**Ga@@4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95
**Note: This is an existing parainetcr that was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sarnplc paramctcr files. Its value remains
**unchanged from thc previous revision.

FVLEQL 0.88 // Dimensionless

**This pammctcr is rcquircd I'r the two-region steain generator inodel
~* only.

**It is a threshold fraction of thc region I fluid volume. Ifless than
**this fraction of thc region I fluidvolume is occupied by water, then
**region 1 is NOT nearly full. This indicates to MAAP that the region I
**gas volume is larger than the ininimum required.

~* FVLEQL works in conjunction with FVLEQH to add some hysteresis to thc
**criterion that decides ifregion I is nearly fiill. See the description
**for pammcter FVLEQH.

** 4.0.3 CEH 11/27/95
**Note: This is an existing paramctcr that was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sample parainetcr files. Its value rcniains
**unclianged from thc previous revision.

PDELMN 0.435 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This paraineter is rcquircd for the two-region stcani generator model
**only,

**It is a threshold prcssure differential. Ifthe difference between the*"fluid static heads in region I and region 2 is less titan this threshold,
**then the water flowat thc lower junction between the regions is
**determined by a simple ntanometcr calculation rather than the fiill
++ Illolllelltlllllcqllatloll.

**Normally, natural circulation between regions is dctcrniined by the
**momentum equation for the recirculation loop. However, ifthc static



*"head driving the circulation is below PDELMN, then the frictional
**prcssure drop, particularly in the tube bundle, is assumed to be
**trivial, and a hydrostatic balance exist between the regional water
**pools. Thcreforc, the relatively minor flowat the lower junction can
**be deterinined from the manometer balance calculation.

**O@4.0.3 CEH I I/27/95
**Note: This is an existing parameter that was not included in previous
**revision (4.0.2) of the sample parameter files. Its value remains
**uncluinged from thc previous revision.

AuxiliaryFcedwatcr (AFW) Systems

**Notes:

** I) The followingsct ofparameters are generic to the motor-driven and
turbine-driven AFW systems, in contrast to the folloiving two
parameter sets below, which are specific to motor-driven or
turbine-driven AFW.

**2) These generic AFW pamineters gcncrally refer to the condensatc
storage tank (CST), froin which thc AFW systems dcrivc their suction,
and static water heads within CST and AFW piping, which will
inliuence thc prcssure differential and subsequent water flow rite
across thc AFW puinp.

MWCSTO 1.0c10 LB // Units: [KG.LB]

**This parameter is the initial water inass in thc condensate storage tank
**(CST). This can also be considered thc total water mass availablc for
**the prevailing (motor- or turbine-driven) auxiliary fecdwatcr (AFW)**system. AFW floivceases when this water mass is depleted.

**An excessively large value can bc spccificd (typically 1.0E10 in cithcr
**set of units) ifthere is no limiton the AFW supply. Note, hoivevcr,
~* that the resulting CST water Icvcl is used, in conjunction with
**pammctcrs ZCSTAF and ZSGAFW, to dcterminc the nct.prcssure differential
**(head) across the pump. Therefore, a proportional incrcasc in parameter
**ACST, the cross sectional area of the CST, should be made to achieve a
**reasonable CST water level.

ACST

~* This parameter is thc area of the base of the Condcnsatc Storage Tank
**(CST). It is used to compute thc CST water level, which is used with
**parameters ZCSTAF and ZSGAFW to dctcrmine thc nct prcssure differential
**(head) across the AFW punip.

**Oo'4.0.3 CEH 12/6/95
**Note: This parameter was moved herc from thc *ENGINEERED



**SAFEGUARDS parmetcr section.

ZCSTAF 38.04 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the elevation of the bottom of the condensatc storage
**tank relative to the AFW pump inlet. The static water head
**corresponding to this elevation contributes to the calculation of the
~* pressure differential across thc AFW pump, which is required to
**determine thc AFW flow rate from thc pump head-flow curve. Therefore,
**ncgativc values are acceptable.

**@@@4.0.3 CEH 12/6/95
**Note: This parameter was moved here frotn the *ENGINEERED
**SAFEGUARDS parmeter section.

ZSGAFW 83.37 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is thc elevation ofAFW spray header within the steam
**generator, rclativc to the AFW pump outlet. The static water head
**corresponding to this elevation contributes to thc calculation of the
**pressure diffcrcntial across thc AFW pun>p, which is required to
**determine thc AFW flow rate from the pump head-flow curve. Thercforc,
**negative values are acceptable.

**Qn(a Qa 4.0.3 CEH 12/6/95
**Note: This parameter was ntoved here frotn thc ~ENGINEERED
**SAFEGUARDS parmcter section.

Motor-Driven AuxiliaryFccdwatcr (AFW) System

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 CEH 12/6/95 Thc Motor-Driven AuxiliaryFccdwater System was

**moved here from the *ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS pamtnctcr section.

**Notes:

** 1) Thc following sct of parameters pertain to the motor-driven AFW
system. Note, MAAPassumes tlrat there is one motor-driven AFW
pump per steam generator.

**2) To usc the constant flow model for the pump head-flow curve, set
parameter NAFWPT to 1, parameter WVAFW(I)to the constant volumetric
flowratc, and parameter ZHDAFW(1) to some reasonable nominal value.

**3) Ifthe motor-driven AFW system head-flow curve information is not
availablc, usc thc associated pump head-flow curve, but be aware
that thc putnp head-flow curve willover-predict system flow since
linc friction losses are not considered.



5 // DimensionlcssNAFWPT

**This parameter is thc number ofpoints in the motor-driven auxiliary
**fecdkvater (AFW) pmnp head-flow curve (maximum of5).

**Name: WVAFW(1:5) Units: [M**3/S,GPMj

~* WVAFWis a onc dimensional array kvith the number ot'data points
**specified by NAFWPT, and it rcprescnts vofuntctric flokvmtc entries in
**the AFW pump head-flow curve. Each flowvalue ltas a corresponding head
**value defined in the ZHDAFW(l)array. The head-flow curve is
**conventionally configured such that flow increases, and head decreases,
**from WVAFW(1)TO WVAFW(5),but this configuration is not required.

WVAFW(1)
WVAFW(2)
WVAFW(3)
WVAFW(4)
WVAFW(5)

250.15 GPM
290.30 GPM
315.35 GPM
338.20 GPM
379.15 GPM

**Name: ZHDAFW(1:5) Units: [M.FT}

**ZHDAFW is a one dimensional array kvith thc number ofdata points**speciftcd by NAFWPT, and it represents thc head (across the pump)**entries in thc AFW pnmp head-flokv curve. Each head value has a
*"corresponding flokv value defined in the WVAFW(I)array. Thc head-flow
**curve is conventionally configured such that head dccrcases, and flow
*~ increases, front ZHDAFW(I)TO ZHDAFIV(5).but this configuntion is not
~* required.

ZHDAFW(1)
ZHDAFW(2)
ZHDAFW(3)
ZHDAFW(4)
ZHDAFW(5)

2S34.1 FT
2342.2 FT
1990.9 FT
1639.6 FT
936.9 FT

Steam Turbine-Driven AuxiliaryFccdkvater (AFW) System

«QaQa 4.0.3 CEH 12/6/95 The Turbine-Driven AuxiliaryFecdkvater System was*"moved herc from the *GENERALIZEDENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS paratuctcr section.

**Notes:

** I) The following sct ofparameters pertain to the turbine-driven AFW
system. Note, MAAPassumes tlrat there is onc turbine-driven AFW
pump pcr steam generator.

**2) To usc the constant flokv model for both thc pump and the steam
turbine head-flow curves, set parameter NIPTS to I, parameters



WSTSGT(1) and WWTDFW(1) to the appropriate constant values for the
rcspcctive mass flow rates, and parameter PSG(1) to a reasonable
nomllla1 value.

**3) The turbine-driven AFW willnot function ifthc motor-driven AFW is
working. Therefore, to use the turbine-driven AFW, turn ofl'the
motor-driven AFW. (To perform this action, utilize the corresponding
event code in the *EVTMES parameter section.)

~* 4) The turbine-driven AFW does not require power. The motor-driven AFW
does require power.

**5) Ifthc turbine-driven AFW systcn> head-flow curve information is not
available, use the associated pump head-flow curve, but be aware
that the putnp head-flow curve willover-predict system flotv since
linc friction losses arc not considered.

NIPTS 0 // Dintensionless

**This parameter is the nutnbcr ofpoints in the turbine-driven auxiliary
**fccdwatcr (AFW) pun>p head-flow curve and thc AFW turbine's stcatn
**extraction flowcurve (mazintum of 5).

**Natnc: PSG(l:5) Units: [PA.PSI j

*~ PSG is a one dimensional array with thc nutnbcr ofdata points spcciflcd**by NIPTS. Each array elcmcnt represents the stcam generator secondary**side prcssure that is driving gas through thc AFW turbine at thc mass
**flow nte spccifled in the corresponding clement of the WSTSGT array.

PSG(1) 0.0 PSI
PSG(2) 0.0 PSI
PSG(3) 0.0 PSI
PSG(4) 0.0 PSI
PSG(5) 0.0 PSI

**Name: WSTSGT(1:5) Units: [KG/S,LB/HRj

**WSTSGT is a one dimensional array with thc number of data points**spccifled by NIPTS. Each array clentent rcprcsents the gas mass flow**rate being driven through the AFW turbine by thc stcam generator secondary,**side pressure specified in the corresponding clement of tlte PSG array.

WSTSGT(l) 0.0 LB/HR
WSTSGT(2) 0.0 LB/HR
WSTSGT(3) 0.0 LB/HR
WSTSGT(4) 0.0 LB/HR
WSTSGT(5) 0.0 LB/HR

**Name: WWTDFW(1:5) Units: [KG/S,LB/HRj



**WWTDFW is a one dimensioiial array with the number of data points
*¹ specified by NIPTS. Each array elcmcnt represents the water mass flow
**rate through the turbine-driven AFW pump when the steam generator
**secdondary side pressure is at thc value specified in the corresponding
**element of thc PSG array.

WWTDFW(1)
WWTDFW(2)
WWTDFW(3)
WWTDFW(4)
WWTDFW(5)

0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR

*Engineered Safeguards

**This parameter section is used for setting up the MAAPspecif'"
**cnginccrcd safeguard systems. The user has thc clioice of'either using
**the MAAP specific or the MAAPgcncmlized engineered safeguard systenis.
¹* The choice between the two is defined by the parameter NESF. When NESF
**is set to 0, thc MAAPspecific cnginecred safeguard systems willbe used
**and only this parameter section is used. When NESF is set to I, the
**MAAPgcncralizcd engineered safeguard systcins willbe used and this
**parameter section along with *Generalized Engineered Safcguards and
**¹Pump pammctcr sections are used.

**Thc term gcncralizcd cnginccrcd safcguards is somewhat misleading as thc
**distinction between thc gcncnilizcd and specific enginccrcd safcguards
**relates only to the pump lineups, pump curves, and heat cxcliangcrs
**capabilities, not thc cnginecrcd safeguard systems itsell'. The MAAP
**specific engineered safeguard option lias very specific pump lineups and
**pump curves and may or may not have heat exchangcrs capabilities
**depending on thc *Control parameters IRECIR and IDISCH for the
**cnginccrcd safeguard systcins. The gcnemlizcd cngineercd safcguards
**option, on the other hand, allows the users the freedom to model the
**desired pump lineup (e.g., pump suction/discharge locations), several
**distinct pump head curves for thc same systcin, model NPSH cnhanccment
**flows, and optioiial heat cxchangcrs for thc sante sct ofcnginccred¹¹ safeguards systems.

**With the preceding in mind, ifthc gcncralized option is used, only thc
**pump head curve and heat exchanger input parameters in this paramctcr
**section is superscdcd by equivalent punip head curve and heat exchanger
**options in the *Generalized Parameter Section. Otherwise, ifthc
**specific option is used, thc pump head curve and heat exchanger input
**pammcters in this parameter section is required. In any cvcnt, thc
**input pammctcrs that arc not used when thc gcncralized option is
**sclcctcd willbe clearly identified.

**See subroutine writcups ENGSAF and AUXESF for further inforniation about
**thc enginecrcd safeguards systems, both for primary system and
**containmcnt. Also sce subroutine writeup GENESF for further infortnation



**about the generalized enginccred safeguard system capabilites.

**Note tluit thc MAAPcode does not know ifinjection source is upstream or
**downstream ofa pipe break. As a result, all injection sources arc
**assumed to go into the vessel instead ofdirectly out the break and when
**thc vessel water level is high enough, water willflow out thc brcak.

**This parameter section requires inputs for the following list of
**engineered safeguards systems:

ColltiiililllelltSlllllp

Rcl'ueling KVater Storage Tank

Cold Leg Accumulators

Upper Head Injection Accunuilators

Charging Pumps

High Prcssure Injection (HPI)

Low Pressure Injection (LPI)

Upper (A) and Loiver (B) Containnicnt Sprays

Containment Spray Heat Ezchangcrs

LPI Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containinent Spray and Heat Ezchangers

Containiucnt Fan Coolers

Containmcnt Chillcrs

Cavity IVater Injection System

Boron Injection for MAAP4 Specific Engineered Safcguards

**Flowrates specified to bc volumetric should be M**3/Sin SI units and
**GPM in British units. Ifunit labels are ezplictly specified, FT**3/HR
**is allowed.

**For bcttcr accuracy, user may elect to input "system" pump head curves
**which include thc clfects of friction in the inlet and outlet piping**(which is ignored in MAAP). In doing so, bc sure the assumptions on
**static head which are used in their calculation arc consistent with the
**pump elevation, etc. which arc input below-this is generally a lactor
**only in critical applications such as feed and bleed where thc cliarging
**pump injection flow may or nuty not be sufflcient to match core decay**heat.

**Note: In the case of injection when there is a brcak, thc injected flow
**is assumed to go thc vessel rather than directly out the brcak. Then,**ifthe water level is high enough, water willflow out the brcak, i.c.



**thc code docs not know ifthc injection is up or down stream of a brcak.

**Possible data sources are:

1) ESF piping specifications and/or layout drawings

2) Plant FSAR - ESF section

3) Operator Training Manual - ESF section

4) Plant operating surveillance data

5) RWST construction draivings

6) Accumulator specification data

7) Accunuilator assembly drawings

8) CHP Prc-Op, startup, or in-service pcrformancc test records

9) CHP pump specification data (Manufacturer's perforinance
test documentation)

10) HPI Prc-Op, startup, or in-service performance test records

11) HPI pump specification data (Mamifacturcr's performance
test documentation)

12) LPI Prc-Op, startup, or in-service performance test records

13) LPI pump specification data (Manufacturer's perforniancc
test documentation)

14) Plant FSAR- CVCS sections

15) Operator Training Manual - CVCS sections

16) Spray nozzle specification data

17) Spray pump Pre-Op, startup, or in-service performance test records

18) Spray pump specification data (Manufacturer's performance
test documentation)

19) Spray heat exchanger specification data

20) LPI (RHR) or ESF heat excliangcr specification data

21) Fan Cooler or Chiller specification data

22) Plant FSAR - Containincnt HVACsections

23) Operator Training Mamial - Containmcnt HVACsections



24) Containment section, clcvation, and/or structural drawings

**Containment Sump

***Pointer paramctcrs JNCSMP and JNASMP identifies the containmcnt
**compartlncnts containing the lower and anmllar contaimnent sumps,
**respectively, which provides thc water source for pumps in recirculation
**mode taking suction from these compartments. Thc next two pammctcrs,
**ACS and ZCS, are primarily used for providing geometric information in thc
**MAAP4GRAAPHgraphical picture.

**Qae 4.0.3 MAM12/14/94 The eontainmcnt sump should bc explicitly
**modeled as a part of the compartment volume vs height (VRBLKvs XRBLK)
**lookup tables in thc *Auxiliaryparameter section ifthe volume of thc
**sump is to be accounted for.

ACS 162.5 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2)

**Thisparamctcr is the area of the base ol'thc containmcnt sump. It is
**used to compute water level in thc sump.

ZCS 0.0833 FT // Units: [M,FT)

**This paralnctcr is the depth of thc base of thc containment sulnp. It is
**used to colnpute water Icvcl in thc sump.

**Refueling Water Storage Tank

**The RWST is the water source for the charging, HPI, LPI, and containment**spmy systclns during thc Injection phase.

TRWST 85.0 F // Units: [K,F]

**This parameter is the rcfucling water storage tank (RWST) liquid
**temperature. Specilying a typical or conservatively high outside air**temperature value is recommended.

MRWSTO 3.28e6 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This pammetcr is the rcfucling water storage tank (RWST) initial water
++ nlass.



ARWST 1254.02 FT**2 // Uiiits: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the area of the base of refueling water storage tank
**(RWST). It is used to compute RWST water level.

WRWSTX 0.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**This paranieter is the mass flow rate ofexternal RWST replaccmcnt water,
**ifany. This variable is used for any water transfer systein available
**for makeup to the RWST, and may include such facilitics as the fire
**water system or a fire truck. The external RWST niakel)i) flow must be
**activated mamially via MAAP,Event Code ¹237.

**Cold Leg Accumulators

NACUM 4 // Dimensionless

**This paraineter is thc nuinber of operational cold lcg accunnilators

PACUMO 646.19 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

* Paramctcr PACUMO is thc initial pressure of the cold leg accuinulators.

TACUM 110.0 F // Units: [K.F]

'*This parameter is thc cold leg accumulator water teinperaturc. Specifying**a typical or conscrvativcly high containincnt air tcinpcrature value is
**reconunendcd in the absence of a docunicntcd value for this variable.

MACUMO 6.52c4 LB // Units: [KG.LB]

**This pammcter is thc initial water mass in each cold leg accumulator.

VACUM 1350.0 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**This pammcter is the total fluid (water and gas) volume ofonc cold leg**accumulator.

XLACUM 70.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is thc equivalent length ofonc cold Icg accumulator pipe**from the accumulator the to injection nozzle. The cquivalcnt length**should liave the friction losses accounted for.

XDACUM 0.73 FT // Units: [M,FTJ



**This parameter is the cold leg accutnulator inside pipe diamctcr.

**Upper Head Injection (UHI) Accunntlators

**MAAPonly models one Upper Head Injection (UHI) tank. Ifthcrc is more
**than one UHI accumulator tank, then scale the UHI parameters accordingly
**to gct the correct flow rate for the UHI systcnt.

VUHI 0.0 FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**Parameter VUHI is thc total UHI accumulators volume (water and gas). If
~* this system is not to bc modeled, enter a value ofzero.

MUHIO 0.0 LB // Units: [KG.LB]

**Parameter MUHI is thc initial ivatcr ntass in thc upper head injection
**(UHI) svater accunntlator. Ifthere is tnore titan one UHI accumulator,
**specify the total amount of mass in all accumulators in parameter tnuhi0

XLUHI 0.0 FT // Units: [M.FT]

**Parameter XLUHIis the length of thc UHI pipe frotn the accunnllatof to
~* the reactor vessel head.

XDUHI 0.0 FT // Units: [M.FT]

**Parameter XDUHI is the inside dian>ctcr of the UHI pipe.

PUHIO 0.0 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

~* Parameter PUHIO is the initial prcssure of the UHI accunutlator.

PDUHI 0.0 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**Parameter PDUHI is the failure differential pressure of thc UHI pipe
**rupture disk.

ZWPZMU 70.00 FT // Units: [M,FT]



«Parameter ZWPZMU is the pressurizer level sctpoin( for makeup control
*~ system. See related *Primary System pammeters WWMUO, TWMU, and WWLETO.
*~ It is refcrenccd to the bottom ol'he prcssurizcr. Users can specify a
**large value, typically I.Oel0 in either sct ofunits, to avoid
**controlling the makeup and/or charging pun>p flowon pressurizer level.
*~ MAAP's makeup controller model docs not affect HPI or LPI flow rates.

**The next three pammctcrs: ZESPRW, ZESPCS, and ZESPSI arc only used for
« the MAAP specific cnginecrcd safeguard systems.

ZESPRW 48.21 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the height of bottom of RWST above thc ESF pumps.
*~ MAAPassumes that all pumps arc at thc same elevation for head
~* calculations. Ifthc actual pump clevations vary, the conservative
**approach is to specify thc sntallest of the vertical distances involved
~* for this variable. It is not used ifNESF = l.

ZESPCS 24.98 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This paran>etcr is the height ofbottom ofcontainmcnt sump above the ESF
**pun>ps. MAAPassumes that all pumps arc at thc satne clcvation for head
*~ calculations. Ifthc actual pump clcvations vary, thc conscrvativc
**approach is to specify the stnallest of thc vertical distances involved
**for this variable. Negative values are pcrmissiblc. It is not used if
**NESF = I.

ZESPSI O.D FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter ZESPSI is the height of the reactor vessel injection nozzlcs
**above the SI pumps (LPlp HPlp and CHP) MAAP<lssunlcs that all pumps are
**at thc satne elevation for head calculations. Ifthe actual pump
**clevations vary, thc conservative approach is to specify the largest of
**the vertical distances involved for this variable. It is not used if
**NESF= l.

**Charging Pumps

PCHPO 1859.69 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This paratnetcr is thc charging putnp (CHP) prcssure sctpoint. The
**charging pumps arc activated when primary system prcssure falls below
**the value spcciflcd for this variable.



TDCHP 0.0075 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is thc time delay for CHP start once an initiation signal
**lias been received. MAAPmodels the start of the CHP system as a step
**fiinction. After the initiation signal is received for CHP, MAAPwaits
**an amount of time spccificd by TDCHP after which it starts CHP at thc
**flowcalculated from the CHP head-flow curve using variables ZHDCHP(l)
**and WVCHPQ. Prior to this time the CHP flow remains at zero.

WCHPX I.c9 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Paramctcr WCHPX is the total (for all pumps) liniitingmass flow rate for
"* the CHP system. It is used to throttle thc CHP system flow rates at
**values lower than those called for by their head-flow curves. MAAPwill
**use the minimuin of the throttled flow and that calculated from the
**head-flow curves and thc nuinber of puiups in operation. To avoid
**throttling the niass flow, spccily a large value, typically 1.0c10 in
**either sct ot'units. Note that thc ainount of throttling can bc changed
**by using MAAP input file local paramctcr changes. functions. or lookup
**tables.

**The rest of thc input parainetcrs for the charging pumps: NCHP. NCI.IPPT,
**ZHDCHP(1:5). WVCHP(1:5). and ZHDRCH(1:5) arc only used for thc h IAAP
**specific eiiginccrcd safeguard systems. e.g.. when NESF = 0.

NCHP // Dinicnsionless

**This paramctcr is thc nuinber ofoperational charging pumps.

5 // DinicnsionlessNCHPPT

*~ This panimeter is thc inimbcr ofpoints used in charging puinp licad-flow.
**Up to a inaziinum of 5 is allowed.

**Naine: ZHDCHP(1:5) Units: [M,FT]

*~ This parameter is the highest head (m) in CHP pump head-flow curve. It
**is the shutoff head rneasurcd across the pump. ZHDCHP(I) is a onc
*~ dimensional array with the mmibcr ofdata points spccificd by NCHPPT,
**and represents thc pressure portion of thc CHP head-flow cillvc for thc
*~ system. Each head value lias a corresponding voluinctric flow rate
**dcfincd in the one diincnsional WVCHP(I) array below. Ifthe system flow
**curve information is not available, usc thc pump flowcurve, but bc
*~ aware that the pump flowcurve willover-predict system flow since line
**friction losses arc not considered. MAAP initiates injection when the
*~ primary system prcssure falls below thc pump slnit-offhead.

ZHDCHP(1) 5930.24 FT
ZHDCHP(2) 4308.8$ FT



ZHDCHP(3) 2919.14 FT
ZHDCHP(4) 1529.41 FT
ZHDCHP(5) 0.00 FT

**Name: WVCHP(1:5) Units: [M**3/S,GPM]

**This parameter is the volumetric flowratc in CHP pmnp head-flow curve.
**It corresponds to the

shut-off

hea, and nuist be 0.0 unless NCHPPT is
**sct to I for a single-point (constant flow) representation. To usc the
**constant flolvmodel, a large head value should be spcciflied lor
**ZHDCHP(1).

WVCHP(1)
WVCHP(2)
WVCHP(3)
WVCHP(4)
WVCHP(5)

0.0 GPM
177.5 GPM
265.4 GPM
317.3 GPM
364.0 GPM

**Name: ZHDRCH(1:5) Units: [M.FT]

**This parameter is the i'th Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) (nl) rcquircd
**for CHP. Thc clcmcnts of this array corrcspond to those ofZHDCHP() and
**WVCHPO.

**For required NPSH data. thc flolvnltc values spccificd I'or thc head-flolv
**curves are assumed to corrcspond to the NPSH head variables that follolv.
**NPSH values are unimportant unless thc inlet lines. etc. arc configured
**in such a lvay that cavitation can occur. Should this take place. MAAP
**willcontinue to opcratc the pump(s) involved, holvcvcr there lvillbe no
**discharge flolvuntil thc NPSH rcquircmcnts arc satisfied.

ZHDRCH(1)
ZHDRCH(2)
ZHDRCH(3)
ZHDRCH(4)
ZHDRCH(5)

10.0 FT
11.0 FT
13.0 FT
14.0 FT
15.0 FT

**High Prcssure Injection (HPI)

PHPIO 1859.69 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the prcssure sctpoint lor high prcssure vessel
**injection (HPI). HPI is activated when primary system prcssure falls
**below thc value specified here. Assign a small number ifthe plant docs
**ilot have a HPI systcnl.

TDHPI 7.5c-3 HR // Units: [S,HR]



«This parameter is the time delay for HPI start once an initiation signal
~* Iias been received. MAAP models thc start of the HPI systeni as a step
~* function. Aflcrthc initiation signal is received for HPI, MAAPwaits
**an amount of time spccificd by TDHPI al'ter which it starts HPI at the
**floivcalculated I'rom the HPI head-flow curve using variables ZHDHPIQ
**and WVHPIO. Prior to this time the HPI flow remains at zero.

WHPIX I.c9 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

» Pammeter WHPIX is thc total (for all pumps) limiting mass flow rate for
**the HPI system. It is used to throttle the HPI system flow rates at
**values loiver than those called for by their head-flow curves. MAAPwill
**use thc miniinum of the throttled flow and tliat calculated from the
**head-flow curves and the nu'mbcr of pumps in operation. To avoid
**throttling thc ntass flow, specify a large value, typically 1.0e10 in
**cithcr set of units. Note tliat thc amount of throttling can be changed
**by using MAAP input file local parameter changes. functions. or lookup
**tables.

**The rest of thc input paranieters for thc high pressure injection system:
**NHPI, NHPIPT. ZHDHPI(1:5), WVHPI(1:5), and ZHDRHP(l:5) are only used for
**the MAAPspecific cnginecred safeguard systems, e.g,. when NESF = 0.

NHPI // Dimensionlcss

*"'hispamineter is the nuinbcr of operational HPI punlps.

NHPIPT 5 // Diincnsionless

**This paranictcr is thc nuinbcr ofpoints used in HPI puinp head-flow curve.
**Up to a rnaiiinum of 5 is allowed.

**Narnc: ZHDHPI(1:5) Units: [M,FTJ

**This parainctcr is the highest head (m) in HPI punip head-flow curve. It
~* is tiie shut-off head measured across the pump. ZHOHPI(I) is a one
**dimensional array with the mimbcr of data points specified by NHPIPT,
**and represents the pressure portion of thc HPI head-flow curve for thc
**system. Each head value has a corresponding volumetric flow rate**defined in the onc dimensional WVHPI(I)array below. Ifthc system flow
**curve information is not availablc, usc thc puinp flowcurve, but be
**aware that thc pump flow curve willover-predict system flow since line
~* friction losses are not considered. MAAP initiates injection when thc
**primary system pressure falls below thc pump shut-off head.

ZHDHPI(1) 3587.84 FT
ZHDHPI(2) 2892.97 FT
ZHDHPI(3) 1966.48 FT



ZHDHPI(4) 1039.99 FT
ZHDHPI(5) '.0 FT

**Name: WVHPI(1:5) Units: [M**3/S,GPM]

**This parameter is the volumetric flowrate in HPI punip head-flow curve.
**It corresponds to the slnit-offhead, and nnist be 0.0 unless NHPIPT is
**set to I for a single-point (constant flow) reprcscntation. To use the
**constant flow model, a large head value should be spcciTied for
**ZHDHPI(1).

WVHPI(1)
WVHPI(2)
WVHPI(3)
WVHPI(4)
WVHPI(5)

0.0 GPM
154.7 GPM
249.1 GPM
314.9 GPM
373.0 GPM

**Name: ZHDRHP(1:5) Units: [M.FT]

**This panmctcr is the Nct Positive Suction Head (NPSH) (in) rcquircd for
**HPI. Thc elements of this armiy corrcspond to those ofZHDHPIQ and
**WVHPIQ.

ZHDRHP(1)
ZHDRHP(2)
ZHDRHP(3)
ZHDRHP(4)
ZHDRHP(5)

8.0 FT
8.0 FT
8.0 FT
11.0 FT
13.0 FT

**Low Prcssure Injection (LPI)

PLPIO 1859.69 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the prcssure setpoint for low pressure vessel
**injection (LPI). LPI is activated when primary system pressure falls
*~ bciow the value specified by parameter PLPIO.

TDLPI 7.5c-3 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the time delay I'or LPI start once an initiation signal**has been received. MAAP models the start of the LPI system as a step**fiinction. After thc initiation signal is received for LPI, MAAP waits
**an amount of time specified by TDLPI after which it starts LPI at thc
**flowcalculated from thc LPI head-flow curve using variables ZHDLPIQ**and WVLPIQ. Prior to this time the LPI flow remains at zero.



WLPIX l.c9 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Paranieter WLPIXis the total (for all punips) liniiting inass flow rate for
**the LPI system. It is used to throttle thc LPI svstem flow rates at
**values lower titan those called for by their head-flow curves. MAAPwill
**use thc niininrum of thc throttled flowand tliat calculated from the
**head-flow curves and the number of pumps in operation. To avoid
**throttling the mass flow, specify a large value, typically 1.0e10 in
**either set ofunits. Note that thc amount ol'throttling can be elianged
**by using MAAP input file local parameter changes, functions, or lookup
**tables.

**The rest of the input paramctcrs for the low pressure injection system:
**NLPI, NLPIPT, ZHDLPI(1:5), WVLPI(1:5), and ZHDRLP(1:5) arc only used for**the MAAP spcciTic enginccrcd safeguard systems, e.g., when NESF = 0.

NLPI 2 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the number ofoperational LPI pumps.

NLPIPT 5 // Diincnsionlcss

**This paraincter is the number of points used in LPI pump head-flow cun e.**Up to a maxiinuni of 5 is allowed.

**Name: ZHDLPI(l:5) Units; [M.FTJ

**This paramctcr is thc highcsl head (in) in LPI puinp head-floiv curve. It**is thc Shut-ofl'head mcasurcd across thc pump. ZHDLPI(I)is a onc
**dimensional array with the number ofdata points specified by NLPIPT,**and rcprescnts the prcssure portion of the LPI head-floiv curve for the**systein, Each head value luis a corresponding volumetric flow rate**defined in thc one dimensional WVLPI(I)army below. Ifthe system floiv
~* curve information is not availablc, use the pump flowcurve, but bc**aware that the pump flow curve willover-predict systcni flow since line**friction losses are not considered. MAAP initiates injection when the**primary system prcssure falls below thc pump shut-off head.

ZHDLPI(1)
ZHDLPI(2)
ZHDLPI(3)
ZHDLPI(4)
ZHDLPI(5)

330.29 FT
260.81 FT
145.00 FT
87.09 FT
0.00 FT

**Name: WVLPI(1:5) Units." [M**3/S,GPMJ

**This parameter is the volumetric flowmtc in LPI pump liead-flow curve.



**It corresponds to the slmt-off head, and must be 0.0 unless NLPIPT is
**set to 1 for a single-point (constant flow) representation. To usc the
~* constant flow model, a large head value should bc specified for
**ZHDLPI(1).

WVLPI(1) 0.00 GPM
WVLPI(2) 1463.30 GPM
WVLPI(3) 2433.10 GPM
WVLPI(4) 2834.65 GPM
WVLPI(5) 3342.98 GPM

**Name: ZHDRLP(1:5) ~ Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is thc Nct Positive Suction Head (NPSH) (m) rcquircd
**for LPI. Thc clemcnts of this array correspond to those ofZHDLPI() and
**WVLPI().

ZHDRLP(1)
ZHDRLP(2)
ZHDRLP(3)
ZHDRLP(4)
ZHDRLP(5)

10.0 FT
10.0 FT
10.0 FT
11.0 FT
14.0 FT

**Containnient Sprays (Upper - A and Loiver - B)

PSPO 17.69 PSI // Units: [PA.PSlj

**This parameter is thc prcssure setpoint for thc containmcnt spmys. Thc
**sprays are initiated when the containment pressure exceeds thc value
**assigned to this variable.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 PSPO is for upper compt, lower compt and RHR

**sprays (not for constant floiv(fire) sprays).

TDSPA 0.0125 HR // Units: [S,HRj

**This parameter is thc tinie delay for containmcnt upper compartment (A)**sprays. MAAP models thc start of thc containment spray system as a step**function. Aflcrthe initiation signal is received for the upper**compartment sprays, MAAPwaits an amount of time spccificd by TDSPA**afler which it starts the sprays at the flowcalculated from the spray'i*pump head-flow curve using variables ZHDSP() and WVSP(). Prior to this**time the spray flow remains at zero. Note tliat the value specified for
**this variable should include the time rcquircd to flllthc hcadcr.

~* Qa@@4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 TDSPA and TDSPB arc for gcncralized and "hardwircd"
**upper and lower compt. spray models (not for constant flow (flire) sprays).



0.0 HR // Units: [S,HR]TDSPB

**This pammetcr is the time delay for containment lower compartment (B)
**sprays. MAAP models the start of the containment spmy system as a step
**fimction. AAcr the initiation signal is received for the lower
**compartment sprays, MAAPwaits an amount of time specified by TDSPB
**aAer which it starts thc sprays at the flow calculated from the spray
**pump head-flow curve using variables ZHDSPQ and WVSPQ. Prior to this
**time the spray flow r mains at zero. Note tliat the value specified for
**this variable should include thc time required to fillthc header.

XDSP 2.3e-3 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This paramctcr is the nominal diameter ofcontainmcnt spray droplets
**exiting thc spray header nozzles. An averaged value for this variable
**should be based on droplet volume rather titan strictly on the numbers of
**droplets ofdifferent sizes.

**(aiba. 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 XDSP is for upper coinpt, upper compt and RHR
**spmys (not for constant floiv (fire) sprays).

WSPNZO 1.78e6 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S.LB/HR]

**This parameter is the mass floivrate through onc containmcnt spray pump**at thc diffcrcntial prcssure specified for paramctcr PSPNZO.

**Qa.(aiQa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 WSPNZO are for upper compt, Ioivcr coiupt and RHR
**sprays (not for constant floiv (lire) sprays).

PSPNZO 40.0 PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This paranicter is thc diffcrcntial prcssure across thc containnicnt spray**nozzles.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 PSPNZO is for upper compt, lower compt and RHR

**sprays (not for constant flow (flire) spmys).

%VSPAX I.c9 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WSPAX is the total (for all pumps) limiting mass flow rate for
**the upper compartment (A) spray system. It is used to throttle thc
**upper compartment (A) sprav systcin flow rates at values lower than those
**called for by their head-floiv curves. MAAPwillusc thc mininnint of the
**throttled flowand that calculated from thc head-flow curves and the
**number of pumps in opcmtion. To avoid throttling the mass flow,**specify a large value, typically 1.0e10 in either sct of units. Note
**that thc ainount of throttling can be clianged by using MAAP input file
**local parameter changes, functions, or lookup tables.



l.e9 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]EVSPBX

**Parameter KVSPBX is thc total (for all pumps) limiting iuass flow rate I'or
**thc lower compartment (B) spray system. It is used to throttle thc
**lower compartment (B) spray system flow rates at values lower than those
**called for by their head-flow curves. MAAPwilluse the mininuim of thc
**throttled flowand tliat calculated from the head-flow curves and the
~* number ofpumps in operation. To avoid throttling the niass flow,
**specify a large value, typically 1.0c10 in either set of units. Note
**that the amount of throttling can be clianged by using MAAP input file« local parameter cliangcs, fiuictions, or lookup tables.
**This parameter is the combined (total) throttled niass floivrate for all
**pumps in lower compartmcrrt (B) sprays.

**Thc rest of the input parauieters for the upper (B) and lower (B)
**containmcnt spray systems: NSPA, NSPB. NSPPT, ZHDSP(l:5), EVVSP(I:5), and
*~ ZHDRSP(l:5) arc only used for the MAAPspecific cngineercd safeguard
**svstclus, c.g., 1vllcn NESF = 0.

NSPA // Dillicllsiolilcss

**Parameter NSPA is thc nuinbcr ofoper;iting spray punips lor thc upper
++ ColllpaftlliClltspfrlvs.

NSPB 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Pammctcr NSPB is thc number ol'operating spray pumps for the lower
* coiupartiueiit sprays.

NSPPT 1 // Dimensionless

**This paramctcr is thc number of points used in spray punip head-florv
**curve. Up to a maxiruum of 5 is allowed.

**Name: ZHDSP(1:5) Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the highest head (m) in spray pump head-flow curve.
**It is thc shut-off head measured across the pump. ZHDSP(I) is a one
*~ dimensional array with tlie number ofdata points specified by NSPPT, and
*~ represents the pressure portion of thc SP head-flow curve for the

systclll. Each head value has a corresponding volumetric flow rate
**defined in thc onc dimensiorial IVVSP(I) array below. Ifthc system flow
**curve information is not available, usc the pump flow curve, but be
**aware that thc pump flowcurve 1vill over-predict system flo1v since linc
**friction losses are not considered. MAAP initiates injection when thc
**primary system prcssure falls below the pump slurt-offhead.

**QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 3/13/96 Corrected the indices in the table. They were all



** I, so the values overrode each other.

ZHDSP(1) 350.0 FT
ZHDSP(2) 0.0 FT
ZHDSP(3) 0.0 FT
ZHDSP(4) 0.0 FT
ZHDSP(5) 0.0 FT

Units: [M**3/S,GPM]**Name: WVSP(1:5)

**This parameter is the volunlctric flowratc in spray pmnp head-flow curve.
**It corresponds to the shut-off head, and nnlst bc 0.0 unless NSPPT is set
**to I for a single-point (constant flow) representation. To usc thc
**constant flow model, a large head value should be speciflicd for
**ZHDSP(1).

**QaQaca 4.0.3 BJS 3/13/96 Corrcctcd thc indices in the table. They werc all
** I, so the values overrode each other.

WVSP(I)
WVSP(2)
WVSP(3)
WVSP(4)
WVSP(5)

3400.0 GPM
0.0 GPM
0.0 GPM
0.0 GPM
0.0 GPM

**Name: ZHDRSP(l:5) Units: [M.FT)

**This paraincter is the Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) (nl) required for
**thc spray pump. Thc clcincnts ol'this array corrcspond to those ofZHDSP()
**and lVVSPO.

ZHDRSP(l)
ZHDRSP(2)
ZHDRSP(3)
ZHDRSP(4)
ZHDRSP(5)

16.0 FT
16.0 FT
16.0 FT
16.0 FT
16.0 FT

**Containmcnt Spray Heat Excllangers

**The input parameters for thc containment spray heat cichangcrs, if
**selected, arc only used for thc MAAPspecific engineered safeguard
++ systcnls, c.g., lvhcll NESF = 0.

FHXSP 2 // Dimcnsionless

*"Parameter FHXSP is thc containinent spray heat ezcliangcr selection flag:

= -I; No heat exchanger. The water temperature is sct to the





RWST source temperature,
0; No heat cxchangcr. The water tcmpcrature is sct to the

containment sump source temperature,
I; Straight tube heat czcltangcr, and
2; U-tube heat exchanger

**Note that the heat exchanger type can be cltangcd with a local parameter
**cltangc at time zero only.

WCWSP 2.5e6 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

~* Parameter WCWSP is thc inlet cooling water ntass flow rate to thc spray
**heat excltanger. The inlet cooling water temperature pammetcr is TCWHX.

**MAAPexperience acquired to date indicates that the most consistently
**accurate representation of heat rcntoval pcrformancc over thc range of
**conditions frcqucntly input to MAAP's heat ezcltangcr model <..TEXCH)
**is obtained by specifying thc detailed heat exchanger design data. If
**this data can be supplied, a value of zero should be assigned to thc
**heat ezcltanger NTU paramctcr. Iffor whatever reason thc detailed data
**cannot be provided, a somewhat lest accurate but gcncrally reasonable
**approiirnation of heat exchanger performance can be obtained by providing
**heat exchanger NTU parameter. and setting thc detailed heat exchanger
**parameters to zero.

**Users have the choice ofeitltcr spccil'~ ing heat exchanger NTU or ~

**provided dctailcd heat exchanger gcotnetry inputs. The dctailcd heat
**exchanger model is used only when the value of NTUSP is zero.

**Pamtnctcrs NTSP. NBSP. XIDTSP. XTTSP. XTCSP. XSSP. KTSP, XBCSP. XIDSSP,
**and XSTSP arc used for the detailed heat exchanger tnodel when NTUSP is
**zero for thc spray heat exchanger. Note that the spray heat eicltangcr
**uses the RGFLHX fouling factor pammetcr.

**For I'urther technical advice regarding MAAP's heat exchanger model,
*~ consult the HTEXCH subroutine description in thc MAAP User's Manual,
**Volume 2, and in particular, Figure I in the subroutine HTEXCH writeup
**for geometric information.

NTUSP 0.81 // Dimensionlcss

**Paramctcr NTUSP is the NTU for thc spray heat exchanger. NTUSP should
**be set to 0.0 ifthe detailed heat exchanger model is used.

lk

NTSP 0.0 // Dilncnsionlcss

**Parameter HTSP is thc number of tubes in thc containmcnt spray heat
**exeltangcrs. Specily thc actual number of tubes. MAAPwillmultiply**this number by two ifa U-tube heat exchanger is involved (sce parameter
**FHXSP).



NBSP 0.0 // Dimcnsionless

**Parameter NBSP is the number of shell side baNes in the spray heat
¹¹ cxchangcf.

XIDTSP 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XIDTSP is thc spray heat exchanger tube inside diameter.

XTTSP 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XTTSP is thc spray heat exclnlngcr tube avail thickness.

XTCSP 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Pamlncter XTCSP is the spray heat. exchanger tube ccntcr to center spacing.

XSSP 0.0 FT // Units: [M.FT]

**Parameter XSSP is the spray heat exchanger shell length.

KTSP 0.0 BTU/FT-HR-F // Units: [IV/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F)

**Parameter KTSP is the thernlal conductivity of thc spray heat exclnlnger
**tube lvall.

XBCSP 0.0 FT // Units: [M.FT)

**Paramctcr XBCSP is thc bamc cut length for thc spray heat exchanger.

XIDSSP 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Pammetcr XIDSSP is the shell inside dimnctcr of the spray recirculation¹¹ heat exchanger.

XSTSP 0.0 FT // Units: [M.FT]

**Pararnetcr XSTSP is thc tube bundle to shell gap length for the spray heat¹¹ cxchangcf.

**LPI Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containmcnt Spmy and Heat Exchangers



**The input parameters for the low pressure injection (LPI) lineup with
**containment spray and residual heat removal (RHR) heat cxcllangcrs are
**only used for the MAAPspecific engineered safeguard systems, e.g., when
**NESF = 0.

WLPSPX I.C9 LB/HR // Units: (KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WLPSPX is the total (for all pumps) limitingnlass flow rate for
**the LPI RHR spray system. It is used to throttle the LPI RHR spray
**system flow rates at values lower than those called for by their
**head-flow curves. MAAPwillusc thc minimum of the throttled flow and
**that calculated from the head-flow curves and the number ofpumps in
**operation. To avoid throttling thc mass flow, specify a large value,
**typically 1.0c10 in either sct of units. Note tllat the amount of
**throttling can be cllanged by using MAAP inpnt file local parameter
**changes, functions, or lookup tables.

NLPSPO 0 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the number ofLPI pumps used for RHR sprays svhen
**system valving is aligned for sprays. Ifthe LPI pumps arc operating in
**recirculation mode, this paramctcr determines thc number of thc pumps**that discharge to thc containmcnt spmys instead of'the primary coolant
~* system.

FHXRH // Diinensionlcss

**Panmctcr FHXRH is the LPI (RHR) heat cxchangcr selection flag:

-I; No heat exchanger. Thc water tcnlperature is set to thc
RWST source tcmpcrature,

0; No heat exchanger. The water temperature is sct to thc
contalnnlcnt sunlp source tcnlpcraturc.

1; Straight tube heat exchanger, and
2; U-tube heat cxcllangcr

**Note that thc heat cxchangcr type can bc clulngcd with a local paranletcr**change at time zero only.

WCWRH 2.48e6 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WCWRH is the INLETcooling water nlass flow rate to the LPI
**(RHR) heat exclianger. The inlet cooling water temperature parameter is
**TCWHX.

**MAAPcxpcricncc acquired to date indicates that the most consistently**accurate representation of heat removal performance over thc range of**conditions frcqucntly input to MAAP's heat excllangcr model (HTEXCH)**is obtained by specifying the detailed heat exclulnger design data. If



**this data can bc supplied, a value of zero should be assigned to the
**heat cxcltangcr NTU parameter. Iffor ivhatever reason the detailed data
**cannot be provided, a someivltat less accurate but generally reasonable
**approxintation of heat exchanger pcrfortnancc can be obtained by providing
**heat exchanger NTU parameter, and setting thc detailed heat cxchangcr
**parameters to zero.

**Users have the choice ofeither specilying heat exchanger NTU or
**provided detailed heat cxeltangcr geometry inputs. The detailed heat
~* exchanger model is used only ivhcn thc value ofNTURH is zero.

**Parameters NTRH, NBRH, XIDTRH,XTTRH, XTCRH, XSRH, KTRH, XBCRH, XIDSRH,
«and XSTRH are used for thc detailed heat excltanger model svhcn NTUSP is
**zero for the LPI (RHR) heat exchanger. Note that the LPI (RHR) heat
**excltangcr uses thc RGFLHX fouling factor parameter.

**For further tccltnical advice regarding MAAP's heat exchanger model,
**consult the HTEXCH subroutine description in thc MAAP User's Manual,
**Volutnc 2, and in particular, Figurc I in thc subroutine HTEXCH ivritcup
**for gcomctric inforntation.

NTURH 1.29 // Dimcnsionless

**Paranteter NTURH is the NTU for the LPI (RHR) heat exchanger. NTURH
**should be sct to 0.0 ifthe dctailcd heat exchanger model is used.

NTRH 0.0 // Dinlenslonlcss

**This paratnctcr is thc nutnbcr of tubes in LPI (RHR) heat exchangers.

NBRH 0.0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Pammctcr NBRH is thc nutnber of shell side baAlcs in thc LPI (RHR) heat
**cxcllangcr.

XIDTRH 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XIDTRH is the LPI (RHR) heat exchanger tube inside diameter.

XTTRH 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Paramctcr XTTRH is the LPI (RHR) heat cxclmnger tube avail thickness.

'TCRH

0.0 FT // Units:

**Parameter XTCRH is the LPI (RHR)
**spacing.

[M,FT]

heat cxcltanger tube center to center



c



XSRH 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XSRH is thc LPI (RHR) heat exchanger shell length.

KTRH 0.0 BTU/FT-HR-F // Units: [W/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]

**Parameter KTRH is thc thermal conductivity of thc LPI (RHR) heat
**cxchangcr tube wall.

XBCRH 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Pararnctcr XBCRH is thc baNc cut length for thc LPI (RHR) heat
**exchanger.

XIDSRH 0.0 FT // Units: [M.FT]

**Paraincter XIDSRH is the shell inside diainetcr of thc LPI (RHR)
**recirculation heat exchanger,

XSTRH 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

~* Paramctcr XSTRH is thc tube bundle to shell gap lcngtli for the LPI (RHR)**heat exchanger.

**Containincnt Fan Coolers

**The fan cooler model is a containment enginecrcd safeguard fiinction
**which takes suction front thc compartment identified by JNFCS and
**discliargcs to the coinpartiilclit idcntificd by JNFCD. Thc fan coolers may**be operated without heat ezchangcrs, thus reducing it's function to just**a fan. The fan coolers arc available when the nuinbcr of fan coolers
**(NFN) is grcatcr than zero, and thc compartment identified by JNFCS is
**also greater the zero. Thc operation of fan coolers depends on thc
**following conditions:

1. AC or DC power is availablc (IEVNT(205)=1)
2. Fan cooler is not forced off(IEVNT(221)=0),
3. Fan cooler is either mamially activated (IEVNT(218)=I), or

prcssure reaches the sct point (PRB(JNFCS) > PFANO), and
4. the delay-time (TDFAN) lias elapses since thc initiation.

**Event code 77 indicates thc status of thc fan coolers system, cg., on
*~ or off, and event, code 79 indicates whether thc initiation signal has
**been received. To operate thc fan coolers in fan mode only, eg.,**without heat cvcliangcrs, sct event code 203 true. Note tliat this will**also force thc chillers (dcscribcd later) to opcratc in fan mode also.**Set paramctcr ATFC to zero to force only the fan coolers to operate in



**fan mode only.

*~ Useful outputs of the fan cooler model arc:

WGFNA = cooler gas flow rate
QGFN = energy flow rate associated with gas flow&heat exchange
WCDFC = condensatc flow rate
QCDFC = energy flow rate associated with condensatc flow rate

**For further tccluiical advice regarding MAAP's fan cooler with heat
~* exclianger model, consult the FANCLR subroutine description in the MAAP
**User's Manual, Volume 2, and for fan cooler without heat exchangers,
**consult the FAN subroutine description. Also, see subroutine AUXESF-PWR
**writeup of the MAAP4 Users Mamial for further inforniation about this
**fan cooler systcni.

NFN 2 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Parameter NFN is thc nuniber ofoperating fans or fan coolers.

PFANO I7.69 PSI // Units: [PA.PSI]

**Pammetcr PFANO is thc prcssure setpoint for containmcnt fans coolers.
**The contaimncnt fans are activated ivhen the prcssure in the containmcnt
**exceeds the value assigned to this variable.

TDFAN O.I7 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**Paramctcr TDFAN is tlie tiine delay for fan coolers to turn on once the
**activation sigiial is recievcd.

WVFNO 299000.0 GPlvI // Units: [M**3/S,GPM]

**Pammctcr WVFNO is the gas volumetric flowratc through one fan cooler.

NTFC 0 // Diincnsionlcss

**Parameter NTFC is the total number of tubes in onc fan cooler.

ATFC 0.0 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**Parameter ATFC is the outside area ofall tubes in onc fan cooler. It**is calculated using the outer diamctcr of thc tubes neglecting the**attached fins.

AFINFC 0.0 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]



**Paramctcr AFINC is thc total surface area ofall fins in onc fan cooler.

FFINFC 0.0 // Dimensionlcss

**Paranietcr FFINFC is the fan cooler fin efficiency.

RGFLHX 0.0 FT¹*2-HR-F/BTU // Units: [M¹¹2-C/W,FT¹¹2-HR-F/BTUJ

**Paramctcr RGFLHX is thc fan cooler inside fouling factor. CAUTION: Note
**that this is also thc fouling factor for all ESF heat exchangers used by
¹* thc MAAP specific (not generalized) enginecrcd safcguards system. The
**containment chillers, however, lias its own fouling factor pammctcr.

XDFNFC 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Paramctcr XDFNFC is thc fan cooler fin vertical length. This is thc
*¹ length bctwccn thc cquivalcnt radius of thc fin and thc tube outer
**radius.

XTTFC 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]

¹* Parmnetcr XTTC is the fan cooler tube >vali thickness.

KTFC 0.0 BTU/FT-HR-F // Units: [W/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]

**Parameter KTFC is thc fan cooler tube wall thermal conductivitv.

AFLMNF 0.0 FT**2 // Units: [M¹¹2,FT¹¹2]

**Parameter AFLMNF is the minimum effective gas flosv area through onc I;ill
**cooler.

XIDTFC 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**Parameter XIDTFC is the fan cooler tube inside diainetcr.¹¹

NREGFC 0 // Dimcnsionless

**Parameter NREGFC is the number of nodes (niavimunt 5) used to model fan
**cooler. Thc MAAP model assumes concurrent flow in the fan cooler, while
**in reality the gas flow is perpendicular to the cooling ivatcr flow.
**This assumption is made to avoid an iterative solution for the heat
**transfer process. Therefore, even though the mimbcr of nodes (sections)
**is only for calculational purposes, it should corrcspond to the nurnbcr
**ofpasses that thc tubes make pcrpcndicular to the flow. Quasi-steady
**heat transfer is assumed in each node.



TCWHX 105.0 F // Units: [K,FI

**Parameter TClVHXis the inlet cooling water (i.e. service water)
*"'emperature for thc fan coolers heat cxchangers. CAUTION: Note tliat
**this is also the inlet cooling water tcmpcrature for all ESF heat
**cxcliangers used by both the MAAPspecific and generalized enginccred
**safcguards system. The containmcnt chillers, however, has it's own
**inlet cooling water temperature parameter.

WCWFC 0.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

*"'arameter WCWFC is the inlet cooling water flow rate to one fan cooler.

**Containmcnt Chillcrs

~* Thc containment chiller inodcl is a containnicnt cnginccrcd safeguard
**fiinction which takes suction from the coinpartmcnt idcntificd by JNCHS
**and discharges to thc compartment identified by JNCHD. Thc containnicnt
**chillcrs I'iinctionjust like fan coolers. The containmcnt chillcrs may
**bc operated without heat exchangcrs. thus reducing it's function to just
**a fan. Thc containmcnt chillers are available ivhcn the nuinber of
**chillers (NCHILL)is grcatcr than zero, and the compartment idcntificd
**by JNCHS is also greater the zero. Thc operation ofcontainment
**chillcrs depends on the following conditions:

l. AC or DC popover is available (IEVNT(205)=1),
2. Containincnt chiller is not forced off(IEVNT(225)=0).
3. Chillcrs is cithcr inanually activated (IEVNT(210)=1), or

prcssure reaches thc sct point (PRB(JNCHS) > PCHRO), and
4. the delay-time (TDCHR) has elapses since the initiation.

**Event code 76 indicates thc status of the containincnt chiller system,
**eg., on or off, and event code 78 indicates whether the initiation
**signal has bccn received. To operate thc containmcnt chillcrs in fan
**mode only, eg., without heat cxchangcrs, sct event code 203 trii. Note
**tliatthis willalso force thc fan coolers to operate in fan mode also.
**Set parameter ATCH to zero to force only thc containmcnt chillcrs to
**operate in fan mode only.

**Usetul outpilts oi'thc containiucnt chillcrs model are:

WGCHR = cooler gas floiv rate
WCDCH = cncrgy flow rate associated with gas flow&heat cxchangc
QCDCH = condensate flow rate
QGCHR = energy flow rate associated with condcnsatc flow rate

**For further tcchnical advice regarding MAAP's fan cooler with heat
**exchanger model, consult the FANCLRsubroutine description in thc MAAP
**User's Mamial, Volume 2, and for fan cooler without heat exchangers,



**consult the FAN subroutine description. Also, see subroutine AUXESF-PWR
**ivritcup of the MAAP4 Users Manual for further inforntation about this
**containment chiller system.

*SI
**@@4.0.3 BJS 3/21/96 - Corrected thc values for the chiller input for
**the ice condenser parameter file. The draft User's Guide had SI values
**that iverc interpreted as Br values.

NCHILL 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Parameter NCHILLis thc number ofoperating contaimnent chillers.

PCHRO 0.1520c6 PA // Units: [PA.PSI]

**Parameter PCHRO is thc pressure setpoint for containment chillcrs. The
**contaimnent chillers are activated ivhcn the prcssure in the coni'ainntcnt
~* exceeds the value assigned to this variable.

TDCHR 5.0 S // Units: [S,HR]

**Parameter TDCHR is thc tiine delay for chillcrs to turn on once the
**activation signal is recicvcd.

WVCHO 20.0 M**3/S // Units: [M**3/S.GPM]

**Parameter WVCHO is the gas voluinctric floiv rate through one chiller.

1200 // Diincnsionlcss

**Panimcter NTCH is thc total number of tubes in one chiller.

ATCH 180.0 M**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**Parameter ATCH is the outside area ofall tubes in one chiller. It**is'calculated using the outcr diameter of the tubes neglecting the**attached fins.

AFINCH 1500.0 M**2 // Units: [M~*2,FT"'*2]

**Parameter AFINCH is thc total surface area ofall fins in one chiller.

FFINCH 0.50 // Dimcnsionless

**Parameter FFINCH is thc chiller fin efficiency.



RGFLCH 0.001 M**2-C/W // Units; [M*'-C/W,FT**2-HR-F/BTU]

**Parameter RGFLCH is thc chiller inside fouling factor.

XDFNCH 0.05 M // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XDFNCH is the fan cooler fln vertical length. This is the
**length between the equivalent radius of the fln and the tube outer
**radius.

XTTCH 0.001 M // Units: [M,FT]

~* Parameter XTTCH is thc chiller tube wall thickness.

KTCH 240.0 W/M-C // Units: [W/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]

**Parameter KTCH is thc chiller tube wall thermal conductivity.

AFMNCH 10.0 M**2 // Units: [M**2.FT**2]

**Parmnctcr AFMNCH is the minitnum elfcctivc gas flow area through onc
**chiller.

XIDTCH 0.013 M // Units: [M.FT]

~* Paramctcr XIDTCH is thc chiller tube inside diamctcr.

NREGCH 5 // Dintcnsionless

**Paratnetcr NREGCH is the number of nodes (maximum 5) used to model
**chiller. The MAAP ntodcl assumes co-current flow in thc chiller,
**while in reality thc gas flow is perpendicular to the cooling water
**flow. This assumption is ntade to avoid an iterative solution for thc
~* heat transfer process. Therefore, even though thc number of nodes
**(sections) is only for calculational purposes, it should corrcspond to
**the number ofpasses that thc tubes make pcrpcndicular to the flow.
**Quasi-steady heat transfer is assumed in each node.

TCWCH 310. K // Units: [K,F]

**Parameter TCWCH is thc inlet cooling water (i.e. service water)
**temperature for the chillers heat cxcltangcrs.

**Qa 4.0.2 BJS 9/28/95 - CORRECTED NOTE ABOUTTCWCH - IT IS ONLYUSED
FOR CHILLERS, NOT OTHER HEAT EXCHANGERS.



WCWCH 110.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Paramctcr WCWCH is thc inlet cooling water flow to one chiller.

*BR

**Cavity Water Injection System

**Thc cavity water injection systcin is used in MAAP to sinuilate a proposed
**dedicated ESF which merely dumps water into the cavity. This system nuist
**be inanually activated by using MAAPEvent Code ¹241.

MWCITO 0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**Paramctcr MWCITO is thc total mass in thc cavity injection systein tank.

WWCIO 0.0 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR)

**Paramctcr WWCIO is the Mass flow rate of thc cavity injection system.

**Boric Acid (H3BO3) Injection for MAAP4 Enginecrcd Safcguards

**Two possible sources of boron (H3BO3) injection into thc reactor vessel
**is either from thc accunuilator tanks and the rcl'ucling water stomge
**tanks (RWST) or both. The next two parameters, FBAACUand FBARWS, ask
**I'or thc mass fraction of the boric acid (H3BO3) being injcctcd I'rom each
**source. The total mass rate ol'boric acid (H3BO3) introduced into the
**reactor system is WBAPS and total intcgmtcd value ofboric acid (H3BO3)
**injected is MBATOT. Thc mass ofboric acid (H3BO3) is tracked in the
**reactor vessel as MBAPS and in thc containmcnt as MFPWB(13,iv) for the
**iv'th compartment water pool. In the containinent or auxilary building
*~ compartments, thc mass of H3BO3 in the water pool is used to determine
**the pH value of the water pool, and can bc plotted as FPHVAL(iv)for the
**iv'th compartment water pool. Presently, the pH of thc reactor vessel
**water is not computed. Scc subroutine AUXFP writeup of the MAAP4 User
**Manual for additional details of how thc pH value is calculated.

**Note that thc next two paramctcrs arc only used when the MAAP4 specific
**cngincercd safeguard system is selected, c.g., when NESF is sct to 0.

FBAACU 0.0 // Dimcnsionless

**Parameter FBAACU is thc mass fraction of the boric acid (H3BO3) in the
**accumulator tanks.



FBARWS 0.0 // Dimensionless

**Paramctcr FBARWS is the mass fraction of thc boric acid (H3BO3) in thc
**refueling water storage tanks (RWST).

MWBAGO 0.0 LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**Pammctcr MWBAGO is the mass ofwater in neutron sheild bags in the
**upper compartment. Thc neutron bags rupture when thc primary systent
**brcak (c.g., LOCA), fails (e.g., creep rupture), or when the quench tank
**rupture disk fails.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM 12/7/95 Thc gcncralizcd ESF only input pammctcrs: TDLP2.

**TDSPC, WSPCX, WLP2X, ZSPA, ZSPA2, ZSPB, and BYPASS svere moved to the
***Gcnemlizcd Engineered Safeguards paranteter section.

**Qn@i 4.0.3 MAM 12/7/95 The Stean> Generator rclatcd paramctcrs: NAFWPT,
**ZHDAFW(5). WVAFW(5),ZCSTAF, ZSGAFW, and ACST >vere move to thc *Steatn
**Generator paratncter section.

*Gcncralized Enginccrcd Saleguards

*SI
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**This paratneter section is used for setting up thc gencntlizcd engineered
**safeguard systems. The user has thc choice ofeither using thc MAAP
**spcciTic or the MAAPgcncralized cnginecrcd safeguard systctns. The choice
**bctivec» thc tivo is defined by the parameter NESF. When NESF is set to 0,**the MAAPspecific engineered safeguard systctns >vill bc used. When NESF
**is sct to 1, the MAAPgcncmlizcd engincercd safeguard systctns >villbe
**used.

*~ Thc gcncmlized cngincercd safeguard system model allows increased
**flexibilitover that available with thc speciTic cnginecred safeguard
**system ntodcls in specifying the pump operation and alignment. The model
**features user control of seven completely independent pump systems:

I) containmcnt spray system tmin A (SPA),
2) containmcnt spn<y systctn tmin B (SPB),
3) low prcssure injection train ¹I (LPI-1),
4) loav pressure injection train ¹2 (LPI-2),
5) high prcssure injection (HPI),
6) cllargnlg punlps (CHP), and
7) containmcnt spray system train C (SPC)

**Much of thc following discussions iverc extracted from tlte subroutine



*¹ GENESF svriteup of the MAAP4 User Manual.

**Each punip system can have its own water source and discliarge location(s),
**tints allowing users to model the exact pump lineups at their plants. In
**addition, heat exchangers can be placed downstream ofany punip and
**several options exist to model Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH)
**enlianccmcnt flows for any pump. Finally, several sets ofpump
¹* characteristics can bc defined for each pump system to sinnilate pump
**performance under normal, recirculation, and degraded conditions as well
**as variations in pump perforniancc due to pump lineup changes.

**This section includes such parameters as the pump source and discharge
**locations under normal and recirculation lineups and thc mimber of
**operable pumps represented by the pump system. Another option which is
¹* fcaturcd in thc gcnemlized ESF model is thc ability to specily a delay
**time to punip failure once sufIicicnt NPSH to the p»mp is lost. Rather
**titan failing immediately, a pump willswitch to a "degraded" operating
**mode. IfsuAicient NPSH is re-cstablishcd before the cnd of tlie delay
**tinie period, then the punip will revert to its norinal operating mode.
**Tlms, inputs to control thc delay time and define thc puinp chamctcristics
**sct to bc used under the various operating modes are also specified in the
**Genenlized Engineered Safcguards paranietcr section.

**Unique sets ofMAAPevent codes arc dclined for each puinp to alloiv
**indepcndcnt control of thc seven puinp systems. Thcsc cvcnt codes alloiv
**thc user to manually turn on thc pump and nianually lock it offas favell as
**inforin the user of thc pump status (normal/dcgradcd/inoperable/on/ofl).
**Actual event codes for each pump system and other event codes used for
**gencmlized ESF are sltoivn in Table 6 ivhilc the MAAPdcl;iult cvcnt code
**messages for generalized ESF arc prcscnted in Table 7 of the GENESF
**subroutine ivritcup of thc MAAP4 Users Manual.

¹* The event codes indicating normal or dcgmded pump status are sct tnie¹¹ (i.c., degraded) when insuAicicnt NPSH is supplied to thc pump. Thc
**punip status cliangcs to inoperable ifsufIicient NPSH is not rcstorcd
**prior to the expintion of thc pump failure delay time. Once a pump**becomes inopcrablc, it remains inopcrablc for the duration ol'thc
**accident sequcncc. IfsuAicicnt NPSH is restored to the pump prior to
"* the end of thc delay time period, then the pump status cliangcs from
**degraded back to normal and thc failure delay clock is reset. Finally, a
**pump's status willchange to "on" whencvcr the pump is turned manually on*¹ or ifan autoniatic initiation signal is received.

**Certain limitations exist. in the gcneralizcd ESF pump model control logic**which restrict. the operation of the seven pump systems. For instance,
**logic in MAAPpertaining to thc automatic initiation signals is not
**generalized. Thus, pumps I, 2, and 7 (SPA, SPB, and SPC) willalways
**initiate on high containment pressure and should bc used to rcprescnt
**containment spray pumps. Likewise, pumps 3 and 4 (LPI-1 and LPI-2) will**start up when thc priniary system pressure drops below the LPI initiation
**prcssure. Tlms these pumps should bc used to represent the LPI and RHR**pump trains. Pumps 5 and 6 (HPI and CHP) start up when primary system**pressure drops below.the high pressure injection and charging punip*¹ initiation pressure, respcctivcly. Also, the HPI and cliarging pumps are





**used for the pressurizer lcvcl control model. Therefore, pump 5 should
**be used to rcprcscnt the high prcssure injection pumps only and pump G

**should be used to represent the cliarging pumps only. KVith these
**limitations in mind, the seven independent pump systems actually
**represent three independent containment spray trains, two independent low
**pressure injection trains, onc independent high pressure injection train,
**and one indcpcndcnt charging pump train.

**Because the pumps arc prcdcfined to rcprcsent specific systems thc only
**"piggybacking" configurations tliat arc allowed are the upper compartment
**spray and LPI system pumps (pumps 1, 3 and 4) which can discharge to the
**HPI and charging pumps (pumps 5 and G). Tlois, thc lower and train C
**containment spray pumps (pumps 2 and 7) do not have the capability to be
**lined up in series with any other pump systems. To avoid unexpected
**pump behavior, users should adhere to these limitations when specil'ying
**pump lineups in cithcr the MAAPparameter Iilcor input deck.

**For each pump system. the following input paramctcrs are requested:

1. number of'opcnitional ponips,

2. pump characteristic sct ID selection for nonoal pump lineup,

3. water suction source I'or normal pump lineup,

dlscllarge lociltloilfol'lorrlraipuinp lineup,

5. punip characteristic sct ID selection for recirculation poiop
lineup.

U

G. water suction source I'or recirculation pump lineup,
44

7. discharge location for recirculation purop lineup,

8. NPSH cnhanccmcnt flow source sclcction.

9. NPSH cnll lllcclilclltliow frltc,

10. clapscd time to pump failure once insofIicient NPSH occurred,

11. pump clraractcristic sct ID selection for degndcd pump lineup,

12. height ofbottom ofEST above pumps,

13. height of bottoio ofcontainment sump above ponips,

14. height of reactor vessel injection nozzlcs above pumps.

~* Ifan external NPSH cnhanccment water stomgc tank is used, the initial
**water temperature and mass are spccificd.

**Finally, thy boron injection source can bc specified.

~* Flowratcs specified to be volumetric should be M**3/Sin SI units and





**GPM in British units. Ifunit labels arc ezplictly specified, FT~'3/HR
**is allowed.

**For better accuracy, user may elect to input "system" pump head curves
**which include the effects of I'riction in the inlet and outlet piping
**(which is ignored in MAAP). In doing so, be sure the assumptions on
**static head which arc used in their calculation are consistent with the
**pump elevation, etc. which are input below-this is gcncrally a factor
**only in critical applications such as feed and bleed ivhcrc thc cliarging
**pump injection floivmay or may not be sufIicient to niatch core decay
**heat.

**Note: In the case of injection when there is a break, thc injected flow
**is assumed to go the vcsscl rather titan directly out thc brcak. Then.
**ifthe water level is high enough, water willflowout thc brcak, i.c.
**the code does not knoiv ifthc injection is up or down stream of a brcak.

**Typical data sources are:

I) Plant FSAR- ESF section.

2) Operator Training Manual - ESF section.

3) ESF piping and Instrumentation diagmins (P<v IDs)

4) Puinp Prc-Op. startup. or in-service pcrforniance test records

5) Containincnt spray system process flo>v diagrani

C>) Containnient section, clcvation. and/or equipiucnt location
draivlngs.

7) Plant FSAR - ESF or Containmcnt HVAC sections

S) Operator Tmining Manual - ESF or Containincnt HVACsection

NESF // Dinicnsionlcss

**Paraincter NESF is used for selecting the enginecrcd safeguard model.
**Thc options arc:

= 0 for MAAP spcciflic engineered safeguard systems
= I for MAAPgeneralized cnginecrcd safeguard systcins

**Qa 4.0.3 MAM 12/7/95 The following generalized ESF only input
**para<meters: TDLP2, TDSPC, WSPCX, WLP2X, ZSPA, ZSPA2, ZSPB, and BYPASS
**were moved here froin the *Enginecrcd Safeguards parameter section.

*BR
**@Qa 4.0.3 BJS 3/21/96 - Corrected thc values/units ofTDLP2 through ZSPB.
**The values werc interprctcd as being in Sl units in thc draft User's
*~ Guide when they are actually in Br units.



TDLP2 7.50e-3 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**Parameter TDLP2 is the time delay for actuation ofLPI pump train 2.

TDSPC 0.0 HR // Units: [S,HR]

**Parameter TDSPC is the time delay for actuation ofcontainntcnt spray
**puntps train C.

**QaQa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 TDSPC is for generalized ESF spray train C (not for
thc "hardivircd" ESF model).

WSPCX l.e 10 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S.LB/HR]

**Parameter WSPCX is thc total (for all puntps) limiting mass floiv rate for
**the containmcnt spray tmin C system. It is used to throttle thc
**containmcnt spray train C system floiv rates at values louver than those
**called for by their head-flow curves. MAAPivilluse thc minitnum of thc
**throttled floivand that calculated frotn the head-flosv curves and thc
**munbcr of putnps in operation. To avoid throttling thc tnass floiv,
**specify a large value, typically 1.0e10 in cithcr sct ofunits. Note
**tlutt thc antount ol'throttling can be changed by using MAAP input file
** local pammctcr changes, functions, or lookup tables.

WLP2X l.e 10 LB/HR // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Paratnetcr WLP2X is thc total (lor all putnps) limiting tnass floiv rate for
**the LPI-2 system. It is used to throttle thc LPI-2 system floiv rates at
**values louver titan those called for by their head-flow curves. MAAP ivill
**use the minimum of thc throttled floivand that calculated frotn thc
*~ head-flow curves and the mnnbcr ofpumps in operation. To avoid
**throttling thc mass flow, specify a large value, typically 1.0c10 in
**either set of units. Note that thc amount of throttling can be changed
**by using MAAP input flilocal paran>etcr cltangcs, Iunctions, or lookup
**tables.

**The next three parameters: ZSPA, ZSPA2, and ZSPB arc used for spray fall
**height and for water head from pump discharge to spmy hcadcr.

ZSPA 5.22 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the height of thc upper containmcnt spray header above
**the floor of the JNUCS compartment.

ZSPA2 0.0 FT // Units: [M,FT]



**This pammeter is the height of the upper containmcnt spray header tnin
**2 above the floor of the JNUCS compartment.

ZSPB 51.33 FT // Units: Pvf,FT]

**This panmeter is thc height of thc lower containment spmy header
**above thc floor of the JNLCS coinpartrncnt.

BYPASS 0.0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**ee 4.0.3 MAM Parameter BYPASS was missing from all PWR parameter
**files.

**Pammetcr BYPASS is an option flag for excess flow from LPI during
**piggybacking:

0 = no bypass flow accounted for
I = bypass flow to hot lcg
2 = bypass flow to cold Icg

*Sl

«Upper Coinpartnicnt Containment Spray System

NSPAG 1 // Dimensionlcss

**Paramctcr NSPAG is thc nuinber ofoperational upper compartment spray
**(SPA) pumps.

I // DimensionlessNORSPA

**Parameter NORSPA is the pump cliaracteristic set ID for nornial pump**lineup for the upper compartment containment spray. The pump
**characteristic parameters used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5),
**FHXP¹, NTPM¹, NBPM¹, XIDT¹, XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹,
**XSTR¹, NWCW¹, TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value of
*~ NORSPA, and these parameters are dcfincd in thc Punip paramctcr section.

NSSPA 3 // Dimcnsionless

**Parameter NSSPA is the water source selection flag for normal pump**lineup for the upper cornpartmcnt spray pumps.

= 0: No source (i.e., system not functional)
= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold leg



=3: RWST
= 4: Lower compartment sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

NDSPA // Dimensionless

**Parameter NDSPA is the pump discllargc location selection flag for nornnll
**pump lineup for the upper compartment spray.

= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold Icg
= 3: Downcomcr
= 4: Upper cornpartinent spray header ¹I (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower conlpartinent spray header (Compt. JNLCS)
= 6: Inlet of HPI pump
= 7: Inlet ofcharging pump
= 8: Discharge to both HPI and cllarging pump inlets
= 9: Upper compartment spray header ¹2 (Conipt. JNUCS)
=10: HPI inlet and upper compartincnt spray header ¹ I

=11: HPI inlet and cold Icg
=12: CHP inlet and upper compartinent spray header ¹I
=13: CHP inlet and cold lcg

**<a. ~ann 4.0.3 MAM I I/28/95 Options (>-8 ilnd 10-13 lvcrc missing front thc
**pammeter file.

RECSPA I // Dimensionlcss

~* Parameter RECSPA is thc pump cllaracteristic sct ID for recirculation
**pump lineup for thc upper coinpartincnt containinent spray. Thc pump**characteristic parameters used arc NPOI¹. ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5),
**FHXP¹, NTPM¹. NBPM¹. XIDT¹,XTT¹. XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹,
**XSTR¹, NIVCW¹, TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ lvhcrc ¹ is the value of
**RECSPA, and these pammctcrs arc defined in thc Pump pammcter section.

RSSPA 0 // Dilncnslonlcss

**Pammcter RSSPA is the water source selection flag for recirculation
**pump lineup for the upper compartment spray pumps.

= 0: No source (I.c.> systcnl not flnlctlonill)
= 1: Hot leg
=2: Cold leg
= 3: Rlvst
= 4: Lower compartment sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

RDSPA // Dimensionless

**Parameter RDSPA is the pump discharge location selection flag for



«recirculation pump linellp for the upper compartment spmy.

= 1: Hot leg
=2: Cold leg
= 3: Downcorner
= 4: Upper compartment spray header ¹I (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower compartment spray header (Compt. JNLCS)
= 6: Inlet ofHPI pump
= 7: Inlet ofcharging pump
= 8: Discharge to both HPI and charging pump inlet
= 9: Upper compartment spray header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)
=10: HPI inlet and upper compartment spray header ¹1
=11: HPI inlet and cold leg
=12: CHP inlet and upper compartment spray header ¹1
=13: CHP inlet and cold leg

**QaQa 4.0.3 MAM11/28/95 Options 10-13 lverc missing fronl thc paranleter file.

SNPSPA 0 // Dilncnsionlcss

**Parmnetcr SNPSPA is thc Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) enlrancemcnt
**flow source selection flag for the upper compartment spray.

= 0: No enhancement flow
= I: NPSH enhancclnent recirculation flow is drawn from discharge

side pump downstream of heat exchanger outlet ifit exists,
and rccirculatcd to inlet side of pulnp

= 2: NPSH enlrancclnent flolv froln SPA outlet
= 3: NPSH enhancenlcnt llolvffonl cxtcfnlll lvatcl'torage tank

WESPA 0.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S,LB/HRj

**Parameter WESPA is the NPSH enhancement flow rate. Sct WESPA to 0 ifno
**NPSH cnhanccment is to be lnodelcd for thc upper compartment spray pump
++ Ilncup.

TDNSPA 0.0 S // Units: [S,HR)

**Paramctcr TDNSPA is the time to upper compartment spray pump failure
*~ after thc time when insuflicient pump NPSH occurred. The punlps will
**continue to opemte with degraded performance (scc paranlcter DEGSPA)
**until thc time elapsed since the tirnc when insuflicient pump NPSH occurred
~* exceeds TDNSPA. Ifthc elapsed time exceeded parameter TDNSPA before thc
**pumps re-acquired suflicicnt pump NPSH, then the pumps will be lost for
**the duration of thc run. Ifthc punlps re-acquirc sufficien NPSH, then
**the time counter willbc rcsct.

DEGSPA 1 // Dimcnsionless

~* Parameter DEGSPA is the pulnp clraracteristic set ID for degraded pump



**lineup for the upper compartment containment spray. Thc puinp
**characteristic parameters used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5),
**FHXP¹, NTPM¹, NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹,
**XSTR¹, NWCW¹, TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value of
**DEGSPA, and these parameters are defined in the Pump parameter section.
**This sct ofpump characteristics is automatically sclcctcd when the
**pumps have insufficient NPSH. This pump cluiracteristic set can be the
**same as tliat specified for normal lineup (see pammeter NSSPA) ifno
~* degraded pump performance is to be considcrcd. The user can specify an
**"alternative" pump performance set instead of the "degraded" pump
**performance set.

ZSPARW 15.0 M // Units: [M,FT)

**Parameter ZSPAR~V is the distance ofbottom ol'RWST above thc upper
**compartment spray puinps. This pammcter is only relevant only ifthc'*

pump water source is from the RWST, other's isc it can bc safely ignored.

ZSPACS 7.5 M // Units: (M.FT)

**Parameter ZSPACS is thc distance ol'bottom ol'containnient sump above the
**upper compartment spray pumps. This parameter is only relevant only if
*~ the punip water source is froin thc lower or annular compartincnt,
**otherwise it can be safely ignored.

ZSPASI 9.S M // Units: [IvI.FTJ

**Parameter ZSPASI is thc distance of thc reactor vcsscl injection nozzlcs
**above thc upper conipartment spray pumps. This paminetcr is rclcvant
**only ifthe pump water source is froin thc primary systcin or arc used for
**injection to thc vessel. other's isc it can bc safely ignored.

**Lower Compartincnt Containment Spray Systclil

NSPBG 0 // Dimensionlcss

**Parameter NSPBG is the number of operational lower compartment spray**(SPB) pumps.

NORSPB 7 // Diniensionless

**Paranietcr NORSPB is the pump cliaracteristic set ID for nornial pump**lineup for thc lower compartment containment spray. The pump
**characteristic parameters used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5),
**FHXP¹, NTPM¹, NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹,
**XSTR¹, NWCW¹, TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value of
**NORSPB, and these pammetcrs are defined in the Pump paramctcr section.



// DimensionlcssNSSPB 3

**Parameter NSSPB is thc water source selection flag for nortnal puntp
**lineup for the lower compartment spray pumps.

= 0: No source (i.c., system not functional)
= I: Hot lcg
= 2: Cold leg
=3: Rwst
= 4: Lower compartment sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

NDSPB 5 // Dintensionlcss

**Parameter NDSPB is the pump discharge location selection flag for normal
**pump lineup Ior the lower compartntent spray.

= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold lcg
= 3: Downcorner
= 4: Upper cotupartntent spray header ¹I (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower conlpaftnlellt,spray header (Cotnpt. JNLCS)
= 9: Upper compartment spray header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)

RECSPB 7 // Dimensionless

**Paramctcr RECSPB is the putnp characteristic sct ID I'or recirculation
**pump lineup for thc lower comparttncnt containment spray. Thc putnp
**clraractcristic parameters used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5),
**FHXP¹, NTPM¹. NBPM¹. XIDT¹, XTT¹. XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹. KT¹, 'XBC¹, XIDS¹,
**XSTR¹, NWCW¹, TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is thc value of
**RECSPB, and these parameters are dcflncd in thc Pump parameter section.

RSSPB 5 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Paramctcr RSSPB is the water source sclcction flag I'or recirculation
**pump lineup for thc lower compartment spray pumps.

= 0: No source (i.e., system not functional)
= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold Ieg
=3: RWST
= 4: Lower compartment sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

RDSPB 5 // Dimensionless

**Parameter RDSPB is thc pump discharge location selection flag for



**recirculation pump lineup for the lower compai".nient spray.

= 1: Hot leg
=2: Cold lcg
= 3: Downcomer
= 4: Upper compartment spray header ¹1 (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower compartment spray hcadcr (Compt. JNLCS)
= 9: Upper compartment spray header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)

SNPSPB 0 // Dimensionless

**Parameter SNPSPB is the Nct Positive Suction Head (NPSH) cnliancemcnt
**flow source selection flag for the louver compartment spray.

= 0: No enliancemcnt flow
= I: NPSH cnliancement recirculation floiv is drawn from discliargc

side pump doivnstream of heat exchanger outlet il'it c'',sts,
and recirculated to inlet side of pump

= 2: NPSH cnhanccment floivfrom SPA outlet
= 3: NPSH enhancenient floiv from external water storage tank

WESPB 10.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WESPB is the NPSH enhanccmcnt flow rate. Set WESPB to 0 ifno
**NPSH cnhanccment is to bc modeled for the lower compartillcnt spAl~'lllllp
**lineup.

TDNSPB 0.0 S // Units: [S.HR]

**Pararnctcr TDNSPB is the time to lower compartment spmy punip failure
**after the time ivhen insufficient pump NPSH occurred. The punips will
**contiime to opemte with degraded pcrfortnancc (sce parameter DEGSPB)
**until thc time elapsed since the time when insufIicient pump NPSH occurred**exceeds TDNSPB. Ifthc elapsed tinie exceeded parameter TDNSPB before thc
*~ pumps rc-acquired sufflcient punip NPSH, then the pumps willbc lost for
**thc duration of the run. Ifthe pumps re-acquire sufflcient NPSH, then
*~ the time counter willbe reset.

DEGSPB 7 // Diniensionless

**Parameter DEGSPB is the pump characteristic set ID for degraded pump**lineup for thc lower cornpartmcnt containment spray. The puinp**characteristic parameters used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5),**FHXP¹, NTPM¹, NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹,**XSTR¹, NWCW¹, TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ whcrc ¹ is thc value of**DEGSPB, and these parameters arc dcfincd in thc Pump parameter section.**This sct ofpuinp characteristics is automatically sclcctcd when thc**pumps Iiavc insufIicicnt NPSH. This punip characteristic set can be the**same as that specified for normal lineup (see parameter NSSPB) il'no
**degraded pump performance is to be considered. The user can specify an



**"altcrnativc" pump performance set instead of the "dcgradcd" pump
**perforniance set.

ZSPBRW 15.0 M // Units: Pvf,FT]

**Parameter ZSPBRW is the distance ofbottom ofRWST above thc lower
**compartment spray pumps. This parameter is only relevant only ifthc
**punip water source is from thc RWST, otherwise it can be safely ignored.

ZSPBCS 7.5 M // Units: [M,FT)

**Pammctcr ZSPBCS is the distance ofbottom of containmcnt sump above the
*~ lower compartment spray pumps. This parameter is only relevant only if
**the pump water source is from the lower or anmilar compartment,
**otherwise it can bc safely ignored.

ZSPBSI 9.8 M // Units: Pvf,FT}

**Parameter ZSPBSI is thc distance of the reactor vessel injection nozzlcs
**above the lower coinpartincnt spray puinps. This paranicter is rclcvant
*~ only ifthc pump water source is front thc primary systein or are used for
**injection to tlic vcsscl, othenvise it can be safely ignored.

**Low Pressure Injection (Traiii I) Systcni

NLP IG // Diniciisionless

**Pammcter NLPIG is the number ofoperational low prcssure injection ¹I
**(LPII) pumps.

NORLP I 2 // Dimensionlcss

~* Parameter NORLP I is the pump characteristic set ID for norinal pump**linc".p for the low pressure injection ¹1. Thc pump characteristic
**parameters used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is thc value ofNORLP I, and these**paramctcrs arc defined in thc Pump parameter section.

NSLPI 3 // Dimcnsionless

**Paramctcr NSLP I is the water source selection flag for normal puinp**lineup for the low pressure injection ¹I pumps.

= 0: No source (i.e., system not functional)
= I: Hot leg

'





=2: Cold leg
=3: RWST
= 4: Lower compartntent sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Anmtlar compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

2 // DimcnsionlessNDLP1

**Paramctcr NDLPI is the pump discharge location selection flag for normal
**pump lineup for thc low pressure injection ¹I pumps.

= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold Icg
= 3: Downcomcr
= 4: Upper compartment spray header ¹I (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower compartment spray header (Contpt. JNLCS)
= 6: Inlet ofHPI pmnp
= 7: Inlet of charging pump (CHP)
= 8: Discharge to both HPI and Charging putnp inlet
= 9: Upper compahntent spray header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)
=10: HPI inlet and upper compartment spray header ¹ I
=11: HPI inlet and cold leg
=12: CHP inlet and upper cotupartmcnt spr<ay header ¹ I
=13: CHP inlet and cold Icg

~*
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM 11/28/95 Options 10-13 ivere missing front thc parameter fllc.

RECLP I 2 // Dimensionlcss

**Parameter RECLP I is thc pump cltaractcristic sct ID for recirculation
**pump lineup for thc loiv pressure injection ¹1. Thc pump characteristic
**panunctcrs used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5). WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPIvl¹,**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,**TICW¹(5). WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ ivhcrc ¹ is thc value of RECLP I, and these**parameters arc defined in the Pump parameter section.

RSLP I // Dimensionlcss

*~ Parameter RSLPI is the water source selection flag for recirculation**pump lineup for the low pressure injection ¹I pumps.

= 0: No source (i.c., system not functional)
= I: Hot leg
=2: Cold leg
=3: RWST
= 4: Lower comparttncnt sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

RDLP I 8 // Dimensionlcss

~* Parameter RDLP I is thc pump discltarge location selection flag for





**recirculation pump lineup for the low pressure injection ¹l.

= 1: Hot lcg
=2: Cold lcg
= 3: Downconier
= 4: Upper compartment spray header ¹ I (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower compartment spray header (Compt. JNLCS)
= 6: Inlet ofHPI pump
= 7: Inlet ofcharging pump
= 8: Discharge to both HPI and cliarging pump inlet
= 9: Upper compartment spray header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)
=10: HPI inlet and upper compartment spray header ¹1
=11: HPI inlet and cold lcg
=12: CHP inlet and upper compartment spray header ¹I
=13: CHP inlet and cold Icg

*~
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM11/28/95 Options 10-13 >vere inissing froin thc parameter file.

SNPLPI 0 // Diinensionless

**Parameter SNPLP I is the Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) enhancement
**flow source selection flag for thc low prcssure injection ¹l.

= 0: No cnhancenicnt flow
= I: NPSH enliancemcnt recirculation flow is drawn from discharge

side pump downstream of heat czcliangcr outlet ifit exists.
and recirculated to inlet side ofpuinp

= 2: NPSH enhanccmcnt floiv I'rom SPA outlet
= 3: NPSH cnhanccincnt floiv from external water storage tank

WELP I 0.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Paraineter WELPI is the NPSH cnhanccment flosv rate. Set WESPB to 0 ifno
~* NPSH cnliancemcnt is to bc modeled for the loiv prcssure injection ¹1 pump**lineup.

TDNLPI 0.0 S // Units: [S,HR]

**Parameter TDNLP1 is the time to low prcssure injection ¹I pump failure
**aAer thc time when insufficient pump NPSH occurred. The pumps will
**continue to operate with degraded pcrforniancc (sce pararncter DEGLP I)**until the time elapsed since thc time when insuflicient pump NPSH occurred
**exceeds TDNLPI. Ifthc elapsed time exccedcd parameter TDNLP1 before the
**pumps re-acquired suflicient pump NPSH, then the pumps willbe lost for
**the dumtion of the run. Ifthe pumps re-acquirc sufficien NPSH, then
**the time counter willbc reset.

DEGLP I 6 // Dinicnsionlcss

**Parameter DEGLP I is the pump characteristic set ID for degraded pump



**lineup for the low pressure injection ¹1. Thc pump characteristic
**parameters used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,
**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, N4VCW¹,
**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value ofDEGLPI, and these
**parameters are defined in the Pump parameter section. This set of pump
**characteristics is automatically selected when thc pumps lravc
**insuAicient NPSH. This pump cltaracteristic set can bc the same as tltat
**specified for normal lineup (scc parameter NSLP I) ifno degraded pump
**performance is to be considered. The user can specify an "alternative"
**pump performance set instead of the "degraded" pump perfornutnce sct.

ZLP IRW 15.0 M // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter ZLP IRW is the distance of bottom ofRWST above thc low
**prcssure injection ¹I pumps. This parameter is only relevant only if
**thc pump ivatcr source is from the RWST, othcnvisc it can be safely
**ignored.

ZLP1CS 7.5 M // Units: [lvfFT]

**Parameter ZLP ICS is thc dista»cc of bottom of containmcnt sump above thc
**los prcssure injection ¹I pumps. This pamtnctcr is only rclcvant only
**ifthe pump ivater source is from the lower or annular contparttncnt,
**others isc it can bc safely ignored.

ZLPISI 9.S M // Units: [M.FTJ

**Parantetcr ZLP ISI is thc distance of thc reactor vessel injection nozzles
**above the loiv prcssure injection ¹I putnps. This parameter is relevant
**only ifthc putnp ivater source is frotn thc pritnary systetn or arc used for
**injection to tltc vcsscl, othcnvisc it can bc safely ignored.

**Low Prcssure lttjcction (Tmin 2) System

NLP2G 0 // Dimcnsionless

**Paratnctcr NLP2G is the number ofoperational Ioiv pressure injection ¹2
**(LP12) pumps.

NORLP2 2 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Parameter NORLP2 is the pump characteristic sct ID for normal pump**lineup for the low pressure injection ¹2. The pump chamctcristic
**paramctcrs used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value ofNORLP2, and thcsc**parameters arc defined in thc Pump parameter section.



NSLP2 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Parameter NSLP2 is the water source selection flag for normal pump**lineup for the low pressure injection ¹2 pumps.

= 0: No source (i.e., system not functional)
= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold lcg
=3: Rwst
= 4: Lower compartment sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

NDLP2 2 // Dimensionlcss

**Paramctcr NDLP2 is the pump discharge location sclcction flag for nortnal
**pump lineup for thc loiv prcssure injection ¹2 pumps.

= I: Hot lcg
=2: Cold leg
= 3: Downconter
= 4: Upper compart tncnt spmy hcadcr ¹I (Cotnpt. JNUCS)
= 5: Louver cotnpartntcnt spray header (Compt. JNLCS)
= 6: Inlet ofHPI pump
= 7: Inlet ofcharging putnp
= 8: Discharge to both HPI and charging putnp inlet
= 9: Upper compartment spray header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)
=10: HPI inlet and upper comparttncnt spray hcadcr ¹1
=11: HPI inlet and cold Icg
=12: CHP inlet and upper comparttncnt spray hcadcr ¹I
=13: CHP inlet and cold Icg

**QagaQa 4.0.3 MAM 11/28/95 Options 10-13 ivcre missing frotn the parameter fllc.

RECLP2 2 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Pamrnctcr RECLP2 is thc pump characteristic sct ID for recirculation
**pump lineup for the low prcssure injection ¹2. The pump characteristic
**paramctcrs used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XVI'¹,XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where 0 is the value of RECLP2, and these
**

parameters are dcflncd in the Pump parameter section.

RSLP2 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Parameter RSLP2 is the water source selection flag for recirculation
**pump lineup for the loiv prcssure injection ¹2 pumps.

= 0: No source (i.c., system not functional)
= I: Hot lcg



=2: Cold leg
=3: Rwst
= 4: Lower compartment sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

RDLP2 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Paramctcr RDLP2 is thc pump discltargc location sclcction flag for
**recirculation pump lineup for the low prcssure injection ¹2.

= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold leg
= 3: Downcomer
= 4: Upper cotnpartment spray header ¹ I (Coinpt. JNUCS)
= 5." Louver compartment spray header (Cotnpt. JNLCS)
=6: Inlet ofHPI pump
= 7: Inlet ofcltarging pump
= 8: Discharge to both HPI and charging pump inlet
= 9: Upper cotnpartmcnt spra> header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)
=10: HPI htlet and upper compartment spray hcadcr ¹ I
=11: HPI inlet and cold lcg
=12: CHP inlet and upper compartment spmy header ¹ I
=13: CHP inlet and cold leg

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM 11/28/95 Options 10-13 werc missing from the paramctcr fllc.

SNPLP2 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Paramctcr SNPLP2 is thc Nct Positive Suction Head (NPSH) enhanccmcnt
*": floiv source sclcction flag for thc loiv prcssure injection ¹2.

0: No enhancement flo~v
1: NPSH cnhancctnent recirculation floiv is draivn from discharge

side pump doivnstrcatn of heat exchanger outlet ifit exists,
and recirculated to ittlet side of pump

2: NPSH cnhancctncnt flow from SPA outlet
3: NPSH cnltancement flow frotn external svater stomgc tank

WELP2 0.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WELP2 is thc NPSH cnhanccmcnt flow rate. Sct WESPB to 0 ifno
**NPSH enhancement is to be modeled for thc low prcssure injection ¹2 pump**lineup.

TDNLP2 0.0 S // Units: [S,HR]

**Parameter TDNLP2 is the time to low pressure injection ¹2 pump failure
**aAer thc time when insuflicicnt pump NPSH occurred. The pumps ivill
**continue to operate with dcgradcd performance (sec parameter DEGLP2)
**until the time clapscd since thc thne when insufflcicnt pump NPSH occurred



**exceeds TDNLP2. Ifthe elapsed time exceeded paranieter TDNLP2 before the
**pmnps rc-acquired sufficient pump NPSH, then the pumps willbe lost lor
**thc duration of thc run. Ifthe pumps re-acquirc sufficient NPSH, then
**thc tinic counter willbe reset.

DEGLP2 2 // Dimensionless

**Parameter DEGLP2 is the pump cliaracteristic set ID for degndcd pump
**lineup for the low pressure injection ¹2. The pump chamctcristic
**paranicters used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,
**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,
**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value ofDEGLP2, and these
**parameters arc defined in the Pump parameter section. This set of pump
**characteristics is automatically selected when thc pumps have ~

**insuflicient NPSH. This pump characteristic sct can be the same as that
**spccificd for normal lineup (see parameter NSLP2) ifno dcgradcd pump
**perforntancc is to be considcrcd. The user can specify an "alternative"
**pump pcrforntance set instead of thc "dcgradcd" pump performance set.

ZLP2RW 15.0 M // Units: Pvf,FT)

**Paranicter ZLP2RW is the distance ofbottoin of FOVST above the low
**prcssure injection ¹2 pumps. This parameter is only relevant only if
**thc pump water source is from the RWST, otherwise it can bc sal'cly
**ignored.

ZLP2CS 7.5 M // Units: fM,FTJ

**Paramctcr ZLP2CS is thc dis(ance ofbottoin ofcontaininent suinp above thc
**low prcssure injection ¹2 pumps. This parainctcr is only rclcvant only if
**tile punip water source is front lhe lower or annular con'iparlincnt.
**otherwise it can be safely ignored.

ZLP2SI 9.8 M // Units: [M,FT}

**Parameter ZLP2SI is thc distance of the reactor vessel injection nozzles
**above the low pressure injection ¹2 pumps. This parameter is relevant
**only ifthe pump water source is from thc primary system or arc used for
**injection to the vessel, otherwisc it can bc safely ignored.

**High Prcssure Injection System

**The genemlized engineered safcguards system uses subroutine PZWLC to**provide the limiting HPI throttled pump flow rate ifthe pressurizer**water lcvcl control is enabled using *Prcssuizcr parameters NPZCT,**ZWPZCL, and ZWPZCH.



NHPIG 1 // Dintensionlcss

**Parameter NHPIG is the nuntber ofopcntional high prcssure injection
**(HPI) pumps.

NORHPI 3 // Dimensionless

**Parameter NORHPI is the pump clramcteristic set ID for nornutl pump
**lineup for the high prcssure injection. Thc pump characteristic
**parameters used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,
**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,
**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ ivhere ¹ is tlte value ofNORHPI, and these
**parameters are dcfincd in the Pump parameter section.

NSHPI 3 // Dintcnsionlcss

**Parameter NSHPI is thc tvater source sclcction Ilag for normal pump
**lineup for the high pressure injection pumps.

= 0: No source (i.e., system not lunctional)
= I: Hot lcg
=2: Cold leg
=3: RWST
= 4: Louver compartment sutnp (Contpt, JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular comparttnent sutnp (Compt. JNASMP)
=6: LPI I
=7: LPI 2
= 8: SPA discharge

**™a~aQa'.0.3 MAM 11/28/95 Option 8 was tnissing frotn thc para tnetcr file.

NDHPI 2 // Dintcnsionless

**Paramctcr NDHPI is the pump discharge location selection flag for normal
**pump lineup for thc high low prcssure injection pumps.

= 1: Hot Icg
= 2: Cold Icg
= 3: Downcomcr
= 4: Upper compartment spray hcadcr ¹1 (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower compartment spray header (Compt. JNLCS)
= 9: Upper compartment spray hcadcr ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)

RECHPI 3 // Dimensionless

**Paramctcr RECHPI is the pump characteristic set ID for recirculation
**pump lineup for thc high pressure injection. The puntp clraractcristic
**parameters used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,
**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,





~* TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value ofRECHPI, and these
**parameters arc defined in the Pump parameter section.

RSHPI 6 // Dimensionlcss

**Paranictcr RSHPI is thc water source selection flag for recirculation
**pmlip lineilp for tile Iiigliprcssure injcctioilpumps.

= 0: No source (i.c., systcin not functional)
= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold lcg
=3: RWST
= 4: Lower compartment sump (Compt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)
=6: LPI I
=7: LPI2
= 8: SPA discharge

**<aiba/a 4.0.3 MAM I I/28/95 Option 8 was inissing I'rom the paraineter file.

RDHPI // Dimcnsionlcss

**Parameter RDHPI is thc punip discharge location selection flag for
**recirculation pump line:ip for the liigh pressure injection.

I: Hot lcg
2: Cold Icg
3: Doivncomcr
4; Upper coinpartincnt spray header ¹ I (Compt. JNUCS)
5: Lower compartincnt spn<y hcadcr (Coinpt. JNLCS)
9: Upper conipartment spray header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)

SNPHPI 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Paranictcr SNPHPI is thc Nct Positive Suction Head (NPSH) enhanccmcnt
**flow source selection flag for the high pressure injection.

0: No enhanccmcnt flow
I: NPSH enliancemcnt recirculation flow is drawn from discharge

side pump downstream of heat exchanger outlet ifit exists,
and recirculated to inlet side of pump

2: NPSH cnliancemcnt flow from SPA outlet
3: NPSH enliancemcnt flow from cxtcrnal ivatcr storage tank

WEHPI 0.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Pammetcr WEHPI is the NPSH enhancement flow mtc. Sct ~VESPB to 0 ifno**NPSH enhancement is to be modeled for thc high pressure injection pump**lineup.



TDNHPI 0.0 S // Units: [S,HR)

**Paranteter TDNHPI is the time to low prcssure injection ¹2 pump failure
**after the time when insufficient pump NPSH occurred. The pumps will
~* continue to operate with degraded performance (sce parameter DEGHPI)
**until the time elapsed since thc time when Insufficient pump NPSH occurred
**exceeds TDNHPI. Ifthe elapsed time exceeded paramctcr TDNHPI before the
**pumps rc-acquired sufficien pump NPSH, then the pumps willbe lost for
**the duration of the run. Ifthc pumps re-acquire suffieicnt NPSH, then
**the time counter willbe rcsct.

DEGHPI 3 // Dimcnsionless

**Parameter DEGHPI is the pump characteristic sct ID for degraded pump**lineup for thc low pressure injection ¹2. Thc pump elutractcristic
**paramctcrs used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹.**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹. XIDS¹, XSTR¹. NWCW¹,**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value ofDEGHPI, and these
**paranteters arc defined in thc Pump parantcter section. This sct of putup**elutracteristics is automatically sclectcd when the putnps have
**insuAieicnt NPSH. This pump characteristic sct can be thc same as that
**specified for normal lineup (see parameter NSHPI) ifno degraded pump**performance is to be considcrcd. The user can spccili an "alternative"
**pump perl'ormancc set instead of the "degraded" pump performance sct.

ZHPIRW I5.0 M // Units: [M.FT)

**Paranteter ZHPIRW is the distance of the bottom of thc RWST above the**high prcssure injection putups. This parmneter is only relevant only il'*

thc putup water source is from thc RWST. otherwise it can bc safely**ignored.

ZHPICS 7.5 M // Units: [M,FTJ

**Parameter ZHPICS is the distance of thc bottom of thc containmcnt sutnp**above the high prcssure injection pumps. This paramctcr is only**relevant only ifthe pump water source is from thc louver or annular**compartment, othcrwisc it can bc safely ignored.

ZHPISI 9.8 M // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter ZHPISI is thc distance of thc reactor vessel injection nozzles**above the high prcssure injection pumps. This parameter is relevant**only ifthe pump water source is from thc primary system or are used for**injection to the vcsscl, otherwise it can be safely ignored.

**Charging Pump System



**Thc generalized cnginccred safeguards system uses subroutine PZWLC to
**provide the limiting CHP throttled pump flow rate ifthe pressurizer
**water level control is enabled using *Pressurizer paratneters NPZCT,
**ZWPZCL, and ZWPZCH.

1 // DimcnsionlcssNCHPG

**Parameter NCHPG is thc number ofoperational charging pump injection
*¹ (CHP) pmnps.

NORCHP 4 // Dimcnsionless

**Parameter NORCHP is thc pump characteristic sct ID for nornutl pump
**lineup for thc charging pump injection. The pump characteristic
**paramctcrs used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,
*4'BPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,
**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value ofNORCHP, and thcsc
"'* parameters are defined in thc Puntp paramctcr section.

NSCHP 3 // Dhnensionless

**Parantctcr NSCHP is the water source selection flag for normal pump
**lineup for thc charging pump injection.

= 0: No source (i.c.. system not functional)
= I: Hot lcg
=2: Cold lcg
=3: RWST
= 4: Lower comparttncnt sump (Contpt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular conlpartnlent sunlp (Compt. JNASMP)
= C).'PI I
=7: LPI2
= 8: SPA discharge

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM11/28/95 Option 8 divas missing from thc parameter file.

NDCHP 2 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Paratncter NDCHP is thc pump discharge location selection IIag for normal
**pump lineup for thc charging pump injection.

= I: Hot leg
=2: Cold Icg
= 3: Downcomer
= 4: Upper compartment spray header ¹I (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower compartment spray header (Compt. JNLCS)
= 9: Upper compartment spray header ¹2 (Contpt. JNUCS)



RECCHP // Dimensionless

**Paramctcr.RECCHP is the pump cltaracteristic sct ID for recirculation
**pump lineup for the high pressure injection. The pump characteristic
**paramctcrs used are NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,
**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,
**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value of RECCHP, and thcsc
**parameters are delined in the Pump parameter section.

RSCHP 6 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Paramctcr RSCHP is the water source selection flag for recirculation
**pump lineup for the clrarging pumps.

0: No source (i.e.. systent not I'unctional)
I: Hot leg
2: Cold leg
3: RWST
4: Louver cotnpartment sutnp (Compt. JNCSMP)
5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)
C)'. LPI I
7: LPI 2

8: SPA discharge

«@aiba,@> 4.0.3 MAM 11/28/95 Option 8 was ntissing from the parameter file.

RDCHP 2 // Dintensionlcss

*~ Paramctcr RDCHP is thc pump discharge location selection flag for
**recirculation pump lineup for thc clrarging pump injection.

= 1: Hot lcg
=2: Cold lcg
= 3: Downcomcr
= 4: Upper cotnpartmcnt spray header ¹ I (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Louver compartment spray hcadcr (Compt. JNLCS)
= 9: Upper compartment spmy header ¹2 (Compt. JNUCS)

SNPCHP 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**Paramctcr SNPCHP is thc Nct Positive Suction Head (NPSH) cnlrancement
**flow source sclcction flag for the clrarging pump injection.

0: No cnhancetnent flow
I: NPSH cnhanccment recirculation flow is drawn front disclutrge

side pump downstream of heat cxclranger outlet ifit exists,
and recirculated to inlet side ofpump

2: NPSH cnhanccmcnt flow from SPA outlet
3: NPSH cnhanccmcnt flow from external ivatcr stongc tank



ll



0.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]WECHP

**Paramctcr WECHP is the NPSH enhancement flow rate; Set WESPB to 0 ifno
**NPSH cnlrancement is to be modeled for the charging pumps lineup.

TDNCHP 0.0 S // Units: [S,HR]

**Parameter TDNCHP is the time to clrarging pump Iailure aAcr the time when
**insuAicient pump NPSH occurred. The pumps willcontinue to operate with
**degraded performance (see parameter DEGCHP) until the time elapsed since
**the time when insufIicient pump NPSH occurred exceeds TDNCHP. Ifthe
**elapsed time exceeded parameter TDNCHP before the pumps re-acquired
**sufficient pump NPSH, then thc pumps willbe lost for the dumtion of thc
**run. Iftltc pumps re-acquire sufficient NPSH, then the time counter will
**be reset.

DEGCHP // Dimensionless

**Parameter DEGCHP is the puntp characteristic set ID for degraded putnp
**lineup for the charging pump injection. Thc putnp characteristic
**paramctcrs used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,
*~ NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,
**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is thc value ofDEGCHP, and these
**parameters arc defined in the Pump parameter section. This set of pump
**characteristics is automatically sclccted when the putnps lrave
*~ insuAicient NPSH. This pump characteristic sct can be the same as tlrat
**spccificd for nornral lineup (sce parameter NSCHP) ifno dcgmded pmnp
**performance is to be considered. The user can specify an "alternative"
**pump pcrforntancc set instead of thc "dcgntded" pump perfonnance set.

ZCHPRW 15.0 M // Units: [M.FT]

**Pammetcr ZCHPRW is the distance ofbottom ofRWST above the charging
**pumps. This parameter is only relevant only ifthe pump water source is
**from thc RWST, otherwise it can be safely ignored.

ZCHPCS 7.5 M // Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter ZCHPCS is the distance ofbottom ofcontainmcnt sump above thc
**charging pumps. This paramctcr is only rclcvant only ifthc putnp water
**source is from the lower or annular compartment, othcnvise it can bc
**safely ignored.

ZCHPSI 9.8 M // Units: [M,FT]

**Paramctcr ZCHPSI is the distance of thc reactor vcsscl injection nozzles
**above the clrarging pumps. This parameter is relevant only ifthe pump**water source is from thc printary system or are used for injection to the





**vessel, otheI1vise it can be sal'ely ignored.

**Containmcnt Spray System Tmin C

NSPCG 0 // Dimensionless

**Parameter NSPCG is the number ofopemtional train C containmcnt spray
**(SPC) pumps.

NORSPC 1 // Dinlcnslonlcss

**Parameter NORSPC is thc pump characteristic scl ID for nornlal pulnp
**lineup for the train C containmcnt spray. The pump cllaractcristic
**parameters used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPlvl¹,
**NBPM¹. XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹. XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹.
**TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ ivherc ¹ is the value ofNORSPC, and thcsc
**parameters arc defined in the Punlp pamlneter section.

NSSPC // Dinlcnsionlcss

**Paralueter NSSPC is the ivatcr source selection flag for nonual pulnp**lineup for the train C containlnent spray pulnps.

= 0: No source (i.e.. system not functional)
= I: Hot leg
= 2: Cold lcg
=3: RWST
= 4: Lol'vcr colnpartnlcnt sunlp (Conlpt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annuhlf colnpartnlcnt sunlp (Colnpt. JNASMP)

NDSPC // Dilnensionlcss

**Parameter NDSPC is thc pump discharge location selection flag for normal
**pump lineup for the train C containment spray.

= I: Hot lcg
=2: Cold lcg
= 3: Doivncomcr
= 4: Upper compartment spray header ¹I (Compt. JNUCS)
= 5: Lower compartment spray header (Compt. JNLCS)
= 9: Upper conlpartnlcnt spmy header ¹2 (Colnpt. JNUCS)

RECSPC I // Dimcnsionless

*~ Parameter RECSPC is the pump characteristic sct ID for recirculation**pump lineup for the train C containment spray. The pump characteristic**parameters used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5), FHXP¹, NTPM¹,





**NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹. XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹,
*~ TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value ofRECSPC, and thcsc
**pamrncters arc defined in the Pmnp parameter section.

0 // DinicnsionlessRSSPC

~* Parameter RSSPC is thc water source sclcction flag for recirculation
**pump lineup for thc train C contairunent spray pumps.

= 0: No source (i.e., system not fiinctional)
= I: Hot leg
=2: Cold Icg
=3: RWST
= 4: Lower compartment suinp (Conipt. JNCSMP)
= 5: Annular compartment sump (Compt. JNASMP)

RDSPC // Diincnsionless

**Parameter RDSPC is the pump discliargc location selection flag for
**recirculation punip lineup for the train C containment spray.

I: Hot leg
2: Cold leg
3: Doivncomer
4: Upper compartment spray header ¹ I (Coinpt. JNUCS)
5: Louver conipartmcnt spmy header (Compt. JNLCS)
9: Upper compartment spray header ¹2 (Coinpt. JNUCS)

SNPSPG 0 // Diniensionless

**Panimctcr SNPSPC is thc Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) enliancemcnt
**floivsource selection flag for the train C containment spray.

= 0: No cnliancenient flow
= I: NPSH enhanccnicnt recirculation flow is drawn froin discharge

side pump downstream of heat cxchangcr outlet ifit exists,
and recirculated to inlet side of pump

= 2". NPSH cnlianccment flow from SPA outlet
= 3: NPSH enhancenicnt flow from e~ternal water storage tank

~VESPC 0.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WESPC is the NPSH enhanccmcnt flow rate. Sct WESPC to 0 ifno**NPSH enliancement is to bc modeled for thc lower compartment spray pump**lineup.

TDNSPC 0.0 S // Units: [S,HR]

**Parainctcr TDNSPC is thc time to train C contaimncnt spray punip failure



**al'tcr the time when insuflicient. pump NPSH occurred. The pumps will
**continue to operate with degraded performance (sec parameter DEGSPC)
**until the time elapsed since the time when insufficient putnp NPSH occurred
**exceeds TDNSPC. Ifthc elapsed time exceeded parameter TDNSPC before the
**pumps re-acquired suflicient putnp NPSH, then thc pumps willbe lost for
**the duration of the run. Ifthe pumps re-acquirc suflicicnt NPSH, then
**thc time counter wiIIbc reset.

DEGSPC I // Dimcnsionless

**Pammcter DEGSPC is the pump characteristic sct ID for dcgradcd pump**lineup for the lower contpartnlent containnlcnt spray. The punlp
**characteristic parameters used arc NPOI¹, ZHDP¹(5), WVPM¹(5), ZHDR¹(5),
**FHXP¹, NTPM¹, NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹, XIDS¹,**XSTR¹, NWCW¹, TICW¹(5), WCWP¹(5), and NTU¹ where ¹ is the value of
**DEGSPC, and these paramctcrs are defined in thc Puntp paramctcr section.
**This set of putnp characteristics is autontatically sclcctcd ivhcn the
**pumps have insuflicient NPSH. This puntp characteristic sct can bc the
**sante as tlutt specified for normal lineup (see parameter NSSPC) ifno
~* degraded pump performance is to be considcrcd. The user can specily an
**"alternative" pump pcrfortnance set instead of lite "degraded" puntp**perforntancc sct.

ZSPCRW 15.0 M // Units: [M.FT}

**Pammctcr ZSPCRW is thc distance ol'thc bottom of thc RWST above tltc
**train C containtnent spmy putnps. This parantctcr is only rclcvant only
**ifthe putnp water source is frotn thc RWST. otherwise it can bc safely
**ignored.

ZSPCCS 7.5 M // Units: [M.FT]

**Parantcter ZSPCCS is the distance of the bottom of thc containmcnt sump**above the train C containntcnt spray pumps. This parameter is only**relevant only ifthe pump water source is from thc lower or annular
**compartment, othcnvisc it can be safely ignored.

ZSPCSI 9.8 M // Units: [M,FT)

*~ Parameter ZSPCSI is thc distance of thc reactor vessel injection nozzlcs**above the train C containmcnt spray pumps. This parameter is relevant**only ifthe pump water source is fron> the primary system or are used for**injection to the vessel, othe@vise it can be safely ignored.

**The next two parameters are required ifthc NPSH cnltancctncnt flow from**thc external water storage tank is modeled for any of the pump systems.

TWEXT 0.0 K // Units: [K,F]



**Parameter TWEXT is thc water tempcraturc in external storage tank.

MWEXTO 0.0 KG // Units: [KG,LB]

**Parameter MWEXTO is the initial water mass in external storage tank.

**Boric Acid (H3BO3) Injection for MAAP4 Generalized Engineered Safcguards

**Three possible sources ofboric acid (H3BO3) injection into thc reactor
**vcsscl is either from the injection flow to thc downeomer, cold leg,
**and/or hot lcg. The next three parameters, FBADCO, FBACLO, and FBAHLO,
**asks for the niass fraction of thc boric acid (H3BO3) being injcctcd from
*~ each source. The total mass rate ofboric acid (H3BO3) introduced into
**thc reactor system is WBAPS and the total intcgratcd value of thc boric
**acid (H3BO3) injected is MBATOT. The mass ofboric acid (H3BO3) is
**tracked in thc reactor vessel as MBAPS and in the containment as
**MFPWB(13,iv) for thc iy'th comparment «atcr pool. In thc containment or
**auxilary building compartments, the mass of H3BO3 in thc water pool is
**used to dctcrminc the pH value of the «atcr pool, and can bc plotted as
**FPHVAL(iv)for the iv'th comparnicnt water pool. Presently. the pH of
**thc reactor vessel «'uter is not computed. Sce subroutine AUXFP «riteup
**of thc MAAP4 User Manual for additional details of ho«'hc pH value is
**calculated.

**Note that the next thrcc paraincters arc only used when the MAAP4
**gcnenilizcd cnginccrcd safeguard system is selcctcd, c.g., «hcn NESF
**is sct to l.

**Also note that «'hcn the cnginccred safeguard suction source is from thc
**containincnt suinp. thc corresponding boric acid mass fraction is not
**removed from the containincnt suinp «'atcr pool. This limitiation only
*~ applies «hen the gencralizcd cngincercd safeguard systems arc used.
**Thc MAAP specific engineered safeguard systems correctly accounts for
**the boric acid rcinoval «hcn thc suction source is thc containment sump.

**Name: FBADCO Units: [Dimcnsionlcss]

**@~n a> 4.0.3 MAM12/6/95 Parameter FBADCO was missing from all PWR
**parameter files.

**Parameter FBADCO is the niass fnction of the boric acid (H3803) in thc
**injection flow to the downcoiner.

**Name: FBACLO

**QaQa 4.0.3 MAM12/6/95 Parameter FBACLO was niissing from all P WR**paramctcr files.

**Parameter FBACLO is the mass fraction of thc boric acid (H3803) in thc**injection flow to thc cold Icg.



**Name: FBAHLO Units: [Diniensionless]

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM12/6/95 Parameter FBAHLO was missing from all PWR

**parameter files.

**Parameter FBAHLO is the nuiss fraction ol'the boric acid (H3BO3) in the
**injection flow to the hot lcg.

** 4.0.2 CDW 6/29/95 Parameters ACSD and ZCSD arc no longer used.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM 12/6/95 Containmcnt chiller input paramctcrs iverc moved

**to the *Enginccred Safeguards paramctcr section.

**~aQaQa 4,0.3 MAM12/6/95 Steam Driven AuxiliaryFecdwater System >vere
"'* moved to the *Stcam Generator pammcter section.

*Pump Cliaracteristics
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**This parainetcr section only applies il'MAAPgcncralized cnginccred
**safeguard inodcls arc used. cg.. when paramctcr NESF is sct to l. This
**paramctcr section is to bc used with the *Gcncralized Enginccrcd
**Safcguards paramctcr section. This paramctcr section dcfincs thc
**characteristics ofa pump system and up to 21 distinct punip
**characteristic sets may be dcfincd. The input setup consists of
**defining thc three niain characteristics:

I) Thc pumping capacity of a pump (floivvs head) for a noriual,
alternate, or degraded linc-up. Such inl'ormation arc
typically obtained from system curves.

2) Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) rcquircnicnts.

3) Heat exchanger attributes ifa heat exchanger exits
downstream of the pump.

**In Generalized Enginecrcd Safeguards parameter section, the specific
**engineered safegtiard systems assigns thc pump cliaracteristic set (id)**number which correspond to one of the pump characteristic sets defined
**here. A unique sct of pump cliaracteristics nnist bc used for each pump**system used or assigned. So for pump systems that have thc same
**characteristics, simply duplicate the set and assign an independent set
**number in the Generalized Engineered Safeguards parameter section
**whenever a pump clianctcristic sct id is rcquestcd.

**A group of twenty parameters representing forty data inputs arc needed
**to define thc ¹'th punip system or chamctcristics. Thcsc arc:





1. NPOI¹ [Dimensionless]
2. ZHDP¹(5) [M,FT]
3, WVPM¹(5) [M**3/S,GPM]
C. ZHDR¹(5) [M,FTJ
5. FHXP¹ [Dinicnsionless]
6. NTPM¹ [Dimcnsionless]
7. NBPM¹ [Dimcnsionless]
8. XIDT¹ [M,FT]
9. XTT¹ [M,FT]
10. XTC¹ [M,FTJ
11. XS¹ [M,FT]
12. RGFL¹ [M**2-C/W,FT**2-HR-F/BTU]
13. KT¹ [W/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]
14. XBC¹ [M,FT]
15. XIDS¹ [M,FTJ
16. XSTR¹ [M,FT]
17. NWCW¹ [Diinensionlcss]
18. TICW¹(5) [S,HR]
19. WCWP¹(5) [KG/S,LB/HR]
20. NTU¹ [Dilllellsiolllcss]

**In MAAP3.0B, thc forty data points for each pump system chancterisfics
**iverc entered as COMPlvtP(1:40) for I'th pump system, COIvIPMP(41:80) for
**2'nd puinp systeni, COMPMP(81:120) l'or 3'rd punip system, etc. In MAAP4,
**because of the conformance to variable iiarning rules in order to ensure
**proper units identification based on thc variable's name, the variables
**listed above were added to the code for thc 21 distinct pump systcrns,
**ivhcrc thc synibol ¹ rcprcscnts a number ranging from I to 21. Hcncc,
**these names can be used in place ol'thc COMPlvfP() nainc. Each of the 20
**parameter variables arc explained next.

**Pump Head Floiv Curve, ZHDP¹Q vs WVPM¹()

**ZHDP¹(i) is a onc diniensional army ivith up to 5 data points representing
**the. pressure head of the pump head floivcurve for thc ¹'th pump system.
**Thc actual number of data points to use is defined by thc parameter NPOI¹.
**Each prcssure head value has a corresponding volumetric flow mte defined
**in the onc dimensional WVPM¹(i)array. MAAPcalculates a delta-head and
**perforins a comparison to determine which two of the five ZHDP¹(i) values
**bound it. MAAP then performs a linear interpolation using thc
**corresponding WVPM¹(i) flow rates to obtain the system flow rate. Note
~* tliat a single data point can be used to model constant flow, ifso then
**set NPOI¹ to I, sct ZHDPM¹() to a large number, and WVPM¹() to thc
**desired constant flow mte.

i'* Ifthc system flow curve inl'ormation is not available usc the pump flow
**curve, but be aware that thc pump flowcurve willover-predict system
**flow since line friction losses arc not considered.

**Name; NPOI¹ Units: [Dimensionless]

**This paramctcr is the number ofdata points in the ¹'th puinp head curve.





**Name: ZHDP¹(5) Units: [M,FT]

**This paranteter is the array ofpump head for the ¹'th pump head flow
**curve.

**Name: WVPM¹(5) Units: [M**3/S,GPM]

**This parameter is thc array ofvolumetric flow rate for thc ¹'th pump**head flow curve.

**Name: ZHDR¹(5) Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is thc Nct Positive Suction Head (NPSH) required for the
**pump corresponding to the pump head flow curve variables ZHDP¹Q and
**WVPM¹Q. Note that thc NPSH curve data points must ltavc a onc to one
**correspondencc to the pump head flowcurve data points. The pump wiII
**trip ifthe available NPSH is less than the puntp NPSH rcquircd, dcfincd
**by ZHDR¹Q array for thc flosv rate obtained from the head flosv curve.
**Set these values to zero to not to trip thc pump offdue to insufIicicnt
**NPSH.

**Heat Exchanger for the ¹'th Pump Systcnt/Characteristics

**MAAPexperience acquired to date indicates that thc most consistent
**accumte representation of heat removal performance over thc range of
**conditions frequently inputted to MAAP's heat exchanger tnodcl (HTEXCH)**is obtained by specifying the detailed heat exchanger design data. If
**this data can bc supplied, a value of zero should be assigned to thc**heat exchanger NTU paramctcr. Iffor whatever reason thc detailed data**cannot be provided, a sotnewltat less accurate but generally reasonable
**approximation of heat exchanger performance can bc obtained by providing**heat exchanger NTU paratnetcr. and setting thc detailed heat exchanger**parameters to zero.

**Users have thc choice ofcithcr specifying thc heat exchanger NTU or**providing detailed heat exchanger geometry inputs. Thc detailed heat**exchanger model is used only when thc value ofNTU¹ is zero for the**spccificd ifa heat exchanger is to bc modeled for thc ¹'th pump**system/characteristics.

**Parameters NTPM¹, NBPM¹, XIDT¹,XTT¹, XTC¹, XS¹, RGFL¹, KT¹, XBC¹,**XIDS¹, XSTR¹, NWCW¹, TICW¹Q, and WCWPQ are used for thc detailed**heat excltangcr model when NTU¹ is zero for thc ¹'th heat exchanger.

*~ For further tcchnical advice regarding MAAP's heat czcltanger model,**consult thc HTEXCH subroutine description in thc MAAPUser's Manual,**Volume 2, and in particular, Figurc I in the subroutine HTEXCH writeup**for geometric inforntation.

**Name: FHXP¹ Units: [Dimensionlcss]



**Parameter FHXP¹ is a flag for thc type of the ¹'th heat. exchanger:

-1 = set the outlet temperature of the heat exchanger to the
RWST temperature.

0 = no heat exchanger is modeled, set the outlet temp to thc
suction source temperature.

1 = straight tube heat cxcltanger
2 = u-tube heat exchanger

**Note that the heat exchanger type must bc specified at the start ofa
**MAAP run. It is not resctablc during a MAAP run using local parmaetcr
**change.

**Name: NTU¹ Units: [Dintensionlcss)

**Parameter NTU¹ is thc NTU for the ¹'th hca( exchanger. NTU¹ should be
**set to 0.0 ifthe detailed heat exchanger model is used.

**Name: NTPM¹ Units: [Dhnensionless]

**Pammetcr NTPM¹ is the nuntbcr of tubes in thc ¹'th heat thc exchanger.
**Spccili thc actual nutnbcr of tubes. lvfAAPivillnutltiply this number by**tivo ifa U-tube heat excltanger is involved (sec pamtnetcr FHXP¹).

**Name: NBPM¹ Units: [Dimcnsionless]

**Paratnetcr NBPM¹ is the number of shell side boNes in the ¹'th heat
**exchanger.

**Natne: XIDT¹ Units: [M,FT]

+* Pramctcr XIDT¹ is thc ¹'th heat exchanger tube inside diameter.

**Name: XTT¹ Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XTT¹ is the ¹'th heat exclrangcr tube avail thickness.

**Name: XTC¹ Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XTC¹ is thc ¹'th heat cxclranger tube center to center spacing.

**Name: XS¹ Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XS¹ is the ¹'th heat cxchangcr shell length.





*~ Name: RGFL¹ Units: [M**2-CAV,FTHM*2-HR-F/BTU]

**Parameter RGFL¹ is thc ¹'th heat exchanger fouling factor. This is the
*~ total heat resistance due to fouling on both the shell and tube sides.

Units: [~V/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]**Nainc: KT¹

**Parameter KT¹ is the thermal conductivity for the ¹'th heat exchanger
**tube wall.

**Name: XBC¹ Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XBC¹ is thc baffle cut length for the ¹'th heat exchanger.

**Name: XIDS¹ Units: [M,FT]

**Parainctcr XIDS¹ is thc shell inner dianieter for thc ¹'th heat ezcliangcr.

**Name: XSTR¹ Units: [M,FT]

"'*Paraineter XSTR¹ is thc tube bundle to shell gap length for the ¹'th heat
**exchanger.

~* Nainc: NWClV¹ Units: [Diincnsionlcss]

**Paramctcr NWCW¹ is the nunibcr ofdata points in thc ¹'th punip system
**heat exchanger service water cooling curve rcprcscntcd by pararueter
**arrays TICW¹o and WC~VP¹0. Note that the cooling water flow through
**thc heat exchanger is independent of the number ofpumps.

**Name: TICW¹(5) Units: [S,HR]

**Pararncter TICW¹0 is the array of tinies corresponding to the service
**water mass flow rate array WCWP¹0.

**Name: WCWP¹(5) Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WCWP¹0 is thc array of'scrvicc water niass flow rates for thc
**temperature is specified by thc *Enginecrcd Safeguard fan cooler
**parameter TCWHX.

**The current scheme has seven sets ofpump characteristics defined as:

Pump characteristic ¹ I, norinal upper coinpartmcnt spray flow (SPA)
Pump cliaractcristic ¹2, nornial LPI I flow
Pump characteristic ¹3, nornial HPI flow



Pump characteristic ¹4, normal CHP floiv
Pump characteristic ¹5, norntal recirculation system spray floiv
Pump cltaracteristic ¹6, degmded LPII floiv
Pmnp characteristic ¹7, normal louver compartment spray floiv(SPB)

PUMP I
NORMALSPA FI QW

NPQI I I // one point, constant flow

ZHDP 1(1)
ZHDP 1(2)
ZPDP 1(3)
ZHDP 1(4)
ZHDP 1(5)

WVPMI(l)
WVPMI(2)
1IVVPM I(3)
WVPlvl1(4)
WVPM I(5)

1000 // pump head
0
0
0
0

1.65c-l // volumetric fioiv
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ZHDRI(I) 3.05 // NPSH
ZHDR I (2) 3.05
ZHDRI(3) 3.05
ZHDRI(4) 3.05
ZHDR I (5) 3.05

FHXP I I // straight tube heat exchanger type
NTU I 0.989 // heat exchanger NTU

NTPMI
NBPMI
XIDTI
XTTI
XTCI

XSI
RGFLI
KTI
XBCI
XIDSI .

XSTRI

NWCWI

0.0 // Innnbcr of tubes
0.0 // number ofbaffle

0.0 // tube ID
0.0 // tube thickness
0.0 // ccntcr to center

0.0 // sltell Iengtll
0.0 // fouling factor

0.0 // tube therntal conductivity
0.0 // baffle length
0.0 // shell ID
0.0 //bundle to shell length

I // onc point, constant flosv

TICWI(I)
TICWI(2)
TICWI(3)

~TICWI(4)
TICWI(5)

0.0 // time
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

WCWP I(I) 311.9 // mass flowrate
WCWPI(2) 0.0
WCWPI(3) 0.0



WCWP I(4) 0.0
WCWPI(5) 0.0

PUMP 2 4eeeeeeeeeeeee4444440

NORMALLPII FLOW e+eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeewee

NPO12 5 // nuntbcr ofpoints

ZHDP2(1) 120.0 // pump head
ZHDP2(2) 110.0

ZHDP2(3) 100.0
ZHDP2(4) 60.0
ZHDP2(5) 0.0

WVPM2(I)
WVPM2(2)
WVPM2(3)
WVPM2(4)
WVPM2(5)

ZHDR2(l)
ZHDR2(2)
ZHDR2(3)
ZHDR2(4)
ZHDR2(5)

0.0 // volumetric flow
6.90c-2
1.15c-l
2.10c-l
2.75c-l

3.05 // NPSH
3.05
3.05
3.05
3.05

FHXP2 I // straight tube heat exchanger type
NTU2 0.989 // heat exchanger NTU

NTPM2
NBPM2
XIDT2
XTT2
XTC2
XS2
RGFL2
KT2
XBC2
XIDS2
XSTR2

0.0 // nuntber,of tubes
0.0 // number ofbaffles

0.0 // tube ID
0.0 // tube thickness
0.0 // center to center

0.0 // shell length
0.0 // fouling factor

0.0 // tube thcrnral conductivity
0.0 // baffl length
0.0 // shell ID
0.0 //bundle to shell length

NWCW2 I //onepoint,constantflow
TICW2(1) 0.0 // time
WCWP2(1) 311.9 // mass flowrate

+QQQQ+Q+QQQQQ)JIQQQQ+4+ PUMP 3 gQggggQggggQgggggggg4

NORMALHPI FI QW

NPOI3 5 // number of points

ZHDP3(1) 1044.5 // pump head
ZHDP3(2) 925.0
ZHDP3(3) 835.0
ZHDP3(4) 615.0



ZHDP3(5) 0.0

WVPM3(1)
WVPM3(2)
WVPM3(3)
WVPM3(4)
WVPM3(5)

0.0 // volumetric flow
3.40e-3
1.40e-2
2.20e-2
3.80c-2

ZHDR3(1) 3.05 // NPSH
ZHDR3(2) 3.05
ZHDR3(3) 3.05
ZHDR3(4) 3.05
ZHDR3(5) 3.05

FHXP3 0 // no heat exchanger
NTU3 0.0 // heat exchanger NTU

NTPM3 0.0
NBPM3 0.0
XIDT3 0.0
XTT3 0.0
XTC3 0.0
XS3 0.0
RGFL3 0.0
KT3 0.0
XBC3 0.0
XIDS3 0.0
XSTR3 0.0

// number of tubes
// nunlber ofbaffles

// tube ID
// tube thickness
// center to center

// shell length
// fouling factor

// tube thermal conductivitv
// baffle length
//shell ID
// bundle to shell length

NWCW3 I // one point, constant flow
TICW3(I) 0.0 // tinle
WCWP3(I ) 311.9 // mass flowrate

PUMP 4
NORMALCHP FLOW

NPOI4 5 // number ofpoints

ZHDP4(1)
ZHDP4(2)
ZHDP '.,'3)

ZHDP4(4)
ZHDP4(5)

WVPM4(1)
WVPM4(2)
WVPM4(3)
WVPM4(4)
WVPM4(5)

ZHDR4(l)
ZHDR4(2)
ZHDR4(3)
ZHDR4(4)

1620.0 // pump head
1550.0
1300.0
880.0
0.0

0.0 // volumetric flow
4.60e-3
9.15e-3
1.60e-2
2.60e-2

3.05 // NPSH
3.05
3.05
3.05



ZHDR3(5) 3.05

FHXP4 0 // no heat ezclmnger
NTU4 0.0 //heatezchangerNTU

NTPM4
NBPM4
XIDT4
XTT4
XTC4
XS4
RGFL4
KT4
XBC4
XIDS4
XSTR4

0.0 // number of tubes
0.0 // number ofbaffles

0.0 // tube ID
0.0 // tube thickness
0.0 // center to ccntcr

0.0 // shell length
0.0 // fouling factor

0.0 // tube thernml conductivity
0.0 // baNc length
0.0 // shell ID
0.0 //bundle to shell length

NWCW4 I //oncpoint.constantfloiv
TICW4(1) 0.0 // time
WCWP4(1) 311.9 // tnass floivmtc

PUMP 5
***~*****************SPRAY RECIRC SYSTEM *~*~*****************

NPOIS I // one pohlt. constant flot'v

ZHDPS(l) 1000.0 // puntp Ilead
ZHDPS(2) 0.0
ZHDPS(3) 0.0
ZHDPS(4) 0.0
ZHDPS(5) 0.0

WVPMS(l)
WVPMS(2)
WVPMS(3)
WVPMS(4)
WVPMS(5)

I.t>Se-l // volutnctric floiv
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ZHDRS(1) 3.05
ZHDR5(2) 3.05
ZHDRS(3) 3.05
ZHDRS(4) 3.05
ZHDRS(5) 3.05

// NPSH

FHXP5
NTU5

NTPM5
NBPM5
XIDTS
XTf5
XTC5
XSS
RGFLS

I //straight tube heat exchanger type
0.989 // heat cxclmngcr NTU

0.0 // mnnber of tubes
0.0 // number ofbaffles

0.0 // tube ID
0.0 // tube thickness
0.0 // center to center

0.0 // shell length
0.0 // fouling factor



KT5 0.0
XBC5 0.0
XIDSS 0.0
XSTR5 0.0

// tube thermal conductivity
// baffle length
// shell ID
//bundle to shell length

NWCW5 I // one point, constant flow
TICWS(1) 0.0 // time
WCWP5(1) 311.9 // mass flowrate

¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹ PUMP 6
DEGRADED LPI1 FLOW **¹**********¹*******

NPOI6 5 // number ofpoints

ZHDP6(1) 120.00 // pump head
ZHDP6(2) 110.0
ZHDP6(3) 100.0
ZHDP6(4) 60.0
ZHDP6(5) 0.0

WVPM6(1)
WVPM6(2)
WVPM6(3)
WVPM6(4)
WVPM6(5)

0.0 // volutnetric floiv
3.450c-2
0.575c-l
1.050c-l
1.375c-l

ZHDR6(1) 3.05 // NPSH
ZHDR6(2) 3.05
ZHDR6(3) 3.05
ZHDR6(4) 3.05
ZHDR6(5) 3.05

FHXP6' // straight tube heat exchanger type
NTU6 0.989 //hcateicltangerNTU

NTPM6 0.0
NBPM6 0.0
XIDT6 0.0
XTT6 0.0
XTC6 0.0
XS6 0.0
RGFL6 0.0
KT6 0.0
XBC6 0.0
XIDS6 0.0
XSTR6 0.0

// nutnbcr of tubes
// number ofbafllcs

// tube ID
// tube thickness
// center to ccntcr

// shell length
// fouling factor

// tube therntal conductivity
// bafflc length
// shell ID
// bundle to shell length

NWCW6 I // onc point, constant flosv
TICW6(1) 0.0 // time
WCWP6(I) 311.9 // mass flowratc

¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹ PUMP 7¹¹¹¹¹$ ¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹ NORMALSPB FI QW



NPOI7 5 // number of points

ZHDP7(l) 1000 // pump head

ZHDP7(2) 800
ZHDP7(3) 600
ZHDP7(4) 400
ZHDP7(5) 200

WVPM7(1)
WVPM7(2)
WVPM7(3)
WVPM7(4)
WVPM7(5)

O.EO // volulllctricfiow
4.13e-2
6.86e-2
1.24e-l
1.65e-l

ZHDR7(1)
ZHDR7(2)
ZHDR7(3)
ZHDR7(4)
ZHDR7(5)

3.05 // NPSH
3.05
3.05
3.05
3.05

FHXP7 I //straighttubcheatcxchangcrtypc
NTU7 0.989 // heat cxcliangcr NTU

NTPM7 0.0
NBPM7 0.0
XIDT7 0.0
XTT7 0.0
XTC7 0.0
XS7 0.0
RGFL7 0.0
KT7 0.0
XBC7 0.0
XIDS7 0.0
XSTR7 0.0

// number of tubes
// number ofba Ales

// tube ID
// tube thickness
// center to ccnlcr

// slicll Icngtli
// fouling factor

// tube thermal conductivity
// baNe length
// shell ID
// bundle lo shell length

NWCW7 I //onepoint,constantfloiv
TICW7(1) 0.0 // time
WCWP7(1) 311.9 // mass flowrate

**Pump characteristic sets 8 through 21 are not used herc, but are
**available to define characteristics for additional pumps sets.

I
*Pointers

*BR

**Pointer parameters identify such items as the containment compartments
**(also referred to as nodes) that arc in contact with the primary system**external heat sinks, specialized compartments, compartments that can
**contain corium, specialized junctions, and junctions through which
**corium can Aow. The containmcnt compartments are defined in thc
***AuxiliaryBuilding section of thc pammctcr file, and tlic containmcnt
**junctions are defined in the *Topology section of thc paramctcr file.



~* Qa@@4.0.3 BJS 12/10/95 - The parameters tliat dcfinc the generalized
**openings arc now grouped in the *Pointers section.

**Name: JNFS(1:14) Units: [Dimensionless]

**JNPS(i) is the identification number of the containment compartment tliat
**interfaces vvith the i'th priniaiy system node's external heat sink(s).
"'*This is the conipartment that the outside surface of thc heat sink is in.
**The containmcnt should bc nodalizcd such tliat the external heat sinks
**from one primary system node do not interface with more titan one
**compartment, i.e, a heat sink should not straddle two compartments.

**The index i is the index of the primary system node. The PWR primary
**system nodes are as follows:

Node I - core
Node 2 - upper plenum
Node 3 - broken stcain generator hot Icg
Node 4 - broken steam gcncrator hot leg tubes (U-tube S/G)

- broken steam gcncrator candy c;ine (once-through S/G)
Node 5 - broken stcain generator cold Icg tubes (U-tube S/G)

- broken stcam generator tubes (once-through S/G)
Node 6 - broken stcain gcncrator intermediate Icg
Node 7 - broken steam gcncrator cold leg
Node 8 - downcomer
Node 9 - unbroken stcani generator hot leg
Node 10 - unbroken steani generator hot lcg tubes (U-tube S/G)

- unbroken steam generator candy canc (once-through S/G)
Node 11 - unbroken stcain gcncmtor cold Icg tubes (U-tube S/G)

- unbroken steain generator tubes (once-through S/G)
Node 12 - unbroken stcani generator intermediate Icg
Node 13 - unbroken stcani generator cold Icg
Node 14 - reactor doinc

**Because thc heat sinks in thc core (node I), the upper plenum (node 2),
+~ 'llld the stcam generator tubes (nodes 4, 5, 10 and 11 for U-tube steam
**generators and nodes 5 and 11 for once-through stcam gcncnitors) do not
**interface directly with thc containmcnt, JNPS for these indices arc not
**used. They are included in thc above list just for complctcncss. Sce
**the figures in the PRISYS and PSHS-P subroutine descriptions in thc
**MAAP4 User's Manual for morc information,

JNPS(1) 2

JNPS(2) 2

JNPS(3) 2
JNPS(4) 2

JNPS(6) 2
JNPS(7) 2
JNPS(8) I
JNPS(9) 2

JNPS(10) 2
JNPS(12) 2
JNPS(13) 2



JNPS(14) 2

**SPECIALIZED CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENTS

**The followingparameters arc thc identification numbers ofspecialized
**containment cornpartmcnts.

2 // Dimensionless

**JNPZ is thc identification number of the compartment containing thc
**pressurizer.

JNSR 2 // Diinensionless

**JNSR is thc identification number of thc compartment containing the
**surge line. Ifa value of0 is spccificd then JNSR is set equal to JNPZ
**in the code.

JNBSG 2 // Dime»sionlcss

**JNBSG is thc identification number of the coinpartnicnt containing thc
**broken steain generator.

JNUSG 2 // Dilllcllsloilless

**JNUSG is the idcntiflication number of thc coiupartmcnt containing tile
**unbroken stcam gencmtor(s).

JNVP 1 // Diniensionlcss

**JNVP is thc idcntiflcation number of the compartment receiving the
**cfflucnt (liquid, gas and debris) front the vcsscl lower head failure.

JNRV 2 // Dimensionlcss

**JNRV is thc identification number ofeither thc conipartmcnt receiving
**thc SRV cfIluent ifthere is no quench tank, or thc compartment
**containing tlie qiiench tank. Setting the *Pointer parauieter IQT to 0
**indicates tha! there is no quench tank. Setting IQT to I indicates that
**thcrc is a quench tank. In thc latter case, thc SRV effluen goes to
**the quench tank.

JNMSLB 10 // Dimcnsionless



**JNMSLB is thc identification number of the coiupartment receiving thc
**efllucnt from a niain steam line brcak. Note tliat thc cfIIucnt froin
**steam gcncrator safety and rclicfvalves always goes to the environment.

2 // DimcnsionlessJNBB

**JNBB is the identification number of thc compartment receiving the
**broken loop brcak emucnt. Associated break parameters are ZBB, ABB
**and FBB in the *Priniary System section and ZNBB in thc *Intcrfaccs
**section.

JNUB 2 // Dimensionless

**JNUB is the idcntilication number of thc compartment receiving the
**unbroken loop brcak effluen. Associated break parameters arc ZUB, AUB
**and FUB in thc *Primary System section and ZNUB in thc *Intcrlaccs
**section.

JNICE 9 // Dimensionless

**JNICE is the identification nunibcr of thc compartliielll colltallllligtile ice
**condenser. Enter a value of0 ifan icc condcnscr is not to be modeled.

JNCSMP 2 // Dimensionlcss

«JNCSMP is thc identification nuinber of the compartment containing thc
**containment sump. It is used as thc water source when in the
**recirculation mode.

JNASMP 4 // Dimcnsionlcss

**JNASMP is the identification number of the compartment containing thc
**anrnilar compartment sump. It is used as the water source when in thc
**recirculation mode ifselected in the gcncralizcd ESF model.

JNUCS 6 // Dinicnsionless

**JNUCS is the identification number of the compartment containing the
**upper compartment and thc RHR sprays. This parameter is used with both
**the hardwired and the generalized ESF models.

JNLCS // Dimensionlcss

**JNLCS is the identification number of thc compartment containing the
**lower compartment sprays. This parameter is used with both the



**Iiardwircd and thc generalized ESF models.

3 // DimcnsionlessJNFCS

**JNFCS is thc identification number of thc compartment from which thc fan
**coolers take suction.

JNFCD 2 // Dimensionless

**JNFCD is thc identification mimber of the compartment that the fan
**coolers disliarge to. This includes condensation flows.

JNCHS 3 // Dimensionless

**JNCHS is thc identification nunibcr ol'the compartment froin ivhich the
**chillcrs take suction.

2 // Dimcnsionless

**JNCHD is thc identification number of thc compartment that thc chillcrs
**disharge to. This includes condensation floivs.

JNCIN 3 // Dimcnsionlcss

**JNCIN is the identification nuniber of tlic coinpartmcnt containing
**containment instruments. Thc prcssure in tliis coinpartmcnt is used to
**dcterniinc the high prcssure and loiv prcssure injection cooling criteria
**signals. which arc specific to Spanish type plants. JNCIN is only used
**when the *Control paramctcr ISPAIN is sct I.

JNSFP 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**JNSFP is the identification number of thc compartment containing the
**spent Iuel pool.

0 // Dimensionless

**JNPRHR is thc identification number of the compartment containing the
**AP600 passive RHR system.

**CORIUM POOLS



**Name: JNCM(1:10) Units: [Dimensionless)

**QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 7/8/96 - Clarified definition ofJNCM

*~ JNCM(IC) is thc identification number of the containmcnt,compartment
**tliat can contain corium debris pool IC. For example, ifJNCM(2)=3 then
**corium pool 2 is in compartment 3. Note tliat the first zero entry
**terminates thc count ofpossible corium pools.

JNCM(1)
JNCM(2)
JNCM(3)
JNCM(4)
JNCM(5)
JNCM(6)
JNCM(7)
JNCM(8)
JNCM(9)
JNCM(10)

I
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

**SPECIALIZED CONTAINSIENT JUNCTIONS

**The folloivingpanmeters are the identification inimbers of specialized
++ contalnnlcnt junctions.

JENTR 2 // Dimcnsionlcss

**JENTR is the identification iuimber of the junction through which coriuin
**and svater can bc displaced/entmined by thc gases relcascd during the
**reactor vcsscl bloivdoivn. This is thc junction through ivhich DCH may**occur.

JENTRA 0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**JENTRA is the second junction through which coriuin and water can bc
**displaced/entrained. Thc fnction ofdisplaced/cntraincd corium and
**water tliat goes through this junction is specified by *Model parameter
**FCMA. Thc displacement/cntminrnent through the second junction occurs
~* at the same time as through thc firstjunction, JENTR. The two
**junctions should be in scrics. That is, the downstrcain compartment for
**the first junction should bc cithcr the upstream or downstream
**compartment for the second junction.

**Name: JDCF(1:4) Units: [Diiuensionlcss]

**JDCFs are thc identification numbers of thc junctions that arc used in**the detailed containment failure rnodcl. This model is used to



~* calculate the failure ofcylindrical containmcnt outcr ivalls duc to
**stress/strain as a result ofcontaimnent pressurization. The input
**parameters for this model are described in thc *Containn>cnt Stcss-
**Strain section of the paranteter fli. The junctions are dcflned in
**thc *Topology section, and they must be failure type junctions. Note
**tltat thc ovcrprcssurc criteria specified in their junction definitions
**>vill still apply.

**The detailed contaimncnt failure model Itas not been fully tested in
**MAAP4. Hence, users should carefully review their output ifthey use
**this model.

JDCF(1) 0
JDCF(2) 0
JDCF(3) 0
JDCF(4) 0

**CORIUM JUNCTIONS

**Name: JCMW(1:20) Units: [Dinlcnslonlcss)

**JCMW(J) is the identification number of'the Jtit containtnent junction
**through ivhich corium debris can floiv to other contaimnent volumes.
**Once thc code reads a value of0 for JCMW(t) in the list it ignores titc
**rest, i.e., JChIW(j+I). ctc. arc ignored. Hcncc the junctions should bc
**listed consccutivcly.

JCMW(I) I

JCMW(2) 2

JCMW(3) 0
JCMW(4) 0
JCMW(5) 0

JCMW(6) 0
JCMW(7) 0
JCMW(8) 0

JCMW(9) 0
JCMW(10) 0
JCMW(l I) 0
JCMW(12) 0
JCMW(13) 0
JCMW(14) 0

JCMW(15) 0
JCMW(16) 0
JCMW(17) 0
JCMW(19) 0
JCMW(18) 0
JCMW(20) 0





"' MISCELLANEOUS

IQT // Dirnensionless

**IQT indicates ifthere is a quench tank. A value of I is used to model
**a quench tank using the QNCHTK region routine. A value of0 is used if
**there is no quench tank or ifthc quench tank is modeled as a
**containmcnt node instead of the specialized QNCHTK model. Scc the
~* related *Pointers parameter JNRV for additional information.

.ICMAX 9 // Dimcnsionless

**ICMAXis thc largest identification number for compartiuents that arc in
**the containrucnt. Compartments with identification numbers greater titan
**ICMAXand less than or equal to INODRB are assuincd to bc in thc
**auxiliary/reactor building. The total number of coinpartinents in both
**thc containnient and the auxiliary/reactor building is defined by
***Control parainetcr INODRB. Note that ifa junction crossing'this
*~ containnrcnt boundary opens. thc containinent lrailurc flag is set.

"~ Name: JNERT(I:40) Units: [Dirncnsionlcssj

**JNERT(I) specifies thc initial gas coinposition in containinent
~+ Colllpartlllcll't I.

= 0: air (80% nitrogen. 20% oui gen)
= I: nitrogen incrtcd
= 2: stcam

**Ifa value is not spcciTicd for any compartincnt thc default value in the
*~ code willbe used. For thc PlVR code thc default for all compartments is
**air (JNERT=O).

JNERT(1) 0
JNERT(2) 0
JNERT(3) 0
JNERT(4) 0
JNERT(5) 0
JNERT(6) 0
JNERT(7) 0
JNERT(8) 0
JNERT(9) 0

**GENERALIZED OPENINGS



**Up to three generalized openings between the primary system and thc
**containment compartment may be defined. Thc followingparmncters are
**required to define each generalized opening. The generalized opening
**is open for flow as long thc flowarea is non-zero. A typical way to
**control when a generalized opening is open for flow is to change thc
**value of the flowarea via an operator intervention block in thc input
**file. An cxample of this is the rupture of the hot legs in the PKVRTMLB
**

sample input file. The output water and gas flowvariables, WWGO(J) and
**WGGO(J), can be plotted or printed to examine the flow rates through
**opening J. Positive flow is dcfincd as being from the priniaiy system to
**thc containmcnt.

**Qa@ 4.0.3 BJS 12/6/95 - Allof thc parainctcrs used to define the
**generalized openings have been grouped herc. Some of thcsc were
**originally in other sections of thc parameter file.

*~ Name: INGO(1:3) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**INGO(j) specifics thc primary system node to which the j'th opening is
**connected. Scc the parainetcr army JNPS(i) l'or a list of the priniary
**systcrn node identification nunibcrs.

INGO(1)
INGO(2)
INGO(3)

**Name: JNGO(l:3) Units: [Dimcnsionless]

**JNGO(j) specifics thc containment compartment node to which the j'th
**opening is conncctcd.

JNGO(1) 2
JNGO(2) 2
JNGO(3) 2

**Name: ZGO(1:3) Units: [M,FT]

**ZGO(j) is thc height of the centcrlinc of thc j'th generalized opening**above thc bottom (inside) of the vessel lower head.

ZGO(1) 28.71 FT
ZGO(2) 28.71 FT
ZGO(3) 28.71 FT

**Name: ZNGO(1;3) Units: [M,FT]

**ZNGO(j) is thc height of the centcrlinc of the j'th gcncralizcd opening



**above the floor of the receiving compartment idcntificd by pointer
**3NGO(j).

ZNGO(1)
ZNGO(2)
ZNGO(3)

32.81 FT
32.81 FT
32.81 FT

**Name: AGO(1:3) Units: [M**2,FT**2]

~* AGO(j) is the flowarea of the j'th generalized opening. The discltargc
*~ cocfficicnts FCDGO(j) are used for thc flowcalculations in thc PWR code.

AGO(1) 0.0 FT**2
AGO(2) 0.0 FT**2
AGO(3) 0.0 FT**2

**Name: FCDGO(1:3) Units: [Dimensionless]

**FCDGO(j) is the discltarge coefficien l'or thc j'th generalized opening.

FCDGO(1) 0.75
FCDGO(2) 0.75
FCDGO(3) 0.75

**Name: CBGO(1:3) Units: [Dintcnsionlcss]

**CBGO(j) is a multiplier to calculate tltc cffcctivc radius lor the j'th
**generalized opening. It is used to rcprescnt the vertical orientation
**of thc brcak with a value ranging from 2.0 indicating a vertical
**oriented brcak to a value of 0.1 indicating a brcak which is oriented
**almost horizontally. Sec thc description of subroutine VFBRK in the
**MAAP4 User's Manual for a discussion of thc use of the brcak floiv
**parameter.

CBGO(1) 2.0
CBGO(2) 2.0
CBGO(3) 2.0

**Name: IDIRGO(1:3) Units: [Dintcnsionless]

**@@ 4.0.3 BJS 12/I I/95 - Added missing paramctcr IDIRGO to tlte parameter
**files.

**IDIRGO(j) indicates the allowed flowdirection for thc j'th generalized
**opening. It is essentially used to model check valves.



= 0: Flow can go both ivays between the priman system and the
contalluncnt.

= 1: Flow can only go from thc primary system to the containmcnt.
= 2: Flow can only go fron> the containment to the primary system.

IDIRG0(1) 0
IDIRGO(2) 0

IDIRGO(3) 0

**Plmne Cltain Junctions

~* Plume chain junctions are a series ofcontainment junctions through
**which the gaseous effluen from the printary system can rise. Thc
**junctions are used in the subnodal physics plume model, which calculates
~* mass and energy ezcltange between containment cotnpahments due to thc
**rising ofbouyant gas. Sec thc description of subroutine PLUME in the
**MAAP4 User's Manual. Note tltat this model is independent of thc
**stratification subnodal physics ntodcl that is enabled using *Control
~* parameter ISBNOD. Both of these tuodcls werc added to tl>c code to
**support the HDR bcnclunarking effort.

**The junctions in each plume clutin should be successively higher**junctions. The junctions can bc both horizontally-oricntcd. i.c., in a**ceiling, and vehically-oriented. i.e., in a avail. A zero entry**indicates thc end of thc plume chain.

*~ a pa~a. 4.0.3 BJS 12/8/95 - Added the missing plume clutin pointers to the
**paramctcr fllcs.

++ Nantc: JJRV(l:10) Units: [Dhucnsionlcss[

**JJRV(j) is ut array ol'junction identificatio numbers that constitute
**the plume chain for cfflucnt from thc relief values.

JJRV(1) 0

**Natne: JJVP(10) Units: [Dimcnsionlessl

**JJVP(j) is an array, ofjunction identification numbers tltat constitute**the plume chain for cfflucnt from the vessel failure,

JJVP(1) 0

**Natne: JJGO(1:10,1:3) Units: [Dimcnsionlcss]

**JJGO(i j) is an array ofjunction identification numbers tltat constitute**the plurne chain for the effluen from the j'th gcneralizcd opening.



JJGO(1,1)

JJGO(1,2)

JJGO(1,3) 0

Units: [Dimensionlcss]**Name: JJBB(1:10)

**JJBB(i) is an array ofjunction identification mmibcrs that constitute
**the pluine chain for effluen from the broken loop brcak.

JJBB(1) 0

**Name: JJUB(1:10) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**JJUB(i) is an array ofjunction identification numbers that constitute
**the plume cliain for cfflucnt from the unbroken loop break.

JJUB(1) 0

**Name: JJMSLB(1:10) Units: [Diincnsionlcss]

**JJMSLB(i) is an array ofjunction identification nuinbcrs that constitute
**thc pluinc cliain for effluent froin the niain stcam linc brcak.

JJMSLB(1) 0

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 BJS 12/8/95 - Thc parameter JSGTS(i) has been moved to thc

***Topology section of the panunctcr file.

*Interfaces
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4'BR

**The interfacing flowpaths between thc priniary system and thc containment
**and auxiliary/reactor building include thc reliefvalves, safety valves,
**priinary system breaks, vessel failure openings and generalized openings.**The heights of these interfacing flowpaths relative to the receiving
**containincnt compartments are specified by the user in this section.
**They arc used by subroutine INTERF to calculate nrass and energy flows
**bctwecn the primary system and thc contaimnent. Thc receiving
**compartments'dentification numbers are spccificd in the *Pointers
*~ parameter section.

**The dimensions ofall interfacing flowpath heights arc length. Thc
~* heights arc relative to the rcspectivc rccciving compartment floors.



ZNRV 32.81 FT // Units: [M,FT}

**ZNRV is the average height of thc SRV pipe exit above the floor of the
**quench tank if*Pointers parameter IQT is set to 1, or above thc floor
**of the compartment rccciving thc SRV effluen identiflicd by pointer JNRV
**ifIQT is set, to 0.

ZNVP 15.44 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**ZNVP is the height of the bottoin of lower head above the floor of the
**receiving compartment identified by pointer JNVP. This height is used
**in conjunction with the height of thc failure location measured from thc
**bottom of the vessel, ZROF, to.determine the total height of the failure
**above the floor of the receiving compartment. ZROF is calculated in
**subroutine RVFLMK.

ZNBB 32.81 FT // Units: [M,FTJ

**The height of thc centerline of thc broken loop brcak above the floor of
~" the receiving compartnient identified by pointer JNBB.

ZNUB 32.81 FT // Units: [M,FT)

**The height of the centerline of thc unbroken loop break above thc floor
**of thc receiving compartincnt identifie by pointer JNUB.

ZNMSLB 32.81 FT // Units: [M.FT)

**Thc height of the centerline of thc main stcani line brcak above thc
**floor of thc receiving coinpartnicnt idcntilied by pointer JNMSLB.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 BJS 12/6/95 - The generalized opening paramctcr ZNGO was moved**to thc *Pointers section of the parameter file.

*AuxiliaryBuilding
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**This parameter section defines the contaimncnt and/or auxiliary building**cornpartmcnt's gcoructiy and other inputs. This parameter section is used**with parameter section *Topology which dcfincs the flowpaths between the**compartments. The number ofcompartments, sometimes called nodes, is**defined by thc Control parameter INODRB, and note that the environment**compartment is always INODRB+1. Whenever possible, corresponding or**equivalent MAAP3.0B parameters were noted,

**Possible data sources for thc majority ofparamctcrs can bc obtained



1) Plant or containment elevation, section, structural, and/or
cqillplllclltlocation drawings,

2) Plant FSAR - Containmcnt section, or

3) Operator Training Manual - Containment section.

**For thc PWR MAAP4 code, up to 40 compartments can be spceificd.
**The ice condenser-like containment compartments arc currently set up as:

1) Cavity conipartment
2) Lower compartment
3) Upper Cylinder compartinent
4) Annular compartment
5) Upper Doinc Compartment
6) Upper Spray Compartment
7) Steel Shell Compartnient
8) Ice Condenser Upper Comliartmcnt
9) Ice Condenser Compartment
10) Environnicnt

*"'ome Guidelines:

**To prevent phantom flows in a containmcnt conligur)tion, ensure tliat
**thc floor clcvation of two containincnt compartments conncctcd by
**horizontal jiinctions in vertical walls have the same elevation. Scc
~* note in *Topology parameter section about phantom flows.

**Try to bc as rcprcsenativc as possible ivith respect to the actual
**containmcnt conflguration.

**Although a MAAP4 containnient configuration can be constructed to inimic
~* thc MAAP 3.0B hardwircd containmcnt conflguration, this should only bc
**done for comparision purposes since more often than not, many plants
**have specific geometric features that. should be physically rcprescnted
**in the MAAP4 containment configuration.

**Name: VOLRB(40)

**Parainctcr VOLRB(iv) is thc total free volume of the iv'th compartment.
**It docs not include thc volunie occupied by any walls, stnictures or
**equipment.

VOLRB(1) 16776.0 FT**3
VOLRB(2) 262372.0 FT**3
VOLRB(3) 272666.0 FT**3
VOLRB(4) 65849.0 FT**3
VOLRB(5) 342127.0 FT**3
VOLRB(6) 55207.0 FT**3
VOLRB(7) 40445.0 FT**3



VOLRB(8) 47000.0 FT**3
VOLRB(9) 200255.0 FT**3

*~ MAAP 3.0B to MAAP4 conversion notes: MAAP3.0B paran>eters VCO, VBO, VA,
**and VD can be used as the volume of thc cavity, lower, annular, and
**upper compartments. For ice condenser containment, MAAP3.0B parameters
**VI and VU can be used as the volume of'thc ice condcnscr, and upper icc
**plenum, rcspcctivcly.

**Name: ZFRB(40) Units: [M,FTj

**Parameter ZFRB(iv) is the elevation of thc iv'th compartntent floor
**relative to ground level, thc floor elevation of thc cnvironmcnt
**compartment (INODRB+I). Note that thc cnvironmcnt floor elevation may
**be set, which otherwise defaults to zero.

ZFRB(1)
ZFRB(2)
ZFRB(3)
ZFRB(4)
ZFRB(5)
ZFRB(6)
ZFRB(7)
ZFRB(8)
ZFRB(9)

-28.08 FT
0.0 FT

51.33 FT
0.0 FT

111.75 FT
150.78 FT

0.0 FT
101.76 FT
39.21 FT

**Nan>e: AGKEY(40) Units: [M**2.FT**2j

**Parameter AGKEY(iv)is thc largest characteristic total cross-sectional
**area in the iv'th compartment through which tltc gas flosvs. Thc
**AGKEY(iv)paratnctcr is used with parameter XDGKEY(iv)I'or convcctivc
**heat transfer frotn containmcnt heat sinks, both lumped and distributed,
**due to gas flows. In MAAP 3.0B, AGKEY(iv)and XDGKEY(iv)werc
**hard-coded at I and 0, rcspcctivcly.

AGKEY(l) 524.8 FT*~2
AGKEY(2) 4492.0 FT**2
AGKEY(3) 5411.0 FT**2
AGKEY(4) 4151.0 FT**2
AGKEY(5) 10372.0 FT**2
AGKEY(6) 5606.0 FT**2
AGKEY(7) 2295.0 FT**2
AGKEY(8) 4151.0 FT**2
AGKEY(9) 4211,0 FT**2

**Natne: XDGKEY(40) Units: [M,FTj

**Parameter XDGKEY(iv)is thc iv'th comparttncnt hydraulic diameter
**associated with paratneter AGKEY(iv). IfXDGKEY(iv)is zero, XDGKEY(iv)**is then computed assuming circular compartntcnt cross-section as:



XDGKEY(iv)= SQRT (4.0 * AGKEY(iv)/ Pl )

XDGKEY(1)
XDGKEY(2)
XDGKEY(3)
XDGKEY(4)
XDGKEY(5)
XDGKEY(6)
XDGKEY(7)
XDGKEY(8)
XDGKEY(9)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

~* Within a containmcnt compartinent, several competing fission product
**aerosol removal processes in thc gas space are considcrcd. These include:
**scdimcntation, iinpaction, and thermophorcsis. Within the containnicnt
**compartment the tcn largest heat sink (scc ~Distributed paminetcr
**section) surface areas arc considered availablc for thc sedimentation
**and thermophoresis processes. The sediinented aerosols arc deposited on
**thc top surface of the horizontal heat sinks, the aerosols removed by
**thcrmophoresis arc deposited on thc walls, and thc aerosols rcmovcd by
**impaction are distributed to thc available uncovered hea! sinks'*

horizontal and vertical surfaces. Ifthcrc arc no horizontal heat
**sinks, then the scdinientcd aerosols are deposited on the largest
**veritical heat sink. Thcrc is no provision in the MAAPcode to allotv
**the aerosols to contiinie settling from onc coinpartment to thc next lower
**compartment wlien thcrc is no floor separating them. Ifa compartincnt
~* has no heat sinks specified. thc fission product aerosols rcmovcd by tlic
**sedimentation. inipaction. and thcnnophoresis processes "dis ippc irs" froin
+~ 'tile Calcilhltlolis iillda wallllllgnlessagc IS pflilted.

**Name: ASEDRB(40) Units: [I I**2.FT**2]

**Parameter ASEDRB(iv) is the iv'th compartnient aerosol scdinientation
**area. Thc scdimcntation area should be the total upward-facing
**horizontal area in the compartment on which aerosols can settle. This
**should include (where appropriate), floors, cable trays, equipmcnt ctc.
**Iftwo upward-facing areas arc stacked onc above the other, both should
**be counted, i.e. the upper docs not "niask" thc lower. An oAcn-used
**appro8imation is 2 times thc floor area. This paramctcr is only used to
*~ calculate the aerosol deposition rate and is indcpcndent of thc actual
**horizontal heat sink areas used for the sedimented aerosol.

ASEDRB(1)
ASEDRB(2)
ASEDRB(3)
ASEDRB(4)
ASEDRB(5)
ASEDRB(6)
ASEDRB(7)
ASEDRB(8)
ASEDRB(9)

1044.59 FT**2
9178.91 FT**2
15558.66 FT**2
9612.54 FT**2

0.0 FT**2
0.0 FT**2

2295.0 FT**2
4151.0 FT**2
4211.0 FT**2



**The next three parameters: AIMPRB(iv),XDIMRB(iv),and AGRARB(iv)are
**used collcctivcly for thc aerosol impaction removal process.

**Name: AIMPRB(40) Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**Parameter AIMPRB(iv)is thc iv'th compartment aerosol impaction area. In
**order for impaction to be effective, the target must be of a relatively
**small width, typically <.01 m. A typical example ofsuch a target would
**be grating within the compartment, and is used to model thc impaction on
**grating. For example, a section ofgrating I m**2 in area could be made
**up of.003 m wide strips of steel spaced . I m apart. The total hnpaction
**area would thcrforc bc = .003 m * I m * 10 strips = .03 m**2. The grate
**diatnetcr (or width) is.003 m and thc gas floivarea through the grate is
**= I m**2 -,03 nt«2 = .97 m**2. Ifmore tlutn one level ofgrates exists,
**supply thc total impaction area ofall the grates, and the maiinntm floiv
**area at any of the grate clevations.

AIMPRB(1) 0.0 FT**2
AIMPRB(2) 0.0 FT**2
AIMPRB(3) 0.0 FT**2
AIMPRB(4) 1237.25 FT**2
AIMPRB(5) 0.0 FT«2
AIMPRB(6) 0.0 FT**2
AIMPRB(7) 0.0 FT**2
AIMPRB(S) 0.0 FT**2
AIMPRB(9) 1237.25 FT**2

**Name: XDIMRB(40) Units: [M.FT]

**Panunctcr XDIMRB(iv)is thc iv'th cotuparttucnt impaction diatuctcr.

XDIMRB(1)
XDIMRB(2)
XDIMRB(3)
XDIMRB(4)
XDIMRB(5)
XDIMRB(6)
XDIMRB(7)
XDIMRB(S)
XDIMRB(9)

00104 FT
0.0104 FT
0.0104 FT
0.0104 FT
0.0104 FT
0.0104 FT
0.0104 FT
0.0104 FT
0.0104 FT

«Name: AGRARB(40) Units: [M**2,FT»2]

**Parameter AGRARB(iv) is thc iv'th compartment total flow area at the
**elevation of thc grating.

AGRARB(1) 0.0 FT**2
AGRARB(2) 0.0 FT**2
AGRARB(3) 0.0 FT**2



AGRARB(4)
AGRARB(5)
AGRARB(6)
AGRARB(7)
AGRARB(8)
AGRARB(9)

3306.55 FT"'~2

0.0 FT**2
0.0 FT**2
0.0 FT**2
0.0 FT**2

3306.55 FT~*2

**Naine: FIDRRB(40) Units: [Dimensionless]

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

FIDRRB(1)
FIDRRB(2)
FIDRRB(3)
FIDRRB(4)
FIDRRB(5)
FIDRRB(6)
FIDRRB(7)
FIDRRB(8)
FIDRRB(9)

I

**Name: TGM30(40) Units: [K,F]

**Pamnletcr TGRBO(iv) is thc initial gas tciuperature in the iv'th
"+ conlpilrtnlcnt.

TGRBO(1) 110.0 F
TGRBO(2) 110.0 F
TGRBO(3) 87.5 F
TGRBO(4) 110.0 F
TGRBO(5) 87.5 F
TGRBO(6) 87.5 F
TGRBO(7) 87.5 F
TGRBO(8) 15.0 F
TGRBO(9) 15.0 F

**Ifparameter FIDRRB(iv) is zero, then the iv'th compartnient water pool
**willdrain normally through junctions to other compartlttents. If
**FIDRRB(iv) is a positive mimber, then MAAPwill instantly drain all
**water from the current, iv'th compartment to thc compartment index
**specified by FIDRRB(iv).

**Name: PRBO(40)

**Parameter PRBO(iv) is

PRBO(1) 14.79 PSI
PRBO(2) 14.79 PSI
PRBO(3) 14.79 PSI
PRBO(4) 14.79 PSI
PRBO(5) 14.79 PSI
PM30(6) 14.79 PSI
PRBO(7) 14.79 PSI

Units: [PA,PSI]

'thc lllltlalprcssure ln thc lv th conlp;Irtnlcnt.



PRBO(8) 14.79 PSI

PRBO(9) 14.79 PSI

**Name: FRHBO(40) Units: [Dimensionless]

**Parameter FRHBO(iv) is the initial relative Intmidity in the iv'th
**compartment.

FRHBO(1) 0.22
FRHBO(2) 0.22
FRHBO(3) 0.22
FRHBO(4) 0.22
FRHBO(5) 0.22
FRHBO(6) 0.22
FRHB0(7) 0.22
FRHBO(8) 0.22
FRHBO(9) 0.22

**Name: NIGRB(40) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**Pamtnetcr NIGRB(iv) is the number of ignitcrs in the iv'th comparttnent.

NIGRB(1)
NIGRB(2)
NIGRB(3)
NIGRB(4)
NIGRB(5)
NIGRB(6)
NIGRB(7)
NIGRB(8)
NIGRB(9)

0

32

14

0
8

0
14

0

**Name: XIGRB(40) Units: [M.FT]

**Parantctcr XIGRB(iv) is the average elevation of ignitcrs I'rom thc floor
**in the iv'th compartment.

XIGRB(1)
XIGRu(2)
XIGRB(3)
XIGRB(4)
XIGRB(5)
XIGRB(6)
XIGRB(7)
XIGRB(8)
XIGRB(9)

0.0 FT
55.88 FT
47.17 FT
22.00 FT

0.0 FT
11.22 FT
0.0 FT

12.24 FT
0.0 FT

**Name: XRBRRB(40) Untts: [M,FT]

~* Pammetcr XRBRRB(iv) is thc cltaractcristic burn radius for the iv'th



0



**compartment for combustible gas burns. Even ifa compartment does not
**have ignitcrs, inputs to XRBRRB and XHBRRB are still required since
**global burns may occur and the burn model needs these parameters.
**Othenvise, a fatal run-time error ivilloccur. Ifno ignitcrs exist, the
**effective radius of the compartment, i.e., the square root of thc
**average cross-sectional area divided by pi, can bc used.

XRBRRB(1) 14.37 FT
XRBRRB(2) 40.34 FT
XRBRRB(3) 42.99 FT
XRBRRB(4) 33.45 FT
XRBRRB(5) 42.99 FT
XRBRRB(6) 28.00 FT
XRBRRB(7) 2.5 FT
XRBRRB(8) 31.33 FT
XRBRRB(9) 31.33 FT

Units: [M.FT}

0.0 FT
0.0 FT
00 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
00 FT
00 FT
0.0 FT

~* Name: XHBRRB(40)

**Parameter XHBRRB(iy) is the characteristic height of thc iv'th
**compartment for cotnbustible gas burns. This is the floor to ceiling
**height, not the vertical distance between the igniter and thc ceiling.
**Even ifa compartment does not have igniters, inputs to XRBRRB and
**XHBRRB are still required since global burns ntay occur and thc burn
*~ model needs these paratnetcrs. Othcnvise, a fatal run-time error >vill
**occur.

XHBRRB(1) 25.85 FT
XHBRRB(2) 101.76 FT
XHBRRB(3) 57.92 FT
XHBRRB(4) 39.21 FT
XHBRRB(5) 39.03 FT
XHBRRB(6) 18.51 FT
XHBRRB(7) 28.57 FT
XHBRRB(8) 15.24 FT
XHBRRB(9) 62.55 FT

**Name: XWRBO(40) Units: [M,FTJ

**Pammctcr XWRBO(iv) is the initial height of svatcr in thc iv'th
**compartment. The voluine ivilibc.obtained from thc volume vs height
**lookup tables.

XWRBO(1)
XWRBO(2)
XWRBO(3)
XWRBO(4)
XWRBO(5)
XWRBO(6)
XWRBO(7)
XWRBO(8)



XWRBO(9) 0.0 FT

**Name: TWRBO(40)

**Parameter TWRBO(iv) is thc initial svatcr tcmperaturc in thc iv'th
~~ compartment.

TWRBO(1)
TWRBO(2)
TWRBO(3)
TWRBO(4)
TWRBO(5)
TWRBO(6)
TWRBO(7)
TWRBO(8)
TWRBO(9)

0.0 F
0.0 F
0.0 F
0.0 F
0.0 F
0.0 F
00 F
00 F
0.0 F

**Volume vs Height Lookup Tables

**Na inc: XRBLK(10,40)
**Name: VRBLK(10,40)

Units: [M,FTJ
Units: [M**3,FT**3]

**Voluinc vs Height lookup tables consists of tivo arrays, one for the
*~ height and one for the voluine ivhcre:

XRBLK(i,iv)=i'th height lookup entry l'or iv'th compartincnt, and

VRBLK(i,iv)=i'th volunie lookup entry l'or iv'th coinparlinent.

**Up to 10 points inay be defined for each containmcnt and/or auxiliaiy
**building compahnicnt. Ifonly tsvo entrics arc specified. it is
**equivalent lo asswnc a constant cross-sectional area as il l'iinction of
**height. This is the saiuc assumption used in thc MAAP3.0B fixed
**containmcnt niodcl. Thc volume vs height lookup tables allotv the user to
**represent thc geometry of the compartments in morc detail.

**IfVRBLK(l,iv)=-1, then the torus geometry is used and thc next two
cntrics arc expcctcd:

VRBLK(2,iv)=XRTOR; minor radius of toriis
XRBLK(2,iv)=XLTOR; circumference of torus

**Cavity.Coinpartmcnt

XRBLK(1,1) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,1) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,1) 48.0 FT
VRBLK(2,1) 16776. FT**3
XRBLK(3,1) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3,1) 0.0 FT**3



**Louver Compartment

XRBLK(1,2) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,2) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,2) 51.33 FT
VRBLK(2,2) 262372. FT**3
XRBLK(3,2) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3,2) 0.0 FT**3

**Upper Cylinder Cornpartmcnt

XRBLK(1,3) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,3) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,3) 60.42 FT
VRBLK(2,3) 272666, FT**3
XRBLK(3,3) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3,3) 0,0 FT**3

**Annular Compartment

XRBLK(1,4) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,4) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,4) 39.21 FT
VRBLK(2,4) 65849. FT**3
XRBLK(3,4) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3,4) 0.0 FT**3

**Upper Dotnc Comparttnent

XRBLK(1,5) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,5) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,5) 39.03 FT
VRBLK(2,5) 342127, FT**3
XRBLK(3,5) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3.5) 0.0 FT**3

**Upper Spray Comparttncnt

XRBLK(1,6) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,6) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,6) 18.51 FT
VRBLK(2,6) 55207. FT**3
XRBLK(3,6) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3,6) 0.0 FT**3

++ Steel Sllcll Colnpartnlcnt

XRBLK(1,7) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,7) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,7) 169.29 FT
VRBLK(2,7) 40445. FT**3
XRBLK(3,7) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3,7) 0.0 FT**3



**Icc Upper Compartment

XRBLK(1,8) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,8) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,8) 15.24 FT
VRBLK(2,8) 47000. FT**3
XRBLK(3,8) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3,8) 0.0 FT**3

**Ice Condenser Compartment

XRBLK(1,9) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(1,9) 0.0 FT**3
XRBLK(2,9) 62.55 FT
VRBLK(2,9) 200255. FT~*3
XRBLK(3.9) 0.0 FT
VRBLK(3,9) 0.0 FT**3

**AuxiliaryBuilding CO2 Fire Suppression Systcnt

**The auxiliary building CO2 lire suppression system is availablc only for
**compartment indices greater than thc Pointer parainetcr ICMAX. Thc CO2
**system consists of three parainetcrs: MC2RBO, TC2RB, and WC2RB(iv), as
*~ cxplaincd next. The CO2 injection flosv is initiated into the compartment
**ivhcn it's gas temperature exceeds TC2RB. or ivhcn svhcn parameter IRBC2(iv)**is sct equal to 1 in thc input file. 1000-lcvcl event codes Iiag ivhcn
**the system has been turned on for tlic respective coinpartment. Event code** 178 flags ivhen thc CO2 supply is dcplctcd.

MC2RBO 1102.0 LB // Units: (KG.LB]

**Paramctcr MC2RBO is thc initial niass of CO2 supply in a CO2 fire
**suppression system.

TC2RB 980.0 F // Units: [K,F]

**Parameter TC2RB is the CO2 injection activation tcmpemturc.

**Name: WC2RB(40) Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Paramctcr WC2RB(iv) is the CO2 injection liow rate for thc iv'th
**compartment. The default values arc zero.

**@QaQa 4.0.1 BJS 2/10/95 Thc WC2RB variables for containmcnt >vere rentovcd**since thc system is available only for auxiliary building., ie.,**compartments greater than ICMAX.

WC2RB(6)
WC2RB(7)

0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR





WC2RB(8)
WC2RB(9)

0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR

**Constant Flow Fire Sprays

**@Qa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 Added description.

**WSPRB is thc water flow rate for constant flow (fire) sprays. They arc
*"'pplicable for any containment and/or auxiliary building compartment.
**TWSPRB is the spray water temperature, XDSPRB is the spray droplet
**diamctcr, MSPRBO is the initial spray water mass, and XHSPRB is the
**spray fall height. These sprays are intiated by setting IRBSP(iv)=1 in
~* the input file. These sprays in the auxilaiy building, i.c., those in
**compartments with indices greater than ICMAX,are initiated ifthe gas
**temperature in the compartment cxcccds TSPRB or ifevent code 240 is sct
**true. Ifthe sprays are turned on with event code 240, they can bc
**turned olfby setting event code false. Ifthey are turned on ivith
**IRBSP(i), then they can be turned offivith IRBSP(i). Ifthey are turned
**on because the gas tcmpcraturc cxcecded TSPRB, then it is necessary to
**sct IRBSP(l)=0 to turn them offprovided the gas tcmpcrature falls belosv
**thc sct point. 1000-level cvcnt codes flag svhen thc sprays turn on and
**off. Event code 177 flags ivhcn thc source for thc spmys is einpty. The
**floiv to thc constant floivsprays can easily be made variable by using
** lookup tables or functions in the input flle.

**
QniQaQn 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 Clarilicd MSPRBQ.TWSPRB, XDSPRB and TSPRB

**dclinitions - they arc lor thc constant floiv(fire) sprays

MSPRBO 2.2e 10 LB // Units: [KG.LB]

**Parameter MSPRBO is thc initial mass ol'water available for constant
**floiv (flire) sprays.

TWSPRB 89.3 F // Units: [K.F]

**Paranictcr TWSPRB is the constant floiv (fire) spray water tempcmture.

XDSPRB 0.00328 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Paramctcr XDSPRB is the constant flow (fire) spray'drop diamctcr.

TSPRB 980.0 F // Units: [K,F]

*~ Parameter TSPRB is thc constant flosv (fire) spray activation
**teinpcraturc. Note that the initiation tcniperature only applies to
**compartments with indices greater than ICMAX.

**Naine: WSPRB(40) Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]



**Paranieter WSPRB(iv) is the spray floiv rate for the fire sprays in thc
**iv'th compartment.

WSPRB(1)
WSPRB(2)
WSPRB(3)
WSPRB(4)
WSPRB(5)
WSPRB(6)
WSPRB(7)
WSPRB(8)
WSPRB(9)

0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR

**Name: XHSPRB(40) Units: [M.FT}

**Parameter XHSPRB(iv) is the spray fall height from thc spray hcadcr to
**thc iv'th coinpartment floo.

XHSPRB(l)
XHSPRB(2)
XHSPRB(3)
XHSPRB(4)
XHSPRB(5)
XHSPRB(6)
XHSPRB(7)
XHSPRB(8)
XHSPRB(9)

0.0 FT
51.33 FT
60.42 FT
00 FT

39.03 FT
5.22 FT
0.0 FT

15.24 FT
62.55 FT

**Coinparlmeilt lo Coiupartmcnt Spray Floiv

**,aCa@a 4,0.1 MAM 12/8/94 Added description of compt to coinpt spray flow
**variables - applies to both constant floiv(fire) sprays and csf sprays
**(upper compt., louver compt., and rhr sprays).

**By dcl'nuit, any spray floivwithin a coiiipartmcnt will fall to that
**compartment's floor and subscqucntly overfloiv to the other compartments
**through junction openings whether or not a physical floor actually
**exists. The next three inputs: FSPR(ix), NSPS(ix), and NSPR(ix)
**provides a mechanism by ivhieh thc spray flow is alloivcd to continue
**falling to lhc next compartment below. This mechanism is cnicial in
**situations where, for example, the upper compartment is sub-divided into
**two or more compartments stacked on top ofeach other, and since there
'i* is no "physical" floors between them, thc spniy flow ivould be cxpceted
**to fall through these compartments on il's ivay lo thc louver
++ conlpaftnlent.

**The fraction of spray flow ivithin a containmcnt compartincnt that flows**to thc next compartment, can bc specified, i.c., from upper compartment
**to lower compartment. Thc remaining fraction, ifany, falls to the**source compartment floor. The thrcc variables are:



NSPS(ix) = thc spray flow source colnpartmcnt.

NSPR(ix) = the spray flow receiver compartment, and

FSPR(ix) = the fraction of the spray floiv in the source compartment
tliat may fall (flow) to the receiver compartment.

**A maximum of30 I'or BiVRand 40 Ior PiVR such fmctions can be dcfincd.
**Note that the index is dcliberatly defined as "ix"bccausc it is not a
**compartment index. A compartment spray flow may fall to nlore titan one
**compartment, say N compartments. Just define N fractions or
**connections for tlmt coinp irtnlent. Be sure to check that thc total
**fraction leaving thc source compartmciit does not cxcced one.

**As an example, let's say there arc upper compartment (Ul) sprays
**operating and there are two lower coniparments (Ll and L2). Lct 30% of
**thc spray fall into each lower compartment (LI and L2) and let the
**remaining 40% fraction fall on the upper compartment floor. Then, the
**inputs svould be:

NSPS(1) = Ul INDEX
NSPR(l) = Ll INDEX
FSPR(1) = .3

NSPS(2) = Ul INDEX
NSPR(2) = L2 INDEX
FSPR(2) = .3

**,aQae 4.0.3 MAM 12/14/95 Added note about XHSPRB(iv).

**Bc sure to supply a non-zero spray fall height value. XHSPRB(iv), for
**tillconlpilftnlcnts cxpcctcil to hilvc 11 spfily flolvsource. This includes
+~ colnpahntents lvith spray headers and coinpartnients cxpcctcd to receive
++ coillpaftnlcnt to colnp'lftnlcllt spfily flows, Ifthe value is zero, then the
**spray flolv>vill bc simply added to the conipartmcnt floofwithollt thc
**cffccts ofspray falling through the coinpartincnt's amospherc.

**Name: NSPS(40) Units: [Dimcnsionless]

**Parameter NSPS(ix) is thc spray flow source compartment for thc ix th
++ collncctlon.

NSPS(1) 0

**IQaQa 4.0.3 MAM 11/7/95 Added NSPS(ix) description to all parameter files.

**Name: NSPR(40) Units: [Dimcnsionlcss]

**Pamnletcr NSPR(ix) is the spray flow rccicver cornpartmcnt for the ix'th
**connection.

NSPR(1) 0





**
Qa@Qa 4.0.3 MAM 11/7/95 Added NSPR(iz) description to all paranicter files.

**Name: FSPR(40) Units: [Dimensionless]

**Parameter FSPR(iz) is the fraction of the spray flo.v in thc source
**compartment that may fall (flow) to the receiver compartment for the
**ix'ih connection.

FSPR(1) 0.0

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM 11/7/95 Added FSPR(iz) description to all parainctcr files.

**Name: WNAOH(40) Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**WNAOH(iv)is the NaOH injection mass floivrate to the iv'th compartment.

WNAOH(I) 0.0 LB/HR
WNAOH(2) 0.0 LB/HR
WNAOH(3) 0.0 LB/HR
WNAOH(4) 0.0 LB/HR

Units: [KG/S.LB/HR]**Nainc: WACID(40)

**»VACID(iv)is thc HNO3 injection mass floivr;ite to thc iv'th compartinent.
**The cquivalcnt HNO3 ofany strong acid mass floiv into thc iv'th
**compartincnt can bc siniulatcd. For caimplc. to inject 0.1 kg/scc ofHCI
**into the iv'th coinpartnicnt. input WACID(iv)as 0.1 * MHNO3 / tvtHCI where
**MHNO3 and MHCI is thc inolecular ivcight of MHNO3 and MHCI. respectively.
**Be sure to preserve thc hydrogen ratio. e.g.. to inject 0.1 kg~sec of
**H2SO4 into thc iv'th compartment, input WACID(iv)as t),1/2 * MHNO3 /
~* MH2SO4 where MHNO3 and MH2SO4 arc thc inolccular weights ofMHNO3 and
**MH2SO4, respectively.

WACID(1)
WACID(2)
WACID(3)
WACi9(4)

0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR

**Name: XRBLRB(40) Units: [M,FT]

**
QaQnQa 4.0.1 MAM12/8/94 Added new variable XRBLRB for HTGPL

**XRBLRB(iv) is the incan radiation beam length for the iv'th compartment
**water pool. The XRBLRB(iv)paramctcr is used by subroutine HTGPL for
~* the interfacing ivatcr pool surface and gas space heat and mass transfer
**calculations. The XRBLRB(iv)paramctcr is geometry dependent. If
*~ XRBLRB(iv)is sct to zero, the MAAP4 code willcalculate the mean
**radiation beam length assuming a 1.18 ~ VOLRB(iv)/ AWATRB(iv)
**geometric relationship which is an approximation for a rectangular



**parallelepiped (I:2:6) radiating to 2x6 face. For inost compartinent
**gcomctries, this approximation is sufflcient. This approziniation fails
**for narrow or tight geomctrics such as thc downcomer pipes in thc MARK
**I, IIplants, or the annulus gas space between the free standing
**containmcnt steel shell and thc outcr containnient concrete wall. For
**these situations, 1.5 to 2 times the narrowest length should bc a good
**approximation.

*Topology

*BR

**This *Topology parameter section dcfincs the junctions, i.c.. the
**flowpaths between thc containmcnt and/or auxiliary building
++ colnpartnlents.

**There arc tivo input lines required for cntcring data for each junction
**and thc last line after defining all the junctions ruust bc
**"END". After the END line. thcrc are several miscellaneous junction
**specific input panmctcrs rclatcd to junction fans, discliarge'*coefficient, and aerosol filtering functions.

**Thc first of thc two input lines defining a junction defines one of the
**lour possible junction types:

1. Normally open flowpath. This is dcfincd by the ivord

JUNCTION

on the lirst linc. and thc code sets the internal flag IFRB(j)=I
for thc j'th junction.

2. Normally closed floivpath designed to liail on a prcssure differential.
This is defined by the ivord

FAILURE

on the first linc, and thc code sets thc internal flag IFRB(j)=0
for thc j'th junction.

3. A valve type flowpath that functions like a vacuum breaker or a

check valve. This is defined by the ivord

VACUUMor
CHECK

on the first linc, and thc code sets the internal flag IFRB(j)=-2
for the j'thjunction.

4. A loop seal type flowpath. This is defined by thc word

LOOP



on the first linc, and the code sets thc internal flag IFRB(j)=-3
for thc j'th junction.

**The internal code flag IFRB(j) indicates thc type ofjunction and
**whether it is open or not. Thc j'th junction is open svhen IFRB(j) is
**greater than zero, other~vise the junction is closed. There is an
~* external variable, JFRB(j) that provides thc user with nianual control
**of thc junction, as shoivn newt:

JFRB(j) = I, inanually force thc junction open.

JFRB(j) = 0, manually force the junction closed.

JFRB(1) = -I, restore to its initial, auto state.

~* The parameter JFRB() does not ovcrridc thc junction type and is
**typically used in thc input file to provide operator manual control
**of the junctions.

~* Thc MAAP4 code counts the junctions in thc order they arc read-in in
**the *Topology pammetcr section. Tluis, the 3'rd junction is the third
**read-in junction. The total count ofjunctions is IMAXJ.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 SMD 3/5/96 - Note:

**The junctions in MAAP4 must always be in consecutive order. KVhen
**removing a junction, all subsequent junctions and any paramctcrs whiclt
**refcrcnce those junctions need to bc re-numbered (i.c. ifjunction
**3 is removed. junction 4 noiv becomes junction 3, junction 5 bccomcs
**junction 4. ctc.). Thc following pammctcrs iuay need to be modified
**ifa junction is reinovcd: JJEX(I), JDCF(l). MAERFF(I), FDFFIL(l),
**JSGTS(I) ivhcrc I fcprcscllts a Jllllctlollllilllibcr.

**Thc second linc dcflncs the characteristics ol'thc junction:

A. Thc compartincnt index on thc upstrcain side of the junction. Thc
corresponding MAAPvariable is IVOL(i,I):

B. Tile conipahinent inde'n the downstream side of thc junction. The
corresponding MAAPvariable is IVOL(j,2):

C. Usc I ifthe jun'ction is in the floor or ceiling, c.g., thc flosv
is vertical, or usc 0 ifthc junction is in thc ivall, e.g., the
flow is horizontal. The corresponding MAAPvariable is IHRB(j);

D„The height of thc upstrcani opening of thc junction above the floor
of the upstream comparlilient. Thc corresponding MAAPvariable is
ZJUNC(j,1);

**@QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 4/18/96 - The svord "bottom was replaced with "upstream
**opening" to make thc definition morc generic.

For horizontal (floor or ceiling) junctions:
- Ifthc upstream compartment is below thc downstrcarn compartment,

i.c., positive flowratcs indicate that the flow is up, then
the upstream opening is physically the bottom of thc junction.

- Ifthe upstream compartment is above the downstream compartmellt,



i.c., positive flowrates indicate that the flo1v is down, thc
upstream opening is physically the top of the junction.

The height of thc upstream opening above the floor of the upstreaiu
compartment should ahvays be positive.

*"'orexample:

I I

/Junctionj

I I

I I

Upstream Compartment
This junction is in a floor
floor ofcompf. with the upstream compt.

above the downstream compt.
Thc upstream opening Is

level with the floor of the

ceiling ofcompt. upper compart. so the
height of the opening is 0.

DownstI'ei101 ConIpartntent

Upstfcilnl Conlpa ftnlcnt
This junction is like thc

floor ol'compt. one above, but it lfas a

curb. Thc opening of the
(Junctionj junction above tire floor
l I is thc height ol'thc curb.

ceiling ofcoinpt.

Downst fcal11 Conlpilftalent

E. Facing thc opening, thc width of the junction. Thc corresponding
5 IAAPvariable is XWJUNC(j);

F. Facing thc opening, thc height of thc junction. Thc corresponding
MAAPvariable is XHJUNC(j):

G. Thc length of the junction. Thc corresponding MAAPvariable is
XLJUNC(j);

H. The area of the junction. The corresponding MAAPvariable is
AJUNCO(j);

I. The water depth above which the junction is considered shut for
gas flow. This applies to both ends of the junction. It is
measured with rcspcct to ZJUNC(j, I) for the upstream side (input)
and ZJUNC(j,2) for the doivnstrcani side (calculated). The
corresponding MAAPvariable is XOJUNC(j). Sec below for further
information about this pammeter.

**Ifthe junction is a failure junction type, add thc next two items
**at the cnd of thc second linc.

J. Thc differential pressure required to fail or open thc junction
ifthe upstream compartment has the higher prcssure. Thc



corresponding MAAPvariable is PFFJ(j);

K. The differential prcssure required to fail or open the junction
ifthe downstream compartment Ilas the higher prcssure. Thc
corresponding MAAPvariable is PFBJ(j).

**Note that this is guage, not absolute prcssure.

**Ifthe junction is a vacuum brcakcr or check valve junction type, add
**the next two items at the end of the second line.

J. The differentia pressure required to open the vacumn breakers
Junction Ifthc ups'tfcanl conlpartnlcn't has thc hlghcf pfcssulc.
The corresponding MAAPvariable is PFFJ(j);

K. The differential prcssure required to close the vacuum breakers
once opened. Thc corresponding MAAPvariable is PFBJ(j).

**Note that thc vacuunl or check valve flows arc one directional froni
**upstream coiupartment to dolvnstrcant compartlnent only.

**Ifthe junction is a loop seal junction type, add the neat two items at
**thc cnd of the second line.

J. The differential prcssure required to clear or open the junction
ifthe upstream compartnlcnt lias the highest prcssure. The
corresponding MAAP variable is PFFJ(j):

K. The diffcrcntial prcssure required to cle lr or open thc junction
ifthe downstream coinpartment )ias thc highest prcssure. Thc
corresponding MAAPvariable is PFBJ(j).

**Note that thc junction vertical length is included to check ifonly
**water, not gas flow is allowed.

**Pllantom Flolv - ArtificalCirculation Flolv

**OQaQa 4.0.3 MAM12/14/95 Added note about pllantom flows.

~* Iftwo nodes in a circulation flow path arc staggcrcd, an artificial
**circulation flowcan arise. This 'phantom flow's inherent in the
**lumped parameter model where thc gas density is assumed to bc uniform
**within each compartment. Currently, thc known rcnlcdy for this problem
**is to avoid staggered nodes by adjusting thc floor clevations (ifthe
**stagger is minor), or by breaking up a node into hvo (ifthc stagger is
**pronounced) to avoid staggered nodes. That is, all nodes in thc same
**floor should bc thc same floor elevation.

**Likcwisc, junctions of non-zero length through floors and ceilings can
**give risc to artificial flowbee;uise half thejunction is assumed to bc
**occupied by donor node gas and the other half thc receiver node gas.
**Therefore, it is suggested to use zero length junctions unless finite
**length junctions are necdcd to provide curbs to prevent Ivater flows.





~* The users should iun a null transient to test the containmcnt
**nodalization and eliminate 'pliantom'lows. To run a null transient,
**the user can run the code in containment benchmark mode and change the
**BENCH subroutine to bypass HDR calculations. A control flag willbc
**introduced in MAAP4.0.4 to provided the user a svay to n»i the null
~* transient without changing the BENCH subroutine.

**QaQa@4.0.3 CYP 4/17/96 - Further information about pliantom flotvs.

**Modifications werc made to Rev. 4.0.3 of the code to include the
**dependence ofdensity/pressure on elevation to rcducc phantom
**flows. It was necessary to introduce the following restriction
~* for defining junctions so tliat thc code will interpret the junction
**input without ambigmty:

When a coinpartincnt is fullycncloscd within another coinpartment
and there is a junction lrom thc top of thc inside coinpartment
into the surrounding coinpartnicnt, thc surrounding cotnp;irtincnt
must be the upstrcain compartment, and the enclosed conipartnicnt
must bc the downstreant compartment. That is, positive floivivill
be from thc surrounding compartnient doivn into thc enclosed
conipahtnent. (Ifthe cncloscd compartment is dclincd to be the
upstream coinpartmcnt then thc code ivilltreat thc junction as
ifit is in the bottoin of the comp;irtincnt. not in thc top.)

**General Notes

*"Junctions of non-zero length tlirough floors and ceilings can contribute
**to artificial floivbecause half the junction is assuined to bc occupied
**by donor node gas and thc other half thc rcccivcr node gas. Thcreforc,
**it is suggested to usc zero length junctions unless finite length
**junctions arc nccdcd to provide curbs to prcvcnt water flows.

**Ifthe junction is a vertical >vail, thc opening height is re-set to
**the value of the junction height.

**QnQa 4.0.3 MAM 12/14/95 Expanded parameter XOJUNC(j) discussion.

**The water height above which the junction is considered shut for gas
**flow (XOJUNC) only applies to junctions in floors/ceilings or junction
**as vertical pipe. The water height is thc height above the junction
**opening tliat thc compartment water level lias to meet or exceed in order
**to slnit. thc junction offfor gas flow. Thc reason for this term is tluit
**gas can bubble through or be entrained in water flowing through a
**horizontal junction where thc water level is above thc opening of thc
*~ junction. Thc code does not contain a nicchanistic model for this gas
**flow. Hcncc, it is user controlled via XOJUNC. For junctions with a
**sniall cross-sectional area relatively little water would close it to gas
**flow. But for larger junctions, a relatively high head ofwater svould
**bc necdcd. Using a value of0 for XOJUNC willresult in a divide by



0



**zero error. A small but non-zero value ofXOJUNC should be used in
**place of0 ifbubbling or entraimnent is not expected. Using larger
**values ofXOJUNC may be useful for code stability: ifXOJUNC is small
**then the flowarea can vary substantially ivith small changes in ivater
**level, ifXOJUNC is larger it gives the code a cliancc to find a ivater
**level at ivhich the pressure drop across the junction just ntatches
**hydrostatic head imbalances. A higher value of XOJUNC is unlikely to
**significantly affect the accuracy of thc calculations, and it may reduce
**AXIVFLOand AUXFLOconvergence failures. A typical example might be a 5
**mctcr opening in thc floor. Then thc water level on thc floor should at
**least exceed I or more meters before disallowing flirther gas floiv for
**tliat opening. Note that thc junction opening height applies to both
**ends, top and bottom, of the junction. Also note tliat thcjunction is
**fractionally open ifthe ivatcr height is behveen the junction opening
**and XOJUNC(j) for thc j'th junction. In the case of doivncomcr pipes, an
**opening height of I/2 to I pipe diameter is sufIicicnt.

**Ifthc junction's ividth equals the height. the junction opening is
**assumed to bc circular. Otherivisc. thc junction is assumed to be
**rectangular. To niodcl a square opening, sct the junction ividth slightly
**larger than thc height.

**Ifthe junction is rectangular, the area can be different titan thc
**product of length and ividth ifthc junction rcprcscnts thc sum of
**several holes that arc at similiar clevations.

**Note that thc containmcnt liailurc area supplied for thc failure junction
**is a subjective number that is cipcctcd to vary froin plant to plant.
**cvcn for similar plants.

~* ~aiaaaa; 4.0.2 BJs 9/29/95 - A solid containmcnt compartincnt is one tliat is
**filled ivith inter. The code cannot handle a situation in ivhich a solid
~* compartment is only conncctcd to another solid coinpartinent. This should
**be kept in mind ivhcn defining thc junctions bchvccn thc coinpartments.
**Onc work-;iround to this liniitation is to open an alternative junction
**from thc first coinpiirtmcnt to go solid to iinothcr non-solid compiirtincnt
**just before the second compartment goes solid.

**The junction specifications can bc changed in the input file using local
**parameter changes. Thc following tivo junction input lines in thc
**parameter file:

Failure ¹6
3 5 0 8 0.025 1.68 0.1 0.025 0.9286e6 I.c8

**are equivalent to thc folloiving local paramctcr changes in the input
**file:

IMAXJ= MAX(6,IMAXJ)
IFRB(6) = 0 // Failure junction type
IVOL(6,1) = 3 // Compartment 3 is upstrcain
IVOL(6,2) = 5 // Con)partmcnt 5 is doivnstrcam
IHM3(6) = 0 // Vertical junction, hortizontal floiv



ZJUNC(6,1) = 8.0 // Bottom ofjunction height ivith respect to
// upstream floor

XWJUNC(6) = 8 // Width
XHJUNC(6) = 0.025 // Height
XLJUNC(6) = 1.68 // Length
AJUNCO(6) = 0.1 // Area
XOJUNC(6) = 0.025 // Water height to slnit offgas flow
PFF J(6) = 0.9286e6 // Upstream to downstream failure pressure
PFBJ(6) = I.c8 //Downstrcamtoupstrcanifailurcprcssure

**and also equivalent to thc following local parameter clianges in the
*~ input file:

Define Failure 6
3 5 0 8 0.025 1.68 0.1 0.025 0.9286c6 I.e8

**In thc last example, thc junction number must bc present as the last
**elcnicnt on the "Define ..." input line. Sce subroutine LOCPAR
**subroutine svriteup of the MAAP4 Users Manual. P

**~aQa{ni 4.0.3 BJS 4/12/96 - Note: When cliangingladding junction inlormation
**in the input fllcusing the first method set the value ofXOJUNC equal
**to the height of thc junction, XHJUNC, for vertical junctions. Thc code
**ivilldo this automatically ifthe junction inforniation is specifie
**in the pammcter file or in the input file using the second method.

Junctions currently deflncd for the Ice Condenser containment arc:

I) CAVITYTHRU BYPASS - LOWER COMPARTMENT
2) CAVITYTHRU TUNNEL - LOWER COMPARTMENT
3) LOWER COMPARTMENT - ANNULARCOh IPARTMENT
4) LOWER COMPARTMENT - UPPER CYLINDER
5) LOWER COMPARTMENT - ICE COND COMPARTMENT
6) UPPER DOME - ENVIRONMENT(FAILUREJUNCTION)
7) UPPER CYLINDER- UPPER DOME
8) UPPER DOME - UPPER SPRAY
9) ICE COND COMPARTMENT - ICE UPPER COMPARTMENT
10) ICE UPPER COMPARTMENT - UPPER DOME

JUNCTION ¹ I CONNECTING COMPTS 1-2: CAVITYTHRU BYPASS - LOWER COMPT
I 2 0 41.08 6.37 6.57 8.0 41.84 6.57

JUNCTION ¹2 CONNECTING COMPTS 1-2; CAVITYTHRU TUNNEL - LOWER COMPT
I 2 1 41.08 6.5 10.0 4.0 0.0 4.0
**block junction ¹2 for now since there is a seal table
** I 2 I 41.08 6.5 10.0 4.0 65.0 4.0

JUNCTION ¹3 CONNECTING COMPTS 2-4; LOWER COMPT - ANNULARCOMPT
2 4 0 25.66 45.1 45.29 3.0 2042.66 45.29





JUNCTION ¹4 CONNECTING COMPTS 2-3, LOUVER COA IPT - UPPER CYLINDER
2 3 I 51.33 2.04 2.25 2.5 4.6 2.5

**Personal comnmnication from the plant for opening/closing pressures:
**Opening prcssure vs junction area should be defined as lookup table
*~ in input decks rather than in here

VACUUM¹5 CONNECTING COMPTS 2-9; LOUVER COMPT - ICE COND COMPT
2 9 0 39.21 160.08 7.33 3.0 1173.39 3.0 0.0 0.0

FAILURE¹6 CONNECTING COMPTS 5-10; UPPER DOME - ENVIRONMENT
5 10 0 31.25 0.94 1.15 3.0 1.08 1.15 85.0 I.E8

JUNCTION ¹7 CONNECTING COMPTS 3-5; UPPER CYLINDER- UPPER DOME
3 5 I 6)0.42 76.1 76.3 0.03 5806.1 0.03

JUNCTION ¹8 CONNECTING COMPTS 5-6. UPPER DOME - UPPER SPRAY
5 6) I 39.03 74.77 74.97 0.03 5605.3 0.03

JUNCTION ¹9 CONNECTING COiv1PTS 9 8: ICE COND COMPT - ICE UPPER COMPT
9 8 I 6)2.55 6)4.79 64.99 3.28 4211. 3.28

JUNCTION ¹10 CONNECTING COMPTS 8-5; ICE UPPER COMPT - UPPER DOME
8 5 I 15.24 44.35 44.54 1.0 1975.43 1.0

END // end ofjunction definitions

**Niime: PFAN(I:120) Units: [PA.PSI]

**Par»nctcr PFAN(j) is thc fan volunietric flow rate imposed on the j'th
**junction. By definition, thc flow direction is from upstreain to
**downstream as dclincd in thc junction definition card. Junction fans
**are always assumed to be on as long as poivcr is available. Ifthcrc is
**no AC or DC poiver available. then fans willcease to operate. This is
**the only input parameter related to fan in thc junction.

**CAUTION: Supply explicit unit labels, c.g., M**3/S,GPM, FT**3/HR,e.g.,

t'FAN(I)= 100 M**3/S

**because the MAAPcode expects thc input value ofPFAN to bc in units of
**volumetric flow rate. AAer thc input value ofPFAN is read in, MAAP
**converts the value ofPFAN into an equivalent pressure head internally
**I'or thc rest of the calculations. As a result, the internal units for
**PFAN arc PA or PSI. Bccausc explicit, unit labels take prccedencc over
**internally defined units, thc explicit unit label willensure that the
**volumetric flow rate unit conversion is done correctly. The default
**values of PFAN(j) for all junctions j is zero.

**Name: FCDJ(I:120) Units: [Dimensionlcss]



**Pammetcr FCDJ(j) is the discharge loss coefficient for the j'th
**junction. The default values of FCDJ(j) for all junctions j is 0.75.

**Name: INJDF(120) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**Qagc@4.0.! MAM12/8/94 Added new variable INJDF for AUXFP.

**Parameter INJDF(j) is an option flag for dclining the injection mode to
**be used in subroutine POOLDF to select thc appropriate DF data sct for
**thc j'th junction. It is only used forjunctions tltat are submerged in
**water pools. By default, tlte code sets the injection mode forjunctions
**in walls as side venting into the water pool and forjunctions in floors
**as downcomer injection into water pool. The options arc:

= 0, forjunctions in walls, INJDF is set to 2 and for
junctions in floors/ceiling, INJDF is set to 3.

= I, sparger gas injection into water pool,
= 2, side vent gas injection into water pool,
= 3, downcomer gas injection into water pool, and
= 4, corium debris gas flow into overlying water pool.

**The default values of INJDF(j) for all junctions j is zero and sec
**POOLDF subroutine writeup of the MAAP4 User Manual I'or further
**information.

**Thc next three parantctcrs: MAERFF(), FDFFIL(), and JNGTS() arc used to
*~ model thc junction aerosol filters, e.g., charcoal filters. Thc Standby
**Gas Treatment Systctn "SGTS" charcoal flltering tnodcl in MAAP3.0B was
**gencmlizcd for use on thc junction flowpaths. The model allows thc
**user to specie thc junction's decontantination factor (DF = aerosol mass
**in/aerosol mass out) and thc accumulated aerosol ntass Ihnit that would
**terminate thc DF cffcct. i.e., fail thc flltcrs.

**Qa 4.0.3 8 JS 3/6/96 - Added back values for MAERFF(6), FDFFIL(6),
**and JSGTS(6) for thc ice condenser.

**Name: FDFFIL(1:120) Units: [Dintensionless]

FDFFIL(6) 1.2

**Parameter FDFILL(j)is the decontamination factor (DF) to be used for
**the j'th junction aerosol flltcrs when it is intact. The default values
**ofFDFFIL(j) for «11 junctions j is onc.

**Name: MAERFF(1:120) Units: [KG,LB]

MAERFF(6) I.e27 LB

**Parameter MAERFF(j) is the total aerosol mass limitabove which thc



**aerosol filters for thc j'th junction fails. The default values of
**MAERFF(j) for all junctions j is zero.

**Name: JSGTS(1:120)

JSGTS(6) 0

Units: [Dirnensionlcss)

**Parameter JSGTS(j) is an control flag for aerosol filtercontrol:

= 0, operative,
= I, failed or inoperative

**By default, thc paramctcr JSGTS(j) for all junctions j is initiallyset
**to 1. Set it to 0 to turn on or eiiablc thc aerosol filter. Note tliat
**parameter JSGTS(j) is set to I when thc total acrsol niass collected,
**MAERF(j), is greater than the accumulated aerosol mass limit, MAERFF(I)
**for the j'th junction. The output paramctcr MSGTS(i) is the total
**i'th fission product group aerosol mass collected on all junction
**aerosol fliltcrs.
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*Debris
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*BR

**Debris quantitics typically cnd with thc letter "B". Debris quantities
**arc on a pcr corium pool basis, ic., ic'th corium pool inde'. not iv'th
**compartment inde'. The correlation of thc ic'th corium pool and thc
**iv'th compartment is defined by parameter variable JNCM() in the
**pointers parameter section. For example. ifJNCM(2)=3 then compartment
**in compartment k3 is TCMB(2).

**Name: ACMPLB(10) Units: [M**2.FT**2]

**This paranietcr is the floor surliace area which thc ic'th corium debris
*~ pool may occupy. This floor area may bc less titan the total compartment
**floor area. For exan}pic, in MARKI plant. it iiould be expected that
**only I/O to I/3 of thc drywelI floor area may recievc coriuni flow from
**the pedestal through the doorway. This floor area may also vary depending
**on the type of thc sequence being modeled. For example, itwould be
**expected that thc floor area would bc larger for high prcssure vcsscl
**failure seqeuncc which would forcefully spread the coriuin over an larger
**area, compared to a low pressure vessel failure sequence in which corium
**flows as a function ofgravity and viscosity.

ACMPLB(l) 648.99 FT**2
ACMPLB(2) 814.87 FT**2
ACMPLB(3) 0.0 FT**2
ACMPLB(4) 0.0 FT**2
ACMPLB(5) 0.0 FT**2
ACMPLB(6) 0.0 FT**2
ACMPLB(7) 0.0 FT**2



ACMPLB(8) 0.0 FT**2
ACMPLB(9) 0.0 FT**2
ACMPLB(10) 0.0 FT**2

AKEY1 306.00 FT"'*2 // Units: [M**2,FT*~2)

**This paramcicr is thc effective gas flowarea used in computing the
**critical gas velocity for debris displacement or flooding due to failed
**vessel. Coriutn displacement or flooding is simply the rnoventent of
**corium ntass from one compartment to the next by the pushing force of
**gas flow.

**The effective gas flowarea, AKEY1, should be roughly the size of thc
**largest cltaractcristic cross-sectional area that coriutu must traverse
**on its way to the opening, where it may bc floode to upper or lower
**compartntents. Note that this flooding~displaccment model only applies
**to junction JENTR for flows out of compartment JNVP. Both JENTR and
**JNVP paramctcrs are defined in the Pointers pammctcr section.

**This model is the sante model used in MAAP 3B code, the displacement or
**flooding of the corium debris from the cavity to the lower compartment
*~ due to high gas velocity discharged at vcsscl l'ailure. The flaslting of
**water flow from failed vessel, hygrogen gas flow from failed vessel, and
**stcam production from steam explosion. il'any, is sumntcd and multiplied
**with thc gas spccilic volume to obtain the volumetric gas flowratc. The
**volutnetric gas flowratc is then divided by AKEY1 to obtain the gas
~~ velocity, viz:

gas velocity = wg * vg / akey 1

= volutnctric flow/akey1

**Thc calculated gas critical velocity is then compared with the flooding
**velocity threshold as obtained from using function UCRDR with a value
**of 3 lor thc Kutatcladzc nutnber to determine ifdebris displacctucnt
**should occur. The criteria for flooding is mct when the calculated gas
**velocity exceeds thc flooding velocity. Since the Kutateladzc mtmbcr
**is hardwircd at 3 in thc code, thc model pammctcr FENTR which is a
*~ nufltiplier to thc flooding velocity, can bc varied to make the flooding
**velocity larger or smaller.

**Increasing parameter AKEY1 willdccrcase the critical velocity ntaking it
**more difficultto mcct the criteria for debris displaccmcnt due to high
**velocity gas flow. The reverse situation is true when parameter AKEY1 is
**decreased.

**Note that in PWR MAAP 3B, AKEYIwas computed as:

AKEY1 = ATNCX/ (ATNO/(ATNO+ATNBP))

**where

ATNO = Tunnel cross-sectional area





ATNBP = Bypass area other than tunnel coupling to lower/upper
ATNCX= Largest cross-sectional area tlutt water/corium tnust

traverse to the opening where it tnay bc entrained.

**For Zion-like plant, ATN0=5.92, ATNBP=0.5, ATNCX=12.0, hence AKEY1 —13.

**KVhcn thc mecltanistic Direct Contaimncnt Heating (subroutine DCH I) model
**is sclcctcd by setting model paramctcr FENTRC > 0, input data arc
**required for the following parameters: APLC, ATNO, XLP, XLC, XSLTBL,
**XLKEY1,and ZHLCO, as dccribed neit. Related input parameters also
**required for thc meclranistic DCH model arc ntodel parameters FIVEBER,
**FENTRC, FPDIF and FDENTR. Additional details of the meclranistic DCH
**model arc described in the DCHl subroutine writeup in the MAAP4 User's
**Manual. Figure 2 of thc DCH1 subroutine writeup shows the geometry of
**the pammetcrs explained next.

APLC 648.99 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**Horizontal floor surlace area ofcavity/instrument tunnel.

ATNO 65.00 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**Cross-sectional area of tninhnunt cavity flowarea.

XLP 39.27 FT // Units: [M.FT]

**Total length of debris flow path to the opening.

XLC 68.60 FT // Units: [M.FT]

**Effective length of'debris on the floor which is displaced to the
**opening.

XSLTBL 19.69 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Vertical height ofopening from cavity to seal table lip.

XLKEYI 9.84 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**Cross-sectional width of the cavity kcynay/tunnel flowarea.



»



ZHLCO 51.33 FT // Units; [M,FT]

**Height I'rom floor to ceiling in lower compartment.

**QaQaQa4.0.3 BJS9/21/95 - Note: Themodelparmneters for the incclianistic
**DCH model, FWEBER, FENTRC, FPDIF and FDENTR, Iiave been moved to the
**model parameter section.

*Material Type¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹'¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹%+¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹
*BR

**This parameter section sets up the inatcrinl type pointer for usc with
**Distributed and Lumped Heat Sink parameter sections. The material
**properties are to be defined for each material type pointer used.
¹* Distributed heat sinks arc typically two sided avail/floor with
** I-dimensional tcmpcrature profile through the wall/floor. Lumped
**heat sinks are typically equlpnlent nlnsscs hunped into a single niass.

**For distributed heat sinks, iilatcrial properties such ns density, specific
**licat, and thermal conductivity nulst be defined. For lumped heat sinks,
**only the specific heaL must bc dclincd. Values cnn be obtained 1'roin
**structural inatcrials specifications, material procurcmcnt docuincntntion.
**or from Mark's Mechanical Engineering handbook.

**Material properties arc defined for concrete, brick, and steel for
**distributed runterinl type pointers I through 3, respectively.

**Name: DHSM(1:5) Units: [KG/M¹¹3,LB/FT¹¹3]

**Density of ith material type used for distributed heat sinks.

DHSM(1)
DHSM(2)
DHSM(3)
DHSM(4)
DHSM(5)

143.02 LB/FT**3
S5.75 LB/FT¹*3

489.44 LB/FT**3
0.0 LB/FT**3
0.0 LB/FT**3

**Corresponding values may be consolidated from PWR IvfAAP3B parameters
**DHSRBQ nnd DIWRBQ for auxiliary building walls or floors and from
**parameters DOWD, DOWC, DOWB, DIW, DFB, DOWA, DDCK for containmcnt
*¹ walls or floors.

**Name: KHSM(1:5) Units: [W/M-C,BTV/FT-HR-F]

**Thermal conductivity of ith material type for distributed lieat sinks.





KHSM(1)
KHSM(2)
KHSM(3)
KHSM(4)
KHSM(5)

0.797 BTU/FT-HR-F
0.347 BTU/FT-HR-F
28.89 BTU/FT-HR-F

0.0 BTU/FT-HR-F
0.0 BTU/FT-HR-F

**Corresponding values may be consolidated from PWR MAAP3B parameters
**KHSRBQ and KIWRB() for auxiliary building walls or floors and from
~* parameters KOWD, KOWC, KOWB, KIW, KFB, KOWA, KDCK for containment
**waIIs OI'looi's,

**Name: CPHSM(1:5) Units: [J/KG-C,BTU/LB-FJ

**Specific heat of ith material type for distributed heat sinks.

CPHSM(1)
CPHSM(2)
CPHSM(3)
CPHSM(4)
CPHSM(5)

0.2099 BTU/LB-F
0.2006 BTU/LB-F
0.1194 BTU/LB-F

0.0 BTU/LB-F
0.0 BTU/LB-F

**Corresponding values may be consolidated from PWR MAAP 3B paramctcrs
**CPHSRB() and CPIWRB() I'or auziliar~'buildiiig walls or floors and I'rom
**parameters CPOWD. CPOIVC. CPOIVB. CPIW, CPFB, CPOWA. CPDCK for containinent
**walls or floors.

**Material properties arc defined for steel.;iluniinum, copper, lead, and
"*stccl lumped inatcrial type pointers I through 5. rcspcctivcly.

*~ Nainc: CPEQM(l:5) Units: [J/KG-C.BTU/LB-Fj

**Specific heat of ith material type for lumped heat sinks.

CPEQM(1)
CPEQM(2)
CPEQM(3)
CPEQM(4)
CPEQM(5)

0.1100 BTU/LB-F
0.2140 BTU/LB-F
0,0915 BTU/LB-F
0.0311 BTU/LB-F
0.1194 BTU/LB-F

**In PWR/BWR MAAP3B, properties of the lumped cquipmcnt masses in the
**containment werc assumed to be of carbon steel type.
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*Distributed Heat Sinks

*BR

**Up to 200 distributed heat sinks are alloivcd in thc containmcnt and/or
**auxiliary building. Distributed heat sinks are I-dimensional heat sinks,
**nodalizcd through thc wall. The heat sinks can bc a wall or a floor
**between two compartments, or an internal wall within a compartment. The



**compartment tnay have any nun>bcr ofdistributed heat sinks. Subroutine
**HSNGU3 manages thc overall logic ofdistributed heat sinks by connecting
**them with the appropriate compartment. Subroutine HTWALLdoes the actual
~* physics ofcalculating the tcmpcraturc profile as favell as the surface
**heat transfer to the surrounding gas space or water pools.

**Thc user should try to have the heat sink surface area be consistent
**between compartments. For example, suppose there is a wall where
**compartment I covers thc entire surface ofside 1, and compartment 2 and
**3 covers I/2 of the total wall area. Then define two distributed heat
**sink walls: one facing contpartmcnt I and 2, and thc other facing
**compartment 1 and 3. Using a single heat sink would not bc consistent
**bemuse for side 2, either compartment 2 or compartntent 3 ivould have to
**be applied to the total surface area.

**In the following discussions about the heat sinks, the tcrnts "surfaces",
**"side", and "face" are used intcrchangcably.

**Thc distributed heat sink setup for a Westinghouse Ice-like contaimncnt is:

1) Concrete Cavity Wail
2) Concrctc Lower Cotnpartntent Interior IVall
3) Concrctc Louver Compartment Floor
4) Concrete KVall bchvcen Lower and Antutlar Comparttnettts
5) Concrete Louver Outer Wall
6) Concrete Upper Outer Wall
7) Concrctc Deck between Upper Cylinder and Louver Cotnpartments
8) Stccl Shell Wall between Annular and AirGap Comparttnents
9) Stccl Shell Wall between Condcnsor and AirGap Cotnpartmcnts

~* 10) Steel Shell Wall between Ice Upper and AirGap Compartments
** 11) Steel Shell Wall between Upper Dome and AirGap Compartments
** 12) Steel Shell Wall between Upper Spray and AirGap Contpartrnents

**Name: HSTYP(1:200) Units: [Dintensionlcss[

**Parameter HSTYP(ih) is a tnatcrial type index for the ih'th heat sink,
~* and corresponds to the index defined in thc pammeter section *Material.
**The material type indez is used to define thc thermal properties of'the
**heat sink. A negative value indicates tltat the heat sink has isothermal
**surfaces.

HSTYP(1)
1'STYP(2)I

HSTYP(3) I
HSTYP(4) I

HSTYP(5) I

HSTYP(6) I
HSTYP(7) I
HSTYP(8) 3

HSTYP(9) 3

HSTYP(10) 3

HSTYP(11) 3

HSTYP(12) 3





*"'ame: NIWALL(1:200) Units: [Dimensionless)

**Paranicter NIWALL(ih)is the ih'th heat sink orientation flag defined as:

= I, Vertical one sided heat sink
= -I, Hortizontal one sided heat sink

= 2, Vertical two sided heat sink
= -2, Hortizontal tivo sided heat sink

= 0, Connecting vertical tivo sided heat sink

**Defining a heat sink with NIWALL= 0 simply indicates that condcnsatc
**water film flow is contiguous to the newt heat sink. Otherwise, the water
**floiv is added to the compartment ivatcr pool when the film flow rcachcs
**bottom of the heat sink. When niaking connecting or contiguous heat sinks.
**the order of the heat sinks should be arranged according to thc direction
**of film flow. For example, to connect tlircc heat sinks (cg., top wall,
**middle avail, and bottoni wall) define the top wall as heat. sink j/12. thc
**middle avail as heat sink 413, and bottom wail as heat sink 8 I 4 and
**NIWALL(ih)= 0 for heat sinks 412 through 813.

**For hortizontal heat sinks (NIIVALLis ncgativc). heat sink side for onc
**sided heat sinks and fice I lor hvo sided heat sinks always faces up.

**For vertical one sided heat sinks (NI~VALL= I), side 2 is assuined to
**lose heat at a rate dcfincd by the heat transfer cocflicicnt pamincter
**HTEXT. Sce parameter HTEXT for additional descriptions. For hortizontal
**onc sided heat sinks (NIWALL= -I). HTEXT is sct to zero in the code.

**Internal or interior wiillsarc ivalls totally contained in a compartincnt.
**If(as occasionally cncountcred) avails of several thicknesses must bc
**luinpcd together, lunip only relatively thick ivalis (c.g.. grcatcr than
**approzintatcly I foot or .3 meter in thickness) and enter thc thickness
**of the thinnest avail credited.

**In MAAP3B, containnicnt floors and outcr walls are defined as one sided
**heat sinks. Containment floors have hardwired values ofHTEXT=O, and
**containment outer walls use thc user input paranieter HTEXT. In MAAP4,
**it is recommended that thc containmcnt outcr walls are defined as two
**sided heat sirtks, with side 2 as the cnvironmcnt node.

NIWALL(1) I
NIWALL(2) 2
NIWALL(3) - I
NIWALL(4) 2
NIWALL(5) I
NIWALL(6) I
NIWALL(7) -2
NIWALL(8) 2
NI WALL(9) 2
NIWALL(10) 2



NIWALL(II) 2

NIWALL(12) 2

**Name: AHSRB(1:200) Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**Parameter AHSRB(ih) is thc ih'th total onc sided heat sink lvall surl'ace
**area. The count ofdistributed heat siilks stops at the first zero
**surface area. Thus it is good practice and it is recommended to have
**thc last entry set to zero, especially in the case lvhere the user count
**ofheat sinks is less titan the default count of heat sinks.

AHSRB(1)
AHSRB(2)
AHSRB(3)
AHSRB(4)
AHSRB(5)
AHSRB(6)
AHSRB(7)
AHSRB(8)
AHSRB(9)
AHSRB(10)
AHSRB(1 I )
AHSRB(12)
AHSRB(13)

2510.32 FT**2
6878.61 FT**2
3259.48 FT**2
11373.80 FT**2
6977 46 FT**2

24959.34 FT**2
2483.20 FT**2
19571.00 FT**2
17167.00 FT**2
5502.00 FT**2
12196.00 FT**2
6683.00 FT**2

0.00 FT**2

**Corresponding values may bc obtained from PWR MAAP 3B parameters**AOWC. AIWB. AFB. AOIVB.AOIVD,AOWA. AIWA.and ADCK for contillnnlcnt
*+ lvllllsor floors.

**Nanlc: XTHSRB(1:200) Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XTHSRB(ih) is thc avcnlgc >vail thickness of the ih'th heat sink.

XTHSRB(1)
XTHSRB(2)
XTHSRB(3)
XTHSRB(4)
XTHSRB(5)
XTHSRB(6)
XTHSRB(7)
XTHSRB(8)
XTHSRB(9)
XTHSRB(10)
XTHSRB(11)
XTHSRB(12)

8.0 FT
2.0 FT
8.0 FT
3.0 FT
3.0 FT

3.06 FT
2.5 FT

0.271 FT
0.271 FT
0.271 FT
0.271 FT
0.271 FT

**Corresponding values nlay bc obtained froin PWR MAAP3B parameters**XOWCO, XIWBO, XFB, XOWB, XOWD, XOWA, and XDCKfor containmcnt lvalls**or floors.

~* Name: THS10(1:200) Units: [K,F]



**Paramctcr THS10(ih) is thc initial surface tcmpcrature for side I of the
**ih'th heat sink. MAAPwillset tlte heat sink surface temperature to the
**gas temperature of thc compartment it faces ifthis parameter is
**missing or less than/equal to zero.

Units: [K,F]**Name: THS20(1:200)

**Paramctcr THS20(ih) is thc initial surface tcmperaturc I'or side 2 of thc
**ih'th heat sink. MAAPwill sct the heat sink surface temperature to thc
**gas temperature of the compartment it faces ifthis parameter is
**missing or less than/equal to zero.

Units: [M,FT]**Name: XHSRB(1:200)

**Parameter XHSRB(ih) is thc «vcmgc height of tltc ih'th heat sink. For
**a hortizontal heat sink enter a value ofzero.

XHSRB(1)
XHSRB(2)
XHSRB(3)
XHSRB(4)
XHSRB(5)
XHSRB(6)
XHSRB(7)
XHSRB(8)
XHSRB(9)
XHSRB(10)
XHSRB(11)
XHSRB(12)

28.08 FT
51.33 FT

0.0 FT
51.33 FT
51.33 FT
125.17 FT

0.0 FT
39.21 FT
62.55 FT
15.24 FT
33.78 FT
18.51 FT

**Name: ZHSRB(l:200) Units: [M.FTj

**Pammctcr ZHSRB(ih) is thc average bottom clcvation of the iit'th heat
**sink with rcspcct to ground level. This is the same refercncc point the
**compartment floor elevation parantetcr, ZFRB(), uses. For walls tltat are
**flushe with thc iv'th compartment floor this parameter is shnply equal
**to the compartment floor clcvation parameter ZFRB(iv). For walls that
**arc X height above the iv'th compartment floor this parameter is X plus
**ZFRB(iv).

**Ifpammcter NIWALLis positive, cg., thc heat sink is vertical (wall),
**then input thc elevation of thc bottom of the heat sink.

**Ifparamctcr NIWALLis negative, cg., thc heat sink is hortizontal (floor),
**then input thc elevation of the top surface of heat sink.

ZHSRB(1) -28.08 FT
ZHSRB(2) 0.0 FT
ZHSRB(3) 0.0 FT
ZHSRB(4) 0.0 FT



ZHSRB(5)
ZHSRB(6)
ZHSRB(7)
ZHSRB(8)
ZHSRB(9)
ZHSRB(10)
ZHSRB(11)
ZHSRB(12)

0.0 FT
51.33 FT
51.33 FT

0.0 FT
39.21 FT
101.76 FT
117.00 FT
150.78 FT

Units: [Dimcnsionless]

er

Units: [M,FTj

**Name: N IHSRB(l:200)

**Parameter N IHSRB(ih) defines the index of the compartment that faces« ih'th heat sink side l.

NIHSRB(1) I
N IHSRB(2) 2
NIHSRB(3) 2

N IHSRB(4) 2

N I HSRB(5) 7

N IHSRB(6) 7

N IHSRB(7) 3

N IHSRB(8) 4

N IHSRB(9) 9

N IHSRB(10) 8

N IHSRB(1 I) 5

N IHSRB(12) 6

**Natnc: N2HSRB(1:200) Units: [Dintcnsionlessj

**Parantcter N2HSRB(ih) dclines thc indm of thc cotnpartmcni that faces
**ih'th heat sink side 2. IVhcn pantnetcr NIIVALLis I or -1. this parantet
**should be set to a non-zero value prefcrablv thc environment compartntcn
**index to prevent rnn-time error. This caveat divas rcntovcd starting svith
**lvIAAP4.0.1 and N2HSRB mav be sct to zero ivhen NIIVALLis I or -l.

N2HSRB(1) 10

N2HSRB(2) 2

N2HSRB(3) 10

N2HSRB(4) 4

N2HSRB(5) 10

N2HSRB(6) 10

N2HSRB(7) 2
N2HSRB(8) 7

N2HSRB(9) 7
N2HSRB(10) 7

N2HSRB(11) 7

N2HSRB(12) 7

**Name: XLN1(1:200)

**Parameter XLNI(ih)defines the liner thickness, ifpresent, for the



**ih'th heat sink face l.

XLNI(1)
XLN1(2)
XLN1(3)
XLNI(4)
XLNI(5)
XLNI(6)
XLNI(7)
XLNI(8)
XLNI(9)
XLN1(10)
XLNI(11)
XLN1(12)

0.0 FT
0.0 FT

0.0313 FT
0.0 FT

0.0313 FT
0.0361 FT

0.0 'FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT

**Name: XLN2(1:200) Units: [M.FTI

**Parameter XLN2(ih)defines thc liner thickness. ifprcscnt. fo~'he
~~ ih'th heat sink face 2.

XLN2(1)
XLN2(2)
XLN2(3)
XLN2(4)
XLN2(5)
XLN2(6)
XLN2(7)
XLN2(8)
XLN2(9)
XLN2(10)
XLN2(lI)
XLN2(12)

0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
00 FT
00 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT

**Name: RG I (1;200) Units: [M**2-C/W,FT**2-HR-F/BTU]

**Paratnetcr RGI(ih) defines the surface to liner gap rcsistancc for thc
**ih'th heat sink face 1 ifa liner is present. Gap resistances can be
**approxintatcd as follows, assuming thc material in thc gap is air:

RGAP = XGAP /KAIR

~* Where: XGAP = Gap width, M

KAIR = Thermal conductivity ofair between thc liner and wall
= 2.986D-4 * TAIR**0.78, W/M-C

TAIR = Air tcmpcraturc in the gap, K

**Note tltat although thc units M**2-C/Wand M**2-K/Ware equivalent, thc**MAAP4 code expects M**2-C/Was thc proper unit label.

RG I(I) 0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU



RG 1(2)
RGI(3)
RGI(4)
RGI(5)
RGI(6)
RGI(7)
RGI(8)
RGI(9)
RGI(10)
RGI(11)
RGI(12)

0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0501 FT**2-HR-F/BTU

0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0501 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0501 FT**2-HR-F/BTU

0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT*~2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT*'2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU

Units: [M*~2-C/W,FT**2-HR-F/BTU]**Name: RG2(1:200)

**Parameter RG2(ih) defines the surface to liner gap resistance for thc
**ih'th heat sink face 2 ifa liner is present. Gap rcsistanccs can bc
**approximated as lollows. assuniing the material in the gap is air:

RGAP = XGAP /KAIR

**Where".XGAP = Gap width. M

KAIR = Thermal conductivity ofair bctwccn the liner and wall
= 2.986D-4 * TAIR**0.78. W/M-C

TAIR = Air tcmpcraturc in thc gap. K

**Note that although the units K B*2-C/EVand M"'*2-K/Warc cquivalcnt. the
**MAAP4 code expects ivV*2-C/lVas tlic proper unit label.

RG2(1)
RG2(2)
RG2(3)
RG2(4)
RG2(5)
RG2(6)
RG2(7)
RG2(8)
RG2(9)
RG2(10)
RG2(! I)
RG2(12)

0,0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0,0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU

. 0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU
0.0 FT**2-HR-F/BTU

**Spray Flow Directed onto Distributed Heat Sink Surface

**In MAAP, heat sink surl'aces arc in contact with water only when subnicrgcd
**in a water pool or by condensation resulting in a water film. Parameters
**WWSPI(ih), WWSP2(ih), TWSPI(ih) and TWSP2(ih) are provided to direct a
**source ofwater onto the heat sink surface. Typical application would bc
**spray flows directed on free standing steel containnient shell (Passive
**Containmcnt Cooling) or on heat sinks that arc not expected to be
~* submerged in a water pool but may cooled by containment spmys. As usual,



**the activation and control of thcsc parameters ntay be sct up in thc input« file as an function ol'ime or conditions.

**Thc water filmflow rate and the energy carried by the svatcr filnitliat
**leaves heat sink ih are stored in WWF1(ih) and QWFI(ih) for heat sink
**face ¹1, and WWF2(ih) and QiVF2(ih) for heat sink face ¹2.

**Name: WWSP1(1:200) Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WWSP1(ih) defines the spray flow rate to thc ih'th heat sink
**face l.

WWSP1(l) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(2) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(3) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(4) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(5) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(6) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(7) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(S) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(9) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(10) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(l 1) 0.0 LB/HR
WWSP1(12) 0.0 LB/HR

**Name: TBSP l(1:200) Units: [K.F]

**Pamnictcr TWSP1(ih) delincs thc tcmpcraturc of thc spray flow to the
**ih'th heat sink face l.

TWSP1(1) 62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F

TWSP1(2)
TWSP1(3)
TWSP l(4)
TWSP I(5)
TWSP1(6)
TWSP1(7)
TWSP1(8)
TWSP1(9)
TWSP1(10)
TWSP1(11)
TWSP1(12)

**Name: WWSP2(1:200) Units: [KG/S,LB/HR]

**Parameter WWSP2(ih) defines thc spray flow rate to the ih'th heat sink
**face 2.

WWSP2(1)
WWSP2(2)
WWSP2(3)

0.0 LB/1W
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR



WWSP2(4)
WWSP2(5)
WWSP2(6)
WWSP2(7)
WWSP2(8)
WWSP2(9)
WWSP2(10)
WWSP2(11)
WWSP2(12)

0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR
0.0 LB/HR

**Name: TWSP2(I:200)

**Pammctcr TWSP2(ih) defines thc tempenture of the spray flow to thc
**ih'th heat sink face 2.

TWSP2(1)
TWSP2(2)
TWSP2(3)
TWSP2(4)
TWSP2(5)
TWSP2(6)
TWSP2(7)
TWSP2(8)
TWSP2(9)
TWSP2(10)
TWSP2(11)
TWSP2(12)

62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F
62.32 F

*~ Naine: XPERHS(1:200) Units: [M.FTj

**Paramctcr XPERHS(ih) is thc perimctcr of thc ih'th heat sink. It is
**used in the calculation of the water film floivacross thc surl'acc.
**This parameter only applies when thc heat sink orientation pammcter
**NIWALL(ih)is 0 and must be sct to non-zero value.

XPERHS(1)
XPERHS(2)
XPERHS(3)
XPERHS(4)
XPERHS(5)
XPERHS(G)
XPERHS(7)
XPERHS(8)
XPERHS(9)
XPERHS(10)
XPERHS(11)
XPERHS(12)

328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT
328.1 FT

**Name: THETHS(1:200) Units: [RADIANS]

**Parameter THETHS(ih) is the angle of inclination of thc ih'th heat



**sink's surface. For a vertical wall it is equal to PI/2 and for a
**horizontal wali it is equal to 0. The theta to the inside surlacc of
**thc heat sink is always from 0 to PI/2 irrespective of thc heat sink
**side index. This parameter only applies when thc heat sink orientation
**parameter NIWALL(ih)is 0. Parameter THETHS was introduced in MAAP
**4.0.1 as a part of the spanish modifications and was generalized for
**heat sinks defined with NIWALL(ih)= 0.

THETHS(1)
THETHS(2)
THETHS(3)
THETHS(4)
THETHS(5)
THETHS(6)
THETHS(7)
THETHS(8)
THETHS(9)
THETHS(10)

0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS
0.0 RADIANS

HTEXT 8.806 BTU/FT**2-HR-F // Units: PV/M**2-C.BTU/FT**2-HR-Ff

**Paranicter HTEXT defines the heat transfer cocflicient to bc used for
**heat transfer on heat sink side ¹2 only ivhcn thc heat sink orientation
**paraineter NIWALL= l. cg., onc-sided vertical >vali. For hortizontal one
**sided heat sinks, HTEXT is sct to zero in tlic code.

++ IllMAAP3B the containment outer ivalls and floors arc defined as one sided**heat sinks. Containnient outcr ii",illsusc user input paninetcr HTEXT, and**containment floors luive hardivircd values ofHTEXT=O. In MAAP4, it is**rceommcndcd tliat containincnt outcr ivalls be dcfincd as hvo sided heat
**sinks ivith side 2 as the environment node. Recall that the ctn ironnient
~* conipartmcnt conditions arc defined by paranietcrs TAMBand PAMB.

**MAAP3B to MAAP4 conversion notes: Thc corresponding parameter name in**MAAP3B is HTOUTEV I'or BlVRand HTOIV for PlVR.

**Defining Radiation Link Between Tivo Heat Sinks

**The need to define radiation h'cat transfer links bet>veen heat sinks is**generally found to be important in cases where there is a contaimnent
**steel shell inside a concrete stnicturc scparatcd by an air gap. For
**accident sequences where containmcnt gases arc hot it is expected tliat
**the radiation heat loss from thc stccl shell would bc greater than
**convection loss, especially when thc air gap is scaled. Up to 100
**radiation heat transfer links niay be defined. Four input variables,**IRAHS 1(ir), IRAHS2(ir), IRASD1(ir), and IRASD2(ir), arc used to define**each radiation heat transfer link. Thcsc variables simply identify wltat**heat sinks (index) and which side ofeach heat sink is connected. Output**variables arc QRAHS 1(ih) and QRAHS2(ih) which define thc net raditation**heat fluz for the idcntificd heat sink surface. As an example, suppose**we want to link surface ¹1 of heat sink ¹12 ivith surface ¹2 of heat sink



imhsl(1) = 12

irasdl(1) = I
irahs2(1) = 11

irasd2(1) = 2

**Note that the indice for these input variables arc radiation link
**indicc, ir, not thc heat sink indicc, ih, nor the compartment indice, iv.

**Name: IRAHSI(1:100) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**Parameter IRAHSI(ir) is the inde'f the first distributed heat sink for
**the ir'th link.

**Name: IRAHS2(1:100) Units: [Diincnsionlcss]

**Pammctcr IRAHS2(ir) is thc index of the second distributed heat sink for
**the ir'th link.

*~ Name: IRASD 1(1:100) Units: [Dimensionlcss]

**Paraincter IRASD 1(ir) is the surface side index (either I or 2) of thc
**first distributed heat sink for thc ir'th link.

**Naine: IRASD2(1:100) Units: [Dimcnsionlcss]

~* Parameter IRASD2(ir) is thc surface side inde@ (either I or 2) of thc
**second distributed heat sink for the ir'th link.

*Lumped Heat Sinks
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*BR

**Up to a inaximum ol'200 lumped heat sinks arc allowed. Lumped heat sinks
**should represent any signigicant masses ofcquipmcnt, piping, piping**supports, valves such as MSIVs, pumps, and iromvork structures such as
**grates, stainvell, platforms, ctc., within the compartment. Ignoring
*~ smaller components such as piping and valves of less than 0.1 m {4"}**nominal diameter is conservative and may bc adviseable ifthe effort
**necessary to acquire accurate values is excessive. Do not include
**primary system piping already accounted for in the Priniary System
**paramctcr sections such as recirculation piping for BWRs and reactor
**coolant piping for PIVRs, and secondary system piping for PKVRs in Steam
**Generator paranictcr section.

**Thc compartment may liavc any number of lumped heat sinks. Subroutines
**HSNKRB manages the ovemll logic of lumped heat sinks by connecting
**them ivith the appropriate compartment. Subroutine HTEQPT docs the
~* actual physics of thc tcinpemture calculation as well as surface heat



**transfer to thc surrounding gas space or ivatcr pools.

**Note that the count of lumped heat sinks stops at the first zero area
**entry for AEQRB and ensures that no additional lumped heat sinks arc
**considered.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM12/14/95 Lumped heat sinks should be used to model

**primarily nictallic structures, i.e., materials ivith high thermal
**conductivity. Ifstructures ivith loiv thermal conductivity is to be
**modeled as a lumped heat sink, then you nuist inake sure that the Biot
**number is les's titan 0.1 for thc model to yeild reasonable estimates.
*~ The Biot nunibcr is delincd'as:

'Bi = h *(v/sa) /k

**ivhcrc: h = convection heat transfer coefficient
v = total volume of lumped heat sink
sa = total surface area of lumped heat sink
k = lumped heat sink thermal conductivity

**Ref: Heat Transfer. J.P. Holinan. 5th ed,

**Name: NEQRB(1:200) Units: [Diincnsionless]

«Compartment index containing thc ith lumped heat sink.

NEQRB(1) 2

NEQRB(2) 3

**Nanic: EQTYP(1:200) Units: [Diniciisionlcss]

**Material type of thc ith luinped heat sink as dcfincd in M;itcrial Type
**pammeter section. CAUTION: Usc the correct material index defined
**for the CPEQM army. Do not confiisc or usc thc index used for
**distributed heat sink niatcrial properties.

EQTYP(1) I

EQTYP(2) I

**Name: MEQRB(1:200) Units: [KG,LB]

**Total mass of thc ith lumped heat sink.

MEQRB(1) 3344000.0 LB
MEQRB(2) '27300.0 LB

**Corresponding values can bc obtained from PiVR MAAP 3B pammcters MEQB
**and MEQA.

**Narnc: AEQRB(1:200) Units: [M**2,FT**2]



**Total surface area of'ith lumped heat sink exposed to the coinpartment
*~ gas space assunling no water pool is present. Do not include surface
**area in contact with a floor or wall. The count of lumped heat sinks
**stops at the first zero entry, and adding a zero entry for the last
**entry is a good practice and is rccomrnendcd.

AEQRB(1) 159000.0 FT**2
AEQRB(2) 67600.0 FT"'*2

AEQRB(3) 0.0 FT**2

**Corresponding values can be obtained from PlVR MAAP 3B paramctcrs AEQB
**and AEQA.

~* Name: ZEQRB(1:200) Units: [M,FTj

**Average elevation of the bottom surface of ith lumped heat sink with
**rcspcct to the coinpartnlcnt floor.

ZEQRB(l)
ZEQRB(2)

0.0 FT
0.0 FT

**In MAAP 3.0B, cquipmcnt inasses werc either conlplctcly dry or wct without
**regard for actual water levels. This paraincter and the neit (ZEQRB and
**XHEQRB) were provided to represent the actual sumbergence of heat sinks.
**In PKVR MAAP 3.08, all lunlped equipincilt Iuasscs 'Lvcfc al Aays dry.

**Name: XIMQRB(I:200) Units: PvI,FT)

**Average vertical height of thc ith luinpcd heat sink.

XHEQRB(l) 9.84 FT
XHEQRB(2) 9.84 FT

**Note that thc area ol'thc submerged portion of the lumped heat sink is a
**linear finlction of thc height ranging from 0 at thc bottom of the lumped
**heatsink to 100%at the top of the heat sink. CAUTION: Care nuist bc
**taken in constructing an lumped heat sink nulss with a large height since
**steel is an efficient conductor of heat. A compartment having a water
**pool, a partially submerged lumped heat sink, and hot gas willcvaporatc
**the water pool nruch sooner titan an cquivalcnt compahment without a
**partially submerged heat sink. The average height of thc lumped heat
**sink is also used in calculating thc natural circulation heat transfer
++ coefficient.

**Corresponding values can be obtained I'rom PIVR MAAP 3B parameters ZEQB
**and ZEQA.
44444W4444444440444'44444444'444444444444444440404W404444'4444WW04W4044404W44444

*Containment Stress - Strain Failure Model

*BR



**This parameter section is for setting up the containmcnt strain model.

~* The user has the choice of using thc containment strain model and/or
**using the simple containincnt overpressurc model for containmcnt failure.
~* The containment strain model allows the user to represent both steel
**shells and pre-stressed and post tensioned concrete containmcnts and
**determines the containment wall strains due to internal pressure. The
**

simple containment overpressure model uses FAILUREjunction definitions
**in the Topology pammcter section which specifies thc delta-prcssure
*~ rcqiiired to fail a junction between thc containment compartment
**(compartment ID's less titan or equal to ICMAX)and thc auxiliary or
**environment compartment. Scc subroutine writeup STRAIN of the MAAP4
**User's Manual for further information about the containment strain
**model.

**The contaimncnt outer cylindrical wall fortns thc prcssure boundary and
**may be segmented up to 4 cylindrical walls. The failure junction
**pointers for the containmcnt strain model is dcfincd in the Pointers,
**paramctcr section using parameters JDCF(), which is used to idcntil's
**what compartinent pressures to usc. This inodcl is thc same niodcl used in
**MAAP 3.08 and nccds to be tested I'or MAAP4.

**In PWR MAAP 3.08. two outside walls. anmilar and upper compartment outcr
**avails nuidc up the complete containment shell.

**~a~~aiQa 4.0.3 BJS 3/2 I/96 - Corrected the values/units ofNDCF through
**NTYDCF. Thc values ivcrc intcrprcted as being in Sl units in thc first
**User's Guide ivhcn they are actually in Br units.

NDCF 0 // Dimensionlcss

**This parameter is thc number ofcont iinincnt outcr iv>lls inodclcd for
**detailed containnient strain failure. Up to 4 containment outer avails
**are alloived. Enter 0 to bypass the containnient strain calculations.

57.46 FT // Units: [M,FT}XRCONT

*~ This parameter is the containmcnt radius for stress calculations.

**Corresponding P WR and BWR MAAP 3.08 parameter is XRCONT.

XTGAP 6.04 FT // Units: [M,FT]

**For cases where the outcr boundary of the containnicnt is a stccl shell
**separated froni a concrete shield wall, enter the distance between the
**two, enter 0 otherwise.

**Thc corresponding PWR MAAP 3.08 panmetcr is XTGAP. and BWR MAAP3.08
**paramctcrs are XTGAPS, XTGAP6, and XTGAP4.





**Name: NHOOP(4) Units: [Dimensionless j

**Paratnetcr NHOOP(i) is the nuntber of tendons in thc hoop (ndial)
**direction for thc i'th containment outcr ivall.

**Corresponding PKVR MAAP3.0B parantcters are NHOOPA and NHOOPD.

NHOOP(1)
NHOOP(2)
NHOOP(3)
NHOOP(4)

0
0
0
0

**Name: XDHOP(4) Units: [M.FTj

**Parameter XDHOP(i) is the diameter of hoop tendons for the i'th
**containmcnt outer wall.

**Corresponding PKVR MAAP 3.08 parameters are XDHOPA and XDHOPD.

XDHOP(1) 0.0 FT
XDHOP(2) 0.0 FT
XDHOP(3) 0.0 FT
XDHOP(4) 0.0 FT

**Name: XTREH(4) Units: [M.FT)

**Panntcter XTREH(i) is thc voluntc of rcbar pcr unit area of thc i'th
**containntcnt outcr wall (equivalent thickness) running in the hoop
**direction.

**Corresponding PIVR MAAP 3.0B paran>ctcrs arc XTREHA and XTREHD.

XTREH(1)
XTREH(2)
XTREH(3)
XTREH(4)

0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT

**Na»»e: XDRF(4) Units: [M,FTi

**Parameter XDRF(i) is the displaccmcnt in thc radial direction which is
**sufIicicnt to tear the i'th containmcnt wall, e.g., at a penetration.

**Corresponding PWR MAAP3.0B parameters are XDRFAand XDRFD.

XDRF(1) 0 0 FT
XDRF(2) 0.0 FT
XDRF(3) 0.0 FT
XDRF(4) 0.0 FT



**Name: NTENZ(4) Units: [Dimcnsionless]

**Paramctcr NTENZ(i) is the number of tendons in the axial (vertical)
**direction for the i'th containn>ent outer >vail.

**Corresponding PWR MAAP3.08 paramctcr is NTENZ.

NTENZ(1) 0
NTENZ(2) 0
NTENZ(3) 0

NTENZ(4) 0

**Name: XDTENZ(4) Units: [M,FTJ

**Pammcter XDTENZ(i)is the dianteter ofaxial tendons for thc i'th
**containmcnt outcr avail.

**Corresponding PIVR MAAP3.08 pantnetcr is XDTENZ.

XDTENZ(1) 0.0 FT
XDTENZ(2) 0.0 FT
XDTENZ(3) 0.0 FT
XDTENZ(4) 0.0 FT

**Name: XTREZ(4) Units: [M.FT)

~* Pantmcter XTREZ(i) is thc volume of rcbar pcr unit area of thc i'th
*~ containment outer ivali (cquivalcnt thickness) running in thc axial
«direction.

**Corresponding PIVR MAAP 3.08 p<tm<ntctcrs are XTREZA and XTREZD.

XTREZ(1) 0.0 FT
XTREZ(2) 0.0 FT
XTREZ(3) 0.0 FT
XTREZ(4) 0.0 FT

**Narnc: XDZF(4) Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XDZF(i) is thc displacement in axial direction svhich is
**suAicicnt to tear the i'th containrncnt i'll,c.g., at a pcnctration.

**Corresponding PWR MAAP 3.08 parameters arc XDZFAand XDZFD.

XDZF(1)
XDZF(2)
XDZF(3)
XDZF(4)

0.0 FT
00 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT

**Name: XCYL(4) Units: [M,FTj-



**Parameter XCYL(i)is thc height of thc cylindrical part of the i'th
**containment wall.

**Corresponding PWR MAAP 3.0B paratneters are ZACYLand ZDCYLas
**AOWD/(2.DO*PI*XRCONT).

XCYL(1)
XCYL(2)
XCYL(3)
XCYL(4)

57.92 FT
19.33 FT
0.0 FT
0.0 FT

**Name: XLOW(4) Units: [M,FT]

**Parameter XLOW(i)is thc liner thickness on tlte inside ofoutcr wall.

**Corresponding PWR MAAP 3.08 pararnetcrs arc XLOWAand XLOWD

XLOW(l) 0.0573 FT
XLOW(2) 0.0C)3 FT
XLOW(3) 0.0 FT
XLOW(4) 0.0 FT

NTYDCF I // Dilncllslonlcss

**Pantmeter NTYDCF is a flag identifying tltc cont titttnent outer wall tipe:

= 0. Steel and concrete containntent
= I, Steel coll'tannncllt

**~a~a;~a 4.0.1 CYP 10/7/94 Missing paramctcr NTYDCF was added.

** 'r7(niQa 4.0.3 BJS 3/21/9C> - Thc containment outer wall is stccl, so NTYDCF
**had been corrected to bc I instead of 0 in thc dmft User's Guide.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.3 MAM 11/17/95 All the Young's modulus and stress loads werc

**moved to this parameter section where it actually belongs from the**Concrete paramctcr section and set to appropriate default values for all
**parameter files.
*SI

**Note: For free-standing steel containers, e.g., when paratneter NTYDCF
**is set to I, supply only stccl "liner" propcrtics.

**Properties for tendons, rcbar, etc. arc provided for the ice condenser
**containmcnt cvcn though NTYDCF is I to provide example values. Thcsc**values arc thc same as those provided with thc other sample containments.

PETEN 3.el I PA // Units: [PA,PSI]



**This parameter is the clastic Young's ntodulus for tendons.

PEREB 1.99el1 PA // Units: [PA.PSI]

**This parameter is the clastic Young's modulus for rcbar.

PEPTEN 3.97e9 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This pararncter is the plastic Young's ntodulus for tendons.

PEPREB 1.4e9 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

~* This parameter is the plastic Young's modulus for rebar.

PSSPH 9.7e8 PA // Units: [PA.PSI]

**This paramctcr is thc pre-stress load on hoop tendons.

PSSPZ 1.0le9 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

*~ This parantctcr is the pre-stress load on axial tendons.

PSSYHT 1.53c9 PA // Units; [PA.PSI]

*~ This paramctcr is the tendon yield stress.

PSSYHR 4.137c8 PA // Units: [PA.PSI]

**This paran>ctcr is thc rebar yield stress.

PSSFHT 1.65c9 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is thc tendon ultimate stress.

PSSFHR 6.2e8 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is thc rebar ulthnat'c stress.

PEL I:99el1 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is thc elastic Young's modulus for liner.



PEPL 1,4e9 PA // Units: [PA.PSI]

~* This parameter is the plastic Young's modulus for liner.

PSSYHL 4.137c8 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is thc liner yield stress.

PSSFHL 6.2e8 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This paramctcr is the liner failure stress.

*Quench Tank
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General Notes

** I) The following input parameters refer to thc gcomctric and thermal-
hydnnilic initial and boundary conditions required I'or MAAP thcrmal-
hydrmilic and fission product modeling of the quench tank that
rcccivcs effluent front thc pressurizer via thc SV's and PORV's.

The qucncli tank is also termed thc pressurizer rclicl'tank (PRT).

**2) Parameter IQT, in thc *POINTERS section of the paraineter file,
controls the application ol'the quench tank model.

IQT Description

0 Quench tank is not modelled. Thc containment
compartinent, associated ivith pointer JNRV directly
receives effluent from pressurizer SV's and PORV's.

I Quench tank is modcllcd in thc containment compartment
associated svith pointer JNRV. Effluent from the
pressurizer SV's and PORV's discharges into the quench
tank. Ifthe quench tank rupture disk has failed,
effluen can then discharge from thc quench tank into
containmcnt.

**3) Possible data sources for these paranietcrs arc:

a) Plant Final Safety Analysis Rcport (FSAR) - pressurizer or
primary system sections

b) Operator Training Manual - pressurizer or
primary system sections

c) Plant operating surveillance data
d) Quench tank (PRT) construction and/or assembly drawings
c) Quench tank (PRT) technical specification data



fj Containment section. elevation. or cquipmcnt location drawings

Parameter Specifications

VQT 1800. FT**3 // Units: [M**3,FT**3]

~* This paramctcr is the total fluid volume within the quench tank.

MWQTO 83514. LB // Units: [KG,LB]

**This parameter is the initial water mass in thc quench tank.

**This can bc detcrinincd from thc noininal PRT water volume and
**temperature maintained during normal operating conditions.

PQTRD 100. PSI // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parainetcr is the differential prcssure required to fail tlie quellcll
**tank (PRT) rupture disk.

ZQTRD 11.42 FT // Units: [M.FT]

**This paminctcr is thc height of thc quench tank (PRT) riipturc disk
**relative to thc floor of the containnicnt compartment that contains the
**quench tank. Thc noted coinpartmcnt is designated by ltaminctcr JNRV.
**which is a pointer listed in the *POINTERS paraincter lile section.

ASEDQT 208.8 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is the scdimcntation area for aerosol fission product
**settling in the quench tank (PRT). This is the horizontal surface area
**within the PRT tliat is exposed and can serve as an active site for
**aerosol settling.

**It should include the upper surface areas of any platfortns, structual
*~ components, etc. Ifthc two upward-facing areas arc stacked vertically,
**both areas should be counted. In this regard, ASEDQT possesses an
**inherent sensitivity. While thc upper surface does not complctcly
~* "mask" thc lower surface, it can potentially initigatc thc deposition on
**the lower surface. Thercforc, thc appropriate interpretation is that
**ASEDQT exists within a range between thc area of the upper surface alone
**and the sumination of the upper and lower surface areas.



**To disable fission product settling in the quench tank, set ASEDQT to
*~ zero. Note, ifthe nipturc disk fails, settling in thc PRT gas space is
**ignored, regardless of the value of ASEDQT.

**Unless otherwise stated, these parameters apply only to icc condcnscr

**General Guidance Concerning Ice Data Acquisition:

**Most of the paramctcrs for *Ice arc available from the FSAR or thc
**Tcchnical Specifications. Most users willchoose FHTICE=2 because the
**icc condcnscr ciit. tcinpcrature is readily available from full-scale
**section tests. Thc variables AICEO and HTICEO can bc found from
++ inalytical work. autoclave tests, and full-scale section tests to verify
**the design performance of the icc condcnscr. Ice condcnscr maintenance
**records for total weight of icc, flow area. heat transfer area. ctc.,
**arc also useful sources for MICEO and AICEO.

MICEO 2.81e6 LB // Units: [KG.LB]

**MICEO is the initial icc mass. Technical SpcciTications giv" a limit
**for the mininimn initial icc mass.

TWICE 15.0 F // Units: [K.F]

**TWICE is the initial tcinpcrature of the ice. Tlic icc condcnscr
**tcmpcrature usually varies between -12 and -7 C (or 10 and 20 F).

VWICE 1.74c-2 FT**3/LB // Units: [M**3/KG,FT**3/LB]

**@QaQa 4.0.3 BJS 3/21/96 - The value of VWICE liad been corrected in the
**draft User's Guide. Thc value of 2.99c-2 in previous versions of the
**parainctcr file was incorrect.

**VWICE is the specific volunic of the ice. Knowing the initial icc
**temperature, VWICE is found from thc thermodynamic propcrtics of water.

AICEO 8.795e5 FT**2 // Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**AICEO is the initial ice surface area. This parameter is not usually**known with any precision. Initial guesses are available from other code
++ calculiltiolls.

FHTICE 2 // Dimensionlcss



**FHTICE specifies the type of heat transfer calct lation to be
**pcrfomed for thc icc condenser:

= 0, mecltanistic heat transfer calculation
= I, input nominal heat transfer coefficient
= 2, input nominal ciit temperature for icc

chest (MAAP3.08 method)

HTICEO 5036.0 BTU/FT**2-HR-F // Units: [}V/M*'}2-C,BTU/FT**2-HR-F]

*~ HTICEO is the nominal icc heat transfer coefIicient. A reasonable value
**can be obtained from }}Vestinghousc anlytical work to establish ice
**condenser design perforntance.

*Ap600 Inputs
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*Sl

**~a:QaQa 4.0.3 MAM 11/29/95 This para tnetcr section was either partially**documented or missing front thc paratncter lilcs. Although these inputs
**may not concern most users, tltc documentation of thc input pammcters
**was brought up to date and contpletcd.

**This parameter section is for setting up the ALWRAP600 inputs I'r the
**core makeup tank(s) and passive residual heat removal (PRHR) systctn.

**Core MakeUp Tanks

**Up to two core makeup tanks can bc ntodclcd. Thc Control parantctcr
**ICMTK(i)flag defines whcthcr or not core makeup tanks are tnodcled.,**When ICMTK(i)is sct to one, thc i'th core makeup tank is present and
**when ICMTK(i)is set to zero, thc i'th core makeup tank is not prcscnt.**Note that thc parameter ICMTK(i)un}st be spccificd at thc start ofa
**MAAP run. It is not resctable during a MAAP run using local parmactcr
++ el}ange.

**Thc top of the core makeup tank is connected to thc pressurizer and to**the cold leg. Thc Control parameter ICMT(i)specifics wltat printary**system cold Icg node is connected to the core makeup tank. Scc thc PWR
**primary system nodalization for westinghouse 4-loop design figurc of the
**subroutine PRISYS of thc MAAP4 User Manual for the actual nodal nmnber.**The bottom of thc core ntakeup tank is connected to the primary system**downcomer.

**The Iollowing event codes controls thc valves on thc pipings from the**core makeup tank to the primary system:

275 = I; Opens the valve on thc linc connecting the bottotn of the



core makeup tank ¹I to the priman system doivncomer.

275 = 0; Closes the valve on the linc connecting the bottont of thc
core makeup tank ¹ I to the primary system doivncotncr.

276 = I; Opens thc valve on the linc connecting the top of the
core ntakcup tank ¹1 to cold Icg node designated by ICMT(1).

276 = 0; Closes the valve on thc linc connecting the top of the
core tnakcup tank ¹I to cold leg node designated by ICMT(1).

277 = I; Opens the valve on the linc connecting the bottom of thc
core ntakcup tank ¹2 lo the primary system downcomer.

277 = 0; Closes thc valve on thc line connecting thc bottom of the
core tnakcup tank ¹2 to the primary systetn doivncomcr.

278 = I; Opens the valve on thc line connecting the top of the
core makeup tank ¹2 to cold leg node designated by ICMT(2).

278 = 0; Closes thc valve on thc linc connecting the top of thc
core ntakcup tank ¹2 to cold leg node dcsignatcd by ICMT(2).

**Scc subroutine CRMKTKivritc-up of the MAAP4 User Manual for father
**details of the core tnakcup tank model.

**Nan>e: VCMT(2) Units: [M**3.FT**3j

**Tltis paratnetcr is thc total volume (ivater+ gas) ot'thc core tuakeup tank.

VCMT(l) 0.0 M**3
VCMT(2) 0.0 M**3

**Name: ACMT(2) Units: [M**2,FT**2[

**This parameter is thc cross-sectional area of thc core tnakcup tank.

ACMT(1) 0.0 M**2
ACMT(2) 0.0 M**2

**Name: MWMTO(2) Units: [KG.LB]

**This parameter is the initial mass of svatcr in thc core makeup tank.

MWMTO(1)
MWMTO(2)

0.0 KG
0.0 KG

**Name: TWMTO(2) Units: [K,FJ

"*This parameter is the initial temperature ol'thc svatcr in thc core
*~ makeup tank.

TWMTO(1) 0.0 K



TWvlTO(2) 0.0 K

**Name: ZBCMT(2) Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the elevation of thc bottom of the core ntakcup tank
**relative to the bottom of the reactor vessel.

ZBCMT(1)
ZBCMT(2)

0.0 M
0.0 M

**Name: ZCMTDC(2) Units: [M,FTJ

**This paramc(er is the clcvation of thc core makeup tank injection into
**thc primary systcnl dosvnconlcr relative to thc reactor vessel bottonl.

ZCMTDC(1)
ZCMTDC(2)

0.0 M
0.0 M

**Name: ZTCLMT(2) Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is thc elevation of thc top of the cold lcg balance line
**relative to thc reactor vessel bottom.

ZTCLhlT(1)
ZTCLMT(2)

0.0 M
0.0 M

""'*Name: AlvlTDC(2) Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This paratnetcr is the cross-sdctional area of thc piping front thc core
*~ ntakcup tank to the printan systctn don ncotncr.

AMTDC(I) 0.0 M**2
AMTDC(2) 0.0 M*42

**Natne: AMTCL(2) Units: [M**2.FT**2]

**This parameter is thc cross-sectional area ol'thc piping from thc core
**makeup tank top to the printary system cold leg.

AMTCL(l) 0.0 M**2
AMTCL(2) 0.0 M442

**Name: AMTPZ(2) Units: [M**2,FT**2]

**This parameter is thc cross-sectional area of thc piping from thc core
**ntakcup tank to the pressurizer.

AMTPZ(1) 0.0 M**2
AMTPZ(2) 0.0 M**2

**Name: LDCMT(2)

**This parameter is the equivalent L/D ratio for thc piping from the core**makeup tank to thc primary systent downcomcr.



LDCMT(1) 0.0
LDCMT(2) 0.0

~* Name: LDCLMT(2) Units: [Dimcnsionless]

**This parantctcr is thc equivalent L/D ratio for thc piping front thc core
**makeup tank top to the printary'ystcnt cold leg.

LDCLMT(1)
LDCLMT(2)

0.0
0.0

**Name: LDTDVI(2) Units: [Dimensionless]

**This parameter is thc equivalent L/D ratio for thc piping from the
**Direct Vessel Injection (DVI) tcc to the primary system dosvncomcr.

LDTDVI(1) 0.0
LDTDVI(2) 0.0

**Passive Residual Heat Rctnoval (PRHR)

**The passive residual heat removal (PRHR) systetn model is enabled svhen the
**Control parameter IPRHR is set to one and thc valve to the PRHR is
**opened by setting the event code 274 to true. The model calculates thc
**heat transfer between the pritnary system coolant inside thc PRHR tubes
**and thc containmcnt vvatcr pool outside thc PRHR tubes. The containnlent
**compartment IRIVST is identilied by thc Pointer paramctcr JNPRHR. See
*"MAAP4 User Manual subroutine PRISYS ivritcup for futher details of the
**PRHR tnodel and subroutine HXFRSG ivritcup ivhieh does the heat transfer
**calculations.

NTPRHR 0.0 // Dimensionlcss

**This parantetcr is the nutnbcr of tubes in the PRHR.

XIDPRH 0.0 M // Units: [M,FTJ

**This parameter is thc inside diantetcr of tube in PRHR.

XTPRHR 0.0 M // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is the thickness of tube in PRHR HX.

KTPRHR 0.0 W/M-C // Units: [4V/M-C,BTU/FT-HR-F]

**This parameter is the thertnai conductivity of tube.

HTPRHR 0.0 lV/M**2-C // Units: [lV/M~*2-C,BTU/FT**2-HR-F]



**This parameter is thc heat transfer coefIicient for thc primary side
+~ when thcfc Is two of stnglc ph;Isc nfltufal convcctlon.

FWPRHR 0.0 // Dimensionless

**This parameter is the fraction of thc pump flowgoing into the PRHR when
~* thc punIps aI'c on.

VLPRHR 0.0 M**3 // Units: [M**3,FT~*3J

**This parameter is thc volume of thc PRHR HX.

ZBHXRB 0.0 M // Units: [M.FTJ

**This parantetcr is the bottotn of the HX relative to the bottom of the
**1RWST compartment, identified by the Pointer parameter JNPRHR.

0.0 M // Units: [M,FTJZBHXPS

**This parantetcr is the bottom of thc HX relative to the bottotn ol'thc
+~ fc'lctof vcsscl.

XLVRHR 0.0 M // Units: [M.FTJ

**This parameter is the vertical length of thc HX tube.

XLHRHR 0.0 M // Units: [M.FTJ

**This panuuetcr is the horizontal length of thc HX tube.

FQPRHR 1.0 // Dimensionlcss

**This pammeter is the multiplier or correction factor for the total heat
**tmnsfcr through thc PRHR when single or two plrase natural circulation
**occurs. MAAP4 does not calculate thc flow rate and may overprcdict the
**heat transfer.

*Spain

*Sl

**QaeQa 4.0.3 MAM11/29/95 This paratnctcr section was either partially**documented or missing from thc parameter files. Although these inputs
**ntay not concern most users, the documentation of'thc input parameters
**was brought up to date and completed.





**This parameter section is primarly for Spanish-type plant, eg., when the
**Control parameter ISPAIN is sct to I with the exception of paramctcrs
**QDSFP and ZWFPUC ivhich can bc used for any pivr-type plant. The Spanish
**specific inodcls allows for the diversion of injection flows front the hot
**or cold leg to thc core upper head region and for the diversion of
**injection flows from thc hot leg to the cold leg., Thc Spanish specific
**models also includes models for hot leg accunnilators, extra borating
**system, and emergency fcedwater system. Sec the MAAP4 User Manual
**subroutine SPNINJ and ECCRIT write-ups for further details about thc
**Spanish specific safety systeins.

QDSFP 0.0 W // Units: [W,BTU/HR]

**This parameter is thc total decay heat popover in spent fuel stored within
**the spent fuel pool. Thc Pointer paranicter JNSFP defines thc containinent
**compartnicnt in which the spent fiiel pool is located. This parainctcr is
**independent of parainetcr ISPAIN.

ZWFPUC 0.0 M // Units: [M,FT]

**This parameter is thc height above the compartment JNSFP floor at which
**spent fuel uncovers. The uncovered fraction of the spent fuel decay
**power is added to thc coinpartmcnt's gas space with thc reinainding spent
**fuel decay power added to thc compilrtiilcllts water pool. Tliis paf'illletcr
**is indcpendcnt of parainctcr ISPAIN.

FDIVUH 0.0 // Diincnsionlcss

**This parainctcr is the fraction of injection floivdivcrtcd to upper head
**from cold or hot leg,

**Thc newt thrcc paramctcrs PDHPCC, PDLPCC, and TDACUMarc for thc TRILLO
**injection signal logic. A non-zero value for PDHPCC activatcs the sigiial
**logic. Sec MAAP4 User Manual subroutine ECCRIT write-up for further
**details.

PDHPCC 0.0 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This paranicter is the prcssure differential in containinent for HPCC
**signaI. The prcssure differential is thc pressure in conipartmcnt
**identified by *Pointer variable JNCIN (PRB(JNCIN) minus the environment
**prcssure defined by *Initialvariable PAMB.

PDLPCC 0.0 PA // Units: [PA,PSI]

**This parameter is the prcssure differentia in containnient for LPCC
**signal. The prcssure differential is the prcssure in compartment



0



**identified by *Pointer variable JNCIN (PRB(JNCIN) minus the environment
"'* pressure defined by *Initialvariable PAMB.

TDACUM 0.0 S // Units: [S,HR]

**This parameter is the time delay from the HPCC signal to cold leg
*+ accunnilatof isolatioll,

NHLAC 0.0 // Diinensionlcss

**This parameter is the number of hot lcg accumulators.

MLOHLA 0,0 KG // Units: [KG,LB)

**This parameter is thc Iow hot lcg accumulator svater niass to isolate thc
~* hot lcg accumulator after the tinie svhen thc HPCC signal occured plus the
**TDACUMclapscd time.

FDIVCL 0.0 // Diincnsionless

**This paramctcr is the fraction of thc injection floivdiverted to the
**cold lcg l'rom thc hot leg.

WVEBS 0.0 M**3/S // Units: [M**3/S.GPM)

**This parainctcr is thc volumetric floiv rate I'roin thc citm borating
**system. User should incrc;isc thc RWST ivater inass by tlic ainount oi'the
**extra bomting systcin tank to take credit of thc available water
**inventory. Thc se>tcr flosvs to thc cold lcg unless paniinctcr FEBSAS is
**grcatcr then zero.

**
~aiQaQa 4.0.3 BJS 5/10/96 - Thc capability to model auxiliary pressurizer

**sprays lias bccn included for non-Spanish plants, i.c., for parameter
**flilcs with ISPAIN not equal to 1. Thercforc, WVEBS is also included in
**thc pressurizer section of the paramctcr file, and it has a slightly
**different definition: it is thc volumetric flow rate to thc spray, not
**to the cold lcg and the spray (FEBSAS is not used). Note that the last
**value of WVEBS in thc parameter fllc is thc onc tliat thc code willuse.

FEBSAS 0.0 // Dimcnsionlcss

**This parameter is the fraction of extra borating system floiv that goes
**to pressurizer auxiliary sprays.

**Emergency Fccdwatcr System

**When event codes 251 and/or 252 arc set to I, the unbroken loop or



**broken loop cmcrgency fccdivater systcni, respcctivcly, are turned on as
¹* long as nuiin fecdivatcr system is offand water is availablc in thc
**emergency fccdwater tank. The S/G level control logic is same as those
**defined in *Steain Generator paranicter section. This system utilizes thc
**pump curve defined for the extra turbine driven auxiliary fecdwatcr
**system in thc *Gencralizcd Safeguards parameter section - therefore,
*¹ rcmcmbcr to usc zero steam flow for parameter WSTSGT in those variables
**for diesel driven systems such as in the TRILLOplant. This system can
**be turned on while the ordinary auxiliary fecdivatcr system is still on,
*¹ and flow I'roni both systems willbe proportioned based on total possible
**flow from each with respect to actual flow required to ntaintain
**specified lcvcl.

0.0 M**2 // Units: [M**2.FT**2]AEFT

**This paranietcr is thc cross-sectional area of the base of the emergency
**fecdivatcr tank. Note tliat a single tank is represcntcd in MAAP.

MWEFWO 0.0 KG // Units: [KG.LB]

**This parainetcr is the total or available cmcrgcncy fccdivater ivater mass.

TEFW 300.0 K // Units: [K.F)

**This paraiuctcr is thc tentpcraturc ol'the cnicrgcncy feeding»ter ivatcr.

WEFWXB 0.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S.LB/HR]

**This parameter is thc throttled flow rate I'or emergency feedwater to the
**broken loop.

WEFWXU 0.0 KG/S // Units: [KG/S.LB/HR)

**This paramctcr is the throttled flow rate for emergency fccdwatcr to the
**unbroken loop.

VLPZSR 0.0 M**3 // Units: [M¹¹3,FT¹¹3]

**This paramctcr is the volume in prcssurizcr below surge linc entry
**polllt.

*Evtmcs
¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹

**This parameter file section is thc input data source for a MAAP4
**feature tliat allows users to customize sornc or all of the cvcnt flag and
**event code messages written to the log, tabular output, and event summary



¹th colllpartlllclltburning is in progress,

**files MAAPgenerates.

~* IN GENERIC FORM, AN INPUT CARD FOR,-*EVTMES IS ARRANGED AS FOLLOWS:

**<NUMBER> <FLAG> <MESSAGE>

**IVhcrc: <NUMBER> = Thc event flag or code miniber
<FLAG> = The cvcnt oti/offstate token. Permissible tokens for

thc "On" state are; "I", "T", or "TRUE", and permis-
sible tokens for thc "OfF'tate are; "0", "F",, or
"FALSE".

<MESSAGE> = Thc chanicter striiig of the event message to be dis-
played for the specified flag/code and on/off state.
Each message string is limited to a mazimuni length of
48 characters (strings longer than this value willbc
truncated).

**Bc sure to cnd this section ivith the kenvord "END".
**Note tliat **comincnting is allowed.

**QaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/20/95
**The event messages prcsentcd in this section arc the correct ones. The
**default niaap nicssages, as prcscnt in maap block data. arc not consistent
**with these niessagcs. Hence. this section is rcquircd in order to have
**thc proper event incssages.

**Note that the cliaracter "!" is trcatcd as a cnd ol'line deliinitor.
**and

everything

aAcr "!" is ignored.

**THE RANGE OF EVENT CODES IS NOiV:

I THRU 199 INTERNALEVENT CODES SET BY ivfAAP- NOT SETTABLE BY THE USER**200 THRU 399 EXTERNALEVENT CODES DEFINED BY IvIAAPFOR A SPECIFIC
OPERATION, IE., MANUALLYTURN A PUlvlP ON, ETC.

**400 THRU 699 EXTERNALEVENT CODES NOT DEFINED BY lvlAAP, AVAILABLE
AS USER DEFINED EVENT CODES.

**
QaQaQa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95

** 1000+ CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENT CONDITIONEVENT CODES: SEE APPENDIX 3P OF
VOLUMEI OF THE USERS MANUALFOR A LIST OF THESE CONDITIONS AND
THE ALGORITHMUSED IN THE CODE TO SET THE EVENTS.

Examples of containmcnt coinpartmcnt condition events arc:

¹tllcollip;lrtlllclitKvatcf pool preselil.

ctc.
C

**Therfore, event codes 200 thru 699 arc user dcflnable. For example**ive could model a sequence in which the loss ofac and dc poivcr occurs**30 minutes into the sequence, and re-gain thc popover at 1.5 hours.



**this can be modeled as

205 TIM>.5 HRANDTIM< 1.5 HR

**Note tliat 205 is MAAP dcfincd event code for loss ofac and dc power,
**and here, we merely had defined a 205 event code condition to control
**the MAAP's event code 205 state. When the condition is true, ie.,
**time is greater titan.5 hr but is less titan 1.5 hr

**Also, you may need to renumber some ofvour previous user-defined
**codes to a'void collisions with new external codes.

**The summary output file contains a list of event codes, their status,
**and their messages. These arc written to the file when thc status of» the event code changes from true to false or false to true. The time
**of the change is also included in the file. The event codes tliat could
**be written to thc file, iftheir status changes. is a subset. ofall the
*'vcnt codes. Thc reason tliat not all of them could be written is that
**the status ofa mimbcr of them change vcn frequently„ lfthese ivere
**written to thc Iile, it would bc too long to bc useful. Otllcl's are llot
++ written because they are for code devclopincnt or debugging purposes
**only.

**Summary control on/off is a useful feature to sclcct/de-select event
**codes ivhich can be ivrittcn to thc sumniary file. Ifsuininary control is
**activated, then thc third token is the suniinary control option - there
**are three options:

Insert "SUMMARYCONTROL ON" bcforc the first. input
line to bc controlled. Insert SUMMARYCONTROL OFF"
aAcr thc last input linc to bc controlled. Thc
forniat of the input being controlled is:

<NUMBER> <FLAG> <ILISTOPT> <tvIESSAGE>

where <NUMBER>. <FLAG>. «nd <MESSAGE> arc thc sanie
as al)ove, alid <ILISTOPT> is

= 0: do not include cvcnt code illsunlnlalv,
= I: include cvcnt code in summary,
= 2: use pruning option on event code,
= blank: use default. value from block data

~* Thc pruning option limits thc nuinber of times an event code is written
**to the summary file. It is useful for those cvcnt codes whose status
**changes frequently. When the pruning option is invoked, the cvcnt
**message willbe written every tirnc thc event code's status clianges for
**the first tcn times. AAer tltat, it willonly be written every tenth
~* tiinc tliat its status clianges and thc mimber of times thc status clianged**willbe written next to the message. Similarly, aflcr its status
**changes 100 tinics, it willbe written every 50th time and aAer its
**status changes 500 times, it willbc written every 1000th time. The
**counter that keeps track of the number of times the status clianges is
**rcsct to zero whenever thc status hasn't cliangcd within 1000 seconds of





*"problein time.

**QaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 Summary control has beeii turned on for all events
** by removing all but the first sumnuiry control on/offstatements.
SUMMARYCONTROL ON

I T BKNLOOP BK UNCOVERED
I F BKN LOOP BK COVERED

~* This event is used to signal ifa brcak in thc broken loop is
**uncovered (TRUE) or covered (FALSE).
**This event is set TRUE ifa brcak of a user-specified area ABB Iias taken
**place (IEVNT(209) = I) and a user-specified elevation ZBB of the brcak is
**higher than the collapsed water Icvcl in the priniary system by at least thc
**equivalent diainctcr of the break. It is also set ifcithcr of the
**following two conditions arc nict:

** I) A user-specified break FBB occurs in the horizontal portion of the
broken-loop hot leg and thc boiled-up warer Icvcl in thc reactor
vessel is below a user-specified elevation ZNOZ of thc nozzlcs by
at least I cin.. or

**2) The user-specified break FBB occurs in the cold portion of'the
broken-loop stcam gcncnitor tubes or in the interinediate portion
of thc broken-loop cold lcg and thc boiled-up water level in the
broken-loop cold leg is below thc user-spccificd elevation ZBB of
thc brcak by at least thc cquivalcnt diamctcr of thc brcak.

**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's 5 fanual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**QaQaiQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 DESCRIPTION FOR EVENT 2 lVAS REVISED
2 T RELOCATION OF CORE MATERIALSTO LOUVER HEAD STARTED

**This event is used to signal relocation of thc core material to lower head.
**This event is set TRUE as soon as the mass of rclocatcd debris in thc lower
**head exceeds 5 kg.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

3 T RVFAILED
3 F RVINTACT

**This event is used to signal ifthc reactor vessel has failed (TRUE) or**is intact (FALSE).
**This event code becomes tnic ifany of thc following become true:** I) Vcsscl fails due to penetration tube ejection...lEVNT(39)
**2) Vessel fails due to pent. tube hcatup...IEVNT(58)
**3) Vessel fails duc to lower head global nipture...IEVNT(80)
**4) Vessel fails duc to jet ablation ofvessel wall.lEVNT(41)



**5) Vessel fails due to overlying steel attacking the ivall...lEVNT(43)

**Refer to thc RVFLMKsection of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 3.

4 T MAINCOOLANT PUMPS OFF
4 F MCPON

**This event is used to signal ifthe main coolant pumps are oA'(TRUE) or
**on (FALSE).
**This cvcnt is sct TRUE ifthc void fmction in the primary system exceeds a
**user-specified value VFCPMX, or the AC power is unavailable (IEVNT(205)=1),
**or thc operator Itas switched offthe main coolant pumps (IENVT(215)=1).
**The time at which the main coolant pumps arc tripped is recorded for use
**in thc pump coastdown flow calculation.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Matntal, Volume 2, Part 2.

5 T HPION
5 F HPIOFF

**This event is used to signal ifthe high pressure injection is on (TRUE) or
**off(FALSE).
**This event is sct TRUE ifthc operator has sivitched on the HPI pumps
**(IEVNT(212)=1 and IEVNT(216)=0) svhile thc AC popover is available
**(IEVNT(205)=0). It is also set TRUE ifthere is at least onc HPI pump, as
**indicated by thc user-specified parantctcrs NESF, NHPI and NHPIG, and ifthc
**pump sivitch is in "automatiie" (IEVNT(216)=0) svhilc the AC popover is available
**(IEVNT(205)=0), and the prcssure in the pritnary system drops below a user-
**specified set point PHPIO or thc ivatcr level in thc pressurizer drops beloiv
**a Itardivircd sct point ZWPZCL. Once the event is set. it ivillrctnain set,
**thereby signaling continuous actuation of the HPI putups. until the operator
**sivitehcs offthe puntps (IEVNT(216)=1) or the AC popover becomes unavailable
**(IEVNT(205)=1). It is also rcsct ifthc pump sivitch is in "autotnatie"
**(IEVNT(212)=0) and the water level in the pressurizer rises above a Itard-
~* wired sct point ZWPZCH. A tinter is set with a user-specified delay TDHPI
**and turned on avhcn thc cvcnt becomes TRUE. Thc tinter is turned offwhenever
**the event is FALSE. The high prcssure injection putnps are considcrcd to be
**running only after the timer has gone off. For injection to occur when thc
**pumps arc running, a sufficient NPSH nntst also be established (sec the
**discussions for IEVNT(148) and IEVNT(185)).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

6 T LPION
6 F LPI OFF

**This event is used to signal ifthc low prcssure injection is on (TRUE) or
*~ olf(FALSE).
**This event is sct TRUE ifthc operator has sivitchcd on the LPI pumps**(IEVNT(213)=1 and IEVNT(217)=0) while thc AC popover is available



**(IEVNT(205)=0). It is also set TRUE ifthere is at least onc LPI pump, as
**indicated by the user-specified parameters NESF, NLPI and NLPIG, and ifthc
**pump switch is in "automatiic" (IEVNT(217)=0) while the AC power is availablc
**(IEVNT(205)=0), and the prcssure in the priniaiy system drops beloiv a user-
**spccifled sct.point PLPIO. Once thc event is sct, it willremain set,
**thereby signaling continuous actuation of the LPI pumps, until the operator
**switches offthe pumps (IEVNT(217)=1) or the AC popover becomes unavailable
**(IEVNT(205)=1). A timer is sct with a user-speciflicd delay TDLPI
**and turned on when the event becomes TRUE. The timer is turned offwhenever
**the event is FALSE. Thc low prcssure injection pumps and thc low pressure
**injection spray pumps aic considered to be running only afler the timer Iias
**gone off. For injection to occur when the pumps are run.ting, a sufflcicnt
**NPSH must also be established (see thc discussions for IEVNT(146) and
**IEVNT(184).
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Mainial, Volume 2, Part 2.

7 T ACCUM NOT FUNCTIONAL
7 F ACCUM FUNCTIONAL

**This cvcnt is used to signal il'the accumulators are disabled (TRUE) or
**ifthc accuinulators arc functional (FALSE).
**This event is set TRUE ifthc operator lias shut ofl'the accuniulator block
**valves (IEVNT(214)=I) or thc water in thc accuinulators is dcplctcd
**(IEVNT(188)=1).
**Rcler to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

8 T ALLCM DISCH IN INITIALBLWDWN

**This cvcnt is used to signal il'all nioltcn debris in primary systeni has
**dicharged.
**This cvcnt becomes TRUE ifthe vessel has already tailed (IEVNT(3)=I) at**thc preceding tiine step and the niass of molten debris in the priniary**system is less than the ciit floivmite of inoltcn debris tinies thc
**time step.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**QaQaQa 4.0.1 CYP 12/12/94 DEFINE EVENT ¹9 PROPERLY
9 T GAS BLOWDOWNTHROUGH VESSEL FAILURECAN OCCUR

**This event is used to signal ifgas blowdown through vcsscl liailure can**occur.
**This event is sct TRUE ifthe vcsscl has already failed (IEVNT(3)=I)at the**preceding time step and thc mass ofwater in thc downconicr node is less titan**a liardhvircd small quantity MWMIN,whose nominal value is 100 kg, and thcrc is**cithcr no corium in thc lower head or above the bottom of the failure
**opening or when ther gas flow is grcatcr titan zero.
**Rcler to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Voluine 2, Part 2.



10 T COUPLE GAS ONLYTO CORE KVATER

*~ This event is used to signal ifonly thc core water mass is in thermodynamic
**cquilibriunl with thc priniary systeili gas.
**This event is set TRUE ifthe priniary system as a whole is in thermo-
**dynamic equilibrium (IEVNT(25)=0) while all loops in the primary system
**are stagri<ant (IEVNT(155)=1) and IEVNT(164)=1). Note that if, and only if,
**all loops in the prinntry system are stagnant, can either one of the event
**codes 10 and 25 bc TRUE. Only one of those two event flags can be true at
**any time (see IEVNT(25)).
~* Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Mamial, Volunic 2, Part 2.

11 T CHARGING PUMPS ON
ll F CHARGING PUMPS OFF

**This event is used to signal ifthc charging punips arc on (TRUE) or
++ 0If(FALSE)
**This event is sct TRUE ifthc operator has sivitchcd on the cliarging pumps
**(IEVNT(231)=1 and IEVNT(232=0)) while AC power is available (IEVNT(205)=0).
**It is also set ifthere is at least one cliarging pump. as is indicated by
**the user-spccificd parameters NESF. NCHP, and NCHPG, and ifthe pump sivitch
**is in "autoinatic" (IEVNT(231)=0) while AC popover is availablc (IEVNT(205=0)),
**and the pressure in thc prinuiry systcin drops below a user-specified set point
**PCHPO or the svatcr level in the prcssurizcr drops bcloiv the hardwircd sct
**point ZKVPZCL. Once the event is sct, it will rcrnain set, thcrcby signaling
**continuous actuation of the cliarging pumps, until thc operator switches ofl'*

thc pumps (IEVNT(232)=I) or the AC popover becomes unavailablc (IEVNT(205)=1).
**It also resets ifthe punip sivitch is in "automatic" (IEVNT(231)=0) and the
**water level in tlie pressurizer rises above thc hardivired sct point ZKVPZCH.
**A timer is sct ivith a user-specified delay TDCHP and turned on ivhcn thc event
**is TRUE. Thc timer is turned offwhenever thc event is FALSE. The charging
**puinps arc considered to be riinning only afler the tinier has gone oK For
*~ floiv to occur ivhen thc punips arc running, a sufflcicnt NPSH nuist also bc
*~ established (sec discussion for event codes 149 and 183).
~* Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Maimal, Voluine 2, Part 2.

12 T CMOR CORE CAN STEAM
12 F CORE POOL SUBCOOLED

**This event is used to signal ifthe water in the core is saturated (TRUE) or
**subcooled (FALSE).
**This event is set TRUE ifany one of the followingconditions arc met:

*~ I} Thc primary system is saturated (IEVNT(20)=1) aiid thc ivatcr
temperature in thc core is within 5 degrees C of satunition or
the priniary systcin is in thcrmodynaniic cqiiilibrium(IEVNT(25)=0),

**2) Thc primary systcin is in lialf-loop operation mode, as is indicated



by a user-specified parameter HALFLP, and the ivater tempemturc in
the core is within 3 degrees C of saturation, or

**3) The primary system as a whole is in thcrtnodynamic equilibrium while
all loops in the priomaiy system arc stagnant (1EVNT(10)=1).

**Once thc event is set, itwill rcniain sct until the ivater temperature in the
**core becomes niore than 10 degrees C subcooled or the primary system bccomcs
**subcoolcd (IEVNT(20)=0).
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

13 T REACTOR SCRAM
13 F REACTOR AT FULL POWER

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifthe rcator scranimed (TRUE) or thc reactor
**is not scrainmed (FALSE).
**This event becomes TRUE il'any of thc followingconditions arc iuct:

** I) The prcssure in thc priinary system is loiver than a user-spccificd
loxv pressurizer-pressure trip point PPSL or higher titan a uscr-
specified high pressurizer-prcssure trip point PPSH.

**2) The tcmpcraturc difference between the cold and the hot legs
exceeds the users-specified loop differential-teinperaturc scrani
sctpoint TDIFPS.

**3) The collapsed ivater level in thc prcssurizcr is lo)vcr than a
user-specified low pressurizer-water-level trip point ZWPZL or
higher than a user-specified high pressurizer-iiatcr-level trip point
ZWPZH.

**4) The AC power is unavailable (IEVNT(205)=1),

**5) The operator has forced thc reactor to scrani (IEVNT(227)=1),
l

**6) The inain coolant puinps arc shut off(IEVNT(4)=1),

**7) The cliarging punips arc on (IEVNT(11)=1 iilld IEVNT(257)=0),

**8) Thc collapsed water lcvcl in the broken-loop or the unbroken-loop
stcam geiicrators is louver tluin a user-spccificd stcam generator
water level trip point ZWSGL.

**The conditions listed above are tested in subroutine SCRAM. A timer is set
**ivith a user-specified delay TDSCRM and turned on when the event code becomes
**TRUE. The scram occurs only after thc timer has gone off.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

14 T FP MODELS ON
14 F FP MODELS OFF





**This event is used to signal ifthc flssion product models are on (TRUE)
**or off(FALSE).
**This event code is set TRUE ifthe boiled-up water Icvcl in thc reactor
**vessel is below a user-speciflcd elevation ZCRV of the top of the core or
**the total mass of suspended water droplets in thc containmcnt ciceeds I kg.
**The latter condition is tested in subroutine AUXEVT.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

15 T UNBKNLOOP HOMOGENEOUS
15 F UNBKNLOOP PHASES SEPARATED

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifthe two-phase mixture in thc unbroken-loop
**is homogcncous (TRUE) or separated (FALSE).
**This event code is sct TRUE ifthe priamry system is saturated (IEVNT(20)=1)
**and thc flow rate ofwater in thc unbroken loops arc non-zero. Ifthe flow
**rate ofwater in thc unbroken loops becomes zero and all of the following
«conditions are met:

** I) Thc pritnary system is satumtcd (IEVNT(20)=1) and the void fraction
in it is less titan 0.98,

**2) Thc prcssure in the primatry system is greater than thc pressure in
the comparttnent indexed by 3NBB.

**3) Thc core debris has not rclocatcd (o tltc lower head.

**4) Thc nutss ofwater in thc core is grcatcr titan thc hardwircd stnall
quantity MWMIN,and

**5) A break ltas occurred (IEVNT(209)=1) and the user-spcciTicd area
ABB, AUB, or AGO, of tlte brcak is non-zero.

**Then thc steaming velocity duc to flashing in thc core and thc downcomer
**and thc flooding velocity arc contputcd. The cvcnt is sct ifthc steaming**velocity is greater than 1.5 times thc flooding velocity and the boiled-up
**water level in thc reactor vessel exceeds the user-speciflcd clcvation (ZCRV)**of the top of the core. Once the event is set, it will remain set until the
**steaming velocity becomes less titan the flooding velocity.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

16 T RX VENT LINE UNCOVERED
16 F RX VENT LINE COVERED

**This event is used to signal ifthe reactor vcsscl vent line is uncovered
**(TRUE) or covered (FALSE).
**This event code is sct ifthe water level in thc broken-loop hot lcg is
~* below a user-speciflcd elevation ZDM of tlte top of thc reactor vcssscl and**all loops are stagnant (IEVNT(155)=1 and IEVNT(164)=I).
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.



17 T CM IN LOWER HEAD POOL
17 F NO CM IN LOWER HD POOL

**This event is used to signal ifthe lower head pool has ntolten debris (TRUE)
**or has no molten debris (FALSE).
~* This event code is set ifeither of thc followingconditions arc mct:

** I) The total mass of molten debris in the primary system exceeds I kg
and the boiled-up water level in the reactor vessel is above a
user-specified elevation ZCRL of the bottom of thc core, or

**2) Thc core debris has relocated to the lower head (IEVNT(2)=1) and
the mass ofwater in the downcomcr node cxcccds the hardwircd
small quantity MWMIN.

**Refer to thc EVENTS section ol'thc User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

**~aQaga 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 18 IS OBSOLETE
** 18 T H2 PROD IN RVPOOL OVER

19 T CM QUENCHED IN VESSEL
19 F RV CM NOT QNCHED

**This event is used to signal il'thc ntolten debris in thc printary systctu is
**qucnchcd (TRUE) or is not qucnchcd (FALSE).
~* This event is sct TRUE ifthc total ntass ol'ntoltcn debris in thc primary**system exceeds I kg and thc temperature of the molten debris in the primary
*~ system is less than the saturation tctnperaturc ofwater in the printary**system.
*~ Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

20 T PS SAT ENERGY AVAIL
20 F PS AS A WHOLE SUBCOOLED

**This event is used to signal ifthc primary systcnt as a whole is saturated**(TRUE) or is subcooled (FALSE).
**This event code is sct ifthe average internal energy of the stcatn and thc**water mixture in thc primary system is greater than the satuntcd cnthalpy**ofwater or the negative cxccss volume ofwater in the printary system is**greater than 5% of the volume of the printary system. Once the event code**is sct, it willremain set until the excess volutnc of water in the printary**system becomes greater than I m"3 or thc total excess volume ofwater in thc**primary system and the pressurizer becomes greater than 0.1 m"3. It is also**reset ifthe average internal energy of the stcam and water mixture in thc**primary system is less than thc saturation cnthalpy of water and thc ncgativc



**excess volunte of ivatcr in the printary system is less than 5% of the volutne of
**thc primary system. A deadband is provided by using a 1% dilference in
**pressure in computing thc saturation enthapies of ivatcr in setting or
**resetting the event code.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

21 T PS PRESSURE CALCULATED
21 F PS PRESSURE DETERMINED BY PZR

**This event is used to signal ifthe primary system Itas void (TRUE)
**or has no void (FALSE).
**This event code is set TRUE ifany of thc followingconditions arc mct:

** I) Thc primary system is saturated (IEVNT(20)=1),

**2) All loops in thc primary system arc stagnant (IEVNT(10)=1 or
IEVNT(25)=1), or

**3) The volutne of non-condensable gases is greater than 5 m"3 and thc
excess volutne of ivater in thc prin>ary system is ncgativc.

**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

22 T PS SURGE LINE NOZ UNCOVERED
22 F PS SURGE LINE NOZ COVERED

**This event is used to signal ifthe primary systent surge linc nozzle is
**uncovcrcd (TRUE) or is covered (FALSE).
**This event code is sct il'the collapsed ivater Icvcl in the hot Icg is below
++ thc clcvation of the surge line nozzle. as is indicated by thc user-spccificd
**parameters IBW. ZSR. ZNOZ. XDSR. and XDHL,and thc pertinent loop is
**stagnant (IEVNT(155)=I and/or IEVNT(1C>4)=1).
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section ol'thc User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

23 T DWNCMRNODE HAS NO WATER
23 F 9WNCMRNODE HAS WATER

**This event is used to signal ifthc louver head has no water (TRUE) or has
**water (FALSE).
**This cvcnt code is sct ifthe ntass of water in the downcomcr node is less
**than the Iutrdwired small quantity MWMIN.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

24 T MAKEUPFLOWOFF
24 F MAKEUPFLOWON



**This event is used to signal ifthe makeup flow is oil(TRUE) or is on
**(FALSE).
**This event is sct ifthe operator lnts shut offthe makeup flow (IEVNT(242)=1)
**or thc AC power is unavailable (IEVNT(205) = I).
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

25 T PS NONEQ THERMO
25 F PS EQUILTHERMO

**This event is used to signal ifthe primary system is not in thermodynamic
**equilibrium (TRUE) or is in thermodynamic equilibrium (FALSE).
**This event is sct unless at least onc loop in the prinutry system is
**circulating (IEVNT(155)=0 or IEVNT(164)=0) or all of the following conditions
**are mct:

** I) The boiled-up water level in thc reactor vcsscl is above the top of
thc core,

**2) At least onc of the following subconditions is satisflcd:
a. thc pritnary systcnt was already in thermodynamic equilibriutn

(IEVNT(25) = 0) at tlte preceding time step;
b. the tcmpcrature difference between the water pool in the

core and the gas in thc pritnary system is within 5 degrees
C:or

c. the void fmction in the primary system is less tlran 0.1.

3) At least onc of the following subconditions is satisfied:
a. the pools in tltc primary systetn arc well-mired (IEVNT(26)= 0)

and thc sum of thc deviations ol'thc pool tctnpcratures from
thc average priruary systctn tentperaturc is less than 5 dcgrccs
C:

b. the pools in thc primary systctn arc well-mixed (IEVNT(26) = 0).
thc primary syslent was already in thcrtnodynatnic equilibrium

c. (IEVNT(25)=0) at thc preceding time step, and the sum of the
deviations of the pool tcrnpcratures from thc average primary
systetn temperature is less tlran 15 degrees C;

d. all loops in thc prinrary system arc circulating (IEVNT(155) = 0
and IEVNT(164) = 0); or

c. thc void fraction in the prinrary systetn is less tlutn 0.1, and

4) Thc printalv sys'teal Is not hl lullf-loopopcmtion mode, as is
indicated by thc user-spccilied parameter HALFLP.

**Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2,

26 T PRIMARYPOOLS ISOLATED
26 F PRIMARYPOOLS FAVELL-MIXED

**This event is used to signal ifthe pools in the printary system are isolated
**(TRUE) or well-tnizcd (FALSE).



**This cvcnt is set ifthc collapsed water level in the cold legs is below the
**centerline of thc reactor vessel nozzles, as is indicated by the user-
**specified parameters ZNOZ and XDCL, or the volume ofwater in thc cold legs is
~* less titan 90% of the total volume of the cold legs and all loops in the
**primary systent pltases arc stagnant (IEVNT(155) = I and IEVNT(164) = I). In
**case thc primary system pools werc already isolated front each other (IEVNT(26)
**= I) at the preceding time step, the event is sct ifthc collapsed water level
**in the cold legs is not above the base of the reactor vcsscl nozzlcs by 66% of
**the inside diameter of the nozzlcs or the volume ofwater in the cold legs is
**less than the total volmne of the cold legs and all loops itt the primary
**system are stagnant (IEVNT(155) = I and IEVNT(164) = I).
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

27 T UNBKNLOOPS NOT BLOCKED AT PUMP BOWLS
27 F UNBKNLOOPS BLOCKED

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifthc gas transport in thc unbroken loops are
**not blocked (TRUE) or blocked (FALSE).
*"This cvcnt is set ifthe volume ofwater in thc intermcdiatc portion of thc
**cold leg in the unbroken loop is less than that required to fillthe pipes
**to thc top of their bend, as is indicated by a user-specified parameter
**VBLKCL(bypassed for a one-loop configuration).
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2, Part 2.

28 T DWNCMRNOT BLCKD FOR GAS XPORT
28 F DWNCMRBLCKD FOR GAS XPORT

**Tltis cvcnt is used to signal ifthc gas tmnsport in thc lower head is
**not blocked (TRUE) or blocked (FALSE).
*~ This cvcnt is set ifthe volume ofwater in thc core and thc downcotncr node
**is less than a user-specified volutne VHD of the lower head.
"'* Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

29 T RXVENTOPEN
29 F RX VENT CLOSED

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifthe reactor vessel vent open (TRUE) or
**closed (FALSE).
**This event is sct ifthe operator ltas switched on the reactor vcsscl vent
**(IEVNT(229) = I) while AC power is available (IEVNT(205) = 0).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

30 T PZR.HEATERS ON
30 F PZRHEATERSOFF

**This event is used to signal ifthe pressurizer heaters arc on (TRUE) or



0
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**off(FALSE).
**This event is set ifthe pressure in the priniaty systein is bcloiv a user-
**specified prcssurizcr-heater prcssure set point PPZHTO, the collapsed water
**level in the pressurizer is above a user-spccificd pressurizer-heater low
**water level trip point ZPZHT, the AC popover is availablc (IEVNT(205) = 0), and
**thc operator luis not switched offthe pressurizer hcatcrs (IEVNT(226) = 0).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

31 T PZRSPRAYS ON
31 F PZRSPRAYS OFF

**This event is used to signal ifthe pressurizer sprays arc on (TRUE) or
~* off (FALSE).
**This event is sct ifall of the followingconditions arc mct:

I) Thc flow rate ofwater in the unbroken loops (in thc broken loop for
a onc-loop configuration) is non-zero,

2) Thc collapsed water lcvcl in the prcssurizcr is bcloiv a user-
specified clcvation ZPZSP of the pressurizer spray head.

3) The pressurizer is saturated (IEVNT(38) = 0). and

4), The operator Iias switched on thc prcssurizcr sprays (IEVNT(246) = I
and IEVNT(223) = 0) while the AC power is availablc (IEVNT(205) = 0),
or thc spniy switch is in "autoinatic" (IEVNT(223) = 0) while the AC
power is available (IEVNT(205) = 0) and the pressure in the primary
system is above a user-spccified prcssurizcr-spray prcssure set point
PPZSPO.

~* Rcfcr to the EVENTS section ol'thc User's b fanual. Volume 2. Part 2.

32 T PZR EMPTY
32 F PZRNOTEMPTY

~* This event is used to signal ifthc pressurizer is empty (TRUE) or not empty**(FALSE).
**This event is set ifthc mass ofwater in the prcssurizcr is less than 75 kg.**Once the event is sct, it will remain sct until the mass ofwater in the
**pressurizer exceeds 125 kg.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

33 T I UNBROKEN HOT LEG RUPTURE
33 F I UNBROKEN HOT LEG NOT RUPTURE

**This event indicates tliat the unbroken hot Icg has failed duc to creep**rupture.
**Rcfcr to the RVFLMKsection of thc User's Manual.





34 T I BROKEN HOT LEG RUPTURE
34 F 1 BROKEN HOT LEG NOT RUPTURE

**This event indicates tltat the broken hot leg ltas failed due to creep
**rupture.
**Refer to the RVFLMKsection of the User's Manual.

**@@ 4.0.1 CYP DEFINE EVENT ¹35 PROPERLY
35 T VOID FRACTION INPZR<0.1
35 F VOID FRACTION IN PZR >= 0.1

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifthe void fraction in the pressurizer is
**< 0.1 (TRUE) or is >= 0.1 (FALSE).
**This event is sct ifthe void fraction in thc pressurizer is less than 0.1.
**The value of this event dctcrmincs hoiv thc void fractiott and the excess volume
**of water in thc prcssurizcr >vill bc calculated in subroutine PZR.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volutne 2, Part 2.

**QaQaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 36 IS OBSOLETE
**36 T PZR POOL SATURATED
**36 F PZRPOOL SUBCOOLED

37 T I UNBROKEN SG TUBE RUPTURE
37 F I UNBROKEN SGTUBE NOT RUPTURE

**This event indicates that an unbroken loop stean> generator U-tube has failed**due to creep rupture.
**Rcfcr to the RVFLMKsection of'thc User's Manual.

38 T PZR INSUFF ENERGY FOR SAT
38 F PZR SYSTEM SAT ENERGY AVAIL

**This event is used to signal il'the pressurizer is subcooled (TRUE) or is
~* saturated (FALSE).
**This event is set ifany one of thc followingconditions is mct:

** I) The total excess volume ofwater in thc primary system and the
pressurizer is greater than. I tn~3,

**2) The specific internal energy of thc steam and svater mixture in the
pressurizer is less than the saturation entltalpy of ivater and the
negative excess volume of svatcr in thc pressurizer is less than 10%
of a user-specified volume VPZ of the pressurizer, or**3) The cxccss volume of ivatcr in thc pressurizer exceeds 2% of thc uscr-





specified volume VPZ of thc pressurizer.

**Once the event is sct, it will remain set until the specific internal energy
**of the stcam and water mixture in thc pressurizer exceeds the saturation
**cnthalpy ofwater or thc negative excess volume ofwater in the pressurizer
*"'xceeds 10% of thc user-speciiicd volume VPZ of thc pressurizer. A deadband
**is provided by using a 1% difference in prcssure in cotnputing thc saturation
**entltalpics ofwater in setting or resetting the event.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Vohune 2, Part 2.

39 T 2 VESSEL FAILEDBY EJECTION OF INSTRUMENTPENETRATION TUBES

** Event code also idc»tificd as IEVNT(IPTEJ)
** This cvcnt occurs due to a differential pressure being applied to the tube
** between thc vessel and thc containment. In addition, thc avail of the vcsscl
** heats up ivcakcning thc weld holding thc penetration. Thc result is an
** cjcction ol'the tube duc to the differential prcssure acting on the
** svcakcncd weld.
~* For further information on this cvcnt code refer to description

ol'*

subroutine PNTRAT.

40 T PZR SOLID
40 F PZRHAS STEAM

**This event is used to signal ifthc pressurizer has no void (TRUE) or has
**void (FALSE).
**This cvcnt is sct ifthc water in thc pressurizer is subcoolcd (IEVNT(38) = 1)
**and the total mass ol'hydrogen and steatn in thc prcssurizcr is less than I kg.
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volun>c 2. Part 2.

41 T 2 VESSEL FAILED BY MOLTEN CORIUM JET EROSION OF LOWER HEAD

**This cvcnt indicates that the RPV has failed duc to molten corium jct
**erosion of the RPV lower head.
**Refer to the RVFLMKsection of the User's Manual.

42 T PZRSAFETYVALVE(S)OPEN
42 F PZR SAFETY VALVESCLOSED

**This event code indicates thc status of thc pressurizer safety valves
**regardless ofwhether the valve was opened/closed manually or autotuatically.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

43 T 2 VESSEL FAILEDBYOVERLYINGMETALLAYERATTACKINGTHEWALL





**This event indicates that the RPV ltas failed duc to overlying n>ctal layer
**attacking the RPV avail.
**Refer to the RVFLMKsection of thc User's Manual.

44 T PZRRELIEF VALVE(S)OPEN
44 F PZRRELIEF VALVESCLOSED

**This event code indicates thc status of the pressurizer relief valves
**regaurdless ofwhether the valve divas opened/closed manually or automatically.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

45 T BKN LOOP NOT BLOCKD AT PMP BOWL
45 F BKN LOOP BLOCKED

**This event is used to signal ifthc gas transport in thc broken loop is not
**blocked (TRUE) or blocked (FALSE).
**The nutnner in ivhich this event is set is analogous to that described for cvcnt
**no. 27.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of thc User's Matutal. Volutne 2, Part 2.

46 T LETDOWN FLOWOFF
46 F LETDOWN FLOW ON

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifthc letdown floiv is off(TRUE) or on (FALSE).**This event. is sct ifthc AC popover is unavailablc (IEVNT(205) = I) or thc
**operator ltas shut offthe letdown floiv(IEVNT(243) = I).**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

47 T UHI RUPTURE DISK BKN
47 F UHI RUPTURE DISK INTACT

**This event is used to signal ifthe UHI rupture disk Iuts rupture (TRUE) or**intact (FALSE).
**Thc event becomes TRUE ifthe pressure in the UHI accunntlator exceeds thc**pressure in the prinmry system by thc UHI rupture disk failure pressure and**the operator ltas not shut offthc UHI accunntlator block valve (IEVNT(230)=0).**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

48 T UHI ACCUMNOT FUNCTIONAL
48 F UHI ACCUM FUNCTIONAL

**This event is used to signal ifthe UHI accumulator is disabled (TRUE) or**functional (FALSE).



**This event is TRUE ifthe operator lias sluit offthc UHI accumulator block
**valve (IEVNT(230) = I), or the water in the UHI accunuilator is depleted
**(IEVNT(190) = I), or the UHI rupture disk luis not yct ruptured (IEVNT(47)=0).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volmnc 2, Part 2.

49 T CORE HAS UNCOV
49 F CORENEVERUNCOV

**This event is used to signal ifthe core is uncovered (TRUE) or the core
**has never uncovcrcd (FALSE).
**This event becomes TRUE ifthe boiled-up water level in thc reactor vessel
**drops below the user-specified elevation ZCRU of the top ofactive fuel.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

50 T I SURGE LINE RUPTURE
50 F I SURGE LINE NOT RUPTURE

**This event indicates that the Prcssurizcr Surge Linc has failed due to creep
**rupture.
**Refer to the RVFLMKsection of the User's Manual.

51 T 2 GENERALIZED OPENING ¹I UNCOVERED
51 F 2 GENERALIZED OPENING ¹I COVERED

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifgcncmlizcd opening ¹ I is uncovcrcd (TRUE)**or covered (FALSE).
**Thiscvcntis similar to event Iiag no. 1. It is set ifa brcakofa user-
**spccificd area AGO(1) has taken place (IEVNT(209) = I) and a user-specified
**elevation ZGO(1) of thc brcak is higher than thc collapsed water level in the
**priman systcin by at least thc equivalent diameter ol'the break. It is also
**sct ifcithcr of thc following two conditions is mct:

I) A user-specified brcak INGO(1) occurs in the horizontal portion of the
hot legs and thc boiled-up water level in thc reactor vessel is bcloiv
thc user-specified elevation ZNOZ of the nozzlcs by at least I cm, or

2) The user-specified brcak INGO(1) occurs in thc cold portion of the stcam
generator tubes or in the intermediate portion of the cold legs and the
boiled-up water Icvcl in thc cold legs is below the user-specified
elevation ZGO(1) of thc brcak by at least the ccluivalent diamctcr of the
brcak.

**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

52 T 2 GENERALIZED OPENING ¹2 UNCOVERED
52 F 2 GENERALIZED OPENING ¹2 COVERED





**This cvcnt is used to signal ifgeneralized opening ¹2 is uncovcrcd (TRUE)
**or covered (FALSE).
**Thc nianner in which this event is set is analogous to that described for
**event no. 51.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

53 T 2 GENERALIZED OPENING ¹3 UNCOVERED
53 F 2 GENERALIZED OPENING ¹3 COVERED

**This event is used to signal ifgcncralized opening ¹3 is uncovered (TRUE)
**or covered (FALSE).
**The manner in which this event is set is analogous to tliat described for
**event no. 51.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**QaQa~a, 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 54 IS OBSOLETE
'i*THIS EVENT CODE HAS BEEN REPLACED BY THE CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENT
**CONDITION EVENT CODES (1000+). SEE APPENDIX 3P OF VOLUME I OF THE USER'S
**MANUAL.
** 54 T H2 PRODUCTION COlvtPLETED IN CAVITYPOOL

**~a~a;~n. 4,0.3 SlvtD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 55 IS OBSOLETE
**THIS EVENT CODE HAS BEEN REPLACED BYTHE CONTAINMENTCOIviPARTMENT
**CONDITION EVENT CODES (1000+). SEE APPENDIX 3P OF VOLUME 1 OF THE USER'S
**MANUAL.
~* 55 T BURN IN PROGRESS IN CAVITY

56 T 2 REACTOR VESSEL CYLINDRICALPART FAILED DUE TO CREEP

**This event indicates tliat thc RPV Iias failed duc to creep of the cylindrical
**part of thc reactor vessel.
**Refer to the RVFLMKsection of the User's Mamial.

**QaQaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 DESCRIPTION FOR EVENT 58 DIVAS REVISED
58 T CORIUM ENTRAINED IN CAVITY
58 F CORIUM NO LONGER ENTRAINED IN CAVITY

**This cvcnt code is set.to true ifdebris is entrained in the JNVP compartment.
**Debris is cntraincd ifthc gas velocity is greater than the gas velocity
**required to entrain thc debris as defined in the AUXEVTsection of the
**User's Manual, Volmne 2, Part 2.
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**@@@4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 DESCRIPTION FOR EVENT 59 WAS ADDED
59 T WATER ENTRAINED IN CAVITY
59 F WATERNO LONGER ENTRAINED IN CAVITY

**This event code is set to true ifwater is entrained in thc JNVP compartinent.
**Water is entrained ifthc gas velocity is greater than the gas velocity
**required to entrain the debris as defined in the AUXEVTsection of thc
**User's Maimal, Volume 2, Part 2.

61 T I RPV SECONDARY FAILUREUPON REMAININGDEBRIS HEATUP
61 F I NO RPV SECONDARY FAILURE

**This event indicates that a secondary failure of the RPV lower hea'd has
**occurred duc to crccp.
**Refer to thc RVFLMKsection of thc User's Manual.

63 T I BROKEN SG TUBE RUPTURE
63 F I BROKEN SG TUBE NOT RUPTURE

~~ This cvcnt indicates that an broken loop steain gcncmtor U-tube has failed
**duc to creep rupture.
~* Rcfcr to the RVFLMKsection of the User's Mammal.

66 T STEAlvlING IN CAY LIMITEDBY FLOODING
66 F STEAMING IN CAV NOT FLOODING-LIMITED

**This cvcnt'indicates iftlie steaming in containment is liinitcdby flooding
**and is sct true when thc flooding flow rate is less than thc mazinniin
**steaming rate (WSTFL < WSTMX).
**Refer to the AUXEVTsection of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part,2.

69 T STEAM EXPLOSION HAS OCCURRED IN CAVITY
69 F NO STEAM EXPLOSION HAS YET OCCURRED IN CAVITY

**This event indicates ifa steam explosion Iias occurred in thc cavity
**and is sct tnic ifa significant amount of stcam is produced when thc core
**debris comes in contact with water in the cavity. This can only occur from
**the time vessel failure occurs (Event 3 is TRUE) to the time the debris comes
**in contact with thc cavity floor (Event 70 is TRUE). This cvcnt is non-
**rcscttable, once it'bccomcs true.
**Refer to the AUXEVTand EXVINsections of the User's Mamial, Volume 2,**Part 2.



70 T CORIUM IN CONTACT WITH CAVITYFLOOR
70 F CORIUM NOT YET IN CONTACT WITH CAVITYFLOOR

**This event code indicates that core debris is in contact with the pedestal
**floor. This event code is set true when the time since vessel failure
**exceeds the time required for thc debris to fall to the pcdcstal floor plus
**the time delay for corium water interaction to begin (TDSTX).
**Rcfcr to the AUXEVTand EXVINsections of thc User's Manual, Volume 2,
**Part 2.

**Qa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 74 IS OBSOLETE
**THIS EVENT CODE HAS BEEN REPLACED BYTHE CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENT
**CONDITION EVENT CODES (1000+). SEE APPENDIX 3P OF VOLUME I OF THE USER'S
**MANUAL.
**74 T POOL H2 PRODUCTION COMPLETED IN LOWER CMPT

76 T CHILLERS ON
76 F CHILLERS OFF

**The containincnl chillers come on after a time delay (TDCHR) after
**receiving the initiation signal (Event 78 is TRUE).

77 T FANS/COOLERS ON
77 F FANS/COOLERS OFF

*~ Thc fan coolers come on after a time delay (TDFAN)aAer receiving
**the initiation sigiial (Event 79 is TRUE).

78 T CHILLERS INITIATIONSIGNAL RECEIVED
78 F CHILLERS INITIATIONSIGNALNOTRECEIVED

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifcontainmcnt chillcrs on (TRUE) or off(FALSE).
**This event is sct ifthe operator has switch on thc containment chillers
*i'IEVNT(210)= I and IEVNT(225) = 0) while the AC power is availablc
**(IEVNT(205) = 0). It is also sct ifthc contaimncnt chiller switch is in an
**"automatic" (IEVNT(225) = 0) while thc AC power is available (IEVNT(205) = 0),
~* and the pressure in thc comportment indexed by JNCHS exceeds a user-speciflied
**sct point PCHRO. Once thc flag is sct, it willrcnlaiil sct, tliercby signaling
**continuous actuation of thc containmcnt chillcrs, until the operator switches
**ofl'the containnient chillers (IEVNT(225) = I) or the AC power bccomcs
**unavailable (IEVNT(205) = I). A timer is sct with a user-specified delay**TDCHR and turned on when thc flag becomes true. The timer is turned ofl'*

whenever thc flag is false. Flow duc to thc containmcnt chillers starts aAcr**thc timer has gone off.
II





**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

79 T FANS/COOLERS INITIATIONSIGNAL RECEIVED
79 F FANS/COOLERS INITIATIONSIGNALNOT RECEIVED

**This event is used to signal iffans or fan coolers arc on (TRUE) or off
**(FALSE).
**This event is sct ifthe operator ltas switched on the fans/fan coolers
**(IEVNT(218) = I and IEVNT(221) = 0) while the AC power is available
**(IEVNT(205) = 0). It is also set ifthe fan/fan cooler swi',ch is in
**"autontatic" (IEVNT(221) = 0) while the AC power is available (IEVNT(205) = 0),
*~ and the prcssure in the compartment indexed by JNFCS exceeds a user-
**spccificd sct point PFANO. Once the event is set, it will rcntain sct, thereby
**signaling continuous actuation of the fans or thc fan coolers, until the
**operator switches offthe fans or fan coolers (IEVNT(221) = I) or the AC power
**bccomcs unavailable (IEVNT(205) = I). A thncr is sct with a user-specified
**delav TDFAN and turned on when thc event bccotncs true. The timer is turned
**offwhenever thc event is false. Flow due to thc lans or the fan coolers
**starts after the thncr Iras gone off.
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2, Part 2.

80 T REACTOR VESSEL FAILS DUE TO CREEP RUPTURE

**This event indicates that thc RPV has failed duc to lower head crccp
**rupture.
**Refer to the RVFLMKsection ol'thc User's Manual.

**'rVQa~a4.0.2 CYP 8/25/95
81 T REACTOR VESSEL FAILED AND 1000 SECONDS PASSED

~"'his cvcnt is used to signal ifreactor vessel failed and 1000 seconds
**passed (TRUE) or intact (FALSE).
**This cvcnt is used in subroutine FLOW to include the rate of tcmpcraturc
~* change term in the rate of'prcssure change calculation.
**Reler to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**Qa(rr 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENT 86 APPLIES TO GENERALIZED AND "HARDWIRED"LOWER
COMPT. SPRAYS (NOT TO CONSTANT FLOW (FIRE) SPRAYS)

86 T LOWER COMPT. SPRAYS ON
86 F LOWER COMPT. SPRAYS OFF

**This event is used to signal iflow spray putnps are on (TRUE) or ofl'(FALSE).
**This cvcnt is set ifthe opemtor luts switched on thc lower spray pumps**(IEVNT(219) = I and IEVNT(222) = 0) while thc AC power is available**(IEVNT(205) = 0). It is also set ifthere is at least one lower spray pump,**as is indicated by the user-specified paramctcrs NESF, NSPB, and NSPBG, and





**ifthc pun>p switch is in "autontatic" (IEVNT(222) = 0) while thc AC power is
**available (IEVNT(205) = 0), and the prcssure in the compartment indexed by
**JNLCS rises above a user-speciflcd sct point PSPO. Once the flag is set, it
**will remain set, thcrcby signaling continuous actuation of the lower spmy
**pumps, until the opemtor switches offthc pumps (IEVNT(222) = I) or the AC
**power becomes unavailable (IEVNT(205) = I). A timer is set with a user-
**specified delay TDSPB and turned on when the event becomes true. The timer
**is turned offwhenever the event is false. The lower spray pumps are
**considered to be running only afler the timer has gone off. For spray to
**occur when the pumps are running, a sufficient NPSH nntst also be established
**(sce the discussions for event nos. 145 and 189).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

92 T Qfl'RUPTURE DISK FAILED
92 F Qff RUPTURE DISK. INTACT

**This event is used to signal ifthc quench tank rupture disk has ruptured
**(TRUE) or is intact (FALSE).
**Thc cvcnt becomes true when thc pressure in thc quench tank exceeds thc
**prcssure in the cotnpartmcnt indexed by JNBB by a user-specified rupture disk
**failure prcssure PQTRD. Thc ntasscs of hydrogen, steam, and nitrogen and the
**total gas internal cncrgy in thc compartment indexed by JNRV are incrcn>entcd
**by the respective quantitics in thc quench tank and thc tctnpcrature and
**spcciflc volutne ofwater in thc quench tank arc updated as soon as thc cvcnt
**becomes true.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

93 T QUENCH TANKRD COVERED
93 F QUENCHTANKRDNOTCOV

**This event is used to signal ifthc quench tank rupture disk is covered
**(TRUE) or is uncovcrcd (FALSE).
**This cvcnt is set ifthe water lcvcl in thc compartment indexed by JNRV is
**above a user-speciflcd elevation ZQTRD of the quench tank rupture disk.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

94 T QfI'RD OVERFLOWING
94 F QffRD NOT OVERFLOWING

**This event is used to signal ifthc quench tank is ovcrflowing (TRUE) or
**is not overflowing (FALSE).
**This event is sct ifthe volume of water in the quench tank exceeds a user-
**specified volume VQT of the quench tank. Note tltat in case the quench tank
**rupture disk luts just ruptured, the water volume in thc quench tank used for
**testing whether this flag is sct or not is based on the spcciflc volutnc of
**water in thc quench tank before it is updated (sce thc discussion for event**code no. 92).
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.





95 T Qfl'CONTAINSWATER
95 F Q/TEMPTY

**This event is used to signal ifthe quench tank is not empty (TRUE) or empty**(FALSE).
**This event is sct ifthe mass of water in the quench tank exceeds the
**hardwircd small quantity MWMIN.
~* Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

96 T Q/T WATER CAN STEAM
96 F Q/T WATER SUBCOOLED

**This cvcnt is used to signal ifthc quench tank is saturated (TRUE) or
**subcooled (FALSE).
**This event is sct ifthe svatcr temperature in thc quench tank is ivithin 10
**degrees C of the saturation tempcraturc at thc louver compartment pressure.**Note that in case thc quench tank rupture disk Itas just ruptured, thc water
~* temperature in thc quench tank used for testing ivhethcr this event is sct or**not is the one bcforc update (scc thc discussion for event code no. 92).
*~ Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

**(cii(cii 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENT 103 APPLIES TO GENERALIZED AND "HARDWIRED"UPPER
COMPT. SPRAYS (NOT TO CONSTANT FLOW (FIRE) SPRAYS)

103 T UPPER COMPT. SPRAYS ON
103 F UPPER COMPT. SPRAYS OFF

**This event is used to signal ifthc upper spray pumps are on (TRUE) or off**(FALSE).
**Tltis event is sct ifthe operator has sivitchcd on tlte upper spmy pumps**(IEVNT(219) = I and IEVNT(222) = 0) ivhilc thc AC poucr is available**(IEVNT(205) = 0). It is also sct ifthe pmnp sivitch is in "automatic"
**(IEVNT(222) = 0) while the AC popover is available (IEVNT(205) = 0), and thc**prcssure in the compartment indexed by JNUCS rises above the user-specified**set point PSPO. Once the flag is sct, it will remain sct, thereby signaling**continuous actuation of the upper spray pumps, until thc operator switches**offthe pumps (IEVNT(222) = I) or the AC power becomes unavailablc**(IEVNT(205) = 1). A timer is sct ivith a user-specified delay TDSPA and turned**on when the event bccomcs true. Thc timer is turned offwhenever thc event is**false. Tlte upper spray pumps are considered to bc running only after thc**timer ltas gone olr. For spray to occur when thc pumps are running, a
*~ suIIicient NPSH must also be established (see the discussions for cvcnt**nos. 144 and 182).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

104 T CONTMT FAILED





104 F CONTMT INTACT

**This cvcnt code is set true ifthc contaiiunent fails due to strain (Event
**120 is TRUE), due to stress (Event 119 is TRUE), or due to overpressurc
**of a failure junction.
**Refer to the AUXEVTsection of the User's Manual.

106 T NEUTRON SHIELD BAGS RUPTURED
106 F NEUTRON SHIELD BAGS INTACT

**This event is used to signal ifthe neutron shield bigs have ruptured (TRUE)
**or are intact (FALSE).
**The event becomes TRUE ifthere are neutron shield bags, as indicated by a
**user-specified parameter MWBAGO, and ifa break in the priniary systein lias
**occurred (IEVNT(209) = I), or the rc<ictor vcsscl has failed (IEVNT(3)= I),**or the quench tank rupture disk has nipturcd (IEVNT(92) = I). The mass and
**total energy of ivater in the compartment indexed by JNUCS is incremented by**the mass and total energy, rcspcctively. of~vater in the neutron shield bags
**as soon as thc event becomes true.
~* Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's M<inu<il. Voluine 2. Part 2.

**(a~~a<~a 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 DESCRIPTION FOR EVENT 119 DIVAS REVISED
119 T CONTMTFAILEDON PRESS - STRESS

**This event code indicates ivhcn the contaiment has failed due to ovcrpressurc
**of the containment avail.
**Refer to thc AUXEVT,AUXREG. and STRAIN sections of the User's Manual.

**{aQa~Qa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 DESCRIPTION FOR EVENT 120 DIVAS REVISED
120 T CONTMT FAILED ON STRAIl" .

**This event code indicates ivhen thc contaiment lias failed duc to strain of
++ tile Coll'tallllllclltavail.
**Rcfcr to the AUXEVTand STRAIN sections of thc User's Manual.

«QaQaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODES 129-130 ARE OBSOLETE
**129 T CONTMT FAILED IN D ON PRESS
** 130 T CONTMT FAILED IN D ON STRAIN

132 T ICE DEPLETED
132 F ICE AVAILABLE

*~ This event is used to signal ifthe icc in the ice condensor lias dcpletcd**(TRUE) or is available (FALSE),



**This event is sct ifthere is an ice condcnscr, as is indicated by a.user-
**specified parameter JNICE, and the mass of icc in the ice condenser becomes
**zero.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

134 T UNBKNLOOP TURBINE AFW ON
134 F UNBKNLOOP TURBINE AFW OFF

~* This event is used to signal ifthe unbroken-loop turbine-driven auxiliary
**feedwater is on (TRUE) or off(FALSE).
**This cvcnt is set ifwater is available from thc condensate storage tank
**(IEVNT(191) = 0), both the main and thc auxiliary fccdwater pumps are off
**(IEVNT(154) = I and IEVNT(157) = I), and the operator has forced thc turbine
~< to drive auxiliary feedwater into the unbroken-loop steam generators
**(IEVNT(251) = I).
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volutnc 2. Part 2.

135 T BKNLOOPTURBINEAFWON
135 F BKN LOOP TURBINE AFW OFF

**This flag is shnilar to event flag no. 134. It is sct ifwater is avaihtblc
**frotn thc condcnsatc storage tank (IEVNT(191) = 0). botlt thc main and the
**auxiliary fccdwatcr pumps arc ofl (IEVNT(154) = I and IEVNT(157) = I). and
*"'he operator has forced thc turbine to drive auzilian fccdwater into thc
**broken-loop stcatn generator (IEVNT(252) = I).
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volutnc 2. Part 2.

**<a<a~~a 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENT 139 APPLIES TO GENERALIZED C SPRAY TRAIN
(NOT TO HARDWIRED OR CONSTANT FLOW (FIRE) SPRAYS)

139 T CONTMT SPRAYS TRAIN C ON
139 F CONTMT SPRAYS TRAIN C OFF

**This flag is similar to event flag no. 86. It is sct ifthc opemtor ltas
**switched on thc train C spray pumps (IEVNT(255) = I and IEVNT(256) = 0) while**the AC power is available (IEVNT(205) = 0). It is also sct ifthere is at**least one train C spra> pump, as is indicated by the user-speciflcd
**pammeters NESF and NSPCG, and ifthe pump switch is in "automatic"
«(IEVNT(256) = 0) while the AC power is available (IEVNT(205) = 0), and the**prcssure in the compartment indexed by JNUCS rises above the user-spccifled
~* sct point PSPO. Once the flag is sct, it will remain set, thcrcby signaling
~* contitutous actuation of the tmin C spray pumps, until the operator switches**offthe pumps (IEVNT(256) = I) or the AC power becomes unavailable (IEVNT(205)**= I). A timer is set with a user-spccifled delay TDSPC and turned on when the**flag becomes true. Thc tinter is turned offwhenever the flag is false. The**train C spray puntps are considcrcd to be running only after the tirncr ltas gone**off. For spray to occur when the pumps arc running, a sufIicicnt NPSH must**also be established (sce the discussions for flag nos. 150 and 140).**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual. Volutne 2, Part 2.



140 T TRAIN C SPRAY PUMPS INSUFF NPSH
140 F TRAIN C SPRAY PUMPS NPSH OK

**This flag is set ifthe user selects to use the generalized engineered-
**safeguards model, as is indicated by the user-specified parameter NESF, and
**the availablc NPSH is not grcatcr titan thc required NPSH. A timer is sct
**with a user-specified delay TDNSPC and turned on when the flag becomes true.
**Thc timer is turned offifit did not go offat thc preceding time step and
**suAicient NPSH is (rc)established (sec the discussion for event flag no.
** 150). For spray to occur, thc pumps must be running (see the discussion for
**event flag no. 139) and the timer must not have gone off.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**~Qaga~ 4.0.3 SMD 12/1/95 EVENT CODE 141 IS OBSOLETE
*~ 141 T BURN IN PROGRESS IN I/C UPPER PLENUM
~*141 F NOBURN IN I/C UPPERPLENUM

142 T LPI TRAIN 2 ON
142 F LPI TRAIN 2 OFF

**This flag is siinilar to event flag no. 6. It is sct il'thc operator has
**sivitchcd on thc train 2 LPI pumps (IEVNT(253) = I and IEVNT(254) = 0) ivhile**the AC popover is available (IEVNT(205) = 0). It is also sct ifthcrc is at**least one train 2 LPI pump, as is indicated by thc user-specified parameters**NESF and NLP2G, and ifthe pump switch is iii "automatic" (IEVNT(254) = 0)**while thc AC power is available (IEX'NT(205) = 0), and thc prcssure in thc**primary system drops beloiv the user-spcciflied sct point PLPIO. Once the flag**is set, it will remain set, thereby signaling contiruious actuation of thc**tmin 2 LPI puinps, until the operator switches offthe punips (IEVNT(254) = I)**or the AC power becomes unavailable (IEVNT(205) = I). A timer is sct svith a**user-specified delay TDLP2 and turned on when the flag becomes true. The**timer is turned offwhenever the flag is false. Thc train 2 low prcssure**injection pumps are considered to be running only aAer thc timer lias gone**off. For injection to occur when the pumps arc running, a sufficien NPSH**must also be established (sce the discussions for flag nos. 147 and 143).**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Mamial, Volume 2, Part 2.

143 T LPI PUMPS TRAIN2 INSUFFNPSH
143 F LPI PUMPS TRAIN2 NPSH OK

**This flag is siniilar to event flag no. 182. It is sct ifthc available NPSH**is not greater titan thc required NPSH. A timer is sct with a user-specified**delay TDNLP2 and turned on when thc flag becoincs true. Thc timer is turned**offifit did not go offat thc preceding tinie step and sufflcicnt NPSH is**(rc)cstablishcd (scc thc discussion for cvcnt flag no. 147). Note tliat if



~* the user selects not to use the gcneralizcd engineered-safeguards model, as
**is indicated by the user-specified parameter NESF, the cffcctivc delay time
**for the timer is zero ivhatevcr value thc user specifies for TDNLP2. For
*~ injection to occur, the pumps nuist be running (sec thc discussion for event
**flag no. 142) and the timer must not have gone off.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Voluine 2, Part 2.

**QaQaQa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENTS 144 AND 145 APPLY TO GENERALIZED ESF UPPER AND
LOWER COMPT. SPRAYS (TRAINS A AND B)

144 T TRAINA CONTMT SPRAY PUMPS DISABLED
144 F TRAINA CONTMT SPRAY PUMPS OK

**This flag is set xvhcn the available NPSH becomes insufficient (IEVNT(182) =

I)
**Refer to the GENESF section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

145 T TRAINB CONTMT SPRAY PUMPS DISABLED
145 F TRAINB CONTMT SPRAY PUMPS OK

**This flag is similar to cvcnt flag no. 144. Tliis flog is sct ivhcn the
**available NPSH becomes insufflcicnt (IEVNT(189) = I).
**Refer to the GENESF section of the User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

146 T LPI PUMPS TRAIN I DISABLED
146 F LPI PUMPS TRAIN I OK

**This flag is siniilar to event flag no. 144. This flag is set ivhcn thc
**available NPSH becomes insufflcient (IEVNT(184) = I).
**Rcfcr to the GENESF section of the User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

147 T LPI PUMPS TRAIN 2 DISABLED
147 F LPI PUMPS TRAIN2 0K

**Thisflag is similar to event flag no. 144. This flag is sct when the
**available NPSH becomes insufficien (IEVNT(143) = I).
**Refer to thc GENESF section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

148 T HPI PUMPS DISABLED
148 F HPI PUMPS OK

**This flag is similar to event flag no. 144. This flag is sct xvhcn thc
**available NPSH becomes insufflcicnt (IEVNT(185) = I).**Refer to the GENESF section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.



149 T CH PUMPS DISABLED
149 F CH PUMPS OK

**This flag is similar to event flag no. 144. This flag is sct when the
**available NPSH becomes insufficient (IEVNT(183) = I).
**Refer to the GENESF section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**@@Qa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENT 150 APPLIES TO GENERALIZED ESF SPRAY TRAIN C
150 T TRAINC CONTMT SPRAY PUMPS DISABLED
150 F TRAIN C CONTMT SPRAY PUMPS OK

**This flag is similar to event flag no. 144. This flag is sct ivhcn thc
**available NPSH becomes insufflcicnt (IEVNT(140) = I).
**Refer to the GENESF section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

151 T BROKEN S/G DRY
151 F BROKEN S/G NOT DRY

**This flag is sct il'the tnass of ivater in thc broken-loop steam generator
**drops beloiv the hardwircd stnall quantity MWMIN. When thc two-region stcatn
**generator model is enabled, this flag is controlled by a corresponding flag
**whose status is controlled locally by the steam generator events routine.
*~ SGEVT. Consult thc SGEVT description for details.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

152 T SEC RV OPEN BROKEN S/G
152 F SEC RV NOT OPEN BROKEN S/G

**This flag is set ifthere is at least onc stcam-generator relief valve, as
**is indicated by a user-spccifled paramctcr NSGRV, and ifthe pressure in the
**broken-loop stcant generator exceeds a user-spcciflcd reliefvalve sctpoint
*~ PSGRV while the AC power is available (IEVNT(205) = 0), or the operator has
**forced open thc reliefvalve of> thc broken-loop steam generator (IEVNT(233)
*~ = I). When the two-region steam generator model is enabled, this flag is
*~ controlled by a corresponding flag whose status is controlled locally by thc
**steam generator events rotttine, SGEVT. Consult the SGEVT description for**details.
**Rcler to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

153 T SEC SV(S) OPEN BROKEN S/G
153 F SEC SV(S) NOT OPEN BROKEN S/G

**This flag is set ifthe pressure in the broken-loop stcam generator exceeds
~~ a user-spcciflcd safct> valve setpoint PSGSVL or thc operator has opened thc



**safety valves (IEVNT(239) = I). When thc two-region stcam gcnemtor model
**is enabled, this flag is controlled by a corresponding flag whose status is*¹ controlled locally by thc steam generator events routine, SGEVT. Consult the
**SGEVT description for details.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

¹¹@@@ 4.0.2 CEH 5/31/95 CHANGE MESSAGES TO INDICATETHATEVENT
**CODE 154 ONLYAPPLIES TO MOTOR-DRIVENAUXFEED
154 T MOTOR-DRIVENAUXFEEDWATERON
154 F lvIOTOR-DRIVENAUXFEEDWATEROFF

**This flag is sct ifwater is available from the condensate storage tank
**(IEVNT(191) ='), the ntain feedwater pumps arc off(IEVNT(157) = I), and thc
**operator ltas not switched offthc auxiliary fecdsvater pumps (IEVNT(224) = 0)¹* while thc AC power is available (IEVNT(205) = 0). A timer is sct with a**user-spcciflcd delay TDAFWand turned on when thc flag becomes true. Thc
**timer is turned offivhcncver thc flag is false. Auxiliaryfecdwatcr starts
**-to floivafler the timer has gone off.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual. Volume 2, Part 2.

155 T BRKN LOOP STAGNANT
155 F BRKN LOOP CIRCULATING

**This flag is sct true ifall the followingexist:
** I) The void fraction in the prhnary systctn cxcccds a user-spcciflcd value

(VFSEP),

** 2) The broken-loop phases are scpamted (IEVNT(171) = 0),

** 3) The ivatcr in the core was not saturated (IEVNT(12) = 0) at thc
preceding time step, or the void fraction in thc primary system is
greater than VFLOW, and thc void fraction in thc prhnary system is
grcatcr than a user-specified value VFCIRC.

**Once the flag is set, it will retnain set until any onc of the following**conditions is met:

** I) The water in thc core is saturated (IEVNT(12) = I) at thc prcccding
time step, the void fraction in the printary system is less than thc
user-spccifled value VFCIRC, and the subeooling in the printary system
is less titan 10 degrees C,

** 2) The void fraction in the primary systent is less titan a hardivired smail
quantity VFLOWwhose nominal value is 0.05.

*¹ Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

15G T MSIVCLOSED



156 F MSIVOPEN

**This flag is sct ifthe reactor Itas scratnmed (IEVNT(13) = I) ivhile the MSIV
**switch is in "auton4atic" (IEVNT(236) = 0) or ifthc operator luts switched olf
**the MSIV's (IEVNT(235) = I). A timer is sct svith a user-specified delay
**TDMSIVand turned on svhen the flag becomes true. The titner is turned off
**ivhencver thc flag is false. The MSIVs starts to linearly "ramp"-close aflcr
*~ the tinter luts gone off.
**Refer to the EVENTS section ol the User's Manual, Volunte 2, Part 2.

157 T MAINFWOFF
157 F MAINFW ON

**This flag is sct ifthe reactor has scrammed (IEVNT(13) = I) while thc main
~* fcedivater pump ssvitch is in "automatic" (IEVNT(245) = 0), or the AC popover is
**unavailable (IEVNT(205) = I), or ifthc operator ltas sivitched off the main
**fcedivatcr pumps (IEVNT(228) = I).
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

158 T BKN S/G EQUIL THERMO
158 F BKN S/G NONEQ THERMO

**This flag is set ifthe broken-loop stcam generator divas not yct in
~* thcrtnodynamic equilibriutn (IEVNT(158) = 0) at tltc prcccding time step but
*~ either of the following tivo conditions is ntct:

~ ~ I) The reactor is at full power (IEVNT(13) = 0) and thc ivatcr Icvcl in thc
brol'en-loop steam gcncrator is above 92% of thc average height of tl>c
tubes in thc steam generator. or

~* 2) Tlte reactor has scranuncd (IEVNT(13) = I) and the volutne of ivater in thc
broken-loop steam gcncrtttor exceeds 92% of a user-spccifled free volutne
VSG of thc stean> generator.

**It is also sct ifthe broken-loop steam genemtor divas already in
**thermodynamic equilibritnn (IEVNT(158) = I) at thc preceding time step and**either of thc following tsvo conditions is met:

** I) The reactor is at full popover (IEVNT(13)= 0) and thc svatcr level in
the broken-loop steam generator is above 88% of the average height of
thc tubes in the steatn generator, or

** 2) Thc reactor has scratnmcd (IEVNT(13) = I) and the volume ofvvater in
the broken-loop stcam generator exceeds 88% of the user-spccificd I'ree
volume VSG of the stcam generator.

**When the tivo-region stcam generator model is enabled, this flag is controlled**by a corresponding flag ivhosc status is controlled locally by the stcam**gcncrator events routine, SGEVT. Consult thc SGEVT description for details.



**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

159 T BKN LOOP S/G SOLID
159 F BKN LOOP S/G VOIDED

**This flag is sct ifeither of thc following tivo conditions is mct:

** I) Thc broken-loop stum generator vvas not yct solid (IEVNT(159) = 0) at
the preceding time step but the volume ofxvater in the broken-loop steam
generator exceeds 99% of the user-spcciflcd frcc volume VSG of the steam
gcncrator, or

** 2) The broken-loop steam generator divas already solid (IEVNT(159) = I) at
the prcccding time step and thc volume of ivater in the broken-loop steam
generator exceeds 96% of the user-spcciflcd free volume VSG of thc steam
generator.

**IVhcn the tivo-region stcam gcncrator model is enabled, this flag is controlled
**by a corresponding flag vvhosc status is controlled locally by thc steatn
**generator events routine. SGEVT. Consult thc SGEVT description I'or details.

**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volunte 2. Part 2.

160 T S/GBK UNCOVPRI SIDE
160 F S/GBK COV

~* This flag is sct ifall of the followingconditions arc met:

** I) A brcak of a user-speciflcd area ASB has occurred (IEVNT(209) = I),

** 2) Thc broken loop is stagnant (IEVNT(155) = I).

** 3) Tite collapsed ivatcr Icvcl in thc broken loop is bcloiv thc elevation of
the steatn-generator-tube rupture, as is indicated by the user-spccifled
parameters ZSB and ZSGTS, and.

** 4) The volume ofgas in thc printary system exceeds I m3.

**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

161 T UNBKNS/G DRY
161 F UNBKNS/G NOT DRY

**This flag is similar to event flag no. 151. It is set ifthe ntass of ivater
**in the unbroken-loop steatn generators drops beloiv thc number ofunbroken-loop
**steam generators times thc ltardivired sntall quantity MEVMIN.
**AVhcn thc tivo-region stcam generator model is enabled, this flag is controlled
**by a corresponding flag ivhose status is controlled locally by the steam



**generator events routine, SGEVT. Consult the SGEVT description for details.
~* Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

162 T SEC RV OPEN UNBROKEN S/G'S
162 F SEC RV NOT OPEN UNBROKEN S/G'S

**This flag is similar to event flag no. 152, It is sct ifthere is at least
**one steam-generator reliefvalve, as is indicated by the user-specified
**parameter NSGRV, and ifthe prcssure in thc unbroken-loop stcam generators
**exceeds the user-specified reliefvalve sctpoint PSGRV while thc AC power is
**availablc (IEVNT(205) = 0), or the operator lias forced open the reliefvalves
**on the unbroken-loop stcam generators (IEVNT(249) = 1).
**When the two-region steam generator model is cnablcd, this flag is controlled
**by a corresponding flag whose status is controlled locally by the steam
**gcncrator events routine, SGEVT. Consult the SGEVT description for details.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

163 T SEC SV(S) OPEN UNBROKEN S/G'S
163 F SEC SV(S) NOT OPEN UNBROKEN S/G'S

**This flag is sct ifthe prcssure in the unbroken-loop slcani gcncmitors
**exceed the user-specified safety valve sct point PSGSVL.
**When thc two-region stcani gcneralor niodel is enabled. this flag is controlled
**by a corresponding flag whose status is controlled locally by thc stcam
**generator events routine, SGEVT. Consult tlic SGEVT description for details.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Voluinc 2. Part 2.

164 T UNBKNLOOP STAGNANT
164 F UNBKNLOOP CIRCULATING

**This flag is sct tnic ifall the following exist:
"'*

1) The void fraction in thc primary systcin exceeds a user-specified value
(VFSEP)p

** 2) The unbroken-loop phases are scpamted (IEVNT(15) = 0),

** 3) The water in the core was not saturated (IEVNT(12) = 0) at thc
preceding time step, or thc void fraction in the primary system is
greater than VFLOW, and the void fraction in thc primary system is
greater than a user-specified value VFCIRC.

**Once the flag is sct, it will remain sct until any onc of the following
**conditions is met:

** 1) The water in the core is saturated (IEVNT(12) = I) at thc preceding
tiine step, thc void fmction in the priinary system is less than the
user-spccificd value VFCIRC, and lhe subcooling in the primary systcrn
is less than 10 degrees C,



** 2) Thc void fraction in thc primary system is less than a hardwired small
qunntity VFLOWwhose nominal value is 0.05.

**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

165 T BUMP UNBKNLOOPS

**Thisflag is set ifany one of the followingconditions is mct:

** I) Thc reactor vessel has failed (IEVNT(3)= I) at high prcssure
(IEVNT(199) = 0) and the operator I)as not dcfcated this action
(IEVNT(204) = 0),

** 2) The unbroken-loop nrain coolant pumps have bccn coasting down aAcr
having been tripped, i.e.. current time is aAcr thc time whcrr thc pump
trip occurred but thc flow rate of water in the unbroken loops is still
non-zero, or

** 3) The operator lras bumped tire unbroken-loop main coolnnt punrps
(IEVNT(208) = I).

"'~ Thc assumption underlying thc first condition is thnt tlrc prcssure diffcrcncc
**across thc pump bowl during deprcssurization followillgvessel failure can be
**large enough to bump the loops. Setting this flag causes thc irrventory in
**thc cold legs to be rapidly discharged into thc downcomer. Tlris flng is
**reset ifthc gas volume in the primary system is not large enougll to
**accommodate thc volume of water to bc tlrrown into thc downcomer.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volunrc 2. Part 2.

166 T BUMP BKN LOOPS

**This flng is set ifany onc of the follorvingconditions is mct:

** I) Thc reactor vcsscl has failed (IEVNT(3)= I) at high prcssure
(IEVNT(199) = 0) and the operator hns not defcatcd this action
(IEVNT(204) = 0),

** 2) The broken-loop main coolant pumps lrave been coasting down aAcr
having been tripped, i.e., current time is aAcr thc time when the pump
trip occurred but the flow mte ofwater in the broken loops is still
non-zero, or

** 3) The operator has bumped the broken-loop main coolant pumps
(IEVNT(258) = I).

**In addition, the flag is sct ifthc ntain coolant pumps Irnve been tripped but
**the operator has srvitchcd the pumps on (IEVNT(247) = I) while thc AC power**is available (IEVNT(205) = 0). This extra condition for bumping the broken
** loop is included so as to allow simulation of thc 2B pump start during thc





«TMI-2 accident.

**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

167 T UNBKNS/GEQUIL THERMO
167 F UNBKNS/GNONEQTHERMO

¹*This flag is similar to event flag no'. 158. It is sct ifthe unbroken-loop
**stcam generators >vere not yet in thermodynamic equilibrium (IEVNT(167) = 0)
**at the preceding time step but either of thc following tsvo conditions is mct:

¹* 1) Thc reactor is at full power (IEVNT(13) = 0) and the water level in thc
unbroken-loop steam generators is above 92% of the average height of the
tubes in the stean> generators, or

** 2) Thc reactor ltas scrammed (IEVNT(13) = 1) and the volume of ivater in thc
unbroken-loop stcam generators exceeds 92% of thc total volume of thc
unbroken-loop stcam generators.

¹* It is also set ifthc unbroken-loop stcam gcttcrators ivcrc already in
**thermodynamic equilibriutn (IEVNT(167) = I) at thc preceding tinte step and
**cithcr of thc following tivo conditions is mct:

** 1) Thc reactor is at full popover (IEVNT(13) = 0) and thc ivatcr lcvcl in thc
unbroken-loop stcam gcncrators is above 88% of thc average height of
the tubes in the stcam generators, or

¹* 2) Thc reactor has sennnmcd (IEVNT(13) = 1) and the volutne of ivater in thc
unbroken-loop steam gcncrators exceeds 88% of thc total volume of thc
unbroken-loop stcam generators.

**KVhen thc tivo-region stean> generator tnodcl is enabled, this flag is controlled
**by a corresponding flag ivhose status is controlled locally by the stcatn
¹¹ generator events routine, SGEVT. Consult the SGEVT description for details.

¹* Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2, Part 2.

¹¹QaQaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/1/95 EVENT CODE 168 IS OBSOLETE
**168 T UNBKNLOOP S/G SOLID
**168 F UNBKNLOOP S/G VOIDED

169 T S/GBKUNCOV SEC SIDE
169 F S/GBKCOVSECSIDE
¹¹
**This flag is sct ifthe ivater lcvcl in thc broken-loop stcam generator is
**beloiv thc user-specified elevation ZSB ol'stcam-gcncmtor-tube rupture or the
¹* broken-loop stcam generator is dry (IEVNT(151) = 1). When the tivo-region
¹¹ steam generator model is enabled. this flag is controlled by a corresponding



**flag ivhose status is controlled locally by thc stcam generator events
**routine, SGEVT. Consult thc SGEVT description for details.
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

170 T IGNITERS POWER ON
170 F IGNITERS POWER OFF

'i*This flag is set ifthe operator lias forced thc igniters (IEVNT(207) = I) on
~* or thc AC poivcr is available (IEVNT(205) = 0).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

171 T BROKEN LOOP HOMOGENEOUS
171 F BROKEN LOOP PHASES SEPARATED

**Thc manner in which this flag is sct or reset is analogous to tliat described
**for event flag no. 15.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

172 T BKN S/G POOL SAT
172 F BKN S/G POOL SUBCOOL

~* This flag is set ifthc ivatcr temperature in thc broken-loop stcani generator
~* is within 5 degrees C ofsaturation or ifthc broken-loop steain generator is
**in thermodynamic equilibrium (IEVNT(158) = I) and saturated (IEVNT(173) = 0).**When the tivo-region stcain generator inodcl is enabled. this flag is**controlled by a corresponding flag ivhosc status is controlled locally by thc**stcam gcncrator events routine, SGEVT. Consult thc SGEVT description for**details.
i'*Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Voluine 2. Part 2.

173 T BROKEN-LOOP SG SUBCOOLED
173 F BROKEN-LOOP SG SATURATED

**This flag is set il'any onc of the followingconditions is mct:

** I) The excess volume of ivater in the broken-loop stcam gencmtor is greater
than.l m3,

** 2) The specific internal energy of thc steam and svatcr mixture in thc
broken-loop steain generator is less titan the saturation cnthalpy of
water and the negative excess volume ofwater in thc broken-loop stcam
generator is less than 10% of the user-speciflcd frcc volume VSG of thc
stcam generator, or

** 3) The excess volume of ivatcr in the broken-loop steam generator exceeds 2%
of thc user-specified frcc volume VSG of the stcam generator.





**Once thc flag is sct, it >vill reinain set until thc spcciflic internal energy**of the steam and vvatcr mixture in the broken-loop stcam generator excccds the
**saturation'cnthalpy of ivatcr or thc negative excess volwnc of svatcr in the
**broken-loop stcam generator exceeds 10% of thc user-specified free voluine VSG
**of the stcam generator. A deadband is provided by using a 1% difference in
**pressure in conlputing tile saturation enthalpies of ivatcr in setting or
**resetting thc flag.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of.thc User's Mamial, Volume 2, Part 2.

¹¹@4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 176 IS OBSOLETE
**THIS EVENT CODE HAS BEEN REPLACED BYTHE CONTAINMENTCOMPARTMENT**CONDITIONEVENT CODES (1000+). SEE APPENDIX 3P OF VOLUME I OF THE USER'S¹¹ MANUAL.
** 176 T BURN IN AUXBLDG
** 176 F NO BURN IN AUXBLDG

¹¹QaQaga 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENT 177 IS FOR CONSTANT FLOW (FIRE) SPRAY
177 T CONSTANT FLOW (FIRE) SPRAY WATER GONE

**Thc Aux spray ivater depleted message is tnic svhcn tlie mass of ivatcr
**available for tlie constant floiv(fire) sprays (MSPRB) is less than TINY.**This event is non-resettable, once it bccoines TRUE.

178 T AUX CO2 SUPPLY DEPLETED

**The Aux CO2 supply depleted message is true ivhen the niass of CO2 available**for fire suppression systcin (MC2FS) is less titan TINY.
**This event is non-resettablc. once it becoines TRUE.

180 T AUTODTPLOT SCALING ON
180 F EQUALLYSPACED PLOT SCALING ON

**This flag is sct ifa user-spccificd parameter IPTSPK is non-zero.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

181 T RECIRC SYSTEM IN OPERATION
181 F ENGSAFE PUMPS USING RWST

**This flag is set ifthc operator Iias sivitched on the recirculation system**(IEVNT(220) = I) svhile thc AC popover is available (IEVNT(205) = 0).**Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volunic 2, Part 2.





¹¹Qa@Qa 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENTS 182 AND 189 APPLY TO GENERALIZEDESF UPPER AND
LOWER COMPT. SPRAYS (TRAINS A AND B)

182 T A SPRAY PUMPS INSUFF NPSH
182 F A SPRAY PUMPS NPSH OK

*¹ This flag is set ifthc available NPSH is not grcatcr titan thc required NPSH.*¹ A timer is sct with a user-specified delay TDNSPA and turned on when the flag**becomes true. The timer is turned offifit did not go offat the preceding**time step and sufiicient NPSH is (re)established (see the discussion for
**event flag no. 144). Note tliat ifthe user selects not to usc the
**generalized engincercd-safcguards model, as is indicated by the user-
**speciflcd parameter NESF, the effective delay time for the timer is zero
**whatever value the user specifics for TDNSPA. For spray to occur, the pumps**must be running (sce the discussion for event flag no. 103) and thc timer
**must not have gone off.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volurnc 2, Part 2.

183 T CH PUMPS INSUFFNPSH
183 F CH PUMPS NPSH OK

**This flag is set ifthe available NPSH is not greater than the required NPSH.
**It is also sct ifthc plant uses a type 3 recirculation lineup (scc tlic
**description of subroutine ENGSAF) and thc recirculation systein is in
**opemtion (IEVNT(181) = I). A timer is sct with a user-spccificd delay**TDNCHP and turned on when the flag becomes true. The timer is turned offif**it did not go offat thc preceding time step and suflicient NPSH is**(re)cstablishcd (see the discussion for event flag no. 149). Note that if**the user selects not to usc the gcneralizcd engineered-safcguards model. as**is indicated by the user-specified paramctcr NESF, thc cffectivc delay time**for thc timer is zero wltatn er value the user specifics for TDNCHP. For flow**to occur. thc puinps inust bc running (scc thc discussion for cvcnt flag no.** 11) and tile tlllier lllllst ilot liave goile off.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

184 T LPI PUMPS INSUFF NPSH
184 F LPI PUMPSNPSHOK

**This flag is similar to cvcnt flag no. 182. It is sct ifthe available NPSH**is not greater than the rcquircd NPSH. A timer is sct with a user-specified**delay TDNLPI and turned on when the flag becomes trie. The tinier is turned**offifit did not go offat the prcccding tiinc step and sufIicient NPSH is**(rc)established (sce tlie discussion for event flag no. 146). Note tliat il'*

the user selects not to usc the generalized cnginecred-safcguards model, as**is indicated by thc user-specified parameter NESF, the effective delay time¹* for the tinier is zero wliatcvcr value thc user specifies for TDNLPI. For**injection to occur, the pumps must be rimning (sce the discussion for event**flag no. 6) and the timer nmst not have gone off.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.



185 T HPI PUMPS INSUFF NPSH
185 F HPI PUlvfl'S NPSH OK

**This flag is similar to event flag no. 182. It is sct ifthc available NPSH
**is not grcatcr than the required NPSH. A timer is set with a user-speciTied
**delay TDNHPI and turned on when the flag becomes true. The timer is turned
**offifit did not go offat the preceding time step and sufficien NPSH is
**(re)established (scc the discussion for cvcnt flag no. 148). Note that if
**the user selects not to usc the generalized cnginccred-safcguards model, as
**is indicated by the user-speciflcd parameter NESF, thc cffcctivc delay time
**for the timer is zero whatever value the user specifies lor TDNHP1. For
**injection to occur, thc pumps must be running (scc thc discussion I'revent
**flag no. 5) and thc timer must not have gone off.
**Refer to the EVENTS section ol'the User's Manual, Volutnc 2, Part 2.

««QaQaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 186 IS OBSOLETE
**THIS EVENT CODE HAS BEEN REPLACED BY THE CONTAlNMENTCOMPARTMENT
"*CONDITION EVENT CODES (1000+). SEE APPENDIX 3P OF VOLUME I OF TI-IE USER'S
«* MANUAL.
«* 186 T CONT SUMP WATER AVAIL
**186 F CONT SUMP EMPTY

187 T RWST WATER DEPLETED
187 F RWST WATERAVAILABLE

«* This flag is set ifthe mass of svater in thc rcfucling water storage tank
**becotncs less than the ltardivircd small quantity MWMIN.
«* Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

188 T ACCUMULATORWATER DEPLETED
188 F ACCUMULATORWATER AVAILABLE

**This flag is sct ifthe ntass ofsvater in the los pressure accumulators
**becomes zero.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

189 T B SPRAY PUMPS INSUFFNPSH
189 F B SPRAY PUMPS NPSHOK

**Thisflag is similar to event flag no. 182. It is sct ifthe available NPSH
**is not greater titan the required NPSH. A timer is sct with a user-spccifled
"'* delay TDNSPB and turned on when thc flag becomes true. The timer is turned
**offifit did not go olfat thc preceding time step and suflicicnt NPSH is



**(re)established (scc the discussion for event flag no. 145). Note that if
~* the user selects not to usc the generalized engineered-safcguards model, as
~* is indicated by the user-specified parameter NESF, the cffcctivc delay time
**for the timer is zero ivhatcvcr value the user spcciflcs for TDNSPB. For
**spmy to occur, the pumps nntst bc running (scc thc discussion for event flag
**no. 86) and thc timer must not have gone off.
~* Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volutne 2, Part 2.

190 T UHI ACCUM EMPTY
190 F UHI ACCUMNOTEMP

**This flag is set ifthc ntass of ivater in the upper head injection accumulator
**becomes zero or ifthere is no UHI system, as is indicated by a user-
**spceifled parameter VUHI.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2, Part 2.

191 T CST WATERDEPLETED
191 F CST WATER AVAILABLE

**This flag is sct ifthe mass of crater in the condensatc storage tank becotncs
**zero.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Voluntc 2. Part 2.

192 T CAY INJ TANKDEPLETED
192 F CAV INJ WATER AVAILABLE

**This flag is sct ifthe mass of ivater in the cavity injection tank becomes
*~ zero.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volutnc 2, Part 2.

193 T LPI SPRAYS INSUFF NPSH
193 F LPI SPRAYSNPSHOK

**This flag is set ifthc user selects not to usc thc gencralizcd cngineercd-**safeguards model and the availablc NPSH is not grcatcr tlutn thc rcquircd**NPSH. For spray to occur, the pumps must be running (scc thc discussion for**event flag no. 6) and suflicicnt NPSH must bc (re)established.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Mamral, Volutne 2, Part 2.

196 T FAST STM PROPS IN PRI SYS USED
196 F FULLBLOWNSTM PROPS IN PRI SYS

"*This flag is set ifthe prcssure in the prinutry system is less than 5 MPa or**the prhnan system is in thermodynamic cquilibrimn (IEVNT(25) = 0). or ifthc



**primary system is dcpressurizcd (IEVNT(199) = 1) and all water in the lower
**head has been discliarged (IEVNT(9) = 1). Once the flag is set, it will
**remain sct until the pressure in the primary system rises above 6 MPa.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

197 T UNBKNLOOP BK UNCOV
197 F UNBKNLOOP BKCOV

**Thisflag is similar to event flag no. 1. It is sct ifa brcak of the user-
**specified area AUB lias taken place (IEVNT(209) = I) and a user-spcciflicd
**elevation ZUB of the break is higher titan the col'apsed water level in the
**primary system by at least the equivalent diameter of thc brcak. It is also
**sct ifeither of thc following two conditions is mct:

** I) A user-specified break FUB occurs in the horizontal portion of thc
unbroken-loop hot leg and thc boiled-up water level in thc reactor
vessel is below thc user-specified elevation ZNOZ of the nozzles by
at least I cm. or

** 2) The user-specified break FUB occurs in thc cold portion of the
unbrohcn-loop steam generator tubes or in tlic intermediate portion
OF thc unbroken-loop cold leg and tlie boiled-up water level in thc
unbroken-loop cold leg is below thc user-spcciiflied elevation ZUB of
the brcak by at least thc equivalent dianietcr of tlic brcak.

**Rcfcr to tlie EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

198 T CORE COLLAPSED
19S F CORE GEOMNORMAL

**This'flag becoines true ifall of thc following conditions;ire inet:

** 1) Thc fraction ofclad oxidized exceeds a user-speciflcd value FEMBRT,

** 2) Thc boiled-up water level in thc reactor vessel exceeds thc elevation
of thc mid-level of thc core, as is indicated by thc user-spcciflied
paramctcrs ZCRU and ZCRL, and

** 3) Heat transfer from the core to the water in thc core exceeds thc upper
limit imposed by hydrodynamics.

**Refer to thc EVENTS section, of thc User's Manual, Volunie 2, Part 2.

199 T PRI SYS DEPRESS
199 F PRI SYS ATPRESS

**This flag is set ifthc prcssure in the primary system 'oes not exceed the
"'* pressure in the comparliilcnt inde@ed by JNBB by 20%. or 30% in thc case that



**the printary system was already depressurized (IEVNT(199) = I) at thc
**prcccding,time step.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volutnc 2, Part 2.

**QaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 200 IS OBSOLETE
**200 T DC CD H2 BLOCKOFF
**200 F DCH2BLOCKNORMAL

**M4
*~ REPLACED BY VARIABLEFOVER, FRACTION DIVERTEDTO BYPASS/CORE POOL
**IE., FOVER=I ALLSPRAY GOES INTO CORE - TOP DOWN QUENCH

FOYER=O ALLSPRAY GOES TO BYPASS - BOTTOM UP QUENCH
**201 T UHI DIVERTED TO CORE POOL
*~201 F UHI MODELNORMAL

**~alaia 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODE 202 IS OBSOLETE
**202 T CORE SUBMERGED BLOCK MODEL OFF
**202 F BLOCKAGEMODELNORMAL

203 T HX COOLING WTR OFF
203 F COOLING WATER AVAILABLE

**This event code, ivhcn set true by the user, ivilltnanually force offthc
**the availability of fan cooler and RHR heat exchanger cooling ivatcr.

204 T PUMP BOWLS CANNOT CLR DRNG BLWDWN
204 F PBLS CAN CLEAR DRNG BLWDWN

**This event code, ivhen set true by the user, ivilldisable thc bump loops**actions (Events 165 and 166). This prevents the inventory in the cold legs**from being rapidly discharged into thc downcomcr.
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

205 T LOSS OF AC POWER
205 F ACPOWERAVAILABLE

**This event code, svhcn sct true by thc user, >vill result in thc loss ofall**AC poorer. Popover can bc recovered by setting this event back to FALSE.**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.



206 T LOSS OF DC POWER
206 F DCPOWERAVAILABLE

**This event code, when set true by the user, will result in thc loss ofall
¹* DC power. Power can be rccovercd by setting this event back to FALSE.
*¹ Setting this cvcnt code true willresult in the loss of DC powered rclicf
**valves.

207 T IGNITERS FORCED ON
207 F IGNITERS NORMAL

**This event code, when set true by the user, willforce the igniters on
¹¹ even ifpopover is not available (Event 205 is TRUE).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

208 T CLEAR UNBROKEN LOOP PUMP BOWLS
208 F UNBROKEN LOOP PUMP BOWL MODELS NORML

**This event code. when sct tnie by thc user. will force thc unbroken loop punip
**bowls to be cleared (Event 165 set TRUE). This causes the im entory in tlic
**cold legs om being rapidly discharged into the don ncontcr.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Voluinc 2. Part 2.

209 T PS BREAK(S) FAILED
209 F PS INTACT

**This accident initiator. when sct tnic by thc user, indicates tlmt a LOCA
**is occurring. The LOCA area (ABB/AUB).elevation (ZBB/ZUB), location
**(FBB/FUB) and the height ofLOCA break above the floor of rccciving node
**(ZNBB/ZNUB)should also be specified by thc user when initiating a LOCA.

210 T CHILLERS SWITCH: MANON
210 F CHILLERS SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This cvcnt code, when sct true by thc user, willmarmally initiate the
**containment chillers.
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section ol'thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

212 T HPI SWITCH: MANON
212 F HPI SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code, when sct tnic by thc user, >vill manually trigIIcr the
¹¹ HPI systclil. This willprovide thc trigger signal to turn HPI on.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual. Volume 2, Part 2.
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213 T LPI SWITCH: MANON
213 F LPI SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code, when sct tnte by thc user, >vill nmnually trigger thc
**LPI system. This willprovide thc trigger sigrml to turn LPI on.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volunte 2, Part 2.

214 T ACCUM BLOCKVALVE:CLOSE
214 F ACCUMAUTOMATIC

~~ This event code, when sct tnte by the user, ivillnmnually disable thc
**the accunutlators.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of thc User's Mamml. Volume 2. Part 2.

215 T MCP SWITCH OFF OR Hl-VIBRTRIP
215 F MCP SWITCH: ON/NO TRIP

**This event code, ivhcn sct tntc by thc user. ivillmanually sivitch offtlte
, ~+ lnanl coolant pulnps.
*~ Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

216 T HPI FORCED OFF
216 F HPI SWITCH NOFORCED OFF

**This cvcnt code, svhcn set tnte by thc user, ivillnmnually lock offthc
**HPI system. This ivillprcvcnt HPI frotn operating under all conditions**until this event code is set back to FALSE.
"'*Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2, Part 2.

217 T LPI FORCED OFF
217 F LPI SWITCH NO FORCED OFF

**This event code, when set tnte by thc user, >vill manually lock offthe**LPI system. This willprevent LPI from operating under all conditions
**until this event code is set back to FALSE.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Mamml, Volutne 2, Part 2.

218 T FANS/COOLER SWITCH: MANON
218 F FANS/COOLER SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code, svhen sct true by thc user, willnmnually initiate the



**fan coolers.
*~ Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**Qa@@ 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENTS 219 AND 222 APPLY TO GENERALIZED AND "HARDWIRED"
UPPER AND LOWER COMPT. SPRAYS (NOT TO CONSTANT FLOW
(FIRE) SPRAYS)

219 T ESF UPPER/LOWER COMPT. SPRAY SWITCH: MANON
219 F ESF UPPER/LOWER COMPT. SPRAY SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code, when set true by the user, willmam'tally initiate the
**upper and lower compartment sprays, ifthey arc not locked off(Event 222 is
**FALSE) and power is available (Event 205 is FALSE).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

220 T RECIRC SWITCH: MANON
. 220 F RECIRC SWITCH: OFF

*~ This event code, when set true by thc user. willmatutally switch to
**recirculation mode. When this is done, the safctv injection systems and
**containmcnt sprays can take suction from the containment sutnp rather than
*~ thc RWST and the RHR heat czcltanger can be used to cool thc injected water.
**Which systems take suction from the containmcnt sutnp dcpcnds on thc pump**alligmucnt for each plant.
**Refer to the ENGSAF. EVENTS. and GENESF sections of thc User's Manual.
**Volume 2, Part 2.

221 T FANS/COOLERS FORCED OFF
221 F FANS/COOLERS SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This cvcnt code, when sct true by thc user, willmanually force off the
**containmcnt fan coolers. This willprevent fan coolers from operating
**under all conditions until this cvcnt code is sct back to FALSE.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Mamral, Volutne 2, Part 2.

222 T ESF UPPER/LOWER COMPT. SPRAYS FORCED OFF
222 F ESF UPPER/LOWER COMPT. SPRAYS SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This cvcnt code, when set true by thc user, wiIImamtally force offthe
~* upper and lower compartment sprays. This willprevent containment sprays**from operating under all conditions until this event code is sct back to
**FALSE.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Mamtal, Volume 2, Part 2.
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223 T PZR SPRAYS FORCED OFF
223 F PZR SPRAYS AUTOMATICON/OFF

*"This event code, svhen set true by the user, >vill manually force offthc
**prcssurizcr sprays. This ivillprcvcnt thc pressurizer sprays
**from operating under all conditions until this event code is set back to
«FALSE.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**QaQa 4.0.2 CEH 5/31/95 CHANGE MESSAGES TO INDICATETHATEVENT CODE 224
*~ ONLY APPLIES TO MOTOR-DRIVENAUXFEED
224 T MOTOR-DRIVENAUXFEED WATER FORCED OFF
224 F MOTOR-DRIVENAUXFEED WATER SWITCH: AUTO

**This event code, avhen set true by thc user, ivillmanually force offthe
**motor-driven auxiliary fccdsvatcr pumps. This >villprevent the motor-driven
**aux fccdivatcr from operating under all conditions until this cvcnt code is
**set back to FALSE.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volutnc 2. Part 2.

225 T CHILLERS FORCED OFF
225 F CHILLERS SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code, ivhen set true by thc user, ivillmanually force offthc
**containmcnt chillcrs. This >vill prevent chillers frotn operating
**under all conditions until this event code is set back to FALSE.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

226 T PZR HTRS FORCED OFF
226 F PZRHTRS SWITCH: AUTO

**This event code, ivhcn sct true by the user, ivillmanually force offthe
**pressurizer heaters. This >villprevent thc prcssurizcr heaters
**from operating under all conditions until this event code is sct back to
**FALSE.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Matutal, Volun>e 2. Part 2.

227 T MANUALSCRAM
227 F SCRAM SYSTEM AUTO

**The event code, svhcn set true by the user, manually scmms the reactor (Sets**cvcnt 13 TRUE).

228 T MAINFW SHUTOFF



228 F MAINFWSW:AUTO

~* This event code, when set true by the user, >vill mamntlly force offthc
**ntain fccdwater pumps. This willprevent the ntain fccdsvatcr from operating
**under all conditions until this event code is sct back to FALSE.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

229 T RX VENT SWITCH: MANOPEN
229 F RX VENTS CLOSED

**This event code, when sct true by the user, willntanually switch on the
**reactor vessel vent. Thc vent willopen provided power is available (Event
**205 is FALSE).
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

230 T UHI ACCUM BLOCKED
230 F UHI ACCUM AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code. when sct true by thc user. willshut offthc UHI accuntulator
*~ block valve. This willprevent the UHI accutnulator frotn operating under all
**conditions until this cvcnt code is set back to FALSE.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volutne 2. Part 2.

231 T CHARGING PUMP SWITCH: MANON
231 F CHARGING PUMP SWITCH: AUTO

*~ This cvcnt code. when sct true by the user. willmanually trigger thc
~* Charging Puntps. This willprovide the trigger signal to turn Charging**Putnps on.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of tl>c User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

232 T CHARGING PUMPS FORCED OFF
232 F CHARGING PUMPS SWITCH: AUTO

**This event code, ivhcn set true by the user, willnunutally lock offthc
**Charging Pumps. This willprevent Charging Pun>ps from operating under all
**conditions until this event code is sct back to FALSE.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**@QaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 DESCRIPTION FOR EVENT 233 WAS REVISED TO STATE THAT IT** APPLIES TO THE BROKEN S/G RELIEF VALVE.
233 T BROKEN S/G RELIEF VALVEOPENED MANUALLY
233 F BROKEN S/G RELIEF VALVEAUTO



**This event code, when sct true by the user, willmanually open the brokell
**steam generator reliefvalve.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

234 T RHRSPRAY VALVEMANOPEN
234 F RHR SPRAY VALVEMANCLOSED

**This cvciit code, when set tnie by the user, will mamially tuni on the RHR
**heat exchanger for RHR sprays. LPI also nccds to bc operating (Event 6 is
**TRUE) for RHR spray operation. Manually opening the RHR spny valve ivill
**also reduce the number ofLPI pumps available for safety injection by NLPSPO
**since tliat number ofpumps are alligned to RHR sprays.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS and ENGSAF sections of thc User's Manual, Volume 2,
**Part 2.

235 T S/GMSIV: FORCED CLOSED
235 F MSIVSWITCH: AUTO

**This event code. when sct true by thc user. willmanually close the
"'"'tcam generator MSIV. This willprevent thc S/G MSIV I'rom opening under all
**conditions until this event code is sct back to FALSE.
*~ Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Manual. Volmnc 2. Part 2.

236 T S/G MSIV: FORCED OPEN
236 F S/GMSIV: AUTO

**This cvcnt code. when set tnic by tlic user. ivillinanually force open the
*~ S/G MSIVprovided they are not forced closed.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of the User's Marnial. Voluinc 2. Part 2.

237 T EXTERNALRWST SOURCE ON
237 F NOEXTRWSTSOURCE

**This cvcnt code, svhcn set tnic by the user, will initiate refill of thc RWST
**water at the mass Ilowrate ofexternal RWST replacerncnt water lloivrate
*"(WRWSTX) specified in the *ENGINEERED SAFEGAURDS section of thc paiamcter
**file.

**QaQae 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT 238 IS OBSOLETE
'4*238 T V SEQUENCE
**238 F BREAK FI.OWTO BCOMPT
**To initiate a LOCA outside ofcontaimncnt, sct Event 209 TRUE and JNBB or
~* JNUB equal the node number of thc rccciving conipartmcnt. This
**receiving compartlileiit node willbe a node outside of containincnt for a



**LOCA outside ofcontainmcnt. Thc LOCA area (ABB/AUB),elevation
**(ZBB/ZUB), location (FBB/FUB) and the height ofLOCA brcak above
**the Iloor ofreceiving node (ZNBB/ZNUB)should also bc specified by thc
**user ivhcn initiating a LOCA outside ofcontainmcnt.

**Qaaa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 DESCRIPTION FOR EVENT 239 WAS REVISED TO STATE THAT IT
** APPLIES TO THE BROKEN S/G SAFETY VALVE.
239 T BROKEN S/G SAFETY VALVEOPENED MANUALLY
239 F BROKEN S/G SAFETY VALVEAUTO

**This event code, ivhen set true by the user, ivillmanually open thc broken
**stcam generator reliefvalve.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

**Qn,re~7 n 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENT 240 MANUALLYCONTROLS THE CONSTANT FLOW (FIRE)
SPRAYS IN THE AUX. BLDG. IF 240 IS USED TO TURN THEM
ON IT CAN BE USED TO TURN THEM OFF (VS. IF THEY ARE
INITIATEDVIATHE TEMPERATURE SET POINT TSPRB).
(1000-LEVEL EVENTS INDICATEWHETHER THE SPRAYS ARE ON
IN EACH COMPARTMENT IN BOTH THE AUX. BLDG. AND
CONTAINMENT.)

240 T AUX. BLDG. CONSTANT FLOW (FIRE) SPRAYS ON
240 F AUX. BLDG. CONSTANT FLOW (FIRE) SPRAYS OFF

*~ This event code, ivhcn sct true by thc user, >vill tnanually trigger thc
**Au~ Building fire spray systctn.

241 T CAVINJPUMPON
241 F CAVINJ OFF

**This event code, ivhcn sct true by the user, >vill manually initiate tltc
**external cavity injection system.

242 T PS MAKEUP OFF
242 F PS MAKEUPON

**This event code, ivhen sct true by thc user, ivillmanually shut offtltc
**primary system tnakcup flosv.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

243 T LETDOWN SWITCH OFF
243 F LETDOWN SWITCH ON
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**This event code, ivhcn set true by the user, ivillntanually shut offthe« letdown flow.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section ol'thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

244 T BROKEN LOOP IDLED
244 F BROKEN LOOP NORML

**QaQaQa 4.0.3 CEH 7/I/96 - Updated thc logic description.

**This event code, when set true by the user, ivillbump the broken loop main
**coolant pumps in conjunction ivith:

Manual bump of the broken loop main coolant pumps (Event 247 is TRUE)
and AC popover is available (Event 205 is TRUE),

245 T KEEP MAINFEED ON AT SCRAM
245 F MAINFEED OFF AT SCRAM

**This event code, ivhen set true by thc user. ivillprevent the ntain fccdwalcr**from tripping offdue to reactor seratn. Thc tnain fccdivater ivillstill.
**Itotvcvcr. trip offdue to loss ofpopover (Event 205 is TRUE) or main feedtvater
@+ nlanually shut ofl (Event 228 is TRUE).

246 T PZRSPRMAN ON
246 F PZRSPRAUTO

**This cvcnt code, svhcn sct true by the user. >vill manually initiate thc*"pressurizer sprays, ifthey are not locked off(Event 223 is FALSE) and**
popover is available (Event 205 is FALSE).

*"Refer to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual. Volume 2. Part 2.

247 T BUMP BKNLOOP MCPS(TMI)
247 F BKN LOOP MCP NORML

*~ This event code, svhcn set true by the user, willmanually bump the broken
*~ loop nlatll coolant pumps.
**Rcfcr to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2. Part 2.

248 T FORCE EXECUTION STOP

":* This event code, when set true b> the user in an operator action, ivillcause**the code czecutton to stop at current tintc.



**Qa@Qa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 DESCRIPTION FOR EVENT 233 WAS REVISED TO STATE THAT IT
** APPLIES TO THE BROKEN S/G RELIEF VALVE.
249 T UNBKNS/G RELIEF VALVEOPENED MANUALLY
249 F UNBKNS/G RELIEF VALVEAUTO

**This event code, when set true by thc user, willmanually open thc broken
**stcam generator reliefvalve.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

250 T ZERO OUT FRACTIONALCHANGES IN INTGRT

**This event code, when sct true by thc user. rcscts the cumulative figures
**of merit. This event is also sct true autotnatically ifthc sort out ncw
**figures of merit option is on (ISORT=I) and thc RPV fails.

**(aa~~a!Qa 4.0.1 BJS 2/10/95 EVENT MESSAGES 251 AND 252 ADDED
NOTE - TURBINE-DRIVENAUXFEED WILLNOT FUNCTION IF MOTOR-DRIVEN
AUXFEED IS WORKING (EVENT CODE 154). THEREFORE. TO USE
TURBINE-DRIVENAUXFEED. SET EVENT CODE 224 TO I TO FORCE OFF
MOTOR-DRIVENAUXFEED. ALSO, TURBINE-DRIVENAUXFEED DOES NOT
REQUIRE POWER (EVENT CODE 205), WHILEMOTOR-DRIVENDOES.

FOR SPANISH PLANTS 251 AND 252 CONTROL THE EMERGENCY
FEEDWATER SYSTEM.

251 T UNBKNLOOP TURBINE DRIVEN AFW: MANON
251 F UNBKNLOOP TURBINE DRIVEN AFW: NOT MANON

**This event code, when set true by the user, will manually trigger the
*~ unbroken loop turbine driven auzilliary fccdwatcr system. This willprovide**the trigger signal to turn turbine driven AFW on.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volutne 2, Pah 2.

252 T BKN LOOP TURBINE DRIVEN AFW'. MANON
252 F BKN LOOP TURBINE DRIVENAFW: NOT MANON

*~ This event code, when sct true by the user, willntanually trigger thc
*~ broken loop turbine driven auxilliary fecdwater system. This willprovide**the trigger signal to turn turbine driven AFW on.
**Rcfcr to the EVENTS section of thc User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.



253 T LPI SWITCH TRAIN2: MANON
253 F LPI SWITCH TRAIN2: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code, when sct tnte by thc user, willmanually trigger LPI
**Train 2. This vvillprovide thc trigger signal to turn LPI Train 2 on.
**Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

254 T LPI TRAIN2 FORCED OFF
254,F LPI SWITCH TRAIN2 NO FORCED OFF

*~ This event code, when sct tntc by the user, vvill manually lock offLPI
**Train 2. This willprevent LPI Train 2 from operating under all conditions
**until this event code is sct back to FALSE.
**Refer to thc EVENTS section of thc User's Manual„Volume 2. Part 2.

'~ a,~a a 4.0.1 BJS 2/8/95 EVENTS 255 AND 256 APPLY TO GENERALIZED ESF SPRAY
TRAIN C

255 T GENERALIZEDESF CONTMT SPRAY TRAIN C SiVITCH: MANON
255 F GENERALIZED ESF CONTMT SPRAY TRAIN C SWITCH: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code, when sct true by the user. ivillmanually initiate thc
**generalized csf containmcnt spmys train C. ifthey arc not locked off
**(Event 256 is FALSE) and popover is available (Event 205 is FALSE).
**Refer to the EVENTS and GENESF sections of thc User's Manual, Volutne 2.
**Part 2.

'56 T GENERALIZED ESF CONTMT SPRAY TRAIN C FORCED OFF
256 F GENERALIZED ESF CONTMT SPRAY TRAIN C: AUTOMATICON/OFF

**This event code, svhcn set true by the user, >vill manually force offthc
**generalized esf containmnct sprays train c. This ivillprevent thc
**containment sprays from operating under all conditions until this cvcnt
**code is sct back to FALSE.
~* Refer to the EVENTS and GENESF sections of the User's Manual, Volume 2,**Part 2.

257 T DONT SCRAM WHEN CHARGING PUMP ON
257 F SCRAM WHEN CHARGING PUMP ON

**This cvcnt code, svhen set true by the user, ivilldisable thc condition to
++ autontatlcally scmnl wllen cllafghlg punlps afe on (Event 11 Is TRUE).



258 T CLEAR BROKEN LOOP PUMP BOWLS
258 F BROKEN LOOP PUMP BOWL MODELS NORML

**This event code, ivhen sct true by the user, willforce the broken loop pump
**bowls to be cleared (Event 166 set TRUE). This causes the inventory in the
**cold legs to being rapidly discharged into the doxvncomer.
*~ Refer to the EVENTS section of the User's Manual, Volume 2, Part 2.

274 T PRHR VALVEIS OPEN
274*F PRHR VALVEIS CLOSED

**This event code, used for AP600 plant designs, is used to open the passive
**RHR valve.

**QaQaQa 4.0.3 SMD 12/I/95 EVENT CODES 275-278 ARE OBSOLETE
*~ 275 T VALVECONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF CMT ¹I TO THE PS DOWNCOMER IS OPEN
**275 F VALVECONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF CMT ¹I TO THE PS DOWNCOMER IS

CLOSED
**276 T VALVECONNECTING THE PS BROKEN LOOP CL TO THE TOP OF CMT ¹1 OPEN
~~ 276 F VALVECONNECTING THE PS BROKEN LOOP CL TO THE TOP OF CMT ¹I CLOSED
**277 T VALVECONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF CMT ¹2 TO THE PS DOWNCOMER IS OPEN
**277 F VALVECONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF CMT ¹2 TO THE PS DOWNCOMER IS
CLOSED
*"'78 T VALVECONNECTING THE PS UNBROKEN LOOP CL TO THE TOP OF CMT ¹2 OPEN
**278 F VALVECONNECTING THE PS UNBROKEN LOOP CL TO THE TOP OF CMT ¹2
CLOSED

**Jara+a 4.0.3 CYP 7/I/96 - Added cvcnt code 280 for TMI-2 bcnchniark (IDISCH=3).
*"'hisevent controls whether pump seal flow can go the intcrmcdiatc leg
** instead of the downcomcr.
280 T ESF INJECTION GOES TO INTERMEDIATELEG FOR IDISCH EQUALTO 3

280 F ESF INJECTION GOES TO THE DOWNCOMER AS USUAL FOR IDISCH EQUAL TO 3

320 T PRINT AND RESTART THIS TIMESTEP

*~ This event code, ivhen sct true by an operator action, forces a restart
**and log file printout at the current time.

321 T FORCE DIRECTED PRINTOUT THIS TIMESTEP

**This event code, when set true by an operator action. forces a directed
**printout at the current time to the specified file. For example the action
~* block:



» ACTION 3

IEVNT(321) = I
IPSETI(12) = 10

**END

**willactivate a special printout ofblock 12 to unit 10 ivhcn action 3
**is activated.

322 T FORCE PRINT LIST PRINTOUT THIS TIMESTEP

**This event code, when sct tnie by an operator action, forces a print list
~* printout at the current time.

323 T FORCE PLOT FILE OUTPUT THIS TIMESTEP

**This event code, when sct true by an operator action, forces plot file
*~ output to be written at thc current time.

END

*Uscrcvt

General Notes

**In addition to the following notes citing gcncral forinat and structure**of this parameter file section, it is recommended tliat thc user consult
**tlie folloiving rcfercnces in the MAAP4 User's Manual:

i) the USEREVT section within the General Input Decks description
in Section 3 Volunic I and

ii) the UXEVNTsubroutine description as well as descriptions for
related subroutines UXINP, UXPRES, UXTRAN,and UXEVALand UXXACT
in Volume 2.

**These refcrcnces provide thc detailed inforniation tliat is thc basis for**the abridged notes here. Thc USEREVT description is thc priniary**reference since it provides thc most thorough discussion of forinat and**application ofuser-dcfincd events and action blocks.

** I) *USEREVT is the paramctcr file section specifying user-defined event
codes and action blocks. These specifications can also be made in
the USEREVT section of'the input deck.



**2) This parameter section is desigiutted by the "*USEREVT"section label
at the beginning and the "END" statement at the cnd. User-defined
event code and action block specifications in this section can be
disabled by simply commenting out thc rein ant statement lines ivith
string "**".

**3) Event code classifications:

The followingare the standard classifications citing thc important
distinctions between MAAPcvcnt codes. The U)KVNTsubroutine
description in Volume 2 of the MAAP4 User's Mamial provides a more
detailed description of event code classifications and supportiiig
examples of external and user-dcfincd event codes. (The numerical
listing is the default range for thc event code class.)

Internal event codes (1-199):

These event codes are rcscrved internally by MAAP as status flags
for, kcy conditions. Thus. they arc not user-controllable.

External cvcnt codes (200-399):

Tlicsc event codes arc reserved internally by MAAP as so-ciillcd
"operator action" event codes. since the niajority arc already
prc-dcfincd with a specific operator action. such as locking out
an injection system. Hoivcvcr. their status can bc controlled
externally by the user. Therefore, they are listed as citerttal
instead ofpurely internal or user-defined.

Since external event codes arc tied to coding logic within MAAP.
users should proceed with caution wlten defining thc criteria that
control tlic status ofexternal cvcnt codes.

User-defined cvcnt codes (399-600):

These event codes are not rescrvcd internally by MAAP. and tlicy
are not tied to any specific coding logic, as is the case for
eztcrital event codes. The user can apply them as intcivention
conditions for initiating action blocks or as a condition within a
boolean expression in another user-dcfincd event code statcmcnt.

Of course, like external cvcnt codes, the status ofuser-defined
event codes can bc ntanually controlled in the input deck. As
such, user-defined event codes can be configured to cinulatc
operator actions, such as those in the external event codes.
However, in thc strict interpretation they arc not operator
actions since they arc not directly tied to internal MAAPcode
logic.

**4) User-defined event code processing order:

As stated at the beginning of Section 3 Volume 1 (General Input
Decks) of thc MAAP4 User's Manual. a hierarchy exists for the
processing order of statcincnts within the input deck, part ofwhich
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pertains to event codes.

User-defined event codes, including external cvcnt codes, arc
processed before internal event codes. This order is required so

that status changes in external event codes can update the status of
associated intcriial event codes.

In regard to thc processing order of individual uscrAcfincd event
codes, control flag IUXOLDin the *CONTROL parameter section governs
the process order as folio>vs:

IUXOLD Processing Order

0 Evahiatc user-defined event codes in the order in
(default) ivhich they are read. Note, xvhcn user-defined events

are specified in both the *USEREVT parameter file
section and in thc USEREVT section of thc input deck,
the order in ivhich they are read in is contingent upon
ivhether tlie parameter file is spccificd in the input
deck (via thc PARAMETER FILE statment) before or
aAer the USEREVT section of the input deck.

I Evaluate user-deflned event codes in numerical
order. as done in MAAP3.08.

~* 5) User-defined event code units cow cntion:

EVlten using user-dcflincd cvcnts, Sl units are assumed ifthere is no
unit label specified after a numerical i'aine. So, for Sl units thc
user can optionally include SI units for clarity. but for BR units
thc user must explicitly state thc value and label in BR units.

Note. thc *USEREVT paraineter section does not comply ivith the *BR or
*SI units declaration statements tliat arc used clseivhcrc in the
parameter file. Siniilarly. thc USEREVT input deck section docs not
comply xvith the units declaration statcinent (Sl/BR) in thc input
deck. Thercforc, it is recomincnded that units be stated explicitly
ivith nuinbcrical values in user-deflincd event codes.

**6) User-defined event code nnd action block input format:

There are five types ofstatcmcnts used to specify user-defined event
codes:

+ CollllllelltStatcillellt
* Event Specification Statement
* Action Statenient
* Event Message Statmcnt
* Timer Control Statcmcnt

There arc tivo types of statements used to speci!i action blocks:

* Action Block Definition Statenicnt
* Action Block End Statement



The following simple example illustrates thc usage and format of the
noted statements. The comment stateinent forniat is used here to
identify each statement type.

400 TGRB(3) > 922 K !Event Specification Statement
400 ACTION¹I !Action Statement
400 SET TIMER ¹1 !Timer Control Statement
400 TRUE High gas temp - sprays on !Event Message Statcmcnt

ACTION¹I ! Action Block Definition
219 TRUE !Action: Turn sprays on

END !Action Block End Statement

In the example, the Event Specification Statement specifies tliat
when thc upper compartnicnt (compartment 3) gas tcniperatuic
exceeds 922 K, user-dcfincd event code 400 status is sct to TRUE.
This prompts execution of the ACTION ¹I, the Action Statement tluit
performs the actions defined in thc Action Block Delinition. In
this case, tlic action cntails turning on containment sprays. (If
dcsircd, action blocks can also execute local paranieter cliangcs in
addition to event code status changes.) The corresponding event
mcssag in the Event Mcssagc Statcmcnt is then printed to the log
file and/or suminary file to indicate the TRUE status of event code
400.

! Configuration 3:
!External cvcnt code 219 sct via a

!User-defined Event Specilication

This example shoivs the basic function and capability of user-dcfincd
event codes and action blocks. For detailed information. consult
tiie USEREVT section ivithin Section 3 Volume I of thc MAAP4 User's

Manual. It includes discussions of thc general format and thc
advanced applications for each user-define event and action block
statcnient type noted above as favell as soinc additional fcaturcs
that >vere excluded herc.

**7) Equivalent applications ol'user-defined event codes:

Thc following ezarnplc uses thc previous ezainplc to deinonstratc tliat
thcrc are multiple cquivalcnt configurations for performing event
code status changes via user4efined events codes.

219 TGRB(3) > 922 K !Configumtion I:
!External event code 219 set via
! its oivn Event Specification Statenicnt

400 TGRB(3) > 922 K !Configuration 2:
219 EVENT 400 TRUE !External event code 219 set via

!its own Event Specification Statement
!tliat is contingent upon a User-defined
lEvcnt SpcciTicatiopn Statement
l(With IUXOLDequal to 0)

400 TGRB(3) > 922 K
400 ACTION¹ I
ACTION¹I
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219 TRUE
END

! Statement, Action Statement
!and Action Block Definition

Thrcc sample configurations are shown for accomplishing the
actuation of the containment sprays (external event code 219) in
response'to a high gas tcmpcrature.

Configuration I is the most concise, utilizing only the Event¹¹ Specification Statcmcnt for event 219.

Configumtion 2 adds an Event Specification Statcmcnt for
user-defined event code 400. The gas tempcraturc criterion resides
in this statement, and the Event Specification Statement for event
219 is contingent upon the status of the user-defined event. This
configuration offer thc added capability ofspecifying a custom
mcssagc for user-dcfincd cvcnt 400.

Configuration 3 inaintains thc Event Specification Statement for
user-dcfincd event code 400, but instead accoinplishcs thc status „

cliange to event 219 via an Action Stateinent with an Action Block
Definition.,This conliguration is thc inost vcrbosc. but it is also
the inost versatile since thc action block cnablcs nniltiple event
code status changes and local parameter changes. These capabilities
afc ilot avallalilc ill tile pre'violls two collllgill<itlolls.

*¹ 8) The IF block statcinent is an additional iriput deck stateincnt tliat
performs all of the functions of user-defined event codes and action
blocks. Users may find it to be a morc convenient, or cvcn
superior. alternative. Consult thc IF section within Section 3
Volume I of the MAAP4 User's Mamial for details regarding usage and
gcncral forinat.

User-Defined Event Code and Action Block Spccilications

**This set of event codes pertain to thc user-defined integmtion**control pertaining to MAAPvariable MSTPS in the *INTEGRATION
**CONTROL parameter section.

680 WCDHBS = 0. AND WCDCBS = 0.

681 WCDHUS = 0. AND WCDCUS = 0.

682 EVENT 680 TRUE AND EVENT 681 TRUE
682 TRUE No condensation inside S/G tubes ofboth RCS loops

683 IEVNT(155) = 0 AND IEVNT(164) = 0
683 TRUE Both RCS loops arc circulating

684 EVENT 682 TRUE OR EVENT 683 TRUE

685 EVENT 25 FALSE AND EVENT 684 TRUE



**This sct of event codes pertain to thc user-defined integration
**control pertaining to MAAPvariable MWCR in the *INTEGRATION
**CONTROL parameter section.

686 ZWVGE 3.22

**This set of event codes pertain to the user-defined integration
**control pertaining to MAAPvariable MSTPZ in the *INTEGRATION
**CONTROL parameter section.

687 PPS LT I.E7 AND PPZ LT I.D7

688 EVENT 687 TRUE OR WGRV LE I.D-3

689 EVENT 39 TRUE AND EVENT 688 TRUE

**This user-defined cvcnt code intervenes when any core node teinp.
**reaches 2499 K to force a writing to the restart file.

690 TCRHOT> 2499 K LOCK
690 ACTION ¹500
690 TRUE Mazinntm Core Tcinpcrature lias Exceeded 2499 K

**This user-dcfincd event code intcrvencs at core uncovcry to
**force a writing to thc restart file.

691 EVENT 49 TRUE LOCK ! CORE HAS UNCOVERED
691 ACTION ¹500
691 TRUE Core has Uncovered

*~ This user-dcfincd event code intervenes when core material comes in
**contact with thc lower head to force a writing to the restart file.

692 EVENT 2 TRUE ! RELOCATION OF DEBRIS TO LOWER HEAD
692 ACTION ¹500
692 TRUE Relocation o!'Core Materials to Lower Head

**This user-defined event code intcrvcncs at priinary vessel
**failure to force a writing to the restart file.

693 EVENT 3 TRUE ! REACTOR VESSEL INITIALLYFAILED
693 ACTION ¹500
693 TRUE Reactor Vessel has InitiallyFailed

**This user-dcfincd event code intervenes at secondary vessel
**failure to force a ivriting to the restart file.

69o EVENT 61 TRUE ! REACTOR VESSEL SUBSEQUENTLY FAILED
696 ACTION ¹500
696 TRUE Reactor Vessel lias Subsequently Failed

**This user-defined event code intervenes at contaimncnt failure
**to force a writing to the restart file.



694 EVENT 104 TRUE ! CONTAINMENTFAILED
694 ACTION 8500
694 TRUE Contaiiuncnt has Failed

**This user-defined event code intervenes at RWST depletion
**to force a writing to the restart file.

695 EVENT 187 TRUE l RWST DEPLETED
695 ACTION 8500
695 TRUE RWST Depleted

**This action forces a svriting to the restart and tabular output files.

ACTION 500
EVENT 320 TRUE I PRINTTABULAROUTPUTAND WRITE RESTART FILES

END

**The following list is explicit specification of user-dcfincd event
¹¹ codes whose event messages arc to be included. or excluded. in thc¹¹ log file.

LOG ON 690,691,692.693,694.695,696

END
*BR


